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Translators' Foreword 

This book is a translation of Platon: Sophistes, which was published in 1992 
as volume 19 of Heidegger's Gesamtausgabe (Collected Works) .  The text is 
a reconstruction of the author's lecture course delivered under the same 
title at the University of Mar burg in the winter semester 1924-25 . The course 
was devoted to an interpretation of both Plato, especially his late dialogue, 
the Sophist, and Aristotle, especially Book VI of the Nicomachean Ethics . It 
is one of Heidegger's major works, because of its intrinsic importance as 
an interpretation of ancient philosophy and also on account of its relation 
to Being and Time. 

The first page of Heidegger 's magnum opus, Being and Time, immediately 
following the table of contents, quotes a passage from Plato which Heideg
ger uses as a motto for the entire work. Heidegger himself later stressed 
that this quotation was not intended to serve as a mere decoration. 1  Thus 
it is, on the contrary, intrinsically connected to the matter at issue in Being 
and Time; it names the central, unifying matter at issue in Being and Time, 
which can then be seen as a single protracted meditation revolving around 
this one sentence from Plato . The sentence occurs at the heart of the Sophist. 
Furthermore, Heidegger chose it as the motto precisely at the time he was 
both delivering these lectures on that dialogue, in 1 925, and composing 
Being and Time, which was published in 1927 but was substantially complete 
when presented to Husserl in manuscript form the year before, at a gath
ering in the Black Forest to celebrate Husserl's sixty-seventh birthday 
(whence the place and date on the dedication page: Todtnauberg i. Bad. 
Schwarzwald zum 8. April 1 926). Thus Being and Time is closely connected to 
this lecture course, both temporally and thematically. They are both medi
tations on the matters at issue in the Sophist and shed light on each other. 
In one of the senses in which Being and Time is a repetition, it is a repetition 
of this lecture course. It is not a mere repetition, naturally, and the difference 
is that in these lectures Heidegger stays closer to the text of Plato and 
approaches the problematic in Platonic terms, while in the repetition he 
engages in the ontological problem by taking a more thematically deter
mined route, namely, the path of a hermeneutical analysis of Dasein (human 

1. Martin Heidegger, Kant  und das Problem der Metaphysik, hrsg. F.-W. von Herrmann (GA 
3), Frankfurt: Klostermann, 1991, p. 239. English translations: of the 1973 edition by Richard 
Taft, Kant and the Problem of Metaphysics, Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1 990, p. 163; 
nnd of the 1 950 t•d i tion by jnml's Churchil l ,  Ka11t and the Problem of Metaphysics, Bloomington: 
I nd i a n a  U n i V t'rs i ty l 'n•ss, p .  241'!. 
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being insofar as it is the place where Being reveals itself) . These lectures 
then show what Heidegger always claimed, namely, that the hermeneutic 
of Dasein has its roots in the philosophical tradition and is not a viewpoint 
foisted dogmatically on the problem of Being. 

Heidegger devoted the first part of his lecture course on the Sophist to a 
preparation for reading Plato. This part, amounting to a full-length treatise 
in itself, is an interpretation of Aristotle. It is one of Heidegger 's major 
interpretations of Aristotle and his only extended commentary on Book VI 
(the discussion of the so-called intellectual virtues) of the Nicomachean Eth
ics . Heidegger uses Aristotle to approach Plato, rather than the other way 
around, which would be chronologically correct, because of his view that 
as a principle of hermeneutics we must go from the clear to the obscure. 
For Heidegger, Aristotle is the only path to Plato, because Aristotle prepares 
the ground for our understanding of Plato's ontological research, specific
ally by making explicit what is only implicit in Plato, namely, the link 
between truth (understood as disdosedness) and Being. 

The actual interpretation of the Sophist is unique among Heidegger 's 
works in being so extensively devoted to a single dialogue. Heidegger slowly 
and painstakingly interprets the text, practically line by line. The interpreta
tion is quintessential Heidegger, displaying his trademark original approach 
to Greek philosophy, one which created such a sensation among his students. 
The contemporary reader is invited to participate in Heidegger 's venture, as 
were the original auditors of his courses, and can now see what caused the 
sensation and make his or her own judgment on it. 

The theme of Plato's Sophist, mirrored in a remarkable number of ways
for instance in the seemingly extraneous search for the definition of the 
sophist-is the relation of Being and non-being, and the central concern is 
to challenge Parmenides' view that non-beings in no way are. Heidegger's 
interpretation of this dialogue lies, accordingly, at the center of his own 
thinking, for these are fundamental themes of his philosophy as well: Being 
in distinction to beings, to non-beings, to falsity, to appearance. For Hei
degger, and, as he shows, for Plato too, these are not simple oppositions; 
instead, they have something in common. This commonality or 8uvaJ.w; 
Kotvmv1m; ("potential for sharing") is a thread of Ariadne to the entire 
ontological problematic, and Heidegger nowhere focuses on it as intensely 
as he does here. 

In form, the book is practically a running commentary; Greek citation 
and Heidegger's interpretation leapfrog one another down every page. In 
almost all cases, Heidcggcr h imself tra nslates the citations or at least trans
lates those port ions lw w i shl'S to d r<l W ou t, a l though these t ra nsla t ions are 
often p<ua ph rascs and  tlrl' not  a l w<l y s  p u t  i n quotat ion ma rks. Rl'adcrs with 
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little or no knowledge of Greek can then be confident that they are following 
the main train of thought. In addition to these citations, almost every 
sentence in the book incorporates isolated Greek terms and phrases Hei
degger often does not render into German. For these, I have prepared an 
extensive glossary, which can be found at the end of the book. This glossary 
can hardly substitute for Heidegger's nuanced understanding of the con
cepts of Greek philosophy as this understanding emerges in the course of 
the lectures. I offer it merely to provide a general orientation. Its use, of 
course, does presuppose some familiarity with ancient Greek, since not 
every form of the words on the list could be included. 

Instead of a glossary of German terms, I have, when I thought it necessary 
to indicate that the translation misses some nuance, interpolated the Ger
man words directly into the text, placing them within square brackets ([ ] ) .  
These brackets have been reserved throughout the book for translators' 
insertions, and all footnotes stemming from the translators are marked 
"Trans." For the convenience of those wishing to correlate our translation 
with the original, the German pagination is given in the running heads. 

My collaborator, mentor, and friend, Andre Schuwer, passed away before 
this translation was complete . He was a Franciscan friar who chose as his 
personal device the Biblical ideal: Esto perfectus . I could almost hear him 
reprove me with that as I carried on this work, which I dedicate to his 
memory. 

Richard Rojcewicz 
Point Park College 
Pittsburgh 
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In memoriam 
Paul Natorp 

A lecture course on Plato today in Marburg is obliged to call up the memory 
of Paul Natorp, who passed away during the recent holidays. His last 
activity as a teacher at our university was a seminar on Plato in the previous 
summer semester. These exercises were for him a new approach to a revi
sion of his work on "Plato's Theory of Ideas ." 1  This book has had a decisive 
influence on the Plato scholarship of the last twenty years. The outstanding 
feature of the work is the level of philosophical understanding it strives for 
and actually carries out with unprecedented narrow focus. This "narrow
ness" is not meant as a reproach; on the contrary, it indicates just how 
intensely penetrating the book is. It provided a sharp awareness of the fact 
that a thorough acquaintance with the material is not sufficient for a genu
ine understanding and that the latter cannot be realized by means of aver
age philosophical information, randomly acquired . The best testimonial to 
the work is the fact that it met with opposition, i .e. , it compelled reflection. 
But its level of understanding has not been equaled. 

The history of the origin of the book is telling. Natorp wanted to work 
out a text, with commentary, of the single dialogue Parmenides, and the 
book presents the preparation for it. The hermeneutic situation, or rather 
its foundation, was marked by Kant and the Marburg School, i .e., by epis
temology and theory of science. In accord with his basic philosophical 
orientation, Natorp considered the history of Greek philosophy in the per
spective and within the limits of the epistemologically oriented Neo-Kant
ianism of the Marburg School .  Accordingly, he took a critical position 
against Aristotle, who represented realism, as well as against the appropri
ation of Aristotle in the Middle Ages, which was dogmatism. Yet this by 
no means derived from an inadequate knowledge of Aristotle. On the 
contrary, Natorp anticipated results we are attaining only today. Natorp's 
studies on Greek philosophy are the following: "Thema und Disposition der 
aristotelischen Metaphysik," 1888; "Aristoteles: Metaphysik K 1-8," 1888; "Aris
toteles und die Eleaten," 1890; "Die ethischen Fragmente des Demokrit, Text und 

1 .  P. Na torp, /'Into� ldccnldtrc: Ehtc Einfiihruns in den Jdea/ismus, Leipzig, 1903. Zweite, 
d u rch);t's .  und um L'inen ml'lakrit isrhen A n hang (Logos-Psyche-Eros, pp. 457-51 3) vermehrte 
A liS);.lbl', l .l' ipl' ig, 1 '12 1 .  
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Untersuchungen," 1893; "Forschungen zur Geschichte des Erkenntnisproblems 
im Altertum," 1884.2 

Furthermore, the hermeneutic situation was marked by the fact that, 
within the compass of Neo-Kantianism, Natorp raised on the basis of the 
philosophy of Kant the most acute questioning with regard to a universal 
science of consciousness. His special position and his special merit within 
the Marburg School consist in the fact that he raised the question of psy
chology within Neo-Kantianism for the first time, i.e., the question of how 
it might be possible to integrate into philosophy the natural scientific psy
chology then prevailing. His works in this field are the following: "Einleit
ung in die Psychologie nach kritischer Methode," 1888; "Allgemeine Psychologie 
nach kritischer Methode," 1912.3 He took his orientation from Descartes, 
whose epistemology he had written about: "Descartes ' Erkenntnistheorie," 
1882.4 

Natorp raised in his psychology the problem of consciousness, i .e., he 
questioned the method by which consciousness itself comes into question 
as the foundation of philosophical research. The question of consciousness 
as the foundation of philosophy was then, as we said, essentially dominated 
by the natural scientific mode of questioning; at the same time, however, 
it was given direction by Brentano's Psychologie vom empirischen Standpunkt.5 
The new edition of Natorp's Psychologie, which appeared in 1912,6 is espe
cially valuable on account of the two critical appendices, in which he comes 
to terms with the philosophical investigations of his contemporaries . 

Natorp was the one who was best prepared to discuss Husser!. This is 
demonstrated by his works "Zur Frage der logischen Methode,"7 1901 , where 
he takes up Husserl's Logische Untersuchungen, Erster Band: Prolegomena zur 

2. P. Natorp, "Thema und Disposition der aristotelischen Metaphysik," in Philosophische 
Monatshefte, Bd. 24, 1 888, Teil I, pp. 37-65; Teil II, pp. 540-574. 

P. Natorp, "Ueber Aristoteles' Meta physik, K 1-8, 1065a26," in Archiv fiir Geschichte der Philosophic, 
Bd. I, Heft 2, 1888, pp. 1 78-193. 

P. Natorp, "Aristoteles und die £/eaten," in Philosophische Monatshefte, Bd. 26, 1 890, Teil I, pp . 
1-16; Teil II, pp. 147-1 69. 

P. Natorp, Die Ethika des Demokritos. Text und Untersuchungen, Marburg, 1 893. 
P. Natorp, Forschungen zur Geschichte des Erkenntnisproblems im Altertum: Protagoras, Demokrit, 

Epikur und die Skepsis, Berlin, 1884. 
3. P. Natorp, Einleitung in die Psychologic nach kritischer Methode, Freiburg i .  Br., 1 888. 

P.  Natorp, Allgemeine Psychologic nach kritischer Methode. Erstes Buch: Objekt und Methode der 
Psychologie, Tiibingen, 1912. 

4. P. Natorp, Descartes ' Erken ntnij3thcorie: Eine Studie zur  Vorxeschichte des K riticismus, Mar
burg, 1 882. 

5. F.  Bren tano, Psychologic 7'0111 t'illl 'irischcll Sialldl ' l l l lkl.  Ill  Zll't'i lliilldc11 .  Band I, Leipzig, 1 874. 
r. 13rl·n tilno, Vo11  da Klassif/kat io/1 da 1'-'.lfChisclwll l'hiillolll t 'l l < ' . Ni'l l t ', d11rch Na(/lt rifgt '  stark wm1ehrtc 

1\ II.'Sili>t' dt'l' lwl rcfli· l ldl 'll Ktll 'ild dl'l' l 'sctdwlosi•· l 'OII I I 'IIIf'irisd/< '11 Sl t l l l f lJ ' I I I Ikl ,  l .l'ilv.ig, I 'I I I . 
6. ( 'L noh• .1, st•cond l i s t  in�-: .  
7. 1 ' .  N,\ torp,  " l 1 1 r  l 'mgc ·  dc'l ' logischc · l l  Mc 'l llf >dc · .  Mil  llc •:. / c 'II I I I IS c l l l( l : d m .  I I I I.'Sc 'rh ' f 'ml<'SOIII C 'I I I l  

:1/r rl 'i l l l ' l l  I ' '.� lk · I  l .ogi,.d/1 ' l l l l l c ' l" 'o l l l 'l l l l l l,'\< ' 1 1 ,  /'nl I !, "  i l l  """' ' · 1 1 / C I I c ' l l ,  1 ! ,  I I . 2 / :1 ,  1 '10 1 ,  I' I'· 27( ) · 21'G. 
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reinen Logik, and furthermore by his "Husserls Ideen zu einer reinen Phiino
menologie,"8 which was published in 1914 and again in 1918, where he treats 
Husserl's Ideen.  Natorp's  instigations were determinative for Husserl him
self. 

The expanse of Natorp's field of work is visible in the following. As a 
rule, the Marburg School was oriented toward epistemology. For Natorp, 
however, essentially different themes were alive in the background: social 
philosophy and pedagogy and, ultimately, the philosophy of religion as 
well, which latter was the concern of his first publication and of his very 
last days. Thus his first publication, his first work9 as a doctor of philosophy, 
concerned the relation of theoretical and practical knowledge with respect 
to the foundation of a non-empirical reality. There followed the time of his 
work with Cohen. To appreciate Natorp's scientific merit, we must locate 
his work back into the last two decades of the nineteenth century; at that 
time everyone did not yet have a philosophical interest. That today we can 
go beyond Kant is possible only because we were first forced back to him 
by the Marburg School. The mission of the Marburg School was on the one 
hand to uphold and resume the tradition and on the other hand to cultivate 
the rigor of conceptual thought. At the same time, we must locate the 
scientific work of the Marburg School, e.g., Cohen's Theorie der Erfahrung, 10 
back into its era, when Brentano wrote his Psychologie vom empirischen 
Standpunkt and Dilthey his Das Leben Schleiermachers. 1 1  It was starting from 
these three books and standpoints that more recent philosophy, contempo
rary philosophy, developed . It is the peculiar characteristic of the Marburg 
School to have attained the most acute questioning and to have developed 
the keenest conceptualization. We do not wish to come to a decision here 
on the question of its truth or falsity. Perhaps that is even a mistaken 
question. 

Natorp was one of the few and one of the first, indeed perhaps the only 
one among German professors, who more than ten years ago understood 
what the young people of Germany wanted when in the fall of 1913 they 
gathered at Hohen MeiBner and pledged to form their lives out of inner 
truthfulness and self-responsibility. Many of these best have fallen. But 
whoever has eyes to see knows that today our Dasein is slowly being 
transposed upon new foundations and that young people have their part 

8.  P. Natorp, "Husserls Ideen zu einer reinen Phiinomenologie,"  in Die Geisteswissenschaften, Jahrg. 
1 ,  1913-14, pp. 420::426, 448-451 ;  reprinted in Logos, Bd. VII, 1917-18,  H. 3, pp. 224-246. 

9.  P. Natorp , "Uber das VerhaltniiS des theoretischen und praktischen Erkennens zur 
Begrundung eincr nichtempirischen Rea!itat. Mit Bezug auf: W.  Herrmann , Die Religion im 
Verhaltnif� zum Welterkennen und zur Si ttlichkeit," in Zeitschrift fur Philosophie und 
f!h ilosol'llisclw Krifik, )g. 79, 1 881 , pp. 242-259 . 

1 0 . I l .  Colwn, Kanis Tlll'oric d<'r Erfi1llr l l l lg, Berl i n ,  1 871 ; 2 . ,  neubcmbcitctc Auflagc, Berlin, 1 885. 
I I .  W .  Di l t lwy, / .dwn Sc '/dcicrl l/aclll'n;. Erstl'r Band, Bt•r l i n , 1 870. 
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to play in this task Natorp understood them, and so they are the best ones 
to preserve his memory. It is difficult for us to take up the heritage of his 
spirit and to work with the same impartiality and thoroughness. Even in 
the last weeks of his life he was attacked very sharply and most unjustly. 
His response was, "I will keep silent. " He could keep silent; he was one of 
those men with whom one could walk in silence. The thoroughness and 
expanse of his real knowledge can no longer be found today. His genuine 
understanding of Greek philosophy taught him that even today there is 
still no cause to be especially proud of the progress of philosophy. 



PRELIMINARY CONSIDERATIONS 

§ 1 .  The necessity of a double preparation for 
interpreting the Platonic dialogues. 

Our lectures will make it their task to interpret two of Plato's late dialogues . 1  
The reason for restricting the interpretation to these two dialogues is  that 
their thematic content requires an especially penetrating understanding. 
The appropriation of the issues we are about to broach must be carried out 
in such a way that they are brought home to us constantly anew. Being and 
non-being, truth and semblance, knowledge and opinion, concept and as
sertion, value and non-value, are basic concepts, ones which everyone 
understands at first hearing, as it were. We feel they are obvious; there is 
nothing further to be determined about them. The interpretation of the two 
dialogues is to make us familiar with what these concepts really mean. A 
double preparation will be required: 

1 . )  an orientation concerning how such peculiar objects as Being and 
non-being, truth and semblance, become visible at all: where things like that 
are to be sought in the first place, in order then to be able to deal with them; 

2.) a preparation in the sense that we grasp in the right way the past 
which we encounter in Plato, so that we do not interpret into it arbitrary 
viewpoints and foist upon it arbitrary considerations. 

The double preparation thus comprises an orientation concerning, on the 
one hand, the character of the objects to be dealt with and, on the other 
hand, the ground out of which we attain the historical past. 

As to the first, we can let a consideration of the method and aim of 
phenomenology serve as the preparation. This consideration should be 
taken merely as an initial brief indication. It is indeed our intention, in the 
course of the lectures and within a discussion of the concepts, to introduce 
ourselves gradually into this kind of research-precisely by taking up the 
matters at issue themselves. 

a) Philosophical-phenomenological preparation. Method 
and aim of phenomenology. 

The expression "phenomenology" is easily the most appropriate to make 
clear what is involved here. Phenomenology means <j>atVOJ.l.EVov: that which 

1 .  l ll' idt>ggt•r is rdl'rring to tlw di,1 logues Sophist and Philt'bus. In this cou rse only the 
i n h•rprt'l <l t ion of thl' Sophist was ,lChJ.l l l y  workt•d out .  
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shows itself, and f...£yEtv: to speak about. As so determined, however, phe
nomenology could be identified with any given science. Even botany de
scribes what shows itself. The phenomenological way of consideration is 
distinguished by the determinate respect in which it posits the beings that 
show themselves and in which it pursues them. The primary respect is the 
question of the Being of these beings. We shall henceforth call what shows 
itself the "phenomenon." This expression must not be confused with what 
is denoted by "appearance" or "semblance."  "Phenomena" designates be
ings as they show themselves in the various possibilities of their becoming 
disclosed. Th i s  type of consideration, which is at bottom an obvious one, 
is not a mere technical device but is alive in every originally philosophizing 
work. Thus we can learn it precisely from the simple and original consid
erations of the Greeks. In the present era, the phenomenological mode of 
thought was adopted explicitly for the first time in Husserl's Logical Inves
tigations. These investigations have as their theme specific phenomena out 
of the domain of what we call consciousness or lived experience. They 
describe specific types of lived experience, acts of knowledge, of judgment; 
they question how these really appear, how their structure is to be deter
mined. That consciousness and lived experience were the first themes is 
founded in the times, i .e., in history. Of importance here was descriptive 
psychology and, above all, Dilthey. In order to establish something about 
knowledge, about the various acts of lived experience, etc., one must un
derstand how these phenomena appear. That entails a whole chain of 
difficulties . Yet what is most difficult to master here resides in the fact that 
all these regions already trail behind themselves a rich history of research, 
with the consequence that their objects cannot be approached freely but 
instead come into view in each case through already determined perspec
tives and modes of questioning. Hence the necessity of constant criticism 
and cross-checking. The Platonic dialogues, in the life of speech and 
counter-speech, are particularly suited to carry out such criticism and cross
checking. We will not discuss the further course of development of the 
phenomenological movement in philosophy. What is decisive is that phe
nomenology has once again made it possible, in the field of philosophy, to 
raise questions, and to answer them, scientifically. Whether phenomenol
ogy solves all the questions of philosophy is not yet decided thereby. If it 
understands itself and the times correctly, it will restrict itself at the outset 
to the work of bringing into view for the first time the matters at issue and 
providing an understanding of them . 

Now an introduction i n to phenomenology d oes not ta ke place by reading 
phcnomenologicJI l i terJ turL' a n d  not ing wha t is esta b l i shed therein . What 
is req u i red is not a know l l'd gl' of pos i t ions  a nd o p i n ions .  I n  th a t  way 
plwnonwnology wou l d  lw m i s u n d L•rs t ood fro m  t lw Vl' I"Y ou tsl' t .  Ra ther, 
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concrete work on the matters themselves must be the way to gain an 
understanding of phenomenology. It would be idle to go back over phe
nomenological trends and issues; instead, what counts is to bring oneself 
into position to see phenomenologically in the very work of discussing the 
matters at issue. Once an understanding of these is gained, then phenom
enology may very well disappear. Our lectures do not intend to train you 
to be phenomenologists; on the contrary, the authentic task of a lecture 
course in philosophy at a university is to lead you to an inner understanding 
of scientific questioning within your own respective fields. Only in this way 
is the question of science and life brought to a decision, namely by first 
learning the movement of scientific work and, thereby, the true inner sense 
of scientific existence. 

Let us now proceed to the second point of our preparation, namely the 
correct grasp of the historical past we encounter in Plato. 

b) Historiographical-hermeneutical preparation. The basic 
principle of hermeneutics: from the dear into the obscure. 

From Aristotle to Plato. 

This past, to which our lectures are seeking access, is nothing detached 
from us, lying far away. On the contrary, we are this past itself. And we are 
it not insofar as we explicitly cultivate the tradition and become friends of 
classical antiquity, but, instead, our philosophy and science live on these 
foundations, i .e. , those of Greek philosophy, and do so to such an extent 
that we are no longer conscious of it: the foundations have become obvious. 
Precisely in what we no longer see, in what has become an everyday matter, 
something is at work that was once the object of the greatest spiritual 
exertions ever undertaken in Western history. The goal of our interpretation 
of the Platonic dialogues is to take what has become obvious and make it 
transparent in these foundations. To understand history cannot mean any
thing else than to understand ourselves-not in the sense that we might 
establish various things about ourselves, but that we experience what we 
ought to be. To appropriate a past means to come to know oneself as 
indebted to that past. The authentic possibility to be history itself resides in 
this, that philosophy discover it is guilty of an omission, a neglect, if it 
believes it can begin anew, make things easy for itself, and let itself be stirred 
by just any random philosopher. But if this is true, i .e., if history means 
something such as this for spiritual existence, the difficulty of the task of 
understanding the past is increased. If we wish to penetrate into the actual 
philosophical work of Plato we must be guaranteed that right from the start 
we are taking the correct path of access. But that would mean corning across 
someth ing that prec ise ly  does not simply lie there before us. Therefore, we 
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need a guiding line. Previously it was usual to interpret the Platonic phi
losophy by proceeding from Socrates and the Presocratics to Plato. We wish 
to strike out in the opposite direction, from Aristotle back to Plato. This 
way is not unprecedented. It follows the old principle of hermeneutics, 
namely that interpretation should proceed from the clear into the obscure. 
We will presuppose that Aristotle understood Plato. Even those who have 
only a rough acquaintance with Aristotle will see from the level of his work 
that it is no bold assertion to maintain that Aristotle understood Plato. No 
more than it is to say in general on the question of understanding that the 
later ones always understand their predecessors better than the predeces
sors understood themselves. Precisely here lies the element of creative 
research, that in what is most decisive this research does not understand 
itself. If we wish to penetrate into the Platonic philosophy, we will do so 
with Aristotle as the guiding line. That implies no value judgment on Plato. 
What Aristotle said is what Plato placed at his disposal, only it is said more 
radically and developed more scientifically. Aristotle should thus prepare 
us for Plato, point us in the direction of the characteristic questioning of 
the two Platonic dialogues Sophist and Philebus. And this preparation will 
consist in the question of A.6yo� as aA.118£UttV in the various domains of ov 
and Ut::i as well as of the EVOCX£'tat 6:A.A.ro�.2 

Now because Aristotle was not followed by anyone greater, we are forced 
to leap into his own philosophical work in order to gain an orientation. 
Our lectures can indicate this orientation only in a schematic way and 
within the limits of basic questions. 

Plato will be cited following the edition of Henricus Stephanus of 1519; 
in all modem editions the numbers of these pages and columns are included. 
We will restrict our interpretation to the two dialogues Sophist and Philebus.3 
In order to clarify more difficult questions we will refer to the dialogue 
Parmenides for ontology and Theaetetus for the phenomenology of cognition. 

c) First indication of the theme of the Sophist. The sophist. 
The philosopher. The Being of beings. 

In the Sophist, Plato considers human Dasein in one of its most extreme 
possibilities, namely philosophical existence. Specifically, Plato shows in
directly what the philosopher is by displaying what the sophist is. And he 
does not show this by setting up an empty program, i .e . ,  by saying what 
one would have to do to be a philosopher, but he shows it by actually 
philosophizing. For one can say concretely what the sophist is as the au-

2 .  A ri s to t lt • ,  Nic. Et /1 . V I ,  2, 1 1.''\'1,1111 1 . ,  .md �' l l .l'lh201 1 .  
� .  St•t• p .  !l ,  nolt •  I .  
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thentic non-philosopher only by actually living in philosophy. Thus it hap
pens that this dialogue manifests a peculiar intertwining. Precisely on the 
path of a reflection on the Being of beings, Plato attains the correct ground 
for interpreting the sophist in his Being. Accordingly, our first orientation 
toward Aristotle will focus on what he says about beings and Being. 

§2 . Orien tation toward Plato's Sophist, 
with Aristotle as point of departure. 

a) The theme: the Being of beings. 

At first, beings are taken wholly indeterminately, and specifically as the 
beings of the world in which Dasein is and as the beings which are them
selves Dasein. These beings are at first disclosed only within a certain 
circuit. Man lives in his surrounding world, which is disclosed only within 
certain limits .  Out of this natural orientation in his world, something like 
science arises for him, which is an articulation of Dasein's world, and of 
Dasein itself, in determinate respects. Yet what is most proximally there is 
not yet known in the sense of a cognition; instead, consciousness has a 
determined view about it, a 06�a, which perceives the world as it for the 
most part appears and shows itself, OOKEi. In this way certain views are 
initially formed in natural Dasein, opinions about life and its meaning. Both 
the sophist and the orator move in them. Yet insofar as scientific research 
gets underway from this natural Dasein, it must precisely penetrate through 
these opinions, these preliminary determinations, seek a way to the matters 
themselves, so that these become more determinate, and on that basis gain 
the appropriate concepts. For everyday Dasein this is not an obvious course 
to pursue, and it is difficult for everyday Dasein to capture beings in their 
Being-even for a people like the Greeks, whose daily life revolved around 
language. The Sophis t-and every dialogue-shows Plato underway. They 
show him breaking through truisms and coming to a genuine understand
ing of the phenomena; and at the same time they manifest where Plato had 
to stand still and could not penetrate. 

In order to be able to watch Plato at work and to repeat this work 
correctly, the proper standpoint is needed. We will look for information 
from Aristotle about which beings he himself, and hence Plato and the 
Greeks, had in view and what were for them the ways of access to these 
beings. In this fashion we put ourselves, following Aristotle, into the correct 
a ttitude, the correct way of seeing, for an inquiry into beings and their 
BL• ing.  Only if we have a fi rst orientation about that do we make it possible 
to tm nsposL' o urselves i n to thl' co rrect manner of considering a Platonic 
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dialogue and, once having been transposed, to follow it in each of its steps.  
The interpretation has no other task than to discuss the dialogue still once 
more as originally as possible. 

b) The way of access: knowledge and truth. i\J.:ii8£ta. 

Usually knowledge refers to a way of access and a way of relating which 
disclose beings as such and such and take possession of what is thus 
disclosed. The knowledge that discloses beings is "true. " Knowledge which 
has grasped beings expresses itself and settles itself in a proposition, an 
assertion. We call such an assertion a truth. The concept of truth, i .e. , the 
phenomenon of truth, as it has been determined by the Greeks, will hence 
provide information about what knowledge is for the Greeks and what it 
is "in its relation" to beings. For presumably the Greeks have conceptually 
analyzed the concept of "truth" as a "property" of knowledge and have 
done so with regard to the knowledge that was alive in their Dasein. We 
do not want to survey the history of Greek logic but are seeking instead an 
orientation at the place within Greek logic where the determination of truth 
reached its culmination, i .e. , in Aristotle. 

From the tradition of logic, as it is still alive today, we know that truth 
is determined explicitly with reference to Aristotle. Aristotle was the first 
to emphasize: truth is a judgment; the determinations true or false primarily 
apply to judgments. Truth is "judgmental truth."  We will see later to what 
extent this determination is in a sense correct, though superficial: on the 
basis of "judgmental truth" the phenomenon of truth will be discussed and 
founded. 

§3 . First characteristic of aA:fi8£ta. 

a) The meaning of the word aA.'Il8£ta. i\A.'Il8£ta and Dasein. 

The Greeks have a characteristic expression for truth: aA.l18£ta. The a is an 
a-privative. Thus they have a negative expression for something we un
derstand positively. "Truth" has for the Greeks the same negative sense as 
has, e .g. ,  our "imperfection."  This expression is not purely and simply 
negative but is negative in a particular way. That which we designate as 
imperfect does not have nothing at all to do with perfection; on the contrary, 
it is precisely oriented toward i t: in rebtion to perfection i t  is not all that it 
could be. This typl' of twga tion is a q u i ll• pL'ctt l i a r  onl' . I t  is oftl'll h idden in 
words and 111 L'<l l1 i n gs: <1 11 l'xa m p k  is thl' word "bl i nd,"  wh ich is a l so a 
m•ga t i v t' l'Xprt•ssion .  B l i nd  nwans not  to lw ablt• to  Sl't'; b u t  on ly  t hat w h ich  
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can see can be blind. Only what can speak can be silent. Hence the imperfect 
is that which has in its Being a definite orientation toward perfection. 
"Imperfect" means that that of which it is predicated does not have the 
perfection it could have, should have, and is desired to have. With regard 
to perfection something is lacking, something has been taken away, stolen 
from it-privare, as the a-"privative" says. Truth, which for us is something 
positive, is for the Greeks negative as <XI.:t]eem; and falsehood, which for 
us is something negative, is positively expressed by them as 'JIEU8oc;. 
AA:t]9Eta means: to be hidden no longer, to be uncovered. This privative 
expression indicates that the Greeks had some understanding of the fact 
that the uncoveredness of the world must be wrested, that it is initially and 
for the most part not available. The world is primarily, if not completely, 
concealed; disclosive knowledge does not at first thrust itself forward; the 
world is disclosed only in the immediate circle of the surrounding world, 
insofar as natural needs require. And precisely that which in natural con
sciousness was, within certain limits, perhaps originally disclosed becomes 
largely covered up again and distorted by speech. Opinions rigidify them
selves in concepts and propositions; they become truisms which are re
peated over and over, with the consequence that what was originally 
disclosed comes to be covered up again. Thus everyday Dasein moves in 
a double coveredness: initially in mere ignorance and then in a much more 
dangerous coveredness, insofar as idle talk turns what has been uncovered 
into untruth . With regard to this double coveredness, a philosophy faces 
the tasks, on the one hand, of breaking through for the first time to the 
matters themselves (the positive task) and, on the other hand, of taking up 
at the same time the battle against idle talk. Both of these intentions are the 
genuine impulses of the spiritual work of Socrates, Plato, and Aristotle. 
Their struggle against rhetoric and sophistry bears witness to it. The trans
parency of Greek philosophy was hence not acquired in the so-called se
renity of Greek Dasein, as if it was bestowed on the Greeks in their sleep. 
A closer consideration of their work shows precisely what exertion was 
required to cut through idle talk and penetrate to Being itself. And that 
means that we must not expect to get hold of the matters themselves with 
less effort, especially since we are burdened by a rich and intricate tradition. 

Unconcealedness is a determination of beings-insofar as they are en
countered. 1\A.'tl9Eta does not belong to Being in the sense that Being could 
not be without unconcealedness . For nature is there at hand even before it 
is disclosed. 1\.A.'t]eaa is a peculiar character of the Being of beings insofar 
as beings stand in relation to a regard aimed at them, to a disclosure 
c ircumspect ing them, to a knowing. On the other hand, the <XA.11e£c; is 
certn in ly  both in ov and is a character of Being itself, and specifically insofar 
<lS lking = prt'SL'nce and the la tter is appropriated in A.Oyoc; and " is" in it. 
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Disclosure, however, in relation to which there is aA.l18£ta, is itself a mode 
of Being, and indeed not of the beings which are first disclosed-those of 
the world-but, instead, of the beings we call human Dasein. Insofar as 
disclosure and knowledge have for the Greeks the goal of aA.l18tta, the 
Greeks designate them as aA.l]8£U£tV, i .e. ,  designate them in terms of what 
is achieved in them, aA.l18na. We do not intend to translate this word, 
UAl]8£U£tv. It means to be disclosing, to remove the world from concealed
ness and coveredness. And that is a mode of Being of human Dasein. 

It appears first of all in speaking, in speaking with one another, in Aiy£tv. 

b) AA.l18£ta and language (A6yoc;). AA.l18Eta as a mode of 
Being of man <s<Pov Myov i::xov) or as a mode of life ('1fUXll ) . 

Thus UAl]8Eu£tV shows itself most immediately in AiyEtV. AEyEtv ("to 
speak") is what most basically constitutes human Dasein. In speaking, 
Dasein expresses itself-by speaking about something, about the world . 
This Aiy£tv was for the Greeks so preponderant and such an everyday affair 
that they acquired their definition of man in relation to, and on the basis 
of, this phenomenon and thereby determined man as s<Pov Myov EXOV . 
Connected with this definition is that of man as the being which calculates, 
apt8JlEiv. Calculating does not here mean counting but to count on some
th i ng, to be designing; it is only on the basis of this original sense of 
Gl lculating that number developed. 

Aristotle determined A.6yoc; (which later on was called enuntiatio and 
judgment), in its basic function, as a7t6<j>avcrtc;, as U1tO<j>aivm8m, as Ol]AOUV. 
The modes in which it is carried out are Kettci<j>amc; and a1t6<j>amc;, affir
mation and denial, which were later designated as positive and negative 
judgments . Even a1t6<j>amc;, the denial of a determination, is an uncovering 
which lets something be seen. For I can only deny a thing a determination 
i nsofar as I exhibit that thing. In all these modes of speaking, speech, <j>avm, 
is a mode of the Being of life. As vocalization, speaking is not mere noise, 
'1fO<j>oc;, but is a '1f6<J>oc; Ol]JlO.VttK6c;, a noise that signifies something; it is 
<j>wvli and EPJ..llJVEia: i] 8£ <j>wvi] '1f6<J>oc; tic; £crnv EJ..l'1fUXOU (De An.  B, 8, 
420b5ff.) .  "The <j>wvli is a noise that pertains essentially only to a living 
bei ng."  Only animals can prod uce sounds. The '1fUXll is the oucria smfic;, it 
consti tutes the proper Being of something alive. Aristotle determines the 
essence of the sou l  on to logica l ly in the same book of the De Anima: i] '1fUXll 
f'<Ttl v !'·vw'"Aixna i] 1tpWtl] O"WJ..lUtoc; <j>UO"tl(OU OUVU11Et sWTJV i::xovtoc; (B, 1 ,  
4 1 2a 27ff. ) .  " T iw so u I i s  whnt  con st i tu tes thl' p ro per prl'Sence of a liv ing 
be i ng, of a be i n g  w h ic h, accord i ng to poss i b i l i ty, is <l l i V l'. " In t h i s  def i ni t ion , 

l i fe is s i m u l l i l l ll'Ous ly  d l'f i l wd .1 s l l lOVl' lll l' l l l .  We a re u sed to a ttr i b u t i ng 
l l l OVl ' l l l l' l l t  to t i ll' p lwno llll' l lO i l  o f  l i fl• .  B u t  l l lOVl' ll l l' l l t is not  undl• rstood 
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here merely as motion from a place, local motion, but as any sort of move
ment, i .e. , as j.lE'ta�oA.ij , as the coming to presence of some alteration. Thus 
every 1tpa�tc;, every voEiv, is a movement. 

Speaking is hence <j>ffivij, a vocalizing which contains a Epj.ll]VEia, i .e . ,  
which says something understandable about the world. And as this vocal
izing, speaking is a mode of Being of what is alive, a mode of the \j/UXii . 
Aristotle conceives this mode of Being as aAl]8EUEtV. In this way, human 
life in its Being, \j/UXii ,  is speaking, interpreting, i.e., it is a carrying out of 
UAl]8Eunv . Aristotle did not only, in the De Anima, found this state of affairs 
ontologically, but, for the first time and before all else, he saw and inter
preted on that ground the multiplicity of the phenomena, the multiplicity 
of the various possibilities of UAl]8Eunv . The interpretation is accomplished 
in the sixth book of Nicomachean Ethics, chapters 2-6, 1138b35ff. 

Accordingly, let us proceed to our interpretation of the sixth book of the 
Nicomachean Ethics . We will also refer to other writings of Aristotle. 





INTRODUCTORY PART 

The Securing of aA.1lS£ta as the Ground of 
Plato's Research into Being 

Interpretations of Aristotle: Nicomachean Ethics Book VI and 
Book X, Chapters 6-8; Metaphysics Book I, Chapters 1-2 

Chapter One 

Preparatory Survey of the Modes of aAT}8£u£tV (emcr'tll!lll, 
'tEXVT} , <!>p6vT}crt�, cro<Pia, vou�) (Nic. Eth. VI, 2--6) 

§4. The meaning of aAT}8£u£tv in Aristotle for 
Plato 's research into Being. 

a) The five modes of a/..T}SEU£tv (Nic. Eth. VI, 3) . l\A.T}SEuav 
as ground of research into Being. l\A.1l8£ta as the 

determination of the Being of Dasein (aAT}8£u£t 1'1 'JIUX1l).  

Aristotle introduces the actual investigation (VI, 3, 1149bl5ff.) with a pro
grammatic enumeration of the modes of aA.T}S£U£tv: EG'tffi Otl oi� UAT}S£u£t 
1i 'JIUXtl 't0 Ka'ta<!><ivat ft ano<!><ivm, 7tEV't£ 'tOV apt81.16v · 'tUU'ta o'ecr'ttV 'tEXVT} 
emcr'tll!lll <!>p6vT}crt� cro<Pia vou�· unoA1l'JIEt yap Kat M�n evo£xe•m 
OtU'JIEUOEcrSat. "Hence there are five ways human Dasein discloses beings 
in affirmation and denial. And these are: know-how (in taking care, ma
nipulating, producing), science, circumspection (insight), understanding, 
and perceptual discernment."  As an appendix, Aristotle adds un6AT}'Jil�, to 
deem, to take something as something, and M�a, view, opinion. These two 
modes of aAT}S£u£tv characterize human Dasein in its EVOEXE'tat: EVOEXE'tat 
Ota'JIEUOEcrSat; insofar as human Dasein moves in them, "it can be de
ceived." �6�a is not false without further ado; it can be false, it can distort 
beings, it can thrust itself ahead of them. Now all these diverse modes of 
aAT}8£u£tv stand connected to A.6yo�; all, with the exception of vou�, are 
here !.LE'ta A.6you; there is no circumspection, no understanding, which 
would not be a speaking. T£xv11 is know-how in taking care, manipulating, 
and producing, which can develop in different degrees, as for example with 
the shoemaker and the tailor; it is not the manipulating and producing itself 
but is a mode of know ll'dgc, precisely the know-how which guides the 
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1t0tll<Jtc;. 'E1ttO"'tllllll is the title for what we call science. <l>p6Vllcrtc; is circum
spection (insight), cro<!J(a is genuine understanding, and voile; is a discern
ment that discerns by way of perception. Nodv had emerged already at 
the decisive beginning of Greek philosophy, where the destiny of Greek 
and Western philosophy was decided, namely in Parmenides:  discerning 
and what is discerned are the same. 

If we apply ourselves to what Aristotle says about the modes of disclo
sure, then we acquire: 

1 .  an orientation regarding the possible ways open to Greek Dasein to 
experience and interrogate the beings of the world, 

2. a preview of the diverse regions of Being which are disclosed in the 
various modes of aA.118£U£tV as well as a preview of the characteristic 
determinations of their Being, and 

3. a first understanding of the limits within which Greek research moved. 
With this threefold acquisition we will secure the ground on which Plato 

moved in his research into the Being of beings as world and into the Being 
of beings as human Dasein, the Being of philosophically scientific existence. 
We will be brought into position to participate in the possible ways of 
Plato's research into Being. 

Before Aristotle enumerated the modes of cXAll8Eunv, he said: cXA118Eun 'Ti 
'lfUXll· Truth is hence a character of beings, insofar as they are encountered; 
but in an authentic sense it is nevertheless a determination of the Being of 
human Dasein itself. For all of Dasein's strivings toward knowledge must 
maintain themselves against the concealedness of beings, which is of a 
threefold character: 1 . )  ignorance, 2.) prevailing opinion, 3 . )  error. Hence it 
is human Dasein that is properly true; it is in the truth-if we do translate 
aA.l18na as "truth." To be true, to be in the truth, as a determination of 
Dasein, means: to have at its disposal, as unconcealed, the beings with which 
Dasein cultivates an association. What Aristotle conceives in a more precise 
way was already seen by Plato: 'Ti £1t' aA.l18nav opJlroJlEVll 'lfUXll (cf. Sophist 
228clfV the soul sets itself by itself on the way toward truth, toward beings 
insofar as they are unconcealed. On the other hand, it is said of the oi 1toA.A.oi: 
'tOOV 1tpayJla'trov 'tile; aA.ll8Etac; a<Pem&tac; (Sophist 234c4f.) , "they are still far 
from the unconcealedness of things. "  We see thereby that we will find in 
Plato the same orientation as Aristotle's. We have to presuppose in them one 
and the same position with regard to the basic questions of Dasein. Hence 
the soul, the Being of man, is, taken strictly, what is in the truth.2 

I f  we hold fast to the meaning of truth as unconcealedness or uncovered-

I .  I I L•rpa ftL•r, w lwn t ill' ( : rl'l'k q uot . 1 t ions dl'v i . lh' from t lw origi n.! I ! t• x t ,  on .1Ccount  of 
l l t• i tkgg<•r's l'<'d .1gogir.1 l l y  ori t •nl t•d l l 'd l ln '  ., t y k, t i H • t i t . J i ion w i l l  h<• 1 1 1 . 1 rkt•d w i t h  . 1  "rf." 

2 .  S..•t• t i ll '  .l ppt •nd i x .  
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ness, then i t  becomes clear that truth means the same as  compliance 
[Sachlichkeit], understood as a comportment of Dasein to the world and to 
itself in which beings are present in conformity with the way they are [der 
Sache nach]. This is objectivity correctly understood. The original sense of 
this concept of truth does not yet include objectivity as universal validity, 
universal binding force. That has nothing to do with truth. Something can 
very well have universal validity and be binding universally and still not 
be true. Most prejudices and things taken as obvious have such universal 
validity and yet are characterized by the fact that they distort beings. Con
versely, something can indeed be true which is not binding for everyone but 
only for a single individual. At the same time, in this concept of truth, truth 
as uncovering, it is not yet prejudged that genuine uncovering has to be by 
necessity theoretical knowledge or a determinate possibility of theoretical 
knowledge-for example, science or mathematics, as if mathematics, as the 
most rigorous science, would be the most true, and only what approximates 
the ideal of evidence proper to mathematics would ultimately be true . Truth, 
unconcealedness, uncoveredness, conforms rather to beings themselves and 
not to a determinate concept of scientificity. That is the intention of the Greek 
concept of truth. On the other hand, it is precisely this Greek interpretation 
of truth which has led to the fact that the genuine ideal of knowledge appears 
in theoretical knowledge and that all knowledge receives its orientation from 
the theoretical. We cannot now pursue further how that came about; we 
merely wish to clarify the root of its possibility. 

b) The history of the concept of truth. 

AA1'\8E� means literally "uncovered . "  It is primarily things, the 7tp<iyJ.La't'a, 
that are uncovered. To 7tp&yJ.La aA.118£�. This uncoveredness does not apply 
to things insofar as they are, but insofar as they are encountered, insofar 
as they are objects of concern. Accordingly, uncoveredness is a specific 
accomplishment of Dasein, which has its Being in the soul: UA1'\8EUEL 1'1 
'ljfUXTt · Now the most immediate kind of uncovering is speaking about 
things. That is, the determination of life, a determination which can be 
conceived as A.6yo�, primarily takes over the function of UA1'\8EUELV . 
AA1'\8EU£t 6 A6yo�, and precisely A6yo� as Mynv . Insofar now as each 
A.6yo� is a self-expression and a communication, A.6yo� acquires at once 
the meaning of the A£YOJ.lEVOV. Hence A6yo� means on the one hand speak
ing, Myetv, and then also the spoken, AEYOJ.l.EVOV. And insofar as it is A6yo� 
which UA1'\8EUEL, A6yo� qua AEYOJ.l.EVOV is UA1'\8ft�.  But strictly taken this is 
not the case. Nevertheless insofar as speaking is a pronouncement and in 
the p roposition acquires a proper existence, so that knowledge is pre
Sl'rvcd there i n ,  even the A.Oyo� as A.EyOJ.l.fVOV can be cal led UA1'\8ft �. This 
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/..6yoc, qua /..cy6jl£VOV is precisely the common way truth is present. In 
ordinary conversation one adheres to what is said, and, in hearing what 
is said, real knowledge is not necessarily achieved every time. That is, to 
understand a proposition, I do not necessarily have to repeat it in each of 
its steps. Some days ago it rained, I can say, without presentifying to 
myself the rain, etc. I can repeat propositions and understand them with
out having an original relation to the beings of which I am speaking. In 
this peculiar confusion, all propositions are repeated and are thereby un
derstood . The propositions acquire a special existence; we take direction 
from them, they become correct, so-called truths, without the original 
function of aA.TJerunv being carried out. We participate in the proposi
tions, with our fellows, and repeat them uncritically . In this way 'Aiynv 
acquires a peculiar detachment from the 7tp6:yjla'ta. We persist in idle talk. 
This way of speaking about things has a peculiar binding character, to 
which we adhere inasmuch as we want to find our orientation in the world 
and are not able to appropriate everything originally. 

It is this Myoc, which subsequent considerations-those that had lost the 
original position-viewed as what is true or false. It was known that the 
detached proposition could be true or false . And insofar as such a detached 
proposition is taken as true without knowing whether it is actually true, 
the question arises: in what does the truth of this proposition consist? How 
can a proposition, a judgment, which is a determination of something in 
the soul, correspond with the things? And if one takes the 'lfUXll as subject 
and takes A.6yoc, and 'Aiynv as lived experiences, the problem arises: how 
can subjective lived experiences correspond with the object? Truth consists 
then in the correspondence of the judgment with the object. 

A certain line of thinking would say: such a concept of truth, which 
determines truth as the correspondence of the soul, the subject, with the 
object, is nonsense. For I must have already known the matter in question 
in order to be able to say that it corresponds with the judgment. I must have 
already known the objective in order to measure the subjective up to it. The 
truth of "having already known" is thus presupposed for the truth of know
ing. And since that is nonsensical, this theory of truth cannot be maintained. 

In the most recent epistemology, a further step is taken. To know is to 
judge, judging is affirming and denying, affirming is acknowledging, what 
is acknowledged is a value, a value is present as an ought, and thus the 
object of knowledge is actually an ought. This theory is possible only if one 
adheres to the factual carrying out of the judgmen t  as affirmation and, on 
that basis, without concerning oneself  w i th thl' being in its Being, attempts 
to determi n e  wha t the object of this acknow lcd gml'nt  is .  And since the 
objec t of know i ng is <1 v a l ul',  tru th is a v a l ul'. Th i s  s t rudu rl' is l'X ll'lldl'd to 
<1 1 1  rl•g ions of Bl' i n g ,  so t h a t  u l t i m.1 t l' ly orw ca n s.1 y :  < ;od i s  <1 v .l l l lt'. 
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This history of the concept of truth is  not accidental but i s  grounded in 
Dasein itself, insofar as Dasein moves in the common everyday sort of 
knowledge, in Myo<;, and lapses into a fallenness into the world, into the 
N::y6J.!EVOV. While 'A6yo<; thus becomes a mere N::y6J.!EVOV, it is no longer 
understood that the "problem" lies in Myo<; itself and in its mode of Being. 
But we could have already learned, precisely from Aristotle and Plato, that 
this spoken 'A6yo<; is the most extrinsic . Now is not the occasion to enter 
more thoroughly into this characteristic history of the fallenness of truth . 

Let us retain the following: what is a'ATJ8£<; is the 7tpayJla; a'ATJ8EUEtv is 
a determination of the Being of life; it is especially attributed to Myoc;; 
Aristotle distinguishes primarily the five ways of UATJ8EUEtV just men
tioned; he distinguishes them with respect to 'Afynv; they are JlE'tU Myou. 
The JlE't<i does not mean that speech is an arbitrary annex to the modes of 
a'ATJ8Euttv; on the contrary, JlE't<i-which is related to 'tO JlE<JOV, the mean
signifies that in these modes, right at their heart, lies 'Afynv. Knowing or 
considering is always a speaking, whether vocalized or not. All disclosive 
comportment, not only everyday finding one's way about, but also scien
tific knowledge, is carried out in speech. Aeynv primarily takes over the 
function of a'ATJ8EUEtv. This 'Afynv is for the Greeks the basic determination 
of man: l;<9ov 'A6yov exov. And thus Aristotle achieves, precisely in connec
tion with this determination of man, i .e. , in the field of the Myov exov and 
with respect to it, the first articulation of the five modes of a'ATJ8EUEtv. 

§5. The first  articulation of the five modes of a'ATJ8Euttv 
(Nic. Eth. VI, 2). 

a) The two basic modes of Myov £xov: E7tt<J'tTJJlOVtK6v 
and 'Aoyt<J'ttK6v. 

U1tOKEt<J8oo ouo 'ta Myov exov'ta (Nic. Eth. VI, 2, 1139a6): "Let this underlie 
our consideration: there are two basic modes of 'A6yov £xov ."  These are 
(1139allf) :  

1 . ) the E1tt<J'tTJJlOVtK6v: that which can go to  develop knowledge; that 
Myo<; which contributes to the development of knowledge, and 

2 . )  the 'AoytcrnK6v: that which can go to develop �ouN::ut:cr8at, circum
spective consideration, deliberation; that 'A6yoc; which contributes to the 
development of deliberation . 

lt is w i th regard to these tha t Aristotle distinguishes the modes of 
a'ATJ8runv men tioned a bove: 
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1 .  f1tl<JTI\J.l.OVUCOV 
/ "" 
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2.  A.oyt<HtKOV 
/ "" 

It seems at first that vouc; is not included here. Yet it must be noted that 
vo£iv is present in all four modes of aA.118£unv; they are determinate modes 
in which vo£iv can be carried out; they are <5tavo£iv. 

The distinction between the f1tt<Jtlli.J.OVtK6v and the A.oytcrnK6v is made 
in reference to what is disclosed in such speech and discourse; it is taken 
from the beings themselves, the beings appropriated in the UATJ8n)nv. The 
f1tt<JTI\J.l.OVtK6v is that, 4 8£WpOUI.J.£V 'tU 'tOt<XU't<X t&v OV't(J)V O<J(J)V ai apxal 
J.l.T] EVDEXOV'tat aA.A.wc; exnv (a6ff.) ;  it is that "with which we regard beings 
whose apxa( cannot be otherwise," beings which have the character of 
a(<5tov (b23), of being eternal. The A.oyt<J'ttKOV is that, c\l 8£WpOUJ.l.£V, with 
which we regard beings that fVD£XOI.J.£VOV UAA(J)<; exnv (cf. 1140al) ,  "that 
can also be otherwise. " These are beings tEXVll and <\>pOVTJ<Jt<; deal with .  
T£xv11 has to do with things which first have to be  made and which are not 
yet what they will be. <l>p6VTJ<Jt<; makes the situation accessible; and the 
circumstances are always different in every action. On the other hand, 
£mcr'tlli.J.ll and <JO<\>t<X concern that which always already was, that which 
man does not first produce. 

This initial and most primitive ontological distinction does not arise pri
marily in a philosophical consideration but is a distinction of natural Dasein 
itself; it is not invented but lies in the horizon in which the aA.118£U£tV of 
natural Dasein moves. In its natural mode of Being, Dasein busies itself with 
the things that are the objects of its own production and of its immediate 
everyday concerns. This entire surrounding world is not walled off but is 
only a determinate portion of the world itself. Home and courtyard have their 
Being under heaven, under the sun, which traverses its course daily, which 
regularly appears and disappears. This world of nature, which is always as 
it is, is in a certain sense the background from which what can be other and 
different stands out. This distinction is an entirely original one. Therefore it 
is wrong to say that there are two regions of Being, two fields, as it were, 
which are set beside one another in theoretical knowledge. Rather, this dis
t inction articulates the world; it is its first general ontological articulation. 

That is why Aristotle says immediately with reference to the principle of 
t h l' d ist i nct ion between the E1tt<JtTJI.J.OVtK6v and the A.oyt<J'ttK6v: the distinc
t ion m ust tn kc i ts orienta tion from the beings. 1tpo<; yap ta t0 y£vn Et£pa 
t..:ul tiiiV t tl<; IJ11>X�c; !JOpt(J)V i'trpov t(� yl'vn tt> np(>c; �· Katrpov JtE<\>UK6c;, 
rinr p  1\"UO' (·l�l o t (rtq tiX t lVn KUt oi Krt 6tqtu ti yvii><T t<;  'imapxn autoic; 
( l l llJ. 1Hff. ) .  I t rans l .l iL' s ta rl i n g  fro m t lw t•n d :  " I f  i nd t•t•d t o  t ht'Sl' t wo pa rts 
of t l w  sou l  ( l lw two mmh•s of l't.A.qOr1>rt V of t l w  I H t t l l . l l l  llll>Xlt i . l' . ,  thl' 
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E1tlO"Tilf..LOVtK6V and the AoytcrnK6v) i s  to  be  ordered the familiarity with the 
things (yvfficrtc;, which is not theoretical knowledge but in a quite broad 
sense any sort of aA118EUEtv) and precisely in the sense of a certain appro
priateness to the beings, in such a way that these two modes of aA118EUEtV 
are as it were at home with the beings they uncover, then, following the 
differentiation of the beings, each mode of comportment of the soul (of 
uncovering) must also be different, as regards the structure of its Being, 
according to its respective beings." 

b) Task and first outline of the investigation. 

Aristotle now interrogates these two basic modes of disclosure, the 
E1ttO"Tilf..LOVtK6v and the A.oytcr'ttK6v, more precisely: which one would be 
the f..LUAtcr'ta aA118EUEtV, which one most takes beings out of concealment? 
A117t'tEOV apa EKIX'tEpou 'tOU'tWV 'tic; 1i �EA'tlO"Til f�tc; (a15f. ) :  with regard to 
each we are to discern what is its �EA'ttO"Til E�tc;, its most genuine possibility 
to uncover beings as they are and to preserve them as uncovered, i .e., to 
be toward them as dwelling with them. For the bttO"TilflOVtK6v, this highest 
possibility lies in cro<j>{a; for the A.oytcr'ttK6v, in <j>p6Vllcrtc;. Thus there are 
distinctions and levels of the disclosive access and preservation; the ways 
in which the world is uncovered for Dasein are not all indifferently on the 
same plane. The disclosedness of Dasein, insofar as Dasein does possess 
the possibility of disclosing the world and itself, is not always one and the 
same. Now Aristotle's more precise analysis does not proceed from the 
highest modes of aA118EUEtV but from the modes which are most im
mediately visible in Dasein, i .e . ,  E1tt0"nlf.l11 (chapter 3) and 'tEXVll (chapter 
4) . And as Aristotle proceeds he demonstrates that these are not the highest. 
Thereby Aristotle appropriates the customary understanding of the modes 
of aA118Euttv. Thus it is not a matter of invented concepts of knowledge 
and know-how, but instead Aristotle only seeks to grasp and to grasp ever 
more sharply what these ordinarily mean. Furthermore, the type of consid
eration Aristotle carries out in his analysis of the five modes of aA118EUEtV 
is the one that was already alive in the fundamental distinction he drew: it 
takes its orientation from the actual beings which are disclosed in the 
respective mode of aA118EUEtV. 

§6. The determination of the essence of £mcr'tftf.l11 (Nic. Eth. VI, 3). 

Aristotle begi ns his more precise consideration with E1tt0"nlf.l'll · 'Emcrn1Jl11 
has an  ord inMy, rather broad sense in which the word means much the 
sJ m e  as 'tfXVll or <1ny sort of know-how. 'Emcrn1Jl11 has this sense for 
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Aristotle too. But here £7ncrn1J.lll has the quite sharply defined sense of 
scientific knowledge. Aristotle introduces the analysis of £mcrn1J.lll with the 
remark: Oft aKpt�oA.oyEtcrem Kat J.lll aKoA.ou8Etv 'tat<; 6J.tot6'tllcrtV (VI, 3, 
1139b18f.) : "The task is to regard this phenomenon (bttcrn1J.tll) itself in the 
sharpest way and not simply to illustrate it on the basis of something else," 
i.e., on the basis of that which it is not or is also. The general guiding line 
Aristotle uses to orient his analysis of the phenomena of E7ttO"'tllJ.lll, 'tEXVTl, 
etc . is a double question: 1 .) what is the character of the beings which the 
mode of aA.118EUEtV uncovers, and 2 . )  does the respective mode of UATl8EUftV 
also disclose the apx1l of those beings? Thus the guiding line for the analysis 
of E7ttO"nlJ.lll is: 1 . )  the question of the beings uncovered by E7ttcr'tll!lll, and 
2.)  the question of the UPXll · Why that double question is posed is not, at 
this point, immediately understandable. 

a) The object of £mcrn1J.lll = beings that always are (afotov). 

'Emcrn11111 as e�t<; of UATl8EUftV. The interpretation of Being 
on the basis of time (af8tov, ac(, aiwv). 

The question of the E1tt<J'tll't6v must be taken up first. U7tOAaJ.l�avo!lEV, o 
£mcr't6:!1Eea, J.lll £v&xccrem &A.A.ro<; £xnv (b20ff.) .  "We say of that which we 
know that it cannot be otherwise," it must always be as it is. Aristotle thus 
begins with the way beings are understood when they are known in the 
most proper sense of knowledge. In that sense of knowledge, there resides 
o £mcr't6:!1E8a, "that which we know," of which we say: it is so. I am informed 
about it, I know already. And that implies: it is always so. 'Emcrn11111 thus 
relates to beings which always are. Only what always is can be known. That 
which can be otherwise is not known in the strict sense. For if that which 
can be otherwise, £�w 'tOU 8EwpEiv yEVTl'tat (b21 f.), "comes to stand outside 
of knowledge," i.e., if I am not actually present to it at the moment, it may 
change during that interval. I, however, continue in my former view of it. 
If it has indeed changed, then my view has now become false. In opposition 
to this, knowing is characterized by the fact that even E�W wu 8EwpEtV, 
outside of my present actual regard, I still always continue to know the 
beings that I know. For the beings which are the object of knowledge always 
are. And that means that if they are known, this knowledge, as UATl8EUEtV, 
always is. To know is hence to have uncovered; to know is to preserve the 
uncoveredness of what is known. It is a positionality toward the beings of 
the world which has at its disposal the outward look of beings. 'Emcrn1 1111 
is a E�t<; of UATl8EUftV (b31 ) .  In this the outward look of beings is preserved. 
The beings known in thi s  way ca n never be concea led; and they can never 
become other whi le  in h iddl'nm•ss, such tha t tlwn know kdgl' wou ld no 
longl'r bl' know ll'dgl' . Thl'rl• fon• lhl'Sl' lwi ngs r<m yrvfo01t1 l(�(l) 'to'iJ 8rUlpF.iv, 
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can disappear from what is presently actually perceived and still be known. 
Therefore knowledge does not need to be constantly carried out, I do not 
have to look constantly at the known beings. On the contrary, the knowing 
is a tarrying being-present to beings, a disposition toward their uncovered
ness, even if I do not stand before them. My knowledge is secure because 
these beings always are.  I do not have to return to them again and again. 
Hence I have no knowledge of beings which can be otherwise-and that is 
the reason for saying that what is historical cannot be known in a proper 
sense. This mode of the aA:r18eunv of f1tlO"TJlf.lll is a wholly determinate one, 
for the Greeks surely the one which grounds the possibility of science. The 
entire further development of science and today' s theory of science take their 
orientation from this concept of knowledge. 

This concept is not deduced but is intuited on the basis of the full phe
nomenon of knowing. Precisely there we find that knowing is a preserving 
of the uncoveredness of beings, ones which are independent of it and yet 
are at its disposal. The knowable, however, which I have at my disposal, 
must necessarily be as it is; it must always be so; it is the being that always 
is so, that which did not become, that which never was not and never will 
not be; it is constantly so; it is a being in the most proper sense . 

Now that is remarkable: beings are determined with regard to their Being 
by a moment of time. The everlasting characterizes beings with regard to 
their Being. The ov·ta are aHha (b23f.) .  Ai<5tov belongs to the same stem as 
ae( and aic.Ov. Kat yap 'tO ad <JUVfXE<; (Phys. e, 6, 259al6f. ) . Ae(, "always, 
everlasting," is "that which coheres in itself, that which is never inter
rupted." Aic.Ov means the same as lifetime, understood as full presence : 'tOY 
t'btav'ta aic.Ova (De Caelo A, 9, 279b22) .  Every living being has its aic.Ov, its 
determinate time of presence. Aic.Ov expresses the full measure of presence, 
of which a living being disposes. In a broader sense, aic.Ov signifies the 
duration of the world in general, and indeed according to Aristotle the 
world is eternal; it did not come into being and is imperishable. The exis
tence of what is alive as well as of the world as a whole is hence determined 
as aic.Ov. And the oupav6<; determines for the living thing its aic.Ov, its 
presence . Furthermore, the ai<5ta are 7tp6n:pa 'tfl ou<Jt<! 'tWV <j>Sap'twv (Met. 
e, 8, 1050b7): "what always is is, with regard to presence, earlier than what 
is perishable," earlier than what once came into being and hence was once 
not present. Therefore Kat f� apxf]<; Kat 'tel UlDta (cf. 1051a19f.), the UlDta 
are what form the beginning for all other beings . They are therefore that 
which properly is. For what the Greeks mean by Being is presence, being 
in the present. Therefore that which always dwells in the now is most 
properly a being and is the apx1l, the origin, of the rest of beings. All 
determinations of be ings can be led back, if necessary, to an everlasting 
being a nd ilrl' i nte l l igible on tha t  ba sis .  
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On the other hand, Aristotle stresses: ta act OV'tO., n ad OV'tO., OUK E<J'tlV 
£v XPOVI:p (Phys. d, 12, 221b3ff. ) .  "That which always is, insofar as it always 
is, is not in time." OUOf 1tacrxn ouo€v um) 'tOU xp6vou (ibid .), "it suffers 
nothing from time," it is unchangeable. And yet Aristotle also maintains 
that precisely the heavens are eternal, o.iffiv, and specifically eternal in the 
sense of sempiternitas, not in the sense of aeternitas. Here in Physics d, 12, on 
the contrary, he says that the act ovto. are not in time. Nevertheless, Aristotle 
provides a precise clarification of what he understands by "in time ."  To be 
in time means -.o J.l.E'tp£\crem to dvm imo toi'> xp6vou (cf. b5), "to be 
measured by time with regard to Being. " Aristotle hence does not have some 
sort of arbitrary and average concept of "in time. " Instead, everything 
measured by time is in time. But something is measured by time insofar as 
its nows are determined: now and now in succession. But as to what always 
is, what is constantly in the now-its nows are numberless, limitless, 
a1tnpov. Because the infinite nows of the a{owv are not measurable, the 
aiotov, the eternal, is not in time. But that does not make it "supertemporal" 
in our sense. What is not in time is for Aristotle still temporal, i .e . ,  it is 
determined on the basis of time-just as the a{OtoV, which is not in time, 
is determined by the a1t£tpov of the nows. 

We have to hold fast to what is distinctive here, namely, that beings are 
interpreted as to their Being on the basis of time. The beings of £mcrn1J.l.11 
are the act ov. This is the first determination of the f1tl<J't'llt6v. 

b) The position of the apx'll in £mcrn1J.l.11 (Nic. Eth. VI, 3; 
Post. An. I, 1). The leachability of £mcrn1J.l.ll · f\1t60tt�tc; and 

£1to.yroY11 . The presupposition of the apx'll . 

The second determination of the f1tl<J't'llt6v is found first in the Nicomachean 
Ethics VI, 6: the f1tl<J't'llt6v is U1t00£tKt6v ( 1140b35). Here (VI, 3) that is 
expressed as follows: £mcrn1J.l.11 is lhOO.Knl (13%25-35), "teachable"; the 
f1tl<J't'llt6v, the knowable as such, is J.l.0.91lt6v (b25f. ), learnable. It pertains 
to knowledge that one can teach it, i .e . , impart it, communicate it. This is 
a constitutive determination of knowledge, and not only of knowledge but 
of tEXVll as well.1 In particular, scientific knowledge is f1tt<Jnl!l11 
!l0.91l!lO.ttK:ll . And the !l0.91l!lO.'ttKO.t t&v f1tl<J't'll!lOOV (71a3) , mathematics, is 
teachable in a quite preeminent sense. This teachability makes clear what 
is involved in knowledge. Knowledge is a positionality toward beings 
which has their uncoveredness available without being constantly present 
to them. Knowledge is teachable, i.e., it is communicable, without there 
having to take p l ace an uncovering in the propl' r  St'nsc. 

I .  Cl. ,  on l lw fo l low ing,  f 'p.-. / . 11 1 1 .  I ,  I ,  7 1 .1 2 1 1 .  
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Furthermore, the A.6ym are teachable and learnable. Aristotle is thinking 
here primarily of natural speech, where there are two types of speaking. 
When orators speak publicly in court or in the senate they appeal to the 
common understanding of things which is shared by everyone. Such 
speaking adduces no scientific proofs but does awaken a conviction among 
the auditors. This occurs 8ux no.po.8£t"{Jl(itrov, by introducing a striking 
example. 8£tKvuv·t£<; 'to Ko.86A.ou 8ux 'to 8fi A.ov dvm 'to Ko.8' EKO.<J'tov 
(a8f. ) :  "They show the universal," which is supposed to be binding on 
others, "through the obviousness of some particular case," i .e . ,  through a 
definite example. This is one way to produce a conviction in others. This 
is the way of £no.yro'fli (a6), which is a simple leading toward something 
but not an arguing in the proper sense. One can also proceed in such a 
way that what is binding and universal AO.Jl�avov't£<; roc; no.pa �uvtEV'tCOV 
(a7f. ) , is taken from the natural understanding: i .e . ,  from what all people 
know and agree upon. One takes into account definite cognitions which 
the audience possesses, and these are not discussed further. On the basis 
of these, one tries then to prove to the audience something by means of 
auA.A.oytaJ.!6c; (aS) .  I:uAA.oytaJ.!6c; and £no.yco'fli are the two ways to impart 
to others a knowledge about definite th ings .  The concluding fK 
npoytyvroaKOJlEVWV (cf. a6) "out of what is known at the outset" is the 
mode in which £man1 Jlll is communicated . Hence it is possible to impart 
to someone a particular science without his having seen all the facts him
self or being able to see them, provided he possesses the required presup
positions. This Jla81lmc; is developed in the most pure way in mathematics .  
The axioms of mathematics are such npoyt"{VCO<JKOJ.!EVO., from which the 
separate deductions can be carried out, without the need of a genuine 
understanding of those axioms. The mathematician does not himself dis
cuss the axioms; instead, he merely operates with them. To be sure, modern 
mathematics contains a theory of axioms. But, as can be observed, math
ematicians attempt to treat even the axioms mathematically. They seek to 
prove the axioms by means of deduction and the theory of relations, hence 
in a way which itself has its ground in the axioms. This procedure will 
never elucidate the axioms. To elucidate what is familiar already at the 
outset is rather a matter of £no.ycoy1l , the mode of clarification proper to 
straightforward perception. 'Eno.yroy11 is hence clearly the beginning, i .e . ,  
that which discloses the &.px11 ; it is the more original, not £man1JlTl· It  
ind e e d  l eads  or ig ina l ly  to the Ko.86A.ou, whereas  £man1J.!Yl and 
auAA.oytaJ.!6c; are fK 'tWV Ko.86A.ou (Nic. Eth. VI, 3 ,  1139b29) .  In  any case, 
£no.ycoy11 is needed, whether it now simply stands on its own or whether 
an actual proof results from it. Every £m<J'tllllll is 8tOO<JKo.A.io., i .e . ,  it always 
presupposes tha t  which  it cannot itself e lucidate as £man1 1lll · I t  is 
&.nl'>DFI�Ic;, i t  shows someth ing on the basis of that which is already familiar 
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and known. In this way, it always already makes use of an braywY'l which 
it itself does not, properly speaking, carry out. For at the very outset it is 
sufficiently familiar with the "that out of which." 'E7ttcm'illll, hence, as 
a1t68n;u;, always presupposes something, and what it presupposes is 
precisely the apxij . This latter is not properly disclosed by the E1tl<Hiillll 
itself. 

Therefore, since E1tlO'nlllll cannot itself demonstrate that which it presup
poses, the UAT\8EUEtV of £mcr'tiillll is deficient. It is ill-provided to exhibit 
beings as such, inasmuch as it does not disclose the apxii . Therefore 
£mcrn'illll is not the PEA'ttO''tT\ e;tc; of aA-T\8Eunv. It is rather cro<)Jia that is 
the highest possibility of the E1tlO''tT\IlOVtK6v. 

Nevertheless genuine knowledge is always more than a mere cognizance 
of results. He who has at his disposal merely the O'Uil7tEp<icrlla'ta (cf. b34), 
i.e., what emerges at the end, and then speaks further, does not possess 
knowledge. He has £mcrn'illll only Ka'ta O'U!lPEPT\K6c; (Post. An. I, 2, 71b10), 
from the outside; he has it only accidentally, and he is and remains unknow
ing in any proper sense. Knowledge itself entails having the crui.A-oytcr!l6c; 
at one's disposal, being able to run through the foundational nexus upon 
which a conclusion depends. Thus £mcrn'illll is an UAT\8EUEtV which does 
not make beings, and specifically the everlasting beings, genuinely available. 
For £mcrn'illll, these beings are precisely still hidden in the apxal. 

At the outset we emphasized that Aristotle pursues his analysis of the 
phenomena of UAT\8EUEtV in two directions: at first he asks about the beings 
which are to be disclosed; then he raises the question of whether the respec
tive UAT\8EUEtV also discloses the apxii of those beings. The second question 
is always a criterion for determining whether the UAT\8EUElV is a genuine 
one or not. This double questioning is at work in the case of 'tEXVT\ as well. 
T£xvll is an UAT\8EUEtV within the A-oytcrnK6v. And just as, in the case of the 
E1tlO''tT\!lOVtK6v, E1tlO'nl!lT\, though the most immediate UAT\8EuEtv, was not 
the genuine UAT\8EUEtV, so also in the case of the A-oytcrnK6v, 'tEXVT\, though 
the most familiar UAT\8EUEtV, proves to be an ungenuine form of it. Insofar 
as 'tEXVT\ belongs to the A-oytcrnK6v, it is a disclosing of those beings o 
£v&xnm &A-A-we; £xnv (cf. Nic. Eth .  VI, 4, 1140al),  "which can also be oth
erwise. " But to such beings <)Jp6VT\O'lc; also relates . Therefore within the 
EVOEXO!lEVOV there is a distinction; it can be a 1tOlT\'tOV or a 7tpaK'tOV, i .e . ,  the 
theme of a 7tOtT\mc;, a producing, or of a 7tpa;tc;, an acting. 

c) npa;tc; and 7tOtT\crtc; as the first ways of carrying out 
UAT\8Eunv. 'Emcrn'illll as the autonomous "7tpa;tc;" of 

a A-T18run v. 

Up to now W L' h.wt• not yl'l  lWL' n il h l l' to I'L'l' in t'·m cHJ,� l ll <1  p lwnonwnon 
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which is included more or less explicitly in all modes of aAT]8EUEtV. 
'Emcr'tll!lTJ, insofar as it is a task to be carried out, is itself a 7tpa�tc;, admit
tedly one which does not have as its goal some sort of result (the way 
producing does) but instead simply strives to get hold of beings as aAT]8£c;. 
The task and the goal of E7ttO''tllllll is thus to know the aAT]8£c;. Initially and 
for the most part, however, this knowing is in service to a making. 
AAT]8EUEtV contributes to the carrying out of a 7tOtT]crtc; or a 7tpa�tc;. 

For UAT]8EU£tV is indeed not the only determination of the 'lfUXll · It is 
merely a particular possibility (though, to be sure, a constitutive one) of a 
being which possesses the character of l ife (vux'll ) :  namely of that being 
which is distinguished by the fact that it speaks. Aristotle characterizes 
quite generally the two basic possibilities of the soul ('lfUXll) as KptvEtv 
and KtVEtV . The cdcr8T]crtc; of the animal already has the character of Kpicrtc;; 
even in cdcr8T]crtc;, in the natural act of perceiving, something is set off 
against something else. The second determination is Ktveiv, "to bestir 
oneself. "  To this corresponds the higher determination of the Being of man: 
7tpa�tc;, Ktveiv in the sense of KpivEtv, in the sense of distinguishing things 
in speech. The �ffill of man is 7tpaKnKi; llE'tcX A6you .2 It is characterized by 
7tpa�tc; Kat aA.l1 8Eta (d. Nic. Eth. VI, 2, 1139a18), i .e. ,  by 7tpa�tc;, acting, 
and by aA.'ll Seta, the uncoveredness of Dasein itself as well as of the beings 
to which Dasein relates in its actions. Both these basic determinations
with regard to the possible ways they may manifest themselves-can be 
termed: atcr8T]crtc;, vouc;, ope�tc;. Thus Aristotle says: the KUpta, the dom
inant possibilities of every human comportment, are: a'lcr8T]crtc;, vouc;, 
OpE�tc;. 'tpia o' EO''ttV EV 'tfl vuxfl 'ta KUpta 1tp<i�Effic; Kat aAT]8etac;, a'lcr8T]crtc; 
vouc; OpE�tc; (a17ff.) .  

Every comportment of  Dasein is thus determined as 1tpa�tc; Kat aA.l18Eta. 
In the case of E1ttO'nl!lTJ, scientific knowledge, the character of the 7tpa�tc; 
did not explicitly come out because, in science, knowledge is autonomous 
and as such it is already 7tpa�tc; and ope�tc;. In the case of 'tEXVl'}, however, 
the aA.rt8EUEtV is that of a 1t0ll'}crtc;; 'tEXVrt is a Ot<ivota 1tOtrtnK'll (a27f. ) ,  a 
thorough thinking about beings that contributes to producing something, 
to the way in which something is to be made. Therefore in 'tEXVrt, as 7tOtl'}crtc;, 
and in every 7tpa�tc;, the aA.rt8eunv is a A.Eynv which OlloA.Oyroc; £xov 'tfl 
6p£�et (cf. a30), "which speaks exactly as ope�tc; desires. " It is not a theo
retical speculation about beings, but instead it expresses beings in such a 
way that it provides the correct direction for a proper production of what 
is to be made. In this way the aAT]8eunv in 't'EXVTJ and <j>p6vrtcrtc; is oriented 
respectively toward 7tOil'}crtc; and 7tpa�tc;. 

2.  Cf. Ni< · .  Ull . ,  I, h, l lJllll.11 ff. 
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§7 .  The analysis of TEXVll (Nic. Eth. VI, 4) . 

a) The object of TEXVll : what is coming into being (EO"OI1£Vov) . 

As was the case with E1tl0nl1111 , so here too as regards TEXVll the first task 
is to determine the beings to which it relates . In TEXVll the know-how is 
directed toward the 7tOtllT6v, toward what is to be first produced and hence 
is not yet. This implies that the object can also be otherwise; for what is not 
yet is not always: £onv o£ t"EXVll mxoa 1tEpt YEVEO"tV (Nic. Eth. VI, 4, 
1140al0f.) .  "All know-how," as guiding the production of something, 
"moves within the circuit of beings which are in the process of becoming, 
which are on the way to their Being. "  Kat 1:0 1:£Xvcis£tv Kat 9£mp£iv o1tm� 
av YEVllt"CXt n 'tcOV EV0£XOI1fV(J)V Kat dvat Kat 111'1 dvat ( llff. ) .  "And 
T£Xvcis£tv is specifically a considering," not one that would live for nothing 
else than the considering, but one that it is oriented to the 07tffi�, "to having 
something occur in such and such a way," i .e . ,  having something be cor
rectly executed. The dealing with a thing which is guided by 'tEXVll is always 
a preparation for something. The 8£mp£iv of the 'tEXVll is by no means 
speculation but instead guides the dealing with a thing in an orientation 
toward a "for which" and an "in order to." In this way the beings of t"EXVll 
are in each case EO"Oil£VOV, something that will come to be. 

b) The position of the apxii in TEXVll (Nic. Eth. VI, 4; Met. 
VII, 7). The double relation of TEXVll to its apxij . Eioo� and 

£pyov . The 1tapa-character of the £pyov . 

The second question is the one about the apxii of the beings, i .e. , to what 
extent can 'tEXVll itself disclose the apxii of the beings it is concerned with. 
For t"fXVll, the apxii is EV 1:0 1t0lOUVTI (al3) : that from which the fabrication 
sets out resides "in the producer himself." If something is to be produced, 
deliberation is required. Prior to all producing, the for which, the JtOtll'tOV, 
must be considered. To the producer himself, thus, the 7tOtllt"OV is present 
at the very outset; since he must have made it clear to himself through 
1:£XVas£tV (all )  how the finished work is supposed to look. In this way the 
doo� of what is to be produced, for example the blueprint, is determined 
prior to the producing. From these plans the producer, e.g., the house 
builder, proceeds to construct the product itself. The apxii of the beings of 
'tfXVll, the doo�, is thus in the \j/UXii , £v 1:0 Jtotouvn, " in the producer 
h i mself ."  a')..),a 111'1 £v 1:0 Jtotowtvq:> (a 1 3f. ), but it i s  not the case that the 
IXPXli i s  i n  what  is to be p rod uced, i n  the �'pyov, i n  w ha t is to be made.  This 
i s  il  �wc u l i a r  sta tL• of ,l ffil i rs w h ich has to lw l' luc ida tl'd in s p i tl' of i ts 
ob v iou s1wss.  I t  lwnmws most dl'.H i n  l"l' l il t i o n  t o  lw i n �s w h ich a rl' i mkL•d 
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produced, but which produce themselves: the <j>ucr£t ov·ra. These produce 
themselves in such a way that the apx'll resides in the producer as well as 
in the produced. EV au-roi� yap £xoucrt 'taU'ta n"tv apx'llv (alSf.), "for these 
have the apx'll in themselves. "  In the case of 'tEXVfl , on the contrary, the 
£pyov resides precisely napa, "beside," the activity; and precisely as £pyov, 
as finished work, it is no longer the object of a noiflm�. That the shoes are 
finished means precisely that the cobbler has delivered them up. Now, 
insofar as the -r£A-o<; constitutes the apx'll , in the case of 'tEXVll the apx'll is 
in a certain sense not available. That shows that 'tEXVll is not a genuine 
aAf19£uttv. 

The object of 'tEXVTJ is the notfl'tOV , the £pyov, the finished product, which 
arises through a production and a fabrication. This £pyov is a EV£Ka nvo<; 
(1139bl), it is "for the sake of something," it has a relation to something 
else. It is ou 'tEAO<; anA-&<; (b2), "not an end pure and simple."  The £pyov 
contains in itself a reference to something else; as 'tfAO<; it refers away from 
itself: it is a np6<; 'tt Kat 'ttvO<; (b2f. ) ,  it is "for something and for someone." 
The shoe is made for wearing and is for someone. This double character 
entails that the £pyov of the notflcrt<; is something produced for further use, 
for man. T£xvfl therefore possesses the £pyov as an object of its cXAfl9£U£tV 
only as long as the £pyov is not yet finished. As soon as the product is 
finished, it escapes the dominion of 'tEXVTJ:  it becomes the object of the use 
proper to it. Aristotle expresses this precisely: the £pyov is "napa" (d. Nic. 
Eth. I, 1 ,  1094a4f.) . The £pyov, as soon as it is finished, is napa, "beside," 
'tEXVfl . T£xvfl, therefore, is concerned with beings only insofar as they are 
in the process of becoming. £crnv 8£ 'tEXVfl nfxcra n£pt y£v£crtv (Nic. E th. VI, 
4, 1140a10f) . 

Aristotle distinguishes three possibilities regarding those beings which 
are determined by becoming: -r&v 8£ ytyvofl£vwv -ra flEV <j>ucr£t yt"(VE'tat -ra 
8£ -r£xvn -ra 8£ ano -rau-rofla-rou (Met. VII, 7, 1032a12ff.) .  "With regard to 
what becomes, the first is <j>ucr£t (by self-production) another is through 
'tEXVfl, another happens by chance." With regard to what happens by 
chance, Aristotle thinks above all of miscarriages and the like, i .e. , that 
which is properly against nature, but which yet in a certain sense comes 
from itself, <j>ucrtt. The modes of becoming that are not those of nature 
Aristotle calls not'llcrEt<;. ai ()' aAAat y£v€cr£t<; Atyov'tat not'llcr£t<; (a26f. ) .  
Through such notflcrt<;, there comes to be ocrwv 'tO £tOo<; £v 'tf\ \j/UXTI (bl) ,  
"everything whose outward look is  in the soul ." We must consider this 
more closely in order to understand to what extent 'tEXVfl in a certain sense 
has the apx'll and in a certain sense does not. For instance, in the case of 
the -r£xvfl imptK'll , health is the doo<; £v 'tf\ \jluxn, and in the case of 
oiKoOOfltKll it is the house. If a house is going to be built, then the course 
of the d e l i bera tion-of 'tEXVfl-has basically the following structure: since 
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the house is supposed to look such and such a way, it is necessary that such 
and such things be on hand. In this exemplary deliberation, there is £v 't'ft 
\j/UXfl an UAT]8£UftV, a disclosing-here, b6, VOEtv-an arro<)laiv£<J8at, a 
letting be seen of what is going to be produced. And what is here disclosed 
in the soul, and is present in it, is the doo� of the house, its outward look, 
its "physiognomy," as that is some day going to stand there and which 
constitutes the proper presence of the house. All this is anticipated £v 'tfl 
\j/UXfl in a rrpoaip£crt�. For, the house which is to be made is indeed not yet 
there. The expression 'tO ElOo� £v 't'ft \j/UXfl refers to this anticipation of the 
doo� in the \j/UXrl · German expresses this well: the outward look is "pre
presentified" [vergegenwiirtigt]. The house which will some day be present 
is presentified beforehand as it is going to look. This pre-presentification 
of the house is a disclosing of the doo� av£u UAT]� (cf. bl2). The wood, etc. , 
is not yet there. In a certain way, naturally, even the UAT] is present in the 
deliberation: the material was taken into consideration while drawing up 
the plans. But the UAT] in the expression av£u UAT]� has to be understood 
in an ontological sense: the UAT] is not, in the proper sense, present in 'tEXVT] . 
The UAT] is genuinely there only insofar as it is the "out of which" of the 
factually occurring finished house, in its being finished, and constitutes the 
proper presentness of that house. The UAT] is 'to E<JX<X'tov Ka8' au't6, what 
does not first need to be produced but is already available, and indeed in 
such a way that it is what genuinely brings the 1tOtOU!lfVOV into the present. 
£vu7t<XPX£t yap Kat yiyvE'tat <XU'tl] (b32f.) .  "For it is the UAT] which is there 
throughout and which becomes."  In the deliberation, therefore, the UAT] is 
not £v 't'ft \j/UXfl-i.e., insofar as it £vurr6:pxn, "is there throughout" and 
insofar as it ytyYE'tat, properly "becomes, '' i .e., insofar as it brings something 
into the present in the proper sense. 

The ctOo<; as doo� £v 't'ft \j/UXfl is the anticipated presence of the house. 
And to the extent that a man pre-presentifies it, he carries out the entire 
execution of the plans while keeping his regard constantly fixed on this 
£too�. 'tO 01) 1tOlOUV Kat 08£v UPXE't<Xt 1'] KiVT]<Jl� 'tOU uytaivttv, £av !lEV arro 
'tEXVT]<;, 'to d06<; £crn 'to £v 't'ft \j/UXfl (b21 ff. ) .  "The genuine producer, and 
that which initiates the movement, is the doo� £v 't'ft \j/UXfl ·" Hence the 
tlOo� is the very apxr1 ; it initiates the KiVT]<Jl�. This ICtVT]<Jt<; is first of all 
that of v6T]crt<;, of deliberation, and then the one of 1tOtl]<Jt�, of the action 
which issues from the deliberation. Insofar as the doo� in this way, i .e. , as 
apxr1 of the total movement of the producing, is £v 'tfl \j/UXfl, the apxr1 of 
thl' 1tOIT]'tOV is £v 'tcp rrowuvn (Nic. Eth. VI, 4, 1140a13), i .e. , it is a matter of 
1:txvn i tsel f. On the other hand, the 1tOtOU!l£VOV, the finished house, is no 
long�·r nn objec t of 'tf.XVT] . As a fin ished house, it escapes 'tEXVT] . Now the 
tfA.o<;, t<l kl'n in i ts ontologica l d1iH<1Ctl'r, is rr£pw;. rrrpw; Af'Yf'tCXt 'to 'tEAO� 
h((t<Tt0\1 ('toto\nov 6' {·<)>' () n ldVtlCTts m.l t1 rrpii�ts) (d. Ml'l . V, 1 7, 1022a4ff.); 
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furthermore, even the apx'll is in a certain sense rr£pa�; 1'] f.!EV apxl'J rr£pa� 
n (cf. a12) .  Since therefore the 'tEAO� has the same ontological character as 
the apx'll-namely, rr£pa�-and because in 'tEXVTJ the 1£A.o� is precisely not 
preserved, '!EXVT] stands in the exact same relation to its beings as £mo't1lf.lll 
does to its. 

Because the £pyov is no longer in the grasp of 'tEXVTJ, i.e., because the 
£pyov escapes 'tEXVTJ, the latter is in a certain sense similar to 'tUXTJ, the 
accidental . 1p6rrov nva ru:pl. 1:a a1mx £onv l'J '!UXTJ Kat l'J 'tEXVTJ (Nic. Eth. 
VI, 4, 1040a18): 'tUXTJ and 'tEXVTJ in a certain sense have to do with the same 
things. The essential characteristic of the accidental is that what emerges 
from it is out of its hands. The same occurs in the case of 'tEXVTJ : it may be 
developed in the most minute detail, and yet it does not have at its disposal, 
with absolute certainty, the success of the work. In the end the £pyov is out 
of the hands of 'tEXVTJ · Here we see a fundamental deficiency in the 
aAT]8£u£tv which characterizes 'tEXVTJ. 

c) The d8o� as apx'll of the KtVT]O"t� of 'tEXVTJ as a whole 
(Met. VII, 7). N6T]ot� and 7tOtT]O"t�. T£xvTJ as ground of the 

interpretation of Being through the Ei8o�. 

In 'tEXVTJ, the Eioo� comes into play as apx'll . In '!EXVTJ the doo� £v 't'ft \j/UXfl 
is the apx'll of the KlVT]O"t� which is first that of VOT]O"t� and then that of 
7tOtT]O"t�. In Book VII of the Metaphysics, chapter 7, Aristotle offers a pene
trating presentation of the connection of v6T]ot� and rroiT]ot�, where he 
illustrates it with the examples of uyina and oiKOOOf.ltK'Il . He says: l'J 8£ 
uyiEta 6 EV 't'!i \IIUXfl A.Oyo� ( 1032b5). Health is the A.6yo� EV 't'!i \IIUXfl· A6yo� 
here means A.ty6fl£VOV, the spoken. On the other hand, Aristotle says: l'J OE 
'tEXVTJ A.Oyo� mu £pyou 6 avEu UAT]� £miv (De Partibus Animalium a, 1 ,  
640a31 f. ) .  A6yo� here means A.Eynv, pre-presentification in  speech. The 
A.Oyo� qua Aty6fl£vov, however, is the d8o�. We have here an echo of the 
Platonic way of speaking and seeing; for an d8o� is nothing else than an 
Idea . Therefore Aristotle can write succinctly: l'J oix:o80fllKTJ 'to d8o� til� 
oix:ia� (d. Met. VII, 7, 1032b13f. ) .  "Architecture is the outward look of the 
house. " T£xvTJ is A.Oyo� qua A.Eynv of the A.ty6fl£vov, i .e . , of the d8o�. 
Oix:oOOfltK'Il, architecture, discloses and preserves the d8o�, the outward 
look of the house. (Let it be noted in passing that this is also decisive for 
an understanding of the v6T]ot� vo'lloEw� in Met. XII, chapters 9-10.  There 
the question of genuine Being is raised. In chapter 9, that is vou� as the 
8£t6tmov, as the most genuine Being, to which, however, belong life and 
duration.) The doo�, which is disclosed and preserved in oiKOOOf.ltK'Il,  is 
the apx'll of the KtVT]O"t�, first the one of v6T]O"t� and then the one of rroiT]ot�. 
Let us pursue this movement m o re closely, as it occurs in its departure from 
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the doo<; EV •fl \lf'UXfl· yiyv£'tat 8fl 'tO uyt£<; vo'llcravw<; OU't<O<;· EJt£t0fl 'tOOt 
uyi£ta, avayKTl, £i uyt£c; f(J'tat, 'tOOt U1tap�at . . .  Kat OU't<OS aid VO£i, E<O<; 
av avayKn £i.e; 'tOU'tO 0 au'toc; OUVa'tat £crxa•ov 1t0t£iV (Met. VII, 7, 
1032b6ff. ) .  "The healthy comes to be by means of the following course of 
disclosure: since health is such and such, it is necessary, if there is to be 
something healthy, that such and such be on hand for it. . . . And one goes 
on to disclose always more and more until what is ultimate is reached, i .e. , 
what one can bring about oneself. " This £crxawv is also called 'tO 'tEAEmaiov 
Tflc; vo'llcr£wc; (cf. b17), "the ultimate of circumspective disclosure ."  The 
circumspection of 'tEXVll reaches what, as the uttermost, is the first to be 
accomplished, the place where the undertaking can break in. This circum
spection does not run through any theoretical steps, but instead it isolates 
that with which the action, the bringing into being, the 7tOt£iv, begins. The 
VOT]crt<; is here a 't£xvat;nv (Nic. Etlz. VI, 4, 1140all) ,  a disclosure that is "on 
the lookout" for the U1t!ipxovm. i] ano 1ouwu KtVT]crtc; noiT]crtc; (Met. VII, 
7, 1032b10). "The movement which begins from this ultimate of v6T]crtc; is 
7tOtT]crt<;. " The latter is the properly productive action, whereas the move
ment of v6T]crtc; is a type of elucidation. N6T]crt<; and 7tOlT]crtc; belong to
gether. Their connection constitutes the full movement of the enterprise. 
<JU!l�aiv£t 'tp07tOV nva 'tflv uyi£taV £� Uyt£tac; yiyv£cr8at (bll ) .  "The result 
is that in a certain sense health comes from health," i .e . ,  from the dooc; of 
health £v 'til 'lfUXfl · Hence the d&o<; is the apx'll of the whole connection of 
v6T]crt<; and noiT]crtc; in 'tEXVT]. Therefore i] oiKoOO!ltKf} 10 doo<; Tfls oiKiac; 
(cf. b13) .  "Architecture is the dooc; of the house." 

On the basis of 'tEXVT], the Being of the house is understood as something 
made, as corresponding to the "outward look." The presence at hand of the 
house is related, genuinely and uniquely, to the modes of becoming, the 
modes of production; all other determinations are Ka'ta <JU!l�£�T]K6<;. <'to 
Ka'ta <JU!l�E�T]KO<;> ou8£v llEAEt 'tfl 'tEXVTI (Nic. Eth. V, 15, 1138b2). "The 
determinations Ka'ta <JU!l�£�T]K6c; are by no means a concern of 'tEXVT] ."  
(<llumc; i s  also understood in an analogous way: as  the process of self-be
coming, as the process by which something brings itself from itself into its 
form and its outward look) This conception has its ground in the philos
ophy of Plato. The dooc; is, as we said, nothing else than a designation of 
the Platonic Idea. The usual exposition of Plato places the doctrine of the 
Ideas in the center and takes it as the guiding line for an interpretation of 
his whole philosophy. We will see to what extent that is a prejudice and to 
w h a t  extent it touches the actual state of affairs. For one who has learned 
to u n d t•rstand an author it is perhaps not possible to take as a foundation 
lor the i n terpreta tion what the a u thor himse l f  designates as the most im
pmt.m t .  It is p recisel y whL' rl' an a u thor  kl•cps s i lent  that  one has to begin 
i n  o rd L•r  to u ndL• rstn nd w h a t tlw .1 u thor h i msL• I f  d L•s ignn tL•s as the m ost 
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proper. Without wishing to preempt a discussion of the doctrine of Ideas, 
let us merely remark that we will understand the genesis, the primary sense, 
and what is opaque in Plato's Ideas only if we remain oriented toward the 
place where the dbo<; first steps forth quite naturally, i .e. , in which mode 
of UATJ8£'6£tv it explicitly emerges. That is the point of departure for under
standing why Plato says the Idea is genuine Being. We have seen that the 
dbo<; is the apx11 of the whole connection of VOTJ01<; and 7tOtTJ01<; in 'tEXVTJ . 
iJ oiKobOJltriJ -ro dbo<; 'til<; oiKia<;. TExvTJ is the ground upon which some
thing like the dbo<; becomes visible in the first place. We have therefore not 
dealt with 'tEXVTJ unadvisedly: in it the d&J<; first becomes present. 

Let us represent the first division of the modes of UATJ8£'6£tv: 

cro(j>ia 

2. A.oytcrnK6v 

/ � 

The characterization of the common modes of UATJ8£'6£tv, rmcr'tllJlTJ and 
'tEXVTJ, has made UATJ8£'6£tv itself more clear. These two basic possibilities, 
of the E1tlcrTI1JlOVtK6v and of the A.oytcrnK6v, are not the highest ones. But 
we may not assume without further ado that the two other modes have to 
be the genuine possibility and full development, the ap£-rll , of the 
E1tlcr'tTJJlOVtK6v and of the A.oytcrnK6v. First of all, we care less for such 
systematics than for the concrete understanding of the phenomena of 
UATJ8£U£tv itself. AA.TJ8£'6£tv always has the meaning of upholding Dasein 
against degradation by the A£y6Jl£VOV, in such a way that Dasein will not 
be deceived by it. 

In the further analyses of the remaining modes of UATJ8£U£tv, Aristotle 
deals first with (j>p6vTJ01<;, circumspection, circumspective insight. 

§8. The analysis of (j>p6vTJm<; (Nic . Eth .  VI, 5) . 

The analysis of (j>p6vT]crt<; begins by first determining what (j>p6VTJ01<; relates 
to, in order then to delimit it against each of the previously analyzed modes 
of UATJ8£'6£tv, rmcr'tllJlTJ and 'tEXVTJ . In the delimitation against £mcr'tllJlTJ, 
q>p6vTJ01<; emerges as M�a, and in the delimitation against 'tEXVTJ, as ap£'tll . 
That constitutes the tight cohesion of chapter 5 of Book VI of the 
Nicomacl!l'a l l  Ethics, where Aristotle carries out the analysis of $p6vTJcrt<;. 
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a) The obj ect of <\>p6vT]crt<;: Dasein itself. The determination 
of the 't:EAoc; of <\>p6vT]mc; in delimitation against the t€A.oc; of 
'tEXVT]. Its relation to UAT]8£UEtV: prior identity in <\>p6vT]crt<;; 

difference (7tapa) in 'tEXVT]. 

Aristotle begins by asking what natural Dasein understands by <\>p6VT]crtc;, 
i .e., which human being is called a <\>p6VtJ . .LOc;. 8oKd 811 <\>povt!lOU dvat 1:0 
8uvacr8at KaA.ffic; �ouA£ucracr8at 7t£pi 1:a aim[l aya8a Kat O"U!l<\>Epov'ta, ou 
Ka'ta !lEpoc;, ol:ov JtOia 7tpoc; uytEtaV ft 1tpoc; icrxuv, UAAa 1tOta 7tpoc; 'tO d.l 
�ilv oA.wc; (1140a25ff. ) .  "A <\>p6vt!loc; is evidently one who can deliberate 
well, i .e. , appropriately, "  who is �ouA.EunK6<;, and specifically who can 
deliberate appropriately over "that which is good (full and perfect) and 
which is, in addition, good au'tcp, for him, the deliberator himself . . .  " The 
object of <\>p6vT]mc; is hence determined as something which can also be 
otherwise, but from the very outset it has a relation to the deliberator 
himself. On the other hand, the deliberation of 't:EXV'll relates simply to what 
contributes to the production of something else, namely, the £pyov, e.g. , a 
house. The deliberation of <\>p6vT]mc;, however, relates to this £pyov insofar 
as it contributes to the deliberator himself. The UAT]8EUEtV of <\>p6VT]crtc; 
therefore contains a referential direction to the UAT]8Euwv himself. Yet we 
do not designate as a <\>p6Vt!lO<; the one who deliberates in the correct way 
Ka'ta !lEpoc;, i.e., in relation to particular advantages, e.g. , health or bodily 
strength, which promote Dasein in a particular regard. Instead, we call 
<\>p6vt!loc; the one who deliberates in the right way 1toia 7tpoc; 1:0 EU �ilv 
oA.w<;, regarding "what is conducive to the right mode of Being of Dasein 
as such and as a whole." The �ouA.Eum8at of the <\>p6Yt!loc; concerns the 
Being of Dasein itself, the EU �flv, i.e., the right and proper way to be Dasein. 
Accordingly, <\>p6vT]mc; entails a reference 1tpoc; 1:€A.oc; n cr1tou8aiov 
(1140a29f. ), "to that kind of 1:€A.oc; which bestows seriousness, " and specif
ically wv !lll £crnv 'tEXVll (a30), "in relation to such beings which cannot be 
the theme of a fabrication or production. " The 1:€A.oc; of <\>POVT]crtc; is hence 
not 1tapa, over and against the Being of the deliberation itself, as is the case 
with the £pyov of 'tEXVT] . Rather, in the case of <\>p6vT]crtc;, the object of the 
deliberation is �Wrl itself; the 'tEAO<; has the same ontological character as 
<\>p6vT]mc;. 'tfls !lEV yap Jtott1crcwc; £1:cpov 1:0 1:€A.oc;, 1ilc; 8£ 7tpasEwc; ouK &.v 
Etv · £crnv yap au'tfl "ij £U7tpasia 'tEAoc; (1140b6ff. ) .  "In the case of 1tOtT]crtc;, 
the 1:€A.oc; is something other; but this does not hold for 7tpastc;: the EU7tpasia 
is itself the 1:€A.oc;." In the case of <\>p6vT]mc;, the 7tpaK't6v is of the same 
ontological character as the UAT]8EUEtV i tself. And here, presumably, the 
1:€A.oc; is in fact disc losed and p reserved ; for i t  is the Be ing o f  the deliberator 
himself. The <\>povq..t oc; is thl'rl' forl' not i d l'nt ic<l l w i th thl' 'tfXV l'tT]c;; for the 
UAT]8fllfl v of thl' 'tl"XVh'ls i s  rt• la  tl'd to a n  othl'r  ordl·r  of Bl' i ng.  
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pouM:uncn ()' ouedc; 1tEpl 'tO>V aOUV(i't(J)V aA.A.wc; EXEtV (1140a31f.); "the 
pouA.eunK6c; is not one who deliberates about what cannot be otherwise," 
just as in the case of the 'tEXVi'trJc;. But the pouA£u'ttK6c; deliberates ou()£ 'tWV 
1-.lll EVOEXO!lEV(J)V au't0 1tpa�cn (a32f. ); "nor does he deliberate about that 
which he cannot accomplish himself."  In the deliberation of the <j>p6vt!loc;, 
what he has in view is himself and his own acting. T£xvrt, on the contrary, 
is cleverness, ingenuity, and resource regarding things I myself do not 
necessarily want to carry out or am able to carry out. The PouA£unK6c; is 
hence the one who deliberates with regard to the 1tpaK't6v. The deliberation 
of <)>p6vl(crtc; is, furthermore, a certain drawing of conclusions : if such and 
such is supposed to occur, if I am to behave and be in such and such a way, 
then . . . .  Here that from which and in constant consideration of which I 
deliberate, namely the ou EVEKa, is different in every case. In this way the 
deliberating of <)>p6vl(crtc; is a discussing, a A.oyf�mecn, but not an a1t60Et�tc;, 
an £mcr'tllll1'1 · Conversely, the necessary cannot, as such, be a possible object 
of deliberation . Thus the deliberation of <)>p6vl(crtc;, like that of 'tEXVl(, is 
related to something which can be otherwise. And, as a deliberation, it again 
bears a certain resemblance to the one of 'tEXVl( : if I am to act in such and 
such a way, then this or that must happen. T£xvrt would deliberate as 
follows: if such and such is to come to be, then this or that must happen. 
And yet <j>p6vl(crtc; is different from 'tEXVl(; for in the case of 'tEXVrt the 
1tpaK't6v is a 't£A.oc; which is 1tapa. Not so in the case of the 't£A.oc; of 
<)>p6vl(crtc;. This 'tEAoc; is a £�tc; aA.rt91'Jc;  llE'ta A6you 1tpaKnKl'J 1tEpt 'ta 
avepwmp ayaea (d. 1140b5), "such a disposition of human Dasein, that it 
has at its disposal its own transparency."1 The 'tEAoc; of <)>p6vrtmc; is not a 
1tp6c; 'tt and not a EVEKU nv6c;; it is the av9pw1toc; himself. au'tl'J it EU1tpa�(a 
'tEAoc; (b7) , the proper Being of man is the 'tEAoc;. But this is �wl'J 7tpaK'ttKl'J 
llE'tU A6you . The 'tEAoc; of <)>p6vl(crtc; is a 'tEAoc; (mA.&c; and a ou EVEKa, a "for 
the sake of which." Now insofar as Dasein is disclosed as the ou EVEKa, the 
"for the sake of which," there is a predelineation of what is for its sake and 
what has to be procured at any time for its sake. In this way, with Dasein 
as the ou £veKa, there is grasped with one stroke the apx'll of the deliber
ation of <)>p6vl(crtc;. ai !l£V yap apxa1 'tOOV 1tpaK'tOOV 'tO ou EVEKa 'tel 1tpaK'ta 
(1140b16f. ) .  These apxaf are Dasein itself; Dasein finds itself disposed, and 
comports itself to itself, in this or that way. Dasein is the apx'll of the 
deliberation of <)>p6vl(crtc;. And what <)>p6vl(crtc; deliberates about is not what 
brings 1tpa�tc; to an end. A result is not constitutive for the Being of an 
action; only the EU, the how, is. The 'tEAoc; in <)>p6vl(crtc; is the avepw7toc; 

I .  l 'd i tor's p,u-. tphr.lSl', in .Kcord w i th p. 17. 
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himself. In the case of 7tOtTJ<nc;, the -r£/coc; is something other, a worldly 
being over and against Dasein; not so in the case of 7tpa�tc;. 

Now, to what extent is q>p6vTjcnc; an UATJ9£U£tv? 

b) <l>p6VTJ<nc; as a-ATJ9EU£tv. 'H3ov11 and AU7tTJ . I:(l)(j>pocruvTJ. 
<l>p6VTJcrtc; as a struggle against Dasein's inherent tendency 

to cover itself over. <l>p6VllO'tc; as non-autonomous UATJ9£uttv 
in the service of 7tp&�tc;. 

Insofar as man himself is the object of the UA119£uttv of q>p6Vllcrt<;, it must 
be characteristic of man that he is covered up to himself, does not see 
himself, such that he needs an explicit a-ATJ9£15ttv in order to become 
transparent to himself. In fact, bta(j>9£iptt Kat 3u:xcr-rp£(j>£t -ro T]3u Kat 'tO 
AU7t11 p0v n)v 1m6All\jltV (d. b13f.) .  "What gives pleasure and what depresses 
one's disposition can destroy or confuse one's 1m6All\jltc;." A disposition 
can cover up man to himself. A person can be concerned with things of 
minor significance; he can be so wrapped up in himself that he does not 
genuinely see himself. Therefore he is ever in need of the salvation of 
(j>pOVTJO'tc;. Circumspection regarding himself and insight into himself must 
again and again be wrested away by man in face of the danger of 
bta(j>9dp£tv and 3tacrtp£(j>£tv. It is not at all a matter of course that Dasein 
be disclosed to itself in its proper Being; a/cl19£ta, even here, must be 
wrested out. And in this way Aristotle, like Plato, assumes a peculiar 
etymological relation. crroq>poO"Uv11 mp�tt -ri)v q>p6VTIO'tv (d. bllf.) .  "Pru
dence is what saves q>p6vTJcrtc;," preserves it against the possibility of being 
covered over. Plato determines crroq>pocruv11 in a similar manner in the 
Cratylus: "crroq>pocruvTJ" ()£ crro'tllpia . . . q>pov1lcr£roc; (411e4f. ) .  But T] oov11 and 
AU7tll threaten only certain modes of aATJ9Euttv. ou yap a1tacrav U7tOATJ\jftV 
bta(j>9£iptt OUbE btaO''tpE(j>Et 'tO T]()u Kat AU7tllp6v . . .  I alclc& -rae; 7t£pt 'tO 
7tpatc-r6v (Nic. Eth. VI, 5, 1140b13ff.) .  "For what gives pleasure and what 
depresses do not destroy or confuse every 1m6All\jltc; but only the one 
re la ted to the 7tpatc-r6v." Yet insofar as T]3ov11 and AU7tll are among the basic 
determinations of man, he is constantly exposed to the danger of covering 
h imse lf to himself. <l>p6vTJcrtc;, consequently, cannot at all be taken for 
gran ted ;  on th e contrary, it is a task, one that must be seized in a 7tpoa{p£crtc;. 
<l>p6vTJcrtc; th us eminently i llustrates the meaning of a-ATJ9Euttv, i.e., the 
u ncovering of someth i ng concealed. Aristotle emphasizes: -r0 ()£ 
btf.(j>flapf..! FVq.l bt' T]3ovi)v il AU7tllV f.U9uc; ou <j>a(Vf.'tat T] apx11 (b1 7f. ) .  "Dasein 
Cil ll Lw cor r u p tL•d by T]8ov11 a nd Atl7tll . "  I f  ont• of these dom ina tes a man, 
t lw rl'�m l t  i s  tha t m'J <l><t.fvnet.t 1i <ipx11 . Thl' corrl'cl o\J itvrKu no longer shows 

i l sl• l f; i t  i s  t h u s  conn·a ll•d .md m u st lw u ncoVl'rl'd th rough /cl>yo�. In this 
w a y, t lw rl ' fon•,  <�p<'1 v q m �, a s  soon ,, s i t i s  ach il 'V l'd , is i n v o l v l•d in .1 nmsta n t  
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struggle against a tendency to cover over residing at the heart of Dasein. 
£an yap ll KaK{a (j>9ap·nK1) apxi'J� (b19f.) . "The KaK{a, the bad disposition, 
destroys the apx'll ," i .e . ,  does not allow the correct ou EV£Ka to show itself. 
Here, in Dasein itself, is precisely where the risk to, and the resistance 
against, (j>p6v11at� lies .  Aristotle can then summarize the determination of 
q>p6Vllat� as follows : rocr't' cXVcXYKll 'tftv lj>pOVllatV E�lV dvat j..l.E'ta A6you 
cXAll9il 1t£pt 'ta avepwmva ayaea 1tpaK'ttKllV (b20L) . <l>pOVllat� is a E�t� of 
cXA119£unv, "a disposition of human Dasein such that in it I have at my 
disposal my own transparency."  For its themes are the avepwmva ayaea. 
And it is a £�t� of cXA119£U£tV which is 1tpaKnK11 , "which lives in action. "  
That i s  why i t  i s  £U insofar as  i t  comports itself Oj..IOA6yw� to  op£�t�, or  to 
npa�t�,2 in such a way that the deliberation measures up to the "for the 
sake of which" of the acting. <l>p6v11m� itself is hence indeed an cXAll9£unv, 
but it is not an autonomous one. It is an cXAll8£unv in service to npa�t�. It 
is an cXA119£unv which makes an action transparent in itself. Insofar as the 
transparency of a npa�t� is constitutive for this npa�t�, (j>p6Vllat� is co-con
stitutive for the proper carrying out of the very action. <l>p6v11m� is an 
cXA119£unv; yet, as we said, it is not an autonomous one but rather one that 
serves to guide an action. 

That is why Aristotle can think q>p6v11crt� by delimiting it against the two 
other modes of cXAll9£unv, 'tEXVll and E:mo-111!-.lll · 

c) The delimitation of (j>p6Vllat� versus 'tEXVll and E:mcr1111lll · 
<l>p6Vllat� as ap£111 . <l>pOVllat� as "unforgettable" conscience. 

Eo(j>{a as apE'tft 'tEXVll�· 

The delimitation is carried out first in opposition to 'tEXVll · Now although 
q>p6v11at�, exactly like 'tEXVll, is directed to beings that can also be otherwise, 
yet 'tEXVll does not possess its £pyov, while q>p6V1lat� indeed does, and so 
one might presume that q>p6V1lat� would be the ap£111 of 'tEXVll . The onto
logical character of ap£111 is 't£Attwcrt�; it constitutes the perfection of some
thing, it brings something to completion, specifically something that has the 
potentiality for it, i .e., can also be without it. The question is thus whether 
(j>p6vllat� can be the 't£At{wm� of 'tEXVll · aA,A,a )lYtV 'tEXVll� j..IEV ecrnv ap£111 , 
(j>pov1lcr£w� o'ouK ecrnv (b21 f.) .  "But in truth there is an apn'll for 'tEXVll, a 
possible 't£Attwm�; for q>p6Vllat� there is none." For q>p6v11m� there is no 
't£A£iwm�. How are we to understand that for 'tEXVll an ap£111 is possible? 
In the deliberation of know-how there are various degrees of development. 
TEXVll can presume things and concede things. Trial and error are proper to 

2 .  Cf. Nic. J : / h .  V I ,  2, l l :Nn2ff. 
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it. Through 'tEXVll, one discovers whether something works or not. The more 
'tEXVll risks failure, the more secure it will be in its procedure. It is precisely 
through failure that certitude is formed. It is precisely the one who is not 
ingrained in a definite technique, a set routine, but again and again starts 
anew and cuts through rigid procedure, who acquires the correct possibility 
of know-how, has at his disposal the proper kind of the aA.T]OEUElV that 
corresponds to 'tEXVll, and acquires more and more of that kind of uncover
ing. Kat £v �v 'tEXVTl 6 EKWV cX!lCXp'tavwv aipnw'tEpo<; (b22f.) .  The possibility 
of failure is an advantage belonging to 'tEXVTJ itself. It is precisely on the basis 
of this possibility that 'tEXVTJ is 'tEAtlW'tEpa. This possibility of failure is 
constitutive for the development of 'tEXVTJ . But in the case of <j>p6Vllcrt<;, on 
the contrary, where it is a matter of a deliberation whose theme is the proper 
Being of Dasein, every mistake is a personal shortcoming. This shortcoming 
with regard to oneself is not a higher possibility, not the 'tEA.tiW<Jt<; of 
<j>p6VT]crt<;, but precisely its corruption. Other than failure, the only possibility 
open to <j>p6v11m<; is to genuinely hit the mark. <l>p6VT]m<; is not oriented 
toward trial and error; in moral action I cannot experiment with myself. The 
deliberation of <j>p6Vllcrt<; is ruled by the either-or. <l>p6VT]crt<; is by its very 
sense O"'tOXa<JnKt1; it has a permanent orientation, it pursues the goal, and 
specifically the !lEO"O'tT]<;. With <j>p6Vllcrt<;, unlike 'tEXVTJ, there is no more or 
less, no " this as well as that," but only the seriousness of the definite decision, 
success or failure, either-or. Insofar as <j>p6VT]crt<; is moxamtK1l, it is impossi
ble for it to be more complete. Thus it has no apEn) but is in itself apEn) . 
ln this way, the very mode of the carrying out of aA.110EUElV is different in 
the case of <j>p6Vllcrt<; from the one of 'tEXVll, although both, in terms of their 
objects, are concerned with beings which can also be otherwise. Thereby we 
have gained a delimitation. <l>p6VT]crt<; cannot be the apEn) of 'tEXVT]-be
cause of its very mode of carrying out aA.l10EUEtv, quite apart from the fact 
that the object of 'tEXVll is a 1totll'tOV, whereas the object of <j>p6Vllcrt<; is a 
7tpCXK'tOV. Thus it is clear that <j>p6Vllffi<; is an apEn) but is not a 'tEXVll : Sf]A.ov 
ouv on apEn) 'tt<; EO"'tlV Kat ou 'tEXVTJ (b24f. ) .  And because <j>p6Vl10"l<; is 
directed at once to the apxiJ and the 'tEA.o<; and preserves both, it is the 
j3EA.'tiO"'tll i::l;t<; of the aA.T]OEUEtv that corresponds to those beings which can 
also be otherwise. 

How then does <j>p6vT]crt<; relate to £mcr'tfJ!lTJ?  The A.Oyov exov is divided 
i n to two basic possibilities: the A.oytcr'ttK6v and the E1tlO"'t'llllOVtK6v. Since 
<j>p6vllcrt<; is not the aprn) of 'tEXVTJ, the question arises whether it can be 
the apr'tij for E1tlO"nl!J.T], for the E1tlO"'tT]!J.OVlKOV. Now it does indeed appear 
that <j>p6v11m<; is the apr'tij of £mcrn1!ll1 , adm i ttedly of an early stage of 
t·mcr'tfJJlll · With in  know ll'd gl' thl'rl' i s  in  fac t  a modl• of d i sc losure which, 
prl•c isl• l y  as  i n  t lw etl Sl' of <�p6vqcns, rl' l<l ll'S to lwi ngs wh ich can a l so be 
otlwrw isl•: Bl">�u.. i' 'tr y<'x.p M�u. 1trpl 'til t'· vBrxt'>prvov <'iA.A.( I)s i'xn v 1m. I � 
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<j>p6vTJcrtc; (b27f. ) .  �6�a possesses in a certain sense the character of simple 
knowledge; it is like a "thematic" opinion, a view, which has no impact on 
any particular action. Natural Dasein has certain views and opinions about 
the things of everyday life which come to pass and therefore change. And 
one might think that  in fact 86�a, which is not a genuine mode of 
UATJ8£uttv, has its ap£n) in <jlp6vTJcrtc;. Aristotle thus takes up the possibility 
that the ground of <j>p6vTJcrtc; is 06�a. He does not consider this just for the 
sake of completeness but, instead, because such opinions have arisen. Ar
istotle cuts this possibility short, however: aA.A&. J.lf)V ouo' €�tc; J.lt'tet Myou 
J.lOVOV (b28). "But <j>p6vTJcrtc; is not a e�tc; of UATJ8£1ittv, a e�tc; which is 
autonomous in itself and is only for the sake of a disclosing"; on the 
contrary, it is a e�tc; of UATJ8£U£tV which is npaKnKT1 . Because this pertains 
to its structure, from the very outset <jlp6VTJcrtc; cannot be considered the 
't'£Atimcrtc; of 06�a, which indeed aims only at the acquisition of views and 
opinions. Furthermore, it is to be noted that UATJ8£U£tV, as it exists in 86�a, 
in J.1U8TJcrtc;, and in £ntcr't'11J.1TJ, has a peculiar character of fallenness. What 
I experience, notice, or have learned, I can forget; in this possibility, 
UATJ8£U£tv is subject to A-118TJ (where the stem of the verb A.av8avnv lies 
hidden)-what is disclosed can sink back into concealment. The ability to 
become forgotten is a specific possibility of that UATJ8£U£tV which has the 
character of 8£mp£iv. For the e�tc; J.lWX Myou is a e�tc; of UATJ8£U£tV into 
which Dasein places itself explicitly. In the case of <j>p6VTJcrtc; things are 
different. This is manifest in the fact that I can experience, notice, and learn 
what has already been experienced, noted, and learned, whereas <jlp6vTJcrtc; 
is in each case new. Hence there is no A-1181') in relation to <jlp6VTJcrtc;: crTJJ.lEiov 
S' on A-118TJ tile; J.lEV 't'OtaU't'TJc; £�£me; fcr't'tV, <jlpov11cr£mc; S' OUK £crnv (b28ff.) .  
As  regards <j>p6vTJcrtc;, there i s  no  possibility of  falling into forgetting. Cer
tainly the explication which Aristotle gives here is very meager. But it is 
nevertheless clear from the context that we would not be going too far in 
our interpretation by saying that Aristotle has here come across the phe
nomenon of conscience. <l>p6vTJcrtc; is nothing other than conscience set into 
motion, making an action transparent. Conscience cannot be forgotten. But 
it is quite possible that what is disclosed by conscience can be distorted 
and allowed to be ineffective through iJSov11 and AU1tTJ, through the pas
sions. Conscience always announces itself. Hence because <jlp6VTJcrtc; does 
not possess the possibility of A-1181'), it is not a mode of UATJ8£U£tV which 
one could call theoretical knowledge. Therefore <j>p6VTJcrtc; is out of the 
question as the ap£n) of £mcrn1J.lTJ or of 't'EXVTJ. We will still look more 
closely at the connection £mcrn1J.lTJ and 't'EXVTJ have to the two highest modes 
of UATJ8£Uttv, <jlp6vTJcrtc; and cro<jlia. 

What is most striking now is that Aristotle designates cro<jlia as the 
(Xpn11 of 'tfXV'l (Nic. Etll . V I ,  7, 1 141 a 1 2) .  The highest mode of <XATJ8£1ittv, 
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philosophical reflection, which according to Aristotle is the highest mode 
of human existence, is at the same time the apnij of 'tEXVT\ . This must 
seem all the more remarkable in view of the fact that 'tEXVT\ has as its 
theme beings which can also be otherwise, whereas the theme of cro<jlia 
is in a preeminent sense what always is .3 

§9. The analysis of cro<jlia (Nic . Eth. VI, 6-7). 

a) The dia-noetic relation of £mcr'tijJ..LT\, <jlp6vT\crt<; , and cro<jlia 
to the apxai (Nic. Eth. VI, 6). 

In order to understand cro<jlia we must first remind ourselves of the persis
tent context of Aristotle's interpretation. He analyzes the various modes of 
cXAT\OEuEtv with regard to the apxai, their disclosure and their preservation. 
'Emcr'tijJ..LTJ has its foundation in the apxai; it uses the apxai as its axioms, 
the self-evident principles, from which it draws conclusions. 'Emcr'tiiJ..Lll 
implicitly co-intends the apxii1 and 'tEAO<;, as well as the Ei8o<; and UATJ, of 
beings. But £mcr'tijJ..LTJ does not make the apxai thematic; on the contrary, 
it only wants to pursue its deliberations following the guiding line of the 
Et8o<;. As for 'tEXVT\, it anticipates only the apxii, the Ei8o<;; it does not even 
co-intend the 'tEAO<;. But 'tEXVT\ does not make the d8o<; thematic; it merely 
takes its course following the guiding line of the Ei8o<;, which gives direction 
to its Aoyi/;meat. In tl>p6vTJcrt<; the ou EVEKa is given and, along with it, the 
apxii as well, and also the 'tEAO<;, the Etmpa�ia-for the apxii is the 'tEAO<; 
itself. But here too it is not a matter of a thematic consideration. 1\pxii and 
'tEAO<; are not taken up as apxii and 'tEAo<;. <l>p6vTJcrt<; is not a speculation 
about the apxii and the 'tEAO<; of acting as such; it is not an ethics and not 
a science, not a E�t<; JlE'ta A6you J..L6vov (Nic. Eth. VI, 5, 1140b28) .  According 
to its proper sense, it is what it can be when it is a view of a concrete action 
and decision. And even cro<jlia, which ultimately aims at the final principles 
of beings, is an cXAT\0EUEtV which does not have the apxai as its exclusive 
and proper theme. Rather, its research into the apxii is such only insofar 
as i t  looks for the principles of those beings which stand under the princi
ples. 'tau yap cro<jlou 7tEpt £viwv EXEtv a7t68Et�tv £cr'tiv (Nic. Etlz . VI, 6, 
1 1 4la2f. ) .  Hence even cro<jlia is not the cXAT\OEUEtv which makes the apxii 
thematic as apxii . d 8ft oi<; cXATJ0EUOJlEV Kat JlTJOE7tO'tE 8ta\j/EUOOJ..LE0a 7tEpt 
'tU J.IYt EVOEXOJlEVa i'j Kat EVOEXOJ..LEVCX at..Aw<; EX£\V, £mcr'tijJ.ITJ Kat <j>pOVT\crt<; 

�. S1'1" llw .tp)wnd i x .  
I .  Ed i tor ' s  noll" :  i n  t i ll' Sl'llst• o f  l l w  ltjl)(l) ttl<; 1\" IV I,«ll'nl<;. < T A rish•l l1•'s !>o-.-.t l lt•d l lwory of 

t lw fou r t " i l l l st•s, in l l " r  , t J j , ,  Ml'l . I ,  :1, 'lll:1.t24ft . 
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£cr'ttv Kat crolj>ia Kat vouc;, 'tou'trov o£ 'tOlV 'tptwv !lTJOEv £vo£xe'tm dvm (Atyro 
o£ 'tpia q>p6VT]O"tV E1ttO"'t1l!lTJV crolj>iav), Att1tE'tat vouv dvat 'tWV apxwv (a3ff. ) .  
" I f  therefore the ways in which we disclose beings truly and thereby do 
not distort them (i.e., deceive ourselves) are £mcr't1l!lTJ, lj>p6VTJcrtc;, crolj>ia, 
and vouc;, and if the three first mentioned, lj>p6vT]crtc;, £mcr't1l!lTJ, and crolj>ia, 
do not properly make the apxai thematic, then all that remains is that vouc; 
is that cXAT]8EUEtV which discloses the apxai as apxai." It is striking that 
'tEXVTJ is omitted here. Nevertheless, Aristotle is referring here to the modes 
of aAT]8EUEtV in which we have certainty and are not subject to deception, 
whereas in 'tEXVTJ mistakes will be made and the ajlap'taVEtV is constitutive. 
Now what about vouc;? 

b) Nouc; as aATJ8EUEtV of the apxai (Nic. Eth. VI, 7). 
l:olj>ia as vouc; Kat £mcr't1lllTJ· 

Aristotle does not say anything more precise about vouc; here. What can 
we learn about it? On the whole, Aristotle has transmitted to us very little 
about vouc;; it is the phenomenon which causes him the most difficulty .  
Perhaps Aristotle did elucidate i t  as far as  was possible within the Greek 
interpretation of Being. We find a preliminary interpretation already in 
Nicomachean Ethics VI, 6 .  Here Aristotle reminds us that E1ttO"'tll !lTJ-just 
like lj>p6VT]crtc; and crolj>ia-is jlE'ta Myou ( 1140b33) . We will see that the 
aAT]8EUEtV of vouc; is in fact aveu Myou, insofar as Myoc; is understood 
as Ka'talj>acrtc; and a1t6<j>acrtc;. Nouc; as pure vouc; possesses, if it is to be 
conceived jlE'ta Myou, an altogether peculiar Myoc; which is neither 
Ka'talj>acrtc; nor a1t61j>amc;. In anticipation, it must be said that vouc; as such 
is not a possibility of the Being of man. Yet insofar as intending and 
perceiving are characteristic of human Dasein, vouc; can still be found in 
man. Aristotle calls this vouc;: 6 KaAoUjlEvoc; 'tflc; \j/UXflc; vouc;,2 the "so
called" vouc;, which means a nongenuine vouc; . This vouc; in the human 
soul is not a voEiv, a straightforward seeing, but a otavoeiv, because the 
human soul is determined by Myoc;. On the basis of Myoc;, the assertion 
of something as something, voEiv becomes Otavoeiv. Other than vouc;, there 
is no mode of aAT]8EUEtV which in the proper sense is an aA.T]8EUEtV of the 
apxai. 

Because cro<j>ia takes into consideration that for which the apxai are 
apxai, the concrete beings, and then at the same time relates them for the 
most part to the apxai, Aristotle is able to characterize cro<j>ia as vouc; Kat 

2.  / k  i\ / 1 .  I l l , 4, 429,122ff :  (J &ptx 1\'<XAOll�fVO<; riis lj!UX�<; vuu.; (Afyw liE vouv QJ 0\UVOEll:al Kat 
\moAnft littVI' I ll ljlllX Ij ) .  
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E1ttO"nlf.lll, as an aA.118EUEtV which, on the one hand, assumes in a certain 
sense the aA.118EUEtV of vouc; and, on the other hand, has the scientific 
character of E1ttO"nlf.lll ·  fficr'tE Eill &v 1'\ cro<jlia vouc; Kat E1ttO"nlf.lll (1141a19f. ) .  

c) The further outline of  the investigation. «l>p6Vllcrtc; and 
ao<j>ia as the highest modes of aA.118EUEtV. The priority of 

cro<jlia. The origin of this priority in the natural 
understanding of Greek Dasein. The phenomenology of 

Dasein as the method of the investigation. 8Effipia: 
clarification of the term and history of the concept. 

From our preliminary survey of the modes of aA118EUEtV, we can, without 
preempting the actual interpretation of the highest modes of UA118EUEtv, 
reta i n  three points: 

1 . ) The comparative interpretation of the various modes of aA.118EUEtV 
ma kl'S it clear that aA.118EUEtV is in the end presented here with regard to 
the disclosure and preservation of the apxai. 

2.) This regard toward the apxai is then also decisive for the discussion 
of the two highest modes of aA.118EUEtV, <j>p6v11crtc; and cro<jlia. 

3.) Accordingly, we will gain a real understanding of the various modes 
of aA.118EUEtV only if we lay out how it happens that precisely the question 
of the apx11 furnishes the guiding line for establishing and distinguishing 
the various modes of aA.118EUEtV. 

In chapters 6-13 of Book VI of the Nicomachean Ethics, the consideration 
plays out within a focus on the two basic phenomena of <j>p6v11crtc; and 
cro<jlia. The question at issue is which one has a pure and simple priority 
over the other. 

Let us remark incidentally that what Aristotle achieved here, working in 
the soi I of phenomena of such difficult content, i .e . ,  what he discussed under 
the ti t k•s <j>p6Vllcrtc; and cro<jlia, later entered into philosophy under the 
rubric of practical and theoretical reason. Of course, this newer discussion 
of the f,Jr u l t i cs of reason has gone through manifold influences within the 
histo ry of ph i l osophy and has been saturated with them, so that the original 
soil is SL',l l'l'e l y  recognizable without direction from the work of Aristotle. 
Thus it is l l t l l  ptlssible to understand <j>p6v11crtc; and cro<jlia under the guiding 
line of tlw K, 1 11 t iil n distinction between practical and theoretical reason. 

To a n t i c i pah• t lw fl�sult, Aristotle establishes: 
1 . )  th<l l ootll { c t  is thl' other highest possibility of aA.118EUEtV, the second 

�EA'ttO"'tll i(� 1c; , lws id�· <jlp6vllcrtc;, and 
2.) th,l l  i t  hns  a pr ior i ty over <j>p6Vllcrtc;, such tha t  th i s  aA.118EUEtV consti

tutes o p mpt•r  poss ib i l i ty, and the gen u ine possib i l i ty, o f  Dase i n :  the �ioc; 
9EffiPll'tl l\'t'l..;., l l w  �·x i s tl•ncc of sc i en t i fi c  m a n .  
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This result is all the more astonishing if we consider that the theme of 
cro<jl{a is beings which always are, whereas <j>p6VTJcrt� aims at and makes 
transparent precisely the EVOEXOJ..LEVOV &.A.A.w� EXHV, the Being of human 
Dasein. 

A searching investigation is required to see why cro<jl{a is nevertheless 
the highest possibility of cXATJ8Eu£tv, and in particular: 

1 .) 1::o<jlia is to be worked out in its own structure versus <jlp6vTJcrt� and 
presented as the genuine mode of aATJ8EUHV, as the highest possibility of 
the Being of Dasein-whereby <j>p6VTJcrt� will also appear more concretely. 

2.) Aristotle does not force this result dogmatically on the Dasein of the 
Greeks of that time. Aristotle is not seeking something unprecedented and 
novel; on the contrary, he understands cro<jlia as the highest possibility of 
the Being of Dasein on the basis of the Being of Greek Dasein itself. He 
thinks that which the natural understanding of the life of the Greeks strove 
for; he thinks this radically and to its end. 

3.) By pursuing this rootedness of the priority of cro<jl{a in Dasein we will 
at the same time come to understand why the apE'tll of 'tEXVTJ is not 
<j>p6VTJcrt� but is precisely cro<j>ia as the apE'tll of Emcr'tllJ..LTJ ,  as aKpt�£cr'tU'tTJ 
'tffiv E7tt<J'tTJJ..LcOV (cf. Nic. Eth. VI, 7, 1141a17),  as the "most rigorous of all 
sciences."  

We will begin with the second point and will see that cro<jlia was the 
highest possibility of Greek Dasein and that Aristotle was the first to clarify 
it as such on the basis of the natural everyday Dasein of the Greeks. 

Concerning the method of our interpretation here, as well as of our 
lecture course in general, let us note that it is grounded in a phenomenology 
of Dasein, one which we cannot now expound explicitly. Here we can carry 
out only a brief methodological deliberation. Indeed, methodological spec
ulations make little sense if no specific issue backs them up. We want to 
pursue our concrete interpretation first and postpone "questions of 
method." To be sure, the latter then become more than the phrase suggests; 
that is, they themselves then become actual research into the matter at issue . 
Thus, methodologically, the interpretation does not proceed to draw in 
previously unnoticed texts and passages from Aristotle-after all, he has 
been at our disposal for 2,000 years-but instead the preparation for the 
interpretation already contains a rich hermeneutic . That is not to imply that 
the interpretation will be carried out in a roundabout way, uncritical of 
other standpoints. The presupposition for the interpretation is thus that 
Dasein be thematic, and if the interpretation interprets something "into" 
Aristotle, it does so merely to attain and to understand what is genuinely 
taking place in him. It is one thing to approach a philosophical system from 
various discipl ines, and it is something else to make the issues sharper and 
the i n tentions more expl ici t  a nd n ot to remain back behind them. 
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U><jlia is carried out in pure knowledge, pure seeing, 9EropEiv-in the �ioc; 
9EropTJ'ttK6c;. The word 9EropEiv was already known prior to Aristotle. But 
Aristotle himself coined the term 9EropTJ'tlK6c;. The word 9EropEiv, 9Eropia, 
comes from 8Erop6c;, which is composed of 8£a, "look," "sight," and 6paro, 
"to see." 8£a, "sight," which allows the look of something to be seen, is 
similar in meaning to Et8oc;. 8Erop6c; then means the one who looks upon 
something as it shows itself, who sees what is given to see. The 8Erop6c; is 
the one who goes to the festival, the one who is present as a spectator at the 
great dramas and festivals-whence our word "theater." The word 8Eropia 
expresses "seeing" in a twofold way. The history of the meaning of this 
expression cannot be exhibited here in more detail. Let us only refer to the 
fact that in the time immediately prior to Plotinus, in the second and third 
centuries, 8Eropia was so interpreted that one could say: in 8£ro- resides the 
stem 8Eiov, 8E6c;; 8EropEiv thus means: to look upon the divine. This is a 
specific Greek etymology, given, for example, by Alexander Aphrodisius. 
We have here a re-interpretation, which has its ground in certain statements 
of Aristotle, though it does not touch the genuine meaning of the word. The 
Latin translation of 8Eropia is speculatio, which means pure onlooking; "spec
ulative" thus means the same as "theoretical." The word 8Eropia then played 
<1 l arge role in theology, where it was opposed to aJ.J.TJyopia: 8Eropia is that 
cons ideration which lays out the historiographical facts, just as they are, 

prior to all aAATJyopia; 9Eropia becomes identical with icr'topia. Finally it 
hl'Comes identical with biblical theology and with theology pure and simple. 
I .a tl'r the translation of 8Eropia as theologia speculativa presents the precise 
opposi te of exegetical theology. That is one of those peculiar accidents which 
wry often arise in the history of meanings. 

We will now attempt a concrete understanding of cro<jlia. Aristotle has 
dea l t  searchingly with cro<jlia in: 1 . )  Nicomachean Ethics, Book VI, chapters 
6-1 3 ;  2 . )  Nicomachean Ethics X, chapters 6-1 0  (in conj unction with 
EUOaq.wvia); and 3. )  Metaphysics, Book I ,  chapters 1-2. We already stressed 
that Aristotle did not invent the conception of cro<jlia as the ultimate possi
bility of Dasein but only made it explicit out of the natural understanding 
of Greek Dasein itself. We want first to travel this path with Aristotle and 
to see how a tendency to cro<jlia and the preliminary stages of it are prepared 
in Greek Dasein itself. This consideration of the preliminary history of 
cro<jlia within natural Dasein is carried out in Aristotle's Metaphysics I, 1-2.3 

1. s,.,.  t lw .1 pp<·mf i x .  



Chapter Two 

The Genesis of cro<j>{a within Natural Greek Dasein (atcr9YJcrtc;, 
fjl1tEtpta, 'tEXVYJ, f1ttO'nl!lll, cro<j>ia) (Met. I, 1-2) 

§10. Introductory characterization of the investigation. Its guiding 
line: the self-expression of Dasein itself Its course: the five levels of 

Ei.Mvat. Its goal: cro<j>ia as jltXAtO''ta aA.YJ9EU£tV. 

The first book of the Metaphysics is supposed to be an early work. But it 
refers to the Ethics, 1 which has been proven to be late; that would contradict 
the supposition just mentioned. Of course, the reference to the Ethics may 
also be a later insertion. I consider a chronology of the writings of Aristotle 
impossible. Werner Jaeger calls Metaphysics I a grand "improvisation. "2 At 
I, 3, 983a33 there is a reference to the Physics; here (Met. I, 3) the theory of 
the ai't(a is clearly elaborated;3 therefore the "unsettling reference" (Met. 
I, 1,  981b25) to the 'H9tKti should be taken out. But this is in truth no 
reason; especially since at bottom nothing different is said there. If we 
think of the confusion which still is present in Plato regarding the funda
mental concepts of 'tEXVYJ, f1ttO''tll!lll, cro<j>(a, and <j>p6vYJcrtc;, as well as 
regarding their relations, and compare this to the clearly superior presen
tation by Aristotle in Metaphysics I, 1, 2, then we may not speak of an 
"improvisation," even if it is called "grand. "  In Aristotle the fundamental 
concepts are already wholly clear at the very outset, assuming this first 
book of the Metaphysics actually is early . The first two chapters of Meta
physics I are conceived wholly within the same horizon as the one of Book 
VI of the Nicomachean Ethics . Admittedly, aA.YJ9EU£tV is not as such explicit; 
this is shown at Metaphysics I, 1 ,  981b5ff. , where, instead of aA.YJ9EU£tV, 
Aristotle says Myov £xnv, ahiac; yvwpil;nv, and finally in general "to 
know the apx'll . " Lo<j>ia is hence to be determined as a mode of Myov 
£xnv. That concurs with the determination of Dasein itself, i .e . ,  of man as 
Myov £xov . 

What is the first and most original phenomenon of natural Dasein that 
one could call a preliminary stage of cro<j>(a? When we raise such questions, 
we must begin by asking about a guiding line. The guiding line for Aristotle 
is to get "information" from Dasein itself, i .e . ,  from what Dasein, which is 

1 .  Met. I, 1 ,  981b25f. 
2 .  W. J<ll'gcr, Aristotc/cs: Grurzdlegwrg einer Geschichte seiner Entwicklung, Berlin, 1923. 2. Aufl., 

Ber l i n, 1 '!55, p.  1 7H.  
:1 .  Ml' l .  I ,  :l, 9H:la24f. 
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self-expressive, means when it uses terms like ao<!Jia and ao<!J6<;. Here 
Aristotle has two things in mind. On the one hand, everyday employment 
of these expressions must betray the understanding natural Dasein has of 
them. Admittedly, they are not, for everyday Dasein, rigorous scientific 
concepts-since, in general, a first self-expression, as first, is undetermined 
and never a univocally fixed concept. Yet this does not preclude the possi
bility that Dasein's understanding is here on a secure path. As is the case 
with all everyday speech, with the expressions in question Dasein moves 
in the indeterminateness of the "more or less"; one does not speak about 
ao<!J6<; but about !lUAAOV and �ttov ao<!J6<;; one cannot give definitions, but 
one knows this is ao<!Jom::pov than that. Such a comparative mode of speech 
is characteristic of everyday language, and the question is only to grasp it 
and to hear out of it what the !l<iAtO"t<l of this llUAAOV is. Aristotle pursues 
this method in Metaphysics I, 1 .  In addition, Aristotle takes an orientation 
from what Dasein says directly and explicitly about the ao<!J6<;. He follows 
th is method in I, 2. 

Aristotle takes his first orientation from the comparative mode of speech 
rhi1rnctcristic of everyday language. There various levels of understanding 
m a n i fest themselves; these occur in natural Dasein itself and are familiar. 
I n  tlw IHXAA.ov an9 fJ't'tOV there is a tendency toward the !l<iAtO"t<X, and tfXVll 
is a l rl•ady IJ.UAAOV ao<!J6<; than E!l1tetpia.. The teM:iwm<; hence points in the 
d i rt•rtion of E1ttO"nliJ.Tl and eewptiv. Aristotle demonstrates that his inter
p n•lil t ion of ao<!Jia and eewptiv is nothing else than Dasein's own interpre
t a t i on , mi1dc clear and raised in self-understanding. 

Aristotle articulates five different levels of understanding to be found in 
nil tu rn l Dasein, namely the levels of: 

1 . ) Kotval ataertaw; (Met. I, 1, 981b14), the common orientation toward 
the world; 

2.) Ell1tttpia (usually translated as "experience" [Erfahrung]), getting used 
to I Ein:?efahrensein] a particular operation; 

3 . )  tfXVfl, or the tEXVi'tT)c; or the XEtpotfXVflc;, the laborer, who works 
with his hands, following the guideline of the determinate orientation of 
tfXVT); 

4. ) the apxttfKtwv, the architect, who does not himself work on the 
building, does not put his hands to it, but who simply moves in the domain 
of applicable knowledge and whose main task lies in drawing the plan and 
contemplating the dooc;-an activity which is still a 1tOtT)at<;, since it aims 
at the fabrication of the house; 

5.) simple eewpEiv, onlooking and exposing, where it is no longer a matter 
of xpfJatc;. 

I n  t•ach case these levels  m i1 n i ft•st a IJCXAAOV of ao<!J(lv i n  re l u t ion to the 

pn•v ious o1w. In en u nwra ting tlw l<.•vl'ls of  u ndt•rsta n d i ng, I bt•ga n  w i th the 
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Dasein of man. Aristotle also proposes, prior to that, the life of animals, 
who already have "a little experience."4 

0eropeiv is the way cro<j>ia is carried out, a mode of Being of human 
Dasein, a mode which includes a so-called 8tayroy'll : lingering, leisure, 
idleness. �tayroy'll as idleness means not acting, not accomplishing any
thing: no noiTJcrt� whatsoever. Insofar as eeroptiv is determined by 8tayroYJ1, 
it is not 7tOtTJcrt� but a mere onlooking, a lingering with the object. This 
characteristic of 8eropdv, and consequently of the mode of Being of cro<j>ia, 
expresses more acutely what Plato often said, e.g., in the Sophist at 254a8f: 
6 8€ ye <J>tA.Ocro<j>oc;, 'tfl 'tou ov'to� fu:t 8ta A.oytcr!J.&v npocrKEt!J.Evo� i8€<;X. The 
philosopher "lies with," is constantly occupied with, a looking upon beings, 
and specifically in such a way that in this looking upon beings he speaks 
about them and pursues an understanding of them. Thus in Plato the same 
scientific attitude is alive which Aristotle later made explicit; it is just that 
in Plato it is not yet ontologically-theoretically founded. 

If cro<j>ia is to be delimited over and against <J>p6VTJcrt<;, then the ytvecrt� 
of the comportment of cro<j>ia must be elucidated. By means of this con
sideration of the y€vecrt� of cro<j>ia we will gain at the same time the 
horizon for understanding the fact that cro<j>ia is simultaneously the upe'tll 
of both 'tEXVTJ and tmcr'tll !J.TJ . It must hence appear why 'tEXVTJ, which 
genuinely aims at a 1tOtTJcrt�, presents, on the basis of its most proper 
structure, an early stage of cro<j>ia. Aristotle remarks explicitly: ou8£v &A.A.o 
O"TJ!J.aivov't£� 'tl)v cro<j>iav f] on upe'tl) 'tEXVTJ� tcr'tiv (Nic. Eth. VI, 7, 
1141allf . ) .  "Genuine understanding, cro<j>ia, is the consummation, upn'll , 
'tEAEirocrt�, of the know-how employed to construct something."  At the 
same time Aristotle says: OOO"'t£ of] AOV O'tt il uKpt�EO"'tU'tTJ av 'tWV 
tmcr'tTJ!J.WV dTJ il cro<j>ia (a16) . "1:o<j>ia is the most rigorous of the sciences ."  
A-Kpt�ll � has the same form as u-ATJ81l�, a-privative and KpU7t't6v: "un
concealed," whereby Aristotle is referring to a character of knowledge as 
uncovering. Because cro<j>ia is the most rigorous science, i .e. ,  the one 
which uncovers beings most genuinely, Aristotle can say: 8ei apa 'tOY 
cro<j>ov !J.Tt !J.OVOV 'ta fK 'tWV upx&v do£vat, uAA,a Kat 7t£pt 'ta� upxa� 
0.A-TJ8Euttv . &cr't£ dTJ &.v il cro<j>ia vou� Kat tmcr'tll !J.TJ, &crnep KE<j>aA.l)v 
£xoucra tmcr'tll!lTJ 't&v 'tt!J.tffi'ta'trov (a17ff. ) .  "The cro<j>6� must not only 
know beings on the basis of the upxai, but he must also uncover them 
within the circuit of the upxa{, SO that O"O<j>ta is VOU� Kat f1ttO"nl !lTJ and 
is, as it were, the pinnacle, the tntcr'tll !J.TJ of the 'tt!J.tW'ta'ta." Because cro<j>ia 
is the most rigorous science, it pursues the 'tt!J.tW'ta'ta, the most desirable 
objects of knowledge, namely what always is, <lei, in such a way that it 

4.  Md. L I ,  lJHOh2hf. 
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thereby uncovers the apxai. That is why it is the pinnacle, occupies the 
first place, and has the lHXAtcr'ta UA118£unv. 

The task is now to understand, on the basis of Dasein itself, the y€vmt<; 
of this highest possibility of human Dasein. As regards method, let us make 
the following remark.5 AA.118£UftV is a mode of Being of Dasein, and spe
cifically insofar as Dasein comports itself to a being, to the world, or to 
itself. The being which in the Greek understanding is genuine Being is the 
world, the aff. Because an occupation with something· is determined in its 
Being by the "through which," the modes of Being of Dasein must be 
interpreted on the basis of Dasein's comportment to the respective objects. 

§11 . The first three levels of fio€vm: a\'cr81lcrt<;, 
E!l1tftpia, 'tEXVll (Met. I, 1 ) .  

a)  Atcr81lcrt<;. The priority of opav. AKounv as a 
condition of learning. Mvr11lll and <j>p6Vllcrt<;. 

We know from our previous considerations that what is at issue in cro<j>fa 
is only an orientation of Dasein toward uncoveredness and visibility. Be
cause cro<j>ia is determined as pure erropfiv, Aristotle proceeds in the first 
sL•ntcnce of the Metaphysics from this Dasein: miv-rr<; av8pronot -roil do€vm 
t'>pr.yov-rm <j>ucrft (Met. I, 1, 980alf.) .  "All human beings have an inherent 
stri v ing to see." "Seeing," perception in the broadest sense, is part of Dasein; 
i ndeed still more: Dasein includes an opr�t<;, a being out to see, a being out 
to get acquainted with things. O"ll!lflOV ()' 1i 'tOJV aicr9rlcrrrov ay<i7t110"t<; (alf. ) .  
" A  sign of this is  the predilection we have for looking, for sense perception." 
In connection with do€vm, as that to which human Dasein aspires, Aristotle 
places a priority on one mode of atcr81lcrt<; above all others, namely seeing. 
We prefer seeing, opav, to all the other senses. The governing point of view 
here is the possibility of experiencing something about the world through 
a particular sense, i .e., the extent to which the beings of the world are 
disclosed through that sense. atnov B' on !l<iA.tcr-ra 1totrt yvropil;nv 'li!lfl<; 
ai>'tll 'tO>V aicr9rlcrrrov Kat no/../..a<; OllAOi Bta<!Jopa<; (a26f. ) .  LlllAoi'lv here 
means to let be seen, to make manifest. Seeing is thus preeminent among 
the senses in that "it lets many differences be seen"; seeing provides the 
greatest possibility of differentiating the things in their manifoldness and 
orienting oneself within them. This privileged position of opav is all the 
more remarkable in view of Aristotle's emphasis (b23) that aKounv is the 
highest atcr81lcrt<;. But that is not a contrad iction . Ht•<H ing is basic to the 

5.  Cf. thP com nwnts on nwt h od on p. 41.  
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constitution of man, the one who speaks . Hearing, along with speaking, 
pertains to man's very possibility. Because man can hear, he can learn. Both 
senses, hearing and seeing, have, in different ways, a privilege: hearing 
makes possible communication, understanding others; seeing has the priv
ilege of being the primary disclosure of the world, so that what has been 
seen can be spoken of and appropriated more completely in A6yoc,. 

Aristotle determines definitively the being of man with the following 
anticipatory characterization: 'tO 8£ 'tWV av8pW1tffiV y€voc, <sfl> Kat 'tEXV1l 
Kat A.oytcr).!OtC, (b27ff.) . This determination of the Being of man shows that 
the y€vc:mc, of ao<j>ia in the Metaphysics coincides perfectly with that given 
in the Nicomachean Ethics. "The human race (i.e., the strain of beings that are 
characterized as living) lives 'tEXVTI Kat AOyt<J).LOtc, ." Here are united the two 
modes of A6yov £xov familiar to us from the Nicomachean Ethics: the 
E7tt<J'tTJ)J.OVtK6v and the A.oytmtK6v . And this characterization of the Being 
of man implies that man has at his disposal a higher mode of orientation 
than animals. This orientation itself has various levels. <j>ucrn )l£v ouv 
atcr9r]mv £xovm yiyvc:mt 1:a ?;0a, EK 8£ 'taU'tTJC, 'tote, )J.EV a1milv ouK 
£yyiyv£'tat J.l.VllJ.l.ll, mic, 8' £yyiyvc:1:at (a27ff.) .  Animals have for the most part 
mere atcr9r]mc,, though many also have J.l.Vll J.l.ll, "retention." MvliJ.l.ll does 
not here mean memory but rather the ability to think of something in the 
widest sense; this J.l.VllJ.l.ll does not require /..6yoc, or voc:iv. Kat 8ta 'toi':rw 
'tai'l'ta <j)p6Vt)J.W't£pa Kat )J.a81l'ttKW't£pa 'tWV J.l.ll 8uva)J.EVffiV J.l.Vll)J.OV£UEtV E<J'tt 
(blf. ) .  On the basis of this capacity to retain, living beings have a certain 
<j>p6vllatc,, i .e., <j>p6Vll01C, in a broader sense, a particular certainty in their 
orientation. Those animals that can hear have at the same time the possibility 
of learning in a certain sense; one can train them. MVllJ.l.ll, the one that, 
understood in this quite broad form, is already in animals, plays a funda
mental role in the development of 'tEXVll as a mode of orientation of man. 
In quite definite ways aicr86.vm8at develops into E)J.1tEtpia: EK J.l.VllJ.l.llC,· 

b) 'E)J.7t£tpia. The referential connection: as soon as-then. 
Its temporal character. 

yiyv£'tal 8' EK 't'ilc, J.l.VllJ.l.llC, E)J.1t£tpia 'tOlC, av8pW7totC, · ai yap 1tOAAat )J.Vf})J.at 
'tOU aU'tOU 7tp6.y)J.a'toc, )J.tac, E)J.7tEtpiac, ouva)J.tV U7tO't£Aoumv (b28ff.) "In 
man, there arises from J.l.VllJ.l.ll an E)l1tEtpia; many )J.Vf})J.at (of the same state 
of affairs) develop the possibility of a single E)J.1t£tpia, a single procedure." 
What is essential in E)J.1t£tpia is the retaining present of a determined con
nection of occurrences in a single affair. Aristotle later (981a7ff) introduces 
an example of E)J.7tEtpia from medicine, which we may take up now. If 
everyday experience devises a determinate remedy for a poor state of 
hea l th ,  for a particu lar bodi ly  state of man, then these remedies are at first 
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unaccompanied by any real insight into the effective connection of the 
remedy with that which it is supposed to cure. What is understood is only 
that there is some connection or other, which we must designate as a 
connection of the presence of determinate occurrences. Schematically, this 
connection can be formulated in the following way: as soon as such and 
such a state sets in, then such and such a remedy must be applied; as soon 
as this, then that. There is no insight into what the state is, what the remedy 
is, or how the condition is cured; it is simply a matter of relieving the 
ailment. You see without further ado that this connection is a temporal one, 
and indeed at first a purely temporal one: as soon as . . .  , then . . . .  It is a 
matter here of a peculiar connection in the temporal Being of Dasein . 
Dasein's making present, which is expressed in the "now," appears here as 
the "as soon as:" as soon as . . .  , then . . . .  

This connection can in the course of time develop into an experience. 
rtA.il9oc; yap xpovou rtotd TI)v E!lrtftptav (Nic. Eth. VI, 8, 1142a15f. ) .  Then 
Dasein has at its disposal a determinate orientation. What is brought to the 
fore in E!!1tftpta is simply this connection of the as soon as-then. I cannot 
here enter further into the structure of this connection. I call this "as soon 
as-then" (as soon as such and such is present, then such and such must be 
prov ided, made present as well) the connection of presentification. In 
1licr9T]mc;, the first self-orientation of Dasein, the circumstances and things 
a re accidental, in each case precisely as they offer themselves. Over and 
a�il inst the accidental and arbitrary, trial and error, E!11tEtp(a already has a 
dl'f in ite certainty. The "as soon as this, then that," the determinate connec
tion, is already made explicit as determinate. Thus E!!1tttp(a already has a 
11 (a \m6A.rpJnc; present: txn \m6All\jltV (d. Met. I, 1 ,  981a7). Dasein is familiar 
with the connection and has an opinion about it. But Dasein is still without 
insight into the connection as such; there is here no insight into the what, 
because Dasein is still wholly concerned with results. Thus we have here 
a quite primitive presentification. Yet, even so, E!11tEtp(a already has a 
priority over mere perception. Within the focus on mere results, E!!1tEtp(a 
is indeed already a ouva!ltc;, a first oriented disposition toward something 
or other. For over and against the multiplicity of atcr9T]crtc;, Dasein has at 
its disposal in E!11tftpta the unity of a determinate and concrete connection . 
Thus Ell1tEtp(a as ouva!ltc; is a determinate predelineation of comportment, 
and specifically in accordance with the respective occurrence or lack of 
something or other. In E!11tEtp(a there is a certain readiness for such and 
such happenings and circumstances, as they can occur. This readiness is a 
being-oriented, which is certain but which sti ll contains no insight. The 
" more, " which comes into view in E!lrtl'.tp (a, i s described by Aristotle as 
fol lows:  oi yap �(IJ7tflpot  m�pl � Kixm;u Kpfvoum v (>pfki>c; 'til �pyu., Kal Ot' wv 
� 1tcllS {m "CfAfl"CW Cl1JVI(Xm V, 1\lxt 1t0lll 1tOlOIS Cl\JVI�Ort · wlc; o' ll1tf lp01c; 
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aymtT]'tOV 'tO ,.u1 ou:xA.av8avEtv Ei EU fl KaK&<; 1t£1tOiT]'tat 'tO £pyov1 (Nic. Eth. 
X, 10, 1181 a19ff. ) .  "Those who have got used to a certain procedure can 
decide 1t£pl. EKa<na, about the particulars, about every step, and have an 
understanding of how the £pya are to be carried out, which qualities are 
connected with which, and which concrete connections there are. The 
a1tEtpot, who indeed also have a knowledge of the work, must be satisfied 
that to them it is not entirely hidden (otaA.av8avEtv: A.av8av£tv-a-A.T]8£c; ! )  
whether the results are good or not."2 They have a judgment only about 
the bare result. To the Ell1t£tpoc; even the dooc; is no longer hidden. Although 
this transparency does lie in Ell1tEtpia, the concrete connection as such still 
does not come into view. From this E!11tEtpia, 'tEXVTJ can develop. 

c) T£xvTJ . The modifications of the referential connection. 
The extraction of the dooc;. If-then. Because-therefore. TEXVTJ 

and E!11tEtpia. Ka86A.ou and Ka8' £Kacnov. 

yiyvE'tat o£ 'tEXVTJ O'tav EK 1t0AAWV 'tfi<; E!!1tEtpiac; EVVOT]!lcX'tffiV Ilia Ka86A.ou 
YEVT]'tat 1t£pt 'tWV O!!Oirov 1.m6A.TJ\jft<; (Met. I, 1, 981a5ff. ). "TEXVTJ arises when 
there is . . .  one 1m6AT]\jft<;, a determinate opinion, whose object is the 
Ka86A.ou ."  In E!11t£tpia, certainty exists regarding the referential connec
tion. If the Ell1tEtpia is consolidated, then out of a repeated looking at the 
matter in question a 1m6AT]\jft<; 11ia Ka86A.ou develops. Through the many 
single cases to which Dasein comports itself in Ell1tEtpia in the mode of 
the "as soon as this, then that," and through repetition, constantly com
porting itself to them in the mode of the "as soon as this, then that," what 
is one and the same and consequently the very "what" are extracted and 
understood (tvvo£ia8at). Beyond the purely temporal connection, the 
"what" is disclosed . The dooc; Mopi?;E'tat (cf. alO), "the dooc; is extracted," 
and the matter is now understood Ka't' dooc; £v, in view of one outward 
look that persists and constantly recurs. What was given in Ell1tttpia in a 
wholly provisional understanding is thereby modified : the "as soon as
then" becomes the "if such and such, then so and so,"  the "if-then."  This 
neutral "if" has from the first a quite remarkable meaning: it does not 
denote a mere "as soon as" but already a certain "because."  If (and that 
means, in a certain sense, because) such and such appears, then I have to 
take these or those steps. In this way, therefore, a more genuine under
standing modifies the referential connection. And the understanding be
comes more genuine insofar as the outward look of the matter in question 
is extracted. The understanding is then no longer founded in a pre-pre-

I. Su scm i hl : �'pywv; obv iously a typographical mistake. 
2 .  Th i s  pa raph r,ls ing translution occ u rs in  the notes taken by H. Jonas, F. Schalk, and H. 

Wl' i ls .  
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sentification of the connection effective in practice, in a retention of the order 
of succession, but in an actual presentation of the outward look of the thing 
itself which is to be treated in some way or other. Therefore we say that he 
who disposes of 'tEXVT\ is cro<j>om:po�, more of a cro<j>6�, than someone who 
has recourse only to E!lrtnpfa: Kat cro<j>on£pou� 'tOU� 't£XVt'ta� 'tWV E!lrtEtpffiv 
urroAa!lf3<iVo!!EV (a25f.). The new phenomenon, which makes it possible to 
speak of 'tEXVT\ as cro<j>ffi'tEpa over and against E!!rtEtpfa, lies on the path of 
seeing, not of the carrying out in practice. The latter remains untouched. In 
fact, it can even as such tum out better in E!!rtEtpfa than in 'tEXVTJ : rtpo� !lEV 
ouv 'tO rrpauc:tv E!lrtEtpia 'tEXVfl� ou8Ev ooKc:i 8ta<j>£pnv, 6./../..a Kat !!<XA.A.ov 
erttwyxavov'ta� 6pffi!l£V 'toi>� E!11tEtpou� 'tWV avc:u 'til �  E!lrtctp(a� A6yov 
ex6v'tffiV (a12ff. ) .  "It seems that with regard to carrying something out in 
practice, nothing distinguishes E!lrtEtpfa from 'tEXVT\; indeed we even see that 
the ones who dispose of E!lrtEtpia reach the goal better than those who, 
without E!lrtEtp(a have only the A6yo�,'' i.e., have at their disposal, as un
covered, the outward look, the structural connections within the production. 
The one who has got used to the right way of doing something, who has 
put his hand to the task, has for the most part, as regards results, a priority 
over the one who merely has at his disposal greater understanding. al'ttov 
8' O'tt 1i !lEV E!l1t£tpia 'tWV Ka9' eKaO"'tOV ecrn yv&m� 1i 0£ 'tEXVT\ 'tWV Ka86/..ou, 
ai 0£ rtpa�Et� Kat ai YEVE<JEt<; rtacrm rtEpl 'tO Ka9' eKa<J'tOV dmv (alSff.) .  "The 
renson resides in this, that 'tEXVT\, by its very sense, is concerned with the 
Ka86/..ou," the outward look which recurs in all the single cases, whereas 
the meaning of rrpa�t<; is, e.g., healing, i.e., making this particular determi
nate sick person healthy. np�t� is concerned with the Ka8' eKaO"'tOV . (Here 
we touch upon concepts, the Ka86/..ou and the Ka9' eKacr-rov, which are very 
important for grasping the distinction between cro<j>{a and <j>p6VT)crt�. We will 
still have to consider these concepts more precisely. Their meaning coincides 
with the 6.£( ov and the evoc:x6!l£vov 6./..Affi� £xnv.) Thus the one who 
disposes of E!lrtEtp{a has for the most part, as far as results are concerned, a 
priority over someone who disposes only of the A6yo�. Indeed the latter 
person often fails precisely in practice. And yet, in spite of this shortcoming 
or failure, 'tEXVT\ or the 't£XVt'tfl� receives a priority: namely, as being 
cro<j>oo'tc:po<;. The cro<j>ia therefore is not in this case a matter of greater skill 
(which derives from trial and error) but of a greater power in looking 
disclosively upon that to which the practice refers. The !lUAAov has to do 
with a "more" of insightful understanding, a "more" of autonomous, simply 
disclosive looking. TEXVT\ has its 't£AEtfficrt� in £i8£vm. To that extent, E!lrtEtpia 
has a drawback versus 'tEXVfl in that what its object is remains hidden to it: 
the doo� is still crUYK£XU!lEVOV.3 On the other hand, in 'tEXVfl the "what" of 

1 .  Cf. l 'llys. I, 1 ,  1 H4,121 f . ,  a nd l l l• idl•ggl• r 's in ll' rprl' l o � l i on on p. !l'!l l .  
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its object is given. TEXVTI goes back behind the referential connection of the 
as soon as-then to the because-therefore. The if-then can thus pass over into 
the because-therefore. But the as soon as-then is still alive even here; in the 
because-therefore it is elucidated and transparent. Yet the temporal charac
ters only step into the background, they do not disappear. And in the be
cause-therefore, as disclosed in 'tEXVll , the connection between ground and 
consequence is already predelineated. That which in the referential connec
tion is primarily ai:nov, due to something, motive for something, becomes 
more and more the apx'll . The "why" is then no longer that which leads to 
results but simply that which discloses beings. The whence-connection in 
the structure of beings, and thus beings themselves, become disclosed and 
understood more and more. In the tendency toward simple disclosive look
ing at beings with regard to their apx'll resides the cro<jKinEpov. Hence in 
'tEXVTI cro<j>ia is predelineated. 

In our interpretation the following relations are becoming visible. In 
Ell1tEtpia the referential connection of the as soon as-then is given, and it 
expresses a providing of something that is made present, a producing. To 
the extent that Ell1tEtpia is sustained, this connection gets modified into the 
"as soon as such and such, then always so and so," which for its part is 
modified, in repetition, into the if-then, the because-therefore. Thereby the 
what-connection is extracted as such. That which is presentified in the 
presentification of the referential connection is given in each case in its dooc; 
and specifically within the referential connection itself. For in 'tEXVll that 
which is at issue becomes understandable according to its outward look, 
in such a way that the foundation of the relation can be read off from this 
concrete connection. Ultimately, the presentification of the referential con
nection of the as soon as-then, or of the as soon as-then always, is prepa
ratory for the disclosure of beings out of their apx'll . The apx'll is indeed 
the whence and is always already there. Thus the presentification of this 
connection is in the last analysis preparatory for making beings disposable 
in their presence (oucria), in a disclosive return to that which is already 
there, the apx'll . 

This structure is not explicit in Aristotle. But we have to say in general 
that an interpretation must go beyond what can be found in the text at first 
glance. This is not interpreting something into it; it is rather a matter of 
disclosing what was present to the Greeks though unexplicit. If in doing 
so we go beyond what a primitive understanding sees at first glance, then 
there resides here a certain danger that we might attribute to Aristotle and 
the Greeks too much. But closer knowledge will see that they precisely 
merit this  "too much." When an exact reckoning is at issue then it must be 
said tha t if one has previously gone beyond the text, the only course left is 
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to make reductions. Such reckoning suffices provided that by its means 
what alone is there becomes more understandable. And such a hermeneutic 
is precisely at stake here. If we as a matter of principle orient the Greek 
concept of Being to time, then this is not a mere haphazard idea but has a 
quite determined foundation. When we take up Plato our reasons will 
become clearer. 

We now have to come to a closer understanding of both the d8oc;, i .e . ,  
the Ka96A.ou, and, concurrently, the counter-concept of the Ka9' £xa<rtov.  

§12 .  Excursus: Ka96A.ou and Ka9' £Kacrwv. The way of 
philosophy (especially: Met. V, 26; Top. VI, 4; Phys. I, 1 ) . 1  

The term Ka96A.ou i s  composed out  of KC:X'ta and oA.ov. The concept of  oA.ov 
will be our path to a closer elucidation of the Being of the Ka96A.ou. Aristotle 
provides an orientation toward the oA.ov in Metaphysics V, 26. There he 
understands the Ka96A.ou as a determinate mode of the oA.ov . 

a) The manifold meanings of oA.ov. Ka96A.ou as oA.ov 
A£y6!lfVOV (Met. V, 26) . 

The oA.ov is understood in many ways: 
1 . ) OAOV Aiyf'tat ou 'tf !lTt9EV &:m:crn !!EPO<; f� rov Aiyf't<Xt OAOV cpucrft 

( I  023b26f.) .  "A oA.ov is something in which nothing is absent, in which no 
part, no relevant piece, is missing." Positively formulated, the oA.ov is the 
full presence of the being in all that pertains to its Being. Our expression 
"completeness" [Vollstiindigkeit] renders it very well; the being is com-plete, 
i .e . ,  in its "full" state [in seinem vollen Stand]. It should be noted that Aristotle 
claims this same definition of oA.ov for the -r€M:tov as well. 'tEAftoV Aiyf'tat 
£v !lEV ou 11ft £crnv £�ro n A,a�riv !lTt8£ £v 116ptov (Met. V, 26, 1023b27f. ) .  
"The 'tEAftoV is in the first place that in which not even a single piece is 
missing." The owv thus means first of all the full presence of the pieces 
that make up the finished state of a being. 

2.) (oA.ov Aiyf'tat) KC:Xt 'tO 7tfpt€xov 'ta 7tfpt£XO!lfVC:X rocr'tf £v n dvat EKrtVC:X 
(Met. V, 26, 1023b27f.) The oA.ov is the comprehensive, in such a way that 
the things comprehended form something like a one. We have no corre
sponding expression for this second sense of oA.ov; "whole" [das "Ganze"] 
wi l l  not do. This second sense is determined in two ways . The oA.ov is 
7tF.pt£xov (b28f. ), comprehensive: 

I .  There is  no record of t h i s  excu rsus  (pp. 'i4-n2} in I IL• i d L•gg<• r 's m.m uscri pL Thl' L'd i tor  
offl'rs i t  basl'd on t lw i l'ctu n· notl>s of  I I .  l on.ls, I '. Srh.1 l k, .md I I .  Wl• i i S .  
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a) il yap ffi<; £Kacr'tov £v, "either in the sense that everything to be com
prehended is one" 

b) il ffi<; EK wthffiv 'tO £v, "or in the sense that the one is composed out 
of what is comprehended ." In the latter instance, the EKacr'ta first constitute 
the £v, whereas in the case of a), every single thing is for itself the oA.ov. 

An example of a) is the Ka96A.ou: 10 ).lEV yap Ka96A.ou Kat 10 OAffi<; 
A£y6j.l£VOV ffi<; oA.ov n ov, OU'tffi<; EO"'tl Ka96A.ou ffi<; 1tOAAa m::ptexov •0 
Kanwop£icr9m KaB' eKacr'tou Kat £v &nav1a dvm ffi<; £Kacr'tov, otov 
&vBpffirtov, trtrtov, BE6v, Ot6n &rtav'ta 1;0a (b29ff. ) .  The Ka96A.ou is a 
rtEptexov in such a way that every £Kacr1ov is itself this oA.ov. Thus, e.g., 
animate being is a oA.ov; man, horse, god are EKacr'ta. And animate being 
unifies these EKacr'ta into a united whole in such a fashion that every single 
one of them is, as such, animate being. We have not yet seen, however, 
what makes possible this peculiar character that, of many single things, 
each of them, as a single one, is the whole. This is possible only •0 
Ka'tT)yopEicrBat KaB' EKcXO"'tOU "by the fact that the oA.ov is predicated of 
each EKamov ."  This determination is already indicated in the word 
Ka96A.ou itself, insofar as the Ka'ta refers to A.fyEtv as Ka'ta<j>acrt<;. The 
Ka96A.ou belongs to Dasein insofar as Dasein is disclosive in the mode of 
AEy£tV. The Ka86A.ou is a oA.ov A£y6).l£VOV, a oA.ov, a wholeness, which shows 
itself only in A.fyEtv. It is a oA.ov characterized by the fact that its Being is 
determined by accessibility in A6yo<; . How the Ka96A.ou is a whole in 
relation to its unity can be seen only in Ka't1'\yop£icr9at. The Ka86A.ou 
comprehends the singulars in such a way that every singular is as such 
oA.ov; &:vBpffirtO<;, 1mto<;, 8E6<; are in each case for themselves 1;0a. The Being 
of this wholeness has its ground in MytcrBat. The Ka96A.ou is a oA.ov 
1tEpt£xov A£y6j.l£VOV. Among the various kinds of OAOV' the oA.ov as Ka86A.ou 
has a preeminent position insofar as MyEtv functions in it. 

The second type of the oA.ov rtEptexov is given, b), in whatever is denoted 
as O"UV£XE<;: 'tO of: O"UV£XE<; Kat 1tE1tEpacrj.lEVOV, O'taV £v n EK 1tAft0V(J)V n,  
£vurtapx6v't(J)V j.lcXAtcr'ta ).lEV OUVcX).lEt, Ei  of: ).lll , EVEpyEi� (b32ff) . A line, e.g., 
is a oA.ov, and specifically in such a way that it consists EK rtA..ft6vffiv, i .e., 
EK O"'tty).l&V, out of single points. Here not every single point is the oA.ov, 
the line, but all points together first constitute the £v; only together do they 
make the line. For the most part, the £vurtapxov'ta are only there ouva).lEt. 
In the perception of a line the single points do not as a rule stand out 
explicitly; the pieces stand out only ouva).lEt. But if not, then they are there 
EV£py£tq.. 

Prior to this meaning of oA.ov in the sense of cruvEXE<; there is the primarily 
ontological meaning according to which the oA.ov is identical with the 
'tfAEtOV, completeness . The full appurtenance of the determinations which 
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constitute a being, the completeness, is the oA.ov in a primarily ontological 
sense. Thus we have seen up to now the following meanings of oA.ov: 1 .) 
oA.ov as completeness. 2 . )  as the comprehensive: a) in the sense of the 
general, Ka96A.ou, b) in the sense of continuous connection, crUVEXE�, in 
which the parts which are the evumxpxov·ta exist either 3uvaf.!Et or £v£pyEi�. 

There is still a third kind of oA.ov: 3.) the totality, nav . £n 'tOU nocrou 
EXOV'tO<; 3£ apxftv Kat f.lE<rOV Kat £crxa'tOV, ocrwv J.lfV 1tOtEi 1'1 e£mc; 3ta<jlopav, 
nav AE"fE'tat, ocrwv 3£ Jtotd, oA.ov (1024alff.) .  The oA.ov in the sense of the 
comprehensive and the continuous, insofar as it is considered as to its 
quantity, is: a) a nav, a totality, a sum. The sum of the points is something 
other than the whole line. What comes into play here is the notion of 
multitude, in which the order, 9£crt<;, of the parts that make up the whole 
is arbitrary; no point as point has a priority over any other. b) But there can 
also be a whole in which the 9£mc; of the parts is not indifferent. ocrwv 3£ 
1'1 e£mc; JtOtEi 3ta<jlopav, oA.ov AE"fE'tat (cf. a2) .  That is then called oA.ov, 
whole. c) Or again, there can also be something which is at the same time 
1tUV and OAOV. £crn oc 'taU'ta ocrwv 1'1 J.lfV <)>umc; 1'1 au'tft f.l£VEt 'tfl f.lE'ta9£crEt, 
1'1 3£ f.!Op<jlft ou, oiov JC1lPO<; Kat if.l<i'ttoV (a3ff) . "This is the case where the 
<jlumc; in a f.!E't<i9Ecrt<;, in a change of the order of the parts, remains the 
same, but the f.lOP<Jl1l, the outward look, the Gestalt, does not. " This latter 
changes. A dress, e.g., is indeed a oA.ov, a whole. The f.!OP<Jlll of the dress 
can, nevertheless, through a f.lE'tU9Ecrt<; of the parts-by being folded, 
draped, or worn differently-change. Throughout this f.l£'t<i9mtc; it remains 
identical with itself, the <jlumc; remains the same, the oA.ov is preserved; but 
the f.lOP<I>ll changes: oA.ov and 1t&.v. d) The ultimate determination of the nav 
is that determination of wholeness which is also claimed for number. Kat 
apt9f.lO<; 1tUV J.lfV AE"(E'tat, OAO<; 3' apt9f.lO<; ou AE"(£'tat ( cf. a7f.) . The apt9f.l6c;, 
that which is counted, the sum, is called 1t&.v, totality, but not oA.ov, whole. 
e) And finally it is called nav'ta, "all things collected," but not the whole. 
7t&.crat au'tat ai f.!OVU3£c;, "these collected units ."  1tUV'ta 3£ AE"(E'tat E<jl' oic; 
'tO 7t&.V cbc; E<jl' EVt, bd 'tOU'tOt<; 'tO 1tUV'ta roc; ent Dt11PTJf.lEVotc;· 7tU<; OU'tO<; 6 
apt9f.l6c;, 7tacrat aU'tat ai f.lOVU3E<; (a8ff.) .  "Whereas 'tO 7t&.V, the totality, is 
used in order to signify the unit, so 't&. nav'ta, the collected, denotes the 
separate parts, this total number, these collected 'ones."' 

This consideration is in Aristotle of fundamental significance for the 
structure of beings and for the A.6yoc; which uncovers beings in their 
structure. And it is also the basis for the distinction between the Ka96A.ou 
and the Ka9' EKacr'tov . This distinction resides in the mode of access to the 
beings and at the same time in the degree of the uncoveredness (aA.1l9na) 
of the beings . 
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b) The mode of access as distingens between Ka9' £xacrtov 
and Ka96A.ou. AtcrSrj<nc; and A.Oyoc;. Tipoc; i]j..uxc; yvffipt)lOYtEpov 

and (mA.&c; yvffipt)lOnEpov. The way of philosophy 
(according to Top. VI, 4 and Met. VII, 3): from Ka9' EKacr'toV 

to Ka96A.ou. 

57 

The Ka96A.ou is a determinate oA.ov; its distinctive feature derives from the 
fact that its Being is determined by accessibility in A.Oyoc;: it is a oA.ov 
A.Ey6)lEVOV. The Ka96A.ou can never be uncovered by an atcrSrjmc;, which 
is limited to mere visual appearance. In order to grasp the Ka96A.ou I have 
to speak, address something as something. In this distinction between A.6yoc; 
and atcrSYJcrtc; we also find the distinction between the Ka96A.ou and the 
Ka9' EKamov. The Ka9' EKacr'tov is a being as it initially presents itself, i .e., 
in atcrSrjmc;. The Ka96A.ou is something which shows itself first and only 
in A£y£tv. This distinction touches the fundamental question of the manner 
and the levels in which beings are accessible in their proper Being. Dasein 
can be disclosive according to two extreme possibilities. These are pre
delineated by the distinction we just mentioned: Ka9' EKamov and 
Ka96A.ou. It is striking that in the expression Ka9' £Kacr'tov the Ka'ta takes 
the accusative, and in the other case the genitive. With the accusative, Ka'ta 
usually signifies stretching beyond something, whereas Ka'ta with the gen
itive expresses the explicit grasp of that beyond which the comportment 
stretches itself. Ka'ta with the genitive occurs, e.g., in the expression 
'to�Eu£tv Ka'ta 'ttvoc;, to shoot at someone with a bow, i.e., to shoot down 
at someone from a tree. The oA.ov in the Ka96A.ou is hence, according to the 
genitive construction, characterized by the fact that it shows itself only 
insofar as it becomes an explicit theme; whereas in a1cr9YJcrtc; the Ka9' 
£Kamov shows itself of itself, without becoming an explicit theme. 

This distinctive feature of the Ka96A.ou versus the Ka9' £Kacr'tov is also 
captured in the distinction between the a1tA-ffic; yvffipt)lW'tEpov and the 7tpoc; 
i))l&c; yvffipt)lW'tEpov: 

1 .) 7tpoc; i))l&c; yvffipt)lW'tEpov, i.e., i))liv yvffipt)lW'tEpov, in relation to us, 
those beings are better known and more familiar which are disclosed in 
our immediate comportment. And these are precisely the Ka9' fK<X<J'tOV, 
which show themselves in a1cr9YJmc;. Beings in their proper Being, that 
which in beings is always already there and out of which everything further 
is determined-that is at first concealed to us. 

2.) a1tA.ffic; yvffipt)lW't£pov, simply, without relation to us, with regard to 
beings on their own, what is more known is that which is simply there in 
beings, in such a way that it gives all other determinations their presence. 
And tha t is the Ka96A.ou, that which is accessible primarily through A.Oyoc; 
or voile;, wherl'as the Ka9' £xacr'tov in itia l ly  and for the most part falls under 
cd<lfl'l<llc;. 
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a1tA.&c; jlEV ouv yvcoptjlOl'tEpov 'tO 1tp01:Epov 't:OU UO''t:Epou, otov O''ttYilTt 
ypallllTtc; Kat ypallllft £m1t£8ou Kat £1tt1tE8ov cr't:Epwu, Ka8a1t£p Kal jlovac; 
apt8jlOU· 1tp01Epov yap Kat apxit 1taV't:Oc; apt8jlOU. OjlOtcoc; 8£ Kat O"totXElOV 
cruA.A.a�ftc;. rllllV 8' ava1taAtV £vio't£ O'Ujl�aiv£t· jlUAtO''ta yap 'tO CHEpEOV 
u1to 'ti}v aicr9r!ow 1tt1t't£t <1:0'0 £m1t£8ou>, 1:0 8' £1tt1t£8ov jlciAA.ov 'tftc; 
ypall!lftc;, ypallllTt 8£ O'TIIlEiou !lciA.A.ov. <8to !lciA.A.ov> oi 1toA.A.ot yap 1:a 
't:OtaU'ta 1tpoyvcop{�ouow· 'ta jlEV yap 'tftc; 'tUXOUO'Tic;, 'ta 8' aKptPouc; Kat 
1t£pn'tftc; 8tavoiac; Ka'tajla8£iv £cmv (Top. VI, 4, 141b5ff.) .  To us, rllltV , in 
our immediate comportment, what is initially familiar is the CH£p£6v, or 
the cr&jla, the physical body as a human body. It is only in a progressive 
return to the apx11 that we disclose £1tt1t£8ov, ypallllll , O''ttY!lll , surface, line, 
point. The point is then the apx11 .  Likewise in the case o f  the apt8jl6c;, a 
determinate number, it is only in a similar return that the jlOV<ic;, the unit, 
is disclosed as apx11 . Thus, whereas a1tA.&c;, simply, seen in terms of beings 
themselves, the cmrllll or jlOvac; is the apx1l, as related to us things are 
reversed. The naive person does not see points and does not know that 
lines consist of points. Oi 1tOAAOt, people as they are at first and for the 
most part, know bodies, i .e. , what first strikes the eyes and what can be 
experienced by merely looking. There is no need for any special arrange
ments of reflection in order to see things in their wholeness. 

According to this distinction, even the scope of aicr9r!mc; is different from 
that of Myoc;. With regard to aA.118£unv, aicr9r!mc; remains behind Myoc; and 
vouc;. 'ta 8' EKUO''totc; yvwptjla Kat 1tp&'ta 1tOAWKtc; l) pEjla £crn yvwptjla, Kat 
jltKpov it ouocv EXEt 1:0'0 ovwc;. aU' Ojlcoc; EK 1:&v <J>auAcoc; jltv yvcom&v, au1:cp 
8£ yvcocr'tffiv, 1:a oAffic; yvcoma yv&vat 1tEtpa't:Eov, jlE'tapaivonac;, c001tEp 
dp111:at, 8ta 'tOU'tCOV au1:&v (Met. VII, 3, 1029b8ff.) .  "What is familiar to anyone 
whatever and is given to him in the first place is often imprecise (not brought 
out, though it is seen) and it has little or nothing of the being about it." It is 
certainly the case that in atcr8r!crtc; the 1tOMOt have seen the world, but what 
is given in aicr9r!m<; contains little or nothing of beings. This peculiar mode 
of expression shows that for Aristotle a determinate sense of Being guides all 
his discussions about beings. At the same time it is clear that beings, even if 
given in the most immediate onlooking, are nevertheless still not aA.l18tta, 
beings as uncovered, and that it is precisely aA.l1 8£ta which is the concern of 
philosophy. That does not mean we are to speculate about the "truth"; the 
identification of ov and aA.l18£ta will be clear only if we gain clarity about 
aA.l18£ta. Furthermore: "but nevertheless," although in aicr9r!mc; "something 
uncovered as straightforwardly familiar" is present, one must depart from it. 
For what is thus uncovered, although straightforward , is yet "familiar to 
someone himself," i.e., it is the ground at his d isposa l .2 One m ust depart from 

2. C f. p. hH. 
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what is thus uncovered, even if it is straightforwardly uncovered; one must 
appropriate this ground explicitly and not leap beyond it to a reality which 
is simply fabricated by a theory, i .e., to a superbeing, as Plato has done. It will 
not do to take as f.J:J'\ ov that which is at first familiar and which is straight
forwardly uncovered, but instead one must take one's departure from it and, 
f.l.E'ta�aivwv, "running through it, through that which is straightforwardly 
uncovered, see what is simply and properly known."  Plato, on the other hand, 
happened to gain a certain sense of Being-to be sure, not one as radical as 
that to be found later in Aristotle-and it then "occurred" to him to express 
this Being as a being, such that he had to posit genuine beings as non-beings. 
Aristotle saw through this peculiar error perfectly, which was quite an ac
complishment for a Greek, nearly beyond our power to imagine. 

One must fasten onto precisely the Ka8' EK<X<J'tov of atcr8llcrtc; and admit 
it as the first factual state of beings. Even Aristotle was successful here only 
within certain limits, and in spite of his tendency to radicality he did not 
press on into the ultimate originality of the Being of the world. There is a 
possible interpretation which even endeavors to see the beings of the world 
detached from the Greek concept of Being. That, however, will not happen 
in these lectures. The way on which beings are uncovered in their most 
proper Being thus proceeds from the Ka8' EK<Xcr'tov and passes through it 
(f.l.E't<X�aivwv), to the K:<X86A.ou. The Ka8' EK:<Xcr'tov is indeed the npoc; 'lif.l.&c; 
yvwptf.!.OHEpov; it shows itself in atcr8llcrtc;, whereas the K:a86A.ou first man
ifests itself in Myoc;. De An. B, 5: 'tWV K:a8' EK<Xcr'tov i] K<X't' £v€py£tav 
atcr9llmc;, i] 8' emcr'tllf.!.ll 'tffiv K:a86A.ou (417b22f. ) .  

This characterization of the way would be without further difficulty
apart from the difficulty the Ka86A.ou itself raises not only for Plato but also 
for Aristotle-if the foregoing interpretation of Aristotle, according to which 
the npoc; iJf.l.&c; yvwptf.!.OHEpov is the Ka8' EK<Xcr'tov, did not seem to contradict 
the methodological principles Aristotle laid down in the introduction to the 
Physics, that is to say in the introduction to an investigation whose task is 
precisely to make beings accessible in their Being. 

c) The way of philosophy (Phys. I, 1) . From the Ka86A.ou to 
the Ka8' EK<XCJ'tOV. Resolution of the supposed contradiction 

between Topics VI, 4 and Physics I, 1. 

In the introduction to the Physics, Aristotle emphasizes that the way we 
must take leads from the Ka86A.ou to the Ka8' EK<Xcr'tov: Oto EK 'tffiv Ka86A.ou 
Eic; 'ta Ka8' EK<XCJ't<X 0£1 npot€vm (Phys. I, 1, 184a23f. ) . Thus here the way to 
proceed is precisely the reverse of the way characterized up to now
which is obviously a contradiction. If it could be demonstrated that this is 
indeed no contradiction, then we would thereby also gain a more precise 
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elucidation of the Ka86A.ou and the Ka8' eKacnov. For these concepts are 
not material ones, i .e., ones that fit certain definite beings and not others. 
Now the difficulty is enhanced still further by the fact that the reflections 
preceding the statement we just quoted are in harmony with what we had 
been saying. 1tE<jlUK£ o£ EK 'tO)V yvooplJ.l.OO'tEpoov tiJ.l.iV ti o80c; Kat cra<jlECHEpoov 
£ni -ra cra<jl€cr-r£pa 'tfl (j>ucrn Kat yvoopt!.HiHEpa (al6f.) .  For us, according to 
our <jlum<;, our Dasein, the way is such that it is determined by atcr811mc;: 
it proceeds EK -r&v yvwptJ.l.W'tEpoov ftJ.l.tV, "from what is more familiar to us," 
£ni -ra 'tfl <jlucrn yvwptJ.l.W'tEpa, "to what is, according to its own nature, more 
knowable." This formulation intensifies the opposition to the Topics: ou yap 
-rau-ra l']J.l.tV 't£ yvffiptJ.l.a Kat U1tAW<; (a1 8) .  "For what is familiar to us is not 
the same as what is knowable in itself. " After this reflection, a closer de
scription of the npot€vat begins. ecr-rt 8' ftJ.l.tV np&-rov 8fiA.a Kat cra<jlfl -ra 
cruyKEXUJ.l.EVa J.l.&A.A.ov (a21 f.) .  "For us what is 8fiA.ov is initially what is still 
rather mingled together," what is unseparated. To take the example in the 
Topics, a body primarily presents itself as something mingled together : 
surface, line, and point are given only as unseparated out. We handle 
physical things, and in doing so we perceive first of all only the physical 
body as a whole. ucr-rEpov 8' EK -rou-rwv yivnat yvroptJ.l.a -ra cr-rotxeia Kat ai 
apxat 8tatpoum 'tau-ra (a22ff.) .  Out of this CJU)'KEXUJ.l.EVOO<; 8fiA.ov, "the 
O"'tOtXEia, the elements, become known later," i .e . ,  the surface, line, and 
point, "as well as the apxai, the starting places," whence the physical body, 
,H.:cording to the constitution of its Being, comes into being: the point . What 
is i ntermingled is separated out "by our taking it apart." Such 8tatp£iv is 
t he  basic function of Myoc;; in discourse, Myoc; takes things apart. The 
O"U)'K£XUJ.l.EVa, the inter-mingled, the inter-flowing, is characterized by Ar
istot le in the same first chapter of the Physics as a8wpicr-rwc; ( 184b2),  "what 
i s  not yet delimited. "  The apxai are still hidden; only the whole is seen. 
I I L•ncc the cruyK£XUJ.l.EVa have to be taken apart in Myoc;, and from being 
ind ist inct they thereby become delimited, such that the limit of the indi
v idua l  determinations is fixed and what is given first as cruyKEXUJ.l.EVW<; can 
be grasped in a optcrJ.1.6<; (b12) .  Hence upon closer inspection it is manifest 
that with the cruyKEXUJ.l.EVa the constitutive pieces of the being are meant 
from the outset, i .e. , the apxai, and they will be made prominent by the 
appropriate consideration. When Aristotle claims that a being is given 
cru)'KEXUJ.l.EVW<;, he means that it has already been interrogated in view of 
an <iPXll · When we presentify a physical body in immediate perception, its 
apxai are not explicitly given; but they are indeed there, undisclosed, in 
aicr811mc;. This agrees with what we have seen in Metaphysics VII, 3:3 beings, 
as far as they are given in aicr811mc;, i .e . ,  as immed ia tel y known to us, 

3.  Cf .  p .  58 .  
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contain little or nothing of these beings. For the being is still not yet there, 
since the apxa(, though in a certain sense present, are intermingled. Their 
presence is not uncovered and grasped as such. Accordingly, the apxa(-or 
what is identical to them, the Ka86A.ou-are themselves still hidden in their 
structure. The I!EPTl are not yet disclosed; they are not yet taken apart in 
8ta(p£mc;. Thus we can understand how Aristotle can write: 'tO yap oA.ov 
Ka'ta Ti'}v atcrEITlOW yvffipt�-tonEpov (a24f. ) .  "As regards perception, the 
whole is more familiar." I see at first the whole body; and this oA.ov contains 
in itself, as a possibility, the 7tEptEX01!EVa. 

In the sense of the Ka86A.ou, the oA.ov has, as is now evident, a double 
meaning; it means: 

1 .) the oA.ov AEYOI!EVOV in the sense just made explicit: the oA.ov which 
shows itself only in A.Eytt v in such a way that in being addressed everything 
comprehended, every Ka8' EKacr'tov, itself shows itself as the whole; 
av8pffi7toc;, t1t1toc;, and 8£6c; are in each case (,;cpa. 

2.) The Ka86A.ou means at the same time that every (,;cpov as such pos
sesses an inherent structure. The Ka86A.ou includes in itself-apart from the 
individual cases which it comprehends-determinate structural moments, 
which in aicr811crtc; are not expressly given at first. The Ka86A.ou is initially 
present cruyKEXUI!EVffic;. 

Hence the assertion of Physics I, 1 (184a23f.) does not at all contradict 
what was said previously in the Topics .  On the contrary, it makes the latter 
still more explicit: the way proceeds from the unarticulated Ka86A.ou to the 
articulated Ka8' EKUO"'tOV, such that every single !!€poe; becomes visible. And 
even the Ka8' EKacr'tov now becomes visible for the first time in its func
tional significance; the Ka8' EKacr'tOV does not refer here to a determinate 
realm of beings but to the mode of Being: articulated versus not articulated. 
Thus the Ka8' EKacr'tOV means: 1 .) that which first stands out in atcr8Tlcrtc;, 
2.)  the moments which stand out purely and simply, ones which reside in 
the Ka86A.ou itself. 

This is all consonant with the tenor of the treatment carried out in 
Aristotle's Physics. The latter is from the very outset apxli-research; at issue 
is a grasping of the apxat . For £mcr'tlli!Tl is always £mcr'tlli!Tl of the Ka86A.ou; 
and £mcr'tlli!Tl proceeds from the unarticulated Ka86A.ou to the articulated 
in such a way that its I!EPTl are brought into the open in the 6ptcr�-t6c;. The 
methodological principle Aristotle formulated in Physics I, 1 expresses this 
precisely: EK 'tWV Ka86A.ou tic; 'ta Ka8' EKacr'ta 8£i 7tpot€vat. In this principle, 
which seems to be wholly formal, Aristotle grasps at the same time the 
meaning of the movement of the history of the question of the Being of 
cjlumc;, i .e. , the history which preceded his own research and which he set 
forth in the first book of the Physics. When the philosophers raised questions 
about the givenness of the world, they saw immediately what was given 
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immediately, and they saw i t  in such a way that i t  was unarticulated. This 
applies above all to the Eleatics, who saw immediately nothing but Being. 
Aristotle brings forward here a phrase of Parmenides: ev 'ta 1tUV'ta (Phys. 
I, 2, 185a22). Being is everywhere Being; everything that is is Being, is 
present, is there. In relation to the task Aristotle imposed on himself, namely 
to find a manifold of upxai, i .e., the structure of this £v, for him the Eleatic 
philosophers presented the £v in such a way that this basic structure was 
still auyKEXU�evwc; and not yet brought to the fore. Others who were not 
even that far advanced took a determinate being as the upx'll and applied 
it to the whole: e.g., Thales water and Anaximander air.4 What immediately 
offered itself to them they saw as permeating beings, and they posited it 
as <iPXll · Aristotle had this history of upx'll-research in mind when he 
formulated, at the beginning of the Physics, the proposition just mentioned: 
EK 'tOW Ka96A.ou Ei.c; 'ta Ka9' EKa<na. 

In this way, what Aristotle says can even be understood positively: Kat 
wiHo £pyov £miv, &cr1tEp £v 'taic; 1tp<i�Em 'tO 1totftcrm EK 'tcOV EK<i<J'tql 
uyae&v 'tU oA.wc; ayaea EKU<J'tql uyaea, oihwc; EK 'tcOV aU't<\l yvwpt�ffi'tEpwv 
'ta 'tfl q>ucrEt yvropt�a au't<\l yvropt�a (Met. VII, 3, 1029b5ff.) .  This task is the 
same as in the case of action: "Just as in action it is important to proceed 
from what is in the individual case good for someone and pass through 
this good to the oA.wc; uya96v, in such a way that in bringing about the 
oA.wc; uya96v at the same time the EKa<J'tOV uya96v is carried out, likewise 
in the case of knowledge, one must proceed from what is immediately most 
familiar for a single individual and pass through this to the 'tfl q>ucret or 
OAffi<; yvffiptf..lOV, in order to go back in tum from that to the aU't<\l yvffiptf..lOV 
in such a way that the latter will become transparent from the former." 
Hence it is necessary to press on, from what is in a single case initially most 
familiar, to the upx'll and to appropriate the upx'll in such a way that from 
this appropriation there takes place a genuine appropriation of the Ka8' 
EKa<J'tOV and so that the transparency of the procedure itself is gained and 
the Ka8' EKamov is understood on the basis of the UPXll · 

From this we may finally understand what it means that the Ka86A.ou is 
the proper theme of 'tEXVl\ and of £mcr'tll�11 · 

§13.  Continuation: 'tEXVl\ and £mcr'tll�11 (Met. I, 1) .  The tendency 
residing in 'tEXVl\ toward an "autonomous " £mcr't11�11 · The further 

development of £mcr'tllf..l11 ·  

In  contradistinction to  the Ef..l1tEtpoc;, the 'tEXVt'tl\ c; is the one who aveu 'tftc; 
Ef..l1trtpiac; EXEt 'tOV Myov (cf. M et .  I ,  1 ,  9 H 1  a 2 1  ) , "who, w i thout being used 

4. Cf. l'lnts. I, 2, I H4b 1 71. 
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to any particular procedure, knows the doo�. " He is the one who Ka86A.ou 
yvwpis£t (d. a2f.) the being in question, "knows the being in its generality," 
but who thereby 'tO £v 'tOU't<p JCa8' EKa<HOV ayvo£i (cf. a22), "is unfamiliar 
with what in each case the being is for itself," the being which in this oA.ov 
is a ev among others . For 'tEXVll, thus, what is decisive is paying heed, 
watching, i .e., disclosure. Therefore Aristotle can say: <cXPXt'tEK'tOV£�> 'tft� 
ahia� 1&v notoUJ.lEVWV touow (981blf.), "The architects know the causes 
of what is to be built. " The following is thus manifest at the same time: the 
ahia, or the Ka86A.ou, are initially not the theme of a mere onlooking. They 
indeed stand out as doo�, but not in such a way as to be the theme of a 
special investigation.  The knowledge of the ahia is initially present only 
in connection with the fabricating itself; i .e. , the ahia are present initially 
only as the because-therefore of such and such a procedure. The doo� is at 
first present only in 'tEXVll itself. But because in 'tEXVll the d8o� is precisely 
already made prominent, therefore J.lUAAov £i8Evat (a31f.), "to know more," 
is attributed to the 't£XVi'tat, and they are held to be cro(\loH£pot than the 
mere EJ.l1t£tpot. The J.lUAAov is hence attributed to them Ka'ta 'tO Myov EX £tV 
(b6), with regard to the development of a discourse about just what is the 
object of the concemful dealing or the fabricating, i .e. , with regard to dis
closure. Within the fabricating, the A€y£tv becomes more and more auton
omous, and the naturally most immediate Dasein interprets it as 
cro(\lw't£pov. Furthermore, one who Myov exwv can make something under
standable in the way it comes into its Being, how the whole fits together; 
he knows what it is composed of and what it contributes to, how thereby 
something becomes present as disposable just as it is. In this way, he can 
provide information about beings in regard to their origin, Mva'tat 
8t8t:icrK£tv (cf. b7f. ) .  Therefore the naturally most immediate Dasein is of 
the opinion that n'\v 'tEXVllV 'til� EJ.l1tEtpia� J.l&AAov £mcr'tllJ.lllV dvm (cf. 
b8f. ) .  TEXV'Tl, hence, because it possesses the Myo� and can provide infor
mation about beings in regard to their origin, is taken to be J.lUAAov 
£mcr'tllJ.lllV than EJ.l1t£tpia. In this way, within the y€vmt� of cro.pia, 'tEXVll 
draws near to £mcr'tllJ.lll; it is even designated as £mcr't11J.lll · 

Hence what is called £mcr'tllJ.lll is: 1 . ) 'tEXVll; 2.) the highest science, cro.pia, 
in its determination as vou� Kat £mcr'tllJ.lll (Nic. Eth. VI, 7, 1141a19f. ) .  

Here the first sense, according to which £mcr'tllJ.lll means the same as 
'tEXVll, is the everyday one. In this everyday use, the concept of £mcr'tllJ.lll 
occupies a peculiar mid-position. Specifically, 'tEXVll is designated as 
£mcr'tllJ.lll insofar as,  in distinction to EJ.l1tEtpia, it already extracts the doo�. 
But this does not yet properly determine what constitutes the distinguish
ing character of £mcr'tllJ.lll · TExvll is £mcr'tllJ.lll, although it is properly a E�t� 
1tOtll'tlJCll and therefore aims at 1tOtllcrt�. At the same time, however, it is a 
f�t� J.lf'ta Myou aA118ou� (Nic. Etll . VI, 4, 1140a10). In 'tEXVll, £mcr'tllJ.lll is 
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most properly harnessed to an intention to fabricate. But 'tEXVTl also contains 
a tendency to liberate itself from handling things and to become an auton
omous f1ttCfnlJll'l · And insofar as this tendency resides in 'tEXVTl, immediate 
natural Dasein credits it with being cro<jlO:m:pov. 

On the other hand, 'tcOV aicrerjm::rov ou8Ejltav ijyOUJlE8a ElVat ao<jliav 
(Met. I, 1, 981b10), immediate and natural Dasein does not at all attribute 
to ata8TlCflc; the character of ao<jlia, Kai'tOl KUplO>'ta'ta{ y'Ei<JtV CXU'tat 'tcOV 
Ka8' £Kaq,'ta yvroaw; (bll) ,  although aiaOrtmc; is the mode of UATl8Eunv 
in which the Ka8' EKa<J'tOV, the particular case, is accessible as such. There
fore, precisely in the field of 1tprt�tc;, where the Ka8' EKaa'tOV is at issue, 
ata8Tlatc; is a Kupwv over vouc; and opE�tc;. Indeed, Aristotle later (Nic. Eth. 
VI, 9, 1142a23ff.) even identifies at<J8Tlatc; in a certain way with <jlpOVTlatc;. 
Nevertheless, aA.A.' ou Myoum 'tO 8ux 'tt 1tEpt ou8ev6c; (Met. I, 1, 98lbllf.), 
the aia81laetc; do not provide the "why" of anything given and shown in 
them. Therefore natural Dasein does not attribute to the aicr81lanc; the 
character of ao<jlia. 

On the other hand, as has been said, there is in 'tEXVTl itself a tendency 
to set itself free from handling things and to become an autonomous 
f1tl<J'tlllll'l · That this tendency resides in Dasein itself is evident for Aristotle 
in the fact that a 'tEXVt'tl'lc;, he who, as we say, "dis-covers" something, is 
admired. 'tOV 61tmavouv eup6V'ta 'tEXVTlV 1tapa 'tac; Kotvac; aicrerj crEte; 
8aujl<i(,;m8at U7t0 'tcOV av8pro1tOOV Jlil jlOVOV 8ta 'tO XPllCfljlOV dva{ 'tl 'tcOV 
EUpE8EV'tOOV aU' ffic; ao<jlov Kat 8ta<j>Epovta 'tcOV &..Urov (bl3ff. ) .  "The 
'tEXVt'tl'lc;, he who, beyond what everyone sees, 'dis-covers' something, is 
admired," i .e. , he is respected as one who distinguishes himself, who makes 
something that other people would not be capable of, yet precisely "not 
because what he invents might be very useful" but because he advances 
the grasp of beings, no matter whether what he discovers is great or small: 
i .e., because he is cro<jlcO'tEpoc;. His discovering goes beyond the immediate 
possibilities in the power of Dasein. In this way, the admiration dispensed 
by everyday Dasein demonstrates that in Dasein itself there lives a special 
appreciation of dis-covery. Dasein is itself directed toward discovering 
beings and toward that by itself, !ll'l 7tpoc; xpflmv (b19f. ), "apart from all 
usefulness," as Aristotle emphasizes. Thereby we can understand this, too, 
that the less 'tEXV<i(,;Etv and £ma'tll!lTl are oriented 1tpoc; 'tavayKaia and 7tpoc; 
8tayro"f11v (b18), toward the urgencies of life or toward amusements, the 
more Dasein addresses those who carry them out as ao<jlro'tEpot. 

The development of £mcr'tll!lTl now continues.1 As soon as the 'tEXVat and 
£mcr'tfl!lat were found which are required 7tpoc; 'ta avayKaia, for the ne
cessities of life, and 7tpoc; 'ti'Jv i]8ov11v, for recrt•ation and pleasure, Dasein 

I .  C f. Me/. I, I ,  '1H i h20ff. 
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could, unburdened by these necessities, dedicate itself wholly to contem
plation. Therefore the first sciences, e.g., mathematics, originated in Egypt, 
because the priests had the time to do nothing but observe. If thus there is 
indeed in Dasein a tendency to disclosure, yet an autonomous disclosure 
for its own sake is genuinely possible only where Dasein is free from 
concern over the avayKata. In such crxoA.a�nv there occurs a leap from the 
tendency to fabricate; crxoA.a�nv is a matter of abstaining from all concern 
over the avayKaia in order to linger in mere onlooking and disclosure. The 
more mere onlooking and disclosure come into their own, the more visible 
becomes the why-the Ota 'tt or the ai't{a-and ultimately more and more 
clear becomes the "from out of which," 'tO Ota 'tt 7tponov (Met. I, 3, 983a29) 
or 'ta t� arxilc; atna (cf. a24)-the apx11 . 

We now have in atcr8T]crt<; and tmcr'tll�-tll two end-stations, without our 
having genuinely understood cro<)Jia. That possibility which first goes be
yond the merely momentary disclosedness of atcr91lOt<;, making beings 
more explicitly accessible, is retention: I!Ylll!ll · Retaining present, as a mode 
of access to beings, maintains itself up to cro<)Jia, in which the presentifying 
relates explicitly to the apxai. 

§14. r.o<)Jia (Met. I, 2). The four essential moments of 
cro<)Jia (7tcXV't<X, xaA..tm!na-ra, aKpt�EO"'t<X't<X, m'>'tflc; EVEKEV ) . 

Clarifying reduction of the first three essential moments to 
the �-tO.A.tcr-ra Ka96A.ou. 

We must now ask what is cro<)Jia; i.e., who is the cro<)J6<; himself? Aristotle 
confronts this question in Metaphysics I, 2. The determination is not made 
dogmatically; instead, Aristotle returns again to natural and most immediate 
Dasein. Ei &1 Aa�ot 'tt<; 'ta<; tl1t0All\j/Et<; ac; EXOI!EV 1tEpt 'tOU crolj>ou, -rax'av EX 
-rou-rou <)JavEpov y£vot'to �-t<iA.A.ov (982a6ff.) .  The task is to take up and select 
the opinions we-Kotvrovia-already possess, i .e., the interpretations of the 
cro<)J6c; in natural everyday Dasein, and to make this preliminary conception 
of cro<)Jia more explicit and so make the interpretation found in natural Dasein 
more transparent. Aristotle enumerates four moments in which this interpre
tation characterizes Dasein's first understanding of the cro<)J6c;. 

1 . )  1tp&'tov l!fV E1ttO"'t<X<J9at 1tcXV't<X 'tOY cro<)Jov roc; EVOEXE'tat, l!ll K<X9' 
£Kacr-rov £xov-ra £mcr'tll)lllV au-row (982a8ff.) .  The wise one is conspicuous 
in the first place as the one "who knows 7tcXV't<X, everything altogether," 
who in a peculiar sense understands everything, "without, however, having 
a knowledge which looks upon the Ka9' EKacr-rov, every single thing sep
arately," i .e . ,  without having special knowledge of every possible subject 
matter. Nevertheless, when one speaks with him on any subject, he under-
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stands everything, and his understanding is genuine. It is noteworthy that 
navta in natural speech means the whole in the sense of the totality, the 
sum. The cro<j>6<; understands 'tU nav'ta, the totality, the sum, without, 
however, having acquired knowledge Ka8' EKaO"'tOV, from the particulars . 
He understands the sum without having run through every single unit. In 
this way, knowledge of the nav'ta, accompanied by an obvious lack of 
knowledge of the particulars, is enigmatic . 

2.) 'tOV 'tU xaAma yvffivat OUVUJ.lEVOV Kat J . .ll) pq.ota avepo:mq> Yl yvfficrK£t vI 
'tOi'Hov cro<j>6v (alOff. ) .  The cro<j>6<; is the one who is able to disclose that 
which is difficult to disclose, i .e . ,  that which is not easily disclosed by man 
in his immediate existence, by the 7tOAAot. What the cro<j>6<; can disclose is 
hence not only concealed but difficult to unconceal, and that because it does 
not readily reveal itself to the most immediate everyday Dasein, i .e., it does 
not reveal itself in the common easy way. 

3.) 'tOV aKpt�fO"'tEpov Kat 'tov 8t8acrKaAtKW'tEpov 'tffiv ahtffiv cro<j>ffi'tEpov 
dvm 7tEpt nacrav £mcr'ti\J.lllV (a12ff.) .  In every "science" and 'tEXVll, the 
cro<j>6c; is "more profound"; he goes more to the foundations of things. That 
is why he is better able to teach, to instruct; he can make things clear and 
can more genuinely explain how things are. The reason is that he does not 
see things in their immediate aspect but in their genuine whence and why. 

4.) 'tOOV E7tlO"'tllJ.lOOV 8£ 'tflv au'tflc; EVEKEV Kat 'tOU d&vat xaptv aipE't'Jlv 
oucrav J.lUAAOV dvat cro<j>tav i\ 't'Jlv 'tOOV U7tO�atVOV'tffiV EVEKEV (a14ff.) .  l:o<j>{a 
is a kind of E7ttO"nlJ.lll accomplished simply for its own sake. That is, in 
cro<j>ia the disclosure of what is disclosed is accomplished merely for its 
own sake and not with a view to what could possibly result from it, i .e . ,  
its practical applicability. l:o<j>{a is the E7ttO"'tllJ.lll that is determined solely 
by the pure tendency toward seeing, and it is carried out simply wu d8£vat 
xaptv, in order to see and, in seeing, to know. As such, cro<j>{a guides, leads, 
and predelineates. 

Aristotle discusses in detail these four moments in which everyday Da
sein expresses its opinions about the cro<j>6c; and cro<j>ia. We may say in 
anticipation that all four moments have in view a disclosure that concerns 
the first origins of beings purely as such. This means, conversely, that the 
idea of cro<j>ta as concerned with the ahia as such and specifically with 'tU 
£� apxftc;, i .e . ,  the apxat, makes explicit what Dasein strives for implicitly 
and without clarity. 

1 . )  To what extent does the cro<j>6<; understand " everything"? 'tO J.lEV nav'ta 
E7ttO"'ta0"8at •0 J.lUAlO"'ta txovn 't'Jlv Ka86AOU E7ttO"nlJ.lllV avayKaiov 
unapxttv (a21f . ) .  The cro<j>6c; knows "everything" because he, more than 
any other, has at his disposal the d isclosure of the " gmera l . " Because cro<j>ta 
is  an Ei8i?.vat tm86Aou, the cro<j>6<; necessn ri l y  u nd crstnnds  1tCXV't!t.. We need 
to notL' that i m mcd in tc u ndersta nd i ng concl' i vcs t lw w ho l l• ns .t sum tota l , 
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and for it therefore this understanding of "everything" is very enigmatic, 
since a knowledge of the particulars is lacking in this "whole." Aristotle 
clarifies this 1t6.V'ta as a OAOV in the sense of the Ka86A.ou; for 1t6.V'ta he 
substitutes oA.ov. So he does not mean that the croq>6c; sees the whole as the 
sum of all the particulars; instead, the croq>6c; understands what every 
particular, along with the others, is ultimately. So it is clear that the n6.v1'a, 
which the cro<!J6c; has at his disposal, is grounded in the oA.ov as the Ka86A.ou. 
That is the genuine miv, the whole, which the croq>6c; aims at. In such an 
understanding of "everything," what matters is the Ka86A.ou, which is a 
oA.ov AEYOJ..lEVOV; i .e . ,  what matters is a preeminent AEYOJ..lEVOV: A.Oyov EX£tV. 
That is why Aristotle says : av6.y£1'at yap 1'0 8ta l't de; l'OV A.6yov ecrxmov 
(Met. I, 3, 983a28) . In croq>ia what matters is that the why, the a\'nov, be 
reduced to the most ultimate A.6yoc;, to the most ultimate expression of 
beings in their Being. The disclosure of the Ka86A.ou does not require one 
to run through each and every particular as such in explicit knowledge, 
and the Ka86A.ou is not simply the sum of the particulars. Its peculiar feature 
is that it is a whole without a registration of each case as such. And never
theless, or precisely for that reason, each case is understood in its genuine 
presence. The ground for this is the fact that at the very outset the croq>6c; 
leaps ahead to the genuine whole, whence he takes his orientation for the 
discussion of every concrete singular. Therefore he can genuinely partake 
in these discussions, despite having no specialized knowledge. In this way 
Aristotle reduces the common talk about the n6.v1'a £nicr't'acr8at to the oA.ov 
as Ka86A.ou. 

2.) The reduction of the n6.v't'a to the Ka86A.ou immediately clarifies why 
the everyday interpretation claims that the croq>6c; aims at what is xaA.cn6v, 
difficult, to know. xaA£nciYca1'a 1'Ut>1'a yvmpi/;£tV 'tOte; av8p6>notc;, 't'a 
J..l6.A.tcr1'a Ka86A.ou · noppm1'6.1'm yap 't'cOV aicr81lcrec.Ov £crnv (Met. I ,  2 ,  
982a24f. ) .  What the croq>6c; knows is  difficult, "because it i s  the most general 
of all. " And "that is the farthest removed from what shows itself to im
mediate vision," where everyday considerations dwell. A1cr8rJcrtc; is, for the 
noA.A.oi, the most immediate dwelling place and mode of disclosure; 
ai:cr8l'Jcrtc; presents no difficulties, everyone moves in it, and one person can 
procure for another this everyday orientation or can assist him with it. The 
q>ucrtc; of man comprises a certain predilection for what is immediately given 
in a1cr8l'Jcrtc;; this is the ay6.7tl'Jcrtc; l'cOV aicr91lcremv (d. Met. I, 1, 980a21 ) .  And 
especially if the orientation toward the necessity of making things falls 
away, if everyday Dasein is exempted from this orientation, if the onlooking 
becomes free, precisely then does Dasein lose itself all the more in the 
outward appearance of the world, but in such a way that Dasein remains 
always in aicr8rJcrtc;. Over and against this easy and obvious movement in 
i m med iate v isi on , a n  advancemen t beyond i t  to what genuinely is becomes 
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difficult. This difficulty does not reside in the matters at issue but in Dasein 
itself, in a peculiar mode of Being of Dasein, that of the immediate. Dasein, 
as it immediately is, has its present in the now, in the world; it has a 
tendency to adhere to the immediate. I.o<)lia, however, is concerned with 
advancing into what remains covered in immediate Dasein, into the 
!J.cXAtcr'ta Ka96A.ou, and this advancement occurs in opposition to immediate 
vision. I.o<)lia hence is concerned with a disclosure which proceeds as a 
counter-movement in relation to immediate Dasein. Eo<)lia is a counter-ten
dency against immediate Dasein and its tendency to remain caught up in 
immediate appearances . As such, cro<)lia is difficult for Dasein. And that is 
the only reason the matters with which cro<)lia is concerned are "difficult" 
with respect to their cXA119eunv. For now, the following must be noted: in 
relation to atcrSllcrt�, to be cro<)lc.O'tepov, i .e. ,  cro<)lia, is a !J.aA.A.ov eio£vat, a 
!J.&A.A.ov £naic:tv (d. 981a24f. ) .  I.o<)lia arises in a counter-movement against 
a1cr91lcrt�. Nevertheless, cro<)lia does not thereby exclude ai:crS11crt-; but 
merely takes it as a point of departure; atcrSllcrt� provides the ground, in 
such a way that the consideration no longer remains in its field.1 Ai:cr91lcrt� 
is a Kupwv (d. Met. I, 1, 981bll; Nic. Eth. VI, 2, 1139a18),2 something which 
belongs to Dasein in general, but not something by which beings them
selves can be seen as beings. 

3. )  cXKptj3Ecr'ta'tat oe 'tcOV E1tlO"'tll!J.cOV ai !J.cXAlO"'ta 'tcOV 1tpc0't(J)V Eicrtv (Met. 
I, 2, 982a25f. ) .  It is distinctive of croG>ia to be aKptj3tcr'tci'tll, not because the 
cro<)loi display special acumen but because the theme of cro<)lia is what most 
of all touches the foundations of beings in their Being. The aKptj3Ecr'tawv 
is, most basically, the !J.cXA.tcr'ta 'tcOV np6nwv, "what most presses on to the 
first 'out of which."' These "first things," the first determinations of beings, 
are, as the most original, not only simple in themselves but require the 
greatest acuity to be grasped in their multiplicity, because they are the 
fewest. A peculiar character of the apxai consists in this, that they are 
limited in number. And in their limited number they are transparent in 
their relations among themselves. In the first Book of the Physics, chapter 
2ff. , Aristotle shows that there must be more than one apx'll but that the 
number of the apxai is determined by a limit, 7t£pa-;. Therefore a opi�ecreat 
must delimit how many there are, whether two, or three, etc . Aristotle 
shows why there can be no more than three or four. And only because the 
apxai are limited is a determination of beings in their Being possible and 
guaranteed, and the same applies to an addressing of beings as a opi�tcrSat 
and a optcr!J.6�, and, consequently, to science as ultimately valid knowledge. 

Aristotle illustrates the rigor of science with the examples of !J.CXSll!J.a'ttK'Tl , 

1 .  Cf .  p. :>H. 
2. cr. p .  27. 
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apt8�11nK11 and y£m�E'!pia (982a28). Those disciplines are more rigorous 
and more fundamental which proceed from fewer apxai, which hence posit 
fewer original determinations in the beings which are their theme. ai yap 
£� EAa'!'!OYffiY aKpl�f(J'!fpat , '!cOY EK 1tpo<J8f<J£ffi<; t.cyo�fY(OY, OlOY 
apt8�11nJdt y£m�E'!pia<; (982a26f.) .  Arithmetic is in this way distinguished 
from geometry. Arithmetic has fewer apxai than geometry. In the case of 
geometry, a np6<J8£<H<;, something additional, takes place as regards the 
apxai. In order to understand this we need a brief general orientation 
regarding Aristotle's conception of mathematics. We will provide that in 
an excursus, which will serve at the same time as a preparation for our 
interpretation of Plato. 

§15.  Excursus: General orientation regarding the essence of 
mathematics according to Aristotle. 

We want to proceed so as to present the basic issues: a) in �a81l�anK11 in 
general and, b) in aptS�ll'!tKll and Y£ffi�E'!pia. 

a) Fundamental issues in mathematics in general 
(Phys. II, 2). Xmpi/;flY as the basic act of mathematics. 

Critique of the xmpt<Jf.l6<; in Plato's theory of Ideas. 

The �aST]�anKat £m<nft�m have as their theme '!a £� a<1>atp£<J£ffi<;, that 
which shows itself by being withdrawn from something and specifically 
from what is immediately given. The f.!a81lf.lanK<i are extracted from the 
<1>U<JlKa OY'!a, from what immediately shows itself.1 Hence Aristotle says: 6 
f.!a81l�anKo<; xmpi/;fl (cf. Phys. II, 2, 193b31ff. ) . Xmpi/;flY, separating, is 
connected with xmpa, place; place belongs to beings themselves. The 
�ae11�anK6<; takes something away from its own place. awnoY 8£ Kat 10 
'!01tOY a� a 'tOt<; <J'!EpEOi<; Kat 'tOt<; f.!a81lf.la'!lKOt<; 1t0lft<Jat ( 6 f.lEY yap '!Olto<; 
'!cOY Ka8' ElCa<J'!OV lOlO<;, 010 xmpl<J'!a '!01t<fl, '!Ct (5£ f.!a81lf.la'!lKCt ou 1tOU), Kat 
10 dn£iY f.lEY on nou E<J'!al, '!t 8£ E<J'!lY 6 '!61to<;, f.lll (Met. XIV, 5, 1092a17ff.) .  
What is peculiar is  that the mathematical is  not in a place: ouK EY 16mp . 
Taken in terms of modern concepts, this has the ring of a paradox, especially 
since 161to<; is still translated as "space."  But only a cr&f.!a <1>UO'lKOY has a 
'!61to<;, a location, a place. This xmpii;EtY, which we will encounter in Plato's 
theory of the xmptcrf.l6<; of the Ideas, where Plato indeed explicitly assigns 
to the Ideas a '!01tO<;, namely the oupaY6<;, this xmpi/;ElY is for Aristotle the 
way in which the mathematical itself becomes objective. 

1 .  Cf. Ml'l . XI,  1, 101il a2Hf; Dt•  Cado I l l ,  1 ,  299a 15ff; Met.  XII I ,  3; Mt'f. XII.  8, 1073b6ff. 
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Aristotle analyzes these things in Physics II, 2. The mathematical objects, 
e.g., cr'tc:pc:6v and ypa!l!lll, can to be sure also be considered as (jlucrtKa; the 
natural man sees a surface as 1t£pac;, as the limit of a body. Versus this, the 
mathematician considers the mathematical objects purely in themselves, 
clA.'A' oux n (jlUO'lKOU crffi!la'toc; 1tEpac; EKamov (193b32), i .e . ,  "not insofar as 
these (e.g., a line or a surface) are the 1t£pac;, limit (termination), of a natural 
body."  Aristotle's negative delineation of the mathematical here-namely, 
that it is not the 1t£pac; of a (jlucrtKOV cr&11a-means nothing other than that 
the mathematical is not being considered as a "location." Insofar as the 
(jlucrtKa OV'ta are KtVOU!lEYa, i .e. , insofar as motility is a basic determination 
of their Being, the mathematical can be considered initially as appertaining 
to beings that move. The mathematical as such is removed from things 
characterized by motion. xwptcr'ta yap 'tf1 vo1lcr£t Ktv1lcrc:ffic; £crn (b34), the 
mathematical, e.g., a point, is "extracted from beings insofar as they move," 
i.e., insofar as they change, tum around, increase and decrease. And spe
cifically the mathematical is xwptcr'ta 'tf1 vo1lcrc:t, "discerned," extracted 
simply in a particular mode of consideration. KtVlJcrtc; itself, however, is 
initially and for the most part KlVlJcrtc; Ka'ta 't01tOV, change of location. "tile; 
Ktv1lcrc:wc; Tt Kotvl] !lUAtcr'ta Kat KUptffi'tU'tlJ Ka'ta 't01tOV Ecr'ttV, f]v KaAOU!lEY 
(jlopav (Phys. IV, 1, 208a31f.) . The most general motion is local motion, which 
presents itself in the revolution of the heavens. The mathematician extracts 
something from the (jlucrtKOV cr&11a, but ou8£v Ota(jl£pc:t (Phys. II, 3, 193b34f.), 
"this makes no difference"; this extracting changes nothing of the objective 
content of that which remains as the theme of the mathematician. It does 
not turn into something else; the "what" of the 1t£pac; is simply taken for 
itself, as it appears. It is simply taken as it presents itself in its content as 
limit. ouo£ yiVE'tat \jiEUOOc; XWPt�OV'tffiV (b35) . "In extracting, the mathema
tician cannot be subject to any mistake," i .e. , he does not take something 
which is actually not given to be what is showing itself. If the mathematician 
simply adheres to his special theme, he is never in danger that that will 
present itself to him as something other than it is. It is indeed here nothing 
other than what has been extracted. Beings are not distorted for the math
ematician through xwpi�nv; on the contrary, he moves in a field in which 
something determinate may be disclosed. Thus with this xwptcr!l6c; every
thing is in order. 

'Aaveavoum o£ 'tOU'tO 1tOlOUV't£c; Kat oi 'tCxc; io£ac; AEYOV't£c; (b35ff.) . Those 
who discuss the Ideas, and disclose them in 'A6yoc;, proceed this way as 
well: XWPt�OV't£c;, "they extract."  It is just that they themselves AaV8UVOUcrt, 
"are covered over," as regards what they are doing and how they are doing 
it; they are not transparent to themselves in their procedure, neither as to 
its l imits nor its d istinctions . J\aveavm.Jcrt, " thl'Y rl' l11 <1 i n  concea led while 
they do th is ,"  con cea led p rl•c isl'l y  to tlwmsl' l ws. (Th is  i s  , ,  charactl•ristic 
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usage of the term A.aveavnv. Conversely, there is then also an aA.l19c:ta 
pertaining to Dasein itself.) Those who speak of the Ideas are not themselves 
clear about which possibilities xwptcrj..t6� harbors. Xwptcrj..t6� has a justifiable 
sense in mathematics, but not where it is a matter of determining the apxai 
of beings . ta yap (j>UcrtKU XWpt�OU<JtV TJ'ttOV OVta XWptcrta tffiV j.!U91lj.!UttKffiV 
(193b36f. ) .  Such a one "posits the q>ucr£t OVta (i .e . , the apxai pertaining to 
these as such) for themselves, in a separate place, but they are even less to 
be removed from their place." For the (j>U<Jft ovta are KtVOUj.lEVa; in every 
category of physical beings there resides a determinate relation to motion. 
In his Ideas, as apxai, however, the man in question leaves out precisely 
the KtVllcrt� which is the basic character of the q>ucrc:t ovta, with the result 
that he makes of these apxai genuine beings, among which finally even 
KtVllcrt� itself becomes one. Yet it is possible to determine the apxai of the 
moving q>ucrc:t ovta in such a way that the apxai are not taken as divorced 
from motion and, furthermore, such that ldVllcrt� itself is not taken as an 
Idea and hence as xwptcrt6v. In the apxai the KtVOUj.lEVOV n KtVOUj.lEVOV 
must be co-perceived and hence must basically be something else as well, 
namely the t6no� itself whereby Being and presence are determined. 

Let this suffice as an initial orientation concerning the mathematician in 
opposition to the physicist and at the same time as an indication of the 
connection of the mathematical xwpi�Etv with the one Plato himself pro
mulgates as the determination of the method of grasping the Ideas. We will 
see later why the Ideas were brought into connection with mathematics . 
Let us now ask how, within mathematics, geometry differs from arithmetic. 

b) The distinction between geometry and arithmetic. The 
increasing "abstraction" from the q>ucrn ov: crttYilll = oucria 

9£t6�; j.lOVU� = OU<J(a a9£tO�. 

Geometry has more apxai than does arithmetic. The objects of geometry 
are Aaj..tl}av6j..tc:va eK npocr9£crc:w� (d. Post . An.  I, 27, 87a35f.), "they are 
gained from what is determined additionally, through 9£crt�."  np6cr9ccrt� 
does not simply mean "supplement. "  What is the character of this 
1tp6cr9£crt� in geometry? A£yw ()' £K 7tpocr9£cr£w�, OlOV j.lOVU� oucria a8£t0�, 
crttyj.lll ()£ oucria 8c:t6�· taU'tllV eK npocr9£crc:w� (87a35ff.) .  Aristotle dis
tinguishes the basic elements of geometry from those of arithmetic . The 
basic element of arithmetic is j.lOVa�, the unit; the basic element of geometry 
is crttyj.lll , the point. Mova�, the unit-related to j..t6vov, "unique," 
"alone"-is what simply remains, j.lEVftV, what is "alone," "for itself." In 
the case of the point, a eem� is added. to 8£ llllCaj.ln C>tatpc:tov Kata to 
nocrov crny11il Kal 11ova�, 1'1 j..t£v &.ec:to� j..tova� 1'1 8£ ec:to� crttYilll (Met. v, 
6,  1 01 6b2Yf. ) .  "What i s  i n  no way divisible according to quantity are the 
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point and the J . .tovac;; the latter, however, is without Seen<;, the point with 
Secnc;."2 Then how are the two basic objects of mathematics to be distin
guished? JlOVU<; oucr(a a8£'tO<;, O''ttYJlTt 8€ oucr(a S£'t6<;· 'taU'tllV EK 
7tpocrSecr£ffi<; (Post. An.  I, 27, 87a36). 

Both are oucr(a, something that is for itself. The O''tlYJlll, however, over 
and against the JlOVa<;, is marked by a 1tp6cr8mtc;; in the O''tlYJlll there resides 
a Seen<; in a preeminent sense. What is the meaning of this Seen<; which 
characterizes the point in opposition to the JlOVa<;? A thorough elucidation 
of this nexus would have to take up the question of place and space. Here 
I can only indicate what is necessary to make understandable the distinction 
of the UKpt�e<; within the disciplines of mathematics. 

0£enc; has the same character as e�t<;, OtaS£crtc;. "E�t<; = to find oneself in 
a definite situation, to have something in oneself, to retain, and in retaining 
to be directed toward something. 0£enc; = orientation, situation; it has the 
character of being oriented toward something. £crn 8€ Kal. 'ta 'totau'ta 'tWV 
1tp6c; n oiov e�t<;, 8taS£en<;, . . .  Seen<; (Cat. 7, 6b2f.) .  According to its categor
ial determination, Seen<; is 'tWV 1tp6<; n, "it belongs to what is 1tp6<; 'tt. " Every 
S£enc; is a Seen<; 'ttv6c; (cf. b6). 

a) T61to<; and Seen<; (according to Phys. V, 1-5). The absolute 
determinateness (q>ucr£t) of 't01tO<;, the relative determinateness 
(7tpoc; iJJ.La<;) of Seenc;. The essence of 't61toc;: limit (7t£pa<;) and 

possibility (ouvaJ.Lt<;) of the proper Being of a being. 

We need to clarify briefly the distinction between Seen<; and 't61to<;. Aristotle 
emphasizes that the mathematical objects are ouK £v "t6mp (cf. Met. XIV, 5, 
1092a19f.) , "not anyplace."3 The modern concept of space must not at all 
be allowed to intrude here. Aristotle determines 't01tO<; at first in an appar
ently quite naive way. on JlEV ouv £crn n o  't67to<;, OOK£1 8i1A.ov dvm EK "tile; 
UV'ttJlE'taO''tUO'Effi<;· 01tO'U yap EO''tl vuv u8rop, EV'tauSa E�£A.S6V't0<; W0'1t£p £� 
ayydou 1tUAtV aftp EK£l EVEO''ttV · O't£ 8€ 'tOV aU'tOV 't01tOV 'tOU'tOV aA.A.o 'tt 
'tWV O'ffiJlci'tffiV Ka'tEXEt, 'tOU'tO 8ft 'tWV £yyt VOJleVffiV Kat JlE'ta�aAAOV'tffiV 
f'tEpov 1tUV'tffiV dvm 8oK£t· EV cP yap a'll p EO''tt vuv, U8rop EV 'tOU't(J) 1tpO't£pov 
l]v, WO''t£ 8ilA.ov cO<; l]v 0 't01t0<; 'tt Kat i] xwpa E't£pov UJlqJOtV, de; flv Kat £� 
Tt<; JlE'tE�aA.ov (Phys. IV, 1 ,  208blff . ) .  T61to<; must itself be something. If there 
formerly was water in a container and if now there is air in it, then the 
't01tO<; is something other than that which fills it. The place was already, ftv, 
i .e. , before specifically water or air was in it. The 'liv does not mean that the 
't01tO<; would be something separated, separated from what is in it; the place 
is simply something other than the two things which have been exchanged 

2. cr .  t J, · /\ 1 1 .  1. 4, 4olJ.16ff. 
:1 .  Cf .  I ' ·  hlJ. 
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in it. Aristotle proceeds at once to the characteristic determination of place: 
exn nva 8Uvcq.uv (blOf.), "place has a certain power" (translating in the 
usual way) . L1uvcq.w; is here understood in a quite strictly ontological sense; 
ouvar.w; implies that the place pertains to the being itself, the place consti
tutes precisely the possibility of the proper presence of the being in ques
tion.  This possibility, like every possibility, is prescribed in a determinate 
direction: every being has its place. The ouvar.w; of the 't01t0<; pertains to 
beings themselves as such. q>£pE'tat yap h:acrtov Ei<; atrtoi'> t61tov f.lll 
KWAUOf.lEVOV, to f.lEY &vro 1:0 o€ Katro (bllf. ) .  Fire, 1ti'>p, as such, has its place 
&vro; earth, yft , as such has its place Katro (cf. b19f.) . The light possesses in 
its Being a prescription to its place, above; the heavy to its place, below. 
And that is not arbitrary but q>ucrn (b18) .  These assertions of Aristotle's are 
self-evident, and we may not permit mathematical-physical determinations 
to intrude. The heavy goes below, the light above . Fire has its determined 
location; i .e. , the 1:61to<; of fire pertains to its very Being. In the same way, 
what is light belongs above; if it is not above, then, as long as it is not 
impeded, it will go up. Each being possesses in its Being a prescription 
toward a determinate location or place. The place is constitutive of the presence 
of the being. Every being is carried, qJEpE'tat, to its place, Ei<; 'tOY au1:0i'> 't01tOV, 
'to f.lEY &vro, 1:0 oE Ka'tro, "the one above, the other below." This consideration 
of 1:61to<; is carried out in Physics IV, chapters 1-5. 

Aristotle designates avro and Ka'tro as f.lEPll or ELOTJ of place. M£po<; has 
here a quite broad meaning: character, moment, determination. 1:ai'>1:a o' 
£cr1:t 1:61tou f.lEPTJ Kat doTJ, to &vro Kat Ka'tro Kat ai A.omat 1:&v £s otacrtacrErov 
(Phys. IV, 1 ,  208b12ff . ) .  The outward look of a place is determined according 
to these possibilities: above-below, front-back, right-left. These are the six 
5tacr'tacrEt<; into which beings can be dissected. Aristotle emphasizes ex
pressly: ecrn o€ ta 'totai'>'ta ou f.l6vov 1tpo<; lif.lli<;, 1:0 &vro Kat Ka'tro Kat 
OESUlY Kat aptcr'tEp6v (b14f. ), "these things, above and below, right and left, 
are not just in relation to us," relative to the particular orientation we 
happen to take up. Ytf.llY f.lEV yap ouK <X£l 1:0 au1:6, "admittedly, for us the 
above and the below are not always the same," they do not properly exist, 
cXAAa Ka'ta 'tflv 8£crtv, 01tffi<; {iy cr'tpaqJWf.lEV, yiVE'tat (b15f.), "but instead 
they correspond to a 8£crt<;, to the way we happen to stand and tum at any 
time." Here 8£crt<; is introduced in opposition to 1:61to<; as such. Hence there 
are determinations of 1:61to<; which in a certain sense are absolute within the 
world; along with these, however, there is also the possibility that much 
changes: what is above for one person may be below for another. This 
change is one of 8£crt<;, is dependent on how we place ourselves, on our 
particular stance. Therefore one and the same thing is often to the right and 
to the left at the same time. EV o€ 'tfl q>ucrn Otffiptcr'tat xropl<; EKa<i'tOV (b18f.) . 
"On the othL'r h and, in naturt' i tsel f (i .e., considering things simply in their 
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Being) everything is for itself positioned in its own place. " ou yap o n 
f'tUXEV f(J'tl 'tO avco, a) .. 'A.' 01tOU <j>EpE'tat 'tO 1tUp Kat 'tO KOU<j>OV 6Jloico<; 8£ Kat 
'tO K<i'tco OUX 0 'tl E'tUXEV, a'A.'A.' 01tOU 'ta EXOV'ta �apo<; Kat 'ta YEllPcl (bl9ff.) .  
"For 'above' is not something arbitrary, but is that toward which fire and 
what is light are carried; likewise 'below' is nothing arbitrary but that 
toward which the heavy and earthy are carried." That is the way it is-and 
here is the comprehensive characterization-o)C; OU 'tfl flf<JEl Ota<j>EpOV'ta 
JlOVOV a'A.'A.a Kat 'tfl OUVclJ.lEt (208b21f.), "because these places are not dif
ferentiated merely through a 8£crt<;-7tpo<; il!lfu; (b24)-but on the contrary 
'tfl ouvaJ.lEt. " This 8uvaJ.lEt means that the place is the possibility of the 
proper presence of the being which belongs to it and in fact so much so 
that the direction to its own place, to the place were it belongs, appertains 
to the very Being of the being, which being is indeed always itself ouvaJ.lEl. 

We now want to bring more clarity to our discussion of 't07tO<;. rrpo:l'tov 
JlEV ouv 8Ei Ka'tavoflcrm O'tt ouK &.v £/;ll'tEi'to o 't67to<;, Ei llll KtVll<Ji<; 'tt<; �v 
iJ Ka'ta 't07tOV (Phys. IV, 4, 21lal2ff. ) .  It can occur to us that there is such a 
thing as place only because we encounter the aicr9rj'ta as moved, only 
because there is in general such a thing as motion. In a change of location, 
place as such gets set in relief; it can be occupied by something else. ou yap 
miv £v 't6mp, a'A.'A.a 'tO l<:tVll'tOV crroJ.la (Phys. IV, 5, 212b28f. ), only what is 
KtVll't6v, moveable, is in a place. 8ta yap 'tou'to Kat 'tov oupavov JlclAtcr't' 
Ol0JlE9a EV 't01t(t), O'tt acl EV KlVll<JEt (Phys. IV, 4, 211al3f.) . "Therefore we 
believe that the heavens are most in a place, because they are constantly in 
motion." Nevertheless, further consideration will show that the heavens 
are not in a place. 6 8' oupav6<; ou 1tOU o'A.o<; ou8 ' EV 'tlVl 't01t<p f(J'ttV, Ei YE 
JlllOEv au'tov 7tEptEXEt <JOOJ.l<X (cf. Phys. IV, 5, 212b8ff. ) .  Instead, the heavens 
are themselves the place for all beings which stand below them. 

Place is then designated more precisely: a�toUJ.lEV 8fl 'tOV 't01tOV dvm 
7tpcO'tOV JlEV 1tEptEXOV EKEivo ou 't01tO<; E<J'tl, Kal J.lllOEV 'tOU rrpaYJla'to<; (Phys. 
IV, 4, 210b34f. ) . Ei 'taivuv JlllOEV 'trov 'tptrov 6 't61to<; £cr'ti, Jlll'tE 'to d8o<; llll'LE 
il UAll Jlll'LE Otcl<J'tT]Jlcl 'tl . . . , avayKll 'tOV 't01tOV EtVat . . .  'tO 7t£pa<; 'tOU 
7tEpt£xov'to<; crci:lJ.la'to<; (212a2ff.) .  Place is the limit of the m:pt£xov, that 
which encloses a body, not the limit of the body itself, but that which the 
limit of the body comes up against, in such a way, specifically, that there is 
between these two limits no interspace, no 8t<:i<J'tlllla. This peculiar deter
mination of place, as the limit of what encircles the body, is understandable 
only if one maintains that the world is oriented absolutely, that there are 
preeminent places as such: the absolute above, the heavens, and then the 
JlEcrov, the middle of the heavens, and an absolute below, the earth, which 
is immersed in water. Aristotle himse l f  concedes: OoKft 8£ Jlfya n dvm Kat 
xa'A.mov All<!>flfJvm 6 't01tO<; Ol<X 'tf '[() 1t<XpfJ.l<jl<xivraflm n)v UA'lV K<Xl n)v 
JlOP<!>'llv, Kat OHX 't(i i:·v �prJ.lo\JV'tt 't<!l rrrp u"xov'tt yfvmOm 'tt)v  J.H"'t<Xa'tu .mv 
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'tou <1>Epojl£vou (212a7ff. ) .  "It seems that it is something great and very 
difficult to grasp place for what it is, because along with it there always is 
given the body, in what it is made of and in its outward look, its form," so 
that one is tempted to take the extension of the material or the limit of the 
form as the place. And, further, it is difficult to see place as such, because 
the jle'!U<J'taatc; of what is in motion comes to pass in each case in such a 
way that the place itself does not thereby move. And what is in motion has 
a privilege with regard to perceptibility. 

In summary, a first understanding of the concept of place can be acquired 
if we keep in mind that place has a Mvajltc;: EXEl nva OUVajltV.4 Place is 
the possibility of the correct appurtenance of a being. The correct appurte
nance refers to that presence which belongs to beings as such according to 
their objective constitution. It belongs to fire to be above, to the earth to be 
below. The beings of the world, as "nature" in the largest sense, have their 
place. Place belongs in each case to the being itself and constitutes the 
possibility of the proper presence of the being there where it appertains . 
This possibility is not intended as empty conceptual (logical) possibility, as 
arbitrariness, such that it would be left freely to the body to be here or there, 
but instead the Mvajltc; is a possibility which is determinately prescribed 
and which always harbors in itself a direction. This determinateness of 
Mvajltc; belongs to the 't6noc; itself. �uvajltc; is understood as an ontological 
basic category. The possibility is itself a being. Place is something belonging 
to beings as such, their capacity to be present, a possibility which is con
stitutive of their Being. The place is the ability a being has to be there, in 
such a way that, in being there, it is properly present. 

�) The genesis of geometry and arithmetic from 't6noc;. The ac
quisition of geometrical objects by extraction of the n£pa'ta 
('t6noc;) of the <jlucrn ov'ta. The determination of their site 

(State;). Analysis situs. Movac;: ouaia &Snoc;. 

Geometrical objects can serve to clarify the distinction between 't6noc; and 
8£atc;. If we abstract from the peculiar mode of being of 't6noc;, a mode 
which is determined <jJU<JEt, and retain simply the multiplicity of possible 
sites, the moments of orientation, we are then in a position to understand 
how the specifically geometrical objects are constituted . What is extracted 
from the aicrSr!'ta and becomes then the 8E't6v, the posited, is the moment 
of place, such that the extracted geometrical element is no longer in its 
place. Indeed the moments of place, which a<jlaipEatc; withdraws from the 
crffijla, extracts from it, are the n£pa'ta of a physical body; but insofar as 

4.  ( ' f .  p .  71. 
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they are extracted from it they are understood mathematically and no 
longer as limits of the physical body. Instead, through the 8Ecrt<;, they 
acquire an autonomy over and against the physical body. The geometrical 
objects are indeed not in a place; nevertheless, I can determine in them an 
above and a below, a right and a left. In a square, e.g., I can determine the 
sides: above, below, right, left. I still have here the possibility of a determi
nation of the 8Ecrt<;, the possibility of an analysis situs, i .e. , of drawing out 
differentiations in the sites as such, although the geometrical objects them
selves, in what they are, do not possess these determinations. Geometrical 
objects can always be oriented in accord with a 8Ecrt<;. Every geometrical 
point, every element, line, and surface is fixed through a 8Ecrt<;. Every 
geometrical object is an oucria 8£1:6<;.5 This 8Ecrt<; does not have to be a 
determination, but it pertains to one. On the other hand, the unit, the ).WV<i<;, 
does not bear in itself this orientation; it is oucria &8£1:0<;. In mathematics, 
the 8Ecrt<; survives only in geometry, because geometry has a greater prox
imity to the aicr8111:6v than does arithmetic. 

The geometrical consists of a manifold of basic elements-point, line, 
etc .-which are the 7tEpa1:a for the higher geometrical figures. But it is not 
the case that the higher figures are put together out of such limits. Aristotle 
emphasizes that a line will never arise out of points (Phys. VI, 1, 231a24ff.), 
a surface will never arise out of a line, nor a body out of a surface. For 
between any two points there is again and again a ypa)l)lij, etc. This sets 
Aristotle in the sharpest opposition to Plato . Indeed, the points are the 
apxai of the geometrical, yet not in such a way that the higher geometrical 
figures would be constructed out of their summation. One cannot proceed 
from the crny)lij to the cr&)la. One cannot put a line together out of-points. 
For in each case there is something lying in between, something that cannot 
itself be constituted out of the preceding elements. This betrays the fact that 
in the oucr{a 8£1:6<; there is certainly posited a manifold of elements, but, 
beyond that, a determinate kind of connection is required, a determinate 
kind of unity of the manifold. In the realm of arithmetic the same holds. 
For Aristotle, the ).J.OV<i<;, the unit, is itself not yet number; instead, the first 
number is the number two.6 Since the ).J.OV<i<;, in distinction to the elements 
of geometry, does not bear a 8Ecrt<;, the mode of connection in each realm 
of objectivities is very different. The mode of connection of an arithmetical 
whole, of a number, is different than that of a geometrical whole, than a 
connection of points. Number and geometrical figures are in themselves in 
each case a manifold. The "fold" is the mode of connection of the manifold . 
We will understand the distinction between crny)lij and ).J.OV<i<; only if we 

'i . l ' f. p . 7 1 f . 
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grasp in each of these the respective essence of the structure of that mode 
of manifoldness. What is the essence of the mode of manifoldness of points, 
lines, etc .? What is the essence of the mode of manifoldness of number? 

y) The structure of the connection of the manifold in geome-
try and arithmetic; <JUVEXE<; and £q>E;f)<;. 

Our consideration will set forth from the point. We have indicated that 
geometrical objects still have a certain kinship with what is in aicr8avm8at. 
Everything in aicreavEcr8at possesses J..LEYE8o<;; everything perceivable has 
extension. Extension, as understood here, will come to be known as con
tinuousness. Since everything perceivable has extension, JlEYE80<;, it is an 
OUK aotaipE'tOV. 'tO aicr8rJ•ov 7tUV tcrn J..LEy£80<; Kat OUK EO"'ttV aotatpE'tOV 
aicr8TJ't6v (De Sensu VII, 449a20) . This peculiar structure of the aicr8TJ't6v is 
preserved in the geometrical, insofar as the geometrical, too, is continuous, 
<JUVEXE<;. The point presents only the ultimate and most extreme limit of 
the continuous. For 'to oc 7tUV't'!l <aOtaipnov> Kat e£mv EXOV crnyJ..L11 (Met. 
V, 6, 1016b25f.), "That which cannot be resolved further, in any regard, and 
specifically that which has a e£m<;, an orientation as to site, is the point." 
Conversely, the ypaJ..LJlll is J..LOvaxn OtatpE't6v (d. b26f.), that which is re
solvable as to one dimension; the surface, E7tt7tEOov, is OtXfl OtatpE'tOV (d. 
b27), that which is doubly resolvable; and the body, mi'lJ..La, is 7tUV't'!l Kat 
t"PtXfl OtatpE'tOV (b27), that which is divisible trebly, i .e., in each dimension. 
The question is what Aristotle understands by this peculiar form of con
nection we call the continuous. Characteristically, Aristotle acquires the 
determination of continuousness not, as one might suppose, within the 
compass of his reflections on geometry but within those on physics. It is 
there that he faces the task of explicating the primary phenomena of co
presence, and specifically of worldly co-presence, that of the (jlucrn ovt"a: 
Physics, V, chapter 3 .  I will present, quite succinctly, the definitions of the 
phenomena of co-presence in order that you may see how the <JUVEXE<; is 
constituted and how the mode of manifoldness within number is related 
to it. You will then also see to what extent the geometrical has a 7tp6cr8Ecrt<;, 
i.e., to what extent there is more co-posited in it than in number. 

aa) The phenomena of co-presence as regards (jlucrEt ovt"a 
(Phys. V, 3). 

1 .) Aristotle lists, as the first phenomenon of co-presence, i.e., of objects 
being with and being related to one another, specifically as regards the 
(jlucrEt ov'ta, the aJ..La, the "concurrent," which is not to be understood here 
in a temporal sense, but which rather concerns place. What is concurrent 
is what is in one place. We must be on our guard not to take these determi
nat ions as sl'l f-L•v ident and primi tive . The fundamental value of these anal-
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yses resides in the fact that Aristotle, in opposition to every sort of theoret
ical construction, took as his point of departure what is immediately visible . 
"A1-1a is then that which is in one place. 

2.) xmptc;, "the separate," is that which is in another place. Here the 
determination of place must be held fast. 

3.) U7t'tE0'8at, "the touching," wv 1:a axpa UJ..L<X (226a23) "occurs in that 
whose ends, extremities, are (now the first moment recurs) in one place," 
whose ends occupy the same place. 

4.) J..LE'ta;u, "the intermediate," is that which Eic; o 1tE<j>UKE 7tp61:Epov 
a<j>tKVEi0'8at 'tO JlE't<X�cXAAOV (226b23f.) , "that at which a changing being, 
one whose change is in accord with its Being, first arrives, i .e. , arrives at 
earlier. " It is that which something, in changing, passes through, that to 
which something changes prior to arriving at the £crxamv of its continuous 
change? We can obtain a rough idea of what Aristotle means if we take a 
quite primitive example : for a boat moving in a stream, the stream (the 
/-!E'ta;u, the medium, within which the motion occurs) is distinguished by 
the fact that it least of all leaves something out; it retains its integrity. 

5.) E<j>E;i'Jc;, "the successive. "  Here the /-!E'ta;u is taken up again. The 
successive as such is connected with what it follows in this way, that there 
is nothing intermediate between them which ,;&v £v 1:a\m� y£vEt (227al) ,  
"which is of the same ontological lineage," i .e . ,  the same as the beings 
themselves which are in order one after another. 'E<j>E;fJc;, "in succession," 
are, e.g. ,  the houses on a street. That which is between them is not something 
of the same ontological character as that which makes up the series .  But 
something else can very well be between them. 

6.)  EXOJ..LEVOV, "the self-possessed," " the self-coherent ." The E<j>E;ilc; here 
recurs. 'Ex6J..LEVOV, "the self-consistent," is an E<j>E;fJc;, a "one after the other," 
but of such a kind that it is determined by the U7t'tE0'8at. EXOJ..LEVOV OE 0 av 
E<j>E;fic; ov U7t'tT]'tat (227a6) "What is coherent is that whose successive parts 
are in touch with one another. " The EXOJ..LEVOV is determined by such a 

7. !J.f'tai;V & de; 0 nf<))1)K€ 1tp0t€pov a<)ltKVclCl!lUI to !J.Eta.�aA.A.ov f\ Eic; 0 EClXO.tOV !J.EtO.�UAAcl 
Ko.ta <)lu<nv auvcxc:Oc; !J.Eto.�aUov (226b23ff). "The intermediate is that at which something in 
motion by nature can arrive prior to arriving at its final state, provided the motion is natural 
and continuous." The word np6t€pov at 226b24 is controversial. np6t€pov can be found in the 
parallel passage in  Met. XI, 1068b28, as well as in Themistii in physica parapltrasis, 1 72. In the 
codices such as Simplicii in physicorum libris commentaria 871, 20, the word npc:Otov occurs. 
Heidegger seems to have incorporated both words. H. WeiB remarks in a footnote (as formu
lated by the editor) : "In the text of Bekker (Aristotrlis opera edidit AcadC'mia ReRio Borussica (ex 
recensione I. Bekkeri) Berlin 1 831-1870) the word is rrpc:Owv. npotEpov might very wel l be a 
conjecture . Yet if one accepts rrpc:Otov, then b24 (f\ fie; o E-axatov J.lf'tiX�rlAAFI )  b<·com<'S unintel
l igible. The f\ ( 'than')  m u s t  be relat<•d to the word np6trpov ( ' ea r l ier ' ) ,  7tptltrpov-f\ ('cn r l ier
thn n ' ) . "  A s i m i  l <� r  .mnot.l tion ra n lw fou n d  in t lw t ra nscr i p t  of I I . J on.l s .  Th u s :  "Tiw in tl'rnwd i a  tl· 
is that  .1 1 which  .1 changing !wi ng .l rr iv<'S prior to . 1 r ri v i n g  .1 t t l w  s t .l t < ·  i t  w i l l u l t i ll l i l l<· l y  rh,mg<' 
i n to ."  Tlw 1 .• 1 t i n  t r,msl ,l t ion o f  t lw l l<•k !.., •r  <•d i t ion .1 l so f'l•,ld �  J ' rius <J I I I I III. 
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succession, one in which the ends are in the same place; i .e. , the objects of 
the series abut one another, touch each other in their extremities . 

7.) <rUVEXE<;, con tinuum, is a very complicated form, since it presupposes 
the other determinations, although for aicr8rtcrt<; it is what is primarily 
given. 'tO <JUVEXE<; ecrn (m£p EXOJ..lEVOV n (d. alO) .  The crUVEXE<; is an 
EXOJ..lEVOV, and specifically 01t£p. "OnEp is an expression which recurs in 
quite fundamental ontological investigations.8 The cruv£XE<; is  a 07t£p 
EXOJ..lEVOV, "it is already at the very outset, quite certainly, an EXOJ..lEvov"; 
hence there is here in each case nothing between. The crUVEXE<; is an 
EXOJ..lEVov even more originally than the EXOJ..lEVOV itself; the £x6!l£VOV is 
only the immediate aspect of an £xm8m. The <JUVEXE<; is still more originally 
an £x6�-t£VOV because it is this still more, i .e . ,  it is still more with regard to 
the mode of its exnv: it is a <JUV£XO!l£VOV: Aiym ()' dvat <JUVEXE<; O'taV 'tmho 
y£Vl)'tat Kat £v 'tO £Km£pou 7t£pa<; oi<; U7t'tOV'tat (all f.) .  The crUVEXE<; occurs 
when the limit of the one that touches the other is one and the same limit. 
In the case of <JUVEXE<; not only do the limits of the one house strike the 
limits of the other, but this happens in such a way that the limits of the one 
house are identical with those of the other: 'tUU'tO Kat ev . 

These are the determinations of co-presence. The <JUVEXE<; is the structure 
that makes up the principle of llEY£80<;, a structure which characterizes 
every extension. 

After the description of these determinations, Aristotle considers their 
relations. The E$£�ft<; has a special distinction: $aV£pOV ()£ Kat O'tt 1tp0l't0V 
'tO £<1>£�ft<; £cr'ttV (a1 7f. ) .  "It is evident that the £<1>£�ft<; is first as regards 
constitution ."  £v 7tpO'tEpot<; 'tcj) Mycp (al9f.) . "In all speech it is already 
co-intended and said," i .e . , expressed in an unexpressed way. 'tO !lEV yap 
U1t'tOJ..lEVOV £<1>£�ft<; av<iyKl) dvm, 'tO ()' £<1>£�ft<; ou miv U7t't£cr8at (a18f.) . The 
U7t'tO!l£VOV, that whose ends touch in a determinate connection, and whose 
ends, in the mode of such touching, are side by side, is already in itself, as 
bearing such touching, a succession. Everything whose ends touch is 
£<1>£�ft<;. But not every £<1>£�ft<; has to be one in which the ends touch. 
Therefore the £<1>£�ft<; is first. 

On the basis of this consideration, Aristotle shows to what extent !lOV<i<; 
and crny11Ti cannot be the same. For the mode of their connection is different. 

��) The structures of connection in the geometrical and the 
arithmetical: crUVEXE<; and £<1>£�ft<;.  

£i  E<J'tt <J'ttY!lll Kat �-tOVcX<;, OUX OtOV 't£ ElVat !lOV<i<la Kat <J'ttY!lllV 'tO aU'tO · 
'tat<; !lEV yap \mapxn 'to an'tm8m, 1:ai<; <lE 11ovamv 1:0 £<1>£�ft<;, Kat 1:mv !lEV 

H. Tlw tr,1 J1srripls of H .  Wl· i ls and H. jonas add in brackets: time, metaphysics. Heidegger had 
i n d l'<'d �i vl'n i n l lw l <•ct u n• ,1 br i<·f rl'f<•r<•nn·. 
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EVOCXE'tat £iva{ 'tt j.lf't<X�U (1tacra yap YP<XIlllll llf't<X�U crnyj.l&V), 'tWV o' OUK 
av<iylCTI · ouoev yap j.lf't<X�U ouaooc; K<Xt j.lovaooc; (d. a27ff.) .  To points there 
pertains the tl1t't£cr8at, touching, and indeed the EXO!lfVOV in the preeminent 
sense of the cruvcxec;. To the j.lOVaO£c;, the units, there pertains, however, 
only the £<j>£�i']c; . The mode of connection of the geometrical, of points, is 
characterized by the cruvcx£c;, the series of numbers by the £<j>£�i'jc;, where 
no touching is necessary. The structure of the connection is in the latter case 
more simple, as compared to the continuum. With points there can always 
be something in between; between two points there is always an extension 
which is more or less large. But that is not necessary in the case of the 
£<j>£�i'jc; . Here, therefore, another connection obtains. For there is nothing 
between unity and twoness. Hence it is clear that the being together of the 
basic elements in the geometrical has the character of the tl1t't£cr8m or of 
the cruvcxec;; the being together of numbers has the character of the £<j>£�i']c; , 
of the one after another. Thus in considering geometrical figures we must 
add something which according to its structure co-posits more elements 
than £<j>£�i'jc; does. Such elements, which are constitutive for the cruvcxec;, 
are j.lEy£8oc;, 1tp6c; n, 8£crtc;, -r61toc;, &j.la, U1tOj.l£vov. The U1tOj.levov, "from 
the very outset to be permanently there," pertains to that which is deter
mined by 8£crtc;.9 Therefore the geometrical is not as original as the arith
metical. 

Note here that for Aristotle the primary determination of number, insofar 
as it goes back to the j.lOvac; as the apx1l, has a still more original connection 
with the constitution of beings themselves, insofar as it pertains equally to 
the determination of the Being of every being that it "is" and that it is " one":  
every ov is a £v.  With this, the apt8j.l6c; in the largest sense (apt8j.l6c; stands 
here for the £v) acquires for the structure of beings in general a more 
fundamental significance as an ontological determination. At the same time 
it enters into a connection with A.6yoc;, insofar as beings in their ultimate 
determinations become accessible only in a preeminent A.6yoc;, in v61lcrtc;, 
whereas the geometrical structures are grasped in mere atcr81lcrtc;. Atcr8TJcrtc; 
is where geometrical considerations must stop, cr't1lcr£'tat, where they rest. 
In arithmetic, on the other hand, A.6yoc;, vo£iv, is operative, which refrains 
from every 8£crtc;, from every intuitable dimension and orientation. 

Contemporary mathematics is broaching once again the question of the 
continuum. This is a return to Aristotelian thoughts, insofar as mathema
ticians are learning to understand that the continuum is not resolvable 
analytically but that one has to come to understand it as something pre
given, prior to the question of an analytic penetration. The mathematician 
Hermann Weyl has done work in this direction, and it has been fruitful 

'! . Cf. Cal . ,  rh,l p l<'r h, !i,l27f. 
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above all for the fundamental problems of mathematical physics.10 He 
arrived at this understanding of the continuum in connection with the 
theory of relativity in contemporary physics, for which, in opposition to 
the astronomical geometry that resulted from the impetus Newton gave to 
modem physics, the notion of field is normative. Physical Being is deter
mined by the field. This course of development lets us hope that physicists 
might perhaps in time, with the help of philosophy, come to understand 
what Aristotle understood by motion, abandon the old prejudices, and no 
longer maintain that the Aristotelian concept of motion is primitive and 
that motion is to be defined simply by velocity, which is of course one 
characteristic of motion. Perhaps in time the Aristotelian concept of motion 
will be appreciated even more radically. I make this reference in order to 
indicate how much Aristotle, free of all precipitous theory, arrived at facts 
natural scientific geometry is striving for today, though from the opposite 
direction. 

Aristotle displays, in his Categories, keen insight into the consequences 
of the conception of the continuum for the determination of number. The 
genuineness of this work has been controversial in the history of philoso
phy. I consider it to be authentic; no disciple could write like that. In chapter 
6, Aristotle provides the fundamental differentiation of 1tocr6v.U 

yy) Consequences for the connecting of the manifold in 
geometry and arithmetic (Cat . ,  6). 

-rou 8£ 1tocrou 'tO !lEV ecrn 8uoptcr!lf.vov, 'tO 8£ <roVEXE<;· Kat 'tO !!EV flC 9£mv 
£x6v-rrov 1tp0<; aAI.:r)Aa 'tWV fV au-roi<; llOpirov <J'UVE<JTI)lC£, 'tO 8£ OUlC £� 
£x6v-rrov 9£mv (4b20ff.) . Quantity is different in the <J'UVEXE<;, that which 
coheres in itself, and in the 8troptcrll£vov, that which is in itself delimited 
against other things in such a way that each moment of the plurality is 
delimited against the others. The parts of the <J'UVEXE<; relate to each other 
insofar as they are e£mv £xov-ra; what is posited in this e£m<; is nothing 
else than the continuum itself. This basic phenomenon is the ontological 
condition for the possibility of something like extension, 11EY£9o<;: site and 
orientation are such that from one point there can be a continuous progres
sion to the others; only in this way is motion understandable. In the other 
way of possessing 1tocr6v, the otroptcrllEVOV, the parts relate to one another 
such that they are ouJC £� £x6v-rrov 9£mv llopirov (b22); £crn & 8troptcrll£vov 
!lEV OtOV apt9!lO<; JCal. A6yo<;, <J'UVEXE<; OE YPUilllll, f1tt(j>UV£ta, cr&lla, E'tt 8£ 

1 0. H .  Weyl, Raum-Zeit-Materie. Vorlesungen uber allgemeine Relativitiitstheorie. Berlin 1918; 
5., u mgearb. A u f! ., Berlin, 1 923. 

·1 1 .  Heidegger's man uscr i pt only contains references to the passages without any remarks on 
tlwir  i n tl'rprl'ta t ion.  Tlw l'd i tor offl'rs the following interpretation (up to page 83) on the basis 
of tlw tr.msrript i 1 1 1 1S of I I . jmhlS, F. Sch.1 l k, and H. WeifS .  
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7tapa 'taU'ta xp6vo� Kat 't07t0� (ibid. ff.). The <ltwptO"f..lfVOV includes, e.g., 
apt8f..l6� and Myo�; the cruvex£� includes, e.g., line, surface, body, and, 
furthermore, XPOVO� and 't07t0� . Insofar as the <ltWptO"f..lfVOV consists of parts 
which are ou 8£crtv exov'ta, whereas the cruvex£� consists of parts which 
are 8£crtv EXOV'ta, there is then also a difference in the way the elements of 
the number series and those of the continuum are connected into unity. 

What is the mode of connection of units such as those that belong to the 
series of numbers? 'tcOV f..lEV yap 'tOU apt8f..lOU f..lOpiw ou()ti� £an KOlVO� opo�, 
7tp0� ov O"UVU7t't£t 'ta f..lOpta au'tou· oiov 'ta 7tfV'tt d EO"'tl 'tcOV MKa f..lOptov, 
7tp0� ouo£va KOlVOV opov O"UVU7t'ttl 'ta JtfV'tt Kat 'ta 7tfV't£, a'A'Aa OtffiptO"'tat 
(b25ff.) .  The parts of a number have no common opo�, no common delim
itation in the sense that through the opo<;, which is identical here with the 
Ka86'Aou, each of the parts would be determined proportionally. For exam
ple, in the case of 10, the two f..lOpta, 5 and 5, have no KotVO� opo�; each is 
for itself, <ltwptO"f..lfVOV, each is distinct. Likewise, 7 + 3 indeed make 10, but 
7 does not have a relation, in the sense of the Ka86'Aou or the Kotv6v (b28f.), 
to 10 or 3. There exists here a peculiar relation, such that the f..l6pta cannot 
be connected together, cruva7t'ttcr8at. ou()' o'Aw� &.v EXot� £1t' apt8f..lOU 'Aa�tiv 
KOlVOV opov 'tcOV f..lOpiwv, a'AA' clet Otffiptcr'tat · WO"'tt 6 J,Jtv apt8f..lO� 'tcOV 
<ltwptcrf..lEVWV £cr1iv (b29ff.) .  There is therefore for the manifold of numbers 
no such KOtv6v at all, in relation to which every particular number would 
be something like an instance, and number itself would be the Ka86'Aou. 
There is no question here of generalization, to speak in modem terms. 
Number is not a genus for the particular numbers. This is admittedly only 
a negative result, but it is still a pressing ahead to the peculiar sort of 
connection residing in the number series. 

Aristotle carries out the same analysis in the case of 'A6yo�; the same 
mode of connectedness resides there . fficrau't� ()£ Kat 6 'A6yo� 'tcOV 
<ltwptcrf..lfvwv £miv · (o'tt f..lEV yap 1tocr6v £crnv 6 Myo� <j>avep6v · 
Ka'taf..lE'tpEi'tat yap cru'A'Aa�n f..laKp� Kat �paxti� · 'AEyw ()£ aU'tOV 'tOV f..lE'ta 
<j>wvfl� Myov ytyv6f..l£Vov)· 7tp0� ouMva yap KOlVOV opov au'tOU 'ta f..lOpta 
O"UVU7t'ttt· ou yap EO"'tl KOlVO� opo� 7tp0� ov ai cru'A'Aa�at O"UVcX7t'tOUcrtV, a'A'A' 
EKUO"TI] <ltffiptcr'tat aun1 Ka8' aun1v (b32ff.) .  A6yo� is taken here as a f..lE'ta 
ewvfl� ytyv6f..l£VO<;, as vocalization, which is articulated in single syllables 
as its cr'totxeia. Aristotle and Plato are fond of the example of Myo� for the 
question of that peculiar unity of a manifold which is not continuous but 
in which each part is autonomous instead. Thus Myo� in the sense of 
vocalization is a 1tocr6v, whose individual parts are absolutely delimited 
against one another. Each syllable is autonomously opposed to the others . 
There i s  no syl lable in genera l ,  wh ich would represent what all syllables 
ha w in com mon-howewr, th is  d ot-s not apply to a point, which is indeed 
l i kl' .1 1 1  otlwr po i n ts .  
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Thus a line has another mode of unity: 1i S£ ypaJ..LJ..LTt cruvextc; £crnv· ecrn 
yap A.aJ)eiv KotVOV opov rtpoc; ov 'ta J..LOpta au'tflc; cruv<irt't£t, O"'tlYJ..lllV ·  Kat 
'tile; £mQ>avtfac; ypaJ..LJ..LllV (Sal ff.) .  The line, as continuous, has another mode 
of unity. That is, one can extract from the line, from the continuous, some
thing with regard to which each part of the line can be called a part in the 
same sense, namely the point. But it must be noted that these extracted 
points do not together constitute the line. No point is distinct from any 
other. What is remarkable for the possibility of this l(Otvoc; opoc; resides in 
the fact that the line is more than a multiplicity of points, that it, namely, 
has a 8£crtc;. On the other hand, in the case of the manifold of the series of 
numbers, there is no 8£crtc;, so that this series is determined only by the 
£Q>e�f]c;. Now, insofar as the co-positing of a State; is not required for the 
grasping of mere succession as the mode of connection of numbers, then, 
viewed in terms of the grasping as such, in terms of voeiv, number is 
ontologically prior. That is, number characterizes a being which is still free 
from an orientation toward beings which have the character of the contin
uum and ultimately are in each case an aicr8rj-r6v. Therefore number enters 
into an original connection, if one interrogates the structure of beings as 
the structure of something in general. And this is the reason the radical 
ontological reflection of Plato begins with number. Number is more origi
nal; therefore every determination of beings carried out with number, in 
the broadest sense, as the guiding line is closer to the ultimate apxai of ov. 

When Aristotle brings up the distinction between geometry and arith
metic in Metaphysics I, chapter 2,12 his concern is simply to show that within 
the £mcr'tfiJ..Lat there are gradations of rigor. But he does not claim that 
arithmetic would be the most original science of beings in their Being. On 
the contrary, Aristotle shows precisely that the genuine apx'll of number, 
the unit or oneness, is no longer a number, and with that a still more original 
discipline is predelineated, a discipline which studies the basic constitution 
of beings: croQ>ia. 

§16 .  Continuation: aolj>ia (Met. I, 2, part 1) .  The fourth essential 
moment of aoQ>ia: the autonomy of its aA.T}8eunv (£au'tflc; 

eveKev. J..Lft npoc; xpfJmv ). 

The fourth and last moment of crolj>ia is its autonomy in itself. Aristotle 
demonstrates it in a twofold way: first, on the basis of what is thematic in 
croQ>ia; second, on the basis of the comportment of Dasein itself. 

1 2 . <JH2.12H. 
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a) What is thematic in cro<j>ia. The aya96v as t£A.oc; and 
ultimate ou £v£Ka; as ahtov and apx'll ; as 

object of pure 9£Wp£iv. 

to 8' d8£vm Kat to £7dcrtacr9m aut&v £v£Ka f.HxA.tcr9' U7t<ipxn 't1i tou 
J.HiAtcrt' bttCJ'tTltou bttcrt'llJln (982a30ff.) . "Seeing and knowing for their own 
sake reside most of all in that bttcrt'll!lll whose theme is the !l6:A.tcrta 
E7tHJ'tllt6v." This Jl6:AHJta E7ttO'tllt6v, which most of all turns knowledge 
into something genuinely formative, is what is grasped when it is a matter 
of acquiring the ultimate orientations in beings and when it is a matter of 
seeing why such and such should happen. This ultimate why, i.e., this 
ultimate "for the sake of which," ou EVEKa, is, as t£A.oc;, always an aya96v 
(Met. I, 3, 983a31f. ) .  The aya96v, however, is a matter of the UPXtKoot6:tll 
among the emcrnl!la.t and tEXVa.t, insofar as the apXtKOJt6:'t11 is the one that 
yvropisoucra tivoc; EVEKEV ecrn 1tpaKtEOV EKaO'tOV (982b5f.), "provides in
sight about that for the sake of which each single thing is to be accomplished 
precisely in such and such a way." Accordingly, cro<j>{a, insofar as it is the 
!l6:A.tcrta. emcrt'll!lll, and as such provides insight about the !l6:Atcrta aya96v, 
the oA.roc; 'tO aptO''tOV ev 't1i <j>ucrn nacrn (cf. 982b7), is the UPXtKWt6:'t11 among 
all emcr'tfl!la.t and tEXVa.t in general. Hence it is the one that is no longer 
guided but instead is itself explicitly or inexplicitly the guide. Thus it is 
autonomous. LO<j>{a asks about the aptO''tOV, the highest good, in relation 
to which every other 'tEXVTJ and emcrt'llJlTJ must be oriented. To that extent 
cro<j>ia is apXtKoot6:'t11, guiding and autonomous. 

With this characterization of cro<j>ia as aiming at an aya96v, Aristotle 
comes in questionable proximity to another relation to beings: npa�tc;. For 
npa�tc; is oriented precisely toward the for the sake of which . Thus if cro<j>ia 
aims at the aya96v, then it seems that it is ultimately a 7tpa�tc;, whereas 
the preceding has shown precisely that it is free of XPitcrtc; and is a pure 
9Eoop£iv. Thus the difficulty is that we have here a comportment of Dasein 
which, on the one hand, relates to something determined as aya96v, yet, 
on the other hand, it is not supposed to be npa�tc; but 9Eoop£iv. 

The difficulty can be resolved by recalling what Aristotle emphasized: 
"The aya96v, too, is one of the causes ." Kat yap taya9ov £v t&v ahioov 
ecrtiv (cf. 982bl0f.) . Now the basic character of an at'ttOV consists in being 
the apx1l, the ultimate, out of which something is understood: !l6:A.tcrta 8' 
emcrt11ta ta np&ta Kat ta ahta. (982b2) .  Already E!l7tEtpia and 'tEXVTJ asked 
about the aittoV. But what is most important is not simply that for Aristotle 
the aya96v is an at'ttoV bu t that  he SUCCeeded in showing for the first time 
that the aya96v is noth i n g  l'fSl' tha n an ontological  character of beings: it 
a ppl il'S to those lwi ngs w h ich an.• dl'tl• rmi ned by a t£A.oc;. To thl' extent that 
n Lwi n g  rl•adws i ts tfAOS .md i s  l·om p ll' ll', it i s  as it is  nwa n t  to bl', f.D. The 
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aya.86v has at first no relation to 7tpal;tc; at all; instead, it is a determination 
of beings insofar as they are finished, com-plete . A being that always is 
does not at all first need to be produced; it is always already constantly 
there as finished. Insofar as Aristotle understands the aya.86v as 1:£/...oc;
being finished-and counts the 1:£A.oc; among the other causes, like UATJ,  
£i8oc;, and apxit KtVEO'croc;,l he achieves for the first time a fundamental 
ontological understanding of the aya.86v. If we take the aya.86v as value, 
then this is all nonsense. The proper meaning of the aya.86v is rather this: 

aya.86v 
I 

1:£A.oc; 
I 

7tepa.c; 
I 

apx11 wu ovwc;. 

We must hold fast to this genuine sense of the aya.86v as long as our concern 
is to understand the expression aya.86v as a properly philosophical term. 

We are thus led to the following circumstance, namely, that insofar as the 
aya.86v is not primarily related to 7tpal;tc; but instead is understood as a 
basic constitution of beings in themselves, the possibility is predelineated 
that the aya.86v as cXPXll is precisely the object of a 8EropEiV, indeed that 
exactly with regard to a being as 6.£1 ov, as everlasting being-in relation 
to which I can take no action-the correct comportment is 8Eropia.. This 
possibility is predelineated by the interpretation of the aya.86v as 7tepa.c;. 
How Aristotle interprets this we will see in the following session. 2 

We have now merely gained the following possibility: although the 
aya.86v is oriented toward 7tpal;tc;, yet, on the basis of the fundamental 
ontological understanding of the aya.86v, a way is open to see that there is 
a comportment which, as theoretical, presents the correct relation to the 
aya.86v. Thus Aristotle can say that cro<jlia., within which he sees this 
8EropEiV, is a quite peculiar <jlpOVTJcrtc;, a 'totCXU'tTJ <jlp6vTJmc; (982b24) . It is not 
<jlpOVTJcrtc; as we know it in relation to beings which can be otherwise, in 
relation to the objects of our action; it is a <jlp6vTjcrtc; which is indeed directed 
to an aya.86v, but an aya.86v that is not 7tpa.K't0V. Aristotle's designation 
of cro<jlia. as a 'tOta.U'tTJ <jlp6VTJcrtc; manifests at the same time an orientation 
against Plato, who did not attain a very discriminating understanding of 
these phenomena. When Aristotle speaks of cro<jlia. as <jlpOVTJcrtc;, he is indi-

1 .  Met. 1, 3, 983a26ff. 
2 .  This announcemen t occu rs in the th irteenth session (November 24, 1924). The " following 

session" is  thL• fourtL'L'nth (November 25, 1 924). It contains, however, no corresponding expli
l"tl t ion .  
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eating thereby that he sees in ao<jlia (as Plato did in <jlp6Vllat<;) the highest 
mode of UA119£U£tV and in general man's highest comportment, the highest 
possibility of human existence. 

Thus far we know, on the basis of the y£va:::av; of ao<jl{a, that it more and 
more renounces practical goals. But that ao<jl{a is llll 7tpo<; XPilatv3 is a 
determination which is given only negatively and only concomitantly, with 
regard to something else. It does not yet determine ao<jlia itself. But now 
it must be shown positively that ao<jl(a is predelineated in Dasein itself in 
accord with the very possibility of Dasein; i.e., it is the development of a 
primary possibility of the Being of Dasein itself. Thereby the autonomy of 
ao<jlia first becomes ontologically understandable and the discussion of it 
in relation to <jlp6Vllat<; is planted in the proper soil. The task is to demon
strate the possibility that, first, <jlp6Vllat<; no longer has as its theme the �ro'Tl 
as npaK'tOV but that, second, as UA119£U£1V it is precisely a mode of Being 
of the �ro'Tl . 

b) The origin of ao<jlia in Dasein itself. eaujla�Etv and 
a1topdv as origin of philosophy. The tendency in Dasein 

itself toward pure ea:::ropa:::iv. 

The root of an autonomous sheer onlooking upon the world already lies in 
primitive and everyday Dasein. Aristotle shows that ao<jlia is unconcerned 
with 1tOtllat<; and 1tpa�t<; not just by accident and subsequently, but that it 
is so primordially and originally. on 8' ou 1tOtll'ttKT1, 8i']A.ov Kat EK 't&v 
1tpOO'tffiV <jltAoao<!Jlla<iv'trov. OU:X yap 'tO 9aUjl<i�£lV oi &v9pronot Kat vuv Kat 
to 7tpW'tOV iip�aV'tO <jltAoao<)>a:::iv, e� apxi'J<; j.LEV 'ta 1tPOX£tpa 'tWV U7t6prov 
9aUj.L<l<raV't£<;, Eha Ka'ta jltKpov outro 7tpOtOV't£<; Kat 7t£pt 'tWV jl£t�6vrov 
8ta7topT1aav't£<;, oiov 7tEpt 't£ 't&v 'ti']<; aEATlVll<; 1taB11!l<ltrov Kat 't&v 7t£pt tov 
iiA.tov <Kat 7t£pt &a'tprov> Kat 7t£pt 'ti']<; tou 7tav'to<; ya:::v£aa:::ro<; (Met. I, 2, 
982b10ff. ) .  The fact that ao<)>ia, from the very beginning, constitutes an 
autonomous mode of Being of Dasein, juxtaposed to 7tOtllat<;, can be seen 
on the basis of two primary moments in which Dasein may be actualized : 
1 .) eauj.L<l�ElV and 2.) Ota7top£iv .4 

1 .) Io<jlia arises from eauj.L<l�a:::aem, which is attained very early in natural 
Dasein. eauj.L<l�£t £i ou'tro<; EX£t (cf. 983a13f.) .  "Wonder is about something 
encountered, whether it really is" as it shows itself. eaujla<r'tOV yap dvm 
OoKEi 1taatv, d tl 't<(> eA-axia't(!l llll j.LE'tpEi'tat (a16f. ) .  "For everyone, it is a 
matter of wonder when something is supposed to be unmeasurable by 
means of what is smallest," i .e . ,  more generally, when something cannot be 

3. M.·t .  I, 2,  9H2b24f: i:)( Ol>Ofl.dllV xrduv 1\ tfJl llV. 
4.  Sl't' tlw ap1wnd i x .  
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made intelligible by means of what is most known and at one's disposal. 
Mnpeiv, to take measure, to determine, is the mode in which Dasein makes 
something intelligible. M£1pov and apt9!16c; belong in the same realm as 
A6yoc;, namely the realm of aA.ll9Et)Etv.5 The eau11acr't6v is that which is 
awry. "Here something is awry."  The astonishing, the wondrous, is consti
tuted in relation to an onlooking insofar as the understanding at one's 
disposal does not suffice for this encountered state of affairs. The under
standing is shocked by what shows itself. Wondering originally begins 
simply with what is plain and obvious, 'ta 1tpoxnpa (982b13), "what lies 
right at hand." Subsequently, the consideration gradually widens, so that 
one is also wondering about greater things, which were at first taken as 
self-evident: about the mi811 of the moon, what happens to the moon, about 
the remarkable fact that the moon changes, and similarly about what hap
pens to the sun, and finally about the genesis of beings as a whole, whether 
they are as they show themselves. 

2.) Aristotle now interprets wonder as an original phenomenon of Dasein 
and thereby shows that in wonder there is operative a tendency toward 
eeropeiv; Dasein from the very outset possesses a tendency toward sheer 
onlooking and understanding. In this connection, Aristotle employs an 
expression familiar to the philosophy of his time: a1topdv. "A1topoc; means 
"without passage," one cannot get through. TI6poc; originally referred to 
the passage through a stream at a shallow place. l\.1topia is a consideration 
of the world that does not get through; it does not find a way. The im
mediately familiar ai'tia, the available means of explication, do not suffice. 
The mode of running through by explication is blocked. Things are dis
torted, in their genuine outward look as well as in their immediate appear
ance .  Notice how a1topia corresponds perfectly to the meaning of 
aA.118£U£tV and to the conception of Dasein we are already acquainted with: 
the beings of the world are at first occluded and Dasein does not get 
through. In this sense of aA.118£UEtV, whose first form of execution is A.6yoc;, 
there corresponds: 

a1topdv Mynv 

/ / 
a1top{a A6yoc; 

� � 
U1t0p0U!1£VOV 

,';. Cf. p .  1 2 f. 
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This cmopriv, if it is expressly carried out, indicates that one does not 
know the matter which he cannot get through. 6 8' cmop&v OtE'tat ayvo£iv 
(d. 982b17f.) . "The one who does not get through and finds no way out," 
and establishes that the matter at issue is occluded to him, "is convinced 
that he is not yet genuinely familiar with the matter," that he still does not 
know it. Yet insofar as one becomes transparent to oneself precisely in this 
conviction of being unable to get through, so that one continues the 
8ta1top£iv and makes the attempt to get through, there then resides in such 
U1top£iv and 8ta1tOp£tV a desire to get through, a <JlEUYEtV 'tl)v U)'VOtaV and 
a 8tffiK£tV 'tO E1ttO"'tacreat 8ta 'tO dof.vat: fficr't' rt1t£p Ota 'tO <J!ruynv 'tTJV 
ayvotav £<JltA.ocr6<Jlllcrav, <Jlavrpov O'tt Ota 'tO dof.vat 'tO E1ttcr-racr0at £oiroKOV 
Kat ou xprcrrffic; nvoc; £v£K£v (b19ff. ) .  The one who continues the a1topriv 
and ota1top£iv and attempts to get through reveals in such endeavors that 
he is flying in the face of ayvota, ignorance, coveredness, and is pursuing 
E7ttcr'tacr0at, knowledge, having beings present in their uncoveredness. 
Thus what the Greeks call a1topia characterizes the peculiar intermediate 
position of Dasein itself over and against the world. It characterizes a 
peculiar being underway of Dasein: in a certain sense knowing beings and 
yet not getting through. The a1topriv in itself, however, does not have any 
sort of autonomous and positive meaning but only has the functional sense 
of the correct pursuit of the knowledge of beings themselves . .1ta-7topriv, 
the interrogating that presses forward, means to find something no longer 
obvious (where the "obvious" is what is intelligible on the basis of some 
perfectly accidental understanding) and to endeavor to extract an under
standing from the matter itself instead. The positive steps in ota7top£iv are 
nothing else than the presentifying of the determinate matter at issue. The 
way and the direction of the a1topriv depart from the familiar surroundings 
and proceed toward the world and specifically in such a way that the 
a1top£iv does not concern what is encountered accidentally and happens 
to be striking but rather includes the sense that Dasein sets itself on the 
path where what is striking is what was always already there. Where such 
a1top£iv occurs, there takes place this setting oneself on the way, this being 
underway toward. Thus the a1top£iv, or the Ota1top£iv, becomes a phenom
enon in the natural consideration of the world as well as in explicitly 
scientific research, which shows to what extent Dasein in itself aims at an 
uncovering of beings simply for the sake of uncovering. Thereby we pro
cure the ultimate determination of cro<Jlia and see at the same time that 
Orropriv is a completely autonomous comportment of Dasein, not related 
to anything else whatsoever. 
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§ 17. Summary:1 The modes of UAl'JBEUElV as 
modifications of self-orienting Dasein. 

89 

We have gained an insight into Dasein insofar as in it various modes of 
UAl'J9EUElV initially occur in such a way that they are not delimited against 
one another and thus that the expressions 'tEXVl'J, ErtlO'nl!lll, q>p6vl'Jat�, and 
aoq>ia are ambiguous. The development of this ambiguity is not arbitrary. 
And a real overcoming of this ambiguity cannot occur simply by putting 
dogmatic definitions up against it and making these modes of comportment 
fixed. The ambiguity will be overcome only when its motives are visible, 
i .e., when it becomes understood why these various expressions are em
ployed with this ambiguity. 

Dasein discloses its immediate surrounding world: it orients itself in its 
world without the individual modes of self-orientation becoming explicit. 
Insofar as this self-orientation is a taking cognizance and a deliberating 
concerned with producing, it is of the character of 'tEXVl'J . Insofar as this 
know-how is nevertheless a knowing and makes its appearance explicitly 
as knowing, the same state can be conceived as ErtlO'nl!lll · But it does not 
yet have to be science at all. Insofar as the self-orientation is concerned with 
a npaK-r6v which is dealt with for one's own use, a'imil, for one's self, this 
self-orienting is q>p6Vl'JO't� in the broadest sense, as it is proper to the �0a. 
Whether what is discovered in such orienting is the 7tOll'J'tOV of a np&�l� or 
not does not matter at all. Insofar as the self-orienting is concerned explicitly 
with the atnov and becomes real understanding for its own sake, these 
same modes of self-orienting-'tEXVl'J, ErtlO''tll!lll, q>p6Vl'JO't�--can also be 
conceived as aoq>ia. That is the basic way Dasein itself uses these expres
sions. We must make this fundamentally clear in order to see that the 
y£vm1� into explicit modes of existence is accomplished precisely on the 
basis of Dasein itself. 

It has been shown that Dasein aims at aoq>ia merely oux 'to dMvm and 
not XPllO'EW� nvo� EVEKEV (b20f.), that Brropriv is a completely autonomous 
comportment of Dasein, not related to anything else. In this way aoq>(a 
manifests a possibility of existence in which Dasein discloses itself as free, 
as completely delivered over to itself. wanrp &vepron6� G>a!lEV £A.Eu9rpo� 6 
EaU'tOU EVEKa Kat !11'1 UAAOU rov, OU'tO) Kat aU'tl'J, !10Vl'J £A.Eue£pa ouaa 'tWV 
ErtlO''tl'J!lWV · !10Vl'J yap au'tl') £aun1� EVEKEV EO''tlV (b25ff.) .  And thus the 
question arises whether such a possibility of existence is at all within the 
reach of human Dasein, since, after all, the �ro'll of man is OOUAl'J (b29), i .e., 
since the life of man, his Being in the world, is in a certain sense to be a 
slave of circumstances and of everyday importunities. It seems therefore 

I .  Ti t ll· in l il' idt•ggt•r 's  manuscript .  
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that insofar as human Dasein is a slave, the possibility of an autonomous 
comportment in pure 9£ffipia must remain denied it, that consequently 
croq>ia cannot be a possible K'ti)crt<; (b29) for man. The question arises 
whether croq>ia can be a IC'tf)crt<; avepomou. This question, which arises here 
concerning K'ti)crt<;, is the same as the one which arose in the Nicomachean 
Ethics concerning E�t<;: i.e., whether croq>ia is a possible E�t<; of human 
Dasein. 

Only after the clarification of this question will we be sufficiently pre
pared to decide whether it is q>p6vT)crt<;, which as such has human Dasein 
for the goal of its uncovering, or croq>ia that is the highest mode of uncov
ering. We will have to examine on what basis Aristotle decided about the 
mode of Being of q>p6vT)crt<; in opposition to the mode of Being of croq>ia as 
possibilities of human Dasein. This determination will make understand
able at the same time the sense in which there can be a science such as 
ethics with regard to human life, insofar as ethics deals with the ,;eoc;, the 
Being of man, which can also be otherwise. The question is to what extent 
there can be a science of something like that, if indeed science proper is 
concerned with beings which always are. 



Chapter Three 

The Question of the Priority of <j>p6vllcrt� or cro<j>icx 
as the Highest Mode of aA119EuEtv (Met. I, 2, part 2; 

Nic. Eth. VI, 7-10, X, 6--7) 

§18 .  The divinity of cro<j>ia and the questionableness of cro<j>ia as a 
possibility of man (Met. I, 2, part 2) .  �o<j>ia as constant dwelling 

with the mi. Human Dasein as "slave" (OoUAll) of avayKaia and 
aAAffi� £xov·m. The priority of cro<j>ia with respect to aA119EUEtv. 

The question is whether cro<j>{cx can be a K'ti\crt� and E�t� of man. Aristotle 
first raises this question by quoting Greek poetry.1 This citation says that 
cro<j>ia is a 9Eiov. Aristotle shows this explicitly in the Nicomachean Ethics 
(X, 7, 1177b26ff.) .  Here, in the Metaphysics, Book I, 2, only natural Dasein 
expresses itself, and what it says is that the 9£6<; alone would have the 
possibility of Ka9' cx1rtov E7ttO'nlf.lll (b3lf.), i .e . , of cro<j>ia. It is reserved for 
the gods alone. What possibilities are the gods otherwise supposed to have? 
But, further, the poets say that the gods are jealous with regard to man, that 
they begrudge man cro<j>icx. But, Aristotle says, let us not give too much 
weight to such claims of poets, because, as even a proverb has it, they 
mostly deceive.2 The gods cannot be jealous at all, and this is not because 
they are too good to be jealous, but because the mode of existence of the 
9Eiov excludes all nae11, all affects. On the other hand, there is no higher 
kind of knowledge than cro<j>{cx. Aristotle shows this by saying cautiously 
that perhaps a god would most of all actually have cro<j>icx and therefore 
one could justly speak of cro<j>icx as a 9Eiov; and a further reason would be 
that the object of cro<j>ia is everlasting being,3 9Eiov. Aristotle initially lets 
the question stand at this point. Note that Aristotle, in ascribing cro<j>(cx to 
the 9dov, is not asserting the proposition absolutely, and that for him cro<j>ia 
is not a 9Eiov factually but only potentially. He concludes the consideration 
by remarking that avcxyKato'tEpat f.lEV ouv n&crm 'tCXU'tll�, Uf.lElV(I)V 8' 
ouOEf.l ia (983a 1 Of. ), "for Dasein, all modes of knowing, in the broadest sense, 

1. 982b31 :  0£<)� &.v JlOVO� 'Wtrt' txot y£po.�. "Only a god is supposed to have this privilege." 
Semon ides, Fragment 3, 5; in Anthologia lyrica sive lyricorum Graecorum veterum praeter Pindarum. 
Rcliquiac potion's. Post Theodorum Bergkium quartum edidit Eduardus Hiller. Exemplar emendavit 
a/que IWl'isfraglll<'ll lis tl llxit 0. Crusius, Leipzig, 1 913. 

2. rroA.A.ci 'llflJiiovtm ckotlioi (Mel. I ,  2, ':J83a4), "The poets l ie  a great deal ."  
1 .  Cf.  Nic. 1 : /h .  VI ,  7, 1 1 41 ,,24. 
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are more necessary and more pressing than cro<!>ia, but none is better." With 
regard to UA118£uetv, the uncovering of beings, croq>ia has the priority. 

Over and against this rather popular discussion of cro<!>ia and its relation 
to man, Aristotle himself has a much more original understanding of the 
entire question. It is precisely the treatment of these difficulties that leads 
him to show how croq>ia is the highest possibility for man. In order to clear 
the way for indicating this briefly, we must hold fast to the following. �o<!>ia 
is, according to its idea: 'tcOV £� apxii<; ahirov trncr'tllJ..lll (cf. Met. I, 3, 
983a24f.) . As far as the question of the being of aA118£U£tV, i .e., the mode 
of Being of Dasein, is concerned, this idea entails: 1 .) complete autonomy 
in itself, and 2 . )  a relation to genuine beings in their Being, a dwelling with 
them. This idea requires one to be posited freely on oneself in having beings 
in themselves present. That raises the question of whether cro<!>ia can be a 
K'tf]crt<; and E�t<; of man. For human Dasein is oouA-11; it is delivered over 
to avayKaia, which are aA.A.ro<; £xov'ta; it is forced to dwell with such 
avayKaia imd aA.A.ro<; £xov'ta. Man cannot constantly dwell among the 
'ttJ..ltOHa'ta; for man, this autonomous mode of Being, forever attending to 
the 'ttJ..lHO'ta'ta, is unthinkable. 

This question receives its keenness when one considers that cro<!>ia is a 
8£iov. Aristotle's characterization of croc)>ia as a 8£tov is purely ontological 
in intention; metaphysics is not theology. �o<!>ia is an trncr'tllJ..Lll,  one that is 
8£ta't<i'tll . And it is so in a twofold way: 1 .) it is K'ti]crt<; of a 8£6<;, and 2.) it 
makes thematic 'ta 8a:::ia. This is a very early anticipation of Aristotle's 
metaphysics.4 Insofar as cro<!>ia is 1 . )  K'tficrt<; of a 8£6<;, i .e., insofar as the 
comportment in it is divine, it is vou<;, voa:::iv, v61lcrt<;; and insofar as 2.) 
cro<!>ia is 'tcOV 8£irov, i .e., insofar as it has as its object the 8dov, it is vo'llcr£(1)<;. 
Hence 1 . )  as K'tficrt<; of a 8£6<;, cro<!>ia is v611crt<;; and 2.)  as making 'ta 8£ia 
thematic, cro<!>ia is vo'llcr£ro<;. We will not now look more closely into this .  

According to our investigations thus far, the 8£iov in croq>ia is presented 
in the following way: insofar as croq>ia 1 . )  has the 8£iov as its object, to that 
extent it has as its object the ci£i; and insofar as 2.) the 8£iov is in it as a 
mode of comportment, it is a pure and simple onlooking, sheer 8£rop£iv . 
The comportment of cro<!>ia is in keeping with its object. It tarries constantly 
with what is everlasting. Its distinguishing mark is that, as 8a:::rop£iv, it 
constantly dwells on that which always is. Hence the idea of this mode of 
existence resides in a constant actual presence to the cia:::i. Nevertheless, 
Aristotle emphasizes5 that human existence cannot sustain this comport
ment throughout the whole time of its life .  The way of man's temporality 
makes it impossible for him to attend constantly to the ci£(. Man needs 

4.  Mr·/ . X I I ,  7. 

'i. NiL / : 1/t .  X,  7, 1 1 77b2h f l . ,  i n < 'l l i Hu·d ion w i t h  X, h, 1 1 7hhTll . 
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recreation and relaxation from 8Effip£iv. These nexuses in a certain way 
underlie Aristotle's reflections in Metaphysics, I, 2, without his explicitly 
entering into them. But this much is clear, that, in its Being, the comport
ment of Dasein to the fiE{, if it is to be in keeping with the f:XEi, must always 
be a 8Effipdv. That is in a certain sense possible, and in a certain sense 
impossible. 

But this does not dispose of the task of delimitating cro<j>ia over and 
against <j>p6Vl)crt�. For <j>p6vl)crt� in itself claims to be the highest mode of 
human knowledge. 

§19. <Pp6vl)crt� as the proper possibility of man, and 
the rejection of <j>p6vl)crt� as "cro<j>ia" (Nic. Eth. VI, 7, part 2). 

The gravity of <j>p6Vl)O"t�. The ch:p6-ta'tOV aya8ov av8pffimvov 
as object of <j>p6vl)crt�. The &ptcr'tov ev 'tell KOO"f..lQ> as object of 
cro<j>ia. Predelineation of ontological superiority as criterion of 

the priority of cro<j>ia. 

<Pp6vl)crt� in itself claims, as we said, to be the highest mode of human 
knowledge, namely insofar as one can say that it is the gravest of all 
knowledge, since it is concerned with human existence itself; it is the 
cr7touoato'ta'tl) (d. 1141a21f.) . LO<j>ia may indeed deal with the 'ttf..ltcO'ta'ta 
(d. b3), the highest beings; but these beings are not ones that concern man 
in his existence. What concerns man is Dasein itself, the <h:p6'ta'tov aya8ov 
av8pffimvov, namely EUOatf..lOVta. And for this, <j>p6vl)crt� provides direction. 
<Pp6vl)crt� is supposed to render Dasein transparent in the accomplishment 
of those actions which lead man to the d> l;f]v .  If, accordingly, <j>p6vl)crt� is 
the gravest and most decisive knowledge, then that science which moves 
within the field of <j>p6vl)crt� will be the highest. And insofar as no man is 
alone, insofar as people are together, 7tOAt'ttiC1i (Nic. Eth. VI, 7, 1141a21) is 
the highest science. Accordingly, 7toAt'ttlCft E7tt<rnlf..ll1 is genuine cro<j>ia, and 
the 7tOAt'ttK6� is the true <j>tA6cro<j>o�; that is the conception of Plato. 

Nevertheless, one can ask whether this determination of <j>p6vl)crt� in 
relation to cro<j>ia is legitimate. Notice what Aristotle brings to the arena: 
the aya86v, as aya86v of human Dasein, as EUOatf..lOVia, is indeed an 
aKp6'ta'toV aya86v; it is that in which human Dasein attains its completion. 
But it is still an av8pffimvov aya86v, a determination of the Being of man, 
and as such is E'tEpov in opposition to the aya86v which, e.g., is that of a 
fish. According to the Being of the respective being, the aya86v, too, as 
'tEAo�, is in each case different. Furthermore, even the aya86v of individual 
human beings, in their possibility as Dasein, can in each case be different. 
I nsofar  as the aya86v can in each case be different, we have in this aya86v 
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an ontological determination of beings which can also be otherwise, not of 
ones that are fu:(. The Dasein of man is not something ordained to be ae(, 
whereas the AeUKOV or the eueu is 'tO au'tO fu:( (a24), "always identical." 
These are ontological determinations which always are what they are; there
fore they are aoc�>6v, an object of aoc�>ia. If we say that aoc�>fa is concerned 
with such beings, ones which are au•0 ffic!>EAtJ.lov, then there would be many 
aoc�>iat, one for man, one for animals, etc . The identification of c!>p6VTJat-; 
and aoc�>ia would be legitimate, provided man is apta'tov 1&v £v •0 KO<rl.lql 
(a21f.), i.e., provided he is, "of all the beings in the world, a being in the 
most proper sense." The question whether c!>p6vTJat-; itself is aoc�>fa must in 
principle be oriented toward beings which are the concern of both c!>p6vTJat-; 
and aoc�>ia; it must be oriented toward the aKp6'ta'tOV aya86v. £i 8' O'tl 
BEA'tl<r'tOV av8pcmw-; 'tWV UAAO)V l;cprov, ou8£v 8tac!>Ep£t (a33f.) .  "That man, 
compared to other living things, is the BeA.na'tov does not matter in the 
least. " For there are still other, much more divine beings £v •0 KO<rl.lql than 
human Dasein. Kat yap av8pffinou ana 1tOAU 9£tO't£pa 'ti)V c�>uatv (a34f.) .  
There are still 8£t6't£pa 'ti)v c!>'6atv-<\l'6at-; means here the same as ouafa
there are beings other than human Dasein which are still more properly 
present, considered in terms of their mode of presence. eeiov denotes here 
simply the higher mode of Being of a being. It has nothing to do with 
religion or God or Aristotle's religiosity. As an expression for the higher 
mode of Being, 8n6tepov has a purely and formally ontological sense. This 
becomes clear from what Aristotle offers as evidence for the "more divine" 
Being: c�>avEpcO'ta'ta £� rov 6 KO<rf.lo-; auvE<r'tTJKEV (cf. blf. ), of all the things 
which make up the "world," that which is the most revealed and wholly 
uncovered: oupav6-;, flA-w-;, aEAllVTJ, etc. To prove that Aristotle considered 
the sun a god might very well be difficult. EK 81) 'tWV EipTJf.I.EV(I)V 8flA.ov on 
1') aoc�>fa £a'tiv Kat £ma't111.1.11 Kat vou-; 1&v 'tll.ltffi't<hrov tfl c�>uan (b2f. ) .  <l>uat-; 
here means the same as oua{a. Loc!>ia concerns the 'ttf.ltcO'ta'ta tf1 c�>uaEt, i .e. ,  
that which, with regard to its mode of being present, has the priority and 
hence is what is most properly present. For Aristotle and the Greeks, as 
well as for the tradition, beings in the proper sense are what exists always, 
what is constantly already there. The Greeks made this clear to themselves; 
today it is simply believed. On the other hand, human Dasein, if it is an 
apta'tOV, is still not an apta'tOV U1tAW-;, i .e. c!>Ua£1, but only an apta'tOV 11:p0-; 
1'\1.1.&-;. Human Dasein is not ae(, always; the Being of man arises and passes 
away; it has its determinate time, its aiffiv. 

Now we can begin to see where lies the basis for the privilege of aoc�>fa 
over c!>p6vTJat-; . LOI!>fa has the priority in relation to beings in themselves, 
insofar as the beings with which it is concerned have for the Greeks onto
logica l pr ior i ty. Beings come i n to v iew on thl' basis of wha t in themselves 
they a l ways a l rl•ad y <Hl'. 
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Aristotle concludes the presentation of cro<)>{a, at 114lb3ff., with a revised 
enumeration of the qualities which characterize the autonomy of cro(jlia and 
their independent genesis in Dasein. Nevertheless the two modes of 
<iA.119£U£tv, <)>p6vllcrt<; and croq>ia, are distinguished not only in terms of their 
objects but also in their own proper structure. To see this, we need a closer 
examination of the structure of q>p6v11crt<; itself. 

§20. More radical conception of q>p6v11crtc;1 (Nic. Eth. VI, 8-9) . 

a) <l>p6Vllcrt<; as 1tpaK'ttKtl e�t<;2 (Nic. Eth. VI, 8). 

In order to see to what extent <)>p6vllcrt<; and cro<jlia are distinct in their 
structure, it is important to note that q>p6v11crt<; is an aA.118£U£tV, but one 
that is in itself related to 1tp&�tc;. "In itself" means the 7tp&�t<; is not some
thing which lies next to it, which comes afterward, like the epyov in the 
case of 'tEXVll, but instead each step of the aA.118£U£tV of q>p6v11crt<; is oriented 
toward the 1tpaK't6v. Accordingly, the mode of carrying out aA.118£U£lV in 
<jlp6v11crtc; is different than the one in cro<)>ia. Aristotle has explicated this 
connection in the last chapters of the sixth book of the Nicomachean Ethics, 
beginning with chapter 8. 

In this chapter, Aristotle shows that (jlp6Vllcrt<; is a 1tpaK'ttKll e�tc;. For that 
which <)>p6Vllcrt<; discloses is the 1tpaKtOV aya96v (1141b12). Thereby, the 
specific e�tc;-character of <)>p6Vllcrt<; is the EU j3ouA.Eua:::cr9at (blO) .  6 o' (mA.roc; 
£t)j3ouA.oc; 6 tou apicrtou av9pOl1t((l trov 1tpaK'tOOV O"'toxacrttKo<; Kata tOV 
A.oytcr1J.6V (b12ff. ) .  "The one who simply deliberates appropriately (whose 
deliberation and circumspection into the 'tEA.oc; pertain to the end and the 
finished product) is the one who uncovers the aptcrtov av9pffi1t((l, what is 
in itself best for man," and, specifically, the &:ptcrtov 'tOOV 1tpaK'tOOV, "what 
is best among the possible 1tpaK'ta." This is what bestows on man the 
EUOatiJ.OVta that is man's ou EV£Ka. Such disclosure of the &:ptcrtov av9pffi1t((l 
'tOOV 1tpaK'tOOV i s  the power o f  the cmA.roc; a:::uj3ouA.o<; b ecause he i s  
crtoxacrttK6<;, because he can "hit the mark," and specifically Kata tov 
A.oytcriJ.OV, "in deliberating on and discussing" human Dasein in the con
crete possibilities of its Being. ouo' EO"'ttV it (jlpOVllO"t<; 'tOOV Ka96A.ou IJ.OVOV 
(b14f.) .  Such disclosure of the &:ptcrtov, however, is not exclusively con
cerned to bring out in an altogether simple way, as it were, the outward 
look of the immediate mode of human Dasein; as such, the task of q>p6v11crt<; 
would not only be unaccomplished but would be fundamentally misun-

1 .  Title bast•d on Hcidcggcr. The manuscript says:  "To take �pOVTl<H<; itself more radically."  
2.  T i t ll' i n  l ll· idcggl•r's manuscr ipt .  
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derstood. The UATJ8EU£tv of <jlpOVTJcrtc; as such O£i Kat -ca Ka8' EKacr-ca 
yvropit;nv (b15) "must also disclose the concrete individual possibilities of 
the Being of Dasein." 1tpaKnK1) yap, iJ Of 1tpa;tc; 1t£pt -ca Ka8' EKacr-ca (b16). 
That is, the disclosure of lj>p6vT]crtc; is Of.!oMyroc; 6pe;n,3 it is carried out 
with a constant regard toward the situation of the acting being, of the one 
who is deciding here and now. On this basis, the meaning of the uya86v 
for human Dasein and the mode of dealing with it in A.Eynv are determined 
not just incidentally but according to their most proper sense: this uya86v 
is an UKp6-cawv. <l>pOVTJcrtc; is not a £;tc; f..l£1a Myou f.!OVOV (Nic. Eth. VI, 5, 

1140b28), it is not a mere discussing that proceeds for its own sake, but 
instead, already in every word, in every saying it utters, it speaks of the 
1tpaK-c6v and for the sake of the 1tpaK-c6v. iJ Of lj>p6VTJ<:rtc; 1tpaKnK'Il · fficr-c£ 
0£l af.!<jlro EXHV, ft -caU'CTJV f..lUAAOV (ibid., 8, 114lb21 f.) . "<l>pOVTJcrtc; must have 
both": UATJ8EU£tV and 1tp&;tc;, "or, rather, the latter still more." <l>pOVTJcrtc; 
dwells in 1tp&;tc; still more than in Myoc;. What is decisive in lj>p6VTJcrtc; is 
1tp&;tc;. In lj>p6VTJ<:rtc;, the 1tp&;tc; is upxi) and -ceA.oc;. In foresight toward a 
determinate action, lj>pOVTJcrtc; is carried out, and in the action itself it comes 
to its end. 

ElTJ ()' av -etc; Kat £v-cau8a UPXHEK'COVlKll (b22f.) .  And also here within 
the 1tpantK'Il there may exist a certain order of connection, a leading and 
a guiding, Insofar as the av8pro1toc; is the t;Q>ov 1tOAtnK6v, 1tpa;tc; is to be 
understood as a mode of being with others; and insofar as this is the -ceA.oc;, 
<jlpOVTJcrtc; is of the character of the 1toA.mK'11 .4 

Hence what is decisive for <jlpOVTJcrtc; is 1tp&;tc;. This gives rise to an 
essential distinction between <jlpOVTJcrtc; and £m<:r'ti)f.!TJ, one which concerns 
their genesis. Aristotle shows this in chapter 9.  

b) The mode of origin of lj>p6VTJOtc; and £mcr'ti)f.!TJ (Nic. Eth. 

VI, 9). <l>pOVTJcrtc;: e; EJl1tEtpiac; (life experience). 
Mathematics: ot' ulj>atpecrcroc;. 

<l>pOVTJcrtc; requires xpovoc;. Life experience is needed for the possibility of 
correct decisions but not for £mcr1itf..l11 · Thus it can happen that young 
people are already able to discover important things . Aristotle refers here 
to the mathematician, and Pascal would be an example for us. Mathematics 
is an autonomous crxoA.<it;£tV.5 Y£00f..l£1plKOt f..lfv VEOl Kat f.!aST]f.!a'ttKOl 
yivov-cat Kat cro<jlot -ca -cotau-ca ( 1142a12f.) .  Precisely in mathematics quite 
young people can already do research autonomously and in this regard can 

1 . l ' f. NiL 1 : 111 .  V I ,  2, l l 19,124ff. : toil Bt' rtpUK'ti KOlJ K<tl BHXVOll'ti KOll it aA.Jl(lEta 6!loMyw.:; 
i'xoucm •n •',pr�n •li ,·,pUJ) . 

4. l l l ' idl').l).l• •r  d i d  nol l ' l ,lbol'<l ll' fu r l lwr .  
!>. U. Ml '/ . I ,  I ,  11H i b2l l fl. 
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become cro<!Joi. The reason is that for mathematics no yvoocrtc; of the Ka8' 
EK<Xcr'ta is required, and that can only be gained in EJ.l1tEtpia, in life experi
ence. v£oc; o£ EJ.l1tEtpoc; OUK £crnv (a15) .  "Young people are not experienced 
in the factual conditions of human Dasein itself." 7tAfi8oc; yap xp6vou 1tot£i 
'tTJV EJ.l1tEtpiav (a15f.) . "Only through much time (through the many nows 
of the 'as soon as-then') is life experience possible."  This is reserved for the 
maturity of old age. In this way, 7tAfi8oc; xp6vou, much time, is required 
for <jlpOVTJcrtc;. Since it is 'tOOV Ka8' EK<X<T't<X (a14), <jlp6VTJcrtc; is in need of life 
experience. Therefore <jlpOVTJcrtc; is not properly an affair of young people. 
Young people can, on the other hand, as has been said, be cro<!Jol. 'ta 'tOta'fna, 
cro<!Joi with regard to mathematics. But there is a distinction between math
ematical and philosophical knowledge. Quite young people can have math
ematical knowledge but not philosophical knowledge. fi on 'ta J.lfV Ot' 
a<jlmp£cr£ffic; ecrnv, 'tOOV o' ai apxal. f.� EJ.l1tEtpiac; (a18f. ) .  "For mathematics 
is a knowledge which comes to pass by abstracting from beings"; i.e., that 
which is abstracted from, looked away from, namely concrete existence, is 
not further considered and determined. What is attended to is only the 'tt 
of the 1t€pac;, yp<XJ.lJ.lll, E1tt1t£Oov, etc. Mathematics does not have to concern 
itself with concrete existence in order to carry out the U<jlaip£crtc;. On the 
other hand, for cro<jlia it is necessary that the cro<jl6c;, or the <jlucrtK6c;, insofar 
as he is one who genuinely understands, gain f.� EJ.l1tEtpiac; that which he 
is trying to attain. It would be a misunderstanding to translate f.� EJ.l1tEtpiac; 
as "induction," as if what is at issue here were a matter of the generalization 
of single cases. Instead, f.� EJ.l1tEtpiac; is opposed to a<!Jaip£crtc;. And what is 
in this fashion opposed to a<jlaip£crtc; is precisely the exposition of the 
ultimate ontological foundations of the concrete beings themselves. This 
requires that one presentify the beings themselves in order to see their 
outward look, their dooc;, and to draw from them their apxai. But this calls 
for the knowledge and domination of the manifold of beings, and this 
manifold can be appropriated only in the course of time. Accordingly, even 
with regard to the mode of its origin, <!Jp6vTjcrtc; is different from emcr'tllJ.lTJ . 

What we have worked out up to now are merely preliminary distinctions. 
We will attain the essential distinctions only if we recall the guiding line 
employed for differentiating the various modes of aATj8£U£tv. Aristotle 
oriented the consideration in two directions: 1 .) what sort of beings are 
disclosed, are they a£i or EVOEXOJ.lEVov &lclcwc; £xnv, and 2.) to what extent 
can these beings be disclosed and preserved in their UPXll · 

In the meantime, what an apx11 as such is has become more transparent. 
The apx11 is that which already is, that from out of which every being is 
properly what it is. It is telling that, as regards every being which can also 
be otherw ise , the apx11-the always al ready-of <jlp6VTjcrtc; is anticipated in 
a 7tpo-o:fprmc;. 
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The question is to what extent the various modes of <XATJeeunv succeed in 
disclosing and preserving the being in its apxft, i.e., to what extent they 
succeed in grasping the being in its proper Being and at the same time, as 
E�tc;, succeed in holding fast to it. Aristotle discussed these matters first of all 
in regard to £mcr'tft�11 and 'tEXV11 · Texv11 anticipates in the d&>c; the apxft, the 
'tEAO<;, but it does not succeed in grasping it in the £pyov. Even in £mcr'tl)�l), 
no genuine grasping of the apxft takes place. What then is the case regarding 
the disclosure and preservation of the apxft in <J>p6vl)mc; and cro<j>ia? 

§2 1 .  Exposition of the further tasks: the relation of <J>p6vl)<Jt<; 
and of O'O<j>{a to the apxat . �o<j>ia: vouc; Kat E1ttO''tl)�l) . 

The task of the clarification of the pouM:umem of the 
mode of carrying out q,p6vl)mc;. 

We have seen that cro<j>ia is in a certain sense £mmft!J.l); it makes use of the 
apxai. But it is also vouc;. It is vouc; Kat E1ttO'nl!J.11 (1141al9f.) . It is precisely 
vouc; which, in the proper sense, aims at the apxai and discloses them. 
Now cro<j>ia is not pure voeiv. The voeiv operative in cro<j>{a is carried out 
by man within speech; cro<j>ia is IJ.E'ta Myou (Nic. Eth .  VI, 6, 1140b31ff.) . At 
the same time, cro<j>ia is not sheer otaAtyecrem but is in a certain sense voeiv. 
The voeiv of vouc; itself, however, would be aveu Myou . 

How do these connections lie in $p6vl)mc;? Can <!lp6vl)m<; disclose and 
preserve the apxft of the beings at which it aims? The analysis of the beings 
which are thematic in <J>pOVl)crt<; will be difficult because <J>p6vl)<Jt<; itself 
also belongs in a certain manner to those beings which are its theme. For 
the object of <J>p6vl)m<; is npa�t<;, the �wit of man, human Dasein itself. To 
action itself pertains deliberation, the becoming transparent of the acting 
itself. The transparency is not a mode of onlooking which considers disin
terestedly how the action could appear. <l>p6vl)mc; is included in its own 
theme; it itself occurs among the beings it is supposed to disclose. This is 
how the difficulty of the analyses of the beings which are thematic in 
<J>p6vl)mc; is first given, and it is not easy to presentify correctly the phe
nomenon of <J>p6vl)crtc; at one stroke. It will be shown that <J>p6vl)m<;, too, is 
vouc; and voeiv and is a genuine disclosure of the apxft . Since, however, 
the theme of <J>p6vl)crtc; is npa�tc;, beings which can be otherwise, and since, 
accordingly, even the apxai are ones that can be otherwise, the comport
ment to these beings will have a completely different structure than the 
comportment to the <lEi in croq,ia. Insofar as both, q,p6vl)crt<; and cro<j>ia, each 
in its own way, a rc vouc;, A ristotle recogn izes each of them as a peA.'ttO''tl) 
E�tc;. S ince both < Hl' placed on thl• same level,  it w i l l  be al l  the more difficult 
to d L•ci d L• to wha t l'X tL•n t  tlw om• h<l S  a priori ty owr the othL•r. 
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Up to now we have clarified the character of the UAT18euetv of <jlp6Vllcrt� 
in such a way that we have come to understand that <jlp6Vllcrt� is a E�t� 
1tpaKnK'll . What it discloses is from the very outset intended with regard to 
its being relevant to action. The mode of carrying out the disclosive appro
priation of the 1tp<XK't6v is �ouAc:uc:crem, circumspective self-debate. This 
�ouAc:uc:crem is lle'ta Myou and therefore is a /coyi�ecrem, a discussing. 
Insofar as �ouAc:uecrem is the way to carry out <jlp6v11crt�, the structure of 
the �ouAc:uecrem must make visible how <jlp6v11crt� grasps the apxai of the 
beings which are thematic in it, the apxai of human �w11 . Aristotle carries 
out the consideration by first asking what is correct �ouAc:uecrem. How does 
c:u�ou/cia look? &i 8£ Aa�c:iv Kat 1tept eu�ou/cia� 'tt £crnv (Nic. Eth. VI, 10, 
1142a32f.). With the structure of the c:u�ou/cia, i .e., with this mode of carrying 
out <jlp6V1lcrt�, the character of <jlp6Vllcrt� as UA118euetv first becomes visible 
and this even, and precisely, with regard to the disclosing of the apx11 . The 
second basic question will be: How does <jlp6v11crt� relate to vou� itself, if it, 
like cro<jlia, discloses the apx1l, i.e., has the character of vou�? From this point 
of departure we can understand vou�. The understanding of vou� on the 
basis of cro<jlia and <jlp6v11crt� is, in my view, the only way to gain a prelim
inary insight into the difficult phenomenon of vou�. 

§22 . Eu�ou/cia as the mode of carrying out <jlp6v11crt� 
(Nic. Eth. VI, 1 0). 

The mode of carrying out <jlp6Vllcrt� is �ouAc:uc:crem, which itself is a 
/coyi�ecrem, a discussion. To that extent <jlp6v11crt� is a E�t� ll£'ta Myou. The 
disclosure of <jlp6vllcrt� is carried out lle'ta Myou, in speech, in the discus
sion of something. It must be noted that /c6yo�, as it is in question here, is 
to be grasped as the asserting of something about something, as A£yc:w n 
Ka'ta nvo�. Insofar as something is asserted of a being within an intention 
to disclose it in this asserting, a 8taipc:crt� already resides there. Insofar as 
I assert something about something, the asserting has taken apart the being 
spoken of. Everything that is a theme of Myo� is, as such, a 8tmpet6v . On 
the other hand, a being, insofar as it is given only Ka86/cou, as a whole, in 
the way we encounter it immediately, is cruyKeXDilfVOV, intermingled, 
"poured together."1 To assert means to articulate what is spoken about. It 
is only on the basis of such 8taipc:crt� that crl)vSc:crt� follows, the cruveecrt� 
which is proper to Myo�. A6yo� is diairetic-synthetic. If now, on the other 
hand, <jlp6Vllcrt� is supposed to be a �C:A'ttcr'tl] E�t�, then it must grasp the 
apx1l of the beings which are its theme. An apx11 , however, especially if it 

I .  I'IHfS. I ,  I ,  I H4n21 ff. Cf. p. 60f. 
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is an ultimate, final apx'll , is itself no longer something we can speak of as 
something. The appropriate speaking of an apx'll cannot be carried out by 
A.6yoc;, insofar as the latter is a 8taipeatc;. An apx'll can only be grasped for 
itself and not as something else. The apx'll is an aotaiperov, something 
whose Being resists being taken apart. Accordingly, <jlp6VT]atc; includes the 
possibility of a sheer grasp of the apx'll as such, i.e., a mode of disclosure 
transcending A.6yoc;. Insofar as <jlp6VT]atc; is a �EA -ricr'LT] E�tc;, it must be more 
than mere A.6yoc;. That corresponds precisely to the position in which we 
left cro<jl{a. Lo<jlia is concerned with the apxai as such; thus there is alive 
in it something like pure VOelV. For an apx'll , which is an aOtatpE'tOV, is not 
disclosed in Mynv but in voE'iv.2 The question arises whether, in analogy 
with the way cro<jlia is vote; 1cai bttcr-r'll!!TJ, so also q,p6vl]atc; might include 
the possibility, beyond the Mynv and A.oyH;mem and yet in connection 
with them, of uncovering the apx'll as such and holding fast to it, i .e . ,  
whether there is in <jlpOVT]atc;, too, something like a pure vodv, a pure 
perceiving. 

a) The structure of the �ouA.Eumem. 

a) Structural analysis of action. The constitutive moments of 
action. APXll and t£A.oc; of action. Eunpa�ia and EU�ouA.ia. 

Our consideration will begin by presentifying the beings disclosed in 
<jlp6vT]crtc;. We cannot say: the beings thematic in <jlp6vT]atc;, as long as to be 
thematic means to be the object of a theoretical consideration. <l>p6VT]atc; 
has properly no theme, since it does not as such have in view the beings it 
discloses . The being disclosed by <jlp6VT]atc; is np&�tc;. In this resides human 
Dasein. For human Dasein is determined as npaKnK'll , or-to make the 
determination more complete-the l;m'll of man is determined as l;mT) 
npaK'ttKTJ !lE'ta A.6you (d. Nic. Eth. I, 7, 1098a3f. ) . 

In the case of a definite action, the question immediately arises as to that 
of which it is the action . Every action is action in relation to a determinate 
"of which. "  Since the l;mil npaK-rtK'll moves in each case within a definite 
surrounding world, this action is carried out under determined circum
stances. These circumstances characterize the situation in which Dasein at 
any time finds itself. Thus action itself is characterized by various mo
ments:3 

1 . )  that of which it is the action (o), 
2.) that which m us t  bt• taken up as ways and means and must already 

2. Cf. Met. IX, 1 0 . 
3. Nic. Eth. VI ,  1 0, I I .J2b2:l l t .  
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be available in order to act (8t' ou). For example, in order to please another 
with a gift, the object in question must be available. 

3.) the objects in question must be used in a determinate way (n<oc;); they 
must in general stand within a determinate possibility of use, such that I 
can freely dispose of them in my orientation toward what I intend in my 
action. 

4.) every action is carried out at a determinate time (O't£), and finally 
5.)  insofar as Dasein is determined as being with others, every action is 

carried out vis-a-vis one or another definite person. 
In this way, Dasein, as acting in each case now, is determined by its 

situation in the largest sense. This situation is in every case different. The 
circumstances, the givens, the times, and the people vary. The meaning of 
the action itself, i .e . ,  precisely what I want to do, varies as well .  

This entire context of acting Dasein, in its full situation, is to be disclosed 
by <j>p6vT]crtc;. It is precisely the achievement of <j>p6VT]crtc; to disclose the 
respective Dasein as acting now in the full situation within which it acts 
and in which it is in each case different. ct>p6VT]crtc;, however, is not at all 
like spectating the situation and the action; it is not an inventorization in 
the sense of a disinterested constatation, it is not a study of the situation in 
which I find myself. Even the moment of interest does not capture the sense 
of <jlp6vT]crtc;. But discussion does itself belong to the action in the full sense. 
From the apx11 on, from what I want to do, from my decision to act, all the 
way up to the completed action itself, <jlp6vT]mc; belongs intrinsically to the 
acting. In every step of the action, <jlp6vT]crtc; is co-constitutive. That means 
therefore that <j>p6vT]crtc; must make the action transparent from its apx11 up 
to its 'tEAO<;. For the action is a being that can in each case be otherwise; 
correspondingly, <jlp6VT]crtc; is co-present, such that it co-constitutes the 
npa�t<; itself. 

The apx11 of the action is the ou EVEK<X, the "for the sake of which"; this 
ou EVEK<X is at the beginning of the action the npompE'tOV, that which I 
anticipate in my choice. I am now supposed to make such and such happen 
for this or that person in such and such a way. In this npoaipEcrtc; what is 
anticipated is nothing else than the action itself. The apx11 with which 
<j>p6vT]crtc; has to do is the action itself. And the 'tEA.oc; which is taken into 
consideration in <jlp6VT]crtc; is the action itself, namely the action carried out. 
We have here in <jlp6VT]crtc; a comportment analogous to that of 'tEXVTJ, 
insofar as the 'tEXVi'tT]c; in a certain manner anticipates the d8oc; of the house . 
But in the case of 'tEXVTJ the 'tEA.oc; is not the architect himself; the 't£A.oc; is 
for the architect himself and as such napa. As architect, he precisely does 
not have the 'tEA.oc; at his disposal. The 'tEAO<; as £pyov falls outside of 'tEXVTJ . 
On the other hand, in <j>p6vT]crtc; the action itself is anticipated; and the 'tEA.oc; 
of the action is noth ing else than the action itself, to which <jlp6vT]crtc; belongs 
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as 7tpoaipE<nc;. This entire connection from the apxr1 up to the 'tEAoc; is 
nothing else than the full Being of the action itself. This full Being of the 
action is supposed to be uncovered through <!JpovT)<nc;. 

If we now follow the structure of <!JpovT)<nc; from its first beginning, this 
is the connection: the action, as that in favor of which I have resolved, is 
indeed anticipated; but in the anticipation, in the apxfl, the circumstances 
are characteristically not given, nor is that which belongs to the carrying 
out of the action. Rather, precisely out of the constant regard toward that 
which I have resolved, the situation should become transparent. From the 
point of view of the 7tpompE'tOV, the concrete situation of the action is still 
a sll'tOUf.lEVOV, it is covered over. In Metaphysics VII, chapter 13, Aristotle 
calls the sll'tOUf.lEVOV a Aaveavov (1041a32); that which is sought is still 
hidden. Therefore the task is to uncover, on the basis of a regard toward 
the apxr1 of the action, the concrete situation, which is at first hidden, and 
in that way to make the action itself transparent. This uncovering of the 
hidden, in the sense of making transparent the action itself, is an affair of 
<!Jp6VT)<Ht;. 

But now the 'tEAOt; of the action is the action itself, and specifically it is 
the E't>7tpa�ia. The concern is not that something should come to pass in 
general, but instead the concern is that the action comes to pass in the 
correct way, so that it attains its end in what it can be. Now insofar as 
<!JpovT)<nc; belongs co-constitutively to 7tpa�tc;, <!Jp6vT)<nc;, too, must have, in 
being carried out, the character of the EU . The how of the deliberation, 
A.oyit;£cr8m, is determined by the character of the action itself. This 
A.oyit;mem, the discussing and thorough deliberation, which is the path on 
which <!Jp6vT)<nc; discloses the situation of the action, is also called 
�ouA.tumem . This �ouA.tumem is the way <!JpovT)crtc; is carried out. Accord
ingly, the �ouA.tumem must have the character of the Eu; if the 'tEAoc; of 
the 7tpa�tc; is indeed to be the £U7tp<X�ia, the �ouA£uEcr8m must be charac
terized by EU�ouA.ia. As Eu�ouA.ia, <!JpovT)Olt; is genuinely what it is. The 
question of the structure of <!Jp6VT)crtt; is hence concentrated on the question 
of what EU�ouA.ia is, i .e ., the correct deliberation on action, from its apxr1 
to its 'tEAOc;, its last reach. 

�) Eu�ouA.ia as genuine <!Jp6vT)mc;. The correctness (6p86'tT)c;) 
of the EU�ouA.ia. The resolution (�ouA.r1) .  The �ouA.tumem as 

cruA.A.oyit;£cr8m. The opeoc; Myoc;. 

This �OUA£U£cr8m is not a considering in the sense of a mere description of 
something present but instead is a considering of something sought, some
th ing not yet presen t, something still to be uncovered. 'tO yap �ouA.tumem 
sll'tflV 'tl f<J'ttV (Nic. £th. VI ,  10, 1 1 42a31 f. ) .  The cha racter of the Sll'tEtV must 
bL' kl•pt in m i nd from th e Vl'ry ou tsl't .  Thl' sll'tftV d oL'S not movl' as bl ind 
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trial and error but is a being underway which from the very outset has an 
orientation: 1 . )  whence, i .e., from the upxii, and 2.) whither, i .e., toward the 
'tEAoc;. These are merely two different determinations of the one 7tpal;tc; 
itself. In the constant looking upon the upxii , the discussion and thorough 
deliberation about the situation are a movement toward the 'tEA.oc;. The 
'tEAoc; is the action itself, the action as achieved, carried out. This implies 
that the �ouA£u£cr9a.t has a direction; it is in itself directed upon something, 
and specifically such that in a certain sense from the very beginning the 
orientation is constantly toward the anticipated, the action. BouA£u£cr9a.t 
as such includes the structural moment of directedness. Insofar as the 
�ouA.Eumem is to be directed ED (in the right way), the ED belongs to the 
carrying out of the �ouA£u£cr9a.t itself. The being directed in the right 
way-Eu-is the correctness, 6p96TIJc;, of the acting, which in a certain sense 
maintains the direction which is predelineated by the upxii and the 'tEAoc; 
of the acting: oflA.ov em 6p96'tl)c; 'ttc; ll Eu�ouA.ia. EO"'ttv (1142b8f.) .  The 
elaborated correctness of the concrete action is the 6p96TIJc; �ouA.flc;. �ouA.ij 
is the decision, the resolution. uA.A.' 6p96TIJc; ric; EO"'ttv 11 Eu�ouA.ia. �ouA.flc; 
(b16) .  The elaboration of the concrete situation aims at making available 
the correct resoluteness as the transparency of the action. And insofar as 
this resoluteness is in fact appropriated and carried out, i .e. , insofar as I am 
resolved, the action is present in its final possibility. The directed disclosure 
of the full situation terminates in genuine resoluteness toward something, 
venturing upon the action itself. 

This �ouA.Eumem, the thorough deliberation, is carried out as A.oyit;mem 
in such a way that a nexus of speaking is alive, a speaking-together, 
cruA.A.oyit;mem, cruA.A.oytcr!l6c;, extrinsically called "conclusion."4 Every 
course of demonstration has a consequent, O"D!l7tEpa.crlla.. The consequent 
of the �ouA.Eumem is the action itself; it is not some sort of proposition or 
cognition but is the bursting forth of the acting person as such. This shows 
how in <\lp6vl)mc; the £pyov is also included and for its part belongs to the 
Being of the acting person. On the basis of this foundational structure we 
can now understand what has constantly been so difficult to interpret, 
namely the expression opeoc; A.6yoc;.5 This concept has generated a veritable 
history of nonsense. From what I have said you will understand without 
further ado what is at issue here. A6yoc; means discussion, not reason. 
"Ope6c; is nothing else than op96'tl)c; �ouA.flc;, the correctness which has its 
structure in the peculiar character of the directedness of <\lp6vl)mc;. This 
directedness rests on the fact that in the case of 7tpal;tc; the A.6yoc; belongs 

4. Nic. Eth. VI, 13, 1 144a3lff.: oi yap cmAA.oytcr�to1. t!i>V npa.Ktrov fl.p:x,l)v £:x,ontc; Eicrtv, tnnoi') 
tot6v& to teA.oc; Ka.l to O.ptcrtov. 

5. Inter a 1 i ,1 ,  Nic. Eth. VI, 1 ,  1 1 38b29. 
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intrinsically to the action; the A6yoc; is O!JOA6ywc; 'tfl 6p£�£t.6 The 1tpoaip£crtc; 
is in itself cStaVOTJtt1Cll ; i.e., cSuivota is in itself 1tpoatp£tt1Cll . 8taVOTJ'tlKll 
1tpoaip£crtt; and 1tpoatp£ttKil 8uivota7 designate the same phenomenon, 
namely action transparent to itself. 

I have characterized for you thus far only the general structure of 

£uj3ouAia as the way <jlp6VTJcrtc; is carried out.  We must now pursue this 
structure more closely as well as the way Aristotle, purely phenomenolog
ically, works his way to it. Aristotle elaborates the structure of Eu�oulc{a in 

such a manner that he makes it visible in delimitation against other possible 
modes of disclosure . This is the method he usually favors. 

b) Delimitation of EU�oulcia against other modes of 
UATJ8EU£lV. Knowledge (E1tl<Jtll!lTJ), sureness of aim 

(Eucrtoxia), presence of mind (ayxivota), opinion (86�a). 

What then is Eu�oulc{a? First of all, is it perhaps something like E1tl<Jtll!lTJ? 
Does it have the character of knowledge? Em<Jtll!lTJ !JEV 81) ouK ecrttv (ou 
yap �TJtoucrt 1t£pt ffiv tcramv, i] 8' EU�oulcia j3oulc1l nc;, 6 8£ �ouA£u6!l£voc; 
�TJtE'i Kat lcoyi�Etat) (a34ff. ) .  Eu�oulc{a cannot be an £mcrt1l!JTJ, because 
£m<Jtll!lTJ means knowledge. In knowing, I have a determinate being, as 
already uncovered, present to me. In E1tl<Jtll!lTJ the �TJ'tEtV comes to an end. 
In knowledge, there is no seeking; instead, there is an already having found. 
Accordingly, EU�oulcia cannot be interpreted as E1tl<Jtll!lll · 

Secondly, we might wonder whether £Uj3ouA{a is something l ike 
cucrtoxia, sureness of aim, the possibility of correct deliberation in the sense 
of a quality many people have as regards action, namely to hit instinctively 
the decisive circumstance and the correct moment: the sureness of instinct. 
alclca !lTJV oU8' cucr-roxia. av£u t£ yap Myou Kat taxu n i] Eucr-roxia, 
�ouAEUOV'tat 8£ 1tOAUV XPOVOV, Kat <jlacri 1tpc:itt£1V !JEV &iv taxu ta 
�oulc£u8£vm, �ouA£um8at 8£ �pa8£wc; (b2 ff . ) .  Eu�oulcia c annot be  
EU<Jtoxia. For EU�oulcia requires Myoc;, actual discussion . In instinctual 
certitude, I simply act, without genuine discussion. Furthermore, in 
EU<Jtoxia, the acting is characterized by the taxu; it happens in an instant. 
On the other hand, �ouA£u£cr8at needs 1tolcuv xp6vov. Versus precipitous 
action, correct deliberation takes time. Eu�oulcia is deliberating well and 
slowly and acting resolutely, but it is not deliberating in such a way that 
everything is left to the future. Insofar as EU<Jtoxia lacks the moment of 

h. Nic. 1:1/t. V I ,  2, 1 1 34a24ff. : 'tOU lit' npaK"'tlK"O\J 1\(d litaVOfl'tli\OU li aA.1)6fl(l OI.IOAOYW<;EXOU<la 
tJi t'lpf�n tJ) ,·,p6fi .  

7. h4f. : i\ llj)f l<."tt l<."l)<; vo\J<; 1i npou(prm.; 11 i'lpr�t.; OUlVOll tt 11:1j .  
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"A6yoC; and the moment of the 1tOAUC; xpoVOC;, it cannot be considered 
eu�ou"Aia. 

The third phenomenon is ayxivma (b5),  a VOEtV which is UYXt, close by 
something, and which we might translate as "presence of mind," the ability 
to survey a situation quickly. £crnv 8£ eucr·wxia 'ttC; 1') ayxivota (b6) .  
1\yxivota has a certain affinity with eucr·toxia, although ayxivota expresses 
more the momentary, the capacity to survey a situation in an instant, 
whereas instinctual certitude consists more in proceeding with certainty by 
examining things step by step. 1\yxivota is out of the question as an inter
pretation of EU�ou"Aia. 

The fourth phenomenon against which EU�ou"Aia is to be delimited is 
M�a, precisely because M�a, being of an opinion, in fact has in its structure 
an 6p86'nK An opinion is directed to something. In the opinion I have, I 
maintain that something is such and such. Opinion, according to its very 
sense, contains an orientation toward beings as they would show them
selves to a correct investigation and examination. Insofar as M�a has an 
6p86TI]C;, one might think that EU�ou"Aia is a 8o�a�ttv. This is impossible, 
however. ou8£ or) M�a 1') eu�ou"Aia ou8qtia . . . .  M�l1C; 8' 6p86TI]C; a"A'Il 8tta 
(1142b6ff.) . "Eu�ou"Aia cannot be a M�a, because the 6p86TI]C; of M�a is 
directed to a"A'Il8eta," whereas EU�ou"Aia is directed to �ou"A'Il, being re
solved. Eu�ou"Aia is not directed toward truth or falsity but primarily and 
exclusively toward being resolved. Furthermore, M�a is constituted in such 
a remarkable fashion that, although it does indeed have an 6p86TI]C;, it is 
still not a �rrceiv . Kat yap , M�a ou �ll'tT]O'tC; a"A"Aa <jlcXO'lC; 'ttC; 'Ti8l1, 6 8£ 
�OUAEUOJ..leVOC;, rav 't£ EU rav 't£ KaK&C; �OUAEUl'l'tat, �l'l'tet n Kai "Aoyi�e'tat 
(b13ff.) .  do�a is not a seeking but instead is something one has. In having 
an opinion there resides already a certain <jlcimC;: I am of the opinion that 
such and such is the case. I am not seeking. Finally, M�a is indeed con
cerned with what can also be otherwise, the cruyK£tj..l£vov, and to that extent 
it is, like �ou"Aeum8at, a Af.yetv, an asserting of something about something, 
a 8tavo£tv, a taking apart. Because it is such a separating "A6yoC;, M�a can, 
it seems, be true or false. In fact, however, it is neither true nor false but is 
instead directed to the a"A118EC;. Likewise, �ou"Aeum8at, too, can be one or 
the other: it can be KaK&C; or eu; it can fail, a!J.aptav£tv, or hit the mark. 
What is essential, however, is that �ou"Aeuecr8at is in general directed to 
something, and precisely not to the UAl18EC; but, as we said, to the �ou"A'Il,  
the being resolved. Nor i s  this 6p86tl1C; the one of  f1ttO''tll!ll'l · For f1ttO'tll!ll1 
has no 6p86TI]C; at all, just as it also has no a!J.aptia. It is rather an already 
complete E�tC;; it is not merely underway to something. 

Through this delimitation, Aristotle makes visible the phenomenon of 
£U�ou"Aia. The four different possibilities against which it is delimited have 
not been conceived apriori; on the contrary, they emerge, in considering 
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the phenomenon of n)�ouA.ia, out of the affinity of the phenomena them
selves. Yet, what, within ru�ouA.ia, the 6p86n1c; itself is remains to be 
clarified. 

c) The 6p86'tllc; of ru�ouA.ia. Being persistently 
directed to the aya86v. 

E1t£t o' 1i 6p86tT]c; 7tA.tovax&c;, oflA.ov on ou 1t<icra (b1 7f.) . There are different 
conceptions of the 6p86'tllc;; not every one of them, however, touches the 
6p86tT]c; of ru�ouA.ia. Thus the task arises of determining in what precise 
sense the 6p86'tllc; of ru�ouA.ia is 6p86'tllc;. Aristotle characterizes it in its 
various moments by means of a delimitation against the different concep
tions. 6 yap aKpan'\c; Kat 6 <j>auA.oc; ou 7tpO'ti8£'tat 'tUXEtV EK 'tOU AO')'tO"J.l.OU 
't£U�£'tat, &cr't£ 6p9&c; EO"'tat �E�OUAEUJ.levoc;, KaKOV oe J.leya dAT]<j>&c; 
(bl8ff. ) .  Someone who is driven by passions or who is in a bad mood can 
be resolved toward something KaK6v.  Then the apx'll of the action, the goal 
anticipated in the 7tpoaiprcrtc;, is KaK6v, and thus the whole action is mis
guided. Nevertheless, while aiming at this KaK6v the discussion of the 
concrete situation may be a ru A.oyil;rcr9at and correspond precisely to the 
KaK6v posited in the resolution. Then the PouA£urcr9at is indeed 6pe&c;, it 
measures up completely to the 6pe6'tllc; �ouA.flc;. Nevertheless, the 't£A.oc;, 
the end of such a deliberation, namely, the action itself, is KaK6v, and is 
this although nothing can be objected against the <j>p6vT]crtc; itself as regards 
the mode in which it has formally been carried out. Yet the 6p96'tT]<; of 
ru�ouA.ia is supposed to go precisely toward constituting the ayae6v of an 
action. Thus the 6p86'tllc; of the �ouA.tuccreat whose 't£A.oc; is the KaK6v 
cannot be considered the 6p86'tllc; of ru�ouA.ia. 

Conversely, it may be that the 't£A.oc; is a genuine aya96v but that the 
deliberation is inappropriate, that the cruA.A.oytcrJ.1.6c; is '!f£Uo1lc;, one in which 
I am deceived . aA.A.' ecrnv Kat 'tOU'tOU '!fEUOEl cruA.A.oytcrJ.lcp 'tUXEtV, Kat 0 J.l.EV 
od 7tatfJcrat 'tUXElV, ot' ou o£ ou, aAA.a '!fEUOll 'tOV J.1.€crov opov ctvat· rocr't£ 
ouo' au'tll 1t00 ru�ouA.ia, Kaf)' i)v ou od J.l.EV myxavtt, ou J.1.€V't0t ot' ou EOEt 
(b22ff.) . Thus it may be that the cruA.A.oytcrJ.1.6c; or the J.1.€croc; opoc; is '!f£Uo1lc;, 
that it distorts the circumstances, the means, and the ways, that it does not 
provide me with them as they should be in relation to the 7tpoatpE'tOV. 
Accordingly, it is part of ru�ouA.ia not only to posit the 't£A.oc; as aya96v 
but to be aya96v in each of its steps. In every step the ru�ouA.ia must be 
directed in such a way that it has the aya96v in view and discusses all the 
circumstances and occasions with regard to it. The 6p96'tllc; of ru�ouA.ia 
can be considered only as ayaeou 'tEUK'ttK'll . li yap 'totaU'tT] 6p96'tllc; �ouA.flc; 
rupouA.ia, 1'1 aya9ou 'tfUK'ttKll (b21 f. ) .  Even time as such, whether one 
dl•l ibl•ra tl'S lonH or bril•fly, is not a d ist inHuish inH m a rk of thl• <'lp86'tllc; of 
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eu�ouA.ta; what matters is simply that the time of the action be aya86v. 
Insofar as the 6p86'tr1<; euj3ouA.tac; is aya8ou 't£UK'ttKJ1 in each of its steps, 
it is 6p86'tllc; ll l<:a'ta 'tO w<j>£AtJ.l.OV, Kat ou 8ei Kat &c; Kat O'tE (b27f. ) .  It is 
correctness with regard to what matters for the carrying out of the 
npoatpE'tOV aya86v, which is more precisely determined as: 1 .) ou &i, 2.) 
we;, and 3 . )  O't£, i .e., what it needs, how it is used, and when. All these 
moments must have the character of aya86v. E'tt E<J'ttV Kat cmA.&c; eu 
j3e�ouA.Eucr8at Kat npoc; 'tt 'tEAoc;. ft J.l.EV 8it cmA.&c; il npoc; 'tO 'tEAO<; 'tO cmA.&c; 
Ka'topeoucra, 'tt<; 8E il npoc; n 't£A.oc; (b28f.) .  Eu�ouA.ia itself can be carried 
out either as a discussion which is related straightforwardly to the aya86v 
or as a discussion that is npoc; 'tl 't£A.oc;, i .e., related to a determinate 't£A.oc;, 
thus to a 'teA.oc; which again is np6c; 'tt, related to another one. 

Aristotle concludes by determining eu�ouA.ta in this way: d 81't 'tWV 
<j>povtJ.lffiV 'tO eu �e�ouA£ucr8at, ll eu�ouA.ta EiT) av 6p86'tllc; ll Ka'ta 'tO 
cruj..t<j>£pov npoc; 'tO 't£A.oc;, ou ll <j>p6vT)crtc; aA.TJSitc; un6ATJ\jft<; E<J'ttv (b31 ff.) .  
"Eu�ouA.ia is correctness in relation t o  what contributes to the end," i.e., 
contributes to the way of bringing an action to its end. The 'tEA.oc; itself is 
for its part anticipated in <j>p6vT)crtc;. <I>p6vT)crtc; is U1tOATJ\jft<; UATJ81'tc; 'tOU 
'tEA.ouc; . 'Yn6ATJ\jft<; is related to unoA.aJ.lj3avetv, to anticipate, grasp in ad
vance. 'Yn6 is often used in fundamental concepts: e.g., unoKEtJ.l.EVOV (trans
lated in Latin as sub-stantia), unollfvov, unapxov . These are expressions 
which indicate that something is already there at the outset: unoKEtJ.l.EVOV, 
the substratum; U1tOJ.lfVOV, that which always remains there; umipxov, that 
which is already there from the very outset in such a way that it dominates. 
'Ynapxnv applies to the Being of the <iPXrl · <I>p6vT)crtc; is un6A.TJ\jft<; aA.TJSitc; 
'tOU 't£A.ouc;, "that which from the very outset grasps the 't£A.oc;" in such a 
way that this 'tEA.oc; is un6, in advance of everything, already there. And 
eu�ouA.ia, insofar as it is 6p86'tT)<; 1'1 Ka'ta 'tO <lUJ.l<j>Epov npoc; 'tO 'tfAO<;, is 
nothing else than the concrete mode of carrying out <j>p6vT)crtc;. 

<I>p6vT)crtc; itself, however, insofar as it is a constitutive moment of npa�tc;, 
is explicitly related to beings that can also be otherwise. Every possible 
object of an action is a being that has the character of momentariness, 
specifically in the sense of the £crxa•ov. The npaK't6v is ultimately an 
£crxa'tov. We have to understand more precisely what is meant by saying 
that <j>p6vT)crtc; must be familiar with the £crxa'ta. It will tum out that they 
are matters for voile;. 
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§23. ci>p6v11crt� and vou�1 (Nic . Eth. VI, 12) .  

a) Nouc; in cro<j>ia and in <j>p6v11m<;. The double direction of 
vouc;. I:o<1Jia: vouc; � 1tpo:rm; <1Jp6v11crt�: vouc; � £crxa·m. The 

practical syllogism. Practical vouc; as atcre11crtc;. 

EO''ttV o£ 'tO)V 1<a9' EKaO''ta Kat 'tO)V £crx<i'twv a7taV'ta 'ta 7tpaK'ta · Kat yap 
'tOY <1Jp6vtllov o£1 ytw.OcrKnv mha (Nic. Eth. VI, 12, 1 143a32ff. ) .  "Ecrxa'tov 
literally means the outermost limit, and here more precisely it refers to the 
outermost limit of A.oyi�ecr9at, hence that in which discussion comes to an 
end, where in a certain sense it stands still. In Book VII of his Metaphysics, 
within a determination of 7tOt11crt<; in the broadest sense, which includes 
1tpa�t<;, Aristotle offers a brief illustration of the £crxa'tov, and we can carry 
it over without further ado to 7tpa�t<; . He describes there a deliberation 
within 'tEXV11, the Otavoeiv of the ia'tp6c;. y{yvE'tat OTJ 'tO uyt£<; vo1lcravwc; 
OU't(l)<;· E7tEtOTJ 'tOOt uyina, avayK, , Ei UytE<; EO''tat, 'tOOt U7tap�m, OtOV 
OllaAO'tll'ta, Ei 0£ 'tOU'tO, 9Ep!l0'!11'ta· Kat oihwc; ad vod, f(l)<; av ayayn Ei� 
'tOU'tO 0 aU'tO<; ouva'tat £crxa'tOV 7t0t£iv. eha ll011 1i U1t0 'tO'I)'tOU KlVllO'l<; 
1t0l110't<; KaA.Ehm, 1i E7tt 'tO uytaivEtV (Met. VII, 7, 1032b5ff.) .  "Since such 
and such is the healthy state of a man or of an organ in question, then, 
insofar as the man or the organ is to become healthy, this and that must 
be present at the outset; and if this and that must be at hand, then so must 
these others, etc . And in this way the ia'tp6<; keeps on deliberating until 
he leads the deliberation and himself to that which he himself can do as 
the outermost, i .e., to the point at which he can intervene with a treat
ment ."2 The £crxa'tov is that moment of the Being of concrete beings with 
which the intervention of the doctor begins, and, conversely, it is that at 
which the deliberation and discussion come to a standstill . Then the fur
ther procedure will only be 1tOt11crt<;, the treatment itself. The EO'XU'tOV is 
the outermost limit of the deliberation and in that way is the presentifying 
of the state of affairs with which the action begins. 

We have seen that Aristotle calls even the 1tpaK'tCt EO'Xa'ta. How are these 
£crxa'ta themselves grasped in the deliberation of <1Jp6v11crt<;? To what 
extent does there reside in <1Jp6v11crt<;, as a A.oyi�ecrem, a grasping of beings, 
one which, as a grasping, transcends A.6yoc;? To what extent is there in 
<l>P6V11crt<; vouc;, voeiv? Aristotle brings out this phenomenon by means of 
a comparison with cro<1>ia. Kal 6 vouc; 'tWV EQ'XU'twv £1t' U!l<l>O'tEpa· Kal yap 
'tWV 7tpW't(I)V opwv Kat 'tWV EO'XU't(I)V vou� EO''tt Kat ou A6yoc; (Nic. Eth. VI, 
1 2, 1143a35ff.) .  The straightforward discernment of the EO'Xa'ta is possible 

I .  T i l l l' in l l l' id PggPr's m.m u scrip t .  
2 .  l lt > i tkggt•r's p.u.t phr,t s i n g  l r,msl .t l iPn .  
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from two sides; vou<; can, in a double direction, grasp what is outermost. 
Nou<; is related to the 1tpo:rtot opot, to the first demarcations, to the apxa( 
pure and simple, to the ultimate elements of that which always is, as well 
as to the outermost in the sense of the momentary individual this-there. 
The latter is no longer a matter for discourse but instead is grasped simply 
in VOElV. 

Aristotle then determines both these possibilities more precisely: Kat 6 
f!EV Ka'ta 'tac; U1t00El�Et<; 'tOOV UKlVll'tffiV opmv Kat 1tp0l't(l)V, 6 o' EV 'tate; 
1tpaK'ttKatc; 'tou £crxa'tou Kat f.voexo!lfvou Kat rf!c; E'tepac; 1tpo'ta<J£ffi<; 
(1143blff. ) .  This is the first possibility: voetv concerns the last outcomes of 
a1t60£t�t<;, the theoretical demonstration of the aKtVT\'ta, of beings which 
are not in motion. Here nothing else is meant than the apxa(, which are 
objects of crocjl(a. The other possibility is the counter direction to this voetv . 
The text has been transmitted:  f.v 'tate; 1tpaK'ttKai<;, with U1tOOEi�E<JtV un
derstood.  Victorius writes instead: f.v 'tote; 1tpaK'ttKotc;, with A6yotc; under
stood.3 Within these 1tpaK'ttKot A6yot there is also a voeiv. And here the 
voeiv is concerned with the £crxa'tov . "Ecrxa'tov is the counter-concept to 
what was called 1tp&'tov in the case of a1t60£t�tc;. To the UKlVT\'tOV, the ad, 
corresponds the EVOEXOflEVOV. The straightforward grasping in voEiv relates 
here to an E<JXa'tOV which at every moment is always different. 

And the grasping in voetv relates, as Aristotle says, "to the other prem
ise," E'tepa 1tp6'tamc; (cf. b3) . "Premise," 1tp6'tamc;, is here understood in a 
broad sense as that which is posited in advance, that which stands before 
the consequent. Such 1tpo'ta<J£t<; do not only occur in the a1tooei�Et<; of the 
f.mo'tilf!at . For example, in public rhetoric the 1tpO'taoetc; are the £voo�a, 
the opinions which have prestige. Keep in mind that in this context, dem
onstration, in the sense of the E1tt<JTIJflat, as well as A.oyi�weat, in the sense 
of circumspective discussion, have the structure of ouA.A.oytof!6c; . BouAEUE<J
Sat is placed structurally in a ouAA.oyt<Jf!6c;. <l>p6V11<Jt<; begins with a 
1tpoaipeotc;: for the sake of this, for the sake of an aya86v (whichever one 
it may be), such and such is to be done. That is the first premise. And now 
the circumstances and the situation of the action are such and such. That 
is the second premise. The consequent is: hence I will act in such and such 
a way. The first premise concerns the grasping of the ou EVEKa, which is 
an EVOEXOf!Evov. The second premise concerns the finding of the £oxa'tov, 
the outermost point, at which the A.oyi�E<J8at comes to a halt. Now Aristotle 
says: 'tOU't(l)V ouv EXEtV oEi ato8TJ<JtV, aU'tTJ o' E<J'tt vouc; (1143b5). "What is 
needed now is ato8T\<Jt<;, straightforward perception."  In the deliberation 

3. Susemihl, whose edition Heidegger cites, refers in his critical apparatus to the "codices 
Victori" for the reading tv 1:oic; 7tpO'.K't:lKoic;. Victorius himself, however, in his edition of 1584 
(Petri Victorii co/1/ llll'llfarii in X libros Aristotelis De Moribus ad Nicomachum. Florentiae ex officina 
i l l l lrfnnt lll l !ili4.) ,  has in the main text tv ta.ic; 7tpO'.KtlKO'.ic;. 
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over the situation in which I am to act, I finally touch upon the straight
forward grasping of the determinate states of affairs on hand, the determi
nate circumstances, and the determinate time. All deliberating ends in an 
atcrSrtcrtc;. This straightforward perceiving within <1Jp6vT]crtc; is voile;. Aris
totle explicates the character of this atcr8T]crtc; in the same book of the 
Nicomachean Ethics, chapter 9 .  

b) Practical voile; and atcrSrtmc; (Nic. Eth. VI, 9,  III, 5) .  
Atcre11crtc; as the grasping of the i:crxata. Comparison with 

uvaA.umc; in geometry. Modes of atcr811crtc;. Geometrical and 
practical atcr8rJcrtc;. 

6 J.!EV yap voile; 'tO)V oprov, ffiv OUK Ecrnv Myoc;, ft o£ 'tOil ecrxatou, ou OUK 
i:crnv emcr'tllJ.lll uAA.' atcr8rJcrtc;, oux' i] t&v io(rov, uU' ot� aicr8av6J.!£8a on 
'tO ev 'tote; Jla811Jla'tlKOtc; i:crxa'tOV 'tp(yrovov · cr'tllcrnat yap l(Ul(ft (Nic. Eth. 
VI, 9, 1142a25ff. ) .  In <1Jp6V1lcrtc;, the states of affairs are grasped purely, as 
they show themselves. Such grasping is a matter of perception, atcr811mc;. 
This perception, however, does not relate to the specific objects of perceiv
ing in the strictest sense, to the iota of aicr811crtc;. In Book II, chapter 6, of 
the De Anima, Aristotle explains what these iota aicr8rJ-ta are :  Myro o' towv 
J.!EV o J.!Tt £vo£xrtat £t£pc;x aicr81lcrEt aicr8avecr8at Kal 7trp\ o J.!Tt £v8£xrtat 
u7ta't118fJvat (418allf.) .  The iota aicr8rJ-t6. are the objects that correspond 
respectively to seeing, hearing, smelling, etc .  The tOtoV of seeing is color, of 
hearing tone, etc. These iota are U£\ UA118il for the corresponding 
aicr91lcrnc;. Aristotle distinguishes these iota aicr8rJ-ta from the Kotva 
aicr8rJ-ta. The latter are Kotva 1tacratc; (al9), objects of perception which are 
common to all aicr91lcrnc;, as, e.g., crxfJJ.la and J.!Eyr9oc;, which can be per
ceived by various aicr91lcrnc;. 

Concerning now <1>p6v11mc; and the straightforward grasping of the 
i:crxatov, where 7tp&�tc; intervenes, there it is a matter not of such an 
atcrSrtmc;, i .e. ,  one which is t&v io(rov, but of atcrSrtmc; in the broadest sense 
of the word, as it is commonly given in everyday existence. In atcr9T]crtc; I 
see states of affairs as a whole, whole streets, houses, trees, people, and 
precisely in such a way that this atcre11crtc; at the same time has the character 
of a simple constatation. It is a matter of an atcr911crtc; such as the one with 
whose help we perceive on 'tO EV 'toic; Jla8rJJ.lanKotc; i:crxatov tp(yrovov 
(Nic. Eth. VI, 9, 1142a28f.), an atcre11mc; such as the one which, for example, 
plays a fundamental role in geometry, where it grasps the i:crxatov of 
geometry: tpiyrovov. It must be noted here that in Greek geometry the 
triangle is the ultimate, most elementary plane figure, which emerges out 
of the polygon by means of a Otaypa<1Jrtv, "writing through." �taypa<1Jrtv 
ana lyzes thl' polygons unt i l  tlwy a rc ta ken apart i n  s imple  tr ia ngll'S, in such 
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a way that the triangles are the EcrX!X'ta where the otatpEiv stops. In 
aicr9llcrt<;, as it occurs in geometry, I see the triangle at one stroke as the 
most original element, which cannot itself be resolved again into more 
elementary figures. 

Just as in geometry an aicr9civ£cr9at provides the Ecrxa'Wv, so also in 
<!>p6vllcrt<;. It is essential thus that in this aicr9llcrt<; something shows itself 
straightforwardly, purely and simply. Aristotle emphasizes that with this 
sort of coming to an end of the consideration, the deliberation cr'tJlcrE'tat 
(a29), "stands still"; it goes no further. This aicr9llcrt<; is here in <!>p6Vllcrt<;, 
as in geometry, a stopping in which it is only and essentially a matter of 
putting oneself in opposition to something, allowing it to be encountered 
simply and purely. Such vo£iv is a matter of a simple presentifying of 
something, so that it speaks purely out of itself and no longer requires 
discourse or a demonstration on our part. Here it can still be said: <!>atVE'tat, 
the things show themselves in this way. The only possibility here is to look 
on and, in looking, to grasp. 

Aristotle describes this nexus still more extensively in Nicomachean Ethics 
III, 5, 1 112bllff.4 There he returns to the content of geometry, to the 
otciypaJlJla. Aristotle proceeds from deliberation: one does not deliberate 
about the 'tEAO<;, but instead the 'tEAO<; is the object of a decision. The object 
of the deliberation is crull<!>£pov 7tpo<; 'to 'tEAO<;, that which is pertinent to 
the correct bringing to an end of what has been decided. �ouA£u6J.1E9a o' 
ou 1t£pt 't&v 'tcA.&v &.na 1t£pt 't&v 1tpoc; 'ta 'tEAll . ou't£ yap ia'tpoc; �ouA.tuE'tat 
£i Uytcicrn, OU't£ Pll'tffip £i 1t£tcr£t, OU't£ 1t0At'tt1CO<; £i EUVO!ltav 1tot-rlcrn, ouoe 
'tOOV AOt1tOOV ou&t<; 1t£pi 'tOU 'tEAOU<; (bll ff. ) .  A doctor does not deliberate 
about whether he is going to heal; on the contrary, that belongs to the 
meaning of his existence itself, because as a doctor he has already resolved 
in favor of healing. Just as little does the orator deliberate about whether 
he should convince; for that lies in the very sense of his existence. &.A.A.a 
9E!1EV0t 'tEAO<; 'tt 1t00<; Kat ota 'ttVffiV Ecr'tat cr1C01tOUcrtV (blSf.) .  The 'tEAO<; is 
thus a 'tEAO<; 't£9£v; the end is posited and held fast. In their deliberating 
the doctor or orator do not have this in view but instead the 1t00<; Kat Ota 
'ttvrov, the how and the ways and means. And they look around, in each 
case within the concrete situation of their acting, until Effi<; &.v EA9rocrtv E7tt 
'tO 7tp&'tov ainov, o £v 'tfl £Up£cr£t Ecrxa'tov £cr'ttv (b18ff.), until their con
sideration touches the first ainov whence they can intervene, that which, 
in the uncovering of the whole state of affairs, is the outermost of the 
deliberation. 6 yap �ouA£u6!1£VO<; EOtKEV �ll'tEiv Kai &.vaA.uEtv 'tOv 
EtPllllfVOV 'tp67tOV rocr1t£p Otciypalllla . . .  , Kat 'tO Ecrxa'tOV £v 'tfl &.vaMcrn 
7tp&'Wv dvm £v 'tfl y£v£crn (b20ff. ) .  The Ecrxa'tov of the &.vciA.ucrt<; is what 

4.  Cf.  i n  addi t ion 1 1  Ba2ff. 
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is first for 1tOtll<Jtc;, i .e . ,  where the 1tOtllcrtc;, the genuine becoming, begins . 
This passage in the Nicomachean Ethics is thus of importance because Aris
totle does not speak there of 1tOtllcrtc; but explicitly of 1tp&�tc; in the strict 
sense.5 

This at<J9llcrtc; at which the deliberation comes to a standstill is a pre-em
inent one. It must be distinguished from the at<J9llcrtc; in mathematics. a.'J....A.' 
aU'TI) I .. uiA.A.ov aicrSrtmc; il c)>p6v11mc;, EKEtvllc; 8£ &A.A.o £t8oc; (Nic. Eth. VI, 9, 
1142a29f.) .  The geometrical atcrSrtmc;, in which I see the ultimate figural 
element, the triangle, is J.u:XA.A.ov at<J9ll<Jtc;, more of pure perception, more 
of pure grasping than the at<J9llcrtc; of (j>p6Vllcrtc;. In geometry it is a sheer 
matter of pure onlooking and constatating. The atcrSrtmc; of c)>p6Vll<Jtc; has 
a different character. For (j>p6vllcrtc; is, in its very sense, still 1tpaK'tlKll , even 
in atcrSrtmc;. The at<J9llcrtc; of c)>p6v11crtc; is hence, as c)>p6Vllcrtc;, related to the 
1tp<XK'ta. It is, specifically, an ultimate inspection of the states of affairs, but 
this inspection is in c)>p6Vllcrtc; not a mere inspection but a circumspection . 
In other words, it is guided by the op96'tllc; and hence is directed to the 
't£A.oc;, the £1mpa�(a, so that the objects grasped in it have the character of 
the <JUJ1cjl€pov. 

c) <l>p6vll<Jtc; and cro!)>(a as opposite highest modes of 
&.'All9£unv (= vouc;). Ad and the moment. Prospect: vouc; and 

8taA.fymem. Aristotle and Plato. 

<l>p6Vll<Jtc; has become visible in this fundamental structural moment, 
namely that in it there is accomplished something like a pure perceiving, 
one that no longer falls within the domain of A.6yoc;. Insofar as this pure 
perceiving concerns the E<JX<X'tOV, it is at<J8ll<Jtc;. Insofar as this atcrSrtmc;, 
however, is not dedicated to the tom but is nevertheless a simple perceiving, 
it is vouc;. Therefore Aristotle can say: av'ttKEl'tat J1EV OTJ 'tc\> vc\> (1142a25); 
c)>p6v11crtc; obviously resides opposite to vouc;, provided vouc; is understood 
as the vouc; in crocjl(a, the one that aims at the apxaL <l>p6vllcrtc; is, structur
ally, identical with croc)>(a; it is an a'A118£U£lV av£u Myou. That is what 
c)>p6Vll<Jtc; and crocjl(a have in common. But the pure grasping in the case of 
c)>p6Vll<Jtc; lies on the opposite side. We have here two possibilities of vouc;: 
vouc; in the most extreme concretion and vouc; in the most extreme Ka96A.ou, 
in the most general universality. The vouc; of c)>p6Vllcrtc; aims at the most 
extreme in the sense of the E<JX<X'tOV pure and simple. <l>p6vll<Jtc; is the 
inspection of the this here now, the inspection of the concrete momentari
ness of the transient situation. As atcr9llcrtc;, it is a look of an eye in the 
blink of an eye, a momentary look at what is momentarily concrete, which 

.'i .  Vl'rsus  tlw mrn•spond i n g  .1 11.1 l ysps of 7tofqm.; in Md . V I I , 7, 1012bff. l 'f.  p. IOHff. 
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as such can always be otherwise. On the other hand, the voeiv in cro<j>ia is 
a looking upon that which is aei, that which is always present in sameness. 
Time (the momentary and the eternal) here functions to discriminate be
tween the voeiv in <j>p6v11crv; and the one in cro<j>ia. In this way it becomes 
clear that <j>p6v11crtr;, as well as ao<j>ia, on the basis of the fact that they both 
harbor voeiv, are possibilities in which beings, according to the basic modes 
of their Being, are ultimately disclosed and become graspable E1t' aJ.l<j>6tepa 
(Nic. Eth. VI, 12, 1143a35f. ), "from both sides" up to their apxat. On the 
basis of their being related to the apxai, <j>p6v11crtc; and cro<j>ia are the highest 
possibilities of the disclosure of beings themselves. Insofar as they are 
modes of Dasein, they constitute its mode of Being: cro<j>ia is Dasein's 
positionality toward the beings of the world in the full sense. <l>p6V11<itc; is 
Dasein's positionality toward the beings which are themselves Dasein. With 
this, however, the question arises precisely as to the meaning of Being which 
provides the guiding line, on the basis of which Aristotle reaches the point 
that he can attribute to cro<j>ia a priority over <j>p6v11crtc;.6 

We have now clarified the phenomenon of &.t..,eeuetv/ specifically as a 
possibility of human Dasein and as determining human Dasein in its Being. 
The goal of this reflection was to prepare us for the interpretation of a 
Platonic dialogue, to transpose us into the proper attitude to genuinely 
grasp the deliberation as it is carried out there and to sympathetically carry 
it out ourselves, step by step. Only if we acquire this attitude will we be 
guaranteed of seeing the things spoken of. A dialogue is carried out in 
8taAtyecr9at. We will grasp more precisely how this 8taAtyecr9at, seen from 
the viewpoint of the maturity of Aristotle's philosophical reflections, proves 
to be a legitimate preliminary stage of philosophizing. In order to demon
strate this, we have to be conveyed ahead of time to a higher stage of 
philosophizing and understand the dialogue from that point of view, look
ing back down upon it. Already from this term, 8taA€yecr9at, you can see 
that what is at issue is /..6yoc;. We will conclude our examination of 
a.t..,eeuetv by bringing the highest and ultimate stage of a.t.., eeuetv into 
connection with the question of the extent and accomplishment of A6yoc; 
within a theoretical consideration. 

6. See the appendix. 
7. Heidegger remarks here in his manuscript that in the meantime six sessions were canceled. 

(Scl• the l•d i tor's epilogue, p. 456.) That is why he begins now with a reflection on the meaning 
of the A ristot le pMt of the lectu re course. 
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§24. The decision on the question of the priority of <jlp6v11crt<; or 
cro<jlia in Javor of cro<jlia (Nic. Eth. VI, 13). 

a) The difficulty of the decision: merits and deficiencies of 
<jlp6v11crt<; and cro<jlia. The question of the relation to human 
Dasein. The autonomy and non-autonomy of the UA118EUEtV. 

We have reached the point of acknowledging <jlp6v11crt<; as the mode of 
disclosure of a determinate being which has the character of being able to 
be otherwise, namely human Dasein . ci>p6v11crt<; has a double possibility for 
pure disclosure, i.e., for pure and simple perception: 1 .) insofar as, in 
<jlpOV'Ilcrt<;, the aya86v shows itself purely and Simply, <jlatVE'tat (1144a34), 
i .e., the aya86v in favor of which I decide in the npoafpmtc;, and 2.) in 
<jlp6v11crt<; the £crxa'tov of the deliberation shows itself in an aicr811crt<;; in a 
momentary glance I survey the concrete situation of the action, out of which 
and in favor of which I resolve myself. 

Thus, taken as a whole and, above all, seen in connection with the 
�ouA£um8at, <jlp6v11crt<; proves to be that truth which is related to Dasein 
itself. One might suppose that, insofar as his own Being, his own existence, 
is of decisive importance for a man, that truth is the highest which relates 
to Dasein itself, and therefore <jlp6V11crt<; is the highest and most decisive 
mode of disclosure. Yet Aristotle says that cro<jlia, pure understanding, is, 
with regard to its aA.118EUEtv (and insofar as aA.118EUEtV characterizes the 
Being of man), the highest possible mode of human existence. Now if 
<jlp6v11crt<; is concerned with the Being of man, yet is not the highest possi
bility of disclosure, then the difficulty can only reside in this, that <1Jp6V11crt<; 
is not completely autonomous but instead remains related in its very struc
ture to another mode of human comportment. In fact Aristotle shows that 
the aya86v manifests itself in <jlp6v11m<; only to an existence which is in 
itself good, aya86v. 'to'fno 8' d l·lll '!0 a<jla80, ou <jlaivE'tat (Nic. Eth. VI, 13, 
1144a34) . "The aya86v does not show itself except to the aya86c;."  
cStacr'tpE<jlEt yap ri !lOX811 pia Kat 8tmj!Eu8m8at rrotei rrEpt 'ta<; rrpaKnKa<; 
apxac; (a34f. ) . Evil disposition or a generally bad constitution can bring it 
about that the aya86v presents itself to Dasein as something it is not. fficr't£ 
<jlavEpov O'tt aouva'tOV <jlp6Vt!lOV dvat llrl OV't<X aya86v (a36f.) .  Hence only 
someone who is already aya86<; can be <1Jp6vt!lO<;. The possibility of the 
UA118Eunv of <jlp6v11crt<; is bound up with the proviso that the one who 
carries it out is himself, in his Being, already aya86c;. Thus there appears, 
from this side as well, a peculiar appurtenance of <jlp6v11crt<; to npa�t<;. There 
perta ins to npa�t<; not only, as we have seen in the point of departure of 
our reflection,  a certain orien ta tion and gu ida nce; it is not enough for npa�t<; 
to be guided by ci rcumspection, tlw sight of <jlp{>V'l<H<;. For it is ck•a r that 
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this sight, the anticipation of the uya96v, as the mode of carrying out the 
disclosure, is only possible in an uyae6.;. <t>p6VTJ<n<; is nothing if it is not 
carried out in 7tpa�t<;, and 7tpa�t<; as such is determined by upe'tl), by the 
7tpaK't6V as uya96v . Merely possessing the 't£A.o.; of an action, merely hav
ing cj>p6vTJ<n<; at our disposal, does not yet make us 7tpaKnKonepot; we are 
not thereby led to act better morally if we are not already good. Ei.7tEp i) !J.EV 
cj>p6VTJO't<; EO''ttV 7tEpt 'tU OtKata Kat KaA.a Kat uyaea uvepcll1tql, 'taU'ta ()' 
EO''ttV a 'tOU uyaeou EO''ttV uvopo<; 7tPU't't£tV, oueev ()£ 7tpaK'ttKOl'tEpot 't<!> 
do£vm au't<i EO'!J.EV, El1t£p E�Et<; ai apE'tat EiO'tV (1143b21ff.) .  The mere 
self-standing UATJ8EU£tv of cj>p6VTJO't<; has no effect on action unless this 
cj>p6vTJcrt<; is carried out by someone who is himself uya96.;. Just as ou8ev 
7tpaKnKonepot 't<!> £xnv 'tilv ia'tptK'llv EO'!J.EV (cf. b26ff.) . Just as little as we 
become more able to act and to intervene just by mastering ia'tptK'll , just 
by possessing the art of healing purely theoretically, i.e., if we have not 
actually learned how to use it by becoming doctors ourselves. The mere 
having of the orientation and guidance does not place us on the level of 
Being which genuinely corresponds to the meaning of uA.TJ 9Eu£tv . Insofar 
as cj>pOVTJO't<;, with regard to the possibility of its correct execution, depends 
on being carried out by an uya96<;, it is not itself autonomous. Thereby the 
priority of cj>p6VTJO't<; is shaken, although cj>p6vTJ<n<; does indeed relate to 
human Dasein. 

On the other hand, the question still remains: how can crocj>ia be the 
highest possibility, since it does not have to do with human Dasein? i) !J.EV 
yap crocj>ia oueev eeropEi E� ffiv EO''tat EUOat!J.ffiV uv8pffi7t0<; ( OUOE!J.lU<; yap 
EO''ttV yev£crem.;) (b18ff.) .  1:ocj>ia is indeed autonomous but what is thematic 
in it is the U£{, hence that which has nothing at all to do with y£vmt<;, 
whereas the Being of human Dasein intrinsically involves y£vmt<;, 7tpa�t<;, 
KlVTJO't<;. The pure understanding of the philosopher does not consider 
whence man could properly come into being. What philosophy considers, 
according to its very meaning, settles nothing for human existence. This 
assertion already shows that Aristotle is as far removed as possible from a 
religious world-view or the like. Thus the following difficulty results: 

1 .) cj>p6VTJ<n<; specifically concerns human Dasein; but because it is de
pendent on the Being of man as uya86<;, it is not autonomous. 

2.) On the other hand, cro<)lia is indeed autonomous, insofar as it is purely 
concerned with the upxai; but because it is concerned precisely with the 
U£(, it does not settle anything as regards human Dasein . 

At bottom the difficulty consists in this, that both, cj>p6vTJO't<; and cro<)lia, 
are not E�Et<;. 

This now requires a solution. Aristotle himself solves the difficulty at 
1 141alff. 
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b) Criteria for the decision. The rank of the aA.lleeunv as 
such. The autonomy of the "accomplishment" (1tOtEiv); 

cro<j>i:a as uyi:na of the 'JIUXll · Ontological priority according 
to the Greek concept of Being. 

To understand this important decision with regard to the priority of cro<j>ia 
over <j>p6Vllcrtc;, we must keep in mind that Aristotle transfers the discussion 
of this entire question back to a purely ontological level. 1tponov J..I.EV ouv 
AeyOJ..I.EV O'tt Kae' au'ta<; avayKaiov aipetac; au'tac; eivm, ape'ta<; y' oucrac; 
EKa't£pav EKa't£pou 'tou J..i.opiou, Kat ei J..I.Tl 1tOtOUcrt J..l.llOEV J..l.llOE't£pa au'tolV 
(1144al ff.) . Aristotle is saying, first of all, that the question about which of 
the two modes is more decisive is inappropriate as long as we do not 
consider these modes of Being precisely as modes of Being. As long as we 
interrogate the ape'tll only in terms of what it provides and what it can be 
used for (1tOtEi), we have not yet arrived at the appropriate question. The 
appropriate question is whether the mode of Being of the respective 
aA.lleeuetv is higher or lower. Even if neither of these two could accomplish 
anything, the question of the genuine character of their ape'tll would still 
be necessary. For the ape'tll is something like a 'tEA.eiwcrtc;; it is that which 
brings some being to itself in its most proper Being.1 In this way, Aristotle 
places the whole discussion within a purely theoretical consideration. 

E1tEt'ta Kat 1tOtOUcrt J..I.EV (1144a3f. ) .  In that case, however, the same con
sideration of beings in themselves discovers that <j>p6vllcrtc; and cro<j>ia in 
fact accomplish something, 1toteiv, whereby 1toteiv means to bring out, 
deliver, bring into being. Precisely this 1tOteiv of <j>p6Vllcrtc; and cro<j>ia, seen 
more closely, provides the foundation for the delimitation and higher po
sition of cro<j>ia over <j>p6Vllcrtc;. This 1tOtEiV will decide the ontological pri
ority of cro<j>ia.2 For the principle is: 1i yap 1t0tOUcra apxet Kat E1tt'tU't't£t 1tEpt 
eKacr'tOV (1143b35). "That possibility of human Dasein which in itself 1tOtei, 
accomplishes something (which accomplishes something more properly 
than another one does), dominates and guides all others." Accordingly, if 
this principle is to be applied here, we must be attentive to discover in 
cro<j>ia still, in spite of everything we have presented about it hitherto, a 
1tOtllcrtc;. Now, Aristotle says that the philosopher's pure considering in fact 
delivers something, 1tOtei, and specifically 't(9 £xecrem Kat •(9 Evepyeiv (d. 
1144a6), "by the very fact of having it and carrying it out," hence not by 
results but simply by the fact that I live in this eewpeiv.  This uncovering as 
such accomplishes something. Aristotle proposes a comparison which can 

1 .  Cf. Mel. V, 1 6, 1 021 b20ff. 
2 .  l lcidl•ggt•r dl'l iwrt-d the fol lowing commmts (up to pilgl' l i H) l'X Il·m por.l lleously. There 

.m· on ly  wry fl'W ind il'<l t ing rl'lll.Jrks in tlw manuscr ipt .  Tlw l'd i tor cou l d  but rl' ly on tlw 
t r.msrri pts of I I . )otl.ls, 1'. Sch,, l k, .md I I . Wl•i fs .  
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be  understood only i f  the ground of  this comparison i s  secured in  advance. 
He compares philosophy's theoretical considerations with health: Kat 
1tOtoUO"t !lEV, oux ro� iJ ia'tptKl'J o£ uyinav, aU' ro� iJ uyieta, OU'tW� iJ cro<j>ia 
EUOatlloviav (a3ff.) .  Aristotle is here comparing cro<j>ia with uyitta and 
<j>p6v11crt� with ia'tpud) .  

uyitta 

i.a'tptK'll 

In order to understand the ground of this comparison, we need to consider 
the example of a man who is a doctor. If a doctor who is sick heals himself 
on the basis of the knowledge he has as a doctor, then that is a peculiar way 
to take care of his own Dasein by himself, to make his own Dasein healthy 
once again. A higher way of being healthy, however, is health itself. The 
healthy man does not at all need to be skilled in medicine in order to be 
healthy. He is healthy without further ado, i .e., he is simply what he is. 
Health is itself a mode of Being which keeps a man in the proper state of 
his bodily Being. Now the same applies to <j>p6v11m� and cro<j>ia. <I>p6v11crt� 
leads and guides all human acting, but it is still dependent on something 
else, namely the action itself. But the eewpeiv of cro<j>ia, on the contrary, does 
not, as is the case with ia'tptK'll, have a further goal; instead, it is carried out 
purely as such by the man who lives in it. 0ewpdv is a mode of Being in 
which man attains his highest mode of Being, his proper spiritual health. 

There still remains a lacuna, however, in the understanding of the priority 
of cro<j>ia, although we already understand that cro<j>ia in a certain sense 
accomplishes something immediately, simply by the fact that it is there, 
whereas <j>p6v11crt� accomplishes something with regard to something other 
than itself. This structure is clear. Nevertheless, we cannot yet understand 
to what extent cro<j>ia can be compared to human health, i.e., to what extent 
the comportment which is nothing but the disclosure of the everlasting 
constitutes the proper Being of man. We can come to understand it only on 
the basis of the meaning of the Greek concept of Being. Because precisely 
that to which cro<j>ia is related is everlasting, and because cro<j>ia is the purest 
way of comportment to, and of tarrying with, the everlasting, therefore 
cro<j>ia, as a genuine positionality toward this highest mode of Being, is the 
highest possibility. The decision on the priority of cro<j>ia is therefore made 
ultimately on the basis of that to which it relates. 'Emcr'rllllll is excluded 
here since it cannot disclose the apxai but instead presupposes them. The 
constant tarrying with what is everlasting is the accomplishment of pure 
voeiv, which Aristotle also compares to ai'cr8llcrt�.3 In this manner we gain 

:1. Cf. p.  1 10ff. 
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a prospect into the basic conception of human Dasein which served as a 
guideline for Aristotle: human Dasein is properly attained only if it always 
is what it can be in the highest sense, i .e. ,  when it tarries in the highest 
degree, as long as possible, and most nearly always, in the pure pondering 
of what is everlasting. Yet insofar as man is mortal, and insofar as he needs 
recreation and relaxation in the widest sense, the constant tarrying with 
what is everlasting, the ultimately appropriate comportment to what al
ways is, is denied him. 

We want to conclude our consideration of croQ>ia by presentifying the 
same phenomenon as seen from the opposite side. Though croQ>ia is the 
highest mode of aA:'18EU£tV, it is, on the other hand, still a e;t<; TIJ<; 'lfUXtl<;, 
i .e . ,  a f�t<; of the Being of man, and then the question arises as to what 
extent the possibility of human EUOat!J.ovia resides in croQ>ia. The task is 
therefore to conceive croQ>ia and its UAll8Euttv as a mode of Being of human 
Dasein. Since for Aristotle cro(j>{a is the highest possibility of human Dasein, 
he must also see in it EUOat!J.OVia. 

§25. The priority of croQ>ia with regard to EUOat!J.ovia 
(Nic. Eth. X, 6-7). 

a) The idea of EUOat!J.ovia (Nic. Eth. X, 6). The ontological 
meaning of EUOat!J.OVia as the fulfilled Being of the 'lfUXll· 

Aristotle takes EUOat!J.OVia in a strictly ontological sense, as 'tEAO<;. This 
ontological meaning of EUOat!J.OVia must be kept in mind. Aot7tOV 7ttpt 
EUOat!J.OVia<; 'tU1tCfl OtEAeEiv, E1t£t01'\ 'tEAO<; <XU'tl'\V 'tleE!J.EV 'tWV avepwnivrov 
(1176a31ff. ) .  "Of those things that touch the Being of man, we name that 
which constitutes its finished state EUOat!J.Ovia." It constitutes the proper 
Being of human Dasein. This Being amounts to nothing else than presence, 
pure being present to that which always is. Now EUOat!J.OV{a, insofar as it 
constitutes the completeness of this Being, cannot be a mere E�t<;, i.e., a 
mere possibility at man's disposal, without any opportunity to be actual
ized . For in that case it could also pertain to somebody who sleeps his 
whole life away, who lives the life of a plant. Formulated differently, it 
cannot be an optional capacity which sometimes is awake and sometimes 
sleeps. On the contrary, EUOat!J.ovia, insofar as it concerns the Being of man 
ns its finished state, as the proper Being of man's highest ontological pos
sibilities, must be a Being of man which is at every moment, constantly, 
what it is. It does not concern a mere possibility of Being but is this possi
bil ity in its presence, £v£pyna. !J.UAAov Et<; £v£pywxv 'tl vex 8E'tEov (1 1 76b 1 ) . 
Accordingly, ruoaq.wvia, ns ma n 's pro�wr Bt• i ng, must  bt• red uced to 
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tvepyw:x. 'Ev£pyeta means nothing else than presence, pure immediate 
presence at hand. tOOV o' £vepywov ai J.lfV dmv avayKaiat Kai Ot' £tepa 
aipetai at Of Kae' auta<; (b2f.) . "Of the tvepyetat, some are ot' £tepa, 
because of something else, oriented toward something else, and others are 
Ka8' auta<; aipetat, graspable for themselves. Ka8' aUtU<; 0' dcriv aipetai 
M' ffiv J.lT]OEV tm�T]tEitat napa tiJv tvepyEtav (b6f. ). "Graspable for them
selves are those modes of tvepyeta of a living being, those modes of pure 
presence and pure being at hand, from which nothing additional is pursued 
and nothing is sought besides the pure and simple presence. " Now insofar 
as euOatJ.lOVia is the t£A.o<;, it cannot be an tvepyeta which is ot' £tepa, 
oriented toward something else, but can only be an tvepyEta which is 
graspable Ka8' autflv .  In this way, EUOatJ.lOVia is complete in itself and is 
self-sufficient, autaplCT]<;. ou&vo<; yap EVOEll<; Ti euOatJ.lOVia au.: autaplCT]<; 
(bSf. ) .  Hence that which constitutes EUOatJ.tovia is ouK tvoefl<;, not in need 
of anything else. 

Now there are in human Dasein various possibilities of acting which are 
related among themselves and which have a hierarchy. EuoatJ.lOvia, as 
t£A.o<; pure and simple, is in the purest sense the autonomous presence at 
hand of the living being in the world. It is the pure presence of the living 
being with regard to its ultimately actualized possibility of Being. \jf\)Xfl<; 
tvepyEta tt<; Kat' apE"ti''V teA.Eiav (Nic. Eth. I, 13, 1102a5f.) .  Therein resides 
an elevation of the tfAO<;-character. Kat' upetiJv teA.Eiav means properly 
Kat& tei.Eiwmv tei.Eiav; for the expression apetfl already contains the 
determination of the tEA.Eiwm<;. EuoatJ.tovia is thus the presence of the 
finished state of the living being with regard to its highest possibility of 
Being. It is the tEA.Eiwm<; of the Being of the being as Being-in.1 

On the basis of this idea of euoatJ.tovia, Aristotle now (Nic. Eth. X, 7) 
determines the structure of euoatJ.tovia more concretely from seven points 
of view. 

b) The structural moments of EUOatJ.tovia and 
their fulfillment through the 8£WpEiV of 

cro<j>ia (vou<;) (Nic. Eth. X, 7) . 

That which brings Dasein into its own most proper Being must: 
1 .) be the Kpaticr'tT] e�t<; (cf. 1177a13), that mode of Being in which man 

most properly has at his disposal that which he can be. This highest deter
mination of Being is vou<;. 

2.) This highest ontological determination in us, tv TiJ.tiV, namely vou<;, 
the pure ability to perceive beings as such, is related to the yvwcrta, with 

I .  Thus i n  Heidcggl'r's man uscript. 
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which I become familiar in pure onlooking; and specifically it is related to 
a being which is itself KpattcHov, everlasting. Kat yap 6 vou� <'to 
Kpancr·rov> 'tcOV £v TtJ.l.tV I Kat <'ta Kpattcr-ra> 'tcOV yvfficr't&V, 7rept &. 6 vou� 
(1177a20) .  

3 .)  This mode of Being, which satisfies Eu8atJ.l.ovia, is  cruvExccr-raTij (a21), 
that which most of all coheres in itself, that which is more unbroken than 
anything else. ecffipfiv 'tf yap 8uvaf.tEea cruvcx&� J.l.(XAAov t) npa-rnv onouv 
(a21f.) .  Our human mode of Being entails that we are able to live more 
unbrokenly in the mode of pure onlooking than in the mode of acting. For 
action, in its very sense, is in each case different: according to circumstances, 
time, people. The constancy of acting, in the extension of a determined 
nexus of life, is continually interrupted by new commitments, each of which 
requires a decision. On the other hand, pure onlooking is in itself a uniform 
unbroken perseverance, which in its very sense cannot be otherwise. For it 
is an abiding with beings which in themselves cannot be otherwise .  
Whereas the beings of 1tpa�t� can be different in each case and require a 
decision at every new moment, the pure considering of what is everlasting 
perseveres, as it were, in an enduring now. This third moment, the cruvf
x£cr-ra-rov, is attributed to the comportment we know as the ecffipElV of 
croq>ia. 

4.) This eEffipEiv of cro�ia is that £v£pyEta which is 1')8icrTIJ (a2) . Aristotle 
justifies this assertion in the following way: oi6J.l.fea 'tf 8Eiv 1')8oviiv 
napaf.lEJ.l.iX8at 'tfl EUOOtJ.l.OVt«;l (a22f.) .  We believe that in the most proper 
Being of man there is also mixed a corresponding humor, an affective 
disposition, namely 1')8ovij , enjoyment. It is in general constitutive of the 
Being of a living being to be disposed in this or that way in relation to that 
with which and for which the living being exists. This basic constitution, 
which belongs to life, may not be lacking on the highest level of Being of 
a living being. The question is which mode of Being confers the purest 
1')8ovij . 1')8icrTIJ 8£ -r&v Ka-r'apE'til v £vEpyEtffiv 1') Ka-ra -rflv cro�iav 
Of.lOAoyouJ.l.EVffi� £cr-riv (a23f.) .  Everyone agrees that the purest joy comes 
from being present to beings Ka-ra n'lv croq>iav, i .e . ,  from pure onlooking. 
This pure abiding-with, pure presence-to, is in itself the purest disposition 
in the broadest sense. The purity and stability of this disposition belonging 
to pure onlooking is again understandable only on the basis of what is 
thematic in the onlooking, namely what always is. It is not in the least 
possible for what is everlasting to admit a disturbance, a change, or a 
confusion in the self-comportment of man as a researcher. Thus it cannot 
destroy man's disposition from the root up. Man remains, insofar as he 
attends to th is  ob jec t, in the same disposition. Therefore the abiding with 
what  n lways is con ta ins  the poss ib i l i ty of 8tayffiyij, the possib i l i ty of a pure 
ta rryi ng, w h ich has noth ing  of the u nrest of seeking . Sl•ek ing, for tht.• Crl'l'ks, 
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seeks the disclosure of the concealed, of the Aav8<ivov. Seeking is not yet 
being in the presence of the unconcealed, whereas the pure tarrying of 
knowledge, of seeing, of having in view, is an abiding with a being in its 
unconcealedness . Therefore Aristotle can say of the ancients, insofar as they 
were genuine philosophers : qnAocro4J1lcrav'tE� rtEpt 'tf]� aATJ8Eia� (Met. I, 3, 
983b2f.) ,  "they philosophized about truth."  This does not mean they phi
losophized about the concept of truth or the like, but rather that they were 
friends of the truth, they had decided in favor of the pure disclosure of 
Being in its unconcealedness. 

5.) The fifth moment which is attributed to ru8at!!OVta and which fulfills 
the eewpfa of cro<\Jfa is the au't<ipKna, that comportment of man which is 
dependent only on itself. fj 'tE AEYO!!EVTJ au't<ipKna nepl. 'tllV 8EwpTJ'tlKllV 
!!<iAtcr't' av ElTJ (Nic. Eth. X, 7, 1177a27f.) Aristotle emphasizes : 't&v !lEV 
npo� 'to �1lv avayKafwv Kat cro4Jo� Kat 8tKatO� Kat oi Aomol. 8£ov'tm (cf. 
a28f. ) .  The philosopher, exactly as is the case with every man, requires the 
necessities of life . He cannot detach himself from them; he can exist only 
insofar  as they are at his disposal .  6 !lEV 8iKaw� 8eiwt npo� ou� 
8tKatartpaY1lcrn Kat !!E8' ffiv (a30f. ) .  In addition, "the one who, as judge, 
wants to act justly needs other people, toward whom and with whom he 
can act justly. "  The same applies to one who wants to be prudent, crro<jlpwv , 
or courageous, av8pdo�. Not only these, but all possibilities of Being with 
regard to the rtp&�t� of prephilosophical man are dependent, in their very 
sense, on being with others . Therefore they cannot be man's proper pos
sibilities of Being, and this is so although they are in each case an aya8ov 
Ka8' au'to aipE't6v. But now our concern is precisely the proper Being and 
presence of life .  We are asking about the radically and ontologically 
grasped most proper Being, which is itself the ontological basis for the 
factual concrete existence of man. Thus whereas the possibilities of Being 
with regard to np&�t� are dependent on being with others, the pure on
looking upon what always is is free of this bond . 6 8E cro<?o� Kat Ka8' 
aU'tOV &v Mva'tm eewpeiv, Kat OO"Cfl av cro<\JcO'tEPO� fl, !!CXAAOV (a32f.) .  The 
philosopher, who is concerned purely and exclusively with understanding 
and disclosing beings, can be who he is only if and precisely if he is Ka8' 
au'tov wv, alone with himself. And the more he is with himself and strives 
only to disclose, the less he is in need of others. �£A nov 8' i:crw� cruvepyou� 
£xwv, aAA' 0!-l(J)� aU'tapKEO"'ta'tO� (a34f.) .  Perhaps, to be sure, it is still better 
if he has companions who strive along with him, ones who work with 
him and who persevere in this attitude with him. But even then he is what 
he is only if in each case he by himself sees things as they are . Nobody 
can see things on behalf of someone else, and no one can have things 
present on account of some other person's disclosure of them. Pure seeing 
is a matter of the single individual, although precisely he who sees for 
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himself, if he sees the same things as the others, is with the others, in the 
mode of O'UJl<j>tAOO'O<j>Eiv, philosophizing together. 

6.) Thus the mode of Being of pure onlooking is the only one which can 
be loved for its own sake. M�m 't' av a\rtft JlOVll 8t' au'tftv aya1tacr8m· 
ou8£v yap U1t' UUTIJ� ytvf't(U 1tUpa 'tO 8Ewpftcrat, U1t0 ()£ 'tWV 1tp!XK'ttKWV ft 
1tA.fiov ft EAU't'tov 1tEpt1tOtO'\Jf..LE8a 1tapa n')v 1tp&�tv (blff.) .  For in this mode 
of Being of pure onlooking we do not produce anything else, and we do 
not look about for anything else, as we do in 1tpfx�t�, where there is always 
something else at stake. Hence this mode of Being is then characterized by 
the fact that it EV 'tfl crxoA:fl EO''ttV (cf. b4), "it is in leisure," i .e . ,  in pure 
tarrying and in genuine presence-to. 

7.) This mode of human Dasein is a genuine one only if it A.a�oucra JlftKo� 
�{ou 'tEAftOV (b24) :  Tt 'tEAda 8ft EUOatJlOVta aih11 &.v Etll av8p6:mou, 
A.a�oucra JlftKo� �iou 'tEAEtoV (b24f. ) .  It is a genuine one only "if it has been 
taken up in a complete course of life," i.e., only if it in fact extends over the 
whole duration of a human existence, hence only if this mode of comport
ment does not merely determine human existence occasionally but is con
tinuously carried on as the proper one. For what always is, which is 
thematic in this comportment, is constantly predelineated in such a way 
that even the presence of Dasein to it is determined as constant and perse
vering. Herein resides the peculiar tendency of the accommodation of the 
temporality of human Dasein to the eternity of the world. The abiding with 
what is eternal, 8EwpEiv, is not supposed to be arbitrary and occasional but 
is to be maintained uninterruptedly throughout the duration of life .  Therein 
resides for man a certain possibility of aeava'tt�Etv (1177b33), a mode of 
Being of man in which he has the highest possibility of not coming to an 
end. This is the extreme position to which the Greeks carried human Dasein. 

Only from this point of view, from the wholly determined and clear 
domination of the meaning of Being as eternal Being, does the priority of 
cro<j>(a become understandable. Now it is clear why the pure onlooking 
settles something for the existence of man and why it is the highest in the 
Greek sense. Our understanding of the ultimate meaning of human exis
tence for the Greeks depends on our seeing how an ethical consideration 
was for them from the very outset outside of the points of view we know 
today from traditional philosophies. For the Greeks the consideration of 
human existence was oriented purely toward the meaning of Being itself, 
i .e . ,  toward the extent to which it is possible for human Dasein to be 
everlasting. The Greeks gathered this meaning of Being, Being as absolute 
presence, from the Being of the world. Accordingly, one cannot force Greek 
ethics into the mode of questioning of modern ethics, i .e ., into the alterna
tives of an ethics of consequences or an eth ics of intentions. Dasein was 
simply seen there with regard to i ts possibi l i ty of Bt."i ng as such, whereby 
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neither intentions nor practical consequences play any role. Even the ex
pression 1leoc; corresponds to this conception of the Being of man; 1leoc; 
means comportment, the proper way of Being. If one keeps in mind this 
point of view, this primarily ontological questioning, one can understand 
the peculiar fact that cro<jlia may be compared with uyina, health. This idea 
of the Being of man determines in advance the meaning of eu8mr.wvia, 
which Aristotle defines as \jiUX'flc; tv£pytta Ka't' apen)v 't£Atiav. The \jiUXll 
is what is proper to a being which is alive. This being that lives is in 
eu8atJ . .LOVia insofar as it is simply present at hand with regard to its highest 
possibility of Being. This highest possibility of Being of the living being 
called man is vouc;. Noeiv, as tv£pytta eewpenK'Il, most satisfies the 
tv£pyna of this living being, its pure simple presence. To this extent, voeiv 
most properly satisfies eu8atJ.lovia. Therefore human life in its most proper 
Being consists in vouc;. This most proper Being is grasped in a radically 
ontological way so that it is as such the ontological condition of the factual 
concrete existence of man. 

We must still gain more clarity on the relation vouc; has to A6yoc;. 

§26. Extent and limit of Myoc;. 

a) A6yoc; and vouc;. Noeiv and 8tavoeiv. The grasping 
of the npona and £crxa'ta by vodv. 

Nouc; is the highest determination of man, such that it must even be un
derstood as divine; life in vouc; is a 8eiov (b30f.) .  Nevertheless, human 
comportment moves for the most part, and especially at first, not in pure 
voeiv but in 8tavoeiv. Because the Being of man is determined as l;cpov 
A6yov £xov, because man speaks, and discourses about the things he sees, 
pure perceiving is always a discussing. Pure voeiv is carried out as 9ty£iv.t2 
The voeiv carried out within a being that has A6yoc; is a 8tavoeiv. In this 
way there exists a 8ta<jlop6. between pure vouc; and vouc; cruv8£'t0<; (cf. b28f.) :  
the vouc; of man is  always carried out in the mode of  speaking. The vouc; 
of man is not the proper one but is 6 KaAOUJ.l£Voc; vouc;.3 1t must be kept in 
mind that A6yoc; is intrinsic to the Being of man and that at first and for 
the most part discernment is carried out in A6yoc;: discerning is voeiv Jl£'ta 
A6you. And so we find the justification of Aristotle's characterization of the 
modes of aAll8£U£tv we have spoken of, namely tmcr'tllJ.lll, 'tEXVll, <jlp6Vllcrtc;, 

1 .  Reading Styeiv for nyeiv, an obvious misprint.-Trans . 
2. Met. I X ,  1 0, 1 051 b24. 
3. I k !1 11 .  I l l , <.J, 412b27. 
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and croq,fa, as E�tt� f.l£1:& Myou.4 Thorough looking, 8tavoeiv, is a speaking, 
f...i.yElV. Admittedly, this discernment, insofar as it is to grasp the apx'll , must 
leave Myo� behind. It has to be aveu Myou in order to have the possibility 
of grasping an a8tafpE1:0V. The character of f...i.yElV is indeed to speak of 
something as something. But what is utterly simple, a1tA.ouv, is what can 
no longer be spoken of as something else. Everything ecrxm:ov and every
thing 1tp6:rrov can be grasped properly only if the voeiv is not a 8tavoeiv 
but a pure onlooking. Here the disclosure in the mode of the carrying out 
of Myo� fails and recedes. 

That Myo� can recede here is a fact grounded in Myo� itself. For Myo� 
as A.6yo�, according to its very sense, is not already ordered toward 
aA.rt8EUEtV, toward the disclosure of beings, toward truth. Speaking as such 
does not primarily have the meaning of a1to<!lafvecr8at, letting beings be 
seen. On the contrary, only a quite specific Myo� is Myo� a1toq,avnK6�. 
This fundamental state of affairs must be kept in mind in order to under
stand the basic sense we have to make out of the Greek concept of truth. 

b) A6yo� and aA.'ll8tta. 

a) A6yo� O'llf.l<XV1:tK6� (speech) and Myo� a1toq,avnK6� 
( "judgment") (De Int. , chapter 4; De An. II, 8). 

Hence it is not intrinsic to Mycx; to be true, to uncover beings, aA.rt8Euttv. 
Not every A.Oyo� is a1t()(j>av1:tK6�. But indeed every Myo� is O'llf.l<XVttK6�. 
Aristotle treats this in De Interpretatione, chapter 4: £crn 8£ Myo� a1ta� f.l£v 
O'llJ..l<XV'tlKO�, . . .  U1toq,av1:tKO� oc ou 1ta�, aA.A.' EV � 1:0 aA.rt8EUEtV il 'JIED8Ecr8at 
u1tC:Xpxtt (16b33ff.) .  All speech is as speech O'llf.l<XV1:tKll ; O'llf.l<Xtvttv means "to 
signify." Thus all speech means something, it is understandable. All speech 
has in itself a EPf.lllVEta, a comprehensibility, as Aristotle shows in the De 
Anima.5 But to mean something in this way and at the same time to let the 
thing meant show itself in this meaning, a7to<!laivecr8m-that does not occur 
in all speech. On the contrary, speaking, which is in its very sense crrtJ..lavnK'll , 
becomes a7to<)>avnK'll only if there is present in it either a disclosing, 
aA.rt8Euttv, or a distorting, 'JIED&cr8m. For not only to disclose but also to 
distort is to let be seen, even if disclosing is the proper letting be seen. Hence 
not all speech contains either aA.rt8Euttv or 'JIE'6&cr8at. Therefore speech, in 
its very sense, is at first neither true nor false. ouK £v &1tam oc U7tapxn, otov 
1i euxfl A.Oyo� f.lEV, aA.A.' out' aA.rt81l� OU1:£ 'JIEU81l� ( 17a3f. ) .  A request, e.g., is 
neither true nor false. This must be understood in the Greek sense: a request, 
as a request, does not at first have the sense of letting be seen that which is 

4. Nic. Etil. V I ,  h, 1 1 40b3 1 ff. Cf. p. 40. 
� - I k !1 1 1 .  I I ,  H, 420b�ff. ('f. p. 1 2 f. 
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requested. Aristotle indicates that the manifold types of speaking which are 
to be sure comprehensible, i.e., which communicate something and provide 
an orientation but yet do not let anything be seen, belong to rhetoric and 
poetry. pl'J'"COptKi'Jc; yap Tl 1totll'ttKflc; oiKEto'tEpa 1) <JK£\Iftc;, -D 8£ U1tO<)>UV'ttKOc; 
'tflc; vuv 8Emp(ac; (a5ff.) .  The 'AOyoc; a7to<)>avnK6c;, on the other hand, is the 
object of the current investigation. 

Aristotle says, as we know, that Myoc;, speech, is a1to<)>avnK6<;, i.e., it lets 
something be seen, if a disclosure, aA118EuEtv, is present in it. Traditional 
logic, precisely in its appeal to this analysis, had allowed itself to be led 
astray into a fundamental misunderstanding insofar as it maintained that 
for Aristotle judgment is the proper bearer of truth. Then, when closer study 
found investigations in which Aristotle speaks about truth and yet not 
about judgment, his concept of truth was said to be contradictory. 

On the basis of what we have clarified, we want to gain a fundamental 
understanding of the relation between Myoc; and aA.l18Eta. Already now it 
is clear that Aristotle is not at all primarily referring to judgment but to 
speech and that speech can show something, be a1to<)>avnK6<;, only if there 
occurs in it aA118EuEtv, true disclosure. Speech is not the primary and unique 
bearer of the aA118£c;; it is something in which the aA118£c; can occur but 
does not have to occur. A6yoc; is not the place where aA118Eu£tv is at home, 
where it is autochthonous. 

�) Rejection of Myoc; as the proper place of truth. Noeiv as 
aA118EUEtV without Myoc;. The Myoc; cX1tO<)>aVnK6c; as the 

place of \j/Ei>8oc;. The synthetic structure of the Myoc; 
a7to<)>avnK6c; as the condition of \j/EU8oc;. 

A6yoc;, insofar as it possesses the structure of a1to<)>atv£cr8at, of the "some
thing as something," is so little the place of truth that it is, rather, quite the 
reverse, the proper condition of the possibility of falsity. That is, because this 
Myoc; is a showing which lets that about which it speaks be seen as something, 
there remains the possibility that the thing might get distorted through the 
"as" and that deception would arise. Something can be distorted only if it is 
grasped in terms of something else. Only when aA118EUEtV is carried out in 
the mode of the "as something," only when the "as" is structurally present, 
can it occur that something is presented as that which it is not. In simple 
disclosing, in ai:cr81lcrtc; as in voEiv, there is no longer a AEyEtV, an addressing 
of something as something. Therefore no deception is possible there either. 

Aristotle now determines more precisely the structure by which A.6yoc; 
is disclosive: if we remain with Ka'ta<)>acrtc;-"That is so" -then in this 
emergence of speech the whole is given without anything standing out in 
rel ief. Ka1:a<)>acrtc;, insofar as it is a AEyEtv n Ka'ta nvoc;, implies that the 
Ka8' o{> Afyna{ n, that in relation to which something is said, is already 
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present at the very outset and at the very outset is already objectified 
without anything standing out in relief. A6yo<;-e .g., "The table is black"
is carried out in such a way that at the very outset I have in view the whole 
without anything standing out in relief: black table, a ev, an ov. Now if this 
table is to be disclosed as such, if a speaking about it is to let it be seen 
explicitly, then that will be carried out in an asserting-as. And this assert
ing-as is carried out for its part in the following way: I have in view the 
whole table and I articulate what I thus see: table-black; the voflllU'ta, the 
perceived, namely table and black, are set in relief and the one attributed 
to the other: the table as black. This Myo<; contains a cruv8e<n<; of VOllflU'ta, 
a certain co-positing, a positing together of what is discerned. cruv8ecrf<; n<; 
ilOll VOllflcX'tOOV rocrm:p EV OV'tOOV (De An. III, 6, 430a27f.) . I posit the one 
together with the other, "as if they were one." I posit table together with 
black, so that they are seen as one. For I already have this one in view at 
the very outset. But speaking about it first makes what is seen properly 
visible to me, the table explicitly as black. The pregiven is set in relief in 
the "as" in such a way that precisely in going through the articulation which 
breaks it open it is understood and seen as one. The grasping, in the sense 
of the letting something be seen by means of Myo<;, thus has the structure 
of cruv8ecrtc;. And only where there is such a cruv8ecrtc;, only where the 
character of the "as" occurs, is there falsity. The distorting of something is 
possible only in this way, that something else (grey) which presumably 
could show the being (the table) is posited in place of it. Hence the possi
bility of distortion requires necessarily a setting in relief, i .e. ,  a co-positing, 
of something. Falsity, i .e., to assert something as what it is not, occurs only 
where there is a cruv8ecrt<;. 'tO yap 'I'EUOo<; tv cruv8£cr£t ae{· K:at yap &v 'to 
M:uK:ov flll AEUJ(OV, 'tO J.!Tt M:uK:ov cruv£811K:Ev (430blff.) .  "Deception occurs 
only where there is a cruv8e<nc;; for even if I speak of the white as not-white, 
the not-white is thereby co-posited,"  seen by me together with what is 
spoken of. One might think that it is a separating that resides in the flll · 
But, on the contrary, the asserting of the A£uK:6v as 11ft A£uK:6v entails 
precisely a cruv8ecrt<;. Even the presenting of something as what it is not 
includes structurally a cruv, the co-discerning of the one VOllJlU together 
with the other, as ev. 

These phenomenal states of affairs must be kept in mind in order to 
understand the nonsense rampant in the traditional treatment of Myo<;. 

y) Critique of the traditional theory of judgment. 
I:uveemc; and OtatpE<nc; as basic structures of 

the Myo<; a7to<j>avnK:6<; in general. 

It is commonly said that Aristotle divides judgments into the positive and 
the negative, into K:a't<i<j>amc; and a1t6<j>amc;. Affirmat ion would be the 
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connecting of two representations, cruveecrt�; denial would be their sepa
ration, BtaipEcrtt;. The connection and separation of representations are 
taken to be the respective structures of positive and negative judgments. 
This is a complete perversion of what Aristotle, in keeping with the phe
nomena, says. Both l<:a'ta(j>acrtt; and a7t6(j>acrtt; have the character of 
cruv8ecrtt;, and both have the character of Btaipecrtt;. �uv8ecrt� and Btaipecrtt; 
are original structures, which, as founding, precede Ka-ra(j>acrtt; and 
a1t6(j>acrt�. £n miv -ro owvoT]-rov Ka'i voT]-rov i] Btavota f'l Ka-ra(j>T]crtV il 
a1t6(j>T]crtV · . . .  o-rav f.!EV ci:lBt cruv8fl (j>acra f'l a1to(j>acra, aA.T]8EU£t, o-rav ()£ 
ci:JBi, \j/EUOE'tat (Met. IV, 7, 1012a2ff.) .  "Everything that is the theme of a 
discerning and a thorough discerning is discerned or perceived by thinking 
in the mode of affirmation or denial .  If thinking puts together what is 
discerned in one way, affirming or denying (i .e. ,  positing and discerning as 
VOUt;-and precisely here it becomes clear that Ka'ta(j>acrtt; and U1tO(j>acrtt; 
are ordered into cruv8ecrtt;) then the thinking is true, then it uncovers; if it 
puts together in another way, then it is false, then it distorts ."  I cite this 
passage to confront a common mistake in logic and in the interpretation of 
Aristotle. It is said that affirmation is cruv8ecrtt;, connecting; denial is 
OtaipEcrtt;, separating. The quotation above, however, says that both, 
Ka-ra<j>acrt� and a7t6(j>acrtt;, letting be seen in affirmation and in denial, are 
cruv8£crtt;. And this applies not only when the Ka-ra(j>acrtt; and a7t6(j>acrtt; 
are true but also when they are false. -ro yap \j/EUOot; £v cruv8£cret aei. Kat 
yap av 'tO AEUKOV f.!Tt AEUKOV, 'tO f.!Tt AEUKOV cruv£8T]K£V (De An. III, 6, 30blff.) .  
There is falsity only where there is a cruv8tcrtt;. For even if  I speak of  what 
is white as not white, the not white is put together with the white. Every 
affirmation or denial, whether true or false, is hence at the very outset a 
cruv8£crtt;. 

And, conversely, both, affirmation and denial, Ka-ra(j>acrtt; and a7t6(j>acrtt;, 
letting be seen in affirmation and denial, are at the very outset Btaipecrtt; 
as well. Aristotle says this with reference to \j/EUBot; in the continuation of 
the passage cited from the De anima: EVCEXE'tat ()£ Kat Btaiptcrt v (j>avat 7tav-ra 
(b3f. ) .  Affirmation and denial are likewise to be interpreted as OtaipEcrtt;, 
taking apart. Taking apart is indeed a mode of carrying out perception, a 
mode of carrying out vo£iv, i .e., having the ov in view, having the whole 
in view; it is a preserving letting the whole be seen, a positing of a one with 
an other. 

�uv8ecrt� and BtaipEcrtt; constitute the full mode of carrying out voeiv, 
and vo£iv itself, insofar as it is the voeiv of the Myov £xov, can be Ka-ra(j>acrtt; 
or a7t6<)lacrtt;. What is essential to both forms of carrying out voeiv, essential 
to their cruv8£crtt; and BtaipEcrtc;, is the primarily unitary having in sight of 
the \moKEif.!EVOV, that which is spoken about, that which is under discus
sion . In the cruv8£crtt; there comes to the fore the moment by which the 
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assertion sees together the one with the other and in this way sees the 
whole. On the other hand, in the OtatpEcrt� there resides the moment by 
which 'A6yo�, because it lets something be seen as something, takes apart 
(table-black) the whole (black table) at the very outset, yet not in such a 
way that the YOll)lU'ta are placed one next to the other, but W0"7tEp Ev ov-rwv 
(De An. III, 6, 430a28), in such a way that they are seen as a unity. The whole 
theory of Myoc; can be understood by keeping in mind the basic structure 
of the a7t6<!Javcrt�, of the letting be seen and of seeing. In this fundamental 
attitude, affirmation and denial are carried out.6 

Aristotle investigates this structure of cruv8Ecrt� and OtatpEcrt�, and at the 
same time the phenomenon of the a'A118E�, in a still much more fundamental 
context than in De Anima III, chapters 6 and 7. I refer specifically to Meta
physics VI, chapter 4; IX, chapter 10; and XI, chapter 8, 1065a ff. 

8) The a'A118E<; as a character of Being as encountered 
(Met. VI, 2 and 4). 

We have shown that being true, disclosure, is a mode of Being of human 
life and refers first of all to the world? Here a problem arises: what con
nection is there between beings insofar as they are uncovered and the other 
characters of Being? For, independently of any theory of knowledge and 
its prejudices, it is obvious that unconcealedness is in a certain way a 
character of the Being of beings themselves. It is therefore that Aristotle 
speaks of ov cb� a'A118E<;, of beings insofar as they are unconcealed, and 
correspondingly of llll ov cb� \j/EUOo�, and he does so specifically in connec
tion with a fundamental constatation of research into the distinction of the 
various regards in which Being can be spoken of. These are: 1 .) the ov of 
the categories, 2.) the ov Ka-ra O"U)l�E�llKO�, 3.) the ov ouv<i)lEt and f:vEpyEf<;X-, 
and 4.) the ov cb<; aA118E�.8 Here the phenomenon of the a'A118E� arises in 
connection with the question of the basic determinations of beings them
selves. Nevertheless, Aristotle says that this ov cbc; a'A118e� does not properly 
belong within the theme of ontology, inasmuch as the character of the 
a'A118E� does not provide something of beings which would pertain to them 
as such but only insofar as they are there, i .e., insofar as they encounter an 
uncovering discemment.9 It is wrong, however, to maintain that this ov cb� 
aA118E� would mean something like truth in the sense of the validity of a 
judgment, simply because Aristotle excludes the ov cb� a'A118E<; from his 
ontological consideration . That is not what Aristotle means. The ov cb� 
aA118E� is not a mode of Being that is taken up as a consequence of a mere 

6. See the appendix. 
7.  Cf. pp. 1 2f. and 1 6f. 
8. Met. VI .  2, 1 026a3Jff. 
Y .  Mf"f .  VL 4, 1 027h2�ff. 
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factually occurring process of thought. It is rather the Being of the same 
beings of which the categories are also determinations of their Being. It is 
just that the categories pertain to beings themselves as beings, whereas the 
a/..:rt8£<; is a character of the Being of beings only insofar as beings are there 
and present for a grasping. Hence there is no question at all here of logical 
Being, of the validity or invalidity of judgment. The ov cb<; a/..:rt8£<; is rather 
the same beings which also are the theme of ontology: the beings of the 
world. Closer inspection will discover that Aristotle ultimately assigns even 
this character, this Being, to ontological research.10 The ov cb<; a/..:rt8£<; proves 
to be a character of Being insofar as Being is encountered. Thereby we will 
acquire an insight into the dimension of the meaning of truth for Aristotle. 
It will be shown that truth, unconcealedness, is not at home in A.6yo<;. But 
if not in A6yo<;, the positive question arises: where then? From this point 
we acquire again an orientation toward the central question of the Sophist, 
the question of the Being of \j/EUDO<;, whether there is such a thing as )llt 
ov, whether non-being is. Our consideration of the problem of the a/...118£<; 
will be conducted only far enough for us to learn from Aristotle the general 
orientation of the Sophist.11 

10. Met. IX,  1 0. 
1 1 .  St•t• t lw ;l p�wnd i x .  





TRANSITION1 

Delineation of the Thematic Field, with UATJ8EU£tV as the 
Point of Departure 

§27. What has been accomplished up to now and the future task. 
What has been accomplished: the acquisition of the point of 

departure (= UATJ8Euctv). The task: the delineation of the theme, 
with UATJ8Euctv in Plato (= 8ta.A£y£cr8m) as the point of 

departure. First indication of the theme: a revolution in the concept 
of Being; the Being of non-beings ( = \jf£U8oc;,) . 

Our considerations thus far have had the sense of a preparation for under
standing a scientific dialogue of Plato. I expressly emphasize "a scientific 
dialogue" in order to indicate that not all Platonic dialogues attain this 
height of scientific research, although all of them in a certain way aim at 
knowledge. There is no scientific understanding, i .e., historiographical re
turn to Plato, without passage through Aristotle. Aristotle at first blocks, 
as it were, every access to Plato. This is obvious when we consider that we 
always issue from the later ones, and it is as ones who are still later that 
we go back to the earlier ones, and that there is in principle no arbitrariness 
within the field of philosophical reflection. In a historiographical return to 
the basic sources of our spiritual existence, we must rather adhere to the 
inner current of historical development. Choosing a philosophy or a phi
losopher is never arbitrary. For the rest, it might be permitted to select 
spiritual hobbies, on the basis of the most diverse motivations, from the 
history of ideas, examples, and possible existences-hence to deal with 
history arbitrarily-yet this permission does not apply to philosophical 
research, if indeed this research is to uncover Dasein in its foundations and 
if this Dasein is history, i .e . ,  if we ourselves are history. In this way the 
passage through an interpretation of Aristotle, whether explicit or not, is 
basically something obvious, especially if we consider that Aristotle's own 
research is nothing else than a more radical apprehension of the same 

1 .  Continuation of the lecture course after the Christmas recess of 1924-25. Heidegger's 
manuscript contains the titles: "Recapitulation, Introduction" and "Transition." 

From this point on, the present text is based not only, as was previously the case, on 
Heidegger 's handwritten manuscript and on the lecture notes of H. Jonas, F. Schalk, and H.  
WeiB, but, in addition, on a typewritten copy of the stenographic lecture transcript of S. Moser, 
which begins only after the Christmas recess. This copy was reviewed by Heidegger, author
ized, and annotated with marginalia which will be presented in the text separately, marked 
" A H "  (= Hl' idl•gger 's annotation of the Moser transcript) .  
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problems with which Plato and earlier thinkers had grappled. An interpre
tation of Plato cannot merely not bypass Aristotle, but every such interpre
tation must legitimize itself in him. Following the principle of hermeneutics, 
we are proceeding from the clear back into the obscure, i.e., from the 
distinct, or the relatively developed, back to the confused. "Confused" must 
not be taken here as a denigration; it means rather that various directions 
of seeing and questioning intermingle in Plato, not on account of a personal 
intellectual incapacity but on account of the difficulty of the very problems 
themselves. The confused and undeveloped can only be understood if 
guiding lines are available to bring out the immanent intentions. These 
guidelines cannot be arbitrary philosophical questions, just as little as they 
can be all the possibilities of a system, in a maximum of superficiality. On 
the contrary, the fundamental question of Greek philosophical research is 
the question of Being, the question of the meaning of Being, and character
istically, the question of truth. 1  

In one direction, we are sufficiently prepared, insofar as the foregoing 
consideration of UA1l8£U£tv2 has allowed us to appropriate the basic position 
within which the dialogue sees and questions, the way in which the steps 
of the dialogical treatise themselves run their course. Yet what was to be 
delineated in this preparation was not only the mode of consideration, the 
mode of research, but also, equally, the thematic field of this consideration. 
In the dialogue we will deal with first,3 this entails a remarkable double 
character. The Sophist questions what a sophist is, with the specific intention 
of determining what a philosopher is. The sophist is first made visible in 
the multiplicity of his comportments. From this multiplicity and from its 
corresponding interpretation, that toward which the sophist comports him
self becomes visible as well. The mode of sophistical speaking about, and 
dealing with, all things makes clear at once what is involved in sophistry. 

The comportment of the sophist is, in the broadest sense, 1:EXY1l - I indi
cated earlier4 that in Plato the expressions 1:EXY1l, E1tt<)nlJ..lll, crocpia, and 
cpp6v11crtc; still partially run together.5 For Plato, 'tEXVll has the breadth of 
meaning the term still manifests in Book I of Aristotle's Metaphysics: know
how in the broadest sense and in any comportment whatsoever. Here, as 
regards sophistry, it is a matter of know-how in speaking about everything 
there is; that means knowing how to speak about beings . In the course of 
the further characterization, the remarkable determination arises that this 
know-how is a way of deception regarding that which is spoken of. The 

1. See the appendix. 
2. AH: Aristotle, Nic. Eth. Z, in the preceding first part of the lectures. 
3. AH: The plan had been to include the Philebus. 
4. Cf. p. 45. 
5.  A l- l :  Cf. Thcaett'lus 207c: 'tfXVt K6<; ils tm mtjf!lllV vt•rs us ml'n· lio�UCHIKO<;. 
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speech of the sophist presents its object as something which basically, in a 
more proper consideration, it is not; i .e., what he speaks about is not as he 
shows it to be. The manifold characterization of the sophist, which is indeed 
immediately striking, from the very first reading of the dialogue, and which 
is illustrated again and again from various sides, has the sense of bringing 
near to us, quite tangibly, the concrete existence of the sophist within the 
life of the Greeks. But from that, from the ineluctable factual existence of 
the comportment of the sophist, which indeed was a preeminent force 
within the spiritual world of the Greeks, from this unquestionably powerful 
Being of the comportment of the sophist, it becomes clear at the same time 
that what he comports himself to, what he as a sophist deals with, is 
involved in deception and trickery. But insofar as deception and trickery 
are things which basically are not, things which present non-being as being, 
the Being of non-beings becomes clear on the basis of the very existence of 
the sophist. Thus the concrete factual Being of the sophist, the very existence 
of something like a sophist, demonstrates (to be sure only for a consider
ation standing on a higher level) that non-beings-delusion, trickery-are. 

This insight, that non-beings are, signifies at the same time a revolution in 
terms of the previous conception, in terms of the previous meaning of Being 
adhered to even by Plato himself. The interpretation of the mode of Being of 
the sophist ultimately counts as a demonstration of the Being of non-beings. 
This demonstration is nothing else than a more radical conception of the 
meaning of Being itself and of the character of the "not" enclosed therein. 
And that implies a more original appropriation of the theme of philosophical 
research. This is not merely set up in the sense of a program but is actually 
carried out in the course of the dialogue by way of an actual concrete elabo
ration of the question of Being. This more radical grasping and founding of 
research into Being entails at the same time a more fundamental interpretation 
of this research itself, i.e., of philosophizing. Thus the path of a thematic 
consideration of the Being of non-beings leads back to a consideration of a 
new, more proper, existence, that of the philosopher. It is telling that what is 
dealt with thereby is not a determinate type of man, a typology of the various 
sorts of men; instead, concrete research is carried out, from which the meaning 
of the philosopher will arise on its own, without Plato having to speak 
explicitly about it. To answer the question of the meaning of sophistical 
existence is to co-answer, indirectly, the question of the philosopher. 

If we now shift the weight of the questioning to the thematic question 
of the concept of Being and the transformation of the previous concept of 
Being, then we face the task of appropriating the position of the consider
ation which makes present and evident for the first time the givenness of 
non-beings. It is a matter of demonstrating the states of affairs phenome
nologica l ly. We wil l  have to inquire: in what way does the Being of non-
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beings become present and evident? Where and in what way are we to 
avoid the givenness of non-beings no longer? And we will have to ask: 
what is the meaning of this way? How are the transformation and devel
opment of the concept of Being to be carried out in view of the Being of 
non-beings? How did Parmenides accomplish a transformation previously? 
Whence does Plato attain his question of Being? The theme of the consid
eration is thus beings in their Being; it is a matter of the character of beings 
insofar as they are beings. 

The beings treated in the dialogue are the theme of a speaking, and 
specifically of a speaking, 8uxA.fy£cr8m, which makes the beings become 
visible as uncovered . It is therefore that Plato always speaks of ov cXATJ8tv6v; 
these are beings as uncovered in themselves. We are sufficiently oriented 
concerning cXATJ8£U£tv, the mode of access to beings as uncovered.6 Among 
the possible ways of cXATJ8£U£tV, we came to know an eminent one, one 
uniquely and only concerned with pure uncovering: 8£wp£iv, and specific
ally the 8£Wp£iv of cro<)>ia, which has the sense of making beings visible in 
their apxai, i.e., from that which a being always already is in its Being. That 
is, it makes visible the ov cXATJ8tv6v or the af..TJ8£<; of the ov. On the basis 
of this inner connection between Being and uncoveredness, the Greeks can 
also say in abbreviated form: philosophy is concerned with af..l18tta? 
A.A.l18£ta means, on the one hand, the pure and simple uncoveredness of 
something but means, at the same time, in analogy with the meanings of 
A6yoc;, the uncovered itself, the uncovered being. The straightforward use 
of aA'I18£ta expresses nothing else than beings in their Being, beings insofar 
as they are properly uncovered.8 

Our treatment of cXATJ8£U£tV has made clear the mode of access and the 
manner of considering and disclosing but not the corresponding thematic 
field: namely, the very research into Being, i.e., the theme of beings as 
discussed in Aristotle's ontology. This has been indicated only in an insuf
ficient way. It is out of the question here, and would be even if we had at 
our disposal more than one semester, to exhibit this theme exhaustively, 
viz. ,  Aristotelian ontology. Only in a quite abbreviated form do we want to 
procure at the outset an orientation concerning what the dialogue deals 
with. Specifically, since the thematic field is determinable through the mode 
of access and the mode of dealing with it, we will take the shortest path to 
do what we spoke of at the beginning, namely to bring the mode of con
sideration in the dialogue, the cXATJ8£u£tv, closer to us in relation to the 
characteristic way it occurs in Plato, i .e.,  in relation to otaA.fy£cr8at. 

6. AH:  The first part of this lecture cou rse is an i n terpretation of Aristotle 's Nicomachean Ethics 
z. 

7.  M<'l . I ,  3,  Y!Hb3. 
H. &•l• tlw .lppt>nd i x .  
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§28. First characterization of dialectic in Plato. 

a) LltaA.Eymem as aA-118EUEtv. Repetition and continuation of 
what has been established about A6yoc,: rej ection of A6yoc, 
as the proper place of truth. 1  A6yoc, as the most immediate 

mode of aA.rt8EUEtV and as concealing prattle. The basic 
meaning of "dialectic": breaking through the prattle, 

tendency toward seeing (voE1v) . 

135 

If we are justified in making an explication of aA.rt8EUEtv our preparation 
for understanding the dialogue, and if this is indeed a genuine preparation, 
then it must be able to elucidate the mode of consideration employed in 
the dialogue, namely 8taA£ym8at. What we have determined about 
aA.rt8EUEtV must be able to clarify the proper sense of 8taA£ym8m, the 
specific comportment of inter-locution that constitutes the dia-logue. And 
the elucidation of the meaning of 8taA£ym8at will, at the same time, allow 
us to understand why in general the dialogue considers that which it does 
consider precisely by taking the form of a dialogue, and why Plato philos
ophizes in dialogues. The reason is not the trivial one that Plato was an 
artist and wanted to present even such matters, whatever they might be 
called, in a beautiful way. The reason is, rather, an inner need of philoso
phizing itself, the radical acceptance on Plato's part of the impetus he 
received from Socrates: to pass from A.6yoc, as prattle, from what is said idly 
and hastily about all things, through genuine speaking, to a A6yoc, which, 
as A6yoc, aA.rt81lc,, actually says something about that of which it speaks. 
LltaA£ym8at is a passing "through speech," departing from what is idly 
said, with the goal of arriving at a genuine assertion, a A.6yoc,, about beings 
themselves. In this sense, 8taA£ym8at-as it is later called in Plato's Soph
ist-is a 8tanopEUE0"8at 8ux 1:&v A6yrov (cf. 253b10), a running through what 
is said, precisely so as to show what could be discerned there regarding 
Being. Accordingly, 8taA£ym8at, as is the case with A6yoc,, has the function 
of disclosing and specifically of disclosing in the mode of discussion. This 
"speaking-through" begins with what people first say about the matter, 
passes through this, and is directed to and finds its end in a speaking which 
genuinely expresses something about the theme, i .e., in a genuine assertion, 
genuine A6yoc,. 

If we say that A6yoc,, here as 8taA£yecr8at, is disclosive, and is taken in 
any case in this facticity, then that means that an aA.rt8euetv belongs to 
A6yoc,. Upon closer inspection, we can see that A6yoc, itself, simply as A6yoc,, 
does not constitute without further ado a carrying out of aA.rt8EUEtv and 

I .  C f. §26 b) 1�) .  p.  1 25.  
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that consequently the uncovering within A.Oyoc; is not indigenous to it as 
A.Oyoc;. A6yoc; can take upon itself the actual performance of a disclosure, 
but it does not have to. Factually, however, it is precisely A.Oyoc; which 
ordinarily permeates all modes of uncovering, such that all the forms of 
aA.ll8£U£tV we saw in Aristotle, with the exception of vouc;, are determined 
by the character of the ll£'ta A.6you: they are carried out in discourse. 
Aristotle, however, does not consider more closely this bond between A.6yoc; 
and UAll8£u£tv. In fact, he gives no more than the indication that all modes 
of aA.118£UEtV are first and for the most part f..lE'tCX A.6you. A6yoc;, addressing 
something in speech, is our most immediate mode of carrying out 
aA.ll8£u£tv, whereas vouc;, pure perception, is as such not possible for man, 
the l;4>ov A.Oyov £xov. For us, vo£iv is initially and for the most part 8tavo£iv, 
because our dealing with things is dominated by A.6yoc;.2 

A6yoc; can therefore take upon itself aA.ll8£U£tv, yet it does not do so on 
its own but from the vo£iv and 8tavo£iv in each case, i.e., from the respective 
atcr8llmc;. According to its original sense and according to its original factic
ity as well, A.Oyoc; is not disclosive at all but, to speak in an extreme way, is 
precisely concealing. A6yoc; is at first mere prattle, whose facticity is not to 
let things be seen but instead to develop a peculiar self-satisfaction at ad
hering to what is idly spoken of. The domination of idle talk precisely closes 
off beings for the Dasein3 and brings about a blindness with regard to what 
is disclosed and what might be disclosive. But if it is A.Oyoc; in this facticity 
as prattle which first permeates Dasein, then the pressing ahead to beings 
as disclosed must precisely pass through this A.Oyoc;. The pressing ahead 
must be such a speaking that, by means of speeches pro and con, it leads 
more and more to what is at issue and lets that be seen. AtaAfy£cr8at therefore 
possesses immanently a tendency toward vo£iv, seeing. Yet insofar as the 
consideration remains in Afynv and as 8taAfy£cr8at continues on in thorough 
discussion, such "speaking through" can indeed relinquish idle talk but 
cannot do more than attempt to press on to the things themselves. 
AtaAfy£cr8at remains a matter of speeches; it does not arrive at pure vo£iv. 
It does not have at its disposal the proper means to attain its genuine end, 
i.e., to attain 8£wp£iv. Although 8taA£ytcr8at does not reach its goal and does 
not purely and simply disclose beings, as long as it still remains in Afynv, 
it need not be a mere game but has a proper function insofar as it cuts 
through the idle talk, checks the prattle, and in the speeches lays its finger, 
as it were, on what is at issue. In this way, 8taAfy£cr8at presents the things 
spoken of in a first intimation and in their immediate outward look. That is 

2.  Thus in  Hcidegger's manuscri pt .  
3 .  A l-l :  of man ( in plact' of what  is crossl'd out in  tht• tex t :  ,md for l i ft• ) .  
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the fundamental sense of Platonic dialectic .4 This dialectic possesses an 
intrinsic tendency toward seeing, disclosing. One will therefore not under
stand dialectic by distinguishing intuition and thinking and placing dialectic 
on the side of thinking. Dialectic is not something like a higher level of what 
is known as thinking, in opposition to so-called mere intuition, but, quite to 
the contrary, the only meaning and the only intention of dialectic is to 
prepare and to develop a genuine original intuition, passing through what 
is merely said.5 The fact that Plato did not advance far enough so as ulti
mately to see beings themselves and in a certain sense to overcome dialectic 
is a deficiency included in his own dialectical procedure, and it determines 
certain moments of his dialectic, e.g., the much discussed Kowrov{u 'tcOV 

y£vrov, the association, the keeping company together, of the kinds. These 
characteristics are not merits and are not determinations of a superior phil
osophical method but are indications of a fundamental confusion and un
clarity, which, as I have already said, is founded in the difficulty of the 
matters themselves, the difficulty of such first foundational research. 

b) Critique of the traditional conception of dialectic. 
Dialectic: not a technique of thinking but a preliminary 

stage of VO£iv. Aristotle's position with regard to dialectic. 

The domination of A6yor, produces later-as is the case still today-a reper
cussion, specifically in the "theoretical" in general and in the "logical." The 
history of philosophy and dialectically-oriented philosophical reflection took 
from this Platonic dialectic their first ideal and saw in it a superior kind of 
philosophizing. In connection with this, a wonderful technique of philosoph
ical thinking has been devised, a technique of thinking embodying a dialectical 
movement to and fro, a method which runs best when it is as unencumbered 
as possible with substantive knowledge and to which nothing else pertains 
than an understanding that has become wild and lost in emptiness. What for 
Plato was an inner need, namely to get at the matters at issue, has here been 
made into a principle to play with them. Plato's concern in the dialectic runs 
precisely in the opposite direction, namely to see the ov W..llew6v, that which 
is. The obverse of this misunderstanding of the meaning of Platonic dialectic, 
and perhaps of dialectic in general, is a denigrating judgment on the position 
of Aristotle as regards dialectic. It has become a commonplace in the history 
of philosophy that Aristotle no longer understood Plato's dialectic and down
graded it to a mere technique of deductive thinking.6 

4. AH: Marginal note: in the sense of the original meaning of this philosophizing. 
5.  A H :  Knowledge-d. B1•ing and Time-and intuition. Hegel in the background as well. 
6. St'l' thl' a prll'n d i x .  
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Of late it has been emphasized again that Aristotle deprived the word 
"dialectic" of its high Platonic dignity. Now such a dictum, which indeed 
does not mean much philosophically, springs from a romantic conception 
of philosophy. In fact there is some truth to it, but only if the correct 
foundation is adduced, not if there lurks behind it a romantic regret. Aris
totle did deprive dialectic of its dignity, but not because he did not under
stand it. On the contrary, it was because he understood it more radically, 
because he saw Plato himself as being underway toward 0Ewp£iv in his 
dialectic, because he succeeded in making real what Plato was striving for. 
Aristotle saw the immanent limits of dialectic, because he philosophized 
more radically. This limitation of Platonic dialectic enabled him at the same 
time to restore to it its relative right. Aristotle could do this, of course, only 
because he understood the function of 'A6yoc; and of ouxAiy£cr0m within 
scientific reflection and within human existence in general . Only on the 
basis of a positive understanding of the phenomenon of Aiy£tv within life 
(as can be found in his Rhetoric) did Aristotle acquire the foundation for 
interpreting Aiy£cr0m in a wholly concrete way and thus for seeing 
ow.Aiy£cr0m more acutely. Hence Aristotle could not at all downgrade 
dialectic, since for him it was already, according to its very sense, down 
below, i.e., a preliminary stage of 0£wp£iv. As such, dialectic is not some 
sort of crafty operation of thinking but is in its very sense always already 
a wanting to see, insofar as A.6yoc; has precisely the meaning of a1to(jlui
vm0at, letting be seen. Dialectic is not the art of out-arguing another but 
has precisely the opposite meaning, namely of bringing one's partner in 
the argument to open his eyes and see. 

Let us now presentify the more precise determination of otu'Aty£cr0m, as 
it occurs in Aristotle and which we have acquired in our interpretation of 
him, in order to test our interpretation of otuAiy£cr0m and dialectic . We will 
ask: on what occasions and in what contexts does Aristotle speak of dia
lectic? This consideration of dialectic in Aristotle will serve at the same time 
to sum up our preparation for interpreting the Platonic dialogue. This 
consideration of dialectic in Aristotle will hence bring us finally to the 
dialogue itself, and so we must hold fast to the designated sequence of 
steps in our consideration and specifically in order that we retain in view 
at the same time what is thematic in this ouxAiy£cr0m? 

In the preceding exposition, in connection with our consideration of 
aAYJ0£U£tV, as well as of VOEiV in the strict sense, we encountered the 
expression 'A6yos in its various meanings. If we have good grounds for 
interpreting 'A6yos as an assertion about something and as an addressing 
of something as something, then this interpretation of A6yos and of its 

7. S..•l' tlw suppil' I11L' 11 l  lo p .  1 :17. 
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fundamental meaning must also be the root out of which the other, derived, 
meanings of A6yo� become intelligible.8•9 I will now expose these meanings 
by way of anticipation, since again and again within the Platonic dialogues 
they occur entirely intermingled and unclarified . 

c) The meanings of the expression "A6yo�" in Plato. 

Plato speaks of A.6yo� in quite different senses, not arbitrarily, but with an 
indeterminateness which has a certain foundation in the matters them
selves. A6yo� means: 

1 .) J...£yew, 
2.) A£y61J.EVOV, and specifically this meaning of A£y61J.EVOV, "the said," has 

a double sense: it can mean what is spoken about, hence the content, but 
also 

3.) its being said, its being expressed-so and so has said it-a mode of 
Being of A6yo� which precisely predominates in everyday Dasein, such that, 
as Aristotle remarks, often simply being said suffices to evoke a 1ttcr·tt�, a 
conviction, about what is said, without an explicit appropriation of the 
expressed content or the way of saying it. 

These three different meanings display the first variations of the term 
A6yo�. Then 

4.) A6yo� means the same as doo�. This sense is connected to the fact 
that A6yo� can mean A£y61J.EVOV, "the said," and specifically-insofar as 
f...£y£tV means a1to(j}aiv£cr9m, to let be seen-it can mean that about beings 
which speech lets be seen, i.e., beings in their outward look, as they show 
themselves in A6yo� as a1to<j>aiv£cr9m. Therefore A6yo� can often be iden
tified with doo�, i.e., Idea . As a further meaning we find 

5.) an identification of A6yo� with vou�, vo£iv. From what preceded, we 
know that A6yo� is the phenomenon which is taken to be the basic deter
mination of the constitution of the Being of man: man is the living being 
that speaks. Insofar as this speaking, however, is the mode of carrying out 
seeing and perceiving, i .e. ,  the mode of carrying out atcr9TJcrt� as well as 
vo£iv, A.6yo� as the basic character of the Being of man becomes at the same 
time representative for the other determination of the l;m1l of man, vou�.10 
The circuitous path of this intermingling of phenomena leads eventually 

8. AH: Cf. the better presentation of the concept of Myoc; in S.S. 31, beginning. Editor's note: 
i .e. ,  GA II, Bd. 33, Aristoteles, Metaphysik 8, 1-3. Von Wesen und Wirklichkeit der Kraft. Freiburger 
Vorlesung SS 1 931 . Edited by H. Hi.ini, p. 5.  [English translation by Walter Brogan and Peter 
Warnck: A ristotle's Metaphysics 8 1 -3: On the Essence and Actuality afForce, Bloomington: Indiana 
Universi ty Press, 1995, p. 2.-Trans. J 

'!. A l l :  Cf .  Tllmctl'l t iS .  Concluding section . 3 meanings of A.fyEtv. 
10. A H :  Myoc,-ral io. 
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to the translation of "A6yoc, as " reason." But "A6yoc, does not mean reason, 
and in itself it does not have the meaning of voeiv but can only be the mode 
of carrying out perception itself. This usage requires a clarification of the 
unexplicit state of affairs lying at its foundation. 

6.) A6yoc, also means "relation." This meaning becomes intelligible on 
the basis of the fundamental sense of J...£yetv. A£yetv means J...£yav n Ka'ta 
nvoc,: to address something as something, i.e., in regard to something. In 
J...£yetv there resides a looking out on, a looking from one to another; there
fore "A6yoc, also signifies relation. From its sense as an addressing of some
thing as something, the term "A6yoc, receives the derived meaning of relation . 
On this basis it is also intelligible that A6yoc, 

7.) means ava"Aoyov, "ana-logy," the analogous, the cor-responding, to 
correspond as a determinate mode of being relatedY,12 

I will limit myself to this range of meaning of A6yoc,, because these are 
the ones we encounter predominantly, and specifically such that often 
several meanings are intended in one. And thus we can also understand 
how in the dialogue one step of the consideration is the result of another. 
This would remain obscure if we adhered to a single isolated meaning of 
A6yoc,. 

And now as a transition to the dialogue itself a short orientation con
cerning Ota"A€K'ttKJ1 . Aristotle speaks about dialectic principally in two 
places: 1 .) in connection with the determination of the task of philosophy 
as the fundamental science of beings (Met. IV, 2); and 2.)  in the theory of 
A6yoc, in the Topics and in the treatise about false conclusions, which indeed 
properly belongs to the Topics and is to be considered the last book of the 
Topics . Thus 1 . )  in connection with cro<jlia, and 2.) in connection with the 
theory of J...£yav in the sense of theoretical discourseY A consideration of 
dialectic in connection with the 1tpcO't11 <j>t"Aocro<j>ia, the fundamental science, 
will at the same time provide us with an opportunity to cast a concrete 
regard toward the field of ontological research and to form a preliminary 
concept of the matters at issue in the Greeks' research into Being and how 
these matters were taken up. Thus far, we have only heard that this research 
would deal with the apxai of beings. A short exposition will provide us 
the outward look of such an apx1l . Likewise our consideration of the theory 
of J...£yetv will allow us to understand the concept of the "logical" in con
nection with the phenomenon of "A6yoc,. 

1 1 .  AH: Myetv-to take together in general-to relate. 
12. See the appendix.  
13 .  In his lectures Heidegger presented dialectic only in relation to Met. IV, 2 (cf .  p.  149). From 

ind ic,l tions in the transcripts of the lectures as well as from a fl'W dues in Heidegger's own 

m ,musrri pt, i t  is  evidt•nt tha t  a presl'nta tion of d i ,l l l'ctic in rela tion to thl• Tnpics was also planned . 
liu t  this was not carried out .  Sl•e till' •l ppt•nd i x ,  Suppll'ml' l l ls  2:1 and 2h. 
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§29. Addendum: The innovation in Plato's Sophist with regard to 
the ground of the Greeks ' research into Being. 1  

a )  The double guiding line o f  the research into 
Being in Plato's Sophist: concrete Dasein 

(the philosopher, the sophist); ')..£y£w. 

141 

If we consider the dialogue Sophist as a whole and proceed from its title, 
we find on closer inspection a remarkable innovation compared to previous 
endeavors of Greek philosophy. For now, a determinate mode of existence, 
namely that of the philosopher, is offered as ground for a discussion of 
Being and beings. The dialogue has no other goal than to explicate this 
ground, this concrete mode of Dasein, and thereby to create, as it were, the 
milieu within which beings can show themselves in their Being. I say that 
this new foundation for research into the Being of beings is remarkable 
compared to the starting point of the usual Greek consideration of Being, 
e.g., compared to the position of Parmenides, where Being is simply deter
mined in correlation with vo£iv. These are indeed basically the same, insofar 
as the philosopher is the one who, in a preeminent sense, vod, perceives, 
considers, but yet with this difference, that for Parmenides this voriv re
mains wholly undetermined. He does not say whether it is the voriv of a 
determinate realm of Being or of beings in general; he speaks of Being only 
in general and in an undetermined way, and likewise for vofiv. The inno
vation with respect to the research, not with respect to the result, resides 
in this, that the ground upon which rests the question of the meaning of 
Being now becomes concrete. The task of the appropriation of the ground 
becomes more difficult but the result richer. This can be seen in the fact that 
even non-beings are acknowledged in their Being and in any case are put 
into question. In both instances, as in general, it is shown that something 
can be settled about beings with regard to their Being only insofar as the 
beings are present, or, as we say, insofar as beings can be encountered at 
all. It is simply a matter of adhering to the beings encountered, in their 
most immediate and most original way of being encountered, and, within 
this, of questioning how the beings show themselves. This is the one direc
tion in which the question of the meaning of beings, the question of Being, 
is raised. 

1. We have here the transition from the nineteenth session (Thursday, January 8, 1925) to 
the twentieth (Friday, January 9). It is an expanded and more definite version of the beginning 
of the former session (p. 132) and leads directly to the determination of dialectic in Aristotle. 
On account of i ts own tra in of thought, it could not be incorporated into the earlier version. 
It i s  hl'rt' reproduced separately. 
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The other direction goes immediately together with the first for a more 
concrete research into Being, insofar as the encountered beings ( = the world, 
in naive ontology) are present to everyday Dasein, which speaks about the 
world2 in such a way that discoursing and addressing become at the same 
time a further guideline orienting the question of Being. That is, how do 
beings look insofar as they are addressed and spoken of, insofar as they 
are A.ey6j..LEVa? This question about Being, following the guideline of f...£yEtV, 
is at the same time the proper origin of logic. "Logic" in the Greek sense 
has at first nothing at all to do with thinking but instead stands wholly 
within the task of the question of Being. Thus the Sophist-as well as all 
the other dialogues of Plato grouped around it-is a remarkable turning 
point between the position of Parmenides and the one of Aristotle, which 
consummates all these projects of Greek ontology. This meaning of the 
Sophist shows itself, to be sure, only if we grasp it originally enough as 
regards what it did not settle at all and what from that position could not 
be settled. Fundamental difficulties remain which this position cannot re
move and which are present for us.3 Hence not only the world as encoun
tered, but also the world insofar as it is spoken of, are given in this double 
sense as the guiding lines of research into Being. 

b) A6yoc, as guiding line of Aristotle's research into Being 
("onto-logy"). 

Hence A6yoc,, discourse about the world and beings, has the role of the 
guiding line insofar as beings are present in the A.ey6j..I.Evov. Even where the 
research into Being, as is the case with Aristotle, goes beyond dialectic, 
beyond confinement to beings as addressed, toward a pure grasping of the 
apxai, toward 8EmpEtV-even there it can be shown that A6yoc, is still 
fundamental for the final conception of Being. Even Aristotle, although he 
overcomes dialectic, still remains oriented toward A.6yoc, in his entire ques
tioning of Being. This state of affairs is the origin of what we today call 
formal ontology and is taken up into it. lltaf...£ym8m is a way of asking 
about beings with regard to their Being, a way in which A6yoc, is and 
remains the guiding line. For Aristotle, however, A6yoc, manifests itself in 
its peculiar relational structure: f...£yEtv is always a f...£yEtv n KU't<i 'ttVOC,. 
Insofar as A6yoc, addresses something as something, it is in principle unfit 
to grasp that which by its very sense cannot be addressed as something 
else but can only be grasped for itself. Here, in this primary and predom
inating structure, A.6yoc,, as it were, fails. There remains, if one passes 

2. A H :  tht• " is" in s imple s<lying .m d olSSt•rt ing.  
1 .  St•t• t lw <1ppt•nd i x .  
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beyond it, only a new idea of Myoc,: the Myoc, Ka9' UtYt6, as Aristotle has 
shown in chapter 4 of Book VII of the Metaphysics. 

On the basis of this more precise insight into the structure of Myoc,, 
Aristotle succeeds in characterizing the preliminary status of Platonic dia
lectic. Aristotle accomplishes this characterization in connection with the 
mode of research called "first philosophy," which considers beings in their 
Being. In connection with the exposition of the idea of an original and first 
science of Being, Aristotle refers even to the dialecticians and sophists, 
insofar as he says that they too claim to be philosophers.4 This claim to 
philosophy means that their knowledge and their interest in knowledge 
are directed to the whole, the oA.ov, to the anuvtu, all beings, and not to a 
determinate being. In this consideration, Aristotle takes the fact that there 
are dialecticians and sophists, as inauthentic philosophers, to be proof that 
philosophy aims at the whole . It indeed aims at the whole, oA.ov, in a quite 
determined sense: not in the sense that the determinations of the content 
of all beings whatsoever would be enumerated, and the various sorts of 
beings would be recounted and the qualities of individual things tallied. 
On the contrary, philosophy aims at beings insofar as they are and only 
insofar as they are. Thus it is not concerned, as we would say, with the 
ontical, with beings themselves in such a way that it becomes utterly en
grossed in them, but instead it is concerned with beings in such a manner 
that it addresses the ov as ov-the ov Ae"f01l£VOV n ov. Hence it addresses 
beings in such a way that they are simply addressed with regard to their 
Being and not according to any other respect. This idea of "onto-logy,"  of 
A.£y£tV, of the addressing of beings with regard to their Being, was exposed 
for the first time with complete acumen by Aristotle. In this connection he 
arrives at the delimitation of dialectic and sophistry by opposing them to 
this idea of a first philosophy. We want to make that clear, quite briefly and 
more concretely, with the aid of the exposition Aristotle offers in Book IV 
of the Metaphysics. 

4. Met. I V, 2, 1 004b 1 7ff. 
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§30. Aristotle on philosophy, dialectic, sophistry (Met. !11, 1-2). 1  

a) The idea of first philosophy. First philosophy as the 
science of ov fl ov. Delimitation of first philosophy versus 

the special sciences. Being as qr6crt<; tt<;. The ancients' 

research into the <J'tOtXft<X. Further structures of Being. First 
and second philosophy. 

The fourth Book of the Metaphysics begins, apparently quite dogmatically, 
with the assertion: "Ecrnv E7tt<J't111lll 'tt<; i1 Sempei 'tO ov n ov K<Xt 'tU 'tOU'tq> 
unapxovtcx K<X8' cxut6 (chapter 1, 1003a21 f. ) .  "There is a science which 
specifically 8£mp£i, considers, 'tO ov n OV, beings as beings," i .e., beings 
precisely with regard to their Being, beings hence not as something else, as 
having this or that property, but simply as beings, insofar as they are. Kat 
ta 'tOU'tq> unapxovtcx Kcx8' cxut6, and it considers "that which in these 
beings, namely in beings with regard to their Being, unapxet, is already 
there in advance" and which pertains to beings as to their Being, and indeed 
Kcx8' cxut6, "in themselves." There is hence a science which considers the 
characters of the Being of beings, to put it very succinctly. The traditional 
interpretation has found a difficulty here, since this proclamation of first 
philosophy calls it £mcr't111lll, whereas in fact £mcr't11!lll, in contradistinction 
to cro<!J(cx, is not an original science. For £mcr't111lll is a theoretical knowledge 
that presupposes definite principles, axioms, and basic concepts . Strictly 
taken, then, the very sense of £mcr't111lll excludes its being able to grasp 
thematically something original in its very originality. Hence Aristotle 
should have said here: E<J'tt cro<!J(cx 'tt<; . We can see immediately, however, 
that this is nonsense. Aristotle means, precisely without concern for termi
nology, that over and against the concrete specific sciences, there is, as we 
would say, one "science" which considers, Sempei, beings in their Being. 
Thus here Em<J't111lll has the quite broad sense of 8£mpeiv. We should not 
press the expression in the sense of an epideictic idea . It is a matter here of 
a mode of knowledge whose character and type must precisely first be 
determined. The problem of cro<!J(cx corresponds to the ov fl ov. 

Now this science, which considers beings in their Being, <XU'tll 8' E<J'ttV 
ou8f!lt� t&v £v llEPH A.fyo!lEVffiV ..; cxutl1 (a22f. ), "is not the same as the 
others." It does not coincide with any other, i .e., it does not coincide with 
ou8f!lt(t t&v £v llEP£t A.fyolltvmv. The usual translation assumes A£y6!lfVOV 
is related to E7tt<J'tllllWV. But the context and the final section (1003bl7) of 
the second chapter make it clear that A£y6!l£V<X means the matters them-

I .  For the fol lowing interpretation of M<'l. IV, 1 -2 (pp. 1 44-14!l), 1-il• idl•gger's manuscript 
conta i ns no noll'S, only a n  a l l us ion : Mt•l . 1 ', I .md 2.  Cf. i ntl•rprl't.l t ion . 
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selves to which the sciences relate. There is hence a manifold of sciences 
which relate to beings that are "addressed in part," and that means here 
"addressed by way of cutting off a piece. " There are sciences which cut out, 
from the whole of beings, determined regions and then address those 
regions purely as delimited in themselves, elaborating them in Atyetv. Every 
such science has, as we say, its determined region. To the regions of these 
sciences there corresponds a definite atcr8rjcrtc;, an original perception in 
which the fundamental character of the objects in the region is grasped, 
either explicitly or not. In geometry, the objects are the relations of space 
or site, which are not at all given with Being as such; the objects of <j>UcrtK'Il 
are beings insofar as they are in motion. The physicist does not first prove 
that the beings he makes thematic are in motion; they are seen that way in 
advance. Every strain, every autonomous region of beings, has a definite 
a1cr8rjcrtc; which mediates the access to the primary character of its objects : 
space, motion, etc. That means that this Jlta a\cr8rjcrtc; as regards what is 
seen is ev JlEpEt, "by way of cutting off a piece," compared to the oA.ov, "the 
whole ." But the science that considers the Being of beings ou8EJ.1t(t 'ti aun't,  
"does not coincide with any o f  those" that address beings b y  way of cutting 
off a piece. This becomes still clearer in the sentence that follows: OU8EJ.1(a 
yap t&v UAAffiV E1tt<!K07rei KaS6A.ou 1tEpl tOU OVtoc; n ov, a.na. !lfpoc; autou 
tt &.7tOtEJlOJlEVat mp\ toUtOU Sempoucrt tO <!UJli3£�T\KOS (chapter 1 ,  
1003a23f.) .  "None o f  the other sciences consider beings a s  a whole in their 
Being, but instead every one cuts out a part of them and aims its consid
eration at this part," or, more precisely, "at that which is proper to the beings 
as such which are cut off in this way. "  Thus, e.g., geometry considers the 
relations of site themselves. 

E1tEl oc tac; &.pxas Kat tac; &.tcpot<itac; aitfac; �T\tOUJlEV, 811A.ov me; <jlucreffic; 
ttvoc; autac; &.vaytcaiov eivat teaS' aun'\v (a26ff.) . "Since we are now seek
ing tac; &.px<ic;, the starting points, that out of which the Being of beings is 
what it is," and precisely tac; &.tcpot<itac; aitiac;, "the highest aitia, the 
first ones, then it is clear that these determinations, the &.pxai, are determi
nations me; <jlucreooc; ttvoc;, of something which is present by means of itself." 
This last expression is telling, and it elucidates the whole idea of this science 
of Being in Aristotle . He can indeed say no more than Plato already said, 
namely that the Being of beings is itself a being; but the Being of beings is 
precisely something of a quite peculiar sort and cannot be characterized in 
tum by that which it itself categorially determines. I cannot grasp the Being 
of beings in tum as a being; I can grasp it only by acquiring immanent 
determinations for Being itself out of itself. Aristotle therefore saves himself 
when he says: Being and the manifold of the characters which pertain to 
Being teaS' aut6 are me; <jlucreooc; ttvoc;, like something me; <jlucrtc; ttc;, "some
thing a lready present by means of itself. " He says <jlucrtc; in order to empha-
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size that these characters of the Being of beings do not pertain to beings 
merely insofar as they are addressed,  but  are a lready there fo r 
(mo<)>aivecrem, for the showing in A£y£tv. <l>umc; signifies precisely a being 
which has the apx1l of its Being in itself rather than, as is the case with 
rtOillcrtc; (here is the opposition) by means of human knowledge and pro
duction. More precisely, Aristotle applies this expression <)>umc; ttc; to the 
ov, to the characters of Being, in order to indicate that they themselves are 
present as determinations by means of themselves. Furthermore, he points 
out at a28ff. , the ancients, when they inquired into the crtmxda, the ele
ments of beings, offered various answers: water, air, earth, etc. That is, their 
inquiries did not properly investigate a determinate region of beings, and 
the ancients did not intend to recount how beings look as to content. On 
the contrary, they were actually guided by an interest in determining the 
Being of beings. It is just that the ancients were not yet on the level of a 
consideration which understands that beings as beings cannot be elucidated 
on the basis of a determinate region of beings but only by means of Being 
itself. With this reference to an admittedly imperfect way of questioning 
the Being of beings, Aristotle desires at the same time, as he always does, 
to bring his idea of first philosophy and of the science of Being into conti
nuity with the previous tradition of research. 

Now this science is one that falls in a preeminent way within the tasks 
of the philosopher. 1tEpt toutrov (chapter 2, 1004a32f. ), i .e., about the deter
minations of beings, K<Xt tftc; OUcrtac;, and above all about OUcria, it is 
necessary Myov EXEtV, i . e.-if we do not translate this directly-it is neces
sary to have beings as exhibited in speech. Thus it is necessary to exhibit 
the Being of beings. K<Xt ecrtt tou <)>tA.ocr6<)>ou 1tEpt mivtrov ouvacr8at 8£rop£iv 
(1004a34f. ) .  "And it is the peculiar right and task of the philosopher 
ouvacrSat, to bear, as the one who knows, the possibility of initiating an 
investigation 1t£pt mivtrov, about everything. "  But we realize from what 
preceded, from our interpretation of the second chapter of Metaphysics I,2 
that 1t£pt m:ivtrov does not refer to everything in the sense of a sum total, 
but to the whole with regard to its origins. 

Aristotle develops further this idea of the original science of Being by 
pointing out that every being which is what it is is a £v. Unity-that every 
something is one-likewise devolves upon this science. That is to say, the 
ev is included in the thematic field of this original science of Being. In 
addition, further questions belong to this field, such as £i ev f.vt avav·tiov 
(1004b3), "whether there is something which as one is opposed to another 
one." 'Evavtiov means "over and against," in a certain sense lying in view 
of the other. And further: ti f.crtt to f.vavtiov (b3f.), what properly is this 

2. C f. p. 65ff. 
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"against" of the "over and against," and Jtocrax&<; Aiy£tat, in how many 
ways can one speak of what is over and against ("contrary" is no longer 
appropriate in this context) . Now Aristotle did not simply set up a program 
for such a science but has himself initiated concrete investigations into the 
EV Evav-riov in Metaphysics V. This inquiry into the structures of the Being 
of beings as such is what constitutes the fundamental science. 

This mode of questioning is formally the same as the one of second 
philosophy, i .e. , of the other philosophies, which consider definite regions 
of beings with regard to the structure of their Being. These philosophies do 
not describe beings, e.g., the qr6crEt ov-ra, but investigate precisely the struc
ture of their Being; they explicate, e.g., the idea of KtVl)crt<;. Likewise, this 
is how they consider, e.g., the field of objects which are characterized by 
the title of apt8j.l6<;, number. Aristotle makes a sharp distinction between 
number and the £v: the £v still belongs to ov, the £v is not yet a number. 
Plato, on the other hand, intermingled these nexuses, which can be seen in 
the fact that the Ideas themselves are conceived as numbers. Likewise other 
regions, such as the mEpE6v, the solid, solidity (we would say "materiality") 
have their definite structures; furthermore SO do the UKlVl)'tOV, the unmoved 
in its unmoveableness, the apap£<;, the unheavy, which has no weight, and 
the heavy. All these beings have, with regard to their Being, tOta, peculiar 
categorial determinations . And in this way there is a science which consid
ers beings as beings. oihw Kai •0 OV'tt n ov £crn nva tOta (1004b15f.), "and 
thus even for beings insofar as they are beings, there are nva tOta, deter
minate structures proper only to them."  Kai 'tat}t' Ecr·ti 7tEpi wv -rou 
�tA.ocr6�ou E1ttO"KE\jfacr8at -r' UAl)8E<; (b16f.), "and the truth (to translate 
roughly) of these characters of Being is what the philosopher must inves
tigate"; i.e., put more strictly, he must see these characters in their un
coveredness. 

Versus this task of philosophy and of philosophizing, how does the 
procedure of the dialecticians and the sophists appear? 

b) Delimitation of dialectic and sophistry versus first 
philosophy. The common object of dialectic, sophistry, and 
philosophy: the "whole." How dialectic and sophistry are 

distinct from philosophy: philosophy = yvwptcrnK'll; 
dialectic = 1tEtpacrnK'll : sophistry = �atVOj.lEVl) cro�ia (d> 

AiyEtv). 

Oi yap otaA.EKnKoi Kai cro�tcrmi -ro mYto !-!EV 1moouovmt crxft!-la •0 
�tA.ocr6�cp (1004b17f. ), "the dialecticians and the sophists dress themselves 
(literally, immerse themselves) in the form of a philosopher." T] yap 
cro�tcrnKT) �atVOjlEVll j.l6vov cro�(a EO"'t( (b1 8f. ), (this shows that Aristotle 
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knew very well that the science he is speaking of is cro<)lia) "sophistry 
<)latVOj.!EVT] j..t6vov, merely looks like philosophy," Kat oi 8taA£KnKot 
8taA£yov-tat 1tEpt U1tCXV'tWV (b19f.), "and the dialecticians make everything 
the theme of their discussions," i .e. ,  they do not move within a definite 
region but claim to be able to speak and give answers about everything. 
This is in exact analogy to the sophists, who in their way of educating claim 
to educate young people in such a way that they will be able ElJ AkyEtV, "to 
debate and speak well about everything." It is peculiar to both the sophists 
and the dialecticians KOlVOV 8£ m1m 'tO OV ecrnv (b20), "to have beings as 
a whole for their theme." 1tEpl j.!EV yap to atrto y£voc, crtp£<)>Etat 1') cro<)ltcrnKT} 
Kat 1') 8taM:KnKT} 'tfl <)ltA.ocro<)li� (b22f.) . "Sophistry and dialectics move 
within the same field of beings as philosophy does," according to their 
claim. All three, namely the dialectician, the sophist, and the philosopher, 
claim to deal with the whole. 

But this is the distinction: 6.Ua Ota<)l£pEt 'tijc, j.!EV tel> tp67t<fl 'tijc, 8uvaj.!EWC, 
(b23f.), "philosophy distinguishes itself from the one, namely from dialec
tics, te\> tp61t(J) 'tijc, 8uvaj.!Ewc,, by the type and the mode of competence. "  
That i s  to  say, there i s  a distinction regarding the extent to  which each is 
adequate. Dialectics is not as adequate, it is not as adequate for its task as 
philosophy is. Dialectics is specifically, at b25, 1tEtpacrnK"ll, or in terms of 
Aristotle's paraphrase of this expression in the Topics, 1tEipav A.a�Eiv,3 "it 
makes an attempt at something. "  Dialectics makes an attempt-to do what? 
To exhibit beings in their Being. Dialectics is on its way to this goal, but it 
is not adequate . Dialectics is thus distinguished from philosophy proper 
with regard to the extent of the adequacy or proficiency. Dialectics remains 
preordained and subordinated to philosophy. 'tile, 8£ tou �iou 'tfl 7tpoatp£crEt 
(b24), "from the other (i.e., from sophistry) philosophy distinguishes itself 
in the way of choosing in advance the mode of existence," to translate 
literally. That is, the �ioc, of the philosopher is devoted purely to substance 
[Sachlichkeit] rather than semblance. The philosopher, as the representative 
of this radical research, has absolutely and purely decided in favor of 
substance over semblance. In the sophist, too, there is a 1tpoaipEmc,, but a 
different one. His concern is education, and his determinate mode of exis
tence comes down to enabling others ElJ AkyEtv, "to debate well," about 
everything the philosopher deals with. What is completely disregarded is 
whether this ability to speak about things says anything substantial about 
them. In sophistry, as a study of its history also shows, the only concern is 
to be able to speak in a splendid way about anything whatsoever under 
discussion. Sophistry's ideal is a spiritual existence oriented solely toward 

1. Soplri�t iml 1�<:(1 1 1 1 1 / ioll� I, I I ,  1 7 1 b1f . :  t1l $1xvm 11 1'mo$1XVU1 1X�to\1v . . .  i·crtlv . . .  m�ipuv 
All�l lilxvovto..;. 
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the form of speech, which indeed meant much to the Greeks . Sophistry's 
ideal is the ability to speak and converse reasonably and beautifully about 
all things, regardless of whether what is said holds good or not. The sophist 
has made a decision in favor of the form, in favor of this aesthetic ideal of 
human existence, i .e., actually, in favor of an unconcern with substantive 
content, whereas the philosopher has a npoa{pEcrt<; in favor of the �{oc; of 
the pure 9£Wp£iv of the <iA1')9£c;, i.e., in favor of uncoveredness in itself. 
What thus for dialectics lies in the distance, in the direction of which the 
dialectician is moving, is something with regard to which the philosopher 
is not merely 7t£tpaO'''tt1(6c; but yvwptO''tt1(6c; (b26); the philosopher is already 
at home in it. The philosopher has the possibility, the ouvaf.uc;, of exhibiting 
the whole in its Being and in the structure of its Being, provided this 
MvaJ.uc; is taken up seriously. Sophistry, on the other hand, is ljlatVOf.H�V1') 
(ibid.), it merely seems like that, but in fact it has basically another ideal, 
oucra o' ou (ibid .), it is not actually philosophy. So you see from this nexus, 
from the orientation dialectics and sophistry have toward the idea of phi
losophy, that Aristotle does not simply negate dialectics but instead char
acterizes it as 1tEtpacr'ttK'Il. Thus it has a determinate positive sense: in 
common with philosophy, the dialectician speaks, as Aristotle says in the 
Topics, Ka'ta 'tO npayJ.la,4 "with regard to the matters themselves," whereas 
the sophists are not concerned with saying anything of substance but are 
simply concerned with the EU, with arguing and discussing beautifully and 
brilliantly and in seeming to demonstrate things in a genuine way.5 

In connection with dialectics we had the opportunity to determine some
thing about sophistry and to characterize it at least formally. This first 
characterization must now be continued. 

§31 .  First characterization of sophistry. 1 Continuation. 

a) The idea of nmoda in sophistry and in Aristotle. Eu 
'Mynv. Concern with substantive content and unconcern 

with substantive content. Predelineation of <iA1')9£U£tV 
as the ground of sophistry. 

It must be noted that Plato makes only the single distinction, between 
dialectics and sophistry, whereas Aristotle, by reason of a more acute grasp 
of the meaning of the dialectical and of dialectics itself, proposes a threefold 

4. Sophistical Refutations I, 11 ,  171 b6. 
5. See the appl'nd ix .  
I .  Ti tll• in l il' idl'�j.;l'r 's manuscript. 
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articulation: philosophy, dialectics, sophistry. Aristotle distinguishes dialec
tics and philosophy with regard to their reach, and he distinguishes both 
over and against sophistry with regard to the way in which they comport 
themselves to the content of their speech: the sophist on one side and the 
philosopher and dialectician on the other. In opposition to the sophist, the 
dialectician and the philosopher are determined by the fact that they take 
that about which they speak seriously, they intend their speech to bring 
about an understanding of the content, whereas the sophist pays no atten
tion to the substantive content of his speech but is simply concerned with 
the speech itself, its apparent reasonableness and its brilliance. Therefore the 
idea guiding the sophist is 7tat&ia, a certain education with regard to 
speaking about all things .  This 7tat8£ia characterizes the form, in the sense 
of being able to speak well, fU, about everything. Even Aristotle knows of 
this ideal of education in the sense of scientific training, and even with him, 
in a certain respect it refers to the form: i.e., 7tat8fia is not limited to a 
determinate realm of objects. Yet, with Aristotle, 1tat8fia means education 
with regard to the possibility of one's speech measuring up to the matter 
spoken about in each case, thus precisely the opposite of what the sophist 
means by 7tat8fia, namely education in the sense of an utter unconcern 
with substantive content, an unconcern that is, in fact, one of principle. For 
Aristotle, to be educated means that the person's speech measures up to 
precisely the content, to what is spoken about in each case. Since there are 
contents in many regions, 7tat&ia cannot be characterized simply in terms 
of content . It concerns, rather, a determinate kind of training, the methodical 
attainment of the scientific level in questioning and research. Through this 
delimitation, sophistry is at the same time brought into connection with 
<iA.T]9£UftV, the disclosure of beings, which is what defines philosophy itself. 

I will not pursue the historical conditions and will not present a historical 
characterization of sophistry. For that, you should consult Diels, Fragmente 
der Vorsokrater II. The main genuine source is Plato himself. Therefore a 
discussion about the historical situation of sophistry, given the prejudices of 
Plato, presents certain difficulties. Our consideration will proceed in a dif
ferent direction, not toward sophistry in its cultural significance but toward 
understanding, from the idea of sophistry itself, that with which the sophist 
as sophist is involved: semblance, the false, the not, and negation. 

b) Critique of the traditional interpretation of sophistry. 

The interpretation of sophistry, as it developed historiographically, and in 
the usual history of philosophy, took the sophists as exponents of definite 
phi losophical posi tions as regards know ledge and l i fe, so tha t the sophists 
were considl•red skeptics, rl'lati v i sts, and subjectiv ists, whatever these 
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terms might mean. This view is untenable, since the sophists had, from the 
very outset, no interest in saying anything substantive about scientific 
questions . Therefore they lacked the concrete means to philosophize scien
tifically, so that one cannot attribute to them any definite scientific position, 
even if only the one of skepticism. What people have interpreted that way 
is thus for the sophists actually a mere object of speeches and argumentation 
and not something to be considered scientifically. For instance, the propo
sition of Protagoras, man is the measure of all things, is not the expression 
of a relativism or a skepticism, as if a theory of knowledge were to be found 
in that sophist. The traditional interpretation of sophistry was occasioned 
by the fact that the positive content of scientific research in philosophy was 
understood precisely in opposition to sophistry. But this way of under
standing places that against which Plato, Aristotle, and Socrates worked 
their way forward on the same level as Plato and Aristotle themselves .  It 
overlooks the fact that scientific philosophy did not arise as a counter-move
ment against certain doctrinal contents, schools, and the like, but arose 
instead from a radical reflection on existence, which in Greek public life 
was determined by the educational ideal of the sophists and not by a 
determinate philosophical movement. Only by passing through Plato could 
one think of making the sophists exponents of definite philosophical sys
tems. And that is an inverted image of the spiritual development of the 
Greeks in general and, above all, of scientific philosophy itself. 

c) Sophistry and rhetoric. Plato's position on rhetoric as 
distinct from Aristotle's. Their common judgment on 

sophistry (<j>atVOJ..lfVl') cro<j>ia). 

Since Plato identified sophistry with rhetoric (as even Aristotle still did in 
part), his battle against the sophists was at once a condemnation of the 
orators. That is, Plato did not succeed in attaining a positive understanding 
of rhetoric. Aristotle was the first to attain it, for he saw that this kind of 
speaking makes sense in everyday life, insofar as everyday discussions and 
deliberations are not so much a matter of disclosing the actual and strict 
truth but simply of forming a oo�a, a 1ticr·w;, a conviction. The positive 
reflections Aristotle carried out in his Rhetoric broke open Plato's identifi
cation of sophistry and rhetoric . Plato's identification of them is clear from 
the dialogues named after Greek sophists. The Gorgias: 't"a1:rt6v £crn v 
cro<j>tcr'ti)<; Kai (n1't"wp, i1 £yyuc; n Ka1. 1tapa1tA.1lcrtov (cf. 520a6ff.) . "The sophist 
and the orator are the same, or in any case they come very close to one 
another and are similar." What is characteristic of the sophists, paid tutors 
of you th who claimed to have perfected this education, is also part and 
parcel of the orator, insofar as it is also the latter 's goal to enact 1tatO£ia in 
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the sense of the oetv6'tllc; of the cU Atyetv, to enable one to speak well. The 
sophist who reached the highest spiritual level and who was esteemed 
accordingly even by Plato and Aristotle was Protagoras of Abdera . His work 
did not in fact stop with rhetoric, but in connection with reflections on 
speech he contributed to the development of certain basic grammatical 
concepts. Likewise Prodikos of Keos engaged in the question of significative 
nexuses.2 

Aristotle's judgment on sophistry is basically the same as Plato's. The 
determination we encountered in Aristotle, namely that cro<j>tcrnK'll i s  
<j>tA..ocro<j>ia cj>atvOilEVll, oucra o' ou (cf. Met. IV, 2, 1004b26), we find almost 
verbatim in Plato's Sophist: 1t6:v-ra apa crocj>ot -roic; !1<X811'taic; cj>aivov'tat 
(233c8), "they seem to be and they pretend to be disciples in every respect, 
ones who know and understand." crocj>ot cj>afvov'tat, hence cj>tA..ocrocj>ia 
cj>atVO!lEVll, oucra o' ou. Plato says OUK OV'tcc; yc (233c8), "in fact they are 
not. " The sophists do not have aA..l18eta, i.e., their speaking does not disclose 
the things, but, instead, the sophists move in a oo�acrnKl) 7tcpt miv-rrov 
£mcr't'111111 (cf. 233c10),  in a knowing which is only oo�acrnK'll, which only 
looks like knowing and which claims to extend to everything. It only looks 
that way; it is only presumed knowledge, because it moves only in deter
minate opinions. �o�acrnK'll is to be taken in a double sense: on the one 
hand, it means the same as <j>atvoll£vll, "apparently," and at the same time 
there resides in it the reason this E7ttO'TJlllll is <j>atvo!l£vl]: because it does 
not provide aA..l18eta but only 06�at, opinions on matters, not the matters 
at issue themselves. 

d) 1\A..T]Scuetv as ground of the question of llll ov (= \j/cUOoc;). 

Our reflection on aA..T]8c'6ctV has at the same time also provided the ground 
needed to understand why the sophist becomes thematic in the question 
about the Being of non-beings. That is, insofar as aA..T]8cuetv has the sense 
of the uncovering of beings in their Being,3 then its opposite, \j/cUOccr8at, 
distorting, deceiving, is the mode of comportment in which beings are 
covered over and distorted, the mode in which something shows itself-or 
"is"-as something it basically is not. The result is that non-being can be 
exhibited as being through the factual existence of error and deception. This 
is the inner connection between aA..T]8€c; and ov, and between \j/cu&oc; and 
llll ov. The task is to draw closer to \j/cUOccr8at in order to gain the ground 
for presentifying llll ov itself. 

2.  Sl'l' thl• <tp�wnd i x .  
:1 .  A l l :  O.A.rj!Jr u�--hl•i ngm'Ss. 
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§32. Continuation: The idea of first philosophy in Aristotle. 

a) First philosophy as ontology (Ov Tl ov) and as theology. 
Explication of this duality on the basis of the Greek 

understanding of Being (= presence). 

153 

Following Aristotle, we have gained some clarity concerning the question 
of ov, insofar as we can say it does not deal with a definite region of objects 
but with 'ta 1tUV'ta, with ov n OV, with the OAOV. The question concerns the 
determinations which constitute beings in their Being. This idea of first 
philosophy, as Aristotle calls it, the original science of beings, is for him 
intersected by another fundamental science, which he designates as 
emA.oyucJ1, so that we have: 

7tpOl'tll <)ltA.ocro<)l(a 
6£oA-oyuc'fl 

the science that considers ov n ov. 

This latter came to be called "ontology. "  Aristotle himself does not ever use 
the term. For the science which considers ov n ov I Aristotle uses the expres
sion 7tpcO'tll <!>tA-ocro<)l(a. Thus theology as well as ontology claim to be 1tPW'tll 
<!>tA.ocroq,ia. 

This duality can be pursued further, into the Middle Ages up to the 
ontology of the modern period. People have sought to mediate between 
ontology and theology in Aristotle, in order to gain a "well-rounded pic
ture" of Aristotle. This way is not fertile for an understanding of the 
matters at issue. Instead, the question should be raised why Greek science 
travelled such a path that it landed, as it were, with these two basic 
sciences, ontology and theology. Theology has the task of clarifying beings 
as a whole, the oA.ov, the beings of the world, nature, the heavens, and 
everything under them, to speak quite roughly, in their origins, in that by 
which they properly are. 1  It must be noted that the clarification of beings 
as a whole, nature, by means of an unmoved mover has nothing to do 
with proving God through a causal argument. Theology has the whole, 
the oA.ov, as its theme, and ontology too has the whole as its theme and 
considers its apxai . Both, theology and ontology, take their departure from 
beings as whole, as oA.ov; and it is their concern to understand the oA.ov, 
the whole in its entirety, as being. Why did Greek science and philosophy 
arrive at these two basic sciences? (In Plato they are still wholly intermin
gled; he leaves them even more unclarified than Aristotle does. But in fact 

1 .  In th<• comm<•nts which fol low, Hcidcggcr takes his orientation from Met. XII ,  1 ,  1 069a l !lff. 
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he already moves in both these dimensions. ) It can be made understand
able only on the basis of the meaning of Being for the Greeks .2 Beings are 
what is present in the proper sense. Theology considers beings according 
to what they are already in advance, i .e . ,  according to what constitutes, in 
the most proper and highest sense, the presence of the world. The most 
proper and highest presence of beings is the theme of theology. The theme 
of ontology is beings insofar as they are present in all their determinations, 
not tailored to a definite region, not only the unmoved mover and the 
heavens, but also what is under the heavens, everything there is, mathe
matical beings as well as physical . Thus the theme of theology is the 
highest and most proper presence, and the theme of ontology is that which 
constitutes presence as such in generaP The development of Greek science 
is pursued in these two original dimensions of reflection on Being. The 
real difficulty of understanding these matters and their proper productive 
formation and appropriation does not reside in 8coA.oytK1l , whose ap
proach is relatively clear to us, as it was to the Greeks as well, but in 
ontology and more precisely in the question: what is the sense of the 
characters of Being which pertain universally to all beings insofar as they 
are, in relation to the individual concrete being? Later, in scholaticism, this 
question was expressed as follows: do the universal determinations ontol
ogy provides concerning beings in their Being, i .e., concerning beings in 
general, have the character of genuses? Is ontology in some sense the 
science of the highest genuses of everything that is, or do these characters 
of Being have a different structural relation to beings? 

A survey of the development of this entire question, thus of the basic 
questioning of ontology, from Aristotle and the Greeks up to the present, 
shows that we have in fact not advanced one step forward; indeed, quite 
to the contrary, the position the Greeks attained has for us been lost and 
we therefore do not even understand these questions any longer. Hegel's 
entire Logic moves within a complete lack of understanding and misunder
standing of all these questions . Husserl was the first, in connection with 
his idea of logic, to rediscover, as it were, the question of the meaning of 
the formal determinations of Being, though he did so, to be sure, only in a 
first-admittedly very important-beginning. It is no accident that this 
question emerged in connection with a clarification of the idea of logic, 
because-and here we arrive at a concluding characteristic of the funda
mental science of the Greeks, 1tpcOTI] qnA.ocro<)lia-this science is ultimately 
oriented toward A.6yoc,, or, more precisely, because its theme is beings 

2. s,.,. l lw a ppl•n d i x .  
1 .  A l l :  l l l ' ings .1s .1 wholl• .  lll' i ngs as  such .  
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insofar as they are ov A£y6j.l£VOV, hence beings as addressed in speech, 
beings insofar as they are themes for A-6yo�.4·5 

b) A6yo� as guideline for the research into Being carried out 
by cro<)lia. Explication of the guiding function of Myo� on 

the basis of the Greek understanding of Being. 

As we have seen, Aristotle strives, precisely with his idea of cro<)l(a, to go 
beyond A-6yo� to a VOEtV that is free of "A£ynv. But closer inspection shows 
that even his determination of the ultimate apxii, the abtatpE'toV, is ac
quired only within an orientation toward Myo�. This is manifest in the fact 
that oucr(a, the basic determination of ov, has the character of U1tOK£tj.!EVOV, 
of what is already there in advance, of utter and primary presence. That is 
the formal determination of anything at all. Now this urtoK£ij.l£vov, what 
is already there in advance, is specifically seen in light of "A£ynv: what, in 
speaking about something, in discussing some connection in beings, is there 
in advance, prior to all speech and on behalf of all speech. That is, what is 
spoken about is the 1moKtij.!EVov, ov, oucria, in a formal sense. The basic 
character of Being is drawn from the context of A-6yo� itself. Therefore-i.e., 
because Myo� is the guiding line-1tporr11 <)ltA.ocro<)lia, with regard to the 
question it raises (not with regard to theory), stands connected again to 
"logic," as we say today, i .e ., connected to "A£yecr9at, dialectic. This is the 
meaning of the cliche heard every so often that for Aristotle metaphysics 
is logical and logic is metaphysical. The meaning is that even the aA-tWeunv 
of cro<)lia, uncovering in the purest sense, still remains in a certain fashion 
j.!E'ta Myou, that, consequently, for the explication of a given theme-even 
if only the sheer something in general-speech or discourse is the guiding 
line. This irruption of Myo�, of the logical in this rigorously Greek sense, 
in the questioning of ov, is motivated by the fact that ov, the Being of beings 
itself, is primarily interpreted as presence, and Myo� is the primary way 
in which one presentifies something, namely that which is under discus
sion . Let this suffice as a quite general preliminary orientation regarding 
questions we will subject to closer scrutiny in the context of Plato's Sophist.6 

4. A H :  Being and thinking. 
5.  Sc�· thl' append i x .  
6. St'<' t l w  .lpfwnd ix .  





MAIN PART 

Plato's Research into Being 
Interpretation of the Sophist1 

Preliminary Remarks 

§33. The meaning of the preceding preparation: the acquisition of 
the ground for an understanding of the issues in a specific Greek 

dialogue. The insufficiencies of the preparation. 

If, now, armed with the preceding orientation, we go on to consider what is 
thematic in the dialogue, it will be clear at once that, although for many the 
preparation might already have been too lengthy and involved, it is still not 
enough and that it has by no means attained the ideal of a preparation for 
an interpretation. An ideal preparation would actually enable us to appro
priate the dialogue, presupposing a rigorous and concentrated reading, at 
one stroke without entrammeling the understanding; i.e., it would render 
every pertinent horizon within which the dialogue moves completely per
spicuous and available. Our introduction has admittedly not yet equipped 
us with all this, and under the present circumstances it never will. 

Nevertheless, we have to retain the ideal of an interpretation which 
simply aims at allowing the dialogue to speak purely for itself. That goes 
without saying; today everyone claims to let the texts speak for themselves . 
It has become a watchword. In most cases, however, the obligation entailed 
by this claim is not understood. For it is not sufficient to lay out the largest 
possible text material and refrain from saying what is not in the text. That 
is no guarantee that even the slightest thing has been understood. On the 
contrary, this claim to let the text speak for itself involves the task not only 
of first pinning down, as it were, the issues discussed in the text but of 
letting these issues come forth in advance on the basis of a more penetrating 
understanding. The claim of allowing the texts to speak for themselves thus 
entails the obligation, as regards an understanding of the matters at issue, 
to be fundamentally more advanced than the object of the interpretation. 
Yet this claim, properly understood, is an occasion for modesty. For to be 
more advanced cannot mean (as I judge the situation) to be superior to Greek 

1 .  Subti t lt· in l l t> idq�gl•r's manuscript. 
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scientific philosophy. It can only mean understanding that we have to enter 
into the service of this research in order to make a first attempt, following 
its guidance, to heed its immanent tendencies, to grasp and retain them in 
a more original elaboration, and in that way to fortify the ground upon 
which the discussion of the matters at issue must develop. 

As regards aA.ft8eu:x, emcr't'ftJ.LTJ, etc ., it is not enough to find terminological 
equivalents and speak of the concepts of truth, science, semblance, decep
tion, assertion, and the like. Nor is it enough, though this is often taken as 
a substantive interpretation, to leave everything in indeterminateness, to 
call on the end, itself not understood, to help explain the beginning, which 
has not been appropriated either, or in general to try to clarify any part, 
any passage, by means of another. Nor will it suffice to take passages from 
other dialogues dealing with the same theme and in this way attempt to 
understand Plato on the basis of Plato, Aristotle on the basis of Aristotle . 
All that is out of the question. What is decisive resides, as always, in a 
confrontation with the very matters at issue in the discussions. Unless we 
set out, in each case following the possibility of a development of an 
understanding, to exhibit and clarify that which is under discussion by 
basing ourselves on the matters at issue themselves, a comprehension of 
the philosophy of Plato and Aristotle, or of any philosophy at all, will be 
unthinkable. 

To conceive of the task of interpretation in such a way is to know forth
with, even without being familiar with the history of philosophy, that there 
exists a continuity of radical questioning and research, a continuity not in 
the least manifest in the external aspect of what is commonly known about 
the trends, problems, systems, works, and personages in the history of 
philosophy. On the contrary, this continuity resides behind all that and 
cannot be the object of such a consideration. In this sense, the past comes 
alive only if we understand that we ourselves are that past. In the sense of 
our spiritual existence, we are the philosopher as well as, in general, the 
scientist we were, and we will be what we receive and appropriate from 
what we were, and here the most important factor will be how we do so. 
On the basis of these simple temporal relations, the temporal relations of 
human-and particularly spiritual---existence, we see the proper meaning 
of actual research to be a confrontation with history, a history which be
comes existent [existent wird] only when the research is historical, i .e., when 
it understands that it is itself history. Only in this way does the possibility 
of the historiographical arise.2 An appeal to supertemporal or eternal values 
and the like is not needed to justify historical research. 

What I am saying is supposed to indicate that the interpretation, even 

2. Thus in l lt > idt·��··r's m.uH rscri p t .  
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more than the preceding reflections, whose sense was to clarify what is 
peculiarly Greek, will require you to be prepared for an actual confrontation 
with the matters we are about to take up. 

§34. Recapitulation: Firs t  characterization of sophistry. 
Delimitation of sophistry against dialectic and philosophy. 

The appreciation of the EU 'Ai:yEtv: unconcern with substantive 
content versus concern with substantive content. 

To comprehend the dialogue we need to adhere to the meaning of sophistry 
as delimited against dialectics and philosophy. Sophistry is characterized 
by an unconcern with substantive content, an unconcern in a quite deter
minate sense, not one that is haphazard, arbitrary, or occasional, but one 
that is a matter of principle. Yet this unconcern may not be understood as 
if there was alive in the sophists a basic intention to distort and conceal the 
matters at issue, as if they wanted to do nothing but deceive. We could 
determine their unconcern in a better way by calling it emptiness, a lack of 
substantive content; i .e., this unconcern is grounded in something positive, 
in a determinate appreciation of the domination of speech and the speaking 
person. The spoken word in its domination in single individuals as well as 
in the community is what is most decisive for the sophist. Now insofar as 
this obstinate adherence to the word and to the beautifully and strikingly 
spoken word always involves the obligation, as a mode of speaking, to 
speak about something, the interest in speaking is by itself already an 
unconcern with substantive content, simply by the fact that it emphasizes 
the form alone, i .e. , the form of the speech and argumentation. In other 
words, insofar as all speech is about something and insofar as the sophist 
speaks, he has to speak about something, whether or not the content he 
speaks about is of interest to him. But precisely because it does not interest 
him, i .e ., because he is not bound by the content of his speech, because for 
him the meaning of the speaking resides solely in its beauty, he is uncon
cerned with substantive content, i .e . ,  he is unburdened by the substantive 
content of what he says. Now insofar as speech is the basic mode of access 
to the world and of commerce with it, insofar as it is the mode in which 
the world is primarily present-and not only the world but also other 
people and the respective individual himself-the emptiness of the speech 
is equivalent to an ungenuineness and uprootedness of human existence. 
That is the proper meaning of sophistry's unconcern with substantive con
tent as a form of emptiness. Keep in mind that the Greeks see existence as 
existence in the n6A.tc;. The opposite of this existence, of the one that is 
uprooted , and the opposite of the way it expresses itself in communal 
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spiritual life, resides in genuine existence, i .e. ,  in a concern with substantive 
content, in a concern with disclosing beings and in obtaining a basic un
derstanding of them. In other words, genuine existence resides in the idea 
of scientific philosophy, as Socrates first brought it to life and as Plato and 
Aristotle then developed it concretely. We must now actually understand 
this simple matter of the opposition between unconcern with substantive 
content and genuine concern with it, i .e . ,  genuine research. We must un
derstand it in such a way that every one of us understands for his part and 
in his own place what it means to be concerned with substantive content. 
The difficulty of the dialogue lies neither in the specifically ontological 
treatise about non-being and negation and the like, nor in the complexity 
of the divisions with which the consideration begins. On the contrary, the 
real difficulty is to bring the connection of the whole into proper focus and 
thereby see the content that is genuinely and ultimately at issue, so that 
from it as from a unitary source the understanding of every single propo
sition will be nourished. To facilitate an insight into the whole of the 
dialogue, we will presentify its articulation and keep that on hand in order 
to be able to refer to it at any time. 

§35. Structure and articulation of the Sophist. 

a) General characterization of the structure of the Sophist. 
The traditional division: introduction, shell, kernel. 

Acceptance and critique. 

The dialogue which is our primary theme, the Sophist, is relatively trans
parent in its structure and articulation. The lines marking the sections, in 
which the content is for the most part divided, are assigned by universal 
agreement, apart from a few minor deviations. I will follow the articulation 
Bonitz1 offers, which is also the one most accepted. No special value is to 
be placed on this articulation; it has no significance for an understanding, 
it is only meant as an extrinsic orientation. 

The dialogue, speaking very roughly, consists of an "introduction," and, 
it is said, an enclosing shell and a kernel. This image also characterizes the 
way such a dialogue is taken up. The introduction is the prelude to the 
dialogue; the enclosing shell, it is said, is the question of the essence of the 
sophist, which is the immediate issue, but which is then interrupted by the 
question of the Being of non-beings. Here we have the kernel. At the end 
of this, the dialogue leads again to the question taken up first, the question 

I .  I I . l lonit:t.,  1'/lllou i,;c/w St udim, �. i\ u fla).\<', ll<•rl in 1 1!1!6, p.  1 �2ff. 
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of the essence of the sophist, so that the latter question, like a shell, encloses 
the question of the Being of non-beings. 

Such a harmless division as that into "introduction," enclosing shell, and 
kernel already betrays the fact that it is confined to the extrinsic and the 
literary, to the material occurrences and themes of the dialogue, and is 
seeking an exemption from asking about the articulation of the matter at 
issue itself, i .e. , from inquiring into what the dialogue is dealing with .  This 
extrinsic articulation has given rise to equally extrinsic problems. In con
nection with the orientation expressed in this image, the difficulty has arisen 
that the title only touches what would constitute the shell and precisely not 
the inner core. For Plato's genuine aim, namely the question of the Being 
of non-beings, is not expressed in the title; what the title presents would 
thus be a mere playful imitation of sophistry. This division into shell and 
kernel is a classic example of how the image of a separation of matter from 
form, without an orientation toward the genuine questions, can breed 
pseudo-problems, e.g., the problem of why the dialogue is called the Sophist, 
whereas its main theme is the Being of non-beings. 

From the very outset, i .e . ,  already in our consideration of the prelude to 
the dialogue, we want to free ourselves from this extrinsic division. That 
means nothing else than that from the very outset we will take pains to 
expose the context in which the dialogue moves, i .e., the concrete connec
tion of the phenomena which are thematic in the whole dialogue and are 
not merely treated within the inner core or as part of the shell. This con
nection between what the image characterizes as kernel and what it char
acterizes as shell must be worked out in terms of the very matters at issue. 

The introduction of the dialogue comprises, according to the old division 
into chapters, chapters one and two, 216a-219a .  This introduction is a 
prelude to the dialogue; its task is to pose the theme and to indicate the 
way the theme is to be dealt with. The shell, which in a certain sense 
encloses the kernel, is found, as it were, on both sides, initially (chapters 
3-24) as ushering in the kernel . 

b) The articulation of the Sophist (according to H. Bonitz).2 

Introduction: Chapters 1-2, 216a-218b. 

Ia) Search for the definition of the sophist, Chapters 3-24. 

1 .) An example of the method of definition. The definition of the 
acrm:xA.tEUTJl�.  Chapters 4-7, 219a4-221c4. 

2. St.'t' tht• notl' on p .  1 60. 
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2.) The first six definitions of the sophist. Chapters 8-19, 221c5-
231c9. 
3.)  The preparation for the indigenous or genuine definition. Chap
ters 20-24, 232b-236c. 
The individual definitions of the sophist. Chapters 8-24. 

a) Preparatory definitions. Chapters 8-19. 
1 st definition 221c-223b . 
2nd definition 223b-224d. 
3rd and 4th definitions 224d, e. 
5th definition 224e-226a. 
6th definition 226a-23lc.  
Summary 231d-232a. 

b) Indigenous definition. Chapters 20-24. 
7th definition 232b-236c. 
(Cf. Continuation at 264c.)  

The 7th definition of the sophist as avnA.oyu(o<; provides the 
point of departure for the consideration of the fundamental 
problem: 

II The Being of non-beings. Chapters 25-47, 237b9-264b9. 

1 .) Difficulties in the concept of non-beings. Chapters 25-29 . 237b9-
242b5. 
2.) Difficulties in the concept of beings. Chapters 30-36, 242b6-250e. 
3.) The positive resolution of the problem through the JCOtvrovia 
'tWV yEv&v. Chapters 36-47, 250e-264c. 

lb. Conclusion of the definition of the sophist. Chapters 48-52, 264c-268c. 



INTRODUCTION 

The Prelude to the Dialogue1 
(Sophist 216a-219a) 

§36. First intimation of the theme and method of the dialogue. 
Introduction of the �£voc,from Elea. The fundamental theses of 

Parmenides. 8eoc, £Af:yKnK6c,? The divinity of philosophy. Theme 
of the dialogue: the philosopher. Method: otaKpiv£tv 'tO y£voc,. The 

ground of otaKpivttv: immediate self-showing (<)>av'tacr!la) and 
popular opinion: <)>tMcro<)>ot = rroA.mKoi-cro<)>tcr'tat-!l<XYtKoi. 

If we divide its content very schematically, the prelude of the dialogue has 
the task of determining, first, the theme, namely what a philosopher is, and, 
second, the method. The dialogue begins with Theodorus, together with 
Theaetetus, bringing a stranger to Socrates. Theodorus had already been a 
participant in a dialogue, namely the one immediately preceding, the The
aetetus. There (Theaetetus, 143b8) he was called yew!lf'tpTJc,. Theodorus was 
Plato's teacher of mathematics. He comes from Cyrene in North Africa.  This 
Theodorus, along with Theaetetus, a younger philosopher, approaches Soc
rates Ka'ta TIJY xe£c, O!lOAOyiav (216al ), "according to the appointment 
made yesterday."  Thereby reference is made to the dialogue Theaetetus. 
Theodorus brings with him a �£voc,, a foreigner. The dialogue begins with 
Theodorus' presentation of this foreigner to Socrates. We learn: 1 . )  'tO !lEY 
y£voc, €�' 'EA.Eac, (a2f. ), that this �£voc, comes from Elea, 2 . )  e'tatpov o£ 'trov 
cX!l<!>t flap!lEVtOllY Kal Zftvwva (a3f. ), that he is a companion and associate 
of the disciples of Parmenides and Zeno, indicating his spiritual-scientific 
roots, and 3. )  !l<iA.a o£ avopa <)>tMcro<)>ov (a4), that he is a very philosophical 
man, characterizing his very existence. 

Thus a philosopher from the school of Parmenides is introduced. This 
indicates the entire spiritual atmosphere of the dialogue. For the genuine 
argumentation and the substantive discussion move within the horizon of 
the mode of questioning established by Eleatic philosophy, by Parmenides 
of Elea . Thereby at the very outset the substantive content of the dialogue 
is indicated in a provisional way, namely the question of whether there are 
also non-beings. That is only the counter-question to the fundamental prop
osition of the Eleatic school, the principle of Parmenides: beings are. That 
is the positive thesis, which now will be shaken in the course of this 

I .  T i l ll' in l ll•id qml·r's ma nuscr ip t .  
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dialogue. For our knowledge of Parmenides, we do not have to rely on 
doxographic material, since we even have actual fragments of his didactic 
poem, entitled 0£pi <jr6cr£roc;. We now want to take this didactic poem 
merely as a provisional indication of the fundamental conception of beings, 
from which the counter-position of the dialogue will be understandable. 

Already the title, 0£pi qr6cr£roc;, points to the fact that beings, which are 
at issue there, are taken in the sense of the whole of nature and the world.2 
To characterize in a preliminary way the basic proposition of the Parmen
idean school, we may quote a statement from fragment 6 (cited according 
to the order of Hermann Diels) : XPll 'tO A£ynv 'tf VOftV -r' £0v E!J.IJ.fVat· £crn 
yap dvat, !J.TJOCV ()' ouK £crnv· -ra cr' £yw <)>pa<;mem avroya. "It is necessary 
to assert and to apprehend about beings as such that they are"; it is neces
sary to say that beings are. "Ecrn yap dvat, "for Being is. " And now, in 
simple opposition to this formally universal proposition about Being: IJ.llbEV 
B'ouK £crnv. That is how the proposition has been handed down. But ac
cording to a conjecture which first became known after Diels' edition, we 
should read, instead of IJ.TjbfV, !J.ll ()' dv' ouK: "But non-being is not." Positio: 
Being is; negatio: Non-being is not. We see here already that this proposition 
has been obtained under the strong impress of speaking and asserting. It 
says, expressing, as it were, an archaic truth:3 beings are, non-beings are 
not. Without looking at the phenomena any further, but merely on the basis 
of an obviously perceived content, the proposition says: beings are, and 
non-beings are not. The Sophist places the second assertion in question. 
Thereby the meaning of Being gets modified, and the first assertion is set 
on a more radical basis. The dialogue refers explicitly to the Eleatic school 
at 241aff. and at 258cff. 

This presentation of the �£voc; as a stranger from Elea, and as an adept 
of the school of Parmenides and Zeno, as a very philosophical man, indi
cates what is now properly to come. Socrates responds to this presentation 
of the stranger. We ask: how does Socrates react to the introduction of the 
stranger? We can at first say only: Socratically. Which must then be made 
more clear. Socrates turns the dialogue and the attention given to the for
eigner as a important stranger away toward a wholly different connection. 
f\p' ouv ou �fVOV a"A"A6. nva 9£0V ayrov KCJ.'ta 'tOV 'O!J.1lpou Myov A£"A1leac; 
(d. 216a5f. ), perhaps it is a god you are bringing here-without knowing 
it, i .e., in such a way that you are concealed to yourself in what you bring 
and what you do-perhaps you bring along a god. We must understand 
that Socrates is here in his way altogether struck, as it were, by this meeting, 

2. A l l :  Tlw ti tll' c�me l a tl•r! Out then a lso qn!mc;: what i n i tsel f grows from i tsel f; beings i n  
t l wms1• lv l's . Cf. I I Pr.l r l i tus :  � !)l1Jm<; Kp1mtrcrflm quA.ri  (fragnwnt 1 2:1 ) .  

:l. A l l :  pri mord i.t l l y  .md i m ml•d i .l ll' ly .  
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insofar as we must presuppose that Socrates = Plato and accordingly must 
assume in Socrates the same enormous respect Plato himself had for 
Parmenides, since Plato (the dialogue Parmenides preceded the Sophist, if 
the chronology is correct)4 had already properly understood and appropri
ated Parmenides' far-reaching discovery. Socrates hence is in the situation 
of encountering something out of the ordinary and of being offered an 
unusual opportunity. His reaction is not to burst forth into a wild discussion 
but to meditate quietly about what this occasion could bring to pass. In this 
connection, it must be taken into account that Socrates/Plato not only knew 
about the lofty meaning of the philosophy of Parmenides but also knew 
that Parmenides had founded a school and that, at the time of Socrates, 
precisely these Eleatics, the philosophers of this school, were making a 
particularly great sensation. They exhibited a special arrogance and fell into 
a blind negating of all other research. Yet they did so, as disciples very often 
do, without an awareness and appropriation of what the teacher himself 
once had to go through and what he thereby confronted and discovered. 
Socrates was aware of the esteem due the founder of the school but was 
also acquainted with the ill behavior of the disciples, who were causing a 
sensation to their own advantage. Socrates thus first refers positively, since 
basically he is positive, to this eminent possibility: ou �£vov aA.A.<i nva eeov 
&yrov AEAT)eac;. And he does not let it rest with a mere reference but clarifies 
what is properly at stake in this possibility, that here perhaps a god is 
coming in a concealed way. That is, by citing a passage from Homer 's 
Odyssey, XVII, 485-487, he points out that often other gods, though pre
dominantly the eeoc; �£vtoc;, accompany men and travel with them, cruvo-
7tCXCOV ytyYO!leVOV ul3petc; 'te 1Wl eUVO!liac; 'tWV avepo:mrov Kaeopav (b2f. ), 
and "thereby look down on the transgressions and good deeds of men," 
and thus keep abreast of human affairs. Socrates again uses the expression 
Ka9opav, at 216c6, to characterize philosophers and precisely the genuine 
ones. The gods who in this way are secret companions look upon the 
behavior5 of man with a critical eye. And thus here, too, it could be that 
one of 'tWV KpEl't't6vrov (b4) is actually accompanying the philosophical 
stranger. The Ka9opav, the looking down, of the 9e6c; would then be 
E1tO'JIO!leYOc;, "watching us"; the eeoc; would carry on an inspection of us, 
perhaps with the specific outcome ljlauA.ouc; it!l<lc; ov-rac; EV 'tote; Myotc; 
(b4f. ), "that we are deficient in our Myot," i .e., that we do not genuinely 
know what we are talking about, that in our AiyetV we fall short as regards 
the foundedness of our speech in the things themselves. Thus perhaps this 
god is at the same time £Aiy�rov (bS), the one who exposes us publicly, 

4. AH:  "contemporaneous" in production, not in publication. 
5 .  A l l :  riioc;. 
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makes us publicly visible and exhibits us for what we are and thereby 
confutes us. This is the possibility Socrates is referring to. Socrates thus is 
responding to the presentation of the foreigner in a peculiar fashion, by, as 
it were, looking away from this new acquaintance and envisioning a higher 
possibility, one which could be given along with the appearance of the 
foreigner: ou �evov, C:lA'Alx nva ee6v . 

This reference to a higher possibility, as well as the more precise charac
terization of this possibility-that Socrates and those with him could be 
found wanting as regards their discussion of the matters they are about to 
take up-now have, however, the Socratic sense of forcing the stranger, or, 
rather, the one who has introduced him, Theodorus, to acknowledge this 
higher possibility held out to them. Thus Theodorus is compelled to reveal 
how things stand with the stranger. He is compelled to present the foreigner 
in the latter 's true spirit. Hence the response of Theodorus: Oux ou'to� 6 
•pono� 'tou �evou, &.t .. .t ... a flE'tptonepo� •rov nept •a� £ptoa� £crnouoaK6'trov. 
Kai flOl OOK£t eeo� flEV avf]p  OUO<XflW� £lVat, eeio� flllV·  mivta� yap f_yffi 
'tOU� ¢lt'A.ocr6¢lou� 'totau'tou� npocrayopeuw (d. b7ff. ), "That is not the char
acter of the foreigner; on the contrary, he is of a more moderate temper than 
those who direct all their endeavors toward disputation." This answer 
shows Theodorus understood the reference Socrates made by speaking of 
the 8£0� £'A.tyK'ttKO� (b5f.), i.e., the reference to the disputatiousness of the 
Eleatics, the disciples of Parmenides. In the face of the higher possibility of 
being a god, the �EVO<; now reveals himself more precisely, i.e., now there 
begins the proper presentation of what he is, over and against merely 
extrinsic characteristics. Now it is to be decided whether he has actually 
received his allotment from his school and wears, as we say, his school 
colors, i .e . ,  whether he has his work from his school and understands his 
work to be this work, finding his limits in this work, or whether he is 
capable of being unprejudiced even with regard to the propositions and 
dogmas of his school. That is to say, it must now be shown whether he is 
ultimately capable of patricide, i .e . ,  whether he can topple the standing of 
his teacher from the ground up. Only if he harbors this possibility could 
he perhaps be a person to be taken seriously in the matters at issue. Or is 
he just a shallow wrangler who derives prestige merely by belonging to 
the school and who plies his trade at the expense of the school and for the 
sake of a career? 

The second intention of Socrates' response is to deflate any possible 
pretensions on the part of the newcomer to offer up a great philosophy. For 
the answer of Theodorus is very cautious; he draws back, as it were: Kai 
j.lOI OO KEt 8£0<; flEV avf]p  OUO<XflW<; dvat, eeio� flllV (b8f. ), the stranger I am 
brin�in� here is not a god, though in truth he is d iv ine. And then the genera l 
ch <H<ldl' r izat ion :  miv't<l� y<lp tyco wu<; <)>t'A.ocr6<)>ou<; 'tOIOU'tOU<; npocr-
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ayop£uw (b9f.) ,  "I am accustomed to apprehend and address all philoso
phers as divine. "  This predicate of "divine," as applied to the philosophers, 
means that the object of their questioning is what is highest among beings. 
Moreover, already here in Plato, where the notion of the 8£iov has a more 
obscure and much more comprehensive sense than in Aristotle, "divine" 
does not have a religious meaning, as one might think, such that this person 
could then be characterized in a specific sense as religious. We must con
ceive the "divine" in a worldly sense, or-from the standpoint of Christi
anity-in a pagan sense, insofar as 8£io�, "divine," here simply means to 
relate, in one's knowledge, to those beings having the highest rank in the 
order of reality. Included here is nothing like a connection of the divine or 
of god to an individual man in the sense of a direct personal relationship . 
Thus Socrates forces Theodorus to present his companion in his proper 
spiritual provenance and to draw back to legitimate claims. 

Socrates takes this answer literally, as it were, and thereby we are already 
given the theme of the dialogue. The last sentence of Theodorus' answer, 
1tavra� yap tyro 'toi:J� <jnA.oa6Q>ou� mtOU'tou� 1tpoaayop£uw, becomes the 
point of departure for a reflection on Socrates' part, whose object is to 
distinguish, BtaKpivnv (c3), these two realities, the philosopher and the 
divine, the god, and specifically to BtaKpivnv with regard to the y£vo�. 
Socrates says: Alright, there is indeed a distinction, and the man you present 
to me might very well not be a god, but nevertheless it must be noted that 
both, the philosopher and the god, the divine, are equally difficult to dis
entangle, equal difficult to understand. We must notice that not just any 
arbitrary expression is used here for "understanding" or "close determina
tion," but instead BtaKpivnv 'tO y£vo� (cf. c2f.), Kpiv£tv, to distinguish, to 
set something off over and against something else, and specifically to de
limit the y£vo�. We must take the expression y£vo� here as originally as 
possible: it means the origin of the philosopher, or of the god, the origin in 
the sense of ontological lineage. In the setting off of one against the other, 
in this differentiation of one against the other, the y£vo� from which each 
becomes what it is must therefore be extracted.  This is the proper ontolog
ical meaning of y£vo�: that out of which something becomes what it is, the 
stem, ancestry, lineage, origination. Thus what is at stake here is not an 
arbitrary popular delimitation of the philosopher over and against the 
divine. Rather, the expression y£vo� already refers to this particular sort of 
questioning and differentiating. 

Not only that; Socrates also indicates the ground more precisely, insofar 
as he points out at the same time how the question of what the philosopher 
is and what his y£vo� is presupposes a first orientation in terms of what 
we in an average and naive way, in everyday life, know about the object 
we a rl' now interrogating. Socrates characterizes the popular knowledge 
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about philosophers, and what philosophers are, by saying: n<ivu nav'totot. 
(d. c4f.), "with much variety, in many different ways," do they show them
selves, <jlana�£cr8at.. <l>av'tacr)la does not here mean appearance as mere 
phantasy, over and against real perception, but instead has the original 
sense of <jlaivecr8at., self-showing, immediate apparition, in which the phi
losopher manifests himself to the people, to persons of average sophistica
tion. If we ask the person of average culture what he thinks of philosophers, 
the first thing he will express is some kind of a judgment, either one of 
denigration or of esteem. To some, philosophers appear to be "of no value," 
'tOU )l£0£Vo<; 'tt)lt.Ot. (c7f.), a superfluous type of humanity; to others, how
ever, they are "worthy of the highest veneration," &l;tot. 'tOU 7tUV't6<; (c8).  
Hence we have here contrasting judgments which do not so much rest on 
an actual presentification of the matter at issue, but on an immediate com
mon impression, on the predominating temper and opinion. And indeed 
the variety of the apparitions in which the philosopher figures results oux 
n,v 'tWV &'A'Arov &yvot.av (c4f.), "from the unfamiliarity of the others." Here 
oi &'A'Aot means the same as oi no'A'Aoi, the multitude. 

In connection with this characterization of the immediate popular view 
of the philosopher, Socrates provides at the same time a positive indication 
of the way the ov'tro<; <jlt.Mcro<jlo<; (cf. c6), "the real philosopher," appears. 
"Ov'tro<; <jlt.Mcro<jlo<; stands in opposition to n'Aacr't&<; (c6); 7tAU't'tro means to 
feign, to fabricate, to concoct a figure. In another context, a'A118&<; replaces 
ov'tro<;. The feigned philosopher is thus opposed to the true one. Socrates 
now determines the true philosophers as Ka8op&v'tE<; 1:nv68£v, "looking 
down from above on the �to<; of those who are beneath them."  oi )li) 
1tAU<J'tW<; a'A'A' OV'tffi<; <jlt.Mcro<jlot., Ka8op&V't£<; lHj168£v 'tOV 'tWV Kcl't(J) �tOV 
(c5f. ) .  The occupation of the philosopher is therefore opav, to look upon 
the �to<;. Notice that the word here is not �ro'll , life in the sense of the 
presence of human beings in the nexus of animals and plants, of everything 
that crawls and flies, but �to<;, life in the sense of existence, the leading of 
a life, which is characterized by a determinate 'tEAO<;, a 'tEAo<; functioning 
for the �to<; itself as an object of npal;t.<;. The theme of philosophy is thus 
the �to<; of man and possibly the various kinds of �tot. "They look down 
from above." That implies that the philosopher himself, in order to be able 
to carry out such a possibility in earnest, must have attained a mode of 
existence guaranteeing him the possibility of such a look and thereby mak
ing accessible to him life and existence in general.6 

If we ask more precisely what popular opinion, which is always affec
tively disposed to the philosophers in one way or another, finds to say 
about them, the result is threefold. For some, philosophers show themselves 

h. A l l :  o11lsitil' l ilt' ca!lt'. 01 K'at(l). I n  tlw c.w<'. 
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as 1tOAt'ttKof, for others as cro<jlt<J'taf, and for still others as nav't<inacrt 
!lUVtKffic; (cf. 216c8--d2), as "utterly deranged." These three determinations, 
politician, sophist, and madman, are not accidental; nor is the indetermi
nateness in which popular opinion about the philosopher moves an arbi
trary one. On the contrary, we can see from the threefold characterization 
that it is a matter of men whose doctrine and teaching aim at human beings 
insofar as they live in the n6A.tc;. For even the sophist, in his proper occu
pation, is a Pll'tWp, an orator and teacher of rhetoric, a teacher of the speech 
that plays a substantial role in the public life of the n6A.tc;: in the courts, in 
the senate, and in festivals. It is a matter then of people who are directed 
to the noA.tnK<i. And so despite all the indeterminateness surrounding the 
essence of the philosopher, a certain range of his possible activity is indeed 
already given: cro<jltcr'tllc;, noA.tnK6c;, and nav't<inacrtv £xwv !lCXVtKffic;. From 
this (217a3) and from what follows, people have drawn the conclusion that 
Plato intended to write a trilogy. We possess along with the Sophist a further 
dialogue under the title "I1oA.tnK6c;," and, as to content, in a certain sense 
they belong together. Plato left unfinished, it is said, the third dialogue, 
about the philosopher. Now this is a picture of Plato as a grade-school 
teacher, one who writes dramas and who is bent on composing a trilogy. 
Closer inspection will show that for Plato things were not so simple. On 
the contrary, it is precisely the dialogue on the sophist that accomplishes 
the task of clarifying what the philosopher is, and indeed it does so not in 
a primitive way, by our being told what the philosopher is, but precisely 
Socratically. In the last parts of the dialogue there occurs a passage (2253c8f.) 
where the protagonist says explicitly that in fact now, even before their 
discussion has arrived at the proper scientific definition of the sophist, they 
suddenly might have found the philosopher. That is noteworthy, not only 
as regards content, but purely methodologically, insofar as this makes it 
clear that Plato knew he could interpret the sophist as the antipode of the 
philosopher only if he was already acquainted with the philosopher and 
knew how matters stand with him. We shall thus dismiss this trilogy and 
attempt to derive from the Sophist the genuine answer to the question raised 
there: what is a philosopher? 
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§37. More precision on the theme. Explication of the thematic object 
of a question in general: the distinction between the matter at issue 
(ti), the determination of the matter (yf.voc,), and the designation of 

the matter (OVOJ.LO:) .  A6yoc, as the unitary field of the threefold 
distinction. Task: application of this distinction to three objects: 

crolj>tcrn1 c, -noA.t n x:6c, --<j>tMcrolj>oc,. 

After Socrates provides Theodorus, or the �f.voc,, with a ground in this 
way-namely, first by indicating how that which is at issue, the philoso
pher, is manifest immediately, i .e., in natural opinion, and, further, by 
sharply fixing the question, insofar as what is to be sought is the yf.voc, of 
the being at issue-he asks the �f.voc, to give him information on this point: 
'tOU J.lEV'tot �EVOU ltJ.ltV ltOEWC, &.v 1tUV8o:vo{J.Lf1V, £i lj>{A.ov o:1rrcp, 'tt 'tO:U8' oi 
nrp'i. 'tOV ex:ri 'tonov l'lyouv'to x:o:'i. ffiv6J.Lo:l;ov (216d2ff.) .  He wants an answer 
from him about two things : 1 . ) 'tt l'lyouvw, what the Eleatic school, and 
hence ultimately Parmenides himself, maintained about the philosopher, 
how they conceived the philosopher or the man of science, and 2.) 'tt 
ffiv6J.Lo:/;ov, what they called him. Theodorus requires a more precise deter
mination of the question. At that point it becomes evident that Socrates is 
not raising the question of the philosopher in isolation but is laying under 
it the whole ground: crolj>tcrn1c,, noA.mx:6c,, lj>tMcrolj>oc,. And he provides a 
more precise explication of what exactly is now to be investigated in the 
dialogue. Quite roughly, there is given-using the expression "subject mat
ter" in a completely formal sense-a subject matter to be interrogated: the 
philosopher. The question is how this subject matter is to be taken, and 
further, how it is to be denominated. The pregiven subject rna tter, the theme, 
is the "what," the 'ti. And this is to be determined as such and such, the 
philosopher as this or that, determined from his origination, according to 
his ontological provenance, thus out of his yf.voc,. And the thematic object 
which in this way will be determined out of the yf.voc, is to obtain its 
appropriate designation, its OVOJ.LO:. The OVOJ.lO: is hence not arbitrary but is 
given on the basis of the investigation into the subject matter itself. This 
question concerning what the subject matter is, and then concerning how 
it is to be taken and determined, and finally concerning the designation 
which nails it down, is now to be pursued with regard to the three given 
objects: crolj>tcrn1c,, noA.mx:6c,, lj>tMcrolj>oc,. The question arises whether all 
this is one and the same subject matter, and only the names are different, 
or whether, along with the three names we have to do here with three 
d i fferent subject matters as well, whereby it becomes necessary to pursue 
a th reefold genetic derivation of the Being of these three di fferent matters 
a nd ,  accord ing ly, the three designat ions a rc j ust i fied . Th is is the more pre-
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cise question which gradually emerges; hence it is the explication of what 
was called above, quite roughly, 8taKpiv£tV 'tO y€vor;. 

In order to do real justice to this questioning and to understand it, we 
must keep in mind the fact that for the science and philosophy of those 
times such a distinction within the subject matter, i .e . ,  a distinction between 
the determination, or the provenance of the determination, of the subject 
matter and its denomination was anything but obvious and that Plato was 
the very first, precisely in these dialogues, to secure these quite primordial 
distinctions and make them bear fruit in a concrete investigation. We who 
think we know much more and take most things as obvious can no longer 
see in such questioning a great deal. We must therefore turn ourselves back 
in the right way, as it were, and presentify a kind of speaking about ques
tions and subject matters which does not at all make these distinctions 
between denomination, determination of the subject matter, and subject 
matter itself. This is precisely what is characteristic of sophistry and idle 
talk, namely that it is caught up in words, indeed partly from an ingrained 
superficiality, but also partly from an incapacity to see these states of affairs 
themselves and to distinguish them. If we ask where this distinction itself 
belongs-the distinction between -ri, y€vor;, and OVOJ..La-hence where the 
unitary field is, within which these characters can be studied each for itself 
as well as connected together, it becomes evident that that is nothing else 
than Myor;. The way and the extent to which Plato, precisely in this dia
logue, articulates his understanding of "A6yor; are also decisive for an elu
cidation of the structure of the -ri, of the y€vor;, and of the ovoJ..La, as well 
as for their connection. At the same time they are also concretely decisive 
for the response to the question posed, under the guiding line of this 
distinction, with regard to the sophist, the philosopher, and the politician. 
The Kotvmvia -r&v ycv&v, which, in the consideration of the Being of non
beings, is supposed to provide the genuine solution to the problem, can 
only be understood on the basis of a determinate conception of A.6yor;, i .e . ,  
from a definite interpretation of the structural moments of A.6yor;. For all 
speaking, as a speaking about something, has that which is spoken of, a -ri, 
in the widest sense. Furthermore, all speaking is speaking about something 
as something, interpreting it on the basis of something, bringing it to intel
ligibility on the basis of something; hence all speaking possesses, formally, 
a y€vor; . Lastly, all speaking is, if concrete, something phonetic; the subject 
matter about which one speaks has its names, its denomination; it is called, 
as we say, so and so. And thus the concrete phenomenon of A.6yor; presents 
the "about which," the "as which," and the phonetic denomination. 

The fact that the question about the philosopher remains oriented to these 
distinctions and is actually carried out in that way shows that for Plato it 
no longt• r sufficed to obta in a prel iminary and popular clarity with regard 
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to the distinctions within certain subject matters. A proof of this is the whole 
dialogue itself. At the end, one will say Plato knew all along that between 
the sophist and the philosopher there is a distinction to be made, and others 
perhaps knew it as well-just as we know of many things: they are distinct. 
But to clarify this distinctness properly, on the basis of a presentification of 
the subject matter, requires a scientific investigation. This shows that such 
scientific investigations for the most part come up against phenomena that 
are entirely unclarified and undetermined . And so, within the dialogue 
which intends to delimit the subject matters in question quite clearly and 
explicitly, we see that in connection with this task, which, within certain 
limits, does succeed, at the same time subject  matters of new content be
come visible though they are not investigated. Yet this is sufficient for their 
philosophical significance. 

The �£vos now has objections. He of course agrees to relate what his 
school thinks about these matters and their distinctions: it is not difficult 
to say that the three names apply to three things. Ka8' EKamov llTJV 
Otoptcracr8at cra(j>&s 'tt 1tO't' £crnv, ou O!ltKpOV ouo€ p�OtoV £pyov (217b2f.) .  
"On the other hand, to  clarify respectively each of the three, to  delimit the 
one against the other, and to say what each for its part is-these are not 
slight matters and are not easy to bring about."  In the meantime, however, 
Theodorus remarks to Socrates that he himself, Theodorus, on his way over, 
already discussed these questions with the foreigner and made the obser
vation that the foreigner is very well informed about the subject matter, Kat 
ouK UllVTJilOVttV (b8), and above all, "he does not forget anything." That 
means he is able to survey the entire domain of the question at issue; he 
thus leaves nothing out, and everything important is present to him and 
at his disposal. 

§38. More precision on the method. 

a) A6yos as the method of the investigation. The type of 
A.6yos: mixed form between dialogue and monological 

treatise. Introduction of Theaetetus as collocutor. Agreement 
about the initial theme: the sophist. Ground rule of the 

method: 'tO 1tpay11a auw 8ux Mymv. The linking of 
substantive thinking and methodological thinking in Plato. 

After establishing the question regarding the theme, Socrates makes his 
second and last move within this dialogue-for afterwards he withdraws 
completely from the discussion and acts merely a s  an aud itor. He induces 
the forl•igncr to dl•c i<Jrl' which method he prdcrs in the t rea tment of th is 
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question, whether he wants to deal with the question by way of a A.Oyoc; 
jlaKp6c; (cf. c3ff. ), a lengthy treatise, which he a\:rtoc; £1tt crau'toii, in a 
certain sense will "speak to himself" monologically, or 8t' £pom1crEwv, "by 
way of question and answer," or, as it is called later, Ka'ta crjltKpov E1toc; 
7tpoc; E7toc; (217d9), "in the form of brief speeches and counterspeeches." 
The foreigner will decide among these possibilities of method depending 
on the disposition of the one with whom he has to conduct the discussion. 
If the one with whom he will converse is aJ.:61twc; (dl) ,  not overly sensitive, 
i .e., if within the argumentation and discussion he is not influenced by his 
moods, and if he is EUTJVtwc; (dl), easy to guide/ i .e. ,  if he is not obdurate, 
not dogmatic, if he does not enter the discussion convinced he is right in 
every case, whether it is true or not-thus if he gets such a partner, who 
in perfect freedom is open to what is going to be discussed, then indeed 
in that case he prefers the way of A.6yoc; 7tpoc; aA.A.ov (d. d2); if not, then 
he prefers to speak to himself alone and expose the subject matter to them 
in a long discourse. Socrates then proposes Theaetetus, who already in the 
preceding dialogue, which bears his name, was one of the discussants and 
who demonstrated his understanding of the subject matter. The �tvoc; 
consents, but in such a way that he once again excuses himself; he empha
sizes he will speak 1tpoc; E'tEpov (e2), to an other and with him, thus not 
monologically, but that by reason of the difficulty of the subject matter 
the dialogue would likely turn out in such a way that he £KtEivavta 
cX1tOjlTJKUVEtV A.Oyov cruxvov Kat' Ejlaut6v (el f.), "that he will have to 
conduct the discussion of connected subject matters by way of a A.6yoc; 
which is cruxv6c;, continuous" -cruvExtc; lurks in the background-so that 
many subject matters and determinations will be presented one after the 
other, as they are connected. In this way, a peculiar mixed form of the 
mode of treating the theme comes into being: indeed a dialogue, a discus
sion, which, however, in part already has the character of a monological 
treatise; and the reason for this resides in the difficulty of the subject 
matter. Finally the �tvoc; addresses himself to Theaetetus, with whom the 
discussion is now to be carried out, and they once more come to an 
agreement about what is properly in question. apxojlEV(!l 7tp&tov U1t0 tOU 
cro<j>tcrtou, /;TJ'tOUVtt Kat Ejl<j>avii;ovn A.Oycp 'tt 7tot' Ecrtt (d. 218b6ff. ) .  "We 
are to begin first with the sophist, and in discussion we are to seek him 
and to bring what he is, i .e. , what the subject matter is, to a self-showing." 
And now there follows once more the establishing of a common ground. 
vuv yap 'tOUVOjla jl6vov EXOjlEV Kotvfl (cf. elf . ) .  "At first, in the question 
of what the sophist is, we have only the name in common"; to 8€ Epyov, 
"what is at issue here" is tax' &.v ioic,x 1tap' lljllV au'toic; EXOtjlEV (c2ff. ), 

1 .  t\ I I : not obst inilll'. 
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"for each of us, perhaps still conceived and intended differently." But now 
comes the rule under which they place themselves: OEi 8£ aEt rtav'to� rt£pt 
'to npayJ..La au'to J..LaA-A-ov 8ta Myrov ft 'touvoJ..La J..Lovov cruvroJ..Lowyii cr9at 
xropt� Myou (218c4f.) .  "It is always important in each case to find the 
subject matter itself and to agree upon it by way of discussion," i .e . ,  by 
exhibiting, uncovering, "rather than simply agreeing on the word," the 
denomination, xropt� A,6you, "without a demonstration on the basis of the 
subject matter itself. " In this way, therefore, the method and the specific 
interest of the question of the dialogue are elucidated. Because of this 
peculiar linkage of investigative thinking with methodological thinking in 
Plato, we can expect that, along with the determination of the essence of 
the sophist, or of the philosopher, we will also learn something important 
about the mode of treatment itself, i .e . ,  about A-6yo�. 

We have seen that Socrates gives precision to the question of the essence 
of the philosopher in two directions, first by asking the 1;£vo�: 'tt i]youv'to, 
what do your co-disciples and your teacher think about the person who is 
called a philosopher, and secondly by asking the 1;£vo�: 'tt rov6J..La�ov, in 
what significative nexuses do they discuss and determine this subject mat
ter? This double or, rather, threefold question-about the subject matter 
('tt}, its determination (y£vo�), and its denomination (ovoJ..La)-indicates at 
the same time that the methodological background (which we could sum 
up as Myo�) of this question is just as important as the resolution of the 
subject matter, i.e., the resolution of the question of the essence of the 
philosopher. 

b)  Elucidation of Myo� as a basic task of the Greeks. 
Domination of propositional logic over A-6yo�. 

The elucidation of A,6yo� was for the Greeks a basic task and, moreover, 
one in which they made progress only with difficulty and very slowly and 
in which in a certain sense they got stuck at one point, if this point can be 
called Aristotelian logic in the traditional sense, the logic handed down to 
us. Insofar as the Greeks ultimately developed a doctrine of Myo� in a 
theoretical direction, they took the primary phenomenon of A-6yo� to be the 
proposition, the theoretical assertion of something about something. Insofar 
as Myo� was primarily determined on this basis, the entire subsequent 
logic, as it developed in the philosophy of the Occident, became proposi
tional logic . Later attempts to reform logic, whatever they might have 
worked out, have always remained oriented to propositional logic and must 
be conceived as modifications of it. What we commonly know as logic is 
merely one particular, determinately worked out, logic, given d irection by 
the research i m petus within G reek ph i losophy, but  by no means is i t  the 
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logic; it does not dispose of all the basic questions connected to the phe
nomenon of 'AOyoc,. As oriented in this way, i .e., as taking the theoretical 
proposition for its exemplary foundation, propositional logic at the same 
time guided all reflections directed at the explication of logos in the broader 
sense, as language, and, insofar as it did so, the whole science of language 
as well as, in a broader sense, the entire philosophy of language, took their 
orientation from this propositional logic. All our grammatical categories 
and even all of contemporary scientific grammar-linguistic research into 
the Indo-Germanic languages, etc.-are essentially determined by this the
oretical logic, so much so that it seems almost hopeless to try to understand 
the phenomenon of language freed from this traditional logic. Yet there 
does indeed exist the task of conceiving logic, once and for all, much more 
radically than the Greeks succeeded in doing and of working out thereby, 
in the same way, a more radical understanding of language itself and 
consequently also of the science of language. The understanding of this 
entire development, and of the usual, so-called systematic questions ordi
narily found today in relation to logic, depends on a concrete investigation 
into the ground of the question of 'AOyoc, in Greek philosophy and hence 
here in Plato. We shall therefore focus our attention not only on the question 
of the essence of the sophist and of the philosopher, and on the substantive 
problems included therein, but also on the problem of A.6yoc, and on the 
roots of the idea of logic as worked out by the Greeks. 

§39. The question of philosophy in the present age. Increasing 
difficulty with regard to Plato. The influence of Christianity and the 

Renaissance. The stifling of the idea of substantive research. 
"Prophetic" and "scientific" philosophy (K. Jaspers). The freedom of 

substantiveness. 

The question of the philosopher, posed by the Sophist, is for us at the same 
time a positive indication of the only way such an apparently cultural 
question can be solved and what sort of investigation it requires. We may 
not believe our present understanding of the question of the philosopher 
has advanced even one step . On the contrary, we must say that tendencies 
of another kind, which have thrust themselves forth in the meantime, and 
the influence of extra-philosophical questions have made the question itself, 
and a fortiori the answer, more difficult for us. What alone is telling is the 
fact that for the question of the essence of the philosopher and consequently 
of philosophy itself, the phenomenon of world-view, as it is called-how 
it is to be determined may remain in suspense--i.e., the practical, plays the 
miljor roll• .  Even those phi losophers who a ttempt to develop a so-called 
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scientific philosophy, detached purely for itself, feel themselves constantly 
obliged in the end to emphasize the value for a world-view even of such 
detached scientific philosophy.1 This is connected with the fact that the 
scientific philosophy of the West, insofar as it maintained itself as genuine 
on the basis of the Greeks, came under the authoritative influence of Chris
tianity, and specifically of Christianity as a culture-religion, as a worldly
spiritual power. Thereby the classical Greek philosophy underwent a 
completely determinate transformation; philosophy was from then on sub
ordinated to a quite definite world-view and its requirements. With the 
broader understanding of spiritual life in the Renaissance, philosophy was 
understood as a particular element of culture, as formative of the culture 
of the individual: philosophical work and philosophical literature found 
their place within culture in the same sense as did works of art, music, etc.,  
with the result that philosophy got amalgamated with tendencies of that 
kind. In this way philosophy not only became a world-view, as another 
phenomenon over and against Christianity, but even became esteemed at 
the same time as a spiritual creation. And so it happened that more general 
spiritual tendencies completely stifled the idea of research, and quite defi
nite cultural needs guided the idea of philosophy, with the consequence 
that one could in fact call a creation which, in an eminent sense, satisfies 
such needs "prophetic" philosophy, since it "foresees" intermittently, on 
behalf of the average spiritual situation, and in certain epochs is guiding. 
What otherwise still remained of the scientific tradition of the Greeks, such 
as logic and psychology, is usually designated as "scientific" philosophy, 
with a sign meant to express that it is properly only an academic matter. 
Jaspers, in his Psychologie der Weltanschauungen, drew this distinction be
tween "prophetic" and "scientific" philosophy and thereby gave proper 
expression only to an unclear need regarding how matters stand today.2 
These distinctions are characteristic, however, of the fact that, measured by 
the classical philosophical research of the Greeks, the radical claim to be 
nothing but substantive research has disappeared from philosophy. Chris
tianity is basically responsible for this phenomenon of the decline of phi
losophy (others interpret it as an advance), which should cause no wonder, 
insofar as philosophy was amalgamated with the need of deepening and 
elevating the soul. The need of universal spiritual entertainment is ulti
mately definitive with regard to the appreciation of philosophy in public 
life. It is to this feeble-mindedness that "metaphysics" owes its current 
resurrection. That indicates we are wholly uprooted, we suffer from a 

1 .  A H :  ph i losophy in i ts relationship to science and world-view, cf. W.S. 1 928-29. 
2. Al l :  The fo l low i ng is insufficient; concept of science 1 . ) not sufficiently t• luc id atcd 2 . )  

t'X<l)ol!\l'nlh•d :1 . )  n o t  acknow lcd gL>d as subord i natl'd t o  p h i l osop h y. Tlw round d rck = "srit•n t i fic 
phi losophy. " 
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fatigue of questioning, and a real passion for knowledge has died in us. 
The reverse side of this fatigue and of the moribund state of the passion 
for knowledge is the tendency to require of philosophy or even of science 
something like a refuge, to look in them for a refuge for spiritual existence, 
in other words to abandon them should they fail. This tendency to look for 
a refuge is a fundamental misunderstanding of philosophical research. We 
must be able to abjure this claim to refuge with regard to science and a 
fortiori with regard to philosophical research . Conversely, the possibility of 
correct research and questioning, hence the possibility to exist scientifically, 
already presupposes a refuge, indeed not a refuge of a religious kind but 
a quite peculiar refuge, belonging only to this kind of existence, which I 
denominate the freedom of substantiveness.3 Only where this freedom has 
developed is it at all existentielly possible to pursue science. And only from 
this position will it be possible to overcome historicism, which our age 
proclaims to be a special danger to spiritual life. Whoever understands the 
meaning of substantive research is in no danger at all from historicism, 
insofar as the latter is a theory of history which has not even ever bothered 
to ask what history is and what it means to be historical. Historicism is a 
characteristic modem theory which originated in such a way that its sub
stantive subject matter itself, namely history, never properly became a 
problem for it. The freedom of substantiveness, I say, will first be able to 
make it possible for us to be historical in the genuine sense, i .e., not to 
protect ourselves from history with a sign of the cross, as if history were 
the devil, but to know that history, in general, is the residence of the 
possibilities of our existence. Only if we are historical will we understand 
history; and if we have understood it, we have eo ipso overcome it. Therein 
is included the task of substantive research, over and against which free
floating so-called systematic philosophy, with occasional stimulations from 
history, counts as an easy occupation. 

Thus if we now orient ourselves, wholly in correspondence with the 
dialogue, concerning people's views of philosophy, we may not expect to 
be able to think out and present a cheap definition of the philosopher and 
thereby extricate ourselves from the difficulties. On the contrary, no other 
way is open to us than the one the Greeks traveled, namely to come to 
philosophy by philosophizing. This dialogue and the prelude to it thereby 
become, for each one of us, a test of whether he is a philosopher, or other
wise a person of science, a test as to what extent each of us disposes of the 
freedom of substantiveness, whether he has within himself a receptivity 
and openness for the impulse such a dialogue can release.  He who has 
understood such a dialogue and the inner obligation it carries-i.e. ,  a dia-

1. A l l :  Cf. 1 :��1'11 ! '< ' of' truth. 
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logue which, quite freely, without any systematic background and without 
any aspiration, goes right to the substantive issues-does not need any 
cultural elevation of the significance of philosophy and the like. If you read 
the prelude to the dialogue at one stroke, you must sense the seriousness 
of this situation, which is still much higher and more decisive than the 
prelude to a duel, where only life and death are at stake. 

§40. Transition to the substantive issue: the choice of the exemplary 
object. The twofold criterion: 1 .) simplicity 2 . )  analogy and richness 
of the ontological structures. The a<maA-tEU'tll� as exemplary object. 

The prelude of the dialogue leads directly over to the substantive issue. 
First of all, both interlocutors, the �£vo� and Theaetetus, again confirm what 
alone matters to them: cruvollOAOy£icr8at (218c5), "to agree, to say the same 
as the other, to mean the same as the other," n:Ept 10 n:pawa o:tn6 (c4), 
"with regard to the substantive issue itself." What is decisive is thus to 
mean the same thing and to understand it in the same sense as the other, 
and to do so specifically oux Myrov, on the basis of having disclosed the 
matter at issue, having genuinely confronted it. That is what counts, not 
O!lOAoy£icr8at <n:Epl> 'tOUVOila !lOVOV (cf. c5), "agreement merely with re
gard to the word," i .e., xropt� Myou (c5), "freely, without any exhibition of 
the matter at issue." In this way they renounce all empty verbal knowledge. 
We have already seen, from Socrates' way of questioning, that he asks about 
the y£vo�. The task was 'tO y£vo� OtaKptvEtV (d. 216c2f.) of the philosopher. 
There we translated y£vo� not as "genus" but as "ancestry." The justification 
of this translation will become clear from the following proposition: 10 8£ 
<j>uA-ov o vuv f:.mvooi'l!!EV �TJ'tEtV (218c5f.). <I>uA-ov, "lineage," means the same 
as y£vo� and makes it quite clear that y£vo� is not meant here in the sense 
formal logic later gave it, namely "genus." What we are to grasp is the 
lineage of the sophist, i .e., that out of which he became what he is. We are 
to disclose in Af.ynv his entire pedigree, the ancestry of his Being. We are 
to interpret the Being of the sophist, or of the philosopher, in terms of its 
origination, its provenance. The disclosing of the ancestry, the unfolding of 
the origin of its coming to be, first makes the being itself understandable 
in its Being. The Being of a being becomes transparent in its provenance. 
The �£vo� emphasizes once more the difficulty of the investigation, xaA£7tOV 
Kat oucr81lpEU'tOV TJYTJO"allEVOt� clVat 'tO 'tOU cro<j>tcr'tOU y£vo� (218d3f.), and 
suggests Tl']v 11£8ooov au1ou 1tPO!lEAE'tav (d4f. ), a first rehearsal of the way 
they are to carry out the disclosive research, i .e . ,  the investigating. He says: 
ocra 8' au 'tWV ll£YUAffiV Oct Ota1tOVEtcr8at KaAOl�, 1tfpt 'tWV 'tOtoll't(OV 
8£8oK'tat micrtv Kat Jt<iAat 't<) 7tpthrpov f:.v crJ.l t Kpot� Kat p�omv cx1m1 Of.tv 
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JlfAE't&.v, 1tptv EV au-roic; 'toic; J.L£yicr-rotc; (21 8c7-d2) .  "Everyone has taught 
for ages," i .e. , it is an old rule, an old universal doctrine, that "if, as regards 
important matters, something is to be Ota1tovricr8at, worked out, Kalc&c;, 
in the most appropriate way, then that way should first be rehearsed £v 
crJ.LtKpoic;, in the ambit of what is insignificant and easy, before one tries it 
on the more important objects themselves ." This is what the �£voc; recom
mends, and Theaetetus acknowledges he does not know another way. Then 
the �£voc; asks him: Would it then be agreeable to you if we worked through 
an insignificant object and tried 1tapaonyJ.La au-ro 8£cr8at -rou J.Lfit;ovoc; ( d9), 
"to pose it as an example of the more important one?" Theaetetus agrees. 

Thus the question now arises as to how the exemplary object must be 
constituted in order to satisfy the task of a rehearsal of the mode of treat
ment. An object must be found on which to practice the mode of investi
gation that will be employed afterwards in regard to the sophist. The �£voc; 
characterizes the qualities of the exemplary object of the method in a two
fold way. It must: 

1 . )  ruyvwcrwv J.LEV Kat crJ.LtKp6v (218e2f. ), be "well-known and insignifi
cant." In a certain sense both these qualities belong together. Something 
which is well known in everyday experience, which poses no enigmas, 
within this experience, regarding what it is, how it is used, and what 
meaning it has, and whose ontological possibilities, as well as those of its 
factual variations, are familiar to everyone and well known-this is pre
cisely something insignificant and commonplace. The more important mat
ters of life are for the most part controversial; with regard to these, as, e.g., 
with regard to the philosopher, the sophist, and the politician, there indeed 
exists &.yvota (we heard this already in relation to the philosopher), no 
objective knowledge but instead an opinion based on feeling. In order to 
be able to rehearse the method effectively, an object must be present whose 
phenomenal content is accessible, within certain limits, to everyone and 
whose immediate self-showing is unmistakable. If such an object is to be 
present, what is at issue is obviously the task of taking up, as we say, the 
phenomenal content of the object, of the matter in question. "Phenomenal" 
here means nothing else than what shows itself in a first straightforward 
look at the thing. Now this first straightforward look may very well be 
confused. It does not yet have to be original at all, a genuine grasp of the 
thing; on the contrary, what is essential to the phenomenal content is simply 
that it is acquired out of a natural, precisely ordinary situation of consid
ering and seeing. What purely shows itself in this situation is what is to be 
grasped first of all. It may tum out that quite ungenuine conceptions are 
determining this first aspect of the thing. Yet for the natural and immediate 
mode of approaching the thing and dealing with it, it is the obvious aspect. 
And the fi rst task is to ta ke it  up, to establish i t, in order to be able to pose 
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a well-founded question to this thing. Thus it is not at all necessary for an 
investigation claiming to be philosophically significant that its matter be of 
special importance. Hence to pretend to be actually philosophizing it is not 
necessary to begin with the dialectic of the absolute, or to speculate about 
the essence of religion, or to lay the foundation for the meaning of world 
history; EUyYO><J'tOV Ka'i <JfltKp6v. 

2.) What is also required is A6yov 8£ f.!TJOEVO<; £A.anova £xov 'tOW fl£ts6vwv 
(218e3), that the exemplary object indeed be well known and insignificant, 
but not of less moment as regards what can be exhibited about it in the 
realm of speech. There, however, the being must be spoken of with regard 
to its y£vo<;, its provenance. Thus what is required is an object whose factual 
significance might perhaps border on the ridiculously trivial but which, as 
regards the structures of provenance that can be exhibited in it, does not at 
all rank behind the fldsova, the more important things. That is, despite the 
great difference in the factual role of the thing, it may be rich in the struc
tures at issue. The �EVO<; suggests as object satisfying both these require
ments, and known to all, the angler, the amtaA.teu'tll<;; he says (219alf.) that 
he hopes this indication of the way, f.!E9000<;, and this A6yo<;, this investi
gation, will not be without profit for the proper goal of their endeavors. 
And thus begins the consideration of the amtaA.teUnl<; in the sense of a 
paradigmatic object (219a-221c). 



SECTION ONE 

The Search for the Myo� of the Factual Existence of the 
Sophist (Sophist 219a-237b) 

Chapter One 

An Example of the Method of Defining. The Definition of the 
O:<::maAtEU'tll�- 1  (219a-221c) 

§41 . The scope of the exemplary object (a<maAtEU'tll�) 

and its method of treatment. The Sophist: not a "purely 
methodological dialogue. " 

It might appear that for a paradigmatic philosophical consideration the 
factual content of the exemplary object would, in principle, be completely 
arbitrary and that the determination of the exemplary object has merely the 
sense of obtaining an object which is suitable, in relation to the thematic 
object, for making the method visible. Thus it would be possible, ultimately, 
to exhibit the same structures and results in relation to entirely disparate 
things. Under this conception of the exemplary object, it would seem the 
method is completely independent of the matter to be dealt with, so that 
it would be identical with a formal technique or abstract routine of treat
ment, which runs its course as something enclosed in itself and which can 
be applied to any arbitrary object without the least knowledge of the par
ticular thing in question. It seems so. Nevertheless, it would be premature 
to think that a complete arbitrariness obtains here, as if any random object 
could be employed within the determinate task the dialogue sets for itself. 
We will see that between the exemplary object, the angler, and the thematic 
object, the sophist, there also exists a connection in terms of content, and 
that consequently the structures brought out in the analysis of the angler 
are not proposed simply in the sense of examples. On the contrary, the 
structures, at least some of them, are taken up positively in the further 
determination of the sophist, so that even the basic thrust of the analysis 
of the angler ultimately provides the ground for the determination of the 
sophist. As far as I can see in the previous literature on Plato, no one has 

I .  li t l l' b.JsL•d on l l l' idL'HHL'r (sL'l' p.  l o l  f. Thl' articulnt ion of thL• Soph ist) . 
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ever observed that the scope of the exemplary object and its treatment 
exceeds by far the determination I had expounded earlier, namely the sense 
of being a mere example, and that therefore some of these structures in fact 
enter into the definition of the sophist. And not only some structures, but 
the basic thrust, as well, are already sketched out for the idea of the sophist. 
We must therefore not fall prey to the opposite conception and believe the 
Sophist is a purely methodological dialogue, as is claimed especially by 
modern interpretations, as if Plato were merely interested here in demon
strating a newly discovered method of Sta.ip£0l<;. A closer consideration of 
the inner connection between the exemplary object and the thematic object 
also allows us to grasp the proper sense and the goal of the dialogue 
positively and more originally. 

§42. TEXVll as the basic determination of the a<maAt£1YtJ1c;; 
its two £t<i1l (7tot1lnK'll , Ktrp:tKJl). 

a) T£xv11 as the basic determination of the acr1taAt£u'tJlc;. The 
sllTIJ!la 7tpcinov (the phenomenon serving as point of 

departure) as "pre-possession." T£xv11 :  knowing-how to do 
something or other, SUva!J.tc; de;. Horizon: life, Dasein. 

We now have to examine how the exemplary object looks, i .e. , how the two, 
the �£voc; and Theaetetus, arrive at a determination of the angler. The first 
question they raise is this: roc; 9JlcrO!J.£V (cf. 219a5f.), more precisely: roc; 'tt 

91lcrO!J.£V, "as what shall we posit in advance" the given object we now have 
to deal with? That is, how are we to determine it so that this determination 
will be the basis of the entire further examination? In other words, they are 
to determine the sJl'tll!J.a 7tpcO'tOV (221c8), "that which is first to be sought 
and found" and which will lay the foundation for all further determinations 
and all concrete elaborations of the phenomenon.1 This sllTIJ!la 7tpcO'tOV is 
precisely what we ourselves have to grasp if we are going to interpret the 
dialogue, i .e., if we are to uncover what is unexpressed though already 
operative in it. But in order not to proceed here by way of pure fabrication, 
we are obliged to see for ourselves how that which is first sought and found 
unfolds itself, how it lies at the foundation, and in what way it is the 7tp&'tov. 

Methodologically, we will interpret this sllTIJ!la 1tpcO'tOV, out of more 
original  contexts, as a "pre-possession" [Vor-habe], as that which the inves
tiga tion at the very outset grasps of the phenomenon and what is held fast 
as someth ing primari ly grasped as such, held fas t in all further looking 

I .  l )n llw sJj tqpu 7tp<iltov, d. pp. l '14 f. ,  202f. 
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upon the object. Hence, as what is possessed at the very outset and held 
fast, it enters into every further determination of the phenomenon, though 
not arbitrarily; like, e.g., in a certain sense, the top of a pyramid, which is 
once made fast and then remains left to itself. Instead, it has the peculiar 
function of being operative in every concrete determination. This is the 
methodological sense of what we designate in a phenomenological charac
terization as the "pre-possession" of the phenomenon. 

From the very beginning of the question it is clear that both interlocutors 
agree about the general field of phenomena in which the angler should be 
sought, namely 'tEXVll : i.e., is the angler a 'tfXVi'tll<; or an <'hrxvo<; (219a5)? 
From our introductory lectures, we know that 'tEXVTJ denotes a mode of 
aAT]8runv, of uncovering, and indeed one within a definite kind of dealing 
with things. Aristotle defines it as the f�t<; of cXAT]8£UftV J.Lf'ta A.Oyou 7totT]TIKll, 
as know-how in regard to something-to determine it for the moment quite 
formally. Thus is the angler one who has know-how in some regard, or is he 
an <'hrxvo<;, "one who lacks something, namely know-how in some regard"? 
If he does lack this, does he have UMT]V 8£ ouvaj.UV (219a5f. ), i.e., does he 
have "another ouv�t<;" instead of this know-how? Thus we see already; on 
the basis of this quite concisely formulated question, that 'tEXVll, 't£XVi'tll<;, 
and a't£XVO<; are more originally determined in terms of ouv�t<;. Therefore 
'tEXVll is determined as ouvaJ.Lt<;, as an ability, a capacity, an aptitude for 
something, a OUVaJ.Lt<; ri<; . . .  (cf. 219b8f.), as it is later called explicitly. We 
can therefore represent the articulation of the consideration as follows: 

The question is hence whether the angler is a 'tfXVi'tll<; or an <'hrxvo<; with 
another ouvaJ.Lt<;. The <'hrxvo<; is designated at 221c9 as an iotro'tT]<;, someone 
who has not learned anything and does not understand anything. The
aetetus responds: ilKtO"'ta yr <'hrxvov (219a7), "not in the least" can one say 
that the angler is an i.otffi'tll<; or an cX'tfXVO<;, that he is without know-how. 
For that is obvious to everyone; we all know in our natural understanding 
of life that the angler must have at his disposal a certain know-how, a certain 
ability to find his way about. It is something ruyvrocr'tOv. This provides the 
answer to the question ffi<; 'ti 81lcroJ.Lfv?-as 'tfXVt'tll<;· His Being as an angler 
is determined by 'tEXVTJ. Accordingly, 'tEXVTJ is the basic determination of 
the exemplary object, the angler, but we must note that 'tEXVTJ is determined 
here in a wholly formal and general way without any further definition 
beyond immediate understanding. At the same time we see that 'tEXVTJ is 
determined here in such a way that it has the original character of ouvaJ.Lt<; . 

Evidently (though unexpressed, this becomes factually transparent), be-
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cause what is in question here is in a determinate sense a being that lives, 
it as such has a definite possibility for something, a MvaJ.nc; d<; . . . . We 
now have to examine more closely how, on the basis of this fundamental 
determination, the disclosure, the OllAOUV, of the amtaAt£Unl<; is carried 
out. For the consideration ends with Theaetetus saying: 7taV'TU7taat J..LEV ouv 
'TOU'T6 "{£ iKavffi<; 0£0llAOHat (22lc4) .  "Thus it (the exemplary object) has 
now been made quite sufficiently clear and disclosed."  

b) The first £tOO<; of 'TEXVll : 1tOtll'TlKll . 

a) Adducing the phenomena. Exposition of the one identical 
basic phenomenon: aynv d<; oucrfav. 

The question is how this 'TEXVll itself may be determined more precisely so 
that the determination is sufficient to allow us to see the angler as such. 
The �EVO<; answers: aA,A,a J..LTJV 'TcOV "{£ T£XVcOV 1tacr&v OX£00V dOll Mo 
(219a8), "but, in truth, of all modes of know-how," OX£00V dOll Mo, "there 
are" (and this is not asserted dogmatically, but crx£Mv) "more or less, 
perhaps, two. " It becomes quite clear that Plato is not at all concerned with 
an absolute division but that he leaves the division open; it does not at all 
matter to him whether the system, as successive interpreters have often 
said, is correct or not, for he has entirely different interests, namely to work 
his way to the substantive issue itself. Know-how can thus appear out
wardly in two ways. The question is in what regard a TEXVll is to be 
determined in order to uncover its doo<;. About 'TEXVll itself nothing at all 
has been decided yet. TEXVll, however, as know-how, is in itself know-how 
in some regard. Accordingly, that in regard to which one has know-how can 
perhaps provide the ground for the different classes, as they are usually 
called, of know-how-i.e., the "in regard to which" of the know-how in 
relation to the particular activity. About the connection between know-how 
in regard to a particular activity and this activity itself, nothing has yet been 
determined; the connection is simply announced by the "in regard to."  

What are the distinctions in the various classes of  the "in regard to"?  The 
�tvo<; mentions, at 219al0ff., y£wpyfa J..LEV: in the first place then y£wpyfa, 
"the cultivation and care of the land, of the field"; and he expands this 
determination: Kat OOT\ 7t£pl 'TO 8Vll'TOV miv cr&J..La 8£pa7t£ta, and all care 
directed to what is mortal, i .e . ,  to everything that lives . Hence we have in 
the first place one class of that in regard to which one can have know-how: 
in regard to the cultivation of the field and the care of animals . Hence 
know-how in regard to cultivating and caring. 

Cul tivating, 
Ca ring.  
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'TO 'T£ au 1tEpt 'TO O"UV8£'TOV Kat 1tAaO"'TOV, 0 81'\ O"KEUO� WVO!-HiKaj..tEV 
(219allf.) .  This next determination is expressed very concisely. We might 
paraphrase it this way: know-how in regard to an activity, a concern, that 
extends to "what is composed, i .e . ,  what can be composed, and to what can 
be formed. "  A summary characterization of this is O"KEUO�, "implement." 
Hence know-how in regard to composing and forming, or, in summary, 
fabricating. 

Fabricating, 

and specifically a fabricating of household implements and tools; rtA.acrT6v 
refers above all to what is decorative. 

The final determination is il 'T£ Jll!lfi'TtK'Il (219bl ), know-how in regard to 
imitative formations, i .e. ,  in regard to a producing which, in producing, 
imitates something. What is meant here is painting and the activity of the 
sculptor, i.e., the creation of a work of art: 

imitating. 

With this, the �£vo� has now circumscribed a certain domain of various 
possibilities of know-how. 

This multiplicity of possibilities of know-how in regard to something is 
to be fixed, as had been agreed upon earlier, £vi 6v6j..taTI (cf. b2), "with one 
name," in such a way that the one name can OtKat6Ta'Ta, "quite rightly," be 
applied to the manifold of know-how in regard to these modes of activity. 
It is therefore not simply a question of an empty nominal designation but 
an ovoj..ta oux Mywv, a giving of names that is thoroughly steeped in a 
disclosure of the matters at issue. A name is to be given to this multiplicity; 
i.e., in the manifold of these possibilities in which 'TEXVf\ can develop, we 
are to glimpse one identical phenomenon which would be the proper ground 
of the unitary designation. What then is the identical phenomenon we find 
in the cultivation of the field, in the caring for animals, in fabricating, and 
in imitating? This identical phenomenon is to be glimpsed, and in corre
spondence to it, a name will be given to these types of know-how. Thus 
what is decisive in name-giving is not the name as such, the fact that a name 
is available, but the identity of the matter in question. This appears clearly 
in several passages where the consideration stops at similar situations and 
the interlocutors are at a loss for the name: e.g., UJlEAWJlEV 'TOU 6v6j..ta'To�· 
apKEi yap Kat Toiho (220d4), "let us not be overly concerned with the name; 
this name is already sufficient." The name has meaning and significance 
only as long as it has credentials; otherwise it is actually misleading. 

What then is the identical phenomenon in cultivating, caring, fabricating, 
and imitating? The �evo� again provides the answer: OrtEp &..v !lll rtp6TEp6v 
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'tl� OV UC:nEpOV £i� OU<Jtav iiYn (219b4f.), "conducting into being what at 
first is not there. " This phenomenon is peculiar to all these various types 
of know-how, as the one identically the same moment that can be found 
in all of them: ay£tv d� oucriav. Accordingly, this 'tEXVll, as know-how, is 
related to an ay£lV, "conducting, bringing," in the broadest sense, an action 
we can also call npa�t�. 

13) Outlook: the meaning of Being for the Greeks. Being 
(oucria) = presence, to be available, to be pro-duced. "Ay£tv 

d� oucriav = to pro-duce, 1tOL£LV. Reading off the meaning of 
Being from the surrounding world. The natural ontology of 

Dasein. Dotll<Jt� and oucria. 

We must attend to the expression ay£LV d� oucriav . Within certain limits, 
oucria is already a significant term for Plato . Especially in Aristotle, oucria 
means U7tOK£i).l£vov and designates the basic character of Being. Here, how
ever, oucria has a much more natural and original sense. We can read off 
the meaning of oucria immediately from the context. The crux of the matter 
is that in these kinds of doing and acting, in the broadest sense, something 
is brought into being. At issue is the Being of growing plants, of fruits of 
the field, the Being of animals taken care of, and the Being of implements 
and works of art set up as decorations to be contemplated. Here, therefore, 
Being signifies, in a wholly determinate sense, the presence of definite 
things in the circuit of everyday use and everyday sight. Oucria means 
availability for this use. Ei� oumav ay£tv, to conduct into being, means 
therefore: to con-duce into availability for everyday life, in short: to pro
duce. The �£vo� expands on this: 'tOV ).lEV ayov'ta 1tOLElV, 'tO 0£ ay6).l£VOV 
7tOt£icr8ai nou <j>a).l£V (b5f. ), we call the behavior of someone who brings or 
conducts something into being notdv; the <ly6).l£vov, that which is brought 
into being and which stands there as produced, is the 7tOtoU).l£vov, 
7tOt£icr8at. Being thus means to be produced. That corresponds to the orig
inal sense of oucr{a. Oucria meant possessions, wealth, household chattels, 
that which is at one's disposal in everyday existence, that which stands in 
availability. Being means to stand there as available. 

We see that the objects in question here are those of a quite definite 
domain, that of everyday use and everyday concern. The term for this entire 
world of immediate beings is "surrounding world." We see at the same 
time that here for the Greeks an entirely natural interpretation of the mean
i ng of Be ing was alive, that they read off the meaning of Being from the 
world as surrounding world . It is <1 natural and naive interpretation, since 
t h i s  mea n i n g  of Being is tn ken nt once (prec ise ly th is chn racterizes naivete) 
as t lw a bso l u te mea n i n g  of Bei n g, as Be i ng p u re a nd s i m p l t• . This  shows 
tlw C rn•ks had no t•x p l ic i t consdousrwss of  tlw na tu ra l or ig in  of  t lw i r  
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concept of Being, hence no insight into the determinate field from which 
they actually drew the meaning of Being, such that oucria could precisely 
at the same time take on the further terminological significance of Being in 
general. Furthermore this makes it visible that natural human Dasein, in
sofar as it sees and uncovers, and discusses what is uncovered, i .e., what 
is there, even if it does not pursue science, already possesses an original 
and natural ontology and operates with a quite definite sort of interpreta
tion of the world and of its Being. This natural ontology is not accidental 
and must be understood in its own character if we are to have any grasp 
at all of the problematic delimited under the title "ontology." The Greeks 
have a characteristic expression for the field of beings in question here, ones 
delimited by these sorts of 7t:Ot£icr8at: they are rrpay11a'ta, that with which 
one has to deal, that which is there for rrpa�tc;. Therefore the terms ov, dvat, 
oucria, and rrpaylla'ta are synonyms. 

The �evoc; again recapitulates : 'ta B£ y£ vuv&!) &. Btt1Aeo!l£Y &rrav'ta dx£v 
de; 'totno n'!v au't<l>V 0\>valltV (219b8f.), "all the things we have traversed 
(these various classes, in regard to which there is know-how) have in 
themselves a potentiality de;, for something or other," fie; 'tOtl'to, namely 
for 1tOt£iv . In all of them, the identical phenomenon of a capacity for some
thing or other is manifest, a capacity, namely, for bringing something into 
being which previously was not there, i .e. , a potentiality for 7t:OtftV. The 
Greek language expresses the potentiality for something or other, the ca
pacity for something or other, by the ending -umc;: 'tEXVIl 7t:OtTJ'ttKtl . 
rrotTJ'ttK'Ilv 'tofvuv au'ta cruyKE<j>aAat(I)<Ja!lEVot rrpocrti7tffi!l£V (219bll f.) . To 
summarize (and that always means to go to the heart of the matter, the 
crux), we can call these phenomena 'tEXVTJ 7totTJ'ttKtl . That is one way 'tEXVTJ 
looks: know-how in regard to the production of something. 

I am deliberately lingering over this passage and heeding it carefully, 
because it betrays a fundamental connection between the meaning of oucria 
and that of 7t:OtTJcrtc;. This connection is not accidental, and, as we will see 
later, our interpretation of the passage is by no means forced. On the 
contrary, this precise passage is the basis upon which the forthcoming 
proper determination of the sophist will rest and upon which the question 
of the Being of non-beings will play out. Indeed, Plato refers explicitly to 
this connection through a definite way of questioning, insofar as the phe
nomenon of rrotfiv is taken up again in a later passage: 233d9ff. There rrotfiv 
is not only brought into connection with Being but also with doevat, know
ing, the disclosure of beings . Hence precisely this first characteristic of the 
comportment to which 'tEXVTJ is related-rroiTJcrtc;-is of particular import
ance for the further work of the dialogue, insofar as 7t:Ot£iv, on the basis of 
its intrinsic relation to Being (being there on hand or coming to be there on 
hand)  is introd uced again later into the proper d iscussion of Being and 
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non-being. We need to keep in mind that the determination of n:ou::iv is not 
involved in the definition of the aan:aA.t£m'llc; or of the sophist-i.e., in the 
first six definitions of the sophist-and seems at first to be forgotten; only 
later does it receive a central significance. 

Thus far we have pursued one direction of the structure of 'tEXV'Il and 
have gained one dooc;. The task is now to see the other £{8oc;. Only if we 
have both in view will we be capable of understanding more precisely the 
8uva1-nc; of 'tEXV'Il in relation to the various basic possibilities of know-how. 

c) The second d8oc; of 'tEXV'Il: K't'll'ttK'll . 

a) Adducing the phenomena. Exposition of the one identical 
basic phenomenon: K'tfta9at (appropriating) . The basic possi-

bilities of appropriating: 1 .) A.Oyoc;, 2 . )  n:pa�tc;. 

Plato, of course, did not place the first d8oc; first by accident . We will see 
that the second dooc; of 'tEXV'Il is acquired in regard to the first and in 
contrast to it. Purely schematically, the explication of 'tEXV'Il unfolds as 
follows: 

1totll'ttK'll 

(1st Eiooc;) 

K't'll 'tt K1l 
(2nd Etooc;) 

Notice how Plato is proceeding in each case: first of all he lays out the 
matter at issue, i.e., he adduces the actual phenomena, and then he deter
mines the d8oc; on that basis . To of\ lla9'1lf.la'ttKOV au f.lE'ta 'tOU'tO d8oc; oA.ov 
Kat 'tO 'tftc; yvmptO'Emc; 'tO 't£ XP'Ilf.la'ttO''ttKOV Kat aymvtO''ttKOV Kat 
91lp£U'ttK6v (219c2ff.) . Our task is now to see how, in the further course of 
the determination of the phenomena, the d8oc; acquired earlier comes into 
play. We have already discerned the 'tEXV'Il n:otll'ttK'll , know-how in regard 
to the pro-duction of what did not previously exist, i .e., in regard to bringing 
something into being. In the present case, we are given a series of phenom
ena in relation to which there can be know-how of another kind : 
f.la9'1lf.lanK6v, f.lU9'1lf.la, learning in the broadest sense, yvmptatc;, yv&mc;, 

"taking cognizance of something," XP'Ilf.la-rtl;;ttv, aymvfl;;ttv, 9'1lpcuttv. 
Learning is understood in the sense of "bringing something close to one
sel f"; yvmpil;;c.tv is "making oneself familiar with something," "getting to 
know something," or, as we say, "taking something into cognizance." As 
il bove, the quest ion is of course to d iscover one id en tical  basic content in 
these p lll'nomena . Thus fil r we hav e : b r i n gi ng something dose to onesel f, 
ta k i ng  so ml't h i ng u p to orwsl'lf.  As for XP llf.lU'tfl;;nv, XPftJ.t <�  ffil'<llls the Sil ln l' 
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as rtp&yj.!a (or oucria) : something there that one can do things with, some
thing one can use, something one can appropriate. Xpru..la'ttsEtv means "to 
pursue what is there, what is available," "to procure it," in the broadest 
sense "to busy oneself with something," "to be out to acquire something" 
by taking pains. The final phenomena are aywvisEtV, "to struggle to get 
something," "to obtain something by means of a struggle," and 8TlPEUEtV, 
"to hunt something down." The text itself contains a clear indication of the 
basic structure, first of all negatively: OTJj.!toupyd ouocv -rou-rwv (cf. 219c4), 
none of these phenomena have the character of 8TJJ.uoupyeiv. Llll!ltOV means 
"publicly"; 8TJj.!tOUpydv is "to produce something used in everyday public 
life." The 8TJJ.uoupy6<; is the craftsman, he who produces the things of 
everyday use. Here OTJj.!tOUpyeiv has the broad sense of 1totEiv . None of the 
phenomena now in question have the character of 1tOtEiv; that to which 
they relate, their object, does not have a structure like that of the object of 
1tOtTJcrtc;. Their object is not one that rtp6-repov !lll ov, previously was not 
and is brought into being only by someone's efforts. On the contrary, -r& 8£ 
ona Kat yeyov6-ra (c4f.) the present case is a relation to beings already at 
hand, no matter whether they have always already been there or whether 
they only come into being through 1tOtTJcrtc;. A constitutive moment of all 
appropriating, all bringing something close to oneself, acquiring something, 
getting something by struggle, and hunting something down is that the 
"something" be already there. The objects to which these comportments 
relate have an entirely different ontological structure than the ones to which 
1tOtTJcrtc; relates. And the one identical phenomenon in these comportments 
is not a 1tOtEtV, an ayEtV Ei<; oucr(av, but a XEtPOUcr8at, a "grasping some
thing with the hand," bringing something close to oneself, appropriating 
it. And, specifically, there are various possibilities here: 'ta j.!EV XEtpoU'tat 
Myotc; Kat rtpa;ecrt (cS), something can be appropriated in Myoc; or else in 
rtp&;tc;. Thus it is a matter here of beings which can become objects of an 
appropriation, or rather 'ta 8£ -roic; xnpoUj.!EVotc; ouK E1tt'tpE1tEt (cSf.), beings 
which resist being grasped and appropriated and which therefore must be 
appropriated by cunning or perhaps by violence, struggle, or hunting. All 
these modes of dealing with beings are characterized by XEtpoucrem, 
"bringing something to oneself. " And this appropriation is, as we said, 
determined negatively by the fact of ou8£v OTJj.!tOUpyei, i .e., these modes of 
comportment having the character of appropriation "produce nothing." 
Xetpoucrem, "to take something in hand," "to bring something to oneself," 
understood here in the broadest sense, though employed later in a stricter 
sense, is meant to indicate, in contrast to producing, a simple bringing to 
oneself of something that is already there, i .e., taking possession of it, 
making it one's possession, in Greek K'tfJcr8at. Therefore the know-how 
rela ted to this is ca l led 'tfXVll K'tfl'tt� (cf. c7) . 
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We see here to what degree the first d.ooc; of 'tfXVTJ, namely 'tEXVTJ 
7tOtTJ'ttKij or 7tOtTJcrt<;, in a certain way provides the ground for the delimi
tation of the second mode, insofar as the appropriation of something relates, 
according to its very sense, to a being which is already there. This being 
which must already be there on hand in order to become a possible object 
of an appropriation can for its part be there precisely in virtue of having 
once been fabricated, and so would be an ov which is in fact a 7tOLOUj.!£vov. 
Thus one can say that appropriation is related to 7tOtTJcrt� insofar as definite 
objects, utensils, and tools can be produced by one person and then appro
priated by another. Taken strictly, however, the appropriation of something 
is not necessarily founded in 7tOtTJcrt<;. For there are many beings which, 
according to their sense, are not produced, beings which always are, such 
as the beings of nature, which hence are always already there but which 
nevertheless can as such be appropriated, specifically in the determinate 
modes of learning, taking cognizance, or taking possession-of, e.g., a 
parcel of land. Structurally conceived and strictly understood, therefore, 
appropriation, xnpoucrem, is not founded in 7tOtTJcrt<;. 

13) Outlook: the Greek understanding of Myoc;. 
A6yoc; as appropriation of the truth of beings. 

Just as the first £tOO<; of 'tEXVTJ, 'tEXVTJ 7tOLTJ'ttKij or 7tOtTJ<rt<;, provided us with 
an outlook on the Greek understanding of oucr(a and gave us an opportunity 
to set in relief the natural (uncontrived) meaning of Being for the Greeks, so 
the characterization of the second dooc; of 'tEXVTJ, i.e., xnpoucrem, provides 
access to the Greek understanding of /..6yoc;. Beyond the determination of 
the new dooc; of 'tfXVTJ, it is also of essential significance that A6yoc; receive 
here a quite fundamental interpretation. M<iSTJcrt<;, to learn, and t..fy£tv, to 
discourse on something, are characterized as xnpoucr8at, "bringing to one
self"; this xnpoucrem is for its part characterized as ou8£v OTJj.!LOUpy£i. The 
Greeks, and Plato above all, understood knowing, yvc.Optcrt<;, and t..fyttv as 
appropriation, as a mode of appropriating something already there on hand. 
More precisely, this taking (which characterizes knowledge and discourse 
here) is a disclosive taking. Then what of beings is appropriated in knowl
edge and discourse, and how is this appropriated? Knowledge is precisely 
a mere taking cognizance of something; this, or mere onlooking, or mere 
speaking about something, is characterized by the fact that it does not "do 
anything," as we say, with the object. It simply lets it stand there just as it 
is; it does not manipulate the object.2 Nor is the object removed in any sense 
from i ts place and transposed "into" the subject, placed into consciousness; 

2.  A l l :  l .l' l t i lljo\·ht• . 
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on the contrary, it remains, in accord with the very meaning of knowledge, 
precisely where it is. Knowledge is a peculiar taking to oneself of something 
already there on hand, such that the thing, in being taken up, remains 
precisely what and where it is. We can understand this only if we are clear 
about what of beings is properly taken up in the act of appropriating them. 
And that is nothing other than their being-there-in-themselves, their pres
ence, and specifically their full presence, as this offers itself without distor
tion. What is appropriated in knowledge and speech is the truth of beings, 
their unconcealedness. A€yEtV, speaking about something, is a mode of ap
propriating beings with regard to their outward look.3 This is the basic thrust 
of the Greek interpretation of A€yttv and of knowledge; it was established 
among the Greeks quite originally, i.e., phenomenally, without dependence 
on a theory or an epistemology. It is all the more astonishing in view of the 
fact that it was preceded by Parmenides' theory of Being, which asserts 
baldly that perceiving, knowing, and Being are the same. This proposition 
obviously did not for the Greeks smack of idealism, if indeed the Greeks 
understood knowledge and discourse as taking beings and allowing them 
to give themselves. 

y) noill<H<; and K'ti\crt<; as modes of commerce with the 
world. The structures of the commerce of Dasein with the 

world as the horizon for an interpretation. 

We have thus exhibited two basic modes of comportment, two possibilities 
of commerce with the world, related to 'tEXYll : production and appropria
tion. Both these modes of commerce with the world are ones of everyday 
Dasein; they are comportments that originate in life .  Later the substantive 
questions of the dialogue will force us to return to these phenomena with 
greater attention and to see them more originally. Within appropriation and 
production, identical phenomena manifest themselves, ones unrelated to 
'tEXYll, know-how, as such. The term "commerce," i .e . ,  the commerce of a 
living being, namely man, with his world, indicates such a basic state of 
affairs, identical to both appropriation and production.4 From this character, 
'tEXYll, for its part, receives an interpretation . Accordingly, even know-how 
in regard to something, insofar as it is a kind of knowledge, is a determinate 
appropriation, with the remarkable result that 'tEXVll 1tOtll'ttKTl, the produc
tive commerce with beings, is guided and directed by a prior appropriation 
of what is there, i .e., of what is to be made into something. That which 
'tEXVTl primordially appropriates and anticipates was subsequently deter-

3.  AH: Taking to oneself  [An-sicll-llehmcn /. Perception [ Wahr-nchmcn /: to take the truth 
/ Walln ·- l lCil l lll ' l l /. 

4. Sl'!' tlw .lpfwnd i x .  
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mined by Aristotle as the doo<;, as we explained with the example of the 
shoe.5 The traditional interpretation of Plato left these matters out of account 
because they were obviously too primitive and too self-evident for such a 
lofty science as contemporary philosophy, and because our epistemology 
is much more advanced and takes Plato to be beating his brains over 
trivialities. The proper meaning of these connections, of course, can be seen 
only if the phenomena are appropriated positively in advance, i.e., only if 
the original phenomena, such as the act of procuring, the Being of the 
immediate world, etc., are investigated on the basis of the matters them
selves, for in this way alone do the horizons become available for measuring 
the meaning of those things. This is the proper sense of so-called systematic 
work in philosophy. We do not pursue systematics in order to construct a 
system but in order to understand ourselves in the foundations of our 
Dasein. And if, for the sake of a more thorough interpretation, we examine 
these phenomena phenomenologically, our intention is not to construct a 
system of phenomenology, or to inaugurate a new movement, but simply 
to make available the horizons that will enable us to understand what Plato 
already knew in a much better way. 

For the further determination of 'tEXVT], the question now arises: which 
direction of its provenance must we pursue in order to gain an actual grasp 
of the phenomenon which set the consideration on its way? Do not let 
yourselves be led astray by the literary form of the presentation and see 
here a deduction. Keep in mind that for the first beginning what is directive 
is the view of the initial phenomenon, namely angling or catching fish. The 
step from 7tOtl]crtc; to JC'tijcrtc; already points to the form: catching. Catching 
fish is a mode of appropriation, so that, starting from the initial phenome
non, the further explication does not proceed in the direction of 7tOLT]crt<; 
but in the direction of JC'tijcrtc; . For catching fish is a mode of commerce with 
things which has the character of appropriation. And so arises the task of 
grasping more precisely the ouva�ouc; of appropriation for its own part. 

§43 .  The determination of 'tEXVll K'tl]n1C!l . 

a) The determination of K'tf\crt<; in terms of its "how." 
The possible modes of appropriation. 

Seizing <xnpoucr8at). Hunting (8T]pEun!C1l ). 

Plato makes a distinction, at 219d5ff., into two forms: 

.'i. <. 'f. p.  2Hff. 
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, < llfta�A:rrm.:6v 

'tfXVll K'tYJ 'tt K1l 

XflP(I)'tt KOV 

193 

Both of these, insofar as they possess the character of K'tflcrt�, have the 
peculiarity of relating to something already there on hand. They both deal, 
in the mode of appropriation, with something that already is. 

1.) Mna�AYJ'ttKOV. M£ta�uAA.ro means "to change"; here it signifies "to 
exchange something for something else," and specifically EK6vtrov 7tpo� 
EK6vta� llfta�AYJttK6v (219d4f.) ;  i .e. ,  this exchange is carried out "free
handedly." That which someone possesses is appropriated by another in a 
!lf'ta�uA.A£tv; they allow the exchange to take place. It is a matter here of 
an appropriating in which someone does not properly seize and take some
thing by himself. Instead, it is an appropriating in the mode of both parties' 
allowing the exchange to take place, specifically such that the other gives 
me a thing, which I appropriate, and I for my part give something in 
exchange for what I have thus appropriated. Plato calls this type of free
handed exchange aAA.antKOV (223c7); aAA.ucrcrro means "altering." The 
determinate modes of llfta�uA.A£tv are the following: 1 . )  For a gift I have 
received, I exchange a gift in return. 2.) For some service, I give wages . 3.) 
For goods, money. It is characteristic of this mode of appropriation in the 
sense of exchanging that the appropriating is not unilateral. 

II . )  XHprottK6v. This is the determination : to (5£ A.om6v, il Kat' £pya il 
Kata Myou� X£tpOU!lfVov O"Uj..l7tav (219d6f. ), "sheer seizing." The other 
does not voluntarily let go of the thing, and, above all, I do not give 
something in return; it is nothing but taking. Versus K'tflcrts, appropriating 
in general, the XHpronK6v is in the stricter sense a seizing, where I on my 
own snatch something, as it were. Obviously this is where catching belongs, 
so that its further explication remains tied to this phenomenon. 

The articulation, in this sense of splitting into two, dichotomizing, has, 
besides other connections, above all the meaning of repulsion-to repel 
from the phenomenon in question whatever is irrelevant and in that way 
to arrive at the characteristic determinations which make it finally possible 
to determine catching fish as a mode of catching. 

The X£tpronK6v is apprehended more precisely as a bringing to oneself 
in the mode of seizing, in exchange for which the one who seizes does not 
give anything. Furthermore, it is characteristic of the XflPffi'ttK6v that what 
is appropriated in the seizing does not willingly give itself. Therefore the 
X£tprottK6v is subd ivided into: 

1 . ) the ayo>Vt<'f'tl KOV, seiz ing i n  battle. This is determined by the fact tha t  
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it is ava<j>avMv (219el), "open ."  That means the one who seizes relates to 
what he acquires by seizing and to the one he is attacking in such a way 
that the latter knows in a certain sense about the attack and can stage a 
defense. Hence this is openly going after what is to be appropriated, battling 
for it. Versus this avwpavoov Xctpoucrem, there is 

2.) a Kpu<j>aiov, hidden, xctpoucrem, such that the one under attack does 
not notice anything: to slay under cover, to shoot down, ambush, set a trap, 
take by surprise, to appropriate something by letting it fall into a trap. Here 
what is appropriated, captured, caught, has no possibility of initiative. It 
does not have the possibility of an open defense but instead is captured 
with one stroke. It has no chance to offer resistance, OUK btt'tpE7tft (219c6), 
as it was called. 

With this last determination of XEtpoucrem as 8llPEUftV, we come quite 
close to the kind of appropriation in question, namely catching, catching 
fish. The phenomenon of catching is indeed the sii'tllf.LCX 7tpffiwv, which, as 
the starting phenomenon, provides the first direction for the inquiry into 
the provenance of the U0"7tCXAt£U'tij<;. 

'tEXVlJ 

� 
1t0 t ll 'tt Kij 

x Etpum Kij 

� 
aymVtO"'tt Kij 9ll pEU'tt Kij 

(to gain by struggle) (to hunt down) 

This analysis of K'tf]mc; brings the consideration to a provisional limit. 

b) The determination of Ktf]mc; in terms of its "what." 
Living things. 

The delineation of the phenomenon of appropriation has thus far turned 
merely on the character of the type and mode of comportment toward 
something which is there (or is not yet there): the "how" of the comportment 
to something, the "how" of the having of something, and this entirely in 
genera l in the sense of a seizing appropriation of something. The comport
ment, however, as commerce with something or other, is always related to 
a determ inate stock of beings. The rela tedness to th ings is not accidental to 
th is  p lwnonwnon o f  poSSl'Ss ing nnd seiz ing but  perta ins to i t  i ntrinsicn l ly. 
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We have here a structural appurtenance; the seizing or appropriating, as 
an appropriating, appropriates something. Even if there is nothing there, 
and if what is appropriated is not appropriated as it should be, still, by its 
very sense, the appropriation has a direction to something or other, with 
the result that the full characterization of the phenomenon of appropriation 
can obviously not be carried out in disregard of this second structural 
moment, namely that which is appropriated. The deflection to the second 
structural moment of K'tfJcrtS can be seen clearly, starting at 219e4; in general 
the focus deflects from the mode of commerce with things to the things dealt 
with in the commerce. Only on this basis does the consideration advance. 
The "what," to which the K'tfJcrt<; is related, must be understood constitu
tively. Only in later contexts will we have an opportunity to understand 
this peculiar appurtenance of the phenomenal parts, the being related to 
something and the "to which" of the relation, provided we succeed in 
exhibiting more original phenomena, on the basis of which the appurte
nance becomes visible. Hence it is not the case that there is something in 
the subject and also something on the outside, namely an object, and then 
occasionally a relation between the two. The question is which basic stock 
of phenomena has to be exhibited in order to see that the analysis of the 
act of relating must necessarily also take into account that to which the 
relation is directed.1 

Even the further steps of the analysis of the "to which"-from 219e4 
on-are already predelineated in the initial phenomenon of catching fish, 
so that again there is not a simple blind deduction. Just as "catching" was 
prescriptive for the previous consideration, so "fish" is for the further one. 
Thus it is a matter of catching something that is alive. Accordingly, the basic 
distinction is the first one made within the many possible objects of hunting: 
the living and the non-living, E) .. l\lfuxov and chvuxov (219e7) . The ;tvo<; says 
of the &.\lfuxov: xaipEtV E:acrat (220a3f.), we can immediately dismiss hunt
ing for non-living things, since what is at stake is the catching of fish. Nor 
is a definite designation necessary for it; we can leave it without a name, 
aVWilUVOV (220a2). On the other hand, it becomes necessary, in view of the 
initial phenomenon, to determine more precisely hunting for Ell\lf'UXa, l;qm. 
Now the further articulation does not proceed according to the mode of 
appropriation but according to the thing hunted. Therefore the next step 
leads from the 8TJpEU'ttK6V to the /;(flo8TJptKJ1, the hunt for living things. 
This phenomenon is taken up again later, insofar as man too is a l;cpov and 
the sophist in a certain sense hunts man. The /;cpa, the many things alive 
in the world, are interrogated in terms of the way they comport themselves, 

1 .  SPt' tlw .l ppt•nd i x .  
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as living beings, to the world. When we look further into the development 
of the determination of 1;unl, we will see that Aristotle determines 1;roil by 
Ktvtiv Ka'ta -r6rtov, local movement, and by Kpivetv.2 Kpivetv corresponds 
to what we are now calling 'tEXVT'J: to make prominent and to distinguish, 
to orient oneself in the broadest and most primitive sense: perception, 
instinct. The Ktveiv Ka'ta -r6rtov, the bestirring oneself in one's surrounding 
world, is the characteristic comportment. And this can be carried out in 
two ways: the movement can be 1 .) that of a rte1;6v, or 2.) that of a VEU<r'ttK6v 
(cf. 220a6f.), the movement of a living being that "walks" or of a living 
being that "can swim." The class of land animals we call rt'tT)Vov <1>uA.ov 
(220bl ), "poultry,"  can also swim, and so can certain birds, but they do not 
move by swimming alone. Only the things that live entirely in water, the 
£vu8pa (cf. b2), move by swimming alone. Thus there results, as regards 
the continuous orientation toward catching fish: 

8T)pEunKil 

� 
1;(flo8T) pt Kil 

� 
£vu8pov 3 

� 
aA.teunKil 
Catching fish 

Thus the phenomenon from which we set out has been determined, on the 
one hand, in terms of the appropriating, the catching, and, on the other 
hand, in terms of that which is appropriated. Thereby the phenomenon is 
made concrete from both sides, from the "how" and the "what" of the 
appropriation. Only now are we given the basis for a more precise deter
mination of catching fish as a mode of hunting. The consideration now 
therefore turns back to the mode, to the "how" of the hunting. 

c) Further determination of ST) peunKil in terms of its "how." 
Summary: history of the provenance of the acrrtaALEU'ti!S· 

How then is the Kpu<!>aiov xetpoucr8at carried out, the clandestine bringing 
to one's hand in the case of catching fish? According to what are we to 

2. I k Au .  I l l ,  9, 4J2;1 1 !iff. 
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distinguish aA.tEunK'll ? The two modes of catching are characterized by 
£pKoc;, nets, and n:A.rry'll , beating, striking, wounding: Ka9' &. 'tO J.LEV £pKE<nv 
a1H69EV n:ottt't:at n'\v 91lpav, 'tO OE 1tATIY!l (220b12f. ) .  Most texts have au't:69t, 
as if catching with nets were determined by the "immediately," but the 
reading au't:69Ev is preferable. For it is a matter EVEKa KwA.uaEwc; Etprn n 
n:Ept£xov (220clf.), of not allowing what is to be appropriated to have any 
room, dpyEtv, enclosing it, n:EptEXElV, encompassing it, hemming it in. What 
is characteristic of this catching is the au't:68Ev, "by itself." Nets and traps 
bring about hunting by themselves, and specifically in such a way that 
what is hunted down is captured just as it is; i .e . ,  it is still alive, it is spared, 
it is merely hemmed in but is untouched, whereas in hunting by means of 
n:A.TJ"f1l , in n:ATJ K'tlKll , what is hunted can be taken only by means of wound
ing and maiming. 

This last moment, namely the aA.tEU'tlKTJ n:ATJK't:lKll, ushers in the final 
step in the determination of the aan:aA.tEu't:llc;. The angler catches in the 
mode of n:AllK'tlKll , striking and wounding, but not from above downward, 
as in the case of fishing with harpoons, but in the reverse direction. Angling 
is a catching in the sense of avaan:&aem KU't:W8EV de; 't:OUVaV't:iov O.vw 
pa�omc; Kat KaA.aJ.Lotc; (d. 221a2f.), from below upward, a drawing up with 
rods or canes. Furthermore it is characteristic of the 7tATJYll of the angler 
that, unlike the harpoonist, he is not simply out to strike the hunted object 
and wound it in any which way. Instead, he must see to it that it bites: n:E.pt 
n'\v KE<IJaA.l)v Kat 'tO m61-ta (22lal),  the booty is to be grasped only in a 
quite determinate place. On the basis of this determination, the whole 
explication is once more run through at 221b, and in a certain sense the 
lineage, the provenance, of the aan:aA.tEu't:llc; is made visible. The consid
eration concludes: "And in this way we have disclosed, in a thoroughly 
sufficient fashion, what we desired," iKav&c; 8EOllAW't:at (221c4), and pre
cisely through A.6yoc;. 

§44. General characterization of the method. Dichotomy and 
diairesis as modes of OTJAouv. The echo of the Platonic dichotomy in 
the a't:OJ.I.OV d8oc; of Aristotle. Dichotomy and diairesis as Pla to 's 

way of treating beings and Being. 

Our discussion of the example has given us a preliminary insight into the 
method for presentifying some matter at issue in its essential content. If we 
were to determine this method according to its immediate aspect, while 
retaining Plato's own terms, then we would have to call it "dichotomizing."  
It  is a matter of a cutting, 't:EJ.LVElV, a "dissecting," of something previously 
und issected . The proper term for this 't:EJ.LVElV is 8tatpEiv; Plato often also 
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uses crxi�nv, "splitting." The use of these designations shows that Plato 
and the Greeks also viewed this procedure in such a way that for them 
'tE)lVEtV had a concrete sense. Yet we must not forget that this OtatpEtV is 
designated as 'AEyEtV and that Myo� for its part has the character of OTJAOUV, 
"revealing," so that 'tE)lVEtV is not an arbitrary operation to be taken as 
identical with physical cutting and breaking. On the contrary, we have to 
recognize that this 'tE)lVEtV itself, and OtatpEiv, have the function of showing, 
of revealing. The being is dissected until its substantive contents, the EtOTJ, 
are revealed. This methodological state of affairs, namely that 'AEyEtV is 
apprehended as 'tE)lVEtV, and specifically as 'tE)lVEtV of the doo<;, results in 
an expression which later plays a certain role even in Aristotle: a'tO)lOV 
doo�, that outward look (of some matter at issue) that can be dissected no 
further, i .e., the substantive content at which the AEYEtV rests, and in relation 
to which the 'AEyEtV cannot further exhibit anything substantive. Closer 
examination shows that the U'tO)lOV doo<;, the substantive or ontological 
content of the thing, is to be considered simply as it is in itself and not as 
delimited against something else. The latter is precisely what is character
istic of dichotomization and 'tE)lVEtV, namely that something is determined 
with respect to something else, or, more precisely, that the determination 
of the y€vo� as such keeps going on. Aristotle's use of the expression U'tO)lOV 
doo� recalls the Platonic way of seeing and explicating. To be sure, the 
expression U'tO)loV doo� no longer made sense for Aristotle, in view of the 
methodological ground he later attained, and to that extent 'tE)lVEtv and 
OtatpEiv lost their methodological significance. The expression U'tO)lOV 
doo� is a remnant in Aristotle of a methodological position he no longer 
shares. We first experience all this about the doo�, and about the procedure 
that determines the doo�, by going through the delimitation of the 
acr1taAt£Unl<;· We must not allow ourselves to be led astray by this kind of 
dichotomizing and see the systematization of concepts as what is essential 
in it. On the contrary, the OTJAOUV remains what is essential, i .e., the showing 
and revealing of the matter at issue itself. 

On this basis we can measure the extent to which the presentation of this 
example is important for the substantive disclosure of the sophist. The 
example is not at all an "overview of the factual relations prevailing in the 
world of concepts," as has been said. 1  It is neither formal logic nor "empir
ics ."  On the contrary, it is meant to disclose the horizon of the phenomena 
we have come to know under the title 'tEXVTJ, in accord with its fundamental 
differentiation into 1tOtllO"t� and K'ti\crt�. 

The method of 'tE)lV£tV and OtatpEtV has been carried out here quite 
naively, i .e. , in relation to objects taken as occurring in the world, whereas 

I .  Cnnst.m t i n  l{ i t tl'r, Neut •  l ll l l t •r,, l i < 'II I I I IS<'II iil•t • r  1 '/al t > l l .  M lindwn, 1 '1 1 0, p. 1 .  
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we will see later that this 'tE)lVEtV and OtatpEiV are not only applied to beings 
but are also carried over to Being and its structures . Consequently, for Plato 
there is no distinction between the way of dealing with beings versus the 
way of dealing with Being. This state of affairs is important for an under
standing of the Being of the so-called Ideas, as Plato conceived it . 



Chapter Two 

The Definitions of the Sophist. Definitions 1-5. (221c-226a) 

§45. Preliminary remarks. The difficulty of defining the sophist. The 
indeterminateness of the �11't1111a 7tpc:lnov. The meaning of the 

definitions: the securing of the immediate aspects (<j>av'ta<J)la'ta) of 
the sophist in the usual horizons. Actually not definitions but 

descriptions. Articulation of the definitions. 

The explication of 'tEXVll provides a concrete horizon for the determination 
of the sophist. The determination of the acrttaA.trun1c; is relatively easy in 
comparison with that of the sophist, because there is no controversy re
garding what the acrtta!vt£un1c; genuinely is, i .e., regarding the 'tEXVll of 
catching fish. This activity is unproblematic to anyone with an elementary 
understanding of Dasein in general. Therefore the preliminary determina
tion of the y£voc; out of which the acr7taA.trun1c; takes his origin can be 
acquired in relatively univocal terms. But matters are quite different as 
regards the thematic object, the sophist. As the <;£voc; says: ou yap 'tt <j>auA.11c; 
)1E'tox6v E<J'tl 'tEXVllS 'tO vuv �ll'tOU)lfVOV, alvA.' ru )lalva 7tOllCtA1lS (223c1f.) .  
"The sophist participates in a know-how that is quite variegated and man
ifold ."  The phenomenal content of what is designated by the term "sophist" 
is from the very outset not given as univocally as is the content in the case 
of the angler. Accordingly, it is not clear without further ado which y£voc; 
is to be put forth as the �ll'tll)la ttponov. What is lacking is a secure ground 
for the disclosure of the ontological provenance, the proper y£voc;, of the 
sophist, because the phenomenon from which to depart is indeterminate. 
Therefore the very first task of an inquiry into what the sophist genuinely 
is is not to formulate an arbitrarily conceived definition but to ascertain the 
most immediate aspects presented by this new thematic object, the sophist. 
Furthermore, these immediate aspects are to be discussed at first in the 
familiar horizons, and according to the directions, known in the relations 
of everyday life, if indeed it is a matter of determining a relation in life. For 
that, 'tEXVll, 7tOt1l<Jtc;, and JC'tijcrtc; provide a very general predelineation. 
Thus the immediate definitions, above all the first six, are not arbitrary 
amusements or jests, as the philologists maintain; nor are these dichotomies 
examples of formal logic . On the contrary, these definitions have the quite 
:-;peci fic task of securing the domain of the immediate <j>aV'tll<J)lCX'ta in which 
the :-;ophi:-;t shows himself, in order to acqu ire a ground for the determina
tion of thl• concrl'tt• contl·nt of the objt•ct in qut•stion . The orientat ion toward 
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the concrete horizons, those given in the discussion of the 7t<Xp6:ottyf..I.<X, is 
not a rigid and schematic repetition, which is shown above all by the sixth 
definition. For this definition approaches the phenomenon in an entirely 
new way, with a determination, the otaKptVEtV or 'tEXVll otaKpt'ttK'll , not 
previously given in the explication of 'tEXVll under the 7t<Xp6:ottyjla of the 
a<m<XAtEU't'i)�. From this it is clear that what is at stake in the carrying out 
of these descriptions, as we should really call these definitions, is not a mere 
ordering or classification. In the process, Plato acquires something new: in 
virtue of this provisional sort of description of the sophist, Plato can then 
for the first time actually contrast philosophical explication, as it follows 
later, against naive description. 

We need to presentify briefly the textual articulation of the definitions. 
The descriptions extend from chapter 8 to chapter 24. At 231 c-e, the �£vo� 
himself presents a summary of the previous definitions: "We want to stop 
and, as it were, catch our breath and discuss once again, 61t6aa ilf..l.tV 6 
ao<!JuJ'tft� 7tE<!><XV'tat, how manifoldly the sophist has shown himself to us . 
. . . " Thus there is nothing here of a conceptual system, a systematic 
articulation, ordering, or derivation of the definitions. Instead, what is at 
issue is 61t6aa <!JatVE'tat, "how manifoldly and in what guises did the 
sophist show himself." At 231 d-e, the six descriptions of the sophist are 
enumerated. We will adhere to this articulation, although the numbering 
concurrent with the exposition counts only five, since the third and forth 
are amalgamated. 

First description: 221c-223b. 
Second description: 223b-224d. 
Third and fourth description: 224d and e (the third in d and the fourth 

in e). 
Fifth description: end of 224e-226a. 
Sixth description: 226a-231c. 
At 232b, we find the beginning of the proper explication and the transi

tion to the question of the Being of non-beings. The connection between 
the first six descriptions and the seventh is this: the first six are the spring
board for the seventh and facilitate it. 
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§46. The first definition of the sophist: hunter (221 c-223b) .  
Z1l'TIJ!lCX 1tp6:l'toV: 'tEXVll. The common course of the his tory of the 

origination of the sophist and of the aa1taAu:u'tll<;: 
'tEXV11-K't'ilat<;-XE1Pffi'ttidJ-8rlpEU'ttidJ. Distinction with 

respect to the "what"  of the 8rlpEU'ttidJ: man. Factual comportment 
as the standard. A6yo<; as the tool of the sophist. Rhetoric as 

horizon. ApE'tll . �o�o1tatOEU'tlKll . 

The consideration of the sophist begins with a recollection of the �ll'TIJ!lCX 
1tponov. What was first sought and investigated was whether the 
aa1taAtEU'tll<; is an iotffi'TIJ<;, <'i'tEXVO<;, or whether he has a 'tEXVll . Thereby 
the first description of the sophist is drawn into the horizon worked out in 
the consideration of the example. In the discussion, Theaetetus finally de
cides that in fact a 'tEXVll must be attributed to the sophist. That is clear to 
everyday understanding as well, insofar as we obviously recognize in the 
sophist, if presentified concretely, someone who understands his own busi
ness, whatever that may be. Before the more precise determination begins, 
the interlocutors recall that they have previously overlooked the fact that 
both, the aa1taAtEU'tll<; and the sophist, are ov'ta auyyEvf] (221d9), have the 
same y£vo<; in common, the same provenance. That means each of them is 
not only to be addressed quite generally and formally as 'tEXVl'TIJ<;, but they 
go together for a quite determinate extent <'i!la 1tOpEumem (d. 222a3), and 
specifically in their ontological provenance, not only in their formal deter
mination. Both tum out to be, show themselves to be, in a certain sense 
hunters: 8rlpEma nvE Ka'ta(j>a(vmeov <'i!l.Pffi !lOt (221d13) .  This now also 
indicates which course in the history of their provenance the two have in 
common: from 'tEXVll to K'ti]at<; and the XEtpffi'tlKOV up to 9rtpEU'ttK6v, 
acquisition in the sense of a hunting that seizes. The sophist has this entire 
ontological history in common with the aa1taAtEU'tll<;. 

We saw in the previous consideration that precisely at the place the 
explication of the modes of comportment arrived at the phenomenon of 
hunting the investigation took a turn. It diverted its gaze from the mode 
of appropriation to the possible object of the appropriation. This place now 
also marks the divergence of the previously common provenance of the 
sophist and the angler. Hunting was determined earlier as the hunting of 
E!l'lfUXa and of <'i'l'uxa, and the former divided into hunting of the 1tE�ov 
y£vo<; and hunting of the �c:?a VEUO"'ttK<i (cf. 220a8f.) .  Now the �£vo<; says: 
'to o£ 1tE�ov Eiaaa!lEV <'iaxta'tov, Ei1t6V'tE<; on 1tOAUEtOE<; Etll (21e6f.), "we 
have left <'iaxta'tov the outward look of those possible objects of hunting 
we spoke of as be ings that move on feet." Specifically, they said this ELOO<; 
i tsL•I f has a man i fold form, but  i ts exhib i t ion was not importan t then . This 
i s  tlw poin t  of  d iv l•rgL•nn• of  thL• p<l ths of t lw aa1taAtt�u'tll<; and the soph ist .  
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The expression the �£voc; uses for the determination of this divergence is 
telling: 8x:-tp£7ttcrElat. Mtxpt f.!EV 1oivuv 8v•auEla 6 cro<jltcrn1c; Kat <6> 
acr1taAl£UTitc; Ufla U1t0 •ilc; K'tllnKflc; 'tEXVTJc; 1tOp£UtcrElov (222a2f.) .  "From 
the point of departure, 'tEXVTJ K'tTJ'ttKll , up to now, both went together." 
EK'tpE7ttcrElov 8£ y£ a1to 'tflc; �q>oElTJptKflc; (aS), "starting with �q>oElTJptK'll , 
they diverge" and specifically in separate directions. It is significant that 
the conversation is not now about ontological relations but about the com
portment of the beings themselves; at issue here are not the ontological 
relations of the d8TJ, but instead the investigation turns concretely to the 
factual comportment of the beings which correspond to the £tOTJ . Plato 
thereby gives a very apt reference to the perceptual field in which we now 
find the sophist, and indeed according to his factual behavior. The angler 
turns in one direction, to the sea, to rivers and brooks; the other, the sophist, 
turns to the land, to other rivers, OtOV AclflWVac; a<j>El6vouc; (222al0), to 
"fields which begrudge nothing," which give generously of themselves, 
which yield up richness and youth. And the sophist turns there "in order 
to seize and to get in hand," X£tpwcr6f.!£voc; 1av 'tOU'totc; El<j>EJ.!Jla'ta (d. alOf. ), 
"that which is nurtured and grows there." This X£tpwcr6f.!£voc; again indi
cates and calls to memory that this hunt is a matter of appropriation and 
indeed an appropriation of definite men. And now the dialogue considers 
how hunting, i.e., that which is hunted, that which lives on land, should 
be divided. The �£voc; refers to the distinction between tame and wild. And 
then the question arises as to whether man is to be counted among the tame 
or the wild living beings. It is characteristic that the �£voc; challenges The
aetetus to decide one way or another. He decides: �cpov llf.!Epov avElpo>1touc; 
£tVat (cf. 222clf.), "man is a tame living being. " But he decides without 
actually deliberating on the matter. 'Hyouf.!at (cl), "I deem it" on the basis 
of the natural knowledge of man available to me. 'Hy£icrElat is the common 
expression for such convictions . (This is further testimony that the explica
tion of the sophist is carried out on the basis of the intuitive field of natural 
cognition.) What results is the possibility of ilfl£pOElTJptK'll (cf. c3), the hunt
ing of tame living beings, specifically man. 

This hunting of man, in the sense of the intention to dominate people 
and to have such a hold on them that they are at one's disposal, has two 
possibilities. These were already predelineated in our earlier considerations, 
if we recall that the X£tpoucrElat, where it occurred for the first time, divided 
into an appropriating Ka't' £pya and an appropriating Ka'ta A6youc; 
(219d6f.), i .e . ,  an appropriation by way of actually laying one's hands on 
the object and an appropriation by way of speaking and persuading. Here, 
at 222c3, we have, on the one side, j3(awc; El1lpa, hunting by force . To this 
belongs 1tOAcfllKTt 'tEXVTJ, everything related to war. For the Greeks, war is 
cha racterizl•d basica l l y  by a n  intention to acqu ire something precisely 
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through force, through violent means. On the other side, there is also a way 
of getting a hold on people, such that they come to be at one's disposal, 
through A.6yoc;, through a AtyEtv whose specific possibilities are: OtK<XVlKll 
(d. c9), speaking before the courts; OTl!lY\'YOPtK'Il (cf. c9), speaking in parlia
ment; and 7tpocrot . .nA.rrnK1l (d. c9f.), speaking with one another in daily 
commerce, on everyday occasions and for everyday reasons. This appro
priation of others through A.6yoc; is c haracterized on the whole as 
meavoupytK'Il (d. clO): i.e., 7tt9av6v and £pyov. "Epyov means effectuate, 
carry out; meav6v means that which speaks in favor of some issue . 
Ot9avoupytK'Il thus means to bring the other to a definite conviction, to 
talk someone into something, to occasion in the other the same conviction 
one has oneself, thereby bringing him over to ore's own side . It means to 
speak so as to procure a following, i .e. , to make disciples, and, further, to 
persuade ioic;x (dS), "all the individuals," and t.ttcr8apvrrttK6v (d7), "even 
get paid by them for doing so," i.e., take money from them. This reference 
to the preeminent possibilities of winning people over by means of Myoc; 
places the characterization of the sophist within the general horizon of 
speaking, of rhetoric. This passage is important for the development of the 
understanding of A.6yoc; and for the elaboration of rhetoric because here 
Plato gives a complete enumeration of the possible types of pretheoretical 
discourse: speech in court, in parliament, and in ordinary conversation. We 
will have to orient ourselves still more precisely concerning Plato's position 
toward what we call rhetoric, in order to understand on that foundation 
his basic judgment about the sophists. 

At issue is a X£tpouaem, a seizing directed at other people or, more 
precisely, a hunting for them. The means, the net or trap, as it were, with 
which the sophist catches people, his tool, is specifically Myoc;, a persuad
ing of people, a persuading that has the sense of OlltAiac; 7tot£tcr8m (cf. 
223a4), "nurturing commerce," 7tpoaolltAEiv (d. 222e5), "bringing another 
into commerce with oneself," drawing the other to oneself. That is the 
phenomenon focused on in this first description: the comportment of a man 
who by a certain way of speaking draws people to himself-by talking 
them (223a3f) into something, i.e., by convincing them that he is out to give 
them ap£TJ1 . Here ap£'trl is identical in meaning with 1tat8da, correct for
mation as the possibility of bringing oneself into a proper existence within 
the 7t6A.tc;. The sophist does not want to give others something to take 
pleasure in; his 'tEXVll is not liouvnK'Il (d. 223al ), but instead he places the 
others under definite demands while he claims their interest for a positive 
task, ap£TJ1, and does so by persuading them that they can learn something 
from him, from commerce with him, and only from him. The summary of 
th is dt•scription at 223b contains the characteristic expression for th is  proc-
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lamation and this pretension: oo�o1tatOEU'ttKTl; OOKEi, "it looks" as if he 
could provide the correct 7tat0Eta. 

It is important to keep in mind that this description does not evaluate 
what the sophist has to say but concerns only his peculiar comportment to 
others insofar as he hunts them and wins them over to himself by means 
of a certain kind of persuasion and influence. Thus this first description of 
the 'tEXVll of the sophist remains entirely restricted to the characters of 
K'tfl<n<; and XEtpoucr8at. We can now understand better the previous refer
ence to the factual comportment of the sophist . This first description grasps 
the sophist in his factual comportment to others, in the aspect he displays 
as he walks about on the streets trying to procure for himself a following 
and thereby pursuing his occupation. To be sure, this aspect is objectively 
founded, but the question is whether this determination provides a genuine 
understanding of what the sophist properly is. 

It is clear that the first description of the sophist is in this sense linked 
up with the example of the acr7taA.tEUnl<; and that his manners and habits 
are therefore immediately understandable out of well-known horizons of 
human commerce and existence. There are immediate aspects of this exis
tence, like those of any other. The framing of the first description and the 
following one within the horizons obtained from the determination of the 
angler makes it clear that the sophist will be described here quite naively, 
the way people in general know him and talk about him. Yet this initial 
description is not without importance for the inception of the proper un
derstanding, since it is precisely something factual, and must be compre
hended, and is not a mere fantastic idea of the sophist. This procedure 
already results in a series of determinate structures, ones which are not 
somehow illusory but which, on the contrary, expose a fixed content in the 
behavior and existence of the sophist. The more manifold precisely these 
aspects become, i.e., the ones the sophist shows to anyone who has anything 
to do with him, the more puzzling and difficult becomes the task of grasp
ing him unambiguously, i.e., obtaining the determination of him appropri
ate for comprehending this manifold of immediate aspects and for 
providing them with a first proper foundation. It is in these terms that we 
must understand the connection between the individual descriptions of the 
sophist and the horizons that pertain to the U<J1tCXAtEU'ti)<;. 
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§47. The second, third, and fourth definitions of the sophist: 
merchant (223b-224e). 

a) The second definition. Retailer (223b-224d). Link to the 
first definition: apE'tll, 1tati5Eia. K 'tll'ttKll

!-LE't<X�All'ttKll----<lyopacrnK11 . Trading in Myot K<Xl !-L<X9'11!-la'ta 
ape'tflc;. A6yoc; as the sophisfs merchandise. 

The transitions between the individual descriptions of the sophist are re
velatory of this connection . It seems the transitions are carried out quite 
extrinsically, in the form of mere adjuncts . At the end of the first definition, 
for example, the second is taken up by a simple E'tt. "E'tt 15£ Kat 'tf!Se 6% 
ti5<0!-leV (223cl ) :  "Furthermore, we also want to examine how he appears in 
this regard." This is the passage which emphasizes expressly that the soph
ist is !-LE'toXoc; 'tEXVllc; !-l<iAa 1tOtKiA11c;: ou yap 'tt <j>aUAllc; !-LE'tOXOV £crn 'tEXVllc;, 
<l,A,A,' EU !-l<iAa 1tOtKiA11c; (cf. 223clf. ) .  But the link is not as extrinsic as the 
E'tt might suggest and as seems to be the case according to the summary at 
224c. We will see that there is a connection only insofar as we correctly 
grasp the method of this description. The sentence immediately following, 
for example, explicitly takes into account what was previously brought out 
about the sophist and at the same time allows for the horizons in which he 
is located in immediate self-evidence. Kat yap ouv £v 'tote; np6cr9£v 
etPll!-LEVOlc; <j>aV't<Xcrl-la 1t<XPEXE'tat 1-lfl 'tOU'to o vuv au'to 'li!-LEic; $<X!-LEV <l,A,A,' 
E'tEpov £ivai 'tl y£voc; (223c2ff.) . "For even in what we have discussed above, 
napEXE'tat <j>av't<Xcr!-L<X, he-the sophist-gives and imparts an appearance, 
a self-showing." That is, even on the basis of what we have discussed above, 
something becomes visible about the sophist (to be understood in the sense 
of how he can be recognized and how he shows himself) namely "that the 
provenance we have just now attributed to him," namely 91lpa, "does not 
fit him but that some other provenance must be accorded him."  This shows 
that the taking up of the next description is grounded in a regard back upon 
the previous appearance of the sophist. That is to say, insofar as he was 
characterized as 91lpeu'tllc; he was placed in the y£voc; of K'tll'tlKll ; he was 
understood in this respect, namely that he brings something to himself, 
appropriates something, specifically in the unilateral way of hunting, which 
gives nothing in exchange for what it appropriates . But at the same time it 
was already clear in the first description that the sophist does not merely 
hunt unilaterally; he also gives something in return. Indeed he draws at
tention to himself and he broadcasts his claims to teach ape'tll . At 223b5, 
his 'tfXVll is characterized as 15ol;onati5£U'ttKll , as conveying and awakening 
mu15rfo:. Accord ingly, in v iew of the sta te of affa i rs a l ready brought out i n  
tlw f i rst d l'fi n i t ion,  Wl' must say tha t tlw yrvoc, o f  u n i l a tl'm l  sl'iz ing and 
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hunting is incommensurate with the facts and that the determination of 
xnpoucrem is in any case insufficient. The <)>av'tacr!-la is rrotKiA..ov, manifold, 
variegated; the matter itself requires that we determine it in terms of still 
another line of provenance. That is therefore the sense of the connection, 
and the sentence at 223c2ff. does not at all mean (despite being understood 
this way very often): we intend to place the sophist in still another one of 
the y£vTJ made explicit in the example, as if the articulation is given sche
matically with the acrrraAt£uTI!c; and now it simply remains to examine 
which y£voc; fits the sophist. On the contrary, the standard here is the way 
the sophist shows himself. Accordingly, the comportment of the sophist is 
an appropriation, a drawing of people to himself, but one that at the same 
time gives something in return, so that the sophist does not merely draw 
people to himself and let himself be paid by them, but he also gives some
thing in exchange for this wage. We are already familiar with this sort of 
appropriation from the first division of K'tTJ'tlKJl into /-lE'ta�ATJ'ttKfl and 
XEtpronKfl . ME'ta�ATJ'tlKJl, letting oneself be given something and then giv
ing something in return, is the phenomenon which now characterizes the 
comportment of the sophist in a more fitting way. At 219d5ff., a series of 
possibilities of /-lE'ta�ATJ'ttKJl was introduced: exchanging gifts, receiving a 
wage, selling. This last type of J..lE'tCX�ATJ'tlKJl-called here (at 223c9) 
aA..A..aK'tlKJl-is now enlisted to determine more precisely the comportment 
of the sophist. The sophist is exposed as an ayopacr'ttK6c;, and his 'tEXVTJ is 
ayopaanJdt 'tEXVTJ . 

This 'tEXVTJ is itself now articulated with respect to whether the seller sells 
products he himself has made, 'tWV au'toupyffiv (d2), or whether he sells 'tU 
aA..A..6'tpta £pya (d3) what others have produced, i.e., whether he turns over, 
/-lE'ta�aAAE'tat, foreign products, i.e., trades in them. The consideration 
proceeds to this last determination, which amounts in Plato's eyes to a 
sharp negative criticism of the sophist, insofar as that which he retails is 
not something he himself has produced.1  (Later, this determination is re
tracted to a certain extent. ) This trading in or retailing of foreign products 
has two possibilities: on the one hand Ka'ta rr6A..tv (223d5), such that the 
merchant remains in town, has a permanent residence there. We call such 
a one KcX1tTJAoc;, "shopkeeper. " He has his established stand or stall and 
sells things there. Others, in contrast, do not trade Ka'ta rr6A..tv, but instead 
£1; aAATJc; de; aAATJV rr6A..tv 8taA..A..a'tO/-lEVffiV (cf. d9), "they travel from one 
town to another" and carry on a peripatetic trade. 

This latter determination of trading in and retailing foreign goods, things 
produced by others, is now again in need of a characterization as regards 
content, insofar as, within the orientation toward what was already ex-

I .  l{p,Jd i ng lwrst •st , ·/1 1 I "pn lli un•d " I ft , .. :r rst't'(<o: l lt'l I "  appropri,J tl'd " 1-Tr,ms. 
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posed, namely apE'tll , it is a matter of determining what it actually is that 
the sophist offers for sale and does sell . Accordingly, there follows, at 223e 1 ,  
a preliminary and quite rough distinction between what i s  beneficial and 
necessary for the 'tpE(j>Ecr8at of the body and what is such for the soul. 
Concerning the latter goods and wares, ayvooUilEV (eS), "we are unclear"; 
we do not properly know what they might include. Here again there arises 
the same distinction we encountered already in the characterization of 
OlltAEtV, where it was claimed that the 'tEXVTJ of the sophist does not aim at 
pleasure but instead claims a certain seriousness since it concerns one's 
proper formation. The same point is made again here at 224alff.: the sophist 
does not trade in music, pictures, or other illusions; on the contrary, what 
he imports and sells is crnouoflc; xaptv (aS), "for the sake of seriousness," 
since it is a matter of education leading to the proper mode of Dasein, the 
proper mode of existence in the n6A.tc;. It has nothing to do with floov11 but 
instead concerns the higher possibilities of the life of the soul and of the 
spirit, namely ll<X8llll<X't<X (bl), cognitions in the broadest sense. The sophist 
buys them in bulk, stocks them, and then retails them, going from town to 
town. Thus what he buys wholesale and then sells are things which are 
important for the soul and for life, for the proper life of the soul. The sophist 
does not display these wares, and they are not things which can simply be 
displayed. On the contrary, they relate to the np&�tc; of the ones to whom 
he sells these XPllll<X't<X. Hence the objects the sophist trades in have a quite 
general relation to the 'fiUXll, and they are further determined as 11a81llla'ta 
(224cl),  cognitions, and then, in the summary at 224c9ff., they are still more 
precisely determined as 1tEpt Myouc; Kat ll<X81llla'ta. The sophist does not 
trade in definite speeches, or in the results of definite discussions, which 
the trader in question would impart to others by means of discourse. Nor 
is he a 'tEXV01tffiAtK6v (c4); "he does not sell cognitions belonging to 'tEXVat," 
belonging to the various  pract ica l  p rofess ions .  Instead,  he is a 
lla8TJila'tonroA.tK6v (cf. 224b9), "he sells the ll<i8TJ!la, the knowledge," re
lated to apE'tll and nmoEia. This determination concludes again in a sum
mary: let oiJ vuv cruvayayrollEV auto Myovt�::c; we; to '!fie; K'tTJ'ttKflc;, 
llE'ta�ATJ'tlri]c;, ayopacrnri]c;, Ell1t0ptri]c;, 'fiUXEil1t0ptri]c; 1tEpt Myouc; Kat 
lla81llla'ta apE'tflc; 1tffiATJ'tlKOV OEU'tEpov CtVE(j><iVTJ cro(j>tO"'tlKll (224c9ff. ) .  That 
is how cro(j>tcrn1Cll shows itself. 
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b) The third and fourth definitions. Shopkeeper (224d-e). 
The differentiation of the third definition (shopkeeper) 

according to the summary of the definitions (225e) . Trading 
in: 1.) foreign or 2.) self-produced Mym. Increasing 

concentration of the definitions of the sophist on Myoc;. 

209 

The third and fourth definitions are now in fact extrinsically thrust together 
with one another and with the second definition as well. For the introduc
tion of the third definition, 'tpl'toV OE y' Ol!J.Ul <J£ (d4), is simply linked to 
the preceding OEU'tEpov in the sense of a mere further enumeration. This 
has a certain justification, since the third and fourth definitions remain 
within the same y£voc;. The �£voc; here merely provides a restriction on the 
preceding description, yet at the same time, insofar as this restriction is 
taken up into the definition, he enriches our understanding of the substan
tive content of the sophist, to the extent that the sophist is looked upon as 
one who trades in IJ.U9Jl!la'ta. The third and fourth determinations consider 
it of value to distinguish something already mentioned earlier: whether the 
retailing merchant is a strictly local one and whether he has himself pro
duced the things he sells. These two determinations, 1 .) that he au-rou 
Jm8topU!J.EVoc; £v 1tOAEt (d4f.) and resells what he has purchased in bulk, 
and 2.) that he sells things he has made himself, can now be taken together 
as one or can be separated. We can thus conceive the sophist either as 
Ka7t1lA.oc;, as a "shopkeeper," who remains in the same town, or as someone 
who travels about. Furthermore, we can take him as a merchant who retails 
things others have made or as one who trades in things he himself has 
produced. The latter distinction makes it possible to increase the number 
of definitions by one, depending on whether or not the two moments are 
taken together or distinguished. Here they are taken together: 
!J.U8T)!J.U't01tffiAtK6v (224e3). On the other hand, in the enumeration at 231 d  
a distinction is made: the second description portrays the sophist as 
EIJ.1top6c; nc;, the third as a shopkeeper who retails locally things made by 
others, and the fourth as a merchant who sells what he himself has made. 
In the recapitulation, both these moments are distinguished, and accord
ingly we find there one extra definition. On the other hand, the summary 
at 225e concludes with: 'tEtaptov, as fourth. I have already said we will 
take up the enumeration according to the recapitulation at 23ld.  

What is  substantively important in this second description (and conse
quently also in the third and fourth descriptions, which depend on the 
second) is the emergence of the fact that the sophist is not only engrossed 
in speaking in the sense of persuading others but that he trades in Myot, 
in things said, either what others have expounded or what he has discov
ered h imself .  Thus he has to do with Myoc; also by way of retailing A.Oyot, 
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things said, whether produced by others or created by himself. Hence for 
the sophist Myoc, is not only the way to win others but is also his stock in 
trade. And so it is already becoming clear how the whole comportment of 
the sophist is increasingly concentrated on Myoc, and how his whole exis
tence is engrossed in A£y£t v.  

§48. The fifth definition of the sophist. Disputer (224e-226a). 
Orientation toward the horizons of the definition of the 

acrnaAtEUTJlC,: K'tll'ttJCTl-XEtpconK'Tl-aycovtcr'ttKll.  Battle by 
means of Mym. A6yoc, as the basic phenomenon of the definitions 
of the sophist; recapitulation. 1\vnAOytJCTl, £ptcrnK'Tl . The babbler 

(Theophrastus, Characters, 3). 

The fifth description also begins with an £n, here, to be sure, in another 
form. "En OTJ crK07tWI!EV El 'tlVt 'totcJ:>& 7tpocr£otKEV &.pa 'tO VUV 
1!E'taotcoK61!EVOV y£voc, (224e6f. ) .  Now the question is turned around, but 
in such a way that the orientation remains directed toward the content 
exposed up to now: the one we have hitherto presentified in the descrip
tions and characterized by so many different 'tEXVat-"whether there also 
applies," npocr£otKEV, i.e., must be attributed to him, "this other lineage that 
we now have to pursue." Which one? The answer is a reference back to a 
kind of XEtpoucrem that was already brought out; and we see thereby that 
the description of the sophist keeps taking its orientation, quite clearly and 
certainly, from the horizons of the acrnaAtEu'tllc,. This is evident if we 
schematically present the articulation of the investigation and the course it 
has taken: 

K'tll 'tt JCTl 

I!E'ta�A Tl 'tt Kll / 2nd, 3rd, 4th definitions 

""'-
aycovtcrn Kll 

""'- / 5th definition 
XEtpconK'Tl 

� Efr)pEU'ttlCll 
1st definition 

The first description of the sophist took up the determination of the 
ellpEunKov. The second definition attached itself to a content introduced 
in the dl•scr ipt ion of the enpa of the sophist, namely exchanging, and so 
t h i s  con tl• n t  was forn•d to d raw in llE'ta�All'ti KJl . Hence the on ly  moment 
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in the pregiven horizon to remain untouched is ayoovtcrnK'Il. The fifth 
definition now claims it. We then see clearly that the sophist is being 
described quite primitively, solely in terms of his behavior. 

"AyoovtcrnK'Il, appropriation by means of battle, now allows further de
terminations. For aywv properly means for the Greeks "contest," "compe
tition." And so the original determination of this battling is UjllA.A.&crem, in 
Latin contendere, contesting, competing with an other over first place in 
something. It does not mean fighting against the other in the sense of 
attacking him violently, in order to bring him down, but competing with 
him over something held out to both. Juxtaposed to battling as aj.uA.A.&crem 
is j.lcXXE0"8at, in Latin pugnare, confrontation not with the other but against 
him. This j.lcXXE0"8at again has two possibilities: battling against another 
O"Wj.lan 7tpoc; O"Wj.lU'ta (225a8), using violence, with arms and implements, 
thus Pic;x., PtaO"'ttK6v (alO), or, on the other hand, battling, confronting, 
striving against the other, A.Oyatc; 7tpoc; A.Oyouc; (a12), i .e. , by means of A.Oyot. 
The latter confrontation is carried out in speech. And so you see how, in 
the fifth description as well, the basic phenomenon of 'AtyEtV is decisive. In 
all these descriptions, the focus is on 'Aty£tv in its various possibilities . The 
goal is not only to win people through A.Oyot, nor only to sell A.Oyot, but 
the very way of winning over and selling is a A.EyEtv. Moreover, what the 
sophist sells, Myot, ultimately become in tum a ouvaj.ltc; of A.EyEtv for the 
others, for those who are brought into this 1t<XlO£ia. 

The battling by means of speech is again articulated according to familiar 
distinctions, ones that simply arose in the public life of that time. The first 
distinction is made with respect to whether the speeches are "long," j.lllKEO"t 
(225b5f.), and "public," Ollj.lOO"it;x., i .e. , whether it is a matter of confronta
tions in long speeches and counter-speeches as happens "in court," 
OtKaVtK6v (b6), or whether the confrontation the sophist pursues is of 
another character: f.v i.oiatc; (b8), "related to individuals ."  This latter mode 
does not play out in public life and is carried out Ka'taKEKEpj.ta'tlO"j.lEVOV 
f.pw-cllcr£crt 7tpoc; a7tOKpicr£tc; (b8f.) (KEpj.la'ti�Etv means to fragment, to trans
form into small change, as it were) in speeches which are not continuous 
like a long oration in court or a formal accusation but instead "break down 
into question and answer. " This type is battling in the sense of 
av'tt'Atymem, av'ttA.oytK6v (blO) .  This av'tt'Aty£cr8at, this verbal confronta
tion in the form of speech and counter-speech, can be carried out a't£xvwc; 
(cl ), without any special education or preparation that could make one 
versed in the particular object. And indeed this is the usual type of discus
sion on everyday occasions, in commercial transactions, and the like, for 
w hich there is no name and which here (225c) will not be dealt with further. 
In ad d i tion, there is the EV'tfXVOV (c7), the con fronta tion carried out accord
i ng to n•rta i n  ru ll•s a nd on thl• basis of a defin i te 'tEXVll. Th is is m l lcd 
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!':ptcr'ttK6v (<;9), genuine disputation, which, as essentially theoretical, has a 
function in theoretical questions and cognitions. Within this class of dis
course in question and answer, i .e. , argumentation, theoretical-scientific 
discussion in the broadest sense, there is a type Plato calls aoOAE<JXtKOV (d. 
dlO), mere pedantic babble. From that he distinguishes a kind of speech 
whose only possible name is crolj>tcrnK6v. It is thereby evident that the 
sophist's sort of avnA£y£cr8at has indeed a serious character; his speeches 
are concerned with some matter or other. The aooA£crxll<; is the babbler, 
used in the special sense of one who babbles pedantically about trifles .  
Meant here are those who do not pass a minute of their lives without 
philosophizing about trifles or speaking about them, who cannot even 
climb a mountain without pouring forth all their knowledge to their com
panion, indeed with the intention of provoking the other to a response and 
leading him into a debate . What is characteristic is that this sort of man 
speaks constantly and seeks ever new opportunities to set a dialogue in 
motion. Theophrastus has handed down to us, in his Characters, a classic 
description of this type of person. According to Theophrastus, babbling is 
a matter of A.Oyot )lUKpo(, whereas here for Plato it is a question of A.6yot 
)ltKpoi. That is not a contradiction. Theophrastus does not mean by )laKpo{ 
extended speaking in the sense of one discourse but rather constantly bring
ing up new topics in order to draw the other into a dialogue. This is 
Theophrastus' account in Characters, 3:  

AooM:crxia is a mode of  circumlocution in rambling and rashly chosen words, 
and the aooAt<JXTI� is, e.g., a man who approaches someone he does not at 
all know (in a train or wherever) and gives him a long speech in praise of his 
own wife, or relates to him what he dreamt that night, or treats in detail what 
happened during the afternoon. After that, if the other is still listening, he 
goes on to say that people today are much worse than formerly, that the price 
of wheat on the market has risen, that there are many foreigners in town, that 
since the Dionysian festivals the sea has become navigable again (these are 
all obvious things), that if Zeus would send more rain it would be better, that 
the harvest will be such and such this year, and that in general life is difficult.1 

§49. Transition to the further task: orientation with regard to 
Plato's position on Myo<; by means of a clarification of 

his position on rhetoric. 

The consideration of the last definitions has demonstrated, above all, the 
signi ficance of A.6yo<;, in various regards, for the comportment of the soph
ist. The sophist moves in A6yo<;: 
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1 .) insofar as A.6yoc; is the means he employs to procure his objects, 
namely other people, 

2.) insofar as correct speaking, EU A.tyEtV, 1tatO£ia, is what he himself has 
to give, and 

3.) insofar as A.tynv, in the form of Eptcr'ttKll , disputatiousness, is what 
his 1tatO£{a brings about in individuals. 

This predominance of the phenomenon of A.6yoc; may not be passed over, 
provided one sees it at all. The interpretation of the dialogue must take it 
into account. Our introduction has already pointed to the fundamental 
significance of A6yoc;, though indeed only in its quite general and basic 
determinations. Thus we indicated, above all, that the Greeks understood 
A.6yoc; as the very phenomenon on which their interpretation of human 
existence was based. 

Furthermore, we pointed out that A6yoc; as idle talk, its natural mode, 
predominantly determines everyday Dasein. Rhetoric and sophistry orient 
the Greek idea of education, 1tatO£ia, toward A.6yoc;. Moreover, we saw in 
Aristotle's positive consideration that every single UATJ6EU£tV, every single 
disclosive comportment-other than vouc;-all the way up to theoretical 
research, is determined I.IHU A6you, by the way it carries out A.tyEtV. And 
so we have anticipated the fundamental significance of A.6yoc; for human 
Dasein. Now, however, we face the task of understanding the phenomenon 
of A.6yoc; in Plato's sense, since this phenomenon itself presses forward more 
intensely in the dialogue. That is, we have to ascertain Plato's own position 
on A6yoc; and on the cluster of phenomena grouped around it. Does Plato 
himself express this predominance of A6yoc; within Dasein, or will the 
foregoing characterization ultimately prove to be nothing but a groundless 
invention? 

To procure this orientation we cannot possibly discuss all the passages 
where Plato considers A6yoc;; instead, it can only be a matter of certain 
references, ones which make it clear that the question of A.6yoc; resides in 
the central questions of Plato's thinking, indeed is even identical with them. 
We will begin with a quite specific question, in order to gain our orientation 
regarding Plato's position on A6yoc;. We will ask: what is Plato's position 
on rhetoric? For rhetoric is the 'tEXVTJ that develops and teaches correct 
speech and even claims to be it itself. Plato's position on rhetoric must make 
visible, at least indirectly, his position on A6yoc;. 



Chapter Three 

Excursus 
Orientation regarding Plato's Position on A6yoc;. 

Plato's Position on Rhetoric.1 
Interpretation of the Phaedrus 

§50. Introductory remarks. 

a) Plato's ambiguous attitude toward rhetoric. General 
characterization. Rhetoric before Plato: 1tet9ouc; cru.uoupy6c;. 

Plato's attitude: negative in the Gorgias, positive in the 
Phaedrus. 

The orators of earlier times, i .e., before Plato and Socrates, made it their 
occupation to speak not-as Cicero says-de arte, "about 'tEXVll,"  but ex arte, 
"out of 'tEXVll";2 i.e., their work consisted in composing speeches, writing 
and delivering exemplary speeches. A certain theory, which they them
selves called erropiu, accompanied it, but this was not such that it could 
become erropiu in the proper Greek sense. What we possess as the tradition 
of ancient rhetoric indicates that the meaning of Pll'tOptriJ 'tEXVll, and con
sequently also the meaning of public speaking, was understood to be the 
forming, by means of speech, of a definite conviction in the ones addressed, 
the listeners. Rhetoric is 1t£t9ouc; Cll!ltoupy6c;,3 "it inculcates an opinion" 
about something. That is the proper meaning of this A£yrtv. A predominant 
view is taken up, taken into account, and a particular case is discussed, in 
court or in parliament, in such a way that the case is seen to agree with 
public opinion and thereby receives the approval of public opinion. The 
primary orientation derives from public opinion, from £iK6c;, and the aim 
is to prevail in public opinion and to procure power and reputation. The 
intention in speaking is not at all to comprehend the affairs about which 
the speech is made; on the contrary, the intention is simply and precisely 
to remain oriented toward the views of public opinion. 

And that is the way, in the Gorgias, even Plato understands rhetoric. 

1 .  Hcidegger's manuscript alludes to the following literature: 
L. Spengel, "Die Definition und Eintheilung der Rhetorik bei den Alten," in Rheinisches 

M useumfiir 1'/tilologic, XVIII, 1863, pp. 481-526. 

L. Spengel, "Uebe r d er Rhetorik des Aristoteles," in Abhrmdlungen der pltilosoplr . -plt ilologischm 
Class<' der Ki;nigliclr Bayerisclll'll Akademi•• dcr Wissensclwftcll, Scchstcr Band,  M iinchen, 1 852, I I .  
i\btei l u ng, pp. 455-5 D .  

2 . / l, • /nl 'l ' l l / ior l l '  I ,  H .  
� - < ;ors ias 45�.1 2 .  
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Socrates observes, after having asked Gorgias about the essence of rhetoric, 
that the latter's opinion about rhetoric would amount to this : Nuv �ot OOKEt� 
011A.<ixmt, ffi fopyia, EY'fU't<X't<X n)v Pll'tOptKl)v flvnva 'tEXVllV itrft dvm, Kat 
d n £yffi cruvill�t, A.Eyn� on m:t8ou� Oll�toupy6� £anv it Pll•opual, Kat it 
1tp<XW<X't£l<X aun)� &naaa J((Xl 'tO KEij>aA.mov d� 'tOU'tO 'tEA.EU't(l· fl EXEt� 'tt 
A.EyEtV £m 1tAEOV n)v PTJ'tOptKl)v ouvaaem fl nnem 'tote; aKououmv EV 't"fi 
\j/UXTI 7tOt£iv; (452e9ff.) .  "Now it seems to me, Gorgias, that you have revealed 
to me precisely what sort of 'tEXVll you attribute to rhetoric, and, if I have 
understood correctly, you are saying" m:t8ouc; Oll�taupy6c; £anv Tj Pll'tOptKJl,  
"the main concern of the entire occupation is  to achieve this end .  Or are you 
saying that rhetoric might possibly be capable of something else than the 
inculcation of a definite opinion in the audience?" This is Plato's conception 
of rhetoric in the Gorgias, hence a negative one. That is, as the subsequent 
considerations make clear, such a 'tEXVll-this is what Socrates demon
strates-cannot be a 'tEXVll at all. For it does not have any content. It precisely 
refuses to deal substantively with that regarding which it is supposed to 
teach others how to speak. It is a know-how that is not oriented toward any 
substantive content but instead aims at a purely extrinsic, or, as we say, 
"technical," procedure. This negative attitude of Plato toward rhetoric-that 
he does not even recognize in it a proper 'tEXVll---obviously has its motives 
in the excesses committed by the orators of that time. What is remarkable, 
however, is that already in this dialogue Plato holds in his hand positive 
possibilities for a real understanding, without letting them become effective. 

In the Phaedrus, Plato's attitude toward rhetoric is quite different. There it 
is positive, but not such that Plato recognized in rhetoric a proper 'tEXVll, as 
Aristotle later did. It is the Phaedrus that can provide us with central infor
mation about the whole question now occupying us. To be sure, this dialogue 
is precisely the most controversial both with regard to its proper content and 
its main intention, as well as with regard to its chronological place. 

b) The controversial character of the Phaedrus. 

Schleiermacher's theses about the Phaedrus and about Plato 
in general. The beginnings of historiographical-critical 

research into Plato. Dilthey and Schleiermacher. 

Schleiermacher places the dialogue at the beginning of Plato's literary ac
tivity.4 He sees the soul of this work,5 as he says, in the dialectic. It is the 
idea of the dialectic which Plato shows to the Greeks for the first time in a 

4. P. Schlt•il•rmnchl•r, 1'/atons Wrrkr. Ersten Theilcs erster Band, zweite verbesserte Auflagc, 
lkrl in, lH I 7. ('f. p .  n7. 

S. U. ib id . ,  p. ll.'i. 
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positive way. Schleiermacher determines dialectic as "the art of free think
ing and of formative communication. "6 The thesis of Schleiermacher-that 
the Phaedrus is the earliest work of Plato-opened up the question of the 
historical development of Plato's thinking, just as in general Schleier
macher 's work on Plato (his translation is unsurpassed even today, and the 
same holds for his introduction to the dialogues) brought the Platonic 
research of modem times to the level of historiographico-philological crit
icism. This occurred in initial collaboration with Friedrich Schlegel, who, 
however, because of his literary preoccupations, did not find it possible to 
accomplish real work but left it at pronunciations and programs. The clas
sical philologist Heindorf7 was also a collaborator of Schleiermacher'  s, and 
even today, as far as the establishment of the text is concerned, he is still 
important for research on Plato. In 1896, Dilthey delivered a lecture in the 
Berlin Academy about the work of Schleiermacher on Plato, "Schleier
macher's Plato," which until recently was unpublished. Today the lecture 
is available; it is inserted in the second edition (1922) of Dilthey's book on 
the life of Schleiermacher, which augmented the first edition with posthu
mous fragments.8 His appreciation of Schleiermacher 's work on Plato is 
characteristic of Oil they. He emphasizes above all the historical significance 
of philological-historiographical criticism for the formation of the modern 
scientific consciousness and refers back to the first predecessor of this 
critical consciousness, Semler, and his "Biblical criticism."9 Actual philolog
ical-historiographical research was introduced by Friedrich August Wolf in 
his Prolegomena zu Homer of 1795.10 Niebuhr 's Romische Geschichte followed 
in 1811 Y In this context belongs Schleiermacher 's translation of Plato, 1804-
28. 12 Oil they points out that the aids created by these three great critics came 
together and were elaborated by Ferdinand Christian Baur. He applied this 
critical consciousness to research on Christianity and tried to offer a histo
riographical-critical presentation of ancient Christianity.13 

6. Ibid .,  p. 65f. 
7. Ludwig Friedrich Heindorf (1774-1816). Philologist. Teacher at the classical high school, 

then professor, in Berlin. 
8. W. Dilthey, Leben Sch/eiermachers. 2.  Aufl., verrnehrt urn Sti.icke der Fortsetzung a us dern 

NachlaB des Verfassers. Hg. von H. Mulert. Berlin and Leipzig, 1922. Bd. 1, pp. 645-663. 
9.  Johann Salorno Semler, e.g., Abhand/ung von freier Untersuchung des Canon, 4 Teile. Halle, 

1 771-1 775. 
J. S. Semler, Vorbereitung zur theologischen Hermeneutik, zu weiterer Beforderung des F/eifies 

angehcnder Gottesgelehrten, 1 .-4. Sti.ick. Halle, 1760-1 769. 
10 .  Friedrich August Wolf, Prolegomena ad Homerum, sive de operum Homericorum prisca et 

genu ina forma variisque m utation ibus et probabili ratione emendandi. Halle, 1795. 
1 1 .  BMtholt  Georg Niebuhr  ( 1 776-1 831 ), Riimisclw Geschichtr, 2 Bde. ,  Berlin, 1 8 1 1-1 8 12 .  
1 2. 1'/a/ons Wake, i.ibersetzt von F. Schleiermacher, 2 Tei le in 5 Biinden. Berl in,  1 804-181 0. 
1 1. l'l•rd inand Christinn  Ba ur ( 1 7Y2- I H60), l' .g . ,  Krilisclw Un lt·rsl lclwngcll ii/Jcr die ka!WIIischt'll 

I : l '< l l lgt·/i, ·n .  Tiib ing,•n ,  1 847. 
I: . ( · .  li.Hi r, I dJr/luc/J dcr chris l / iclw11 I >Pgll l < ' l tgcsciJichlt ' .  St u l tg.1 r l ,  1 84h. 
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It  is on this basis that we are to understand and evaluate Schleiermacher 's  
work on Plato, and it is  on the same basis that we are to see the origin of 
his remarkable thesis of the chronological position of the Phaedrus. This 
determination is all the more remarkable in view of the fact that that 
dialogue presents an extraordinary level of questioning throughout its en

tire extent. There is a whole series of Platonic dialogues which remain 
essentially beneath that level. Schleiermacher's work on Plato took its phil
osophical orientation from its own epoch. The way Schleiermacher inter

preted the past in terms of his own present is characteristic of the construct 
in which he locates Platonic philosophy. Schleiermacher identified Plato's 
predecessor Socrates with the Enlightenment; he saw in Socrates the genu
ine enlightener, who battled against superstition and popular opinion. He 
then saw in Plato the position of Kant and Fichte, the return to conscious
ness, subjective idealism. In these terms, he interpreted the work of Schell
ing and Hegel back into Aristotle's own research. This is an interesting 
construct which later became fashionable and today still thoroughly deter
mines the usual conception . Yet it is by no means defensible. In his presen
tation of this interpretation, Dilthey is unsure, because he himself knew 
little about the Greeks (which is made clear in his Einleitung in die 
Geisteswissenschaften)14 and because he did not possess a grounding in sys
tematic philosophy radical enough to allow him to press on to a real 
interpretation of Kant and of idealism. And so Schleiermacher's work on 
Plato, though indeed important for the history of the development of the 
human sciences and even unsurpassed as a translation, remains, in terms 
of a philosophical appropriation of Plato, beneath the demands we have to 
make on a philosophical interpretation. Schleiermacher's assessment of the 
Phaedrus as early was subsequently taken up by no less a figure than 
Hermann Usener,15 who sought to support it with external, philological 
criteria. He based himself on an ancient tradition : Alexandrian philosophy 
seemed to suggest the Phaedrus had to be taken as Plato's earliest work. 
The question has not yet been sufficiently decided. The general opinion 
inclines today rather in the direction of placing the Phaedrus in the time of 
the Theaetetus, the Sophist, and the Statesman, i .e., in the time of the properly 
scientific dialogues . There might be a certain justification in saying that the 
Phaedrus is a programmatic writing for the opening of the Academy, if such 
a characterization were not so cheap. Another conception, still defended 
tenaciously today, places the Phaedrus at the beginning but sees interspersed 
in it fragments from a later time, so-called revisions. This conception is 

14 .  Wilhl'l m Di l thl'y, Eillleitung in die Geisteswisse/lsclzaften . Leipzig and Berlin, 1 883. 
1 5 . l l l•rm,m n  U sl'lll'r ( HD4-1 '105) .  Cl .1ss ical  ph i lo logist. Professor in  Bl•rn, Grl'i fsw.l l d ,  <l nd 

Bonn ;  found .l t io lhl l work i n  till' •lrl'd of  lhL• h istory of Grl'ek ph i losophy <111d rl' l ig ion .  
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characteristic of contemporary philology. This tack will certainly not get us 
over the difficulties. The only way over them is a substantive interpretation 
of the dialogue. 

§51 . General characterization of the Phaedrus. 

a) The putative disparity and the central theme of 
the Phaedrus: human Dasein itself in its relation to Being 

(love, beauty, the soul, speech) . 

The basic difficulty in the interpretation of the Phaedrus has to do with the 
content of the dialogue, which initially seems to involve a great disparity: 
the first part contains three speeches about love, the second part concerns 
rhetoric. The content of the speeches and, above all, that of the second and 
the third, which are delivered by Socrates, is certainly such that these 
speeches cannot be taken simply as rhetorical napa8EtyJ.ta'ta. These 
speeches are also significant in terms of content. Thus the articulation of 
the dialogue cannot simply be that the first part presents the examples, and 
the second part the theory. In fact, even the ordinary, traditional view of 
the Phaedrus, a dialogue which must actually be considered central for an 
understanding of Plato, placed little value on the second part and instead 
saw in the two speeches of Socrates the proper kernel of the work. This 
occurred primarily on account of a conception of Plato as an idealist, a view 
adopted merely as a matter of custom or, for some, on more theoretical 
grounds. Basing themselves on an aesthetic-literary appreciation of Plato, 
which was current at the same time, and finding support in the tradition, 
people took the proper content of the dialogue to be Plato's doctrine of the 
soul. In fact such claims originated very early. Some of them said the 
dialogue deals with love, others with the beautiful, and others with the 
soul. What is decisive, in my judgment, for an understanding of this re
markable dialogue, whose purely substantive parts pose grave difficulties 
to an interpretation, difficulties which have by no means been overcome 
as of yet-or, in other words, what is decisive for a proper access to this 
dialogue-resides precisely in not taking the second part as a doctrine of 
rhetoric or of dialectic even in the broadest sense. That is, we must see that 
what is at stake there is not speaking in the sense of orating, such as public 
speakers carry out and of which rhetoric is the theory. On the contrary, the 
theme is speaking in the sense of self-expression and communication, 
speaking as the mode of existence in which one person expresses himself 
to an other and both together seek the matter at issue. The best evidence 
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in favor of taking A.Oyoc; here in this broad sense is the fact that the Phaedrus 
does not deal merely with the spoken A.6yoc; but also with the written, the 
ypajljla'ta: not only with what is said in the stricter sense, but also with 
outward expression in the sense of writing, the written work, the treatise . 
Likewise, in the first part, Socrates' second speech deals with the soul, but 
his aim is not to present a psychology, not even a metaphysical one. On the 
contrary, his concern is to expose the basic determination of the existence 
of man, precisely the concern of the second part of the dialogue, and human 
Dasein is seen specifically in its basic comportment to beings pure and 
simple. And the love Socrates speaks of, both the natural and the purified, 
is nothing else than the urge toward Being itself. Thus the three main topics 
of the dialogue, love, speech, and the soul, all center around one phenom
enon, namely human Dasein, or around Socrates himself, to refer to a single 
individual. 

b) General characterization of the first part of the Phaedrus. 

The preeminent significance of A.Oyoc; for the central theme 
of the Phaedrus. Socrates' love for A.Oyoc; (or for speaking) as 

a passion for self-knowledge. 

The strength of the phenomenon of A.6yoc; in this context of human existence 
is already evident in the first part (it is not at all necessary here to appeal 
to the second part) where Socrates characterizes himself, somewhat ironi
cally, in opposition to Phaedrus, who is enraptured with the rhetoric of the 
time and always carries in his pocket the speeches of Lysias. Just as Phae
drus is coming from Lysias' school, he encounters Socrates, who stops him 
and says, anav't1lcrac; OE '!(!>1 VOO'OUV'tt 1t£pl A.Oymv aKo1lv2 (228b6f.) .  "You 
have met someone who is love-sick over hearing speeches." Thereby it is 
already clear (and we will see it again in another passage) how much, i .e., 
how completely, Socrates was concerned with A.6yoc;, correct self-expres
sion, insofar as he understood self-expression to involve nothing other than 
self-disclosure, i.e., the disclosure of the self to itself. Therefore he speaks 
of being love-sick for speech, for hearing speeches, and, as one with that, 
he speaks of his passion for self-knowledge. A telling passage, which seems 
to me to be characteristic of Socrates in general occurs at 229e5ff., where 
Socrates admits: ou ouva11ai nm Ka'ta 'tO d£A<I>tKov YPU!lllU yv&vm EjlUU'tOV· 
y£AOtOV Oll jlOt <!>aiV£'tat 'tOU'tO E'tt ayvoouv'ta 'tU aAAO'tpta O'K07t£tV. o8£v 

1 .  Stephan us' reading. 
2. Cf. 22Hcl f., whl•rc Socra tes calls himself a Mymv Epo:c:rrJ1�. 
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8T] xcdpnv M:cra<; 'ta\rta, nn86J.!EVO<; 8£ 't<fl VOJ..lt�o!Jiv<p rtEpt m'milv, o vuv8T] 
F)£yov, crKort& ou 'tau'ta &."A"A' EJ..laUT6v, d't£ 'tt 8r]piov ov -ruyxavm Tuq,&vo<; 
7tOAU7tAOK6:m:pov Kat J.!CXAAOV £rtm:8uJ.LJ.!ivov, Et't£ l']J.!Epffi't£p6v 't£ Kat 
&.rt"Aoucr't£pov �<flov, 8dw; nvo<; Kat u'tucjlou J.!Otpa<; q,ucr£t J..lE'tEXOV . "I have 
not been able to achieve self-knowledge, in accord with the Delphic injunc
tion; I have not yet got so far. Therefore it seems to me to be ridiculous, as 
long as I am not yet advanced far enough there, hence am in ignorance 
about myself, to try to grasp what is alien to me and does not pertain to 
me. Therefore I leave that alone, and in all these things-nature and the 
like-1 adhere to what people generally believe. In these matters I can 
indeed be satisfied with opinions; but as regards myself I want knowledge. 
I do not look into anything but myself, and in particular I investigate 
whether I am perhaps an animal like Typhon with a much confused form, 
and am just as monstrous or even more so, or whether I am tamer (recall 
the same question arose in the Sophist), a tamer and simpler animal, whose 
existence partakes somewhat of the divine."3 In this connection he says 
<!>t"AoJ.La8T]<; yap EiJ.Lt (230d3), "I am possessed by the love of learning," and 
this is to be understood in the sense already mentioned: the love of hearing 
what people say, Mymv UKOll (cf. 228b6f.) .  Socrates is obviously not refer
ring here to the degenerate speaking of the orators but to genuine, substan
tive speaking. 'tU !lfv OUV xmp{a Kat 'ta 8£v8pa ou8£v J..l' £8£A£t 8t8a<JK£tV, 
oi 8' tv 't<fl acr'tet av8pmrtot (230d4f. ). "The fields and the meadows and the 
trees cannot teach me anything; on the other hand, I can learn from the 
people in the city." That is why, he says, he rarely leaves the city. But this 
afternoon Phaedrus and Socrates walk together outside the city and then 
recline beside a brook. In this setting, Socrates brings up the fact that 
Phaedrus is carrying the transcription of the speech of Lysias in his pocket 
and that at the beginning of the dialogue he enticed Socrates out of the city 
with it. cru J..lEV'tOt OOK£i<; J.!Ot Tit<; EJ..lll<; £�68ou 'tO cjlapJ..laKOV llUPllKEVat. 
rocrrt£p yap oi 'ta 7t£tvrov'ta 8p£J.LJ.La'ta 8a"A"A..v il nva Kapnov npocrdov't£<; 
ayoucrtv, cru EJ.!Ot Myou<; OU'tffi rtpo'tdvmv EV �t�"Aiot<; 'tllv 't£ A't'ttKTJV cjlaivn 
1t£pta�£tV artacrav Kat 01t0t {iy UAAO<J£ �ouf....n (23Qd6ff. ) .  "It seems to me 
you have indeed found the proper means of enticing me out here. Just like 
ones who lead hungry animals by dangling before them greens or some 
other fruit, so you could, Myou<; ou'tm rtpo't£ivmv, by enticing me with 
speeches, lead me around the whole of Attica or wherever you want." This 
expresses quite clearly enough the strength of Socrates' genuine love for 
Myo<; and how important it is for him to gain clarity about "AEynv itself. 
We cannot here go into the content of the speeches of Socrates. We will limit 

3 .  Heide��··r's par.1 p h 1-.1s in� t r.msi.J l i o n .  
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ourselves to some of the main points of the second part of the dialogue and 
try to see thereby, with more precision, Plato's attitude toward A.6yo�. 

c) General characterization of the second part of the 
Phaedrus. Its articulation into three moments (Rhetoric and 
truth. Truth and dialectic. Rhetoric as 'JIUxaymyia) . Plato's 

positive evaluation of A6yo�. Outlook: his skepticism with 
regard to A.6yoc; as "writing." 

We can articulate the second part into three moments: 
1 .) Plato shows that even rhetoric, rhetorical technique, insofar as it aims 

at A.Oyoc; as 1t£t8ou� oru.uoupy6c;, hence insofar as it deals with what is 
probable or with opinions, is actually possible only if it has an insight into 
aA.fl8tta itself, i .e . , into truthful speech (273d3ff.) .  Thus Plato shows in the 
first place that the orators are altogether misinformed about the conditions 
of the possibility of their own 'tEXVT\ . That is, an orator must consider 
something much more fundamental than technique proper, something 
prior to technical artifices and tricks, prior to composition, harmony etc. ,  if 
he is to be able to fulfill his task, even if he merely intends to speak in 
accord with popular opinion. For even dK6�, an:6.'tT\, deception, is possible, 
and can be genuinely carried out, only if one sees the truth. This position 
actually amounts to an acknowledgment of something positive in rhetorical 
technique. Thus it justifies our saying that Plato's attitude toward rhetoric 
has here become more positive. 

2.) This seeing of the truth is carried out in dialectic. Plato characterizes 
dialectic with regard to two aspects: on the one hand, insofar as it grasps 
in general that which is spoken of, namely the sll'tT\Ila n:ponov, and on that 
basis, constantly oriented toward it, articulates its content. For Plato, then, 
what could make rhetoric genuine, if it were a 'tEXVT\, belongs-and this is 
the other aspect-to the realm of dialectic. Dialectic shows what properly 
is and how undisclosed beings can be made visible. 

3.) Only if we give rhetoric this foundation, i .e . ,  understand it on the basis 
of true speech, and only if the latter is not limited to speeches in court or 
in parliament but instead relates to the speech of every moment, hence also 
to speech tv ioiot� (26la9)-only then can we also attribute to pT\tOptKtl 
'tEXVT\ a certain justification. Then we can say rhetoric is perhaps something 
like a tEXVT\ 'JIUxa.ymyia nc; oux A.Oymv (261a7f.) ,  "know-how in guiding the 
existence of others by means of speaking with them." 

This threefold reflection with regard to A.Oyo� shows quite clearly now 
that Plato's interest in A.Ey£tv in fact is not oriented toward rhetoric and its 
possibility, but that for him A.Ey£tv-in the sense of Socrates' self-character
iza tion-concerns human existence itself. 
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This positive appreciation of the sense of A.Oyoc, shall be our basis for 
understanding Plato's positive skepticism regarding Myoc, as well. He ex
presses this skepticism, precisely in this second part of the Phaedrus, and in 
particular when he speaks about the written word and then about the word 
as communicated in general (274bff.). In the following session,4 we will ex
amine this more closely. And we will also employ concrete examples to expose 
the three points just mentioned. At the same time, we will have occasion to 
see the connection with an important passage from the "Seventh Letter," 
where Plato deals with knowledge,5 a passage that can be understood only 
on the basis of this connection. That is all the more so precisely because there 
an even more acute skepticism with regard to Myoc, comes to light. This 
skepticism is not a matter of feebleness or exhaustion and is not the kind 
philosophers of today's caliber could bear. On the contrary, it requires a 
philosophy of quite a different level and orientation, precisely what Plato 
acquired in seeing the fundamental significance of A.6yoc, for existence. 

§52.  Recollection of the sense of the interpretation of the Phaedrus 
in connection with that of the Sophist. Gaining a fundamental 

grasp of the meaning of Myoc, as the field of scientific philosophy 
for the Greeks. Transition to the interpretation of the 

second part of the Phaedrus. 

Let us first recall the task. We want to ascertain the fact, and the sense, of 
the priority of Myoc, in the questioning characteristic of scientific philos
ophy. Our previous consideration of the definitions of the sophist has led 
us to see that the phenomenon of A.6yoc, comes to the fore everywhere. A 
fundamental grasp of the meaning of Myoc, as the field of the investiga
tions of the Greeks, and as the horizon and the way of the other basic 
questions of their science, requires more than a general orientation, more 
than the observation that A.6yoc, played a special role, and more than an 
appeal to Aristotle. Instead, insofar as what is at stake here is an interpre
tation of Plato's Sophist, we are obliged to examine the role played by the 
phenomenon of Myoc, in Plato himself. Within the framework of our 
lectures, we can most easily carry out this task by limiting ourselves to 
the dialogue which in a certain manner forms the central point for all the 
questions raised in Plato's philosophy, not in the sense that all these 

4. The "following session" was the thirtieth, held on Friday, January 23, 1 925. The current 
one w.1s the twen ty-ninth,  held on Thu rsd ay,  J a n u a ry 22. The wm tnl'nts on Plato's skepticism 
i n  n•l.1 t ion to A.6yoc; orrur on p. 2:l5ff. 

:- .  Epis tu /11 V I I ,  :144c 
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questions are treated there equally, but because it is the framework in 
which the basic questions, as they were present in Plato, are coiled up . 
The peculiarity of the Phaedrus is that it does not contain a genuine inves
tigation, or even only the beginning of one, in any domain of the questions 
coiled up there. Hence our strong emphasis on the phenomenon of A.6yoc; 
in Plato is not a matter of offering a new interpretation of his philosophy 
(although we could hardly attempt anything else, given the usual boring 
concentration on the theory of Ideas) . This point became clear to me from 
a question I was once asked: is it possible to defend the view that what is 
new is altogether without interest? What is at issue here, rather, is to make 
you familiar with the field of investigation out of which the basic concepts 
of Greek philosophy grew and thus to enable you to go to the root of 
contemporary philosophy and from there to evaluate what is right and 
what is wrong in its handling of philosophical terms and questions-so
called "problems."  If comparisons have any use, then we might compare 
the current situation of philosophy with that of the Presocratics at most. 
And even then, the comparison would have a privative sense, insofar as 
we still have not come into possession of the fundamental prerequisite of 
every philosophy, what I call the concrete realization of rigor, i .e. , the 
elaboration of the elementary conditions of evidence and of proof regard
ing its propositions and concepts, conditions which are necessary for such 
a science. It is a matter of elaborating, not contriving or dreaming up. And 
to elaborate means to run through the basic directions within the sphere 
of the substantive research. Our entire interpretation of Plato is carried 
out precisely from such a purely substantive interest, and so is our explicit 
orientation toward A.6yoc;. 

The Phaedrus poses a series of difficulties for the interpretation as a whole, 
difficulties we will not merely leave unsolved here but cannot even take 
up in the sense of a simple presentation of all the items in the series. We 
will limit ourselves to the questions which make it clear how for Socra
tes/Plato the basic concern of their research in fact hovered around A.6yoc;, 
insofar as they asked about the condition of the possibility of genuine 
self-expression about something to an other or with an other. The formula 
"condition of possibility" echoes Kant. Nevertheless this formula is to be 
taken here merely in a wholly formal sense, without reference to the actual 
questions raised by Kant. What is meant are not conditions in conscious
ness; on the contrary, the character of these conditions remains at first 
undetermined. Through this formula, the Greek term A.£ytt v is already taken 
in a phenomenologically more precise way: to express oneself about some
thing to an other or with an other. Thus definite moments of the structure 
are intimated; the phenomenological horizon becomes richer and more 
determinate. Insofa r  as we adhere to this horizon we wil l later be able to 
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understand the characteristically restricted way in which the Greeks placed 
the theme of A.6yo<; at the foundation of their considerations. 

§53. The foundation of rhetoric as a positive possibility of 
human Dasein (Phaedrus, second part, 259e-274a) . 

a) The seeing of the truth as a condition of the 
possibility of rhetoric. 

a) The question of the condition of the possibility of rhetoric. 
Ei8Evat to aA.T]8E<;. �6�avta n:A.T18Et. 'Op86'tT]<;. 

The questioning at work in the second part of the Phaedrus becomes clear 
at 259elf. :  crKErt'tEOV, "what is to be examined and grasped" is Myo<;, and 
specifically oren KaA.&<; EX£1. A-EyEtv 't£ Kat ypa<j>EtV Kat oren 1-lll · A6yo<; as 
self-expression in the widest sense, publicizing oneself, as it were, is to be 
examined in terms of "how one speaks and writes in the correct way and 
how not." We need to note the broad concept of A.6yo<; here, on account of 
which I would characterize the phenomenon as "publicizing" oneself, com
municating oneself to others. At issue is the condition of the possibility of 
KaA-&<; A.Eynv t£ Kat ypa<j>Etv or 1-!Tt KaA&<;. Thus the intention is to expose 
the condition of the possibility even of deceptive communication, the un
genuine, the an:a'tT] . The basic answer to the question of the condition of 
correct self-expression is given at 259e4ff. : un:apxEtv OEi tot<; Eu y£ Kat 
KaA&<; pT]ST]O"Oj.lEVOt<; tl'lv 'tOU A.Eyovto<; Otavotav douiav 'tO cXAT]8E<; rov av 
£pEiv rtEpt j.lEAATI . �tavota, the grasping, in the widest sense, and determin
ing of beings, as carried out by the A.Eyrov, the one who is expressing himself, 
OEi un:apxEtv, "must be present in such a way" that it is douia to aA.T]8E<; 
rov cxv £pEiv rtEpt j.lEAATI . Ei8c.O<;, Ei8Evat, usually translated as "to know," is 
connected to the Latin videre, "to see. " �uivota "must be present in such a 
way that from the very outset it has already seen" to aA.T]8E<; rov cxv £pEiv 
rtEpt j.lEAATI, "the beings, about which it wants to speak, in their uncon
cealedness ."  I must ask you not to take this as obvious, for it is a proposition 
Socrates, i .e. , Plato, had to struggle with. 

Phaedrus now characteristically appeals to the opposite, i .e., not to what 
he knows but to something aKT1Koa (e7), something "he has heard."  Thus, 
on the basis of hearsay, he raises a determinate objection to Socrates: OUK 
dvat avayKT]V t0 j.lEAAOV'tl. PT1topt £crccr8at ta t0 OV'tl. OiKata j.laveavEtv 
aA.A.a 'ta oo�avt' av n:A-118£1. OtrtEp Ol.Kacroucnv, OUOE ta OV'tffi<; ayaea ,., KaAa 
aA.A.' ocra 00�£1.· EK yap 'tOU'tffiV dvat 'tO n:Ei8EtV, aA.A.' OUK EK tii<; cXAT]8Eia<; 
(259e7ff.) .  He appeals to the fact that for those who want to be orators (e.g. ,  
in court) i t  is of no matter to learn and to know ta t0 ovtt OtKata, "what 
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is true and correct in actuality, according to its Being." On the contrary, 
&.A.:J. ... a 'ta 861;av't' av rt'A:Ti8n, it suffices for them to know "the opinions of 
the many." With the result that m:i8nv, "persuasion," is not carried out EK 
TIJ<; &.A.:rt8Eia<;, "in terms of beings, insofar as they are unconcealed," but EK 
'totmov (a3), i .e . ,  on the basis of 861;aV't' av rtA'Ti8n . The needs, demands, 
dispositions, inclinations, and cognitive horizons of the multitude are de
cisive, and they serve as the guidelines for the discourse. 

Yet Socrates goes still further in his demand, insofar as he applies the 
condition of the possibility of genuine discourse not only to public speech, 
in court and in parliament, but in fact says explicitly: every self-expression 
comes under this condition, if it is to be genuine: &.A,A,a Kat £v i8im<;, l) auTI) 
(261a9), "even in everyday conversation the same idea of 'tEXVll Pll'tOptK'Ti 
is to be found," O'jltKpci:Jv 't£ Kat jl£)'UAWV rtEpt (a9), whether this speaking 
in everyday life is a matter of "something trivial or something important." 
Kat ou8£v EV'tljlO'tcpov 'tO )'£ 6p8ov m:pt 0'1tOU8aia il rtcpt <!Jau'A,a yt)'VOjl£VOV 
(bl f. ) :  "taking direction, i .e., speech taking direction from the matter at 
issue, has no prerogative in discourse about serious and important things 
over speech concerned with trivialities and things without interest." Ac
cording to Socrates, no fundamental distinction may be drawn between 
these types of discourse; on the contrary, all speech is subject to the idea of 
the 6p86'tll<;, the taking direction from the matter at issue. il rtci:J<; cru 'taU't' 
&.K'TiKoa<;; (b2) . Socrates returns the question by referring to the appeal to 
hearsay. With this counter-question, Plato makes it explicit that Socrates is 
fully conscious of the opposition between his conception and the ordinary 
opinion about the meaning of discourse. Yet the significance of Socrates' 
requirement and of what it can accomplish, if carried out, goes still further. 
Socrates stresses that the one who is competent in this 'tEXVll is also enabled 
by it to deceive in a perfect way (261e) . What Socrates here demands as a 
condition of the possibility of genuine self-expression is also a condition of 
the possibility of perfect deception and misrepresentation. Hence this de
mand still accommodates our ungenuine conception of the intention of 
discourse, insofar as it places in our hands the weapons we need to carry 
out the business of deception, now based for the first time on, as it were, 
a scientific foundation. With this last, extreme interpretation of the signifi
cance of the demand, Socrates/Plato finally places the rhetoric of the time 
back on its most proper foundations. 

�) The essence of the &.mi'tll . General characterization . Its 
structure: OjlOtOUV . Its object: the "essential" things. 

The question is: What must Pll'tOPtK'Ii accomplish as 'tEXVll, in order for it 
to m a ke possible a convincing deception? It must be such n 'tt<; ol6<; 't' fO''tat 
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n&.v nav-ri OJ.lOtoi'lv -r&v 8uva-r&v Kat otc; 8uva-r6v, Kat aA.A.ou OJ.lOtoi'lv-roc; 
Kat U7tOKpU7t'tOJ.lEVOU de; <!>&c; ayEtv (261e2ff.) ,  on the basis of which a person 
is capable: 1 . ) 7tUV nav'tt OJ.lOtoUV, 2.) de; <l>&c; ayEtv. The proper laying of 
the foundations of rhetoric thus accomplishes two things: 1 .) It transposes 
the speaker into the possibility of OJ.lOtoUV, and 2.) it gives him the possi
bility Ei.c; <IJ&c; U"{Etv. 

1 . )  'OJ.lotouv means in the first place "to assimilate" something to some
thing. The orator is capable, if he has substantive knowledge about the 
things of which he speaks, to assimilate anything to anything else admitting 
of such assimilation. His Myoc; thereby has the possibility of OJ.lOtoi'lv . 

'OJ.lotoi'lv must be understood here as a mode of carrying out A.Eynv in the 
sense of OllAOUV, revealing. 'OJ.lotoi'lv thus means to speak about something 
in such a way that it looks like something else which it precisely is not but 
which it is to be seen as. This being seen as, this sight, is to be formed 
precisely by A.6yoc;. Let us take an example from ora tory in court: the counsel 
for the defense can present an assassination as a heroic deed, despite know
ing very well it was a case of paid murder. This defense will have the best 
chance of success if counsel genuinely understands something of the hero 
and a heroic act and does not merely have a representation of them from 
the movies . If a defender does speak of the hero and heroism, we usually 
say he is becoming "moralistic."  That means, though expressed improperly, 
that he is taking his orientation from an idea. If the defender possesses a 
substantive idea of the hero, then it is possible for him to extract from the 
actual deed the moments which correspond to this idea and then exaggerate 
them as he wishes. If he does not have this idea, then he feels at a loss, 
assuming he wants to do more than merely babble. And thus, precisely for 
an ungenuine objective, what is guiding is a disclosure of the true state of 
affairs and its meaning. This makes it possible to put a certain face on the 
actual deed, so that the thing then shows itself under such a guise. This is 
the phenomenal character of the face of something, the outward look as 
such and such. The actual "what" is thereby precisely hidden and unknown 
to the one who is presented with this face of the thing; he depends and 
remains dependent on the face it wears. For the one who is perpetrating 
the deception, however, this "what," to which the face is oriented, must 
precisely be revealed. Thus the one who knows the UA1l8Ec; is at any time 
capable of this OJ.lOtoucrem, this assimilation, this putting of a certain face 
on things. 

2.) If, now, one's opponent has the same genuinely substantive knowl
edge, then he is himself capable of accomplishing the second point (which 
the other person could accomplish as well), namely, Eic; <IJ&c; ayEtv, "bringing 
to l ight." That is, if someone is proceed ing with the OJ.lotouv in this way, 
putting a face on th ings that docs not correspond to the true state of a ffa i rs, 
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such an opponent can detect the deception and bring to light the fact that 
he is not speaking about the things themselves but is precisely concealing 
them and covering them over. 

This indicates quite generally the structure of the a1t<itrJ, the deception, 
in the conditions of its possibility. In the case of the sophist, we will en
counter these phenomenal structures in still more detail. What now is 
important is only that you see the general horizon to which these phenom
ena belong. 

The an<iTIJ, the deception, the O!lOlOUV, will thus "be most successful" 
£v 'tOU'tCfl llUAAOV yiyv£'to.t (d. 26le6f.), where the matters spoken of are 
poorly distinguished, EV 'tOt<; oA.iyov oux.<jl£poum (cf .  e6-262al ) .  K<X't<l 
crlltKpov ll£'to.�o.ivrov, !!&A.A.ov Mcrnc; £A.8rov £n1. 'tO £vo.v'tiov il KO.'ta llEYO. 
(a2f.) .  The deception is easier when speaking of matters with regard to 
which the intuitions and available concepts run into one another, for then 
!!&A.A.ov A-1lcr£t<; £A.8rov £n1. 'tO £vo.v'tiov, "you are then more likely to remain 
in concealment if in the course of the speech you suddenly cross over to 
the opposite. " Therefore, where the states of affairs are distinguished only 
in very small part, such that the transition is a !1£'to.�o.ivnv "over something 
trivial," Kma cr111Kp6v, then it is much more possible £nt 'tO £vavnov £A-8£iv, 
"to switch to the opposite," much more likely than when the matters are 
far apart and their distinctions catch the eyes of everyone. Consequently, 
it is important n)v O!lOtOTIJ'tO. 'tOOV OV't(J)V KO.l cXVO!lOlOTIJ'tO. aKpt�ffi<; 
Ot£to£vm (a6f.), "to see through," ottt8£vm, " in a rigorous way," aKpt�ffi<;, 
"the peculiar substantive affinity, and divergence, of the matters at issue, 
the concepts, and the assertions." But it is possible to see the O!lOlOTIJ<; and 
the aVO!lOtOTIJ<; of the matters only if I possess the matters themselves on 
the basis of their aA.l18na (cf. a9), hence only if the ot<ivota is ciouia 'to 
all.l)8£c; (d. 259e5) . And so it has become clear that genuinely convincing 
deception depends precisely on an antecedent knowledge of the truth. 

Socrates now asks where we are most deceived (263aff.) :  obviously in 
regard to matters whose limits most run into one another, where aA.A.oc; 
aA.A.n <jl£pnm (a9f. ), "everyone is carried in a different direction," and where 
we cX!l<)ltcr�l)'tOU!1£V (b3), "are in conflict" with one another and also with 
ourselves. We can be deceived much easier, £U0.1tO.TIJ'tO't£pot (b3), where we 
nA.avro11£8o. (b5), "drift about," where our assertions and concepts have no 
stable foothold in the matters themselves. We do not drift about in regard 
to everyday things, in saying, e.g., what iron or silver (263a6) is, or, recalling 
the Sophist, what fishing is, or what a fish is as an object of hunting, etc. 
We can sufficiently determine these without further ado. Here we have 
fixed l imits within the sphere of evidence required in everyday life; here 
we are not read i ly deceived . But it is quite different when it is a matter of 
tlw 8iKUIOV or tlw aya86v (cf. 263a9).  I n  a l l  these issues, peoplp's opin ions 
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diverge. Accordingly, whoever does not have the correct attitude with 
regard to these states of affairs, i.e., a ouivoux that is Eiouia 'tO aA;ll9E<; (d. 
259e5), but is instead 6 'fi\v aA:J19nav llll fioffi<; (262clf.) ,  i .e. , "one who has 
never seen the matters at issue in their unconcealedness," who rather pur
sues mere opinions, hearsay, and common beliefs, will not be able to de
velop a genuine 'tEXVT\ of Myot but only yeA.ota (d. c2), "a ridiculous one," 
one that is a't:EXVO<; (cf. c3), without orientation. Thereby, from a negative 
side, in relation to deception and delusion, the necessity of substantive 
knowledge, i.e., a knowledge of the matters at issue themselves, and thus 
the necessity of research into truth have been demonstrated. 

But this still says nothing as to how the disclosure of the truth, the 
disclosure of beings in the proper sense, looks. That is the second thing 
Plato will show in this latter part of the Phaedrus . What then does this 
fio£vm aA.llenav properly accomplish? Which are the ways we can prop
erly appropriate beings? The answer is otaA.Eymem, dialectic . 

b) The seeing of the truth by means of dialectic. General 
characterization of dialectic. The two component parts of 

dialectic: cruvaywYJ1 and otatp£crt<;. 1:uvaywYJ1 as avallVT\crt<;. 
Dialectic as a condition of the possibility of rhetoric. 

Plato deals with the modes of the proper appropriation of beings at 265dff. , 
and he does so, specifically, as I have already stressed, not by carrying out 
a dialectical investigation but by describing dialectic in general, in its meth
odological character. We will see dialectic actually carried out in the Sophist, 
with regard to a determinate phenomenon, one connected precisely to the 
accomplishment of deception. Thus it has become clear negatively that 
there must be a way to see the truth of things first, just in order to be able 
to deceive, quite apart from the positive possibility of being able to speak 
correctly at any time. Socrates skillfully leads the conversation to the ques
tion of dialectic by recalling the discourse of Lysias which Phaedrus read 
to him earlier. They discuss this discourse, and Socrates brings Phaedrus 
to the insight that it has been composed in quite a confused manner: i .e. , 
Lysias places at the beginning what he actually wants to say at the end . 
Phaedrus concedes this, and, at 264c2ff., Socrates formulates his concession 
more clearly: "But I believe what you actually mean by this concession, is 
oeiv navm Myov &crnEp �cpov cruv£cr'tavm, m:011a n £xov'ta mhov au1:ou, 
WO"'t:£ llll't£ UKE<IJaA.ov flVat llll't£ anouv, aA.A.a llEO"a 't£ EXEtV Kat aKpa, 
1tpE1tOV'ta aA.A.'IlA.ot<; Kat 'tcp OA((} yEypallllEVa, "every Myo<; must 
cruv£cr'tavm, hold together in itself, &cr1tfp �cpov, like a living thing, which 
cr&lla n £xov'ta, has a body, a1nov auwu, with its own coherence, so that 
th is l;qlov is neither aK€<1JaA.ov, without head, nor w i thout  fed, and a lso has 
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a middle and ends, axpa, and everything is 1tpE1tOV'ta aA.A.ijA.otc;: all the 
parts are articulated, yaoypa�.t�.t£va, in a suitable way, among themselves and 
also in the context of the whole." Here Socrates is comparing A.6yoc;, the 
completed discourse, whether written or spoken, to a 1;0ov and its organic 
structure. He does so first of all with reference to the present theme of the 
dialogue, the actual composition of the discourse, of the A.6yoc;. Socrates 
turns this rather extrinsic question of the structure of the A.6yoc; with respect 
to its composition toward something quite different, namely toward the 
matters the A.6yoc; is supposed to address and toward the exposition of these 
matters. He says two conditions are necessary for A.6yoc; to be able to 
accomplish its task of letting the matters at issue be seen: 

1 . )  the A.6yoc;, and thereby the orator, must be capable aoic; �.tfav 'tE io£av 
cruvop&v'ta ayEtV 'tU 1tOAAaXfl Ott<J1tap�.t£va (265d3f.), of "taking 'tU 1tOAA.axfl 
OtE<J1tap�.t£va, that which is in a manifold way dispersed, and leading it, 
orienting it, to one view, to one single thing seen." And the orator must 
perform this ayEtv in the specific mode of cruvop&crem, "such that he sees 
together" (note the emphasis on seeing, which is the proper grasping of a 
matter at issue) and indeed iva EKa<J'tOV 6pt1;6!l£Voc; (d4), "such that he 
delimits every one of the dispersed manifolds against the others," and 
thereby, in this ayttv Eic; �.ttav iocav (cf. ibid.), "reveals" OftAOV 1t0tti, 1ttpt 
ou &.v citt OtOcX<JKEtV £9£A.n, "that which he wants to teach, in his entire 
discourse or treatise, cit{, for the future and always." This first determination 
is therefore a constitutive moment of dialectic, but the statement is not 
immediately clear. Its interpretations have been as divergent as possible. As 
far as I know, none of the previous works on this topic have really under
stood what is involved here, because they have been oriented toward some 
sort of historiographical dialectic or else toward formal logic. What Plato is 
saying is that that which is spoken of, the matter of fact, e.g., love, gathers 
up its various phenomenal aspects and lets them be seen together in one 
basic content, so that with this cruvop&v'ta &yaotv aoic; �.tfav io£av the total 
phenomenal content of whatever is at issue is taken up, specifically in such 
a way that it can be understood from one view. Thus the first accomplishment 
of this 8taA.Eyaocr9at is the taking up of the totality of the state of affairs in 
an orientation toward a �.tta iota, such that in this connection the matter of 
fact in its concrete totality, that which is at issue, becomes visible. It is not a 
question of exposing one idea in isolation and then ordering the other EtOTJ 
to it, thereby forgetting the thing itself, as it were. On the contrary, it is a 
question of comprehensively taking up the state of affairs into a first horizon 
of an orientation toward the phenomenon in its totality. Thus it is a matter 
of nothing else than what the Sophist, e.g., accomplishes in its first consid
erations and preliminary descriptions, all of which already have their quite 
defin i te capacity to be seen together aoic; �.ttav ioeav. The aim is not to prod uce 
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a system but to make clearly visible for the first time this i&a itself, in all 
its content, and to gain a foundation for the explication of this idea itself. 
The latter then becomes the second task of dialectic, Ota'ttJlVflV or OtatpEtv, 
which cannot be separated from the first. Thus the initial component of 
dialectic, cruvayffiY'l (cf. 266b4), has the task of first "bringing together in 
one view," aoic; Jll<XV iotav ayaotv, the entire realm of the state of affairs, as 
that realm was initially intimated. This cruvayffiY'l does not accomplish 
anything else than making what is spoken of 1 .) crwj>tc;, "clear," and 2.) 
OJlOAoyo'6JlEVov, "harmonious." 'tO cra<jlec; x:at 'tO au-ro a\mp OJloA.oyo'6JlEVOV 
ou'x 't<XU't<X £crxaov aobtEtV 6 Myoc; (cf. 265d6f.) .  The clarity and harmony of 
whatever is said are accomplishments of the first structural moment of the 
dialectical process, cruvaywY'l . At another place in the dialogue (d. 273e2f.), 
Plato calls this moment Jlt� i&� 1ttptAO:Jl�cXVEtV, "encompassing in one 
view." That means the iota provides for what is encompassed an illuminat
ing view. If I see the idea, if I see what love is, then, and only then, can I 
clearly distinguish its various phenomena and their structures. And, on the 
basis of this idea, I can proceed harmoniously in the whole consideration. I 
will not speak in the first part of my speech about something with which 
the third part has nothing in common except for the name. This accomplish
ment is the work of a cruvayffiY'l directed toward something primarily seen, 
seen in the sphere of objects of a certain content. 

2.) The second component of dialectic is owipEcrtc;. This is a matter of 
Ota'ttJl VEt v, "cutting through," guided by a constant regard toward the idea, 
'to 7tciA.tv x:a-r' EtOll ouvacrem ota'ttJlvttv (265el ), what is seen together in 
one view, the 1tpcO'tOV Sll'tllJl<X. That which is initially an undiscriminated 
manifold of objects in an imprecise knowledge of the meaning and the 
possibilities-of love, e.g.-is now to be split apart on the basis of the Jll<X 
iota. Plato compares this otmtJlVEtv with the process of dissecting an 
animal in such a way that the whole organism remains preserved, and 
nothing, "no part, is broken or broken off," Ka-rayvuvm Jltpoc; Jlll&v 
(265e2), as is done, for instance, by a bad cook working on some game or 
other. Thus it is a matter of om'ttJlvttv Ket't' ap9pa (el), cutting through, 
i .e., exposing the connections in the object, in such a way that the joints 
become visible, namely the connections among the respective origins of the 
determinations of the things, so that in this dissection of the whole organ
ism, cutting through the connections of its joints, the entire ontological 
lineage of the being becomes visible. 

These are the two accomplishments required of those Plato calls 
Ot<XAEK'ttKOi. -roue; OUVO:Jltvouc; O:U'tO opav . . . KO:Aro . . . Ot<XAEK'tlKOUc; 
(266b8ff. ) . Socrates himself now says: 'tOU'tffiV oi'\ EYffiYE au-r6c; 'tE £pacr'tllc;, -r&v 
otmptcrEffiV Kat cruvaywy&v (cf. 266b3f.) .  "I am a friend of these two proce
d u res, namely otcdpt::crtc; and crtJvay<oyii . "  And a person who can ca rry out 
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these two procedures of ouxA.tyecr8m is OUV<X'tO� d� EV K<Xt E1tt 1tOA) .. a m:<j>uK68' 
6p&v (d. b5f.) capable of seeing a) the one in otayO>YJl, where he takes direction 
for the Ot<X'tE�VEtV, and b) in the ota'tE�VEtV, 6pav E1tl 1tOAAU. What is at stake 
in both cases is primarily and essentially the seeing of the matters at issue. 

In the first part of the dialogue, at 249b, Plato had already begun to speak 
allusively of this dialectical procedure, and there he touched upon a mo
ment which clarifies the first step of dialectic, the cruvayorfl1 . o£i yap 
av8pOl1tOV <JUVtEVat K<X't' doo� A.Ey6�£VOV, EK 1tOAAWV i.ov ai.cr8i]<J£WV d� EV 
A.oytcr�<{l cruvmpou�EVOV · 'tOU'tO o' E<J'ttV ava�VT\<Jl� EKEtVWV a 1to't' ElOEV 
il�&v il 'JIUXil cru�7top£u8£icra 8£<{"1 Kat U7t£ptooucra &. vuv dvai <j>a�Ev, Kai 
av<XKU\ji<X<J<X d� 'tO ov OV'tW� . . . . 1tpo� yap EKElVot� <lEi E<J'ttV �viJ�n K<X'ta 
Mva�tV, 7tpo� oicr7t£p 8£o� &v 8£i6� £crnv (249b8ff. ) .  The cruvaywyi], the 
seeing of the idea, is an ava�VT\<Jt<;, a re-seeing of something already seen 
once before. It is hence not a concocting or fabricating of a determinate 
nexus in the matter at issue, out of separate individual elements; on the 
contrary, the �(a i.o£a is as such already present in its substantive content, 
although it is not immediately accessible. It is accessible only to one who 
has the possibility of ava�VT\<Jt�, i .e., to one who possesses genuine �ViJ�T\ 
and genuinely retains what he once already saw. That means cruvaywyi] is 
possible only to one who has formed an original relation to the matters at 
issue. A knowledge, no matter how great, of the 7toA.A.axn ot£<J7t<Xp�£va 
(265d3f.), the dispersed multiplicities and of a thousand other things does 
not result in any understanding if the primary relation, the ava�VT\<Jt<;, is 
not present. Plato interprets this ava�VT\<Jl� as a re-seeing of what our soul 
previously saw while traveling with a god. If one liberates this interpreta
tion from everything mythical and presentifies the genuine meaning, then 
it can only signify that the basic accomplishment of cruvaywyi] is not at all 
obvious, not given immediately to man, but instead that it requires an 
overcoming of definite resistances residing in the very Being of man him
self, precisely insofar as a man is a man. Later we will still more closely see 
in what the basic resistance resides and precisely what makes the cruvaywyi] 
and hence the otaMy£cr8m factually impossible most of the time. 

In cruvaywyi], the �ia i.o£a is not something fabricated but is itself a 
finding, something found, yet not something extracted from things in the 
sense that it did not reside there already, as if it were simply a product of 
individual determinations, a summation. On the contrary, the i.o£a is al
ready there. That is the reason for the remarkable designation for the Being 
of the ideas: 7t<Xpoucria, presence. On the basis of their presence for correct 
seeing, Plato can say of cruvaywyi], e.g. in the Philebus, with respect to the 
same function of  otaAty£cr8m: o£iv ouv il�a� 'tOU'tWV ou'tw 
Ot<XKEKO<J�T\�EVWV ad �iav i.Mav 1tEpt 1t<XV't0� EK<i<J'tO't£ 8£�EVOU� �T\'tEiV 
(1 6c 10 ff . ) .  In every case to be treated in A.Oyo�, an idea, a view, which 
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provides the proper substantive content, must be sought, and eup1lcrnv yap 
£voucrav ( d2) "one can find it as something lying in the matters themselves," 
arising out of the matters themselves; but it is not the product of a deter
minate elaboration of those matters. In this way, the Atyetv Ka't' dOl) (cf. 
249b7), the otaipmtc;, is first possible on the basis of this 11ia iota, which 
is the proper foundation of all otaAtymem; i .e . ,  it is the primary disclosure 
of the matters, of the y£voc.,. 

After the exposition of this idea of otaAtyecrem as a cognition which first 
properly gives us the matters to be taken up in speech, Socrates/Plato asks 
what then actually remains as genuinely scientific in rhetoric, if the dialectic 
is removed. AEK'tEOV oE: 'tl llEV'tot Kat £an 'tO AEt1tO!l£VOV rile.. PrJ'tOptKflc_, 
(266d3f.) .  The answer is :  i t  is  then nothing but the manipulation of technical 
devices regarding the external composition of a discourse. Put positively: 
dialectic makes people ouva'toi (d. 273e2); it develops their ability to speak 
in the correct way. ou 1tO't' £cr'tm 'tEXVtKoc_, Mywv mpt (273e3); there is no 
one who has the E�tc., of knowing how to speak correctly, £av llll nc., 'trov 
't£ aKOU<JO!lEVWV 'tUC., <jn)crEtC., Otapt9!lll<J11'tat, Ka't Ka't' dOl) 't£ OtatpEicrem 
'tU OV'ta KUl Ill� tOC\( OUVU'tOC., n Ka9' £v EKU<J'tOV 1t£ptAU!!�UV£tV (273d8ff.) . 
That expresses it quite clearly: there is no 'tEXVtKOC., Mywv who is not first 
of all OtaAEK'ttK6c_.. And insofar as he is that, it is also possible for him 
otapt9!l£icr9m the present Being and comportment of his hearers. Thereby 
we arrive at rhetoric in its concrete relation to the hearers. 

c) Rhetoric as 'IJIUXaywyia. The conditions of 
its possibility and its justification. Summary: 

dialectic as the ground of rhetoric. 

It is clear that the 'tEXVtKoc_, Mywv must be capable otapt9!l£icrem 'tac_, $Ucr£tc_, 
'trov aKoucrollEVWV (273d8ff.) , "of taking full account of the present Being 
and comportment of the hearers. "  Thereby we touch a further phenomenon, 
pertaining to the concretion of speaking and, above all, public speaking. 
Those who are addressed in the speech can be understood in the multiplicity 
of their comportments (later conceived by Aristotle as 1t<i91)) and taken into 
consideration in the correct way, only if the 'tEXVtKoc_, Mywv has acquired in 
advance a substantive knowledge of the 'JIUX11, i.e., only if he has gained 
clarity about this ov, life itself. And he can do so only if he understands in 
general the procedure of the dialectician. For the 'JIUXll is only one <Pumc_,, 
one determinate being, among others. 'Yuxftc.. ouv <1>umv a�iwc., Myou 
Katvoftcrm otn ouva'tov dvm aveu rile.. 'tou oA-ou $Ucr£wc_,; (270clf.) . "Do you 
real ly believe someone could grasp the Being of a living thing, the 'JIUXftC.. 
<!>UcrtV, as it requires the correct mode of treatment, without having first seen 
the whok•?" That mt•ans: without hav ing understood the question of a being 
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or of beings in general . Thereby it is clear that anyone who crnou8fl 'tEXVllV 
Pll'tOptK1'\v 8t80 (271a5), "who intends to elaborate an actual rhetoric," 
npcinov . . .  \jf\lxf]v i8Etv (aSf.), "must in the first place grasp the soul," i.e., 
the various possible types of Being of man (you see here a clear preparation 
for Aristotle's entire research) and specifically must look upon the soul with 
regard to 7t6-tepov £v Kat Ojlotov n£cj>UKEV ft Ka-ta crffijla-toc:; jlOpcj>Tjv noA.uet8£c:; 
(a6f.), "whether there is only one possible mode of Being of psychic com
portment or as many as there are in the case of the body." 'tOU'to yap <I><XIlEV 
<J>ucrtv dvat 8£tKVuvat (a7f. ) : "we call such a demonstration <J>ucrtv 8£tKVuvat, 
exhibiting nature-i.e. ,  taking something which is and exhibiting that from 
which it has its Being." This, then, is first: to analyze the \jf\lXll · 

�EU'tEpov 8£ ye, O't(!l 'tt 7tOt£iv ft na9eiv uno -tou 7t£cj>UK£v (alOf.) .  Secondly, 
he must exhibit O'tql, that to which the 'JIUXll relates in its comportment, 
and 'tt, what it thereby accomplishes or what it itself undergoes from an
other, how it itself can be touched-i.e . ,  through speech. Hence he must 
know the various possible modes of leading and guiding the comportment 
of the soul of others . 

In the third place, finally, he must examine <-tac:;> ai-tiac:; (271b2), all "the 
causes" (which is here simply another way of saying "the means") neces
sary for the development of any correct speaking, so that the 'tEXVtKoc:; 
Myrov must see o'(a oucra uq>' OtffiV Myrov 8t' ftv ai'tiav £� avciyKrtc:; Ti jlEV 
1tEieE'tat, i] 8£ U7t£t9Ei (b3ff.), which constitution of the soul may be, and 
which may not be, brought to a conviction through which speeches and 
through which means. If rhetoric develops in this manner then we must in 
fact say that it can be a directing of the soul, a 'JIUXayroyia (271c10), a 
directing of the life of others by means of speaking with them and to them. 
Thereby the positive foundations of rhetoric are elaborated with explicit 
reference to its possible idea. 

At 277b, Plato offers a brief summary of the idea of such a rhetoric. He 
gives us to understand-and this is essential-that Myoc:; as self-expression, 
as speaking out, communication, making public, has its ground in 
8taA£yecr9at. This Myoc:; is hence in need of a definite direction, which is 
given to it by the way the matters at issue are disclosed, and Plato calls this 
way dialectic. Hence if we want to understand the term "dialectic" in the 
Platonic sense, we must accordingly keep it completely free of all the 
determinations heaped on it in the course of history even to this very day. 
�taA£yecr8at is the primary mode of the disclosure of beings themselves, 
such that thereby Myetv maintains, in the broadest sense, its ground. 

d) Plato and Aristotle on rhetoric. 

We haw pn.'Sl'n ti ficd the posit ive grounding of the possibil ity of a rhetoric 
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according to Plato. This ground lies in the Platonic idea of dialectic. In the 
Phaedrus, Plato does not retain the negative attitude toward rhetoric ex
pressed in the Gorgias. We must keep in mind that Plato does not intend to 
develop a rhetoric, as Aristotle later did. And indeed it is not simply that 
Plato does not in fact care to do so, but he even considers it unnecessary, 
since dialectic occupies a different position within his concept of science 
than it will later for Aristotle. Plato sees his dialectic as the only fundamen
tal science, such that in his opinion all other tasks, even those of rhetoric, 
are discharged in it. The reason Plato does not take up the task of devel
oping a rhetoric, as Aristotle will later, lies in his exaggeration of dialectic 
or, more precisely, in this peculiarity, that although he in a certain sense 
understands the secondary significance of 'A6yo�, yet he does not proceed 
to make 'A6yo� itself thematic in its secondary position and to penetrate 
positively into its proper structure. Nevertheless, what Plato presents here 
in the latter part of the Phaedrus is the foundation for the concrete work 
Aristotle carried out. It is undeniably puzzling that Aristotle's Rhetoric, 
which without doubt is nothing other than the realization of the idea of 
such a 'tEXVll, does not mention the important preparatory work of Plato 
and refers to Plato only in the first part, and even then critically, with a 
caustic remark against the Gorgias, where Plato in fact still conceives of 
rhetoric in a very primitive way. This puzzle remains, and we have no 
prospect of clearing it up. On the other hand, we must be very cautious in 
our judgment on Aristotle's silence, because precisely the first part of the 
Rhetoric gives the impression this is not a fully elaborated treatise but two 
preparatory works clearly folded into one another, and in such a context, 
namely private expositions and remarks, it would not at all be necessary 
to quote Plato. The fact remains that Aristotle brought to realization the 
idea of rhetoric, the idea Plato himself positively elaborated with the help 
of his dialectic. Aristotle's success in penetrating through to the proper 
structure of 'A6yo� makes it possible to institute a genuine investigation into 
Myo� itself. It likewise makes it possible for the Myo� that is not theoretical, 
i.e., for speech that is not in service to 8ux'A£y�::cr8m, to receive a certain 
justification within the context of everyday Dasein. The result is that the 
insight into the justification of everyday interlocution can provide the mo
tive to create a rhetoric. For this everyday speaking (here we have Aristotle's 
genuine discovery) does not aim at a'Al18wx yet still has a certain justifica
tion, since it pertains to the sense of everyday Dasein to move within the 
circuit of appearances .  On this basis, then, even the speaking that is not 
expl icitly an UA118£U£tv receives its independent justification. Thereby rhet
oric comes by a more positive justification than it does in Plato, who to be 
stt rL' prov ided the gu id ing l ines for the elaboration of the phenomenon. 
Whnt is  im porta nt, abovL' a l l ,  in Pla to 's  pn•de l i rwa tion of thl' idL•a of rhetoric 
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is that he does not stop at anchoring A£yav in 6pav but goes on to maintain 
that the 'lfUXll of the auditor also belongs to the field of such dialectic, i.e., 
to rhetoric . 

In the second part of the Phaedrus, Plato first shows rhetoric as a positive 
possibility, and then he proceeds to manifest his skepticism with regard to 
A.6yoc, and specifically with regard to it as free-floating and as communicated. 

§54. Plato 's skepticism with regard to Myoc,1 
(Phaedrus, second part, 274b-279c) . 

a) The ontological possibility of free-floating Myoc,. 

It has become clear that A.6yoc, is dependent on 6pav and therefore has a 
derived character. On the other hand, insofar as it is carried out in isolation, 
insofar as it is a mere speaking about things, i .e., babbling, it is precisely 
what in the Being of man makes it possible for one's view of things to be 
distorted. Thus in itself, insofar as it is free-floating, Myoc, has precisely the 
property of disseminating presumed knowledge in a repetition that has no 
relation to the things spoken of. It is not accidental that precisely in this 
dialogue, where Plato exposes the positive conditions of correct self-com
munication and self-publicizing, he focuses at the same time, with great 
acumen, on this other role of A.6yoc, in factual existence, i .e., on that which 
A£yav, insofar as it is left to its own devices, presents as an ontological 
possibility of life itself. This is just what Myoc, means in the term �0ov 
A.6yov exov (the determination of man) insofar as A.6yoc, comes to dominate. 
Therefore the insight into the foundation of correct speaking in otaA£yEcr8at 
at the same time offers Plato a horizon for understanding A.6yoc, in its 
opposite power, as it were, i.e., as that possibility in Dasein which precisely 
keeps man far from the access to beings. 

b) The critique of writing. The legend of Theuth. Writing as 
debilitation of llVllllTI · A'll8rt . �o<j>tac, 06�a. Writing as mere 

impetus (1nt6!lVl)crtc,). The silence and defenselessness of the 
written Myoc,. Genuine and written Myoc,. The written 

Myoc, as dorol..ov. 

Socrates, i .e., Plato, clarifies the ontological function of the free-floating 
Myoc, in Dasein by means of a so-called ch:o'll (d. 274cl ), something he has 
heard, a legend. It tells of an Egyptian god, Theuth, who invented, among 

I .  Ti lll' in Hl· idl•ggl'r 's n1.1 nuscript .  
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other things, number, board games, dice, geometry, astronomy, and even 
writing. This god Theuth came to see king Thamos, brought him all these 
treasures, and urged him to share them with all the Egyptians. Thamos 
allowed Theuth to relate the advantages of each of his inventions and then 
he himself passed judgment on them. When Theuth came to writing, the 
god said: Toi'no OE, ro j3amA£u, 'tO !.Ul9THW cro4>on£pou<; AiyU7t'ttOU<; Kat 
ll Vll!lOVt K(l)'tEpoU<; 1tap£�et· ll Vll !lll<; 't£ yap Kat cro4>ia<; $clp!la1\:0V llUp£911 
(cf. 274e4ff. ) .  "This knowledge, this !lcl91'l!la, namely writing, the ability to 
write down and, in the broadest sense, communicate what is said, will 
render the Egyptians cro$ro't£pou<;, wiser, by making it easier for them to 
retain."  Hence he had discovered a means for llVllllll · Recall what we said 
earlier about !lVll!lll : it is the soul's retention of what was seen once before, 
the retention of what is prepared for the soul from the very outset, provided 
the soul has the correct access. A 4>ap!l.:XKOV has now been found for this 
llVllllll · Thamos, however, responded: aAAO<; !lEV 't£K£tV OUV(X'tO<; 'ta 'tEXVll<;, 
UAAO<; OE Kpivat 'ttV' fX£1 !lOtpav j3A.aj311<; 't£ Kat cO$£Ata<; 'tOt<; !!EAAOU<Jt 
xpflcr9at (274e7ff. ) .  "It is one thing to be capable 'ta 'tEXVll<; 't£K£iv, of 
inventing and developing for the first time what belongs to a determinate 
knowledge and a definite know-how; it is another thing, however, Kpivat, 
to judge how the invention contributes to the advantage or disadvantage 
of the ones who are going to use it." And he said to the god: ot' t:uvotav 
'tOUV.:XV'ttOV cl1t£<; il OUVa'tat (275al ), your praise asserts "the opposite of 
what the ypcl!l!la'ta are really capable of."  Now comes the decisive state
ment, which stands in close connection to cruvayroy11, i .e . ,  to the proper 
seeing of the things, one founded in genuine 6.vallVll<Jt<;: 'toi'no yap 't&v 
llae6v1:rov A.1191lv !lEV £v 'JfUXai<; 7tap£sn llVllllll<; 6.!l£AE'tllcri� (275a2f.) .  This 
knowledge, this !lcl91'l!la, this making public in writing of what has been 
said, £v 'JIUX.:Xt<; 7tap£sn, "will create in people A.1191lv, forgetting," or, more 
properly, A.aveavro, a concealing, a covering, "of themselves, in relation to 
what they have learned," 'tWV !la96v'trov. Hence what the god is offering 
will cover over in people precisely that to which they relate in their com
portment toward the world and themselves, because the knowledge of 
writing entails U!l£AE't11cria llVll!lll<;, "unconcern with retention," i.e., with 
retaining the things themselves. A6yo<; as communicated in writing is ca
pable of promoting an unconcern with retaining the matters spoken of, i .e. , 
with retaining them in their proper substantive content. And then comes 
the more precise reason: (X't£ ota 1ticrnv ypa<l>fl<; £�roet:v U7t' 6.A.A.o'tpirov 
'tU1trov, ouK £voo9t:v au'tou<; il4>' au1:&v 6.valltllvncrKoll£vou<; (a3ff.) .  They 
will retain what they learn ota 1ticrnv ypa<l>fl<;, "by relying on what is 
written," €�ro9t:v, "from the outside," i.e., on the basis of the written word, 
"by means of fore i gn s igns, " ones w h i ch ha ve, in thei r  own character, 
noth i ng at a l l  to do wi th thL' mntter tlwy refer to. Tlw w ri ttL'n form of the 
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word "chair" does not have the least kinship with the thing itself; it is 
something completely foreign to the thing itself. And this reliance on writ
ing promotes an unconcern with regard to retaining: people will retain their 
knowledge from the outside and will not remember from their own re
sources, from the inside, i.e., from a possibility they themselves possess, 
namely 6p&Y. The 1tt<J'tl<; ypaqrftc;, reliance on what is said, in the broadest 
sense of what is talked about publicly; considers itself absolved from having 
to look into what is talked about. OUKOUV flVllf.lll<; aJ...) ... lJ. U1tOflV'llmxoc; 
<!><ipflaKov llUP£<; (aS): "Thus you have not found a means to a proper 
repetition and re-possession of matters but only a means of being reminded 
of them." Therefore flVllflll and U1tOflVll<Jt<; are essentially different: flYllflll 
is a going back, a repetition and appropriation of the matters themselves; 
U1tOIJ.Vll<Jt<; is a mere reminder, one that adheres to the spoken word. cro<!>iac; 
o£ 'tOt<; flCX91l'tCXt<; 06�av, OUK a"A.l19etav 1topi<;nc; (a6f.) .  "That is the reason 
you are not inculcating in your pupils cro<!>iac; a"A.'l19eta, true and correct 
research, but only 06�a, semblance."  1tOAUllKOOl yap crot yev6fl£Yot aveu 
Otoaxiic; 1tOA\lyYOOflOV£<; dvat 00�0\l<JtV, ayvmflOV£<; we; E1tt 'tO 1tAft9oc; OV't£<;, 
Kat xa"A.moi <JUV£tYat, Oo�6cro<!>ot yqov6't£<; av'tt <Jo<!>&v (a7-b2) . On ac
count of their adherence to the ypa<!>'ll , to what is for public consumption, 
to what is bruited about, to what is fashionable, "they hear much, but 
without the proper training, and so they fancy themselves to be familiar 
with many matters, whereas in fact they are quite unfamiliar with them; 
and it is difficult to be together with such persons," <JUVetYat, because they 
cannot speak about anything. They have become Oo�6cro<l>ot av'tt cro<!>&v, 
"ones who merely look like those who are really striving for correct knowl
edge." And so you see here quite clearly the function of the ypliflflCX'ta and 
ypa<!>'ll within the existence of man, and indeed precisely in relation to the 
possibility of disclosing what is there to be uncovered. You see the relation 
of the free-floating Myoc; to the genuinely substantive task of dialectic. 

Plato now supplies a still more precise foundation for this peculiar func
tion of Myoc;, namely that it leads to af.1£AE'tll<Jia flVllflll<;: Myoc; as made 
public, as communicated and written, has nothing in common with the 
cra<i>£<; and the �£�atov (275c6), the clear and the certain. All that can be 
attributed to the public, communicated, "A.6yoc;, i.e., to the written one, is 
that it does nothing more than 'tOY d06'ta U1t0f.1Vft<Jat 1tEpt cbv &.v n 'ta 
yqpaflflEYa (275dlf.) ,  nothing more than U1tOflVft<Jat, "allow 'tOY d06'ta, 
the one who has already seen something, to encounter it again, i .e. , to 
encounter again the matter at issue in the yeypaflflEVa." What is written, 
what is said and made public, can only be an impetus and a basis for going 
back to the matters themselves. Consequently, to take up and understand 
someth ing written or said, an individual must have previously already seen 
tha t wh ich is spoken of. He must set out to st.'e the matters on his own . 
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What is said and written-this is essential-can by itself deliver nothing. 
Therefore Plato says : flnvov yap 1tOU 'tOU't' EX£1 ypa<!>'ll , Kat ros UAT]S&s 

OflOtOV �roypa<l>i<;t (cf. d4f.) :  "What is written is as uncanny as a painting." 
Kat yap 'ta £K£tVT]<; EKyova E<J'tT] K£ flEV ros �&v-ra (d5f. ), what is presented 
in it looks as if it were alive, £av &' av£pn n, <J£flv&s 1tavu my(X (d6), yet 
"if you interrogate it, it ·maintains a solemn silence." Thus what is spoken 
and written is silent and delivers nothing. Plato then asks: M�atS f.!EV &.v 
cO<; 'tt <l>povouv'ta<; auwus A.Eynv (d7f. ); "do you really believe that what is 
written down could speak ws n q,povouv, as if it had understanding?" No, 
on the contrary, to anyone who wants to learn something on the basis of 
what is said there, "it always shows one and the same thing and no more"; 
£v 'tt mwaivn f.!OVOV -rau-rov <lei (d9) .  This £v n f.!OVOV is nothing else than 
the word sound itself. What is said, and is fixed once and for all, is in fact 
always one and the same. And if it is taken up, without preconditions, for 
a substantive understanding, it says always the same thing, i.e., basically 
nothing; it keeps silent. Therefore Plato can say: o-rav ()£ iim:x� ypaq,n, 
KUAtv&imt flEV 1tav-raxou 1tCxS A.6yos OflOtW<; 1tapa 'tOtS E1talOU<JtV, ros ()' 
au-rws 1tap' ois ou&tv 1tpo<JllK£t, Kat OUK E1tt<J'ta'tat A.Eynv Ol<; &d ye Kat 
flll (275d9-e3). "If a A.6yos is once written down, it roams around every
where and equally approaches those who understand the matter and those 
who do not, and it has no way of distinguishing between the one to whom 
it should speak and the one to whom it should not." Such a written A.6yos 
or communicated word, the end result of some research, can then be mis
treated and improperly abused; it cannot defend itself. It can be watered 
down, and everything possible can be made out of it; the logos cannot 
defend itself. -rou 1ta-rpos <let Oet'tat (3oT]Sou (e4) : "It is always in need of 
the father 's help," i .e . ,  help from the one who expressed it on the basis of 
a knowledge of the matters themselves, help from the one to whom it owes 
its Being. au-ros yap ou-r' UflUVacrSat OU't£ �OT]eft<Jat &uva-ros aU't<\> (e5) :  
"It itself cannot defend itself and cannot help itself." Thus the peculiar 
ontological character of what is spoken and said publicly, what is bruited 
about, makes it clear that it is by itself unable to be anything but a mere 
impetus, and can be this only for persons who have already seen; otherwise 
it simply shows how superfluous it is. 

Consequently, genuine A.6yos and genuine communication are obviously 
something else; only that A.6yos is genuine as fl£'t' £7tt<J'tllfl11S ypaq,e-rat EV 
'ttl -rou f.!aveavov-ros \lfUXTI (276a5f. ), "which is written on the basis of a 
knowledge of the matters themselves," on the basis of a relation to the 
matters themselves, written not, as it were, in the public realm but rather 
" i n  the sou l  of the one who learns" such that he does not adhere to the said 
and spoken but instead-i.e . ,  prec ise ly in the soul-the one who learns voei, 
"st't's" fo r h i m st'l f. Th is  A.6yos, tht• ont' w ri ttt•n in th is wa y, is ouva-ros 
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UJ.lUVat £mmp (d. a6), "able to defend itself," and btt<l"tllJ.lWV Aiynv 't£ Kat 
crty&.v 7tpo<; ou<; O£i (a6f. ), "it understands, i .e., is clear about, to whom it 
may speak and should speak and to whom, on the other hand, it ought to 
keep silent." It is silent to that 'JfUXll which does not in itself have the 
possibility of hearing it, i.e., is not prepared for it and does not possess 
genuine 7tatO£ia. It is thus clear that this writing J.lE't' £mcr'tllJ.l11<; presup
poses that the 'JfUXll upon which it is written has put aside prejudices and 
has liberated for itself the horizon to the matters themselves. Only then is 
the written A.6yo<; a living one. 

Phaedrus now draws the consequence. Tov wu £i06-ro<; A.6yov Aiy£t<; 
�&v-ra Kat EJ.l'JfUXOV, ou 6 yqpaJ.lJ.lEVo<; dowA.ov &..v n Aiyot-ro OtKaiw<; (a8f. ) .  
There i s  a double A.6yoc;, the living, i.e., the one that takes its life from a 
relation to the matters themselves, from OtaAiy£cr8m, and the written one, 
in the broadest sense the communicated one, which is a mere dowA.ov of 
the other, the living A.6yoc;. Et8wA.ov is usually translated as image, imita
tion, or the like. Recall that d8oc; means the outward look of something, 
i.e., that ontological determination which presents something as what it is. 
Et8wA.ov, on the other hand, refers to mere outward look; it is not nothing, 
but it is such that it merely appears to be so and so. The written A.6yo<; is 
in fact a A.Oyoc;, but it merely looks like the living one. 

This position on the function of A.6yoc; recurs in Plato's "Seventh Letter." 

c) Plato's position on A.Oyoc; in the "Seventh Letter." 

Here Plato is defending himself against the abuse of his philosophical work 
carried out by disciples who did not understand it. His indignation over 
this abuse leads him to a very harsh appraisal, almost purely negative, of 
the role of A.6yoc;. In this "Seventh Letter," he takes up the question of how 
it was possible for him to be so misunderstood, and he does so by engaging 
in a lengthy treatise on knowledge. He does not offer anything new but 
simply summarizes what determined all his work: that all knowledge, if 
taken in its total structure, is constructed out of the phenomena of OVOJ.la, 
A.6yoc;, £t8wA.ov, £mcr-r'llJ.l11, and aA.11e£c; (342a7ff.) . But we may not conceive 
of the connection of these five moments as if it were a matter of an episte
mological system; on the contrary, it is a matter of one and the same 
phenomenon of knowledge, one and the same disclosure of beings, accord
ing to the various directions of its structure. "OvoJ.la: the word, the word 
sound. A6yoc;: what is said as such. Et8wA.ov: mere outward look, mere 
appearance, from which I depart in speaking about something. 'Emcr'tllJ.lll : 
the pressing on from the d8wA.ov to the matter itself. The most proper 
clement is the aA.118E<;; it is that toward which OVOJ.l<X, A.Oyoc;, £t8wA.ov, and 
f1tlcr't�IJ 'l a rt• <1 l rendy oricntl•d in their very sense. These have in themselves 
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a directedness toward the aATt9E<;; they cannot be understood otherwise 
than as determined by the functional character of disclosing beings. Plato 
here recalls these structures of genuine knowledge. He concludes the con
sideration with the following statements: 010 ol) na<; avl)p crnouoaio<; 'tcl)V 
ov-rrov crnouoairov nEpt noUou Oft !ll't ypa\jfa<; no-r£ £v avepronot<; fi<; <!J96vov 
Kat anopiav Ka-ra�aA.fi (344cl ff. ) .  "Certainly, therefore, no serious man 
would ever write about serious things and thereby deliver his discoveries 
to the envy and misunderstanding of men." Then he adds: £v1 ol) EK -rou-rrov 
Oft ytyvfficrKftV My�, o-rav ton 'tt<; 'tOU cruyypUJ.lJ.la'ta yqpaJ.l!lEVa fhf EV 
VO!lOl<; VOJ.l09E'tOU fl'tf EV UAAOl<; -rtcrl.v a't't' ouv, W<; OUK iiv 'tOU't� -rau-ra 
crnouom6-ra-ra, fl1tfp £cr-r' au-roc; crnouoaio<;, l(ft'tat & 1tOU EV xrop� 'tfl 
KaAAtcr't[l -roov -rou-rou (c3ff.) .  "In a word, this means that if someone sees 
cruyypaJ.lJ.la-ra yqpa!lJ.lEVa nv6c;, something made public by a person, be 
it laws or other matters" (here these "other matters" are obviously philo
sophical, scientific writings) "it can be taken for granted that what the 
person in question made public was not for him anything serious," £t1t£p 
au-roc; crnouoaioc;, "if indeed he himself is a serious man." For, "on the 
contrary, what most properly concerns him, what is most proper to him, 
resides in the most beautiful place, i .e., in the soul itself." d o£ ov-rro<; au-rep 
-rau-r' £crnouoacrlJ.EVa £v ypalJ.lJ.acrtv £-r£9TJ (c8f.) :  "And if in fact a person 
exposes in writing what is for him ecrnouoacr!lEVa, the most decisive," i.e. , 
if he in fact makes it public, "£� apa Oll 'tOt f1tft'ta,"  9m1. J.lEV ou, �po-rol. 0£ 
"<Pp£vac; roA.fcrav au-rot" (dlf.), "then it was not the gods, but men, who 
have deprived him of his understanding." This is Plato's haughty denun
ciation of all the epigones of his work. It is perhaps an irony of history that 
this letter has been considered to be spurious. 

d) The correct condition of the \jfUXii as presupposition for 
genuine A.6yo<; (otaMymem). 

To summarize, Myoc;, in its genuine function, is founded on dialectic. But, 
at the same time, we see that Mynv, if it is living speech-living in the 
sense that it lets others see-necessarily presupposes a readiness to see on 
the part of the \jfUXll of those others. Yet, on the other hand, in fact most 
men do not possess this readiness, and otaMyfcr9at, as Plato says explicitly 
in the Phaedrus, is a npayJ.ta-rfia (cf. 273e5) , a real labor and not something 
befalling a person by chance. To that extent, a special task and a special 
kind of speaking are necessary in the first place, in order to develop this 
readiness to see on the part of the very one who is investigating and also 
on the part of the other, the one to whom something is to be communicated . 
Therefore everything depends on th is ,  that the \jfUXll , the i n ner comport
men t, tlw Bl• ing of the ex istenn· of mnn, l i l'S i n tlw corrl'd cond i t ion w i th 
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regard to the world and to itself, i .e., in the correct O"Uilllf'tp{a, in an ade
quacy to the things themselves which are to be grasped in their uncovered
ness. Socrates summarizes this once more at the end of the Phaedrus, now 
specifically not in a theoretical explication but in an invocation of the gods . 
·o cpiA£ IT<iv 'tf Kat aUot ocrot 'tfiOE eeo{, OOlTJ'tE !lOt Ka:A.ql y£v£cr8at 
'taV008fV · £�ro8£V 0£ ocra EXffi, 'tOte; EV'tOS dvai !lOt cpiAta. 1tAOUO"toV 8£ 

vo11isot11t -rov crocp6v · -ro 8£ xpucrou nAfleoc; E'iTJ 110t ocrov 11'11 -re cp£p£tv 11'11 -re 
aynv 8uvat-ro aUoc; il 6 crfficpprov (279b8-c3). "0 dear Pan and all ye gods 
here"-Socrates is outdoors with Phaedrus, beyond the city-"grant it to 
me to become beautiful" (Ka:A.6c; is nothing else than the opposite of 
aicrxp6c;, ugliness, and signifies O"Uilllf'tp{a versus cXIlf'tpia, the proper ad
equacy versus inadequacy) "grant it to me to become beautiful, to come 
into the correct condition in relation to what is in myself, what comes from 
the inside, and grant that whatever I possess extrinsically may be a friend 
to what is inner, and grant that I repute as rich the one who is wise, i .e., 
the one who is concerned with the disclosure of things, the disclosure of 
beings, and grant that to me the amount of gold, the quantity of treasure, 
I possess in this world2 will have for me as much value, and that I will 
claim for it only as much value, as a man of understanding should claim." 
That is, he beseeches here specifically for this correct condition with regard 
to the things themselves, and at the same time also for the correct bounds. 
Thus nothing in excess, for that could again tum into ignorance and bar
barism. This Ka:A.ov yev£cr8at, this becoming beautiful from the inside, is 
nothing other than what Plato fixes conceptually in the Sophist while at
tempting the sixth definition. 

§55. Transition: Dialectic in the Phaedrus and in the Sophist. 

a) Result and limits of the characterization of dialectic in 
the Phaedrus. Plato and Aristotle on dialectic and rhetoric. 

The meaning of Plato's dialectic is the genuine root for our understanding 
of Greek logic and consequently for the ways of posing questions in logic 
as these became traditional in subsequent philosophy up to the present day. 
What we have thus far acquired from indications in the dialogue Sophist, 
as well as from our consideration of the Phaedrus, is actually a mere extrinsic 
characterization of dialectic and requires further work. The question of the 
Being of non-beings will lead us to ask what it really is that transforms the 
idea of dialectic as we have known it up to now and thus to ask where the 

2. i{t'.ld ing  l�cicll l " rl·n lm" l for /{cichltl lll i " richl'H" I .-TrnnH . 
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motives for the further development of Plato's dialectic reside. In order to 
understand this step, which Plato takes in the Sophist and which then 
determines the lawfulness of the stages of the further development of logic, 
we must constantly keep in mind the idea of dialectic exposed up to now. 
In the Sophist, Plato also calls 8taA.£ym8at 8tanop£u£cr8at 8ux 'tOW A6ywv 
(d. 253b10) or i] 'tWV A6ywv 1!E8o8oc; (d. 227a8), "the direction taken with 
the A.6yot. " Above all we must exclude-this should be clear on the basis 
of the foregoing-every extrinsic technical interpretation of dialectic . The 
essential element in it is the 6p&v. LUvayw'f11 is a mode of seeing, i.e., seeing 
the £v; and even 8taip£crt<; as an uncovering, is carried out on the basis of 
the constant looking upon the £v. The 8uxfpmtc; of the d811 is a setting off 
of an outward look in opposition to an outward look, something which can 
itself be accomplished only in seeing. In this constant looking upon the £v, 
i.e., upon the y€voc;, an outward look is constantly there, and specifically 
in such a way that it remains present in every further setting off or in that 
which is set off against the other. And thus Uynv in the sense of 
8ta.A.£ym8at is a speaking about things which looks upon them. Where now 
nothing is capable any longer of being set off, where, on the basis of the 
thematic matter, there no longer exists the possibility of casting a regard 
from one pregiven £i8oc; to another and thereby delimiting the pregiven 
against this other, thus where the content of an d8oc; compels us simply to 
dwell with it, there Ota.Myecr8m in the sense of 8ta.ipmtc; returns to the 
original attitude of sheer seeing, 6p&v, as it is constantly carried out in 
relation to the £v. This "nothing but looking on" is the simple having of 
the a'tO!!OV d8o<; specifically such that the entire connection of the 
8taA.£ym8at, starting with the 6p&v of the £v up to the seeing of the £iooc;, 
is a seeing enclosed in itself, a seeing of the history of the provenance of 
the being in question. Here we must note that, with regard to this idea of 
dialectic and of 8uxA£y£cr8at, it is still not decided whether the theme of 
8ta.A.£ym8at is a being chosen entirely arbitrarily--e.g., the angler, the soph
ist-or Being. The ontological character of what is thematic in 8uxA£y£cr8at 
has not yet been discussed here. But it is exactly here that the determination 
of Ota.A.€y£cr8at becomes more precise. In other words, the transformation 
of the idea of dialectic, in the later sense of logic, is motivated by the 
transformation of the concept of Being and of the idea of ontological con
stitution in general. 

I indicated in the last session1 that Aristotle brings this dialectic into a 
quite different scientific-theoretical position. Aristotle emphasizes that di
alectic is the av'ttcr'tpoq>oc;2 of rhetoric, or vice versa; they are opposites. That 

I .  Tlw t h i rly-spcond S<'Ssion, on Tu<•sday, J .m u a r y  27, I Y2'i. I '. 2Tlf .  
2 .  1�/wlurit ' 1\ ,  ch.l p ll'r I ,  1 1.'i4,l l :  ' I I l)'l't!ljll l(l' i·otiV  ltvtfotp( )(po<; t)i limA.r J<:tl J<:)l· 
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means they are both on the same footing. For Plato, on the contrary, we 
have seen that 8taAiyEcr8m and dialectic are in principle preordained to 
rhetoric, they are what first makes it possible, whereas for Aristotle rhetoric 
is av-ricr-rpoq,oc;, it resides on the same level, as regards its epistemic char
acter, as dialectic itself. Indeed Aristotle also says rhetoric is in a certain 
sense a 7tapaq,u€c; of dialectic .3 This cannot have the sense it has in Plato, 
namely that rhetoric has "grown up next to" dialectic. It means rather, 
according to Aristotle's transformed concept of dialectic, that rhetoric be
longs in the same field of the theory of "A6yoc; in the largest sense. Hence 
here dialectic is limited to A6yoc; itself and its possible structures. We need 
to note now that Aristotle does not at all abandon what Plato calls dialectic 
but for the first time takes up precisely Plato's dialectic in an actually radical 
way in his idea of 7tpOl'tTJ <!>t"Aocroq,ia. Of course, I cannot here pursue the 
concrete idea of dialectic in Aristotle; it is enough that you are aware of this 
connection. 

b) The motive for the further development of dialectic in 
the Sophist: the differentiation of the "object" of dialectic 

(beings-Being and ontological structure). 

For the following consideration we must keep in mind this question: What 
is it about the thematic content dealt with in the Sophist that transforms 
dialectic? More precisely, how can the Kotvwvia -r&v yEv&v, toward which 
the discussion of the meaning of Being and non-being leads, be the sub
stantive ground for a new determination of 8uxA£yEcr8m? You can see 
already in the term Kotvwvia -r&v yEv&v that at issue here is the connection 
of the yEVTJ, whereas up to now we have seen only one y€voc; and, oriented 
toward that one, a taking apart of the Et8TJ . This is an indication that now 
the whole dimension of questioning and determining in the sense of 
8taMym8m is set differently, that here it will no longer be a matter of 
concrete beings but of the yEVTJ and of the connection of lhe ontological 
structures as such. 

Before we can see these substantive connections themselves, ones which 
compel a transformation of dialectic, we must provide ourselves with the 
access to them. That is to say, on the basis of a concrete presentification of 
what the sophist is, we must come to understand that this phenomenon of 
the sophist in fact itself already exemplifies the Being of non-beings. Be
cause of the fact that the sophists, in a manifold way yet according to the 
structure we shall now gradually extract, make present the Being of non-

1 .  f<fll 'tori. - 1\, ch .t p t.. r  2, 1 15ha2.'i: cru� flnfvn tl'l v prp:upu<i\v oiuv napaqmt<; 'tt <li<; 
limf..rl\'tt �·tl<; rlv1� 1 .  
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beings, our endeavor will amount to getting the sophist in view in his 
factual existence and, as it were, from all sides. For if it is clear and evident 
that the sophist in fact is and in himself constitutes a properly possible 
mode of Dasein, then the Being of non-beings, i .e., the existence of deception 
and error, is given ipso facto. Insofar as the demonstration of the existence 
of deception and error is at the same time a matter of a demonstration of 
something negative, it is necessary that Plato's consideration of the sophist 
in a certain sense leap over this negative phenomenon-in order to arrive 
at something positive, on the basis of which he sees the negative. This is 
the proper sense of the description in the sixth definition, which indeed 
then quite significantly ends in both collocutors agreeing they have now 
basically found the philosopher. 



Chapter Four 

The Definitions of the Sophist. Sixth and Seventh Definitions. 
(226a-236c) 

§56. The sixth definition of the sophist. Refuter (226a-231c) .  

a) The question of the classification of the sixth definition. 
The concrete structure of the definitions. The sixth 
definition as a union of the fifth and the seventh 

definitions (av-ri/.oyoc;). 

The sixth definition of the sophist always struck commentators as a con
sideration lying outside the framework of the previous definitions. Above 
all, they were at a loss to see how this definition could be brought into the 
framework of the dichotomies. If one understands the preparatory defini
tions to be connected through Plato's supposed concern with building a 
conceptual pyramid, then indeed it will be difficult to fit this sixth definition 
among the others. For our consideration of the fifth definition has already 
shown that in going back to the xnpouaem, this definition claims the last 
remaining structural moment out of the framework which determines the 
angler and so exhausts this pregiven frame, if one's gaze does not go beyond 
it. But we have emphasized repeatedly that our aim is not to provide an 
articulation of an extrinsic sort but to bring the phenomenon of the sophist 
closer and closer through the individual definitions. Thus we said the inner 
concatenation of the individual definitions is grounded in the matter itself, 
i .e. , in definite objective characters graspable in the sophist as he ultimately 
shows himself. If we orient the definitions around the earlier framework, 
then the sixth definition will clearly and ii:nmediately conflict with that 
mode of consideration. To the extent that the sixth definition cannot be 
inserted into that schema, it precisely proves that the latter is not genuinely 
the issue. 

Versus the earlier definitions, the sixth already has a more positive de
scriptive character, since it immediately prepares the way for the seventh, 
where the positive consideration begins. To understand the sixth definition 
we need to be clear about the onset of this new description within the 
previously articulated phenomena of the sophist. The sixth definition is, of 
course, not an arbitrary introduction of a new point of view but precisely 
takes up the decisive phenomena of the sophist as already described and 
propl•ls tht•m in  a din.-ction that would make possible a genuine elaboration . 
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Specifically, what is taken up is the phenomenon of avnA£y£tv, dealt with 
in the fifth definition and itself already encompassing the earlier ones. That 
may not be visible immediately, if the sixth definition is taken extrinsically, 
in terms of surface content, but a more precise interpretation will make it 
clear. We will then see that the sixth definition, insofar as it takes up 
avnA.eyttv and makes it more acutely explicit, links precisely the fifth 
definition with the seventh, inasmuch as the seventh again makes the 
avt(A.oyoc; thematic. 

Thus you need to note well that the great emphasis I place on the struc
ture does not have anything to do with an intention to determine the literary 
form of the dialogue, in order, thereby, to fix the chronological order of the 
dialogues, based on stylistic criticism. Our aim is simply to understand the 
substantive content, if indeed we have a right to presuppose that Plato 
designed his logos in accord with the outward look of the matters them
selves, i.e., that he, in correspondence with the multiform aspect of the 
sophist, begins with that and drives this multiformity on toward a £v, 
toward that which al lows it to be seen together-in the mode of 
cruvayroyij-and thereby to be properly determined. Thus it is also impossi
ble to partition this dialogue, based on pre-determined philosophical the
orems and disciplines, into inferior parts, written merely for the purpose 
of training, and the kernel for the more advanced. 

At the place of transition from the fifth to the sixth definition, the text 
makes superabundantly clear what is at issue . 'Op(tc; ouv roc; aATJef\ A£y£tat 
to JtotKiA.ov Etvat touto to 9TJpiov Kat to A.Ey6f.!Evov ou tfl Et£p� ATJ7tt6v 
(226a6f.) .  We are once more reminded that this 9TJp(ov, namely the sophist, 
was correctly addressed as JtOtKtA.ov, something "multiform and varie
gated," and therefore as something which ou tfl EtEp� A1']1t't6v, cannot be 
grasped "with one hand" on the first attempt. Ufl!)>Oiv XPll (a8) : "Both hands 
are needed."  Kal. Kata 8Uvaf.!iV yE outro JtOtTJtEov, tot6v8E n fl£ta9£ov-rac; 
'Lxvoc; au-roil (blf . ) .  "And in accord with possibility, the grasping and con
ceiving of the sophist must be carried out by following the trace." This 
mention of a "trace" indicates precisely that the sophist himself, the sub
stantive content thus far, the object, himself provides us with something 
that makes it possible for us to track him down, as we say, i.e., to follow 
him and actually get him in sight . 
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b) Formal depiction of the way of the sixth definition. 
Diairesis. To take apart (8u:xipfcrt<;)-to set in relief 

(8uiKptcrt<;)-to extract-to render free, to purify (Ka8apm<;) . 
Preview of the genuine object of Ka8apm<;: &yvota. 

Ka8apm<; as £A£rxo<;. 

247 

Someone merely following the text extrinsically is in for a surprise from 
the question now posed by the �EVO<;, i.e., after the just-mentioned meth
odological requirement: 'tOJV oiKf'ttKWV OVOJlU't(l)V KUAOUJlfV ana nou; 
(226b2f.) .  "Does our language have designations 'tOJV oiKf'ttKOJV ('tfXVffiv is 
left understood), for the modes of comportment, for the know-how, related 
to domestic servants?" This is indeed immediately very striking, if ap
proached directly from the earlier definitions; it is an entirely strange ques
tion, but one we will later understand better. We will see that the reference 
to those who have duties around the house is not accidental, quite apart 
from the fact that there is a definite purpose behind the choice of the modes 
of behavior attributed to them. The �EVO<; now lists a quite definite number 
of activities; they are not arbitrarily chosen but, on the contrary, are already 
determined by his general aim (226b4ff.) . He mentions 8t118fiv (b4) : "to 
strain, to pass through a filter"; 8ta-t'tav (b4) : likewise "to strain"; �panetv 
(b6) (a characteristic expression for something we will want to understand 
later): "to shake back and forth and by this very shaking to cast something 
out," e.g., the chaff from the wheat, "to winnow"; and instead of 8taKpivnv 
another reading has 8ta<:nl8ftV, which again means "to sift." And then the 
list continues with �aivav (b8): "to comb"; Ka'tayav (b8) :  "to spin"; and 
KfpKi�nv (b8) : "to weave."  At 226clf., Theaetetus quite justifiably asks what 
the �Evo<; is actually trying to accomplish with these remarkable things 
which at first have as little to do with the angler as with the sophist. The 
�evo<; answers : 8tatpenKa 'ta A£x8£v'ta m)J..Lnav'ta (cf. c3); "these are all 
activities which take apart," 8tatpeicr8at, or, as it is characterized im
mediately afterwards, JllUV oucrav EV anam 'tEXV'llV (c5f.) , and this 'tEXV'll is 
8taKpt'ttKll (c8) . �taKpivav, "to set in relief," expresses it more precisely 
than does 8tatpficr8at, for 8taKpivav means not only to take apart in 
general but to set off against one another and to distinguish from one 
another the things taken apart in the taking apart. Thus there is a phenom
enal distinction between a simple taking apart of something given and 
leaving it at that and taking apart in the sense of setting in relief, i .e., 
distinguishing some one thing against an other. 

This 8taKptcrt<; can now again be carried out in such a way that it is a 
8taKpivnv 'tO 8' OJ..lotov a<j>' OJ..Loiou (d. d2f. ), i .e., such that "things that are 
the same a rc set off against each other," or, on the other hand, such that the 
DUXKptVfiV is an anoxropf�ftV, a "segregating" and specifically 'tO Xfipov 
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a1to �EA:tiovoc; (d. dlf.), "of the worse from the better." Thus there is one 
taking apart, and there is another in the sense of setting in relief, and this 
latter can be such that both the things set off against each other are equal 
in their ontological character or such that they are different. In that case, 
the setting off is a separating of the worse from the better. This setting off 
is an extracting, namely of the worse from the better, such that that from 
which the extraction takes place, the better, remains left over; it is a 
a1to�6.A.A£tv -co xeipov and a KamA£{7tnv -co �eA.·nov (cf. d5ff. ) .  Thus we see 
that the structure of 8tatpdcrem is organized in an entirely determinate 
way. Purely terminologically, we can make the distinction still sharper by 
grasping the sense of the setting off of the worse against the better as a 
simple remaining left over of the better, which we can designate as "sifting." 
A second sense of setting off, however, derives from the extraction of the 
worse from the better, such that the latter is made free of the former, and 
we call this sort of sifting "purifying."  Such a taking apart that also sets in 
relief is therefore Kaeap�6c; (dlO), "purification." The distinction between 
purification and sifting indicates that the sense of the Ka-caA£i7tEtV (d. d6), 
the "leaving behind," is different in the two cases. Purification does not 
simply have the sense of removing something from something else and 
leaving at rest in itself that from which the removal takes place. On the 
contrary, the sense resides precisely in the making free and the consequent 
bringing of the thing to its proper possibilities. Hence the sense is a clearing 
away of obstacles, f.�1to8i�ov-ca, as the �evoc; later says (230c6), "that which 
lies in the way," so that what is purified can now come into its own. 

The establishment of the structures of 8taipecrtc; is important because the 
theme of the specifically ontological parts of the dialogue will be worked 
out precisely as the proper object of a definite 8ta{pecrtc; or Kaeapcrtc;. 
Specifically, it is something that unifies in itself a �eA.nov and a XEipov, 
indeed in such a way that the one suppresses the other. This xeipov, the 
proper object of the Kaeapcrtc;, is nothing other than something which, 
insofar as it is, at the same time is not. And so this peculiar object entails 
a cru�1tA.oK'11 of ov and �ft ov. The task was to see this cru�7tAOKll as some
thing original. This means, however, that the fundamental dogmas then 
dominating philosophy had to be abandoned. For a cru�7tAOKll of �ft ov 
with ov was at that time unheard of, i .e., insofar as it was held that only 
beings are, non-beings are not, and there is no other possibility. We will 
encounter this peculiar object as we come to understand better the proper 
theme of K:aeapcrtc;, as carried out respectively by the sophist or by the 
genuine philosopher. Therefore the sixth definition is a positive description 
of the sophist, positive in the sense that it goes back to the foundations of 
h i s  l'X istencc in gcnerul .  

Th us 8udprcrtc; i s  1 . ) <1 tu king a pa rt, and as ouiKptcrtc; th is ta k ing <�pn rt is  
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2.) a setting off and distinguishing of something from something else. In 
this context, I cannot yet pursue the fact that this taking apart in the second 
sense already entails an entirely new structural moment, insofar as the 
setting in relief which distinguishes something versus something else pre
supposes a determinate view of that according to which the two are dis
tinguished. That moment is not yet present in the mere taking apart. This 
setting in relief which distinguishes one against another can now be 3.) a 
distinguishing that extracts, such that the distinguishing is an extracting in 
the sense of sifting. This taking apart that sifts, in the sense of extracting, 
can be 4.) a sifting that sets free in such a way that what is liberated itself 
remains and is preserved, a A.eut6J.!EVOV. Hence such a sifting at the same 
time properly aims at what remains behind and grasps it. This 8tatp£crt� 
has the character of K<ieapcrt�. 

If we look toward what the object of such a 8taipmt� in the sense of 
Kaeapcrt� can be, we see it is a matter of something having the character 
of a XEipov and a �£/-:nov, and specifically such that both of these are 
initially given together and are unitarily determinative of a being. The more 
concrete grasp of btaip£crt� as performed in the sophistical teaching activity 
shows then that the proper object of the K<ieapcrt� is &yvota and that 
thereby, to characterize it in an anticipatory way, the K<ieapcrt� ultimately 
proves to be £t..erxo�. "Et..eyxo� means "to pillory, to expose publicly." It 
applies to something which, in accord with its possibility, possesses a 
�tA.nov but which is suppressed by a XEipov. The K:<ieapcrt� as £A.erxo� 
exposes the thing publicly, and this making public is in itself an EK�oA.Tj, a 
casting out of the X£ipov, and consequently is a liberation of the �EA nov. 
In a wholly formal and preliminary sense, this is the path taken by the 
description constituting the sixth definition of the sophist. 

We intend to follow this path in detail. 

c) Detailed depiction of the path of the sixth diairesis . 

a) The differentiation of the KaeapcrEt� with respect to 
the sophist's object (IVUXfl) . Kaeapcrt� of the body and 

K<ieapcrt� of the \jfi)Xfl · Remark on dialectic. Kaeapcrt� as 
EK�oA.i) 'til� KaKia� . 

It was quite advisedly that the modes of 8taK:ptv£tv were made visible in 
terms of activities related to everyday existence at home, i.e., related to the 
maintenance and fitting out of everyday life. Recalling what we made clear 
earlier about the sophist, we can say his 'tEXVll is characterized as 
8o�ottat8£unKTj: his comportment thus includes a claim to 1tatO£UO£tV. 
More precisel y  formu Ia ted, his 'tEXVll is J.La9TJJ.La't01tWAtKfj; his comportment 
is  il "provis ion, a Sl'll ing, of j.wefjj.wta," i .e. , of Myot. And his way of 
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dealing with those to whom he sells his treasures is avnA.oyt!C1l, i .e. , 
eptcrtt!C1l . All these modes of comportment, in their very sense, are clearly 
directed toward other people, toward their possible modes of existence, 
toward their \j/UXll · More precisely, insofar as it is a matter here of the 
formation of 7tat8£ia, a matter of the selling of IJ.UeTi!J.ata, a matter of 
avnA£yttV, this comportment aims at the \j/UXll to the extent that VOEtV, 
knowing in the largest sense, resides in it. Thus we must maintain 1 . )  that 
the determination of A.6yo<; permeates the entire comportment of the soph
ist, and 2 . )  that the object he hunts is the \jfUXll of another person. 

It is in these terms that we need to understand the tum now taken by 
the consideration of 8tatp£icr8at. For this 8tatp£icr8at is meant to express 
nothing other than the anticipation of a phenomenon which will subse
quently be claimed for the behavior of the sophist. Accordingly, insofar as 
the soul is concerned, even this 8tatpEcrt<;, i.e., the Ka8ap!J.6<;, will be di
rected toward the soul, toward the existence of other people, and specifi
cally with regard to 8t6.vota. Thus the differentiation now made with 
respect to the object of Ka8ap!J.6<; is not an extrinsic, scholastic one, but is 
already predelineated in the very idea of the sophist, i .e., in the object of 
his comportment. Therefore the Ka86.pcrEt<; are now again differentiated 
into ones 7tEpt 'to crro!J.a and ones m:pt 'tl'!v \j/UXllV (227c8f. ) .  This differenti
ation at the same time serves to clarify in a preliminary way the sense of 
the Ka8apcrt<; related to the \jfUXll ·  I t  is not accidental here that the possible 
modes of the Ka8apcrt<; related to mo!J.ata function in a certain sense as 
examples for the modes of purification relative to the soul, insofar as it is 
manifest that even the existence, the soul, i.e . ,  the full Being of the living 
man, is grasped here in the sense of form, K<XAOO<;, d8o<;. 

Thus there is first of all (as the most well known) a Ka8ap!J.O<; m:pt 'ta 
crw!J.a'ta (cf. 226e5) . And a distinction must be made between, on the one 
hand, the crro!J.a 'trov <io/llXffiV (cf. 227a3), "the body of what is without a 
soul," what does not live, the non-living, what is merely material, and, on 
the other hand, the cr&!J.a 'tOOV EIJ.\j/UXffiV (227b7), "the body of what is alive." 
Such a body, one partaking of life, we call "flesh." It is characteristic of such 
a body to be given not only from the outside, for aicr8r}crt<;, for a<j>'ll and 
6pav, but to be given from the inside, as we say, i .e., given as a body for 
the living being whose body it is. My relation to my body is therefore one 
that is specifically psychic, i .e., this relation includes the possibility of my 
being "disposed" in relation to my body. This is why we speak of a bodily 
disposition. Only a body having the character of flesh contains in its objec
tive content this structure of one's being disposed toward it in some way 
or another. A chair and a stone, although they are bodies, have no bodily 
d isposi tion. Therefore the poss ib le ways of i n fluenc ing a body are d i fferent, 
depend ing on whether tlw body is flesh or a mert• physica l th ing. The la tter 
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can be purified only in the sense of "washing" or "decoration," yva<j>eunK'll 
or KOO"J.lll'ttKll (227a3f. ) .  But one can exercise an influence, in the sense of 
Ka8apJ.l6<;, on the flesh by YUJ.lV<XO"'"ttK'll and ia'tpuc1l (226e8f.), "gymnastics" 
and "healing . "  Both these latter kinds of purification, ia'tptK'll and 
Y'UJ.lV<XO"'ttKJl, will be taken up again later when i t  i s  a matter of determining 
the purifications pertaining to the psychic as such. 

This consideration of apparently quite primitive everyday activities pro
vides Plato an opportunity to make a parenthetical remark about dialectics; 
at 227a7ff., he calls it it J.lE8oOo<; 'tffiv A6yrov (d. a7f. ) .  He explicitly empha
sizes what is at issue in this dialectical analysis of 'tEXVat: it is not a matter 
of which accomplishes more within life and which less, which has the 
higher function of purification and which the lower; i .e . , it is not a matter 
of ranking the factual modes of purification. For 'tOU K'tllcracrem . . .  EVEK<X 
vouv . . . 1tEtpffiJ.lfVll (227a10f.) :  "Our aim here is simply to take possession 
of vou<;, to discern, to see." This is an abbreviated way of speaking: vouc; 
stands for vooUJ.lEvov, as A6yo<; does for M:y6J.lEVOV. Hence the aim is 
merely to take possession of what is discerned, what is seen. That is to 
say, at issue here is merely the discernment of the ontological connections: 
'tO cruyyev£<; Kat 'to J.lTl cruyyev£<; Ka'tavoeiv (b lf.), "to get in sight what 
belongs in one y£vo<;, in one £v, i .e. , what belongs together in the same 
provenance and what does not. " Since only this structure of provenance, 
and nothing else, is the theme, therefore nJ.l(£ 1tpO<; 'tOU'tO £� tcrou 1t(XO"<X<; 
(b2), "all these different 'tfXVat are equal in value ."  The consideration is 
indifferent with regard to their factual  significance, and therefore 
O"EJ.lVO'tEpov Of 'tt 'tOY ota O"'tp<X'tllYtKft<; ft <j>8Etptcr'ttKft<; OllAOUV't<X 
e,pemtKftv ouo£v VEVOJ.ltKEV (b4f.), "it does not at all take it to be more 
worthy, more important, or more excellent to explain the structure of 
811peuetv with regard to the comportment of a field-marshal than to show 
the same thing with regard to the hunting of lice."  In a similar fashion, 
someone who believes in logic might think (as happens frequently) that 
in order to be able to explicitate the structure of a proposition or of a 
concept he has to employ an example from theoretical physics at the very 
least. But that precisely proves that the person in question does not know 
what is at stake, that the objective content is at first indifferent, and that 
owA.fyecrem is rather a matter of structures, ones occurring prior to every
thing that constitutes the practical applicability in each case, i .e., the factual 
rank of the beings themselves. This is a clear indication of the direction 
followed by the transformation of otaA.f:yecrem. The �£vo<; concludes this 
methodological interlude by going back over what preceded and empha
sizing (227b6ff.) that here the issue is simply-no matter whether incon
seq u en ti<l l  or very va l uab le  activities are under discussion-to keep 
separa ted the Kcx9ctpcrt<; rdated to O"OOJ.l<X'ta a nd the one mopl n)v otdvotav; 
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and it is precisely this latter K6.8apcrt� which we had in a certain sense 
"taken in hand" at the very outset, E1tlK£X£iP11K£V a<j>opicracr8at (227c4f.) ,  
"in order to delimit it. " 

Thus now the analysis gets a foothold in the ()taip£crt� 7t£p1 Tijv \j/DXrlV,  
and the question is  to what extent we can speak of  a K6.8apm� 7t£p1 Tijv 
otavotav. Let us recall the structure of K6.8apm�: 1 . )  EK�aA.M:tv, "to cast 
out," and specifically in the sense of Ka'taAEt7t£tV, "leaving behind," namely 
of the �£A. nov; 2.) ()taKptV£tV O�otOV a<j>' 6�oiou (d. 226dl-7). The immedi
ate question is: is there in the soul something which renders possible such 
comportment to it, the casting out of a X£ipov and the retaining of a �£A nov? 
Our everyday knowledge of factual Dasein, of life, shows us that there is 
EV \j/UXfl 1tOV11Pia and ap£-crl (cf. 227d4) .  These terms are to be taken here 
provisionally in a very general sense: "badness" and "excellence." In rela
tion to this constitution of the soul, the Ka8ap�6� would then be nothing 
other than EK�OAft 1t0Vllpia� or KaKia� a<j>aipEO"t� (cf. d9f. ) .  

The more precise determination of K6.8apm� has to take into account 
what this KaKia itself is; it has to see to what extent there is a KaKia in the 
soul. This is the place where the significance of the cr&�a as an example 
penetrates the conception of the ontological structure of the soul. In order 
to determine the KaKia of the soul, we will go back to the KaKia in the 
cr&�a, in flesh. The guiding line for the more precise determination of the 
object toward which the endeavors of the sophist are directed derives from 
the purification that relates to the flesh, cr&�a. 

�) The determination of the KaKia in the \j/DXrl, with 
the flesh as guiding line. 

aa) The KaKia of the flesh. Sickness and ugliness. 
Sickness: cr-eam� (insurrection) . Ugliness: a�£-rpia, 

()ucr£t()£� (deformity). Directedness-toward as condition 
of the possibility of the U�E'tpta 

of a comportment: general structural analysis. 

The human body can manifest a X£ipov in two ways: in the first place, as 
v6cro�, "sickness, " and secondly as aicrxo�, "ugliness" (cf. 228al), the op
posite of KaA.&�. The structures of these two forms of badness are essentially 
different. 

N6cro�, "sickness," is determined as cr-eam� (cf. a4), "insurrection," and 
this cr-eam� is determined as ()ta<j>opa -cou <j>ucr£t cruyy£vou� EK nvo� 
()ta<j>8opa� (cf. a7f. ), "a diremption of what is cruyy£v£�, what in its very 
Being belongs properly together, due to a disturbance," i.e., due to destruc
tion in the la rgest sense . What is characterist ic of v6cro� is thus cr-eam�, the 
stl•ppin� apart, thl' oppos i tion a �n i nst, the insurrl'c tion , of dl'tl• rm ina tions 
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which properly belong together in the being itself and which are thus 
likewise constitutive of the <j>ucrt<; of the being. 116�a, £m8u!lta, 8u!l6<;, 
1i8ovrl , Myoc,, AD7tll (cf. b2f.) :  all these determinations are constitutive of 
the Being of man. But for someone who finds himself in an unfortunate 
situation with regard to his soul, these structural moments do not simply 
step apart but they oppose themselves against one another, such that an 
insurrection arises. This character of insurrection determines v6croc,. What 
is essential here is hence that a mode of comportment comes into conflict 
with another and against another. 

Aicrxoc,, on the other hand, is 10 -rile, U!lE'tptac, . . .  y£voc, (cf. alOf.); it is 
a y£voc, of U!lE'tpta, "inadequacy. "  This is not a matter of the relation of one 
comportment to another but is something residing purely and simply in 
the comportment itself. It is not a matter of a relation, e.g. , between the way 
I speak about something and my disposition: that I speak in this or that 
way depending on my disposition at the time, my passions and prejudices, 
i.e., that my disposition encroaches on my speaking about the thing. Hence 
aicrxoc, is not a matter of the relation between Myoc, and AD1tll but on the 
contrary concerns merely one comportment, i.e., VO£iv by itself, to take the 
example set in relief here. Nm:iv has in itself the character of aicrxo<; insofar 
as it manifests an inadequacy residing in its very Being. Aicrxoc, is therefore 
a matter of the U!lE'tpta, the inadequacy, of a comportment not with regard 
to another but with regard to itself. Where this y£vo<; of U!lE'tpta occurs, 
there 7taV'taxou 8ucrtt8£c, (cf. alOf.), "there beings do not at all have the 
d8o<;, the outward look," which properly fits them. Instead, we find there 
dejormatio, disfiguration; the d8oc, is not what it should be. Aicrxo<; is 
distinct from v6croc, by virtue of the fact that there the inadequacy resides 
within the comportment itself and concerns its own specific constitution. 

We must then ask what sort of structure has to be presupposed in a 
comportment for it to be able to display something like aicrxoc, and U!l£'tpta. 
Not every comportment of the soul possesses the possibility of this 
8ucr£t8£c,. We must ask, accordingly, what d8o<;, what ontological structure, 
of a mode of comportment renders possible such 8ucrtt8£c,, such deforma
tion? The analysis makes this plain at 228c l ff . :  ocr' <&.v> KtVll <J£ffiC, 
!l£1acrx6v-ra Kat <JK07t6v nva 8£!l£Va 7t£tpffi!l£Va -rou-rou WYX<ivttv Ka8' 
EKU<J'tllV OP!lftV 7tap<i<j>opa aU'tOU ytyYll'tat Kat U1tO'tUYXUVTI, 1tO't£pov au-ra 
<J>-rlcro!l£V u1to <JD!l!lE'tptac, •il<; 7tpoc, aA.A.11A.a ft -rouvav-riov u1to <i!lE'tptac, 
au-ra 7t<icrxttv; We want to extract the individual moments packed in this 
very condensed analysis. It is a matter of the 'lfDX'Il, of a comportment of 
the soul, which: 

1 . ) is characterized as Ktv'llcr£roc, !l£'tacrx6v-ra, therefore as something "that 
bears in i tsel f K(Vllcrt<;." That means it is a psychic comportment having in 
i tse l f  the cha racter of the " from-to," a comportment which in its Being as 
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such is underway to something else. That is the sense of this KtvT1cr£m� 
�'tacrxov. 

2.) crKon6v nva 9EJ.1£Va, in this being underway to, it has posited that to 
which it is underway, as <JK01t6�. 1:Kon6� is usually translated "aim." Pro
vided the term is interpreted correctly, it does capture the meaning. The 
toward-which of a rivrtm� is that in which it comes, in accord with its own 
proper sense, to its end, its 'tEAO�. 1:Kon6� is such a 'teA.o� which is "sighted," 
crKo1t£tV, as 'tEAO�, and hence is uncovered. In this movement, its own proper 
end is by itself seen in advance. That is the genuine meaning of "aim." 

3 . )  1t£tpcOJ.l£Va 'tOU'tou 'tuyxav£tv: this Ktvrtcrt� is not merely underway 
toward but possesses OPJ.lll ,  "a striving to reach the goal," thus a positive 
tendency, an "urge," which is a new moment in opposition to a merely 
factual movement toward the goal. Where this is given, there can occur: 

4.) a napa<j>opa, a "going awry. " For only where there is a <j>opa, i.e., a 
KtVrtcrt�, in the sense of a striving to arrive at a 'tEAO� which is crKon6�, is 
there, properly speaking, a going awry. Only in relation to a <j>opa oriented 
by a definite striving can there be a napa<j>opa. 

Aicrxo� in the sense of this de-formation is thus possible only in the case 
of a formation which has in itself a direction toward something but which 
can also fail, by being deflected from its crKon6�. Such a comportment is a 
3ta<j>ep£tv not from another but from itself, from the meaning of Being 
residing in this being itself. The being is in itself, in its factual formation, 
inadequate to that toward which it itself as such is underway. Aicrxo� as 
UJ.l£'tpta is thus an inadequacy which, out of the being itself, recoils back 
on itself. 

Now arises the substantive question: where is such a phenomenon given 
in the 'lfDXTl and what is it? 

��) The a�'tpta in the 'lf'UXT1 : &yvota. Structural 
analysis of vo£iv. The orientation (OPJ.lll )  of vo£iv 

toward the aA.rt8e�. "Ayvota 
as ugliness in the 'lfDXTl · AA.rt9£U£tV as KaMv. 

The substantive question is hence: where and what in the 'lfDXTl is this 
phenomenon of 1dvrtm� which bears in itself a OPJ.lll and the possibility of 
napa<j>opa? This phenomenon in the 'lfDXTl is vo£iv, or, more concretely, 
<j>pov£iv, <j>p6vrtm�, which in Plato is still undifferentiated from cro<j>(a and 
Entcr'tllJ.lll · The most general term is vo£iv. The 'tEAO� of this KtVrtcrt� as VO£tV 
is the aA.rt8e�: that in which the seeing comes to an end, the perceived, i .e . ,  
beings present as they are uncovered in themselves. Therefore what con
stitutes the inadequacy of this vodv itself with regard to itself is 
nupa<j>pocruvrt : en'  aA.T18wxv opJ.lffiJ.lEVll� 'lf'UXTJ�, nupa<j>6pou cruvecr£m� 
ytyVOJ..I�Vl1� OtlDfV (XAAO nA.f} v  1tCXp(X<j>pocrUVrt (22Hc1 0ff. ) .  nupu<j>pocr\JVrt is 
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a very difficult term to translate, and in particular the usual translation is 
not a very happy one. The proper sense is "perception gone awry" or 
"misperception," i.e., it is not blindness, not mere non-seeing, but a much 
more radical deformation, precisely a "misperception," hence indeed a 
perception, a seeing. An extreme phenomenon of 1tapmj>pocruv11 is infatu
ation. The idea that the voeiv in the soul is a phenomenon which makes 
possible a 1tapmj>pOO'UVll, that there is hence an ayvoeiv, and that this 
ayvoeiv is itself a deformation, quite apart from whatever sort of practical 
comportment results from this ayvoeiv-that idea is founded in a more 
original one, expressed in the preceding statement: 'AJ...."AlJ. l.t:r'Jv \jfUXllV ye 
tO'!lEV axoucrav mxcrav 1t<XV ayvooucrav (228c7f. ) .  "We know that every soul 
(that means all human knowing, for here it is a matter of vodv) is in 
ignorance, &xoucra, without a positive impetus in that direction arising 
from itself." There is in the soul no positive <'>Pilll toward this failing, this 
misperceiving. On the contrary, precisely even in misperception, the <'>Pilll 
aims at the af....118E<;. This expresses the claim and the opinion that even the 
voeiv which is factually an ayvata is oriented toward the af....118E<;. Thus we 
see that in fact there resides in the soul such an ayvota, that (this is Plato's 
main concern) this ayvota Kmda a1Yto f.v \jfUXfl ll6vov ytyv6!lEV6v f.crnv (d. 
228d10f.), this ayvma "purely as such," a1Yto J.lOVOV, insofar as it is present 
at all, already constitutes a deformation, and that therefore the OUO'EtOE<; 
within this basic comportment determines the Kmda. Positively expressed, 
this means that the proper and genuine voeiv, i .e., af....ll8EUEtV, is the Kat...&<; 
and is hence that which is properly to remain in the soul and is to be set 
free. In this connection, we must keep in mind that Kat...&<;, or 'tO KaA6v 
and aicrxo<;, are for the Greeks decisive predicates for a thing and concern 
its proper ontological character. Our expression "beautiful" or the like is 
much too pale and worn out to render the sense of Kat...&<; in any significant 
fashion. What is essential is that voeiv, this OPJ.lll of soul toward the af....118E<;, 
be seen as what is most original in the constitution of man. 

We encounter here a wholly original structure, one visible to the Greek 
philosophy of the time, a structure of Dasein, which to be sure would not 
be pursued in an explicit anthropological reflection. 

yy) Directedness-toward as an original structure of Dasein as 
Being-in (Being-in-a-world) . The Greek discovery of Being-in. 
The Greek interpretation of existence as illuminated from the 

"world."  The darkness of the history of anthropological 
questioning (Dilthey). The ontology of Dasein as 

presupposition for an insight into this questioning. 

The structu re of Dasein 's being-underway toward what is to be uncovered 
toudws th<l t  o n tologica l structu re of Dasein we designate phenomenally as 
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Being-in. Dasein, always used here as a title for the Being of man, is char
acterized by the basic phenomenon of Being-in or, more fully expressed, 
Being-in-a-world. Being-in-a-world is a basic phenomenon and is not re
solvable further; on the contrary, it is a primary and perhaps the primary 
ontological fact of Dasein itself. This Being-in is initially permeated by 
ayvota, by a knowledge of the immediately given world which is at the 
same time a lack of knowledge. It is a certain infatuation with immediately 
given appearances, on the basis of which all further experiences of the 
world are interpreted, interrogated, and explained. The knowledge arising 
in this way can become science and as such can be nurtured and cherished. 
At the same time, it is clear that this ayvoeiv harbors a positive <'>Pilll toward 
an cXATJ8EUEtV which has the potential to break through the actual ignorance. 
I emphasized that the Greeks, in all their scientific questioning, did not 
primarily focus on anthropological contexts but instead were concerned 
with elucidating the Being of the world in which man lives. Quite naively 
and naturally, they then likewise interpreted existence, the Being of the 
soul, with the same means they employed to elucidate the beings of the 
world in their Being. This is a tendency already pregiven in natural Dasein, 
insofar as natural Dasein takes the means even for its self-interpretation 
from the immediately experienced world. Greek research merely follows 
this quite primitive and in itself justifiable tendency toward self-interpre
tation on the basis of what is given immediately. But in order to see anything 
of the anthropological structure in which man stood within Greek research, 
we need to return to the phenomena of cXATJ8Euetv, the uncovering and 
disclosure of the world . To be sure, this is only one direction in which we 
find access to these still wholly obscure contexts of the ontological struc
tures of human existence, quite apart from the fact that we today still have 
very little clarity concerning the concrete history of the development of 
anthropological questioning. Dilthey was one who dedicated his entire long 
life to gaining insight into this matter, and, as he himself conceded in his 
discourse on the occasion of his seventieth birthday, he always remained 
underway. 1  We lack not only the factual concrete contexts of Greek anthro
pology but also the connection between Greek and Christian anthropology 
and, even more, the connection between Luther 's anthropology and the 
preceding ones. In view of this state of research, we may not nurture the 
thought of being able to say anything definite about these phenomena, 
especially since the proper substantive preparation for an investigation into 
them is still in its infancy. For one can see these structures only if the 
ontology of Dasein itself is made the theme of its own proper research. 

I .  W. Di lt lwy, " RL•d e zum 70. Geburtst.1g," in Die gcis t ige Welt: Einleitu 11g i11 die Pili/osopilic 
dt•s / .dlt ' l l .• .  Wi l l w l m  Di l t hl•ys Cl>s.l m nwl tl' Schri ftt•n, B.md V, Ersil' H :i l ftt•. Ll' ipzig a nd Bt•r l in,  
1 924, d. p. 9 .  
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It is in this context that the structures now becoming visible through the 
elucidation of ayvma belong. To this ayvota there corresponds, in terms of 
K6.8apm<;, a definite mode of purification. What is that mode? 

y) The determination of the Ka8ap01<; of ayvma. 

aa) The K6.8apm<; of ayvota as ctcacrKaAtK'll . 

If ayvma is an a1crxo<;, a deformation, then its structure contains a cucr-, a 
XEipov. So the question arises: is there a 1EXV1l that can cast out this cucr
and set free the �£/..nov, the aA.rt8EU£tV, the voEiv? Insofar as this would be 
a 'tEXVrt concerned with knowing and not-knowing, it will have the general 
character of CtcacrKaAtKll (cf. 229a9), " instruction." Instruction brings about 
the disappearance of ignorance by communicating knowledge. The ques
tion, however, is whether such CtcacrKaAtK'll which communicates knowl
edge (and this is comparable to the sophist's selling of Myot) is capable of 
removing the deformation in the soul. And in this way a question arises 
concerning the ctcacrKaAtKll directed to ayvota. The deliberations aim at 
elaborating, versus the OtcacrKaAtKll immediately given, a quite peculiar 
one, one whose single unique goal is the removal of this ayvota. 

��) Further determination of ayvma. "Ayvota as a1J-a8ia, as 
presumptive knowledge and infatuation, as the actual Karia 

in the \j/UXll . 

The �EVO<; says of ayvma: Ayvoia<; youv j.lf"{a 'tl IJ-Ot OOKW Kat xaAE1tOV 
a<j>roptcrj.lEVOV op&v Eico<;, 1tUcrt 'tOt<; UAAOt<; auti'J<; UV'ttcr'ta8j.lOV IJ-EpEcrtv 
(229clff.) . "I believe I see an ignorance, namely the one just characterized, 
which is IJ-Eya, great, a great and difficult field delimited in itself, an igno
rance which is av'ttcr'ta81J-OV, which has the same weight as all other kinds 
of ignorance together," which includes all ignorance in the sense of mere 
unfamiliarity. The �EVO<; now characterizes this ayvota more precisely: it is 
10 IJ-Tt Ka'tEtM'ta n COKEiv Ei.c£vm (cS), that state and constitution of man 
which consists in "not yet having seen something or other, IJ-Tt Ka'tEtOO'ta 
n, yet appearing to oneself and in the eyes of others as if one had knowledge 
of it ." "Not yet having seen the thing," IJ-Tt Ka'tEtOO'ta n (this Ka'ta signifies 
precisely a looking upon something in the correct way) is not yet having 
seen the thing and yet appearing to oneself and to others (the word OOKEiv 
requires this to be supplemented) as if one did know it. At 230b, the same 
state of affairs is once more formulated, so briefly that we cannot express 
it tha t  way in our language at all, and . specifically with regard to the 
phenomenon which wil l  be discussed later, namely Myo<;. otrt'tat 'tt<; n 1tEpt 
Af.y£tv Af.y(J)V j.lllOfV (b4f. ) :  such a one "bel ieves he i s  sa ying something about 
a th in�,'' k·t t in� it bl• sel'll, cbto<j>cdvmem, "yet is not say ing a nything about 
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it," and, on the contrary, is distorting it. This f.U'j JCCX't£t86m 'tt ooJCeiv do£vm 
or otm8a{ n 7tEpt f...Eynv f...Eyo:JV llllOEV is what ot' ou JCtvouveuet miv'ta ocra 
otavo{� cr<j>aA.A6!1E9a y{yvecrem 1tamv (229c5f. ) : "this peculiar phenomenon 
of ayvota is what makes all of us be deceived in our discernment, our 
OHXVota." This lli'l ICCX't£t86'ta 'tt OOICEtV £io£vat, the presumed familiarity 
with something, is the proper origin of deception and error. What is essen
tial is not mere ignorance, mere unfamiliarity, but a positive presumption 
of knowledge. 

This ayvota is designated at 229c9 as U!1CX9ia, unproficiency, inexperi
ence. The positive phenomenon opposed to UllCX9ta is 7tat0Eta, proper 
"upbringing. " nmoefa is usually translated as "education," and U!1CX9ta as 
"lack of education." But the term "education" in our language does not at 
all capture the sense. For we understand an educated, or cultured, man to 
be precisely one who knows a great deal and indeed knows everything 
possible to know in all realms of science, art, and the like, and not only has 
a general acquaintance but knows the most valuable details, and judges 
with taste, and to all questions put to him from any of these realms always 
has a ready answer, and acquires each day what is newest and most valu
able. Now such an education does not at all require what the Greeks 
understand by 7tat0Eta. For that education does not make one capable of 
posing a proper substantive question. One will not thereby have the proper 
disposition to be a researcher, though this does not mean every researcher 
has to be uneducated. Yet our contemporary philosophy is to a large extent 
made up of such education. It does not have to be a historiographical 
education, but there is also an education in systematics. By the same token, 
there are also such educative sciences in other disciplines, e.g., in theology. 
And therefore it can happen that a theologian or a theological faculty, with 
simultaneous appeal to the general disposition, will endorse another 
theologian's paper by saying that special merit must be attributed to it for 
emphasizing that sin is the opposite of faith. It would be precisely the same 
if a mathematician were to say to his colleague, after hearing him lecture, 
that his paper was indeed methodologically insufficient, perhaps even com
pletely beside the point, but we mathematicians all agree we owe the author 
thanks for having proclaimed with emphasis that a + b = b + a. Thereby 
wailing misery is transformed into ludicrousness. I do not know whether 
the state of our contemporary spiritual make-up has struck the soul of the 
present public or not. But 7tatOEia is not education in this sense; on the 
contrary, it is a 7tPCXY!lCX'tEta, a task, and hence not a self-evident possession. 
It is not a task any person can take up according to whim but is one which 
precise ly encounters in each person i ts own proper resistances . And this is 
thl• way i t  sta nds with the OtoammA.tK1l that is to have the function of 
FK��<xA.A.n v.  
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In order to grasp the genuine aim of the whole dialogue at the end, it is 
important to see here that ayvota is a lWKta. That means that purely in 
itself, as a determinate formation, or, rather, de-formation, of the soul, it 
denigrates the Being of man with regard to his ontological possibilities. 
Therefore this ayvota does not require a relation to determinate objects, 
ones it precisely does not know. A definite realm of objects is not constitu
tive of ayvota. Its very existence as such is already sufficient to characterize 
it as KaK(a. By reason of the peculiar sort of Being of this KaK6v, a corre
sponding 'tEXVll proves necessary, one which is to have the sense of a 
Ka9apmc;, a purification. 

yy) Further determination of 8t8acrKaAtKij as Ka9apmc; of 
ayvota . Not a communication of knowledge but a liberation 

toward <iA.ll9EUEtv: rtat8E(a. A6yoc; as essential element of 
rtat8Eia. Its types: vou9E'tll'ttKij (admonition) and elenchtics . 

Rejection of vou9E'tll'ttKij . 

This ayvota is not such that it can be eliminated through the infusion of 
definite bits of knowledge . Therefore the 8toacrKaA.tKij cannot have the 
character of Oll)ltoUpytKij (cf. 229dlf.); i .e., it cannot be something that 
provides or produces a definite stock of objective knowledge and that 
imparts definite objective cognitions. And so the question arises concerning 
a 'tEXVll which alone would bring about the elimination of the ayvota. In 
positive terms, it would allow the <iA.ll9EUEtV itself to become free. This 
'tEXVll is hence a )l£pos otoacrKaA.tKflc; <irtaA.A.a't'tov 'touw (cf. 229cllf.), "a 
mode of 8toacrKaA.tKij which removes 'tOU'to," namely the ayvota or the 
<i)la9fa. And this otoacrKaA.tKij is precisely rtatoEia (cf. d2) . Specifically, it 
is a matter of a ot8acrKaA.trij ev wic; A.Oyotc; (cf. el), a otoacrKaA.tKii carried 
out in the mode of speaking with one another and to one another. You see 
here again how the phenomenon of Ka9apcrtc; is incorporated into that 
which has already been of constant interest in the determination of the 
sophist: A.6yoc;. The Ka9apms is something carried out in A.EyEtv and is 
related to A.6yot. 

This is the occasion to distinguish two modes of otoacrKaA.tKij : first, the 
vou9E'tll'tlKij (d. 230a3), which works with mere admonitions, mere remon
strance. It is not a matter of imparting knowledge but has merely the sense 
of bringing the other to a definite decision and comportment. Such a 
otoacrKaA.tKij, however, obviously cannot accomplish the desired purifica
tion of the soul with regard to ayvota. So Plato says: d�acrf nvEc; . . . 
ftyijcracrem (230a5f. ), "some seem to be of the opinion," and specifically 
not on the basis of arbi trary whim but A.Oyov eau'tois Mv'tEc; (aS), after they 
haw prt'Sl'n ti fil'd the ma tter itse lf under discussion.  They seem to be of the 
o p i n io n :  
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1 . )  nuaav ch:oumov <l�-ta8iav dvm (a6). This is a repetition of the prop
osition we have seen above: "All unproficiency comes to be without a 
positive decision in favor of it." 

2.) !lCX8£'iV ou8£v 1tO't' &v £8£ilnv 'tOV OlO!lfVOV dvm ao<1Jov 'tOt)'t(l)V OlV 
otouo 7tEpt 8£tvoc; dvm (a6ff.) :  "No one will learn anything about a subject 
he considers himself an expert in and thinks he is already thoroughly 
familiar with. " 

3.) llWX 8£ 1tOAAOU 1t6vou 'tO vou8£'t1l'ttKOV d8oc; rflc; 1tat8£tac; <JillKpov 
avU't£lV (a8f. ) :  against such ignorance as this &yvota in the strict sense, the 
mode of education in question, the vou8£'tll'ttKJl, admonition and remon
strance, would be able ll£'ta 8£ 7tOAAou 1t6vou <JiltKpov avU'tftV, "even with 
great pains and at great cost, to accomplish but the slightest thing." 

The vou8£'!1l'tlKJl must fail, because the comportment which needs to 
undergo the purification, by its very sense, shuts itself off from such in
struction by considering itself dispensed with the necessity of purification 
in the first place. Indeed it is part of the very sense of &yvota to believe 
that it already knows. It is precisely this pretence to knowledge that the 
8t8a<JKCXAtKJl must attack. This pretence must, as it were, be emptied, un
dermined, and thereby brought to the point that it collapses upon itself. 

88) The K<i8apatc; of the &:yvom by £A£yxoc;. The procedure of 
£A£yxoc;. Setting the 86�at against each other through the 

auv<iy£tV de; £v . Rejection of the purported discovery of the 
principle of contradiction. Its discovery in Aristotle. The 

£K�oA.11 of M�a as !l£yt<J't11 't&v Ka8<ipa£rov. The liberation of 
Dasein toward aA.rt8£U£tV. 

Plato now says that those who know how things stand with this &yvota
that it is precisely grounded in the fact that 1tucmv aKoucnov ci�-ta8iav dvm, 
"all unproficiency comes to be without a resolution toward it"-already 
possess the path to the £K�oA.ll (cf. 230bl) .  �t£pro't&<Jtv, they "question" 
anyone who oi6�-t£Voc; My£tv n Myrov �-trt8£v (d. b4f.); "they question him 
thoroughly. " �t£pro'tUV means to question so as to shake someone thor
oughly, as it were, i .e., to overwhelm him with questions so that he is 
altogether shaken in his d&vm and is thereby disabused of his purported 
familiarity with things. Here we see the concrete connection with the modes 
of everyday activity mentioned at the beginning, e.g., the winnowing of 
grain. The thorough questioning has determinate stages. What is essential 
is that the ones who carry it out, take 'tac; M�ac;, "the opinions" of the 
person concerned, the one who is undergoing the questioning, and 
auv<iyoV't£c; 'tote; A6yotc; £ic; 'tCXU'tOV n8£a<Jt (cf. b6), "in discussion they 
bring togctlwr, auvaynv, the pl'rson 's opinions about some matter and 
rl• la h.• tlwm to one a nd t lw Sil llll' t h i ng."  That is  to s.ly, t lwy accom p l ish 
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something we have already become familiar with, the cruvopav: they "see 
together" the very different things someone has said about one single 
matter. Tt8£vt£� (b7), when that happens, "they let be seen," £m8nKVuoucrtv 
(b7), what? A'lmxc; autaic; . . .  £vaV't(ac; (b7f. ), that the opinions "as it were, 
slap each other in the face," that one opinion, which has always claimed 
to show the matter about which it speaks, covers over what the other 
opinion shows, and vice versa. They let be seen this peculiar £vavt(ov 
among the 86�at and specifically auta� autaic; &J.La . . .  £vavtfa� (b7f.) .  
The sense of this &J.La cannot be grasped here in a wholly univocal way. 
We are tempted to take it without further ado as a temporal determination: 
"at once"-insofar as the 86�at are understood as grasping one and the 
same matter in the very same sense of making present. That means the 
object of the opinions and the opinions themselves dwell in the character 
of the now: now the matter is so and so, or now the one opinion says this 
and the other says the opposite. But we must indeed leave the meaning of 
the aJ.La open here, and the same applies in general to the entire explication 
of what is really at issue, as I will show later. First of all it is a question of 
simply making visible the structures that are supposed to be uncovered in 
the 8trponav, UJ.La 1t£pt 't(OV aut&v 1tpo� ta auta Kata 't<XU'ta £vavtfac; 
(b7f. ) . "AJ.La: the 86�at speak "at the same time," "at once," against each 
other; 1tEpt t&v aut&v: as opinions "about the same matters"; 1tpo� ta auta, 
considering the same matters "in relation to the same other ones"; Kata 
tauta, taking this relation itself for its part "in the same regard." This is a 
very rich formulation of what taut6v properly means, in regard to which 
those who question thoroughly in this way see the 86�at together and bring 
them together. All these terms, UJ.La 1tEpt t&v aut&v 1tpo� ta auta Kata 
tauta, are meant to extract clearly the £v which must already be seen at 
the very outset and in relation to which the questions are oriented. What 
is essential to this 8trponav is to lead the oi6J.Lrvoc; "J..£yrtv n "J..£yow J.LllOEV 
in such a way that he sees the inconsistency with himself, the inconsistency 
within his own comportment. That means it has to be shown to him that 
he presents the matter at issue sometimes in one way and then again in 
another way: i .e. , he does not have any relation at all to the matters them
selves. Here it is always a question of the £vavtfov of 86�at, opinions. We 
must still take the term 86�a in an indeterminate sense, although, if the 
usual chronology is correct, Plato had already given in the Theaetetus a more 
precise characterization of 86�a, one which, to be sure, did not yet grasp 
the genuine phenomenon. What we have here then is a playing off of the 
86�at against each other, in order to make the one who has them confused 
about himself .  But this is in no sense a discovery of the principle of con
trad iction .  That is ou t of the question. 

Thl' princ ipll> of con trad iction can be discovered only if  the principle is 
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grasped as a principle. Plato never presses on to that, as we will see in the 
second part of the Sophist . It is thus fundamentally impossible to say that 
Plato has discovered the principle of contradiction. But he has certainly 
exposed very definite structural connections in the act of contradicting, 
which Aristotle undoubtedly elaborated in his discussion of contradiction 
in Metaphysics IV, chapter 3ff. We can at most say that in a certain sense the 
principle of contradiction is potentially there in Plato .  I cannot now enter 
into the substantive questions connected to this principle of contradiction . 
I merely emphasize that the principle of contradiction even still today, and 
actually throughout history, is a matter of controversy, with regard to its 
formulation as well as with regard to its origination, i .e. , whether it is 
deducible from the principle of identity and is founded therein, or whether 
it is an independent principle. Likewise, its character as law and norm is 
controversial: i .e. , whether it is a rule for the formulation of propositions, 
a law of propositions, or whether it is a law of Being, expressing an onto
logical state of affairs . People have even taken both these together. It is 
impossible to decide anything correctly here as long as the proposition 
itself, this definite mode of Myoc,, remains unclarified. 

What is now important to us is simply the central point of this part of 
the dialogue: that such thorough questioning, and consequently the shak
ing and ultimate casting out of the ungenuine 86�cn, are possible only on 
the basis of a previous cruvayEw tic, EV . This anaAA.a¥11 (cf. 230c2), this 
"clearing away" of 86�at, is at the same time an £�EA£iv (cf. ibid.), a 
removal of what stands in the way of the J.Lalh'H.ta'ta (d. ibid.) , the proper 
positive learning. Once this EK�ol.li , this Ka8apmc,, succeeds, then the one 
who is purified is one who llYOUf.1£VOC, U1tEp OlOEV EiOEVat JlOVa, 1tAet(J) o£ 

!lll (d. d3), "is of the opinion he knows only and exclusively what he has 
seen," what he has appropriated insightfully, "but no more than that. " 
This Ka8apmc, is called the J.!Eyt<JTIJ and KUptro'taTIJ (d7), "the highest and 
properly decisive," precisely because it first opens up Dasein for a possible 
encounter with the world and with itself. On this basis, the �€voc, could 
J l ready say earlier that this otoaaKaAtKll or this Ka8apmc, is av-ria-ra8J.Loc, 
in relation to the whole multiplicity of other possible modes of communi
Ci.l ti ng, of communicating knowledge. Thereby it is clear that Plato is not 
i.lt i.l l l  speaking about the material content of knowledge; here it is a matter 
s imply of the Being of Dasein itself: to what extent does it dwell in 
UA118EUEtV or in ayvota. This is in accord with ayvota itself, which is 
mere ly i.ln ontologica l character, free from all material content, from the 
known as such .  Consequently, even the foregoing consideration of the 
sophist hils ca rried out its tei.lching completely formally. We have actually 
l l•a rm•d noth ing a t  a l l  about thl' con tent  of  the soph i sts' ph i losoph ies and 
d octri rws, bec;1 u se <l t the Vl'ry ou tsl't tlw oriL•n tn t ion was to expose their 
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knowledge, i .e ., their ignorance, their aj.u:x9ia, in its proper ontological 
structure, which naturally is formal in opposition to all concrete, material 
knowledge. 

And so now we ask: the ones "who employ this 'tEXVll,'' XPWJ.lEVOt 't<XU't'!l 
'tfl -rexvn (d. 230e5), are they the sophists we are seeking? 

d) The result of the sixth diairesis: philosophy as 
"legitimate sophistry." The similarity between philosophy 

and sophistry. The aporia in relation to the sophist. 

We can say that what has now been found 7tpocr€otKE y£ 'tOlOU'tCfl 'ttVi 
(231a4), "is in a certain sense similar to such a one," i .e. , it comes close to 
the sophist. But at the same time the �£vo� has misgivings: 0£1: minrov 
J.lUAtcr-ra 1tEpt -ra� OJ.lOt6nrm� a£t 7tat£icrem TJ'tv <j>uA.aK'llv (a7f.), "when it 
comes to similarities, we have to be on our guard."  Recall what the Phaedrus 
said about the OJ.lOlOUV and OJ.lOlOucrem. This sort of presentation and 
interpretation of the OtOacrKaA.tKi) 'tEXV1l naturally aims at bringing the 
sophist and the philosopher very close together. But initially this 
accomplishes nothing else than what the natural public conception already 
has at its disposal: the sophists, the philosophers, and the 7tOAt'ttKoi are all 
muddled together, the one is taken for the other, and no one is capable of 
distinguishing them. Now this appearance is made still more explicit and 
sharper, such that when the sophist and the philosopher are brought so 
close to each other, whatever might be there to distinguish them will dis
tinguish them in a fundamental way. But in order to hold this back and 
perhaps even in order to characterize philosophy intentionally in a non
positive fashion as regards content, Plato calls what has been discovered 
cro<j>tO"'ttKll, though to be sure a quite peculiar cro<j>tO"'ttK1l-y£v£t y£vvaia 
(231b8), the "legitimate" one, the one that comes forth out of the genuine 
stem of its proper Being, the one that actually is what the factual sophist 
simply pretends to be. Versus this designation of <j>tA.ocro<j>ia as cro<j>tcrnKi) 
y£v£t y£vvaia, Aristotle calls cro<j>tcr-rtK'll <j>atVOJ.lEVTl <j>tA.ocro<j>ia. 

So we now have apparently less clarity than ever as regards the question 
of what the sophist properly is. We are in a certain sense thrown back to 
the beginning; it is just that now our ignorance or confusion has become 
explicit and, as it were, clarified. Therefore Theaetetus says: a1rop& 8£ £yroy£ 
i)o11 Ota -ro 1toA.A.a 1t£<j>avem, -ri XPll 1tO't£ ro� aA.11efJ A.£yovm Kat 
oucrxupt�OJ.lEVOV £i7t£tV OV't(l)� dvm 'tOV O"O<j>tcr'tllv (23lb9ff.) . Ota 'tO 1tOAAU 
1t£<j>avem, "because so many things have now been shown" in relation to 
the sophist, "I  can no longer find a way out," a7top&, I do not know, -ri 
ov-rro� dvm, "what  then tht' sophist actua l ly is" and how he is to be deter
m i nL'd in rL•a l i ty. I do not know what I am supposed to say, i f I ro� aA.11811 
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Ai.yw (d. cl), "if I am to speak in such a way that I present the matter at 
issue," and specifically 8ucrxupt/;6j.I.Evov (cl), "on firm ground." 

§57. Summary of the previous six definitions. The unitary basic 
structure: the sophist as avnA.oytK6c; (231d-232e). 

Before the new approach to a positive determination of the sophist, there 
occurs, as I have already emphasized, one more summary of the previous 
discussions: 61t6cra . . .  7t£<jlav-rat (231dl f.), "everything which has shown 
itself up to now." It is telling that this summary is a mere recounting of 
what was gained in successive steps; it is not a summary in the sense of a 
cruvayw"Yll . It cannot be a cruvayw"Yll , since precisely what is still lacking is 
the £v with regard to which the cruvayw"Yll would be carried out . But, at 
the same time, the summary is also oriented positively, precisely with a 
view toward preparing for the task of making the £v visible. Thus we have 
here again the distinction between a mere gathering together of what was 
dispersed, 8t£<J1tapj.1.£va, and a proper cruvayw"Yll . The cruvayw"Yll should 
take the £v as guideline, and this £v should be gained from the matter at 
issue, whose phenomena are here taken together. 

The basic character of the matter at issue, for which we are seeking the 
£v, is 'tEXVTJ . Under this peculiar aspect of 'tEXVTJ, the sophist was indeed 
seen from the very outset. And now it has been shown that the sophist is 
an E1tl<JTJlj.I.OJV nc; noA.A.&v (232al ) .  We have before us a 'tEXVTJ related to a 
manifold, related to what was exposed in the various definitions. j.l.tac; 8£ 
'tEXVTJc; 6v6j.l.an 7tpocrayopEUTJ'tat (a2). And for this 'tEXVTJ, in these manifold 
aspects, we have one ovoj.l.a, one designation. With such a state of affairs, 
however, i .e. , a phenomenon showing itself in so manifold a way and yet 
always being designated with the same name, "something must not be 
right/' 'tO <jlav'ta<Jj.l.a 'tOl)'tO we; OUK £cr8' uyt£c; (232a2f. ) .  He who finds 
himself in such a situation, being given a phenomenon in a manifold of 
aspects without an orientation toward the £v, with the result that he cannot 
attribute the uniqueness of the name to a unitary matter in a founded way, 
such a one ou 8uva-rat Kanoeiv EKEivo au'tf]c; <EXVTJc;> (a4), "cannot in that 
case properly see that in the 'tEXVTJ " eic; 6 miv-ra -ra 11a81l!la'ta -rau-ra �A£1t£t 
(a4f.L "to which all these capacities refer/' this £v toward which they are 
oriented . Thereby the path is predelineated for us to acquire the £v for the 
manifold aspects of 'tEXVTJ : not from 'tEXVTJ itself insofar as it is a multiform 
comportment to something, but from that toward which it comports itself. 
And so the question must now be raised : in regard to what, properly 
spL•a k i ng, is th i s 'tfXVTJ a know-how in the genuine sense, notwithstand ing 
i ts m u l t i form cnpac i ti l•s? HL•nn• Wl' a re seek ing the object of this know-how 
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as a ev. The �evoc; says: £v yap 'ti J.lOt J.lcXAt<m� KU't£<j>av11 a\l't<)v J.lllvi>ov 
(232b3f. ) .  "One thing appeared to me most able to make him visible, mhov 
J.lllVi>ov."  MT1VD£tv means "to indicate something concealed. "  This, this 
structure, which is appropriate for making visible the proper ev, the ev 
toward which the entire sophistical 'tEXVll is oriented, is called avnA.oytK'll ; 
i .e., the sophist is understood as avnA.oytK6c; (cf. b6) . This is the mode of 
comportment elaborated in the fifth definition, at 225b . This avni.Ey£tv is 
not only an avni.Ey£tv, a speaking against and a contradicting as a com
portment toward others, but also what the sophist provides and what he 
sells is itself nothing other than the avnA.oytK'll , Kai 't&v al.l.wv au'tou 
wuwu otMcrKal.ov yiyv£cr8m (232b8f. ), and the sophist is at the same time 
the teacher of the very same thing that constitutes his proper comportment. 

Thereby the six definitions are joined together in unity. The avni.Ey£tv 
comprises: 

1 . )  the way of dealing with other people in the sense of hunting them. 
The sophist seizes others when he can, and by his way of speaking he makes 
them objects of his hunt. While he speaks with them as avnA.oytK6c;, he 
presents his 'tEXVll . That is the first definition.  

2.) What he claims to provide them, what he sells (definitions 2-4) is  
again this avni.Eyav. And finally 

3.)  the mode of carrying out the £A£yxoc;, by exposing publicly, by shaking 
(also in the negative sophistical sense), as characterized in the sixth defini
tion, is again a Ot£pOl'tUV in the sense of avnt.Eymem. 

Thus we see that the avnA.oytK6c; gathers together in a basic structure 
the phenomenal content acquired up to now with regard to the sophist. Yet 
the £v itself, insofar as we understand it as the de; o, that toward which this 
'tEXVll avnA.oytK'll is directed, still remains undetermined. The comport
ments are centered in the avni.Ey£tv or, put briefly, in I.Ey£tv, in A.6yoc;. The 
question to be asked is: what then does this avnt.Eynv deal with? 

§58. The seventh definition of the sophist. Semblant artist 
(232b-236c) . 

a) The "obj ect" of sophistical Myoc;: 'ta 7tUV'tU. 

a) Enumeration of the individual "objects" of sophistical 
Myoc;. The orientation of Greek-Platonic philosophy. 

The consideration continues, properly speaking, at 232b: <JK07tWJ.l£V 8'11 , n£pi 
'tivoc; apa Kai <j>amv oi 'tOtOU'tOt 7tOt£tV UV'ttAOytKODc; (bll f.) . What is the 
actua l  field of av'ttAEy£tv? That  must now be subjected to a crKE\jltc;, a search
in� i nq u i ry; Wl' m ust dl'tcrmine what th is  'tfXVll aV'ttAoytK'll encompasses. 
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This aKE\jftc; must be carried out £� apxftc; (b12),  from the very beginning, 
since, ultimately, everything belongs in this field. The consideration extends 
from 232c to 232e. 

The speeches of the sophists deal with: 
1 . )  -ra 8Eia, ocr' atjlavft mic; noA.A.oic; (cf. cl), "the divine, that which for 

most people, for the multitude, is not visible," and here the sophists are 
simply trying to make an impression. It is essential to see that -ra 8Eia, the 
divinities, are beings, indeed are most properly beings, in the sense of the 
most excellent of everything that is. 

2.) oaa tjlavEpa rflc; 'tE Kat oupavou Kat 'tWV 1tEpt 'tU 'tOtaU'ta (c4f.), 
"everything lying there open to view on earth and in heaven" :  hence, in 
addition to the most excellent beings, those that are given first and what 
everyone can see, amJ.La'ta. 

3.)  The sophists speak about y£vmtc; and oua{a Ka-ra mivtffiV (cf. c8), 
about Being and about coming into being with regard to all the beings just 
mentioned.  That is, the sophists speak not only about the most excellent 
beings, and the first given beings, but also about the Being of these beings. 

4.) They deal with the VOJ.LOt and m)J.Lnav-ra -ra noA.mK<i (d. dl ), every
thing whatsoever connected to the n6A.tc; and to the Being of the n6A.tc;: 
above all, whatsoever touches the �4lov 1tOAt'ttK6v, i .e. ,  the Being of man. 
Hence the sophists treat human life itself as a being. 

5 . )  The sophists deal with -r£xvm and, specifically, 1tEpt naa&v 'tE Kat 
Ka'ta J.Liav EK<ia'tllv 'tEXVllV (dSf.), with all possible modes of know-how in 
regard to something or other, both as a whole and in every single particular, 
and this includes all knowledge, all sciences, and every discipline. 

This completes the circuit of that in which the avnA.oytKJ1 moves. It deals 
with all beings, Being, and all know-how, i.e., the comprehension of all 
beings and of Being. ll>atVE'tat youv Bit CJXEOOV ouB£v U1tOA\1tElV (232e5), 
"outside of this, there is obviously nothing more," such that the sophists in 
fact ev KEtj>aA.at<p 1tEpt 1tUV'tffiV (e3), speak "in summary, about everything" 
and claim to impart the correct Bl>VaJ.Ltc; of aV'ttAEyEtv about everything. This 
summary is naturally also important for the positive characterization of the 
horizon surrounding Plato, surrounding his philosophy: beings as god and 
world, beings in the sense of man, whatever relates to the Being of these 
beings, and, at the same time, the modes of know-how in regard to all these 
modes of beings and of Being. We now have to ask how this determination 
which relates the avnA.oytKTt 'tEXVll to -ra n<iv-ra provides an essential, and 
i ndeed the essential, characteristic of this 'tEXVll itself. That is, we need to see 
how i ts peculiar object characterizes this 'tEXVll itself in its Being. 

The sophist has shown himself in a manifold of aspects and specifically 
in  such a way that  this manifold was given in  everyday percept ion . I f  one 
d i ngs to tlw surface of  thl' tex t, t lwn th is  ma n i fo ldnt•ss is basl•d in 'tfXVll 
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and its possible articulation. And indeed this path would certainly lead to 
a manifold and would also make it possible to articulate schematically the 
connection of the various determinations. For us, however, the task is to 
go back behind this external structure to that in which the manifoldness is 
founded. This plurality of the aspects does not reside in the arbitrariness 
of the everyday way of perceiving and considering; on the contrary, it is 
grounded in the structure of the very beings at issue here. The manifoldness 
derives not from the imprecision and preliminary character of the everyday 
mode of consideration but from the very structure of what is standing under 
consideration . 

�) Explication of the 'tEXVTJ cro<j>t<HtKl) as a mode of 
commerce with things. The structural moments of this 

commerce (the objects-the mode-the end, Ei� o) . 
The primacy of the Ei� o in Plato. 

TEXVTJ, which we have indeed determined as know-how, is, precisely as 
know-how, a structural moment of our commerce with things in the broad
est sense. Human Dasein enters into commerce with things, has something 
to do with things. This commerce includes: 1 .) the objects, 2.) a definite 
mode of commerce, of concern, and 3.) the precise end of the commerce or 
concern. Limiting ourselves initially to these three structural moments, it 
is clear that they are included in every commerce as commerce and hence 
in every 'tEXVTJ as 'tEXVTJ . Thus every 'tEXVTJ can be seen from these three 
sides. In terms of the sophist, the objects of his commerce, that with which 
he properly has to do, are men, beings of his own kind, beings that occur 
in the world and are in it with him. Such beings, which share our own 
Being, comprise the "shared world" [Mitwelt]. On the other hand, the beings 
we have commerce with, but which do not share our own mode of Being, 
comprise the "surrounding world" [Umwelt]: trees, stones, land, sea. The 
beings with which the sophist has to do are the former, other men. Now 
the Being of man is determined as l;cpov Myov exov, and thus the beings 
with which the sophist has to do are Myov EXOV'tE�. As to the mode of 
commerce, the manner of the concern, it is avnA.EyEcr8cn, i.e., A.EyEtV. And 
the end, that which the commerce aims at, is 7tatOEia, i.e., a determinate 
ouvaJ.nc; of avnMymecn. And in this way the ontological structure of the 
sophist, which at first was characterized quite formally as 'tEXVTJ, now 
becomes concrete. The objects of the commerce are beings characterized by 
MyEtV; the mode of the commerce is AEyEtV; and what the commerce aims 
at is again Mynv. Thus precisely here, in the 'tEXVTJ croqncrnKl), we see at 
the sa me time the m u lti form ity of  the structure of Myo�. 

Tht'se va rious structures-tht' objects of the commerce, i ts mode, its 
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aim-which pertain to the very Being of the beings under consideration 
can for their part be considered either provisionally or properly. These basic 
structures themselves offer sundry aspects. Thus it is clear that as long as 
the beings at issue here, ones designated by the title 'tEXVll-as long as these 
beings themselves (and that means nothing else than the Being of man)
are not exposed according to all their basic structures, there will persist an 
incertitude in the interpretation of these structures, which are always visible 
in some way or another. And thus it happened, as the history of philosophy 
shows, that some structures of Dasein were indeed always seen, but that 
one or the other structure always had priority and the rest were interpreted 
on the basis of the former. 1 

This deficiency, which naturally is present even in Plato, shows itself in 
the fact that the question of the £v, within the multiform moments taken 
up in the sophist, initially follows a quite determinate direction. On what 
do all these structures center, the ones we have seen thus far in the sophist? 
That is the question Plato asks, and he determines this direction toward the 
£v, this possible unification (insofar as it must precisely be a concrete one) 
from the concrete matter at issue itself, from the 'tEXVll . He determines it 
specifically in terms of that to which the commerce as commerce is related, 
in the sense of the end or aim of the commerce. To speak quite roughly, the 
unity derives from what the sophist is properly trying to accomplish, the 
aim of his comportment. That is the sense of the tic; o of 'tEXVll. If a consid
eration of 'tEXVll takes this direction, toward the aim, then it faces the task 
of provisionally characterizing its domain, i .e. , the objects encompassed by 
this aim. And this characterization of content leads necessarily to a deter
mination of the mode of comportment related to the objects . That is to say, 
the characterization of the tic; o (av'ttMyrcr8at and avnMynv) provides at 
the same time the possibility of determining the Being of this Mynv itself. 

The ric; o encompasses, in terms of the objects in its domain, as Plato's 
enumeration shows, everything that can at all be a possible object of dis
cussion. In his enumeration, Plato proceeds from the most excellent beings 
to the most common, and he then determines the possibility of a consider
ation of these beings with regard to their Being. Then he turns to the beings 
connected to Dasein itself, and he finally moves to the comportment which 
can make accessible all these beings and the Being of these beings, namely 
'tEXVll . This sketch of the range of avnA.eyecr8at shows that, in the case of 
the sophist, it encompasses everything. The domain of the aV'ttAEyrcr8at of 
the sophist includes all beings, in regard to their Being, and also includes 
the mode of know-how relative to them. 

I .  Sl'l' t ill' .l ppl•nd i x .  
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y) First intimation of the ontological problematic of the 'tEXVTJ 
cro<\JtmtK"ll : the Being of non-beings. 

The peculiar thing is that this avnA£yE<J9at, i.e., the 'tEXVTJ of the sophist, 
is impossible in terms of that to which it relates. Thus the 'tEXVTJ of the 
sophist shows itself as an impossibility, i.e., something which cannot be. 
For 1tCXV'ta E1tt<J'ta<J9at (233a3) could pertain only to the gods. This is indeed 
a negative determination, but we have already seen in the earlier consid
eration, in the sixth definition, that there parenthetically, though of course 
intentionally, the comportment of disclosing beings, cXATJ9EUEtV, was char
acterized as KtVTJcrtc;, 6pJ.rrV In other words: the Being of man, insofar as it 
is oriented toward knowledge, is as such underway. Its uncovering of beings, 
E1tt<J'ta<J9at, is never finished. Hence the claim 1tC:iv1:a E1tt<J'ta<J9at is in itself 
an ontological impossibility. Thus, on the basis of the de; o, the 'tEXVTJ of 
the sophist reveals itself as impossible in its Being. At the same time, 
however, the foregoing interpretation has demonstrated that this 'tEXVTJ is 
in fact given along with the existence of the sophist, so that in the case of 
the sophist, in the case of the sophistical 'tEXVTJ, we are presented with a 
being which is factually there and yet is, according to its Being, impossible. 
Hence, anticipating what is to come, we have here the Being of a non-being. 

At this point, to be sure, Plato does not immediately proceed to the 
question we have indicated. But what follows shows precisely how much 
he is concerned with demonstrating the factual existence of such a 'tEXVTJ 
and consequently precisely with demonstrating the existence of a non-being. 
Initially, therefore, he does not interrogate the ultimate possibility and the 
ultimate grounds which found something like the Being of non-beings. 
Instead he asks: how can such a peculiar 'tEXVTJ be made understandable on 
the basis of what we hitherto came to know in general about the various 
possibilities of 'L£XVTJ? Thus Plato does not now proceed as far as he will 
later, but already here, as regards this peculiar phenomenon, the Being of 
non-beings, he allows the previous theory of Being to run on and, as it were, 
dash itself to bits. And, once again, the first move is into the concrete. 

b) Concrete demonstration of the factual Being of the 'tEXVTJ 
cro<\JtcrnK"ll from the example of 'tEXVTJ f.HJlTJ'ttKll. 

a) The factual Being of the 'tEXVTJ cro<\JtcrnK"ll as E1tt<Jnl!l11 
8o�a<J'ttK1l . 

The question is: how can such a 'tEXVTJ, the 'tEXVTJ cro<\JtcrnK"ll (which is 
precisely a non-being) be made understandable? Can there be something 

2.  <.'f. p. 2:i4H. ;  SoJ 'II isl 22tk l -d2, 22tk I 0-d I :  rrt' (XA�Ilnav op�w�EVll<; ljl\lXfl<;. 
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like that a t  all? Can i t  be  made intelligible by means of  the natural self-in
terpretation of 'tEXVll? For if there is such a 'tEXVT), then, within its connection 
to other people, it must have a certain intelligibility, and all the more so 
because its very sense relates it to others. And so once again explicit refer
ence is made to the fact that the sophists actually have a following, that 
they are paid for their av'ttA£y£tV, and that this shows they actually miV'ta 
apa <JO<j>Ot 'tOte; J!U9T)'tat<; <j>atVOV'tat (233c6). "In the eyes of their disciples 
they do look like that and are in fact accepted as miv'ta cro<j>oi, as possessing 
know-how in regard to everything," OUK oV'tEc; y£ (c8), "although this is not 
so." Hence this E1tt<Jnlllll is &o�amtK'Il (cf. dO), "one which in itself has 
the possibility of posing as something it is not." 

Thus arises the task of inquiring into this peculiar phenomenon-some
thing posing as what it is not-and of attempting to track down once and 
for all the place within this 'tEXVll where the phenomenon of semblance and 
mere appearance resides. Plato does not clarify this character of semblance 
and mere appearance, 8o�a<J'ttK6v, directly in terms of the 'tEXVll cro<j>tcrnK'Il 
and the avnA£y£tV. Instead, he says: A.ci!XollEV 'toivuv cra<j>E<J't£p6v 'tt 
1tapci8£tylla 1t£pt 'tOU'tOOV (233d3f. ) .  "Let us therefore take an example" and 
by its means clarify where something like the 8o�a<JnK6v can reside within 
a 'tEXVll and what that means. It is no accident that Plato here resorts to a 
1tapci8£t'Yila, does not make the avnA.oytKll the direct theme of the analysis, 
and hence shows the character of semblance in terms of this 1tapci8£tYilU 
and not in A£y£tV itself. Indeed later, on the basis of an elucidated concept 
of non-being, he comes to speak once more of A.6yoc; and of the phenomenon 
of 'lfEUOo<;, which here lies at the foundation. But nowhere, even in other 
dialogues, does Plato successfully disclose, within the structure of A.6yoc; 
itself, the peculiar constitution of 'lf£U8oc; and its possibility in A£y£tV. This 
derives from the fact that he did not yet see A.6yoc; in its main structures, 
and consequently his concepts of <j>aV'tacria and of M�a remain uncertain. 
And yet we have here already a remarkable indication for the interpretation 
of the 'tEXVll avnA.oytK'Il . Earlier, A£ynv was indeed determined as 
XEtpoucrem, as an appropriation of beings in their aA.T)9£c;. If we understand 
A£y£tV in this way, as appropriation, as taking possession of beings as 
uncovered, and if we clarify the claim residing in the avnA.oytK'Il, then the 
result is that the avnA.oytK'Il is impossible in its pretense to be able to possess 
all beings in their uncoveredness. 

�) TExv11 lltllll'tlKll as 1tOt£iv 15oK£iv. TExv11 cro<j>tcrnK'Il as 
1tOl£tV i50K£tV A£y£<J9at. 

To whnt  t•x tm t can the 15o�amuc6v nnd consequently this ontologica l im
possib i l i ty of thl' 'tfXVll antA.oyt K1l be understood in thl•mselves? Pla to's 
nwthod lwrl' i s  �wcul iar :  hl· shows that t lw l'X istl'IKl' of this i m poss ib i l i ty, 
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i.e., of the 'tEXVll cro<(>tcr'ttKl'\, is possible on the basis of the existence of a still 
higher impossibility. He steers the consideration toward a context which to 
us is not entirely strange. Et n<; <(>a.tll !J.ft A£y£tv !J.ll&' avnA£y£tv, a'A'Alx not£iv 
Ka.1. 8pav !J.H� 'texvn cruvana.v'ta. £n{ma.cr8m npay!J.ma. (233d9f.) :  "If someone 
were to say £nicr'ta.cr8m, he knows, not only how to discuss and argue with 
others in regard to everything there is, but that he even knows how to make 
everything in one 'tEXVll,'' i .e., if he goes beyond what we have previously 
seen as an impossibility, namely A£y£Lv, speaking about everything that 
already exists, and then even claims to be able to bring into existence some
thing-indeed everything-that does not yet exist, what could we say 
against him? At first, Theaetetus does not understand precisely what is 
meant here; i.e., Plato wants to make still more clear that in fact we would 
be introducing the idea of a 7tOtllcrt<; through which everything-i.e., every
thing previously enumerated as possibly in the realm of avnA£y£Lv-would 
be produced, 0.y£LV Ei<; oucria.v (cf. 219b4f.) .  Regarding such a possibility, i .e., 
the possibility of bringing everything whatever into being, not only discuss
ing what already exists, Theaetetus says: that could only be said in jest, 
nm8tav A£y£t<; 'ttV<i (234a6) . Such a comportment could only be a jest; as for 
making and producing, it could only look as if it actually made that to which 
it relates. If it is possible only as a jest, then this 1tOt£tV is not a genuine 7tOt£iv. 
But then what kind of 7tOt£iv is it? Where shall we find the ungenuineness 
of this 1tOt£tv, a 1tOt£tv which is indeed conceded within certain limits? This 
1tOt£tV is not a ayEtV Ei<; oucr(a.v but a 1tOt£tV 7tUV'tCX. OOKEiV, "a making 
everything appear as such and such"; hence it is not a 1tottiv in the sense of 
producing but-in a certain sense akin to that-a making which lets be seen. 
For you must recall here what we emphasized earlier: that there is a peculiar 
connection between the existence of a ready-made being, in the sense of 
something present, something visible as such, and 1tOl£tV as nottiv 8oK£tV 
in the sense of letting be seen. According to the Greek conception, even one 
who most genuinely produces something lets that something be seen; i.e., 
an £{8o<; is thereby given concreteness. Even in genuine 7tOt£iv, as 0.y£tv Ei<; 
oucria.v, the sense oscillates between bringing into presence and letting be 
seen in such a way, in such a way, to be sure, that the thing is present in 
itself. But in the case of this 1tOt£iv, the 1tOt£iv does not extend to the thing 
but to the OOKEiv : it appears in such a way. What is thus produced is not the 
thing itself but its !J.l!J.ll!J.CX., its "imitation." Yet this imitation is now desig
nated with the same word as is the existing thing: !J.t!J.ll!J.CX.'tCX. KCX.t O!J.OlVU!J.CX. 
'tWV OV'tWV (234b6f. ); the painted tree is addressed as a tree the same way 
the rea l tree is. And insofar as the consideration of the world, as well as the 
judgment abou t the world in na tura l speech, dwell in words, in speaking, 
t lwrl' a lso e x ists tlw poss ib i l i ty of ta k ing one's orientation from what is said 
i n  ewryd ay awmgl' spPaki ng, w i th tlw rl•su l t  that i t  cannot be dl•cidcd 
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without further ado from the OVO!J.<X itself whether it is a matter of a !J.l!J.ll!J.<X 
or an ov in the proper sense. This applies to those who explicitly intend 
Jtou:iv mivta 001cdv, to let be seen 7t6ppro9£v (b8), "from afar," what they 
show: thereby they do not allow us any possibility of investigating the thing 
itself. This sort of letting be seen from afar, 7t6ppro8£v, and not f:yy68£v, as 
it is called later (d4), makes them capable A.av8&vctv (b9), of "remaining 
concealed" in what they are actually doing. ouva'to� £mat -rou� avoft'tOUS 
-r&v v€rov 1tai8rov, 7t6ppro8£v -ra yqpa!J.!lfva f:moctlCVU�, A.av8<iv£tv ill� on1tEp 
&.v �OUA119ft opav, 'tOU'tO iKavrota'tO� &v U1tO't£AclV £pycp (b8ff.) .  It is hence 
a matter here of someone who paints pictures and shows them to inexperi
enced young people from afar, such that they then believe that these are the 
things themselves and that he is capable of actually making them. 

This procedure is that of a 'tEXVll which lets something be seen from afar 
and allows someone to pose as actually capable of making things. And Plato 
now says there is such a 'tEXVl'], in the end, 1t£pi 'tOUS Myou� (c2), in the field 
of A.EyctV . Thus even here there would be a miv'ta I.Ey£tv, one which would 
not be a genuine A.Eynv but a Jtot£iv Jtav-ra ooKciv, a speaking about things 
which "shows and lets be seen," &tlCVUVat doroA.a (c5f.), "things which only 
look" like the things spoken about, and indeed it would speak that way 
about everything. Hence it is not the doo� and the ouaia which are shown 
but the dSroA.ov, not the thing itself as it is in itself but merely as it looks in 
its immediate aspect. This 1tOt£iv My£cr8at is characterized pointedly at the 
end of 234c as 1tOt£iv aA.116f\ OOK£iv A.Eym8m (c6f.), "making it appear that 
the truth was spoken."  The peculiar phenomenon in the 'tEXVll !J.l!J.ll'ttKYt is 
the 1tOt£iv OOK£iv and, in reference to Myoc;, the Jtot£iv OOK£iv A.Eymeat . 

y) The classification of the sophistical Myoc; within JtOtl']atc;. 
TExvll croqnanKft as doroA.oJtonKft . The sophist as !J.l!lll'tft�. 

TEXVll aoqnanKft as 'tEXVll !J.l!J.ll'ttKft . The one identical basic 
meaning of 1tOt£iv, !J.t!J.Eia8m, A.Eynv: to let be seen. The sense 

of Being for the Greeks: presence. 

This places us in a wholly new context: a completely different mode of 
execution is serving to interpret the 'tEXVll of the av'ttAOytK6� as a 'tEXVll of 
A.Eynv. Earlier, A.Eynv in the proper sense was acquisition, K't'fimc;, 
X£tpoucr9at; here, however, the 'tEXVll avnA.oytKft is a 1tOtciv. Thus struc
turally it is an entirely different comportment than A.Eynv proper in the 
sense of acquisition, receiving the things in their self-presentation. But this 
1tOt£iv, although opposed to the xnpouaem of something already extant, 
is not an &yctv cis ouaiav;' instead, it is related to OOKEiV . That is to say, 
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what are produced in the 'tEXVll of the sophist are not the things themselves 
but only a determinate mode of presentation of the things. 4 The determinate 
mode of presentation is, however, a presentation in mere appearance, in 
d&oA.ov. Here, thus, AE"fElV is, as we said, not X£tpoucr9at, not KTf)m�, but 
1tot£iv, and as such it is a 1totEiv of mere appearances, 1tOt£iv -ra diiroA.a. 
Therefore the 'tEXVll cro<J>tcr-rtK:tl is diiroA.o1toUKll (d. 2235b8f.); and accord
ingly the sophist is called lllJlll'tll�: JllJlT)Ti)v 9E'tEOV au-r6v nva (d. 235a8), 
"he is in a certain way an imitator of what is." 

In this roundabout fashion, Plato grasps the d� o, that to which this 'tEXVT) 
is directed, more precisely: the Ei� o are the Ei&oA.a. And the sophist's 
comportment to that with which he ultimately is occupied is a 1tOt£iv and 
not what it properly should be, insofar as it is a Aiynv, namely a XEtpoucrecn, 
a receiving of the things themselves. Yet, in a certain sense, the sophist has 
at his disposal the modes in which the beings under discussion can be 
encountered. The avnA.Eynv in the sense of the iiuva-ro� Aiynv 1tEpt miv-ra 
is thus actually there in the mode of 'tEXVT) JltJlllnK:tl. But this means therefore 
that the 1tot£iv is not a genuine one but is only in jest. And so the sophist's 
craft is possible only by aiming at people who 1t6ppro -r&v 1tpayJlci'trov Tft� 
af..T)9Eia<; U<j>ECT'tW'ta<; (234c4f.), "who are very far removed from the un
coveredness of things," who thus are not capable of testing, on the basis of 
the things themselves, what the sophist palms off on them in his speeches. 
The �Evo�, to be sure, points this out: in the course of time and by means of 
the 1ta911Jla'ta (d. dS), "what they experience," even those who have been 
taught in the school of the sophists will be brought £yy69Ev (d4), "closer," 
to the things themselves. They will be forced £vapy&<; £<j>ci1t'tE0"9at -r&v ov-rrov 
(dSf.), "to grasp things clearly and unambiguously," so that a distinction will 
be obvious to them between -ra <J>av-rcicrJla-ra £v -roi� A6yot� (d. 234el), "what 
merely appears first of all in speaking about the things," and -ra Epya (d. 
e2f.), that which is actually there in genuine dealings with the things, in 
genuine commerce with them. But even now, although the cro<!>tmuci) 'tEXVll 
in this way becomes intelligible as JllJlT)nK:tl,  Plato is still not satisfied. The 
peculiar existence of semblance must be exposed still more sharply, in par
ticular so that not every arbitrary non-being, i.e., non-genuine being, could 
become the thematic foundation for the discussion he is pursuing. A further 
clarification of the peculiar Being of non-beings and of the possibility of the 
existence of this impossibility results from a more precise consideration of 
what the diiooA.o1tonK:ll properly means, i .e., of what the d&oA.ov signifies 
in itself: which possibilities of mere appearing and of posing as something 
reside in the Ei&oA.ov as diiroA.ov. 

4. A l l :  ot't�u. 
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The very difficult connection we have pursued todayS in a certain sense 
is the last preparation for the leap into the discussion of the Being of 
non-beings. To master this connection is to gain clarity about the basic 
intention already contained in the preceding definitions: to demonstrate 
the factual existence of something impossible, namely the Being of non-be
ings. This impossible existence is for Plato always an impossibility, precisely 
insofar as the proposition still holds: beings are, non-beings are not. It is 
precisely this obviousness, predominant all the way up to Plato, that makes 
necessary this complication and this endeavor to demonstrate, once and 
for all, the factual existence of this impossibility and to pursue it into the 
most inner structure of the 'tEXVll of the sophist. We will see that as soon 
as this goal is attained the consideration will apparently completely lose its 
previous ground, to return to it only later, at the end of the dialogue. Plato's 
first demonstration of the factual existence of the Being of non-beings has 
to be carried out in accord with the structure of the dialogue; i .e . ,  he cannot 
yet make use of the knowledge he will acquire later on but instead has to 
show the Being of non-beings while, in a certain sense, constantly keeping 
the proposition of Parmenides in the background, and this proposition 
prohibits the idea of the Being of non-beings as an absurdity. Here reside 
the peculiar difficulty as well as the peculiar character of the path Plato has 
chosen: he does not show directly in relation to f...£yEtV, which is his central 
interest, nor in relation to the 'tEXVll of the sophist himself, that there 
factually is a non-being. Instead, he attempts to place the 'tEXVll of the 
sophist within the horizon of another 'tEXVll, in which there is in fact 
something like non-being and which is closer to natural understanding: the 
horizon of 'tEXVll JllJlll'ttKll . 

Now Plato is not proceeding arbitrarily by elucidating the crocjncrnri\ 
'tEXVll out of the horizon of the 'tEXVll JllJlll'ttKll . That is evident from the 
fact that the comportment of both these 'tEXVat, on the one hand 1tOtdv in 
the sense of JllJlEtcr9at, and on the other hand f...£yEtV, have something in 
common in a structural sense. Already earlier, in considering the pre-pos
sessed horizon for the determination of the angler, Plato spoke of 1tOtll'ttKll , 
and it was for him the opportunity to point out that the concept of oucrt:a 
is connected with 1tOlEtV and that 1tOtElV is nothing other than ayEtV El� 
OU<J{av.6 00tElV means "to produce"; lllJlllcrt�, !llJlEtcr9at, means "to pres
ent"; and f...£yEtV means "to reveal," OllAOUV. All three modes of comport
ment have the same basic relation to their object: they let be seen. Producing 
in the sense of fabricating is a making available and thereby is a placing 
into availability, a placing into presence, and thus is a letting be seen . 

5. Session :lh, Monday,  Fl'brt 1 .1 ry 2, 1 '125 .  
6.  Cf. p .  I H6ff .  
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Similarly, presenting in the sense of presenting in images, J.llJ.lEicr9at, is a 
letting be seen, and AtyEtV has the same function as well. The basic sense 
of the accomplishment is important here. It is the identity of this basic sense 
which suggests elucidating the modes of letting be seen that reside in AtyEtV 
from J.llJ.lllcrtc; as letting be seen in the mode of presenting or from 1tOlllcrtc; 
as letting be seen in the mode of producing. In 1tOtllcrtc; resides the 
1tOlOUJ.lEVOV = oucria = EtOoc;, what is seen, what is there. Correspondingly, 
the OllAOUJ.lEVOV, the ov in the sense of the aA.118£c;, resides in AtyEtV. In 
J.llJ!Etcr8at, the J.llJ.lOUJ.lEVOV is the dowA.ov. Correspondingly also in AtyEtv, 
insofar as it is a kind of J.llJ.lllcrtc;, the A£y6J!EVOV will be a kind of EtOwA.ov. 
AA.118£c;, Eiooc;, and dowA.ov are, taken together, modes of uncoveredness 
and as such are related to seeing. Hence when Plato places the 'tEXVll 
cro<jltcrnKT] in the horizon of the J.llJ.lll'ttKT] his choice of this horizon is not 
accidental but, quite to the contrary, is grounded in the matter itself, i .e. , in 
the mode of the connection between 1tOtEiv and AtyEtv, or between oucria 
and A£y6J!EVOV, insofar as, for the Greeks, Being means precisely to be 
present, to be in the present. 

The consideration initially began with the sophist: the establishing of the 
object of his avn'AEyElv-establishing that it is miV'ta-showed that this 
av·nAtyEtV is in itself an impossibility. Nevertheless it is indisputable that 
it exists. Accordingly, that which cannot be but which nevertheless is can 
only be in virtue of a modification toward ungenuineness. This modifica
tion is expressed by the term 1tat8ta: it is properly a mere jest. This modi
fication toward ungenuineness is in fact present in every art, which is not 
to say that art as such is ungenuine but that the modification is in fact there 
and has its justification. Yet precisely this factual existence of art demon
strates the Being of non-beings . The question is now: how, out of the horizon 
of J.llllll'ttlcr], can the Being of non-beings show itself more sharply? More 
precisely: where actually are these non-beings in their Being? What is it 
about the lllJ.lll'tlriJ 'tEXVll that requires us to acknowledge the existence of 
non-beings? 

c) Sharpened demonstration of the factual Being of the 
'tEXVll cro<jltcrnKT] out of the horizon of 'tEXVll lllllll'ttKij. 

a.) The two types of 'tEXVll J.llJ.lll'ttKij : EiKacr'ttKij and 
<jlavmcruKT] . The two types of EicSwA.ov: EiKWV and <jlav'tacr11a. 
The impossibility of clarifying the phenomenon of knowledge 
through the phenomenon of the image. Husserl's elucidation 

of the image. 

The 1tOlllcrtc; a l i ve i n  ll lllll'ttKii ht�s the task o f  1tOtEiv EiowA.a, which means 
noth ing l'ISl' than !xm:pya�Eo8m n)v wu lltlliilla'toc; yevEcrtv (cf. 235el f.}, 
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"to accomplish, to fabricate, the becoming, the coming into being, of the 
�i�TJ�a., the imitation." Put more sharply, it is 7tOt£iv 8oK£iv, to bring into 
being, de; oucriav ay£tv, that which only looks like something but properly 
is not. In order to make thoroughly clear this Being of non-beings in the 
case of �i�TJms, Plato investigates this 7tot£iv d&oA.a of the d8wA.o7touKJ1 
more closely and distinguishes two Ei8TJ:  1 .) the Ei.Ka<J'ttKll (cf. d6), a deter
minate type of making d8wA.a, where the d8wA.ov has the character of Eixffiv 
(d. 236a8); and 2.) the <)>a.vtacr'ttKJl (d. c4), in which the d&oA.ov, in com
parison to the Ei.Kffiv, has a modified character. As we will see, this latter 
d8wA.ov is a <)>c:iv'ta.cr�a (b7) . Thus a distinction resides within the 
d8wA07tOUKJl insofar as it produces £iK6va on the one hand and, on the 
other hand, <)>av'tc:icr�a'ta. Both, however, are £i8wA.a. Therefore the distinc
tion must apply to the very character of the d8wA.ov. The task is to work 
out this distinction in the £t8wA.ov in terms of the character of the "appear
ance-as" or, more precisely, in terms of the relation of the appearance to 
genuine presentation . Thus the more precise explication of the sense of 
d8wA.ov and its various possibilities is a matter of the connection between 
what presents and what is presented, or between the image and the imaged. 
I do not say the "pictured," because picturing is only one determinate form 
of an imaging. 

The phenomenon of the image, which plays a great role here, ushers in 
a very important context. Image-ness [Bildlichkeit], in the sense of something 
being an image of something else, has played an immense role in philoso
phy (in part precisely in connection with Greek philosophy) with regard to 
the question of the elucidation of knowledge. For philosophers have said 
that in a certain way the objects outside of us, outside of consciousness, i .e . ,  
in other terms, "transcendent" objects, are pictured by immanent objects, 
or conversely, that we attain transcendent objects only through immanent 
objects . The structural connection of image-ness, of something being an 
image of something else, even when not explicitly recognized as such, is 
often made foundational for the interpretation of knowledge, though to be 
sure always without any attempt to see more precisely what properly is 
involved in the phenomenon of image-ness, i .e. , in being an image of 
something. To attempt it would mean seeing immediately that this context 
of images will never help elucidate knowledge. Husserl's Logical Investiga
tions demonstrated this twenty-five years ago in an absolutely convincing 
and irrefutable way, but today people act as if nothing had happened. 
According to the Fifth Investigation, chapter two, supplement/ a primary 
distinction must be drawn in the phenomenon of the image between: 

7. Thl• t i t k  of t i ll' suppil'lll l'll l is "Tow,Jrd ,1 nit i l) l l l' of till' ' i m ;lgl'- t iwnry' ;1 11d of lhl' dortr i rw 
of tlw ' i m nhllll ' l l l '  ohjl'l' ls of . 1d� . "  
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1 . )  the image-object, which means the image itself, i .e., the object which, 
e.g., is hanging on the wall, or the sculpture standing on some pedestal or 
other, and 2.) the image-subject, that which is presented, as we say, in the 
image itself. Husserl points out that the similarity of two things-even if it 
were so great that the content of these two things coincided-does not 
suffice to make the one the image of the other. On the contrary, essentially 
new structural moments are required for something to be the image of 
something else. 

Now Plato is interested here in the Being of the image as such, but he is 
not interested in the phenomenon of image-ness as such; he does not even 
have the means of uncovering these structural connections. Within the 
structural connection of image-ness he is concerned rather with showing 
that the image-object, as we say, hence that which presents, indeed exists 
but that, as this extant object, it is precisely not what it, as image, shows. 
Plato is concerned with this distinction: the fact that in the image and with 
the existing image, there is something there which itself is not that which 
it shows; i .e., what it properly poses as is not itself. What interests Plato in 
the image is the relation of the mode of Being of the image-object to what 
is presented as such. 

�) The relation between the image (doooA.ov) and the imaged 
(ov) in EilcamtK'll and Q>av'tamtK'll . The determination of both 
types of doooA.ov: EiKffiv and Q>av'taO').W. The enhancement of 
non-being in Q>aV'tacrnK'll . The indisputability of the Being of 

non-beings. 

Now within the production of images, within EioooAo1tottK'll , there is one 
type which !lliAtO''ta (235d7), "most of all," is what it can be, namely the 
one which produces the l1ll11l!1U, forms the image, in such a way that this 
image has the character of cmo8t86vat 'tl'\V UA118tvftv 0"\.)!1!1E'tptav (d. e6f.) 
or a1t£pylis£cr8at 'tac; oucrac; O'U!1!1E'tpiac; (d. 236a5f.) .  Thus such a !1l!1Etcr8at 
as it were extracts, U7tOOtOOVat, from what is to be presented its exact 
proportions and reproduces them in the presentation itself. This is the 
character of the U1tOOt86vat: to extract from what is to be presented, and 
then reproduce in the presentation 'tac; oucrac; O'U!1!1E'tptac;, the proportions 
precisely as they are in what is to be presented, in the model, 'tete; 'tOU 
7tapa8£iy!la'toc; f:v !lllKEt Kai 1tAii'ttt Kai �lien (d. 235d7f.), "according to 
length, breadth, and depth." And it reproduces not only these proportions 
but also whatever else is visible, e.g., the colors, XPW!la'ta (335el), precisely 
as they are in the actual being, in the UA118tv6v . What is produced and is 
present in such reproduction is an doooA.ov having the character of EiKoc; 
ov (cf. 23fiaR)-fi K6c; means "same. " Th is doooA.ov, in i ts proportions and 
color, i s  t lw sanll' ns tht• modt• l ;  i t  looks t•xactl y l i kt• i t . I t  is a picture in  thl' 
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quite strict sense of an exact copy, e.g., a life-size, slavishly produced sculp
ture. But although this dBroA.ov is Eix6�, and therefore is an Eixwv, an image 
in the proper sense, yet as Eixwv, i .e., as dBroA.ov, it still possesses the 
character of mere appearance in the sense of not genuinely being what it 
presents . This is one possible type of presentation, one way of producing 
an doroA.ov. 

The second is the <j>av·racrnJG1 . What distinguishes it from the first-men
tioned, the EiKaO''tlJGl,  is that what this production of images properly 
produces is no longer the same as the model, the way a picture is. The 
contents, and the proportions given in them, are other than those of the 
actual being. Theaetetus asks, concerning the characterization of the 
tiKacr'ttJGl (235d7ff. ) : Ti 8'; ou 1tUV'tE� oi. J..ltJ..lOUJ..lEVoi n •oi:l't' £mxctpoucrt 
opav; (e3f.) .  Do not all who take up the 'tEXVll of J..ltJ..lEicr8at proceed in this 
way; do they not all create doroA.a in the sense of tiKwv, and thus does the 
di>roA.ov not have to be EiK6�? The �£vo� (235e5ff.) says no; when it is a 
matter of creating a huge presentation, e .g., a frieze, or the presentation of 
a battle or of a parade in an entire facade of a building, then the figures of 
the people and soldiers that will be placed up above must be bigger in 
order for them, since they are so far removed, to appear exactly as large as 
the ones beneath-insofar as these figures are seen in natural vision. If the 
ones up above were also presented in life size, they would seem too small, 
and a mis-proportion would enter into the image as a whole. Such a pre
sentation is hence oriented so that what is presented has a unitary effect, 
as one parade, and so that the actual connections presented in the image 
have the effect of something integrated. The fact that some things we see 
are farther from us than other things requires the sculptor to enlarge what
ever is more distant. If seen from a height, from a ladder, these figures are 
too big. Thus here it is not a matter of shaping the di>roA.ov in the sense of 
tiK6�; instead, the production of the d8roA.ov is oriented toward the image 
as a whole, with the intention of merely making it appear as an integrated 
real thing. This mere appearance goes by the name of <j>av'tacrJ..la. 'tt 
KUAOUJ..lEV; ap' OUK, E7ttl7tEp <j>aiVE'tat !.!£v, EOtKE 8£ ou, <j>UV'tUO'J..la; (236b6f. ) .  
This d8roA.ov is !.!110' ElKO� ro <!>llO'tV EOtKEVat (b6), not at all  the same as what 
it claims to be like and to present; it is no longer a picture or exact copy. 
We have already seen that a picture is not the actual thing itself, and the 
<j>av'taO'J..la is even less that which it presents . This is what the distinction 
between tiKacrnJG1 and <j>av•acrnJG1 is meant to indicate. The mode of 
Being of the image in <j>aV'taO''ttJGl possesses still less of that which it is 
designed to present and render, not even its proportions in the sense of the 
sa me size, length, breadth, and depth . That is to say, the <j>avmcrJ..la, i n  i ts 
l'X i stence as an  i mage , is l'Ven more 1 1ot  that wh ich i t  poses as; in i t, non
be ing is  a l l  the more genu i nl'. And now t lw �rvo� ma kes the re mark<l b l l· 
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observation that the Jllflll'ttKTt 'tEXVll proceeds 7tUJl7tOAU (cf. b9f. ), "on the 
whole," almost always, in the sense of 'tEXVll <j>av'tacrnKft . Almost all art is 
art not in the sense of eixacrnKft but in the sense of (\>av'tacrnKft . Now if, 
in this 'tEXVll <j>av'tacrnKft, something exists which is still more not what it 
presents and if it is actually the most widespread type of Jllflll'ttKll, then 
the factual existence of non-beings can by no means be disputed any longer. 
Thus we have exposed in Jllflll'ttKll a 7tOtoUJ.!EVOV, something fabricated, 
something produced, which is altogether not what it poses to be. 

Plato thus emphasizes the distinction within the Ei&uA.o7tottK'Il in order 
to show how extensively a non-being is contained in the output of 'tEXVll 
fllflll'ttKft and, analogously, in the productions of the sophist. The etowA.ov 
in the sense of the dKWV is already not the same as what it presents. The 
<j>aV'tU<JflU, however, is not only in general, simply as an image, not actually 
what it presents, but it is also in its very content altogether dissimilar to 
that which it presents yet is not. Thus the character of the (\>aV'tU<JflU as an 
image contains still more of Jlll ov. In this context, Plato is concerned with 
demonstrating precisely the existence of non-beings, Jlll ov. That is clear 
from the fact that the later discussion, where Plato again speaks of the 
d&uA.ov and the <j>av'tU<JflU, does not again take up the distinction between 
EiKU<J'ttKll and (\>av'tacrnK'Il . And that is because it matters there only that 
Plato have at his disposal in the d&uA.ov in general this phenomenon of Jlll 
ov. This non-being corresponds to what the sophist himself produces in his 
own activity. But what he properly produces, and what there possesses the 
character of Jlll ov, is not yet directly clear. This whole consideration has 
not spoken of AE"fetV; instead, the entire demonstration of the actual exis
tence of non-beings in the <j>aV'tU<JflU has revolved around fllflll'tlKll . 

Thereby, indeed, the factual existence of non-beings is laid before our 
eyes; but at the same time the sevoc; says: de; U7topov dooc; KU'tUnE<j>£U"f£V 
(cf. 236d2f.), "the sophist has escaped us ."  He has again slipped out of our 
hands into an dooc;, an outward look, in which we do not at all know our 
way about, "where we have no exit ." 

y) The complete aporia of grasping the sophist. The sophist's 
hiding in the darkness of Jlll ov. The further task: the discov-

ery of the dooc; of J.!Tt ov. 

The situation now is properly this: the actual existence of non-being has 
been established and the sophist is thereby, if we may speak this way, the 
walking incarnation of Jlll ov. But precisely here complete perplexity faces 
us, insofar as the principle indeed remains correct: beings are, non-beings 
are not. lt is tel l i ng that Plato emphasizes several times in this context that 
the soph i st has in n certa in  sense d isappeared through a trap door. de; 
c'inopov 't(mov tm'taMouKrv (d. 23Yc6f. ) :  "He has d ived down to a place 
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with no access and no exit." a7tOOt8pacrKffiv d� n'}v 'toil 1111 ov1:o� 
<JKO'tEtVO'tll'tU (254a4f. ) :  "He has escaped and hidden himself in the obscu
rity of non-being." 8t0. 1:0 <JKO'tttvov 'toil 1:61tou Ka'tavoi'Jcrat xaA£7t6� 
(254a5f.) :  "Because the place he has flown to, namely non-being, is dark, 
he himself is difficult to see." Corresponding to this <JKO'tEtv6v, Plato says 
at 260d: up to now we have had no Eioo� for the sophist, i .e., no vision. 
Thus "having no doo�" of something corresponds to the <JKO'tEtv6v, to 
hiding in darkness. Obviously the sophist can be drawn out of his hiding 
place, out of the darkness, only if the Eioo� is found for what he is, namely 
for 11ft ov, i .e., only if the meaning of Being is discussed anew. The iota, 
the £v, toward which the whole consideration of the cro<j>tcr'ttKft 'tEXVll aims, 
has not yet been discovered . On the contrary, "Ov't(J)� EV 1tUV'tcX1tacrt xaA£7tfl 
<JKE\j!Et (cf. 236d9f.) :  "We find ourselves now altogether left with a difficult 
consideration. " The difficulty is only now beginning. It is not accidental 
that at the start of the new investigations, where we will search for the doo� 
of 11ft ov, where light is supposed to be brought into the darkness of the 
Being of non-beings, i .e., into the existence of the sophist, the �£vo� reminds 
Theaetetus once more of the correct comportment required for such a con
sideration. He asks Theaetetus: Ap' ouv au'to ytyvrocrKffiV <JUil<l>ll�, i1 <JE olov 

PUilll n� u1to 'toil Myou cruvEt9tcrllfvov cruvmEcr7tci<Ja'to 7tpo� 1:0 1:axu 
<JUil<t>i\crat; (236d5ff. ), whether in the previous course of the consideration 
he has said "yes" and "Amen" to the �£vo� merely out of habit, or whether 
he has always had the matter itself in view, and has presentified it to 
himself, before he voiced his agreement. He once more appeals to 
Theaetetus' conscience to see for himself whatever is under discussion. For 
now non-being is indeed under discussion, and the question is whether 
something like that can be seen at all. The question is: what is addressed 
in the OVOjlU "!lit ov"? 



SECTION TWO 

Ontological Discussion1 
The Being of Non-beings2 (Sophist 236e-264b) 

Introduction 

(236e-237a) 

§59. Exposition of the ontological problematic. 

a) Summary of the result of the seventh definition of the 
sophist. The contradictoriness of \j/EUOTJ� Myo�. 

The consideration begins at 236e with a certain quite formal summary of 
the result obtained thus far. The factual existence of images-or the factual 
existence of the sophist-presents us with something we can characterize 
as follows: -ro . . .  <jlaivtcr9at -roiho Kat -ro OOKEiv, Elvat 8E llll (el f.), or, in 
relation to the sophist, who moves in Mynv: -ro Atyttv !lEV ana, al.:rJ9il OE 
llll (e2). That is, we possess the state of affairs of <jla{vmem, "self-showing 
as something," or of OOKEtV, "appearing as something," dvm OE 11'11 , "with
out actually being that something."  Similarly, we have encountered the 
AtyEtV !lEV una, "addressing something," or, more precisely, letting some
thing be seen by addressing it, aA.ll9fl OE !lll, "yet not letting it be seen in 
its uncoveredness." "This whole state of affairs," TO <jlaivEa9at -rou-ro Kai 
TO 8oKEtV , ElVat 8E llll , Kat TO AtyElV !lEV una, aA119il 8E llll, says the �EVO�, 
"is full of difficulties," n<lvm mu-r<l E.cm llEa-ra anopia� (e2f. ), not only 
now but ever, aEi EV 't� 1tp6a9EV xpov�:p Kat vuv (e3), now and before. Q1t(:0� 
yap Ein6na XPil \j/EUOf) AtyEtV , oo�<lsnv OV't(J)� dvat, Kat '"COUTO 
<jl9q�<illEVov E.vavnoA.oyi� lltl auv£xEa9at, nav-r<lnamv xaA.m6v (d. e3ff.) . 
"And it is altogether difficult to see how someone who says there really is 
a \j/EUOf) AEyEtv or \j/EUOf) oo�<lsnv does not necessarily contradict himself," 
E.vavnoA.oyi� auv£xmem. That is, whoever contends there is a \j/EUOTJ� 
Myo� is forced to speak against himself. For he is in effect saying that there 
is a Myo�, a 8TJAOUV, a revealing, and that this Atynv is \j/EUOf), it distorts. 

1 .  Ti t l l' in l l l' id l'ggl' r's man usnip t .  
2.  Ti tll' b,Jsl•d on I h•idq.;gl'l' (Sl'l' p. 1 6 1  f . ,  t lw a rt icu l ,1 t ion of thl' SPJlilis l ) .  
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Thus whoever says there exists a \j/EUOT\c; A.6yoc; is saying there is a letting 
be seen that conceals-or an opening up that occludes. 

Plato now formulates ).lf\ ov in a double way (as just happened regarding 
).lt).lYJ'ttKll and as happened earlier regarding the sophist, i .e . , in terms of 
the avuA£ym9m nepl mxv1:a), namely: 1 .) as <jlaivmem Kat 8oK£iv, dvm 
8£ )lll , and 2.) as A.Eynv )lEV a1:1:a, aA.YJ9ft 8£ llll · This shows he is orienting 
the further consideration of )lf\ ov toward the phenomena of 86�a and 
A.6yoc;. Upon closer inspection, these two phenomena are not as different 
as might appear at first. It is precisely the intrinsic connection between 86�a 
and Myoc; which justifies their alliance in this questioning. For, in Plato's 
eyes, 86�a, or 8o�a1;£tv, is a determinate type of A.6yoc;. 

b) Excursus: 86�a and Myoc;. 3 �6�a as a 
mode of A.6yoc;, i.e., of 8tavata. 

�o�al;nv means "to be of the opinion." What that denotes varies according 
to the specific level of philosophical insight Plato attains with regard to the 
genuine meaning of E1tt0"'tllllll · Where he is still essentially more uncertain 
than in our dialogue, e .g. in the Theaetetus, oo�ai;Etv means indeed to have 
an opinion about something, but in the sense of having a conviction about 
it, knowing it is so. Consequently, in the Theaetetus Plato can characterize 
genuine tmcr'ti!)lYJ, knowledge proper, and indeed at first negatively: o).lmc; 
8£ wcro\nov y£ npo�£�i!Ka).l£V, mcr't£ ).lf\ /;YJ'tdv a\nflv tv aicr9i!cr£t 1:0 
napanav aA.A.' EV EK£tVC!) 1:0 6v6)la'tt, on 1t01:' EX£t i) \j/UXll, O'tav au'tf\ Ka9' 
au'tf\v npay)la'tEUYJ'tat 1t£pt 'ta OV'ta.-'AA.A.a )lf\V 'tOll'tO y£ KaAEt'tat, roc; 
tycp)lat, oo�ai;Etv (d. 187a3ff.) .  In sense perception, tv aicrer,cret, ou, there 
is no genuine knowledge, but in oo�al;nv there is. And he determines 
oo�al;etv as a npaYJ.la't£U£cr9m nepl 1:a ov1:a, the soul's "having to do with 
beings,"4 and specifically 'tile; \j/UXflc; au'tflc; Ka9' au1:r,v, insofar as the soul 
is purely posited on itself and purely relates to itself. The au'tf\ Ka9' au'ti!v 
means that this comportment of the soul toward beings does not involve 
aicrSYJcrtc;; on the contrary, the soul is relating to beings purely out of its 
own possibilities . At 189e of the Theaetetus, Plato then determines the mean
ing of 86�a positively. 'Emcr'ti!llll is, as was said, in opposition to sense 
perception, aicr9r)crtc;, a conceiving of something. To take an example: genu
ine knowledge is not the perception of a table-of this table here, as a 
determinate table here and now-but is conceiving in the sense of perceiv
ing that there is here something like tableness in general. So knowledge in 
the proper sense is not related to the this-here-now but to the essence of 

J .  T i l l<• in l l l' i d <•gg<'r's manuscr i p t .  
4.  /\ I I :  d. w.s .  :\ I 12. 
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what is here: table as such. I cannot see table as such with my eyes; I can 
only conceive it, i .e., see it in the sense of pure seeing-with the soul, with 
vouc;. Thus the Theaetetus already orients genuine knowledge toward this, 
although Plato himself does not reach clarity about the proper character of 
this seeing and conceiving. Yet he does determine 86�a as A6yoc;. 'tO 8£ 
8tavoeicr9at ap' (mep f.yffi KaM:ic;; -A6yov ov au'tij 7tpoc; au'tijv i) 'lfUXTJ 
8t£�EPX£'tat (Theaetetus, 189e4ff. ) .  M�a, i .e., seeing and conceiving, 
8tavo£ia9m, is a A6yoc;, "a speaking, which the soul traverses in itself and 
which is directed to itself," 8t£�£pxm9at (this is consistent with the descrip
tion of dialectic as 8ta7top£u£a9at 8ux -rwv A6ywv5-notice the 8ta! ), an 
addressing, a discussing, a traversing 7t£pt OOV av <JKOrrfl (e6f.) ,  of that which 
the soul itself has in its field of view, the soul taken purely for itself, without 
sense perception. Plato characterizes this A.6yoc; as Eipllj.!EVO<; ou j.!EV'tOt 7tpoc; 
UAAOV ou8£ q>wvfl, &..Ua atyfl 7tpoc; au-r6v (cf. 190a5f. ), speech "which is not 
spoken to someone else" but, as was said above, 7tpoc; au-r1lv, "to itself," 
i .e . ,  not out loud, ou8£ q>wvfl, but atyfl 7tpoc; au-r6v, "silently to itself." This 
delimitation clarifies at the same time the usual structure of A.6yoc;: A€y£tv 
7tpoc; iit..Aov and <jlwvfl, "speaking with and to an other," "out loud." But in 
this case the A6yoc; is ou j.!EV'tot 7tpoc; iit..Aov, &.A.A.&. myfl 7tpoc; au-r6v, "not 
a speaking to another but silently to oneself." That is, this speaking is a 
matter of an appropriation and not a matter of communication with an other. 
Everything in this A6yoc; is oriented toward the appropriation of what is 
seen in its unconcealedness, the appropriation of what is in sight. Just as 
86�a is interpreted here as A6yoc;, so the Sophist expressly characterizes 
8tavota, i .e., thinking proper, genuine discernment, as 8ta'Aoyoc;. OUKouv 
8tavota j.!EV Kat A6yoc; -rau-r6v · 7tATJV 6 j.!EV tv-roc; 'tile; 'lfUXflc; 7tpoc; au'tijv 
8ta'Aoyoc; iiveu q>wvf] c; ytyv6j.levoc; -rou-r' au-ro il!.l-iv E7tWVOj.laa911, 8tavota; 
(Sophist, 263e3ff.) . 8tavota j.!EV au'tilc; 7tpoc; f.au'tijv 'lfUXflc; 8ta'Aoyoc; (264a9) .  
The 8tavo£iv is  a 8ta'Aoyoc;, a dialogue. You see here everywhere 
8t£�£pxea9m, 8taA€y£tv, and in the Philebus the expression is 8ta8o�a�£tv 
(38b13) . Everything is oriented toward the 8ta: taking apart in the sense of 
8taip£mc;. If the discernment proper, 8tavo£iv, is characterized as 8ta'Aoyoc;, 
and specifically as a speaking of the soul with and to itself, then this 
indicates that A€y£tv, as it is determined in 8taAeK'ttKll , is actually nothing 
else than a voeiv. Thus the 8taA€y£a9at is a vo£iv in an emphatic sense. 
Plato touches upon the same connection in the Philebus as well . Seen in this 
perspective, namely insofar as 86�a is interpreted as A6yoc;, the peculiar 
parallels in the Sophist between q>aiv£a9at, 8oK£iv, and A€y£tv are no longer 
surprising. 
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c) The ontological possibility of \j/EUOitc; A.Oyoc;: 
the Being of non-beings. 

What corresponds to Jlt!J.TJ'ttKll in the 'tEXVTJ of the sophist is the existence 
there of a A.Oyoc; which Atytt !J.EV ana, "says something," UATJ8f\ 8£ !J.tl , but 
does not uncover the being as it is; this A.Oyoc; is \j/Euoi]c;, it distorts . The 
question is how something like that can be. A \j/Eu8itc; A.Oyoc;, i .e . ,  an opening 
up that occludes, is something actual only if non-beings can be. There is a 
\j/EUOitc; A.Oyoc; only under the presupposition that non-beings can be. With 
the interpretation of the sophist as UV'ttA.E.yEtV 7tEpt m:iv'ta, i .e . ,  basically, as 
ljiEUOf\ AtyEtv, we have dared 'tE'tOAJlTJKEV imo8E.cr8m 'tO !lit ov dvm (cf. 
237a2ff.), "to posit in advance that non-beings are." Only under this pre
supposition, 'tO !lit ov dvm, is there something like a sophist at all. If this 
presupposition is incorrect, i .e., if we adhere to the principle of Parmenides, 
unshaken up to now, that non-beings are not, then there can be no sophist. 
But then there is also no distinction between scientific investigation and 
the activity of the sophists, namely idle talk. Then all speaking is, as speak
ing, equally correct. Here we see for the first time the genuine meaning of 
all the previous, apparently merely scholastic, definitions: they compel us 
to take up, in opposition to the dogmas of the tradition of a Parmenides, 
research into the matters themselves.6 

§60. The relation of philosophy to the tradition. 

a) Conclusive establishment of the meaning of the 
"definitions" of the sophist: compulsion toward research 

into the matters themselves. The repudiation of the 
dogmatic tradition (Parmenides). 

Thus we now see for the first time the meaning of the apparently merely 
scholastic definitions of the sophist. They force Plato to choose either: 1 . ) 
further complicity with the well-established dogma of the school of 
Parmenides that non-beings are not. Accordingly, there is no \j/EUOitc; Myoc;, 
and the UV'ttAEyEtV 7tEpl. miv'ta is also impossible. It must be conceded then 
that there is no sophist, because there cannot be one. Complicity with the 
dogma of the school of Parmenides would thus amount to Plato's acknowl
edging the sophists as philosophers and renouncing himself. For there 
would then be no distinction between what the sophists do and what he 

11 . S1'1' t lw •'P IWI1d i x .  
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is attempting in opposition to them. Or, 2. )  Plato can acknowledge the 
factual existence of the sophist and accordingly of j.!l'\ ov, of the 'Jf£U8o�, 
and take the factual existence of deception, distortion, and misrepresenta
tion as it is and so transform the theory of Being. Thus the alternatives are 
now given: either to allow the matters themselves their right and bind 
oneself on the basis of them to a ruthless opposition against all pre-estab
lished theory, or to adhere to the tradition simply because it is venerable 
and thereby renounce oneself and give up research, which is always re
search into the matters themselves. 

Plato decides in favor of the first possibility, or, more precisely, he has 
already decided in favor of it. For the entire consideration has indeed a 
positive, independent sense only if it is possible to make llll ov intelligible 
as a being. Precisely then does the consideration of the sophist have the 
positive meaning of first making visible the phenomena which the further 
investigation can latch on to. In terms of the image introduced earlier, i .e. , 
the usual characterization of the content of the dialogue as a matter of a 
shell enclosing a kernel, the shell being what we have dealt with up to now, 
and the kernel the ontological discussion, we can say that for us it is 
precisely the reverse: what we have been dealing with up to now is the 
kernel of the dialogue and what follows is nothing else than the liberation 
of this kernel in its structure. There is no shell here but only one continuous 
train of investigation. 

The alternatives facing Plato recur in every philosophical investigation 
which understands itself; yet, to be sure, nothing is gained by the mere 
formulation of the alternatives themselves. Even an understanding of them 
in their concrete demands and a decision comparable to Plato's are no 
guarantee that one's investigation will be able to set the first possibility in 
motion. For it is precisely Plato who shows, not only in this dialogue but 
in his entire work, how difficult it is, even with an interest directed purely 
at the matters themselves, to make any forward progress here, and how 
everything can remain in a preliminary state. This applies to Aristotle just 
as much as to Plato. The Romantic appreciation of Plato within the history 
of philosophy precisely does not see what is properly positive in him, i.e., 
what is not well-rounded, what is fragmentary, what remains underway. 
That is the genuinely positive element in all research. To be sure, this does 
not mean that every imperfection would as such already be positive, but 
only that it harbors the possibility of growth. 

The situation Plato now faces (and we could hardly represent better the 
tremendous significance of Parmenides in the thinking of Plato) is also one 
we face, admittedly with th is difference, that we are chained to the tradition 
in an enti rel y other measu re, and even in an entirely other sense, than were 
Pla to a n d  A ri1-1totlc.  
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b) The relation of contemporary philosophy to the tradition. 
The "destruction" of the dogmatic tradition. The 

appropriation of the past research into the matters 
themselves. 

Even here, and even today still, and not for the last time, in phenomenology, 
there is a romanticism which believes that it can step directly into the open 
space, that one can, so to speak, make oneself free of history by a leap. 
Philosophical questioning-precisely the one intending to press on to the 
matters themselves-is not concerned with freeing us from the past but, on 
the contrary, with making the past free for us, free to liberate us from the 
tradition, and especially from the ungenuine tradition. For the latter has 
the peculiar characteristic that in giving, in tradere, in transmitting, it distorts 
the gifts themselves. Only if we do justice to our own past, in the sense of 
past research, will we be able to grow in it, i.e., only then will we be capable 
of raising our liberated research to its level of questioning. This kind of 
historical consideration lets us understand that what remains in history
not in the sense of an eternal present but as a proper temporal historical
ity-are not systems but the often difficult to recognize pieces of actual 
research and work, that which we will grasp as pieces of actually accom
plished labor. Genuine communication with the past is to be gained only 
on this basis. And only if we have attained this communication does there 
exist a prospect to be historical. Ruthlessness toward the tradition is rever
ence toward the past, and it is genuine only in an appropriation of the latter 
(the past) out of a destruction of the former (the tradition). On this basis, 
all actual historiographical work, something quite different from 
historiography in the usual sense, must dovetail with philosophy's research 
into the matters themselves. 



Chapter One 

Difficulties in the Concept of Non-beings1 (237a-242b) 

§61 . Examination of the principle of Parmenides. 
The unutterability of !lit ov. 

a) First exhibition of the difficulties of the Aiynv of 
!lft ov. The fundamental contradiction between 

11ft ov and Aiynv as Aiynv 'ti. 

Plato does not simply overthrow the principle of Parmenides with a violent 
stroke but instead emphasizes, after citing the principle, "we want to ex
amine it, "  8taaffi!l£8a (237b3), "we want to investigate the character of this 
principle," namely the principle: 

06 yap llll 1tO't£ 'touw 8a!lft , Eivat 11ft Mv'ta, &..Ua au 'ti']a8' &..<!>' 68ou 
8t�1lato�2 dpyE v6111la (cf. 237a8f. )  

"You will never conquer this," in the sense of being able to maintain it; i .e., 
you will never be able to contend, "that non-beings are. Instead, keep away 
from it, keep your voEiv, your reflection, your seeing, far from this path of 
investigation." In other words, if you do direct your mind to that, you will 
never acquire a theme of real discernment, a theme of voeiv . 

Against this prohibition, dpyE VOll!lU, the �£vo� says, in the form of a 
question: 'tOA!lW!lEV, "shall we dare" 'tO llllOU!lW� ov 1tOU <j>8£yyea8at; (d. 
237b7f.), "to somehow utter what is altogether non-being?" Note that it is 
a matter of <j>8£yyea8at, "uttering," A.£y£tv in a quite determinate sense. 
Theaetetus responds: TI&� yap ou; (237b9), "Why not?" He does not hesitate 
to accept it as obvious; he sees no difficulty, i .e., he appeals quite sponta
neously to idle talk, which is what we have indeed been making thus far. 
He finds no difficulty because he is not at all attempting to investigate what 
the expression 11ft ov, understood by everyone, really means. He just says 
11ft ov, without rigorously seeing what it properly means. He has already 
forgotten again the admonition the �£vo� gave him at the outset of this new 
examination, namely to answer only on the basis of seeing. 

The �£vo� challenges him. It is not a matter of speaking £pt8o� EVEKa 
!lllOC 1tat8ui� (bl O), "in jest and for the sake of an arbitrary discussion," but 

1 .  Ti l it> b,1s••d on I I P idP)o;)o;l'l' (Sl'l' p. 1 (, 1  f, t lw a rt icu la t ion o f  tlw Sophist). 
2 .  1\rrord i ng In 2.'iHd:l .  
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<J1touofl (ibid.), now it is "serious" : I desire from you an answer, after you 
have, along with me, seen the thing with your own eyes. That is how you 
have to answer me this: 1toi XPTJ touvo�' em<)>tpetV touto, to �ft ov (c2), "to 
what should the expression �TJ ov properly be applied?" That means: what 
does it properly mean? What is given to us when we utter the expression 
�TJ ov meaningfully? For an ovo�a, a word, is indeed not a mere soJ..lnd in 
the sense of noise. It is not that a sound becomes audible and that next to 
it, or with it, a so-called representation emerges incidentally. On the con
trary, the word itself-and this is its primary sense-means something. 
Already in natural speaking with one another, in discussion, we are not at 
all focused on the sounds themselves but primarily and quite naturally on 
what is said. We certainly hear the sounds, but they are not in the least 
thematically given to us as sounds and grasped as such. Even when we do 
not understand someone speaking, and are thus incapable of investigating 
the meaning of the words and sentences, even then we do not hear noises 
but un-understood words and sentences. Hence even then the primary 
mode of grasping is the understanding of what is said itself. The ovo�a as 
such-1 am anticipating some determinations in order to elucidate these 
connections-already contains the E1t{, the "unto the matter itself. " A word 
is a sign of something in the quite peculiar sense of signifying; it shows 
something, <J1l�aivet. The question is hence Ei<; ti Kat E1tt 1tOtOV aut6v 'tE 

Kataxpt'Jcracrem; (c2f.) :  "In regard to what, to what sort of thing, do we 
apply the expression �TJ ov?"  Ti . . .  tcp 1tuveavo�tvcp OetKVUVat; (c2ff.) :  
"What will we show someone who asks what it means?" After this more 
precise explication of the sense of <)>etyyecrem to �11oa�&<; ov, Theaetetus' 
answer changes essentially: 1tavt6.1tacrtv a1topov (c6), I am now "completely 
unable" to answer you. The �tvo<; comes to his rescue. But at first he says: 
of)A.ov, O'tt t&v OV't(l)V E1ti <tt> 'tO �TJ ov OUK oi<J'tEOV (c7f.), "it is obvious, 
it is clear, that the expression �TJ ov, in its signification, cannot be oriented 
toward something having the character of ov ." Theaetetus declares himself 
to be in agreement. 

The �tvo<; then carries the thought further, in the direction of clarifying 
what in general it means 'tt AtyetV, to speak about something, to "say 
something." Obviously, he says, in connection with what preceded, ouo' 

E1tt to ti (clO), if we were indeed to relate the expression �TJ ov, in its 
signification, "to something," we would not ope&<; <)>tpetv (ell), be "carry
ing the expression in the right direction." Hence �TJ ov cannot mean an ov; 
nor can it mean a ti, "something."  Kat touto <)>avep6v, w<; Kat to "tt" touto 
to pi)�a E1t' ovtt Atyo�Ev EK<i<J'tO'tE (cf. dlf. ) , for " it is certainly clear that 
when we say 'ti,' we in each case e1t' ov n Atyo�Ev, employ it in the direction 
of some being." The text here has £1t' ovtt, i .e . ,  the dative. Correspondi ng 
to tlw St.'I1Sl' of thl• w holt• d iscussion, I suggL•st cha nging i t  to £1t' ov tt: " i t  
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is also clear that when we say 't(, we carry it over to some being." I believe 
this is justified linguistically since the entire previous discussion, which 
employed the term E1tt throughout, invariably construed it with the accu
sative, although, purely grammatically, E1tt may also take the dative. But 
this kind of formulation first provides the thought its genuine edge. !lOVOV 
yap a\m) Mynv, ffi<Jm:p YU!lVOV Kat <i1tT]PTJ!lffi!lfVOV a1tO 'tOOV OV'tffiV 
amxv'trov, aouva'tOV (d2ff.) :  "To say it, namely 'tt, in its nakedness, as it 
were, isolated in a certain sense from every determination of Being, that is 
aouva'tov." I cannot say 'ti, "something," denuded of Being in general. 
Every something is as something, though the meaning of "is" and "Being" 
remains wholly indeterminate. But insofar as I speak at all about something, 
it is, with the result that "'tt" Mycw is to co-say ov and also, as we will see, 
£v. Every something is, and every something is one something. "Tt" Mynv 
is therefore not at all possible without co-intending, in the very sense of 
the Mycw, in the very saying of something at all, Being and one. Accord
ingly, he who would utter llll ov, i .e., llll 'tt, "not-something," must neces
sarily !lTJOfV Mynv (e2), be "saying nothing." Such a person, who utters llll 
ov, would, if he understood himself correctly, altogether keep silent. For 
every Mycw is, in its very sense, a Mynv 'tt, and every Mynv 'tt is a 
co-saying of ov and EV. Thus in saying llll ov, insofar as Myro, "I say" at 
all, I already co-say ov and EV. An entirely original structure of Mycw is 
becoming visible here, a structure still completely detached from the sphere 
of the content to which Myfw, addressing and discussing, could potentially 
relate. Insofar as Mynv is My£tv 'ti, an "addressing of something," it thereby 
co-says, in what is addressed itself, definite characters of its Being and Being 
itself. This means, however, that Mynv in itself, insofar as it is Mynv 'tt, 
harbors fundamental difficulties for uttering llll ov. 

This difficulty must now be thought through to its end; i.e. , we must ask 
what the difficulty residing in Mynv itself means for otaMy£cr8at as Mynv 
of llll ov . If we dare to utter llll ov, then it is evident we are ipso facto speaking 
about something and are co-saying, in the very sense of any saying, along 
with the "something," ov and EV . If, therefore, we are to be able at all to 
make llll ov understandable as a potential object of Mynv, the question 
arises as to how this Mynv itself must be constituted in order to make 
possible a llll ov My£tv, i .e., a llll ov oo�al;nv. Formulated differently, what 
we are seeking is the 6p8oA.oyia 'tOU llll ov'toc; (d. 239b4), " the correct way 
to address non-beings ." This form of posing the question already implies 
that the first difficulty resides less in the llll ov than in Mynv itself, and 
that every addressing of non-beings as being harbors, structurally, a 
<JW1tAOKll (cf. 240cl ), an entwining of non-being and Being. Thus non-be
ings are, in some st'nSL' or other, if th is entwining rightful ly exists. If, how
L'V L'r, non-bl'ings <HL' su pposed to be, whatever that may mean ,  then 
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obviously the "non" is used here in a quite specific sense, one which, prior 
to Plato himself, still lay in the realm of the unknown. Hence what are 
required here are a revision of 'A6yoc, and of its sense as well as a revision 
of the meaning of the "non." But insofar as the "non" is correlative to 
"saying no" and negation, the question of !-lit ov is concentrated again on 
the AfyEtV of !-lit ov. This is the path the following considerations take; but 
their individual progressions are not clear without further ado. 

b) Continuation of the difficulties in the Atyetv of !-lit ov. 
Further determination of the structure of what is meant in 

AfyEtV. 'Apt9j..t6c, and ov. Further determination of the 
conflict between !-lit ov and Atyttv. Intentionality as basic 

structure of Atyttv. 

We dare <j>9£yy£cr9m 1:0 !-lit ov. We have already acquired an insight insofar 
as we have seen that the 't:t, the object of every AtyEtV, is not yuj..tv6v, 
"naked," denuded of Being; and, furthermore, we know that every 't:t Atyttv 
is a £v Atynv. 1:6v n Atyovw .. £v n Atynv (cf. 237d6f.) .  Every something, 
that which is said in saying anything, is one something. Or, as Plato ex
presses it, the 't:t is (jfjj..l£tov of the £v (d9) .  The 't:t, the "something" as such, 
signifies the £v. That means that in the meaning of the "something" there 
resides the one. This expression (jfjj..l£tov is not arbitrary here. It later became 
a special term in Aristotle. For him, (jfjj..l<XtVEtV is a particular kind of think
ing, namely one that pertains to the word as word, namely signifying. Thus 
every 't:t co-signifies a £v, i.e., in the broadest sense, a number. The "co" in 
"co-signify" means "in advance. " Furthermore, the expression nv£, the 
double of 't:i, hence "both," the one and the other, co-signifies "two. "  And 
't:tv£c,, "some," "more," co-signifies plurality. Ti, nv£, and nv£c, co-signify 
£v, Mo, no'A'Aa, as numbers. Hence a quite broad concept of number is 
operative here, whereby number becomes identical with a constitutive de
termination of every something as something. A manifold of somethings is 
a plurality or multitude, as some or more. One, some, and more are numbers 
in an entirely original ontological sense. We need to keep in mind this broad 
concept of apt9j..t6c,, both for an understanding of the role number plays in 
Plato himself, in his ontology, as well as for an understanding of the his
torical fact that there was among the Greeks a philosophical school, the 
Pythagorean, which conceived numbers as the proper basic determinations 
of beings. This has nothing to do with a mathematical interpretation of the 
world or anything like that; on the contrary, it stems from this wholly 
original meaning of number, whereby to count means nothing else than to 
say "something," "severa l , "  "some," "more," and in  so doing to art iculate 
the man i fo ld .  Rl•cent ly pl•opk• have nttl'm ptt•d to rl•d ttcl' thl' role of n u m bl'r 
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in Greek philosophy essentially to Greek mathematics, and Stenzel specif
ically tries to do this in his study "Number and figure in Plato and Aris
totle."3 This investigation has a certain significance, since it goes back at 
any rate to the sources of Greek mathematics. But it suffers by fundamen
tally misperceiving these sources . Number means something quite different 
than what mathematics could contribute to its understanding. 

Therefore, insofar as the -ri as A£y611£VOV necessarily co-signifies ov and 
£v, 1111 n A£y£tv, "not saying something," means the same as 11ll0EV A.Eynv 
(elf.), "saying nothing." And this of course comes down to not speaking at 
all (e5) .  It appears as if the consideration has now arrived at the most 
extreme difficulty, as if there were no way out with regard to the clarification 
of the "'A6yoc, of 11rl ov, since we have been led to see that one cannot at all 
even speak about 11rl ov . But the �£voc, submits to Theaetetus a still greater 
difficulty and indeed i] 11£Yt<J'tT) Kat 7tpW'tT) (238a2), "the highest and first," 
on the basis of which everything we have seen thus far regarding the 
difficulties in 11rl ov is really to be grasped. It is this, by way of anticipation: 
if we cannot speak about 11rl ov, insofar as every A.Eynv is a A.Eynv -ri, then 
we cannot at all speak against the sophist, because we can not speak about 
him at all, if indeed the sophist represents the factual existence of 11rl ov 
itself. That means the sophist has completely barricaded himself behind his 
redoubt and is completely inaccessible to omt...Eymem as A.Eynv. This diffi
culty, which in a certain sense reverts back onto the one who intends to 
refute the sophist, is now to be analyzed more precisely. Naturally, the aim 
is not simply to debate but to expose new structures in this 111'1 ov and in 
the A.Eynv of 11rl ov, structures which are only emphasized provisionally 
here but which later, in the last section of the dialogue, will receive their 
justification. 

The �£voc, points out that in the A.Eynv of 111'1 ov obviously this takes place: 
T0 11EV ovn 1tOU 1tpocry£von' av n 'tWV OV't(l)V E't£pov (238a5), "in speaking, 
a f't£pov -r&v ov-rrov may be 7tpocryiyv£cr8at, added on, appended, to a 
being."  Here, for the first time in such a context, there emerges the concept 
of f't£pov, "other. " This concept of E't£pov is the one on which Plato will 
base his revision of the concept of the 1111 of ov, i.e., negation. Such a 
7tpocry£v£mc,, adding on, co-saying, of one being with an other, obviously 
presents no difficulty; if I address the -ri as ov and at the same time as £v, 
that is altogether intelligible. But what about this case: MT] OV'tl 8£ n -r&v 
ov-rrov &pa 7tO't£ 7tpocryiyv£cr8at q>t1cro11£v ouva-rov £tv at; (a7f.) :  "Will we say 
it is possible to attribute ov to 111'1 ov," i .e., to co-say ov along with 11rl ov? 
(Keep in mind the expression 1tpocryiyvmeai n 'tWV OV't(l)V 11rl ovn.) How 

l. ) .  Slt •nJ:I ' I .  lalll u1 1d ( ;cslalt l•l 'i 1 '/alo l l l ll l  A risloll 'lcs, Bt•rl i n / 1  .t• ipzig, 1 924. 
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could that happen, Theaetetus asks. The �£yoc; refers him to a phenomenon 
they have already discussed, number. 'Apt9jlOY oil 'tOY O'Ujl7taY'ta 'tiDY OY't(l)Y 
'tieEjlEY (alO) .  "Everything in numbers we indeed count among beings." If 
anything is a being, it is number. Mft 'tOtVUY 11110' E1tlXEtpffijlEY apt9jlOU llll'tE 
7tAi'\9oc; llll'tE £y 7tpoc; 'tO 11ft oy 7tpocr<j>£pEtY (b2f.) . Accordingly, if every 
number is an oY, then "we will never try 7tpoc; 'tO llil OY 7tpocr<j>£pEtY, to carry 
over to 11ft oY, anything pertaining to number, neither 7tAi'\8oc;, many, man
ifoldness, nor EY, one." It will obviously not be possible 7tpocr<j>£pctY a 
number, as oY, to llil oY . On the other hand, however, n&c; ouy CJ.y f) oux 
'tOU O"tOjla'toc; q>e£y�at't0 CXY 'ttc; f) Kat 't'f\ OtaYOt� 'tO 7tap6:7taY A.apm 'ta llTt 
OY'ta f) 'tO llil OY xroptc; apt9jlOU; (b6ff.), how is it supposed to be possible 
to speak of a llil oY or 't'f\ OtaYoi� A.aPEtY, to grasp it in discernment, xroptc; 
apt9jlOU, without intending it as one llTt OY or as many llTt OY'ta? The 
intending of a 11ft OY or of llil OY'ta thus necessarily co-intends an apt9jl6c;. 
We have established, however, that an apt9!l6c; is an oY. Accordingly, seen 
also from this perspective, llil OY cannot be grasped xropt<; apt9jlOU, i .e . ,  
xroptc; OY'tOc;. Yet we know: oih£ OtKatOY YE oih£ 6p90Y OY E1tlXElpEtY llil 
oYn 7tpocrapjl6't'tEtY (d. cSf. ), "we have no right, nor does it make sense, to 
attempt OY llil OY'tt 7tpocrapjlO't'tElY, to bring beings into harmony with 
non-beings. " (Pay attention here to the various expressions for the peculiar 
O'Ujl7tAOKll of oY and llil oY: 7tpocr<j>£pEtY at 238b3, 7tpocrn9£Yat at cl ,  
7tpocrapjl6't'tctY at  c6.) And so we will have to say: 'tO llTt OY mho Ka9' au't6, 
non-beings, seen purely in themselves, EO''ttY aOtaYOTJ'tOY 't£ Kat appTJ'tOY 
Kat a<j>9EyK'tOY Kat aAoyoy (c9f.), are altogether a8taYOTJ'tOY, "indiscern
ible," they cannot at all be conceived or intended as something. They are 
appTJ'tOY, "unsayable," a<j>9EyK'tOY, "unutterable," and altogether (this sums 
it up) aA.oyoY: they are not possible objects of any AtyEtv; there is no A6yoc; 
about llTt OY . And this implies Kat 'tOY EAEYXOY'ta Eic; a7top{ay Ka9tO''tTJO'l 
'tO llil OY oihroc; (dS): even someone _(like Parmenides) who formulates this 
negation, i.e., who says non-beings are not, incurs the same difficulty. If he 
says non-beings are not, he is speaking against himself_ Moreover, to ag
gravate matters, aA.oyoy E<j>TJY clYat (e6), we have said non-being is aA.oyoY, 
and au't6 (239a9), it is aA.oyoY. Basically, we cannot even say that, if the 
principle of Parmenides is valid. In this way the �£Yoc; carries the difficulty 
to an extreme, and does so simply with the intention of showing once again 
that AtyEtY is AtyEtY 'ti. Speaking about llTt OY deprives the speaker of the 
possibility of his own undertaking. Insofar as speaking-about is always 
speaking about something, and insofar as speaking is in general the primary 
mode of uncovering and gaining access to what is, llil OY is always closed 
off from A6yoc;. 

This  sharp emphasis on 'Afyctv as 'Af.yEtY 'tt is nothing else tha n the 
d isclosu n.• and dt•a r a ppropr iat ion of a basic structure i n  A.£ynY a s  well as 
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in voriv and in oo�a<;£tv: speaking is speaking about something. That is by 
no means trivial. It is precisely Plato's exertions that show what it cost to 
see this basic fact of "Af.y£tv as "Af.y£tv 'tt and then not to leave it at this 
constatation but to proceed to a modification of "Af.y£tV and ov. This basic 
structure of "Af.y£tv and vo£iv, and, more broadly taken, of every human 
comportment and in general of the comportment of every living thing,4 has 
the sense of directedness toward something. Phenomenology, appropriat
ing the scholastic term intentio, calls this basic structure "intentionality." 
This word is perhaps inappropriate to the matter, since it harbors a whole 
series of difficulties. Even today it still suggests that this phenomenon of 
intentionality involves a special attitude, a peculiar observing, attending 
to, or aiming at something. But all that is what is not meant. On the contrary, 
intentionality is a structure pertaining to the living being with regard to its 
very Being.5 This structure obtains even when, in a mere passive having of 
something present to me, I, in a certain sense, do not at all carry out an 
explicit act of attention, an intending properly spoken. Precisely because 
intentio, both linguistically as well as historically, has a close connection 
with "attention," it is easily misunderstood, especially when it is applied 
to so-called lived experiences and acts of consciousness and is then seen 
exclusively from that standpoint. 

For us it is important to see how this basic structure of "Af.y£tv as "Af.y£tv 
n sustains the whole discussion. As long as we actually adhere to this 
structure, we cannot touch the sophist with any argument, and indeed not 
only because no arguments can be proffered against him but because it is 
not even possible to begin to speak about him. What was said earlier about 
the sophist is justified and makes sense only if it is possible to speak about 
non-beings, i .e . ,  about the sophist himself. Hence the demonstration of the 
phenomena of 1-lTJ ov as regards the sophist, i .e . ,  the various definitions, as 
a pre-possessing of the ground of the ontological research, receives precisely 
on the basis of this research its first justification. Thus it becomes clear that 
an intrinsic substantive connection permeates the entire discussion, the 
entire dialogue. 

4. In the M oser trnnscri pt, 1 -I L• ideggl·r plilces in brilckets the words "and in general of the 
comportml• n t  of  l'Vl'ry l i v i ng t h i n g . "  

5.  I n  t hl' MosL' r t r.msrr ip t ,  I f lo id L•ggL' r plill"l'S . 1  lJ lll'St ion  m a rk i n  t h e  m a rgin bL•side t h i s  
Sl'n l t' lll "L ' - l n .1d d i t ion,  lw pl.ll"l'S t ill' word " l i v i ng Lwi n g "  i n  quotat ion m a rks. 
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§62. Difficulties in the concept of doroA.ov. 

a) The essential determination of the d8roA.ov. The shaking 
of the rigid sense of Being in Parmenides by means of the 

phenomena of the doroA.ov and \f/EUOoc;: the crUJ.L7tAoldi of 1-lll 
ov and ov in the sense of the Etvai 1troc;. Outlook: the 

Kotvrovia nov yev&v as the possibility of this <JUJ.L7tAOKll. 

Thus the sophist has up to now remained completely protected against 
every assault. On the other hand, he himself has the possibility of mounting 
an assault, insofar as he is indeed the factually existing J.LfJ ov which speaks . 
We say of him that his 'tEXVTJ is 'tEXVTJ <j>av'tacrnldi (cf. 239c9f.), he is 
EioroA.o7tot6c; (cf. d3). 'AvnA.aJ.L�av6J.LEvoc; (dlf.) , "he himself in a certain 
sense now takes us at our word" :  we are now supposed to give him an 
account of that which, according to our own consideration, cannot properly 
be spoken at all. If we call him EioroA.o7tot6c;, he will ask what we mean by 
E18roA.ov. And so the consideration comes back to the explication of the 
doroA.ov; but it no longer stands on the same level as it did earlier. It is no 
longer a matter of merely demonstrating the factual existence of the 
et8roA.ov, i .e . ,  of non-being. Now the task is to understand the et8roA.ov itself 
as such, i .e., to prepare an understanding of it. And indeed this is to be 
accomplished not in connection with a 'tEXVTJ J.LlJ.LTJ'ttJdi , drawing or paint
ing, but specifically in regard to the 7tOtEtV of the doroA.ov within the actual 
'tEXVTJ of the sophist. Hence the discussion of what the EtoroA.ov is must now 
be conducted not in terms of the 7tapaonyJ.La but in relation to the sophist 
himself, whose 'tEXVTJ is A.Eyetv. That is, we must now make intelligible the 
meaning of et15roA.a A.Eynv or \f/EUOf) A.Eyetv. Thus we have here no simple 
repetition of what came before, but instead the consideration now stands 
on an entirely different level. 

This becomes clear from the fact that a methodological reflection is again 
inserted at 239dff., corresponding to the one at 227a . The �£voc; lets The
aetetus be tripped up, as it were. He asks him: what would you answer if 
the sophist raises the question: 'tt 1tO'tE 'tO 1tapa1tav eioroA.ov; (239d3f.) , 
"What then, in general, is an d15roA.ov?" Theaetetus says: It is quite clear, I 
would say an d8roA.ov is 'ta £v 'tote; u15acrt or 'tel £v 'tote; Ka't61t'tpotc; d15roA.a, 
f'tt Kat 'tel yeypaJ.LJ.LEVa Kat 'ta 'tE'tU7tffiJ.LEVa Kat 'tUAAa O<Ja 7tOU 'tOtaU't' £cr8' 
f'tEpa (d. d6ff.) ,  "it is, e.g., reflections in the water, images in a mirror, what 
is drawn or painted, what is chiseled, what is printed, and other th ings like 
that."  Theaetetus answers in this sense/ that he refers to concretely existing 

I .  A l l :  t lw ''<•d u<\l t\•d " on1•. 
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eH3coA.a. The �evo<; responds: cjlavepoc; d crocjlt<Hl)v oux £copaKffi<; (cf. el); 
"Now you reveal yourself as one who obviously never saw a sophist." He 
means to say that Theaetetus does not at all understand what a sophist is 
really about. If you answer him in such a way, the sophist 86�Et crot llUElV 
il 7t<XV'ta7tacrtv OUK £xnv Ollll<X'!<X (e3), "will present himself as someone 
whose eyes are closed, or indeed as someone who has no eyes at all ."  He 
will laugh at you, if you speak to him as someone who sees with eyes and 
if you refer him to such factually existent images. You mistake his question 
completely if you answer by offering him various sorts of images. flpo
<J7tOlOUil£VO<; (e7), he will pose as someone who knows nothing at all about 
such things; he will say to you: I know nothing about mirror images, 
drawings, and the like. Instead, he will ask 'tO EK -r&v A.Oycov !lOVOV (d. 
240alf.) ,  "exclusively about that which becomes visible through A.Oyot . "  

What does this mean: that which becomes visible through the A.Oyot them
selves and hence is seen even if one closes his eyes? What is visible in A.Eyrw 
is the M:y61lEVOV, that which something is addressed as.  This is what is 
properly sought, what is properly at issue in speaking of images here. But 
this is not one particular thing or another; it is not what I see with sensible 
eyes. On the contrary, it is precisely that which provides to whatever is seen 
with those eyes its intelligibility, i.e., its utterability, so that I can address a 
mirror image or an image in water as an ei8coA.ov. What is properly sought 
is hence not what Theaetetus is offering but 'tO 8u1 7tUV'!ffiV '!OU'!ffiV (240a4), 
"that which in a certain sense permeates all these particulars," i .e. ,  what is 
already present as Being in all these things. Or, as it is expressed at 253d5-6: 
J.tiav ioeav 8u1 7toA.A.&v 7tav-rn 8ta'!E'!<XIlEVllV, what is sought is "one aspect, 
which resides, is present, everywhere throughout the many." And the �evoc; 
indicates clearly that Theaetetus has basically, without knowing it, some
thing l ike tha t a lrea d y  in s ight,  ti�icocra<; £vi 7tpocr£t7tEiv 6v61l<X'!l 
cjl8ey�allEVO<; d8coA.ov E7tl 7t(l<JlV roc; EV ov (240a4ff.), "if you indeed believe 
you can 7tpOcrEt7tEtv, address, all these e18coA.a £vi 6v61lan, with one name." 
cjl8ey�allEVO<; d8coA.ov, "when you attribute e18coA.ov E7tt 1tamv, to all  these, 
you utter this word d8coA.ov roc; £v ov, as if they were one. " Thus in his way 
of addressing, one which is quite natural and obvious, in his spontaneous 
use of words, he has already, in a certain sense, meant a £v. And this is 
what the sophist means when he asks about the d8coA.ov. The question is 
hence about a self-sameness, about the self-same d8coA.ov versus the arbi
trary succession of d8coA.a in various concrete forms. In this way the �evoc; 
first elevates Theaetetus to the genuinely correct methodological level. Thus 
it has become clear that the discussion of the e18coA.ov is not a matter of 
seeing w i th the sensible eyes but with the eyes of vouc;. Perhaps-! do not 
know whetht•r  it is a n  a rti fice-this  cha racterization of the sophist is at the 
same t ime nwant i ronic<� l ly :  <.'.g., w hen tht• �f.voc; s.1ys the sophist w i l l  laugh 
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at Theaetetus if he takes him ros �AbtaV'tt, as one who sees. For Plato is 
convinced that the sophist, with regard to genuine seeing in A.6yo�, is the 
truly blind one. 

After the question of the 'tt of the doroA.ov has been clarified, Theaetetus 
attempts to give an answer. £toroA.ov &.v <lJatllEV dvat 'tO npos 'tCtA118tvov 
a<lJffi!lOlffi!lEVOV f"CEpov 'tOtOU'tOV (d. 240a8f.) .  Note well that this formulation 
of the determination of the doroA.ov is marked by the occurrence in it of the 
expression E't£pov, which later will go to form the actual solution to the 
basic difficulty in the question of the Being of non-beings. Theaetetus' 
formulation of the determination of the d8wA.ov is difficult to render in 
translation. I will take the statement apart. The £t8wA.ov, image, is 'tO E't£pov 
'tOtOU'!OV, "that which is another such thing," other, namely, than what is 
presented, yet thereby a<lJW!lOtffi!lEVOV 7tpOS 'tCtA118tv6v, "like the actual 
being," like it in the sense of a$-, an6: as if it were, so to speak, "drawn 
from" it. This determination is not immediately intelligible, as is shown by 
the question the �£vas raises: "E't£pov 0£ AEYEtS 'tOtoU'!OV aA.118tv6v, il E7tt 
'tivt 'tO 'tOtOU'!OV £l1t£S; (240a9f.) .  To what does this E't£pov 'totomov, this 
"another such thing," refer? To an aA118tv6v, i.e., to another such actual 
being, or, if not, then to what? Theaetetus answers : OUOa!lWS aA.118tv6v y£, 
aA.A' £otKo� !lEV (b2), "By no means to an aA.118tv6v," yet it is not that this 
E't£pov wwuwv would altogether be unreal; on the contrary, in its very 
structure it is EOtKOS, "it looks like the true thing," it is similar to the 
aA.118tv6v. But the �£vas does not let up. Apa 'tO aA.118tvov ov•ros ov A.Eyrov; 
(b3) : aA.118tv6v certainly means, does it not, OV'!ffiS ov, being in the only way 
something can be, genuine Being? If, therefore, the £toroA.ov, i .e., the £otK6S, 
is oUOa!lWS aA.118tv6v, then it is lltl aA.118tv6v (bS); that, however, is indeed 
£vav'tiov (ibid .), against, the opposite of, the aA.118tv6v. The opposite of true 
being, of the OV'tffiS ov, however, is obviously lltl ov. OUK OV'tffiS <OUK> ov 
apa AfY£tS 'tO EOtKOS, El7t£p aut"6 y£ lltl CtA118tvov £pEtS (240b7f.) .  "You thus 
address the £otK6S, the image, as utter non-being, if indeed you name it 
the lltl aA118tv6v. " The �£vas hence wants to elicit from Theaetetus the 
concession that the d8wA.ov, if indeed it is a E'!Epov to the aA118tv6v, is the 
£vav'tiov of the aA.118tv6v and hence is auK ov. Here lies the sophistry, 
namely in that the �£vas simply interprets the E't£pov of the aA.118tv6v, or 
of ov, in the sense of an £vav'tiov to the ov, as lltl ov. 

Theaetetus, however, defends himself against this attempt to interpret 
the Being of the £t8wA.ov as non-being; he emphasizes: 'AA.A.' £crn y£ lltlV 
7tffi� (b9), "yet in some way it is indeed there!" The image in the water does 
exist! Theaetetus does not have a positive concept of the Being of the image, 
but he sees that the image is, specifically nws, "in some way," in some sense. 
Thus he will not allow arguments to lead him away from what he sees. 
OUKouv aA.118&s (blO), the �£vos aga in objects: it is certa in ly  not the p re-
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sented being itself. Theaetetus, taking his orientation from what he sees, 
specifies : Ou yap ouv, "to be sure, it is not"; 1tAllV y' Eixrov ovnoc; (bll), "I 
am only saying that as an image it is real ."  It really is-as an image. The 
image is something, precisely as an image. And the image must be some
thing, just in order for it to show itself and pose as that which it is not. 
Therefore, in fact, in some way or other it is: ecrn moe;. This dva( moe;, 
however, as the further consideration will show, shakes the previous tradi
tional sense of ov, the rigid sense of Parmenides .  The first result of the fact 
that the image ecrn moe; is that we must grasp the image conceptually in 
this way: it is non-being and yet it is . OuK ov apa OV'tffi<; E<J'tlV onmc; (b12),2 
properly non-being, it is properly a being. This Myoc; of the EiKrov, however, 
implies, it seems, a <JU!11tAOKll of !lit ov with ov. KtvouvEUEt 'tOtaU'tllV nva 
7tmAtxem <JU!l7tAoKftv 'tO !lit ov •0 ovn (elf. ) .  Here we have the proper 
phenomenon toward which the consideration now is headed: the <JU!l-
1tAOKll . If the image has a Being, we will maintain that non-beings can enter 
into a <JU!l1tAOKll with beings. This is something quite different from the 
mere contention that non-beings are. 

This <JU!l1tAOKll becomes the guiding line for the further course of the 
consideration and at the same time is the phenomenon which will find its 
solution in the Katvmvia 'trov yEvrov. The KOtvmvia 'trov yEvrov demonstrates 
the possibility of the <JU!l1tAOKll and, consequently, the possibility that there 
is something which is and yet is not. 3 In order to see the real questioning 
clearly, we must not take our orientation from the naked question of the 
Being of non-beings but from the <JU!l1tAoK'll . Therefore I have also called 
attention to the fact that the expressions 7tpocr<j>£<jlEtV, 7tpocrap!l6't-tEtV, and 
7tpocrayopEuetv indicate that AtyEtV has a determinate structure:4 7tp6c;, 
something to something, or, as we can say more precisely, to address some
thing as something. LU!l7tAOKll is the expression for this peculiar character 
of Myoc; as addressing: something as something. Is it at all possible that 
something can be addressed as something it itself is not? The question of 
the possibility of such a Myoc; and of Myoc; in general, the question of the 
possibility of addressing something as something, is grounded in the ques
tion of whether, in general, with regard to beings, there is something which 
can be other than what it itself is. Only if there is such a being, which can 
be something it is not, can there be a A.6yoc; able to disclose this being. Thus 
the <JU!l1tAOKll at the same time orients us toward Myoc;, a phenomenon 
we already brought to the forefront in our discussions of the sophist. 

2. This n·ad ing occu rs in l ll• idl•ggl•r 's manuscrip t. Bu rnet's reading: OUK ov apa <OUK> 
llvt<•IS t'atl v (JVt<•l.;. 

:l.  t\ 1 1 :  lh l'n•by provl•n :  non-lwings an•. 
4.  C f.  p .  2'1 1 1. 
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We are forced, says the �£voc;, O!lOAoydv -ro )lll ov dvai moe; (d. 240c5), 
"to concede that non-beings are in some sense or other. "5 But if they are 
possible, then it may also be possible for something like an e\owA.ov, a 
'JIEUOO<;, to exist. In that case, however, there may also possibly be something 
like an <bra-rav (240dl ), a deceiving, a working with dowA.a, i .e. , with an 
ov which is !lll ov. Then there can also be a 'JIEUOflc; M�a (d. d6) . At first, 
this possibility is quite problematic (240d--e) .  The discussion is still on such 
a level that the �£voc; can ask: 'JIEUOf!c; M�a indeed means to have an 
opinion, to be of an opinion, about something which is in itself deceptive, 
a '!ft 'JIEUOft Oo�<i�nv; and this '!ft 'JIEUOft Oo�<i�nv is indeed the same as '!ft 
£vav-ria wic; oucn oo�<i�nv (d. d6f.), such that the 'JIEUOf!c; M�a is the same 
as '!ft !lll OV'!<X oo�<i�nv (d9), is it not? 

The theme of M�a, as 'JIEUOflc; M�a, is, accordingly, the nothing. But 
Theaetetus resists this conclusion: Etvai 7tffi<; -ra !lit ona &t yE, ElrtEp 
'JfEUcrE'!<Xt 1tO'!E -ric; n Kai K<X'!ft �P<XXU (e3f. ) .  Mfl ov, which, as 'JIEUOO<;, is 
the theme of a 'JIEUOll<; M�a, is not the nothing, but is !lit ov which in some 
sense is. A6yoc; as 'JIEUOitc; Myoc;, or M�a as 'JIEUOll<; M�a, involves the 
saying, or the addressing, of a non-being as a being, or of a being as not 
being. Myoc; 'JIEUOitc; YO!ltcr81lcr£-rm -ra '!E ov-ra ";..£ywv !lit Eivm Kai -ra )lit 
ov-ra dvm (d. 240e10f.) . For this is the character of what we call a false 
assertion: to proffer a being as not being or a non-being as being. Notice 
that Plato is still using the expression Myoc; in a quite preliminary way and 
in an undifferentiated sense, such that A.6yoc; here simply means to address 
something as something. We had better leave out completely the term 
"judgment," which even in logic is ambiguous enough . Toward the end of 
the dialogue, Plato offers a determination of A.6yoc; which comes close to 
Aristotle's.6 I have already emphasized that the cru)l7tAOldi is the phenom
enon on which the ontological consideration, in the strict sense, focuses, 
that the problem of the crU!l7tAOldi is solved by the Kotvwvia, and that only 
on the basis of the Katvwvia is it possible for a Myoc; to be a 'JIEUOf!c; Myoc;. 
In a certain sense, Plato grasps this state of affairs of 'JIEUOitc; Myoc; from 
the outside, namely in such a way that he sees therein a crU!l7tAoJCii of Myoc; 
with 'JIEUOoc;, where the 'JIEUOoc; is a )lit ov and the Myoc; an ov. Thus he 
sees in the 'JIEUOitc; Myoc; a crU!l7tAOldi of 'JIEUOoc; as !lll ov with Myoc; as 
ov.7 Therefore it is too early for an interpretation that would already attempt 
to elucidate the phenomenon of imposture or deception phenomenally. We 
will see later that Plato does not at all enter into the dimension of a so-called 
intrinsic philosophical consideration of Myoc; and of 'JIEUOO<; but proceeds 

5. See the append ix .  
n. 26 l c-262e. t\6yo.; is  dl'IL•rm i twd as <1 m>pnl..ot..-� of ilvop<x and titipu (PspL•ci,J I Iy 262d4). 
7. Sl'l' l 'Sfl!'d.t l l y  26(1.1 . 
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in such a way that he resolves the possibility of the Being of a A6yo<; 'JIEUOll<; 
by means of a formal-ontological consideration, as is shown toward the 
end of the dialogue. On the other hand, in order to show the difference in 
kind between this and the contemporary way of questioning, we will now 
submit the phenomenon of deception to a closer investigation.8 

b) Determination of the proper task: the revision of 
the principle of Parmenides. The modification of 

the meaning of Being. 

His counter-question has placed the sophist in a safe position. For the �£vo<; 
and Theaetetus cannot take hold of him in their discussions so long as they 
have not surmounted the barrier which they constantly come up against, 
namely the principle of Parmenides, which is designated at 241c as icrxupo<; 

A6yo<; (cf. c9), a principle that is strong, i .e., difficult to get the better of. 
Before taking up the proper solution of the ontological problem, the �£vo<; 
makes three requests of Theaetetus: 

1 .) He asks him to be satisfied if they succeed only "to a very small 
extent," Ka'ta �paxu (24lc8) , in freeing themselves from this forceful prin
ciple of Parmenides.  He requests Theaetetus thus not to expect too much. 

2.) A still more urgent request is not to believe that his attack on the 
principle of Parmenides will make him a na-rpaA.oia<; (cf. 241d3), a parri
cide. For the �Evo<; is indeed from Elea and so is directing his attack against 
his own spiritual father. He emphasizes: we must avayKatov li!ltV 0 0 0 

�ui�m9at (d5f. ), penetrate with knowledge: 'to 't£ 1111 ov ffi<; £crn Kanx n 

Kat 'tO ov au miA.tv cO<; OUK EO"'tt 1t1l (241d6f. ) .  It is significant that this 
formulation does not simply say 'to 1111 ov ffi<; £crn but 'tO 1111 ov cO<; £crn 

Ka't<i n, in a certain respect non-beings are, and not simply: 'to ov cO<; OUK 
EO"'tt, but cO<; OUK EO"'tt nn, beings are nn, in a certain respect, not. Thus we 
do not have here a radical opposing of non-being and Being or a O"U!l1tAOKll 
of both, as was the case up to now, but instead: -ro ov ffi<; ouK £crn nn, i .e . ,  
ov is not, yet not in the sense of the 1111 ov, but differently; and !lll ov is, yet 
not in the sense of ov, but differently, ffi<; £crn Ka-r<i n. This implies, however, 
a modification of the meaning of Being in general. That is the genuine 
theme. The question of 1111 ov is ultimately reduced to the question of Being, 
and that is why the tradition has a certain justification in giving the dialogue 
the subtitle: "nepl -rou ov-ro<;," "About Being." The �£vo<; repeats: as long 
as we have not overcome this principle we are not capable AEYELV 7t£pl 
Myoov 'JIEUO&v i1 06�TJ<;, £l -re doooA.oov d -re dKovoov Et -re !lt!lll!l<i•wv d -re 

H.  St•l' t lw olJ'fll' lld i x ,  p.  4�.'): " hom t lw nol l's of Si mon M ost•r . "  
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<j>avmcrj.U:itffiV at'l'tcJlV, ft Kat 7tEpt 'tEXVWV 'tWV ocrat 1tEpt 'ta\mi dat (cf. 
241e2ff.) .  The �£vos says we must press on: 1:0 f..Lll ov ffis £an Ka'ta n. Only 
if we succeed can we assert something about oo�a, i .e. , about the oo�acrnKf\ 
-r£xvTJ, about domA.ov or domA.onouKJ1,  about dKffiv, f..Ltf..lllf..La, <j>av-racrf..La. All 
these phenomena will remain obscure as long as the principle of 
Parmenides remains unshaken. Only if we are actually able to deal with 
oo�a, domA.ov, and dKffiv in a way that accords with the matters themselves 
will we be able to discuss the -r£xvTJ related to them, i.e., to genuinely grasp 
the sophist. 

3 . )  He asks Theaetetus not to think he is deranged, f..LUVtK6S (242all), if 
he now sets out to solve this difficult question, whereas previously (239bl-
3) he had said he always considered himself inadequate to take up this 
principle of Parmenides. 



Chapter Two 

Difficulties in the Concept of Beings. 1  The Discussion of the 
Ancient and Contemporary Doctrines of ov2 (242b-250e) 

Introduction 

§63. The point of departure for the solution of the task: the 
discussion of the ancient and contemporary doctrines of ov. 

a) General characterization of Plato's and Aristotle's 
confrontation with the "ancients." Aristotle's solidification 

of the concept of apx1l. The elaboration of the "milieu" 
(A6yo<;) as the center of the development of Greek ontology. 

The question now is how the discussion of the principle of Parmenides is 
supposed to mount its attack. We have seen in the formulation at 241d that 
non-beings, in a certain sense, are and that beings, in a certain sense, are 
not. Thus the proper theme is Being. It is therefore that the substantive 
discussion begins with an account of what has previously been thought 
and said about this question, and indeed -ca 8oKouv-ca vuv £vapycil<; EX£tv 
E1tHJKE\If<X0"8at 7tpcil-cov (242b10f.) , "what we want to examine first is pre
cisely what seems to be wholly transparent."  It is precisely the obvious, the 
seemingly transparent, which is to be the theme. The �Evo<; recalls that 
Parmenides, as well as everyone else who set out to deal with beings, did 
so without great claims to rigor, £'UK6Aro<; (242c4) .  What was it these ancients 
were seeking methodologically in their treatment of beings? 8toptcracr8at 
<-ca ov-ca> 1t6cra 't£ Kat 1toia tcrnv (cf. c5f.); they sought "to delimit beings: 
how many beings are there and how are they constituted?" That was the 
question of the ancients: what is the number of beings and what is their 
constitution? The question is formulated here in a very careful way. It 
genuinely touches the question of the ancients and so is superior to the 
formulation of Aristotle, who indeed carries out a similar consideration in 
the first Book of the Physics as well as in other writings.3 But Aristotle posits 

I .  T i t l l' in l l l' id l').!;).!;l'r's m.1 n usrr i p t  (sl'l' p. l nl f. , thl• a rt i culat ion of the Sopl1ist). 
2. Ti t ll '  basl'd on l l l' id l').!;).!;l'f (Sl'l' p . 104) .  
1. St.•(• p.  102. 
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the central question of the ancients to be the question of the apx1l-apx1l 
as conceptually formulated in terms of his own position-which, however, 
does not so faithfully render the mode of questioning of the ancient 
qmmoA-6ym. Aristotle's investigation of the questioning of the ancients is 
thus sharper and more violent, insofar as the ancients did not possess 
Aristotle's precise concept of apx1l but instead used apx1l ontically, in the 
sense of mere beginning, and not ontologically. The ancients tried to clarify 
and to make intelligible beings, i .e., qrocrt<; in a broad sense-what is already 
there-by deducing them from particular beings. Parmenides, to be sure, 
already made a first advance: he considers beings as such, i .e . ,  he sets apart 
the whole of beings in an ontic sense and says that "they are." There is as 
yet no guiding line for the question of Being. Still, even in the naive en
deavors of the ancients there is already a tendency toward definite onto
logical structures. In his rendering of the ancients' question of ov, Plato 
does not employ the term UPXll · The word has no terminological signifi
cance for him. Plato's mode of questioning is much more appropriate to 
the undeveloped questioning of the ancients. 

Plato thus prepares his discussion of ov by confronting the previous age. 
Such confrontations can be found in Aristotle in manifold forms: Physics, 
Book I; Metaphysics, Book I; De generatione et corruptione, Book I. These three 
confrontations with history are all different, according to the respective 
thematic question. In the Physics, this is the intention to show KtV11crt<; as 
determinative of the qr6crEt ovta. They are the ground on which the question 
of the apxai is posed. They are the phenomena from which the apxai are 
to be read off. The question of the apxai of the qr6crn ovta thereby rules 
this discussion of the ancients . Moreover, Aristotle already takes the concept 
of <j>ucrt<; in a completely determinate sense, one elaborated by him himself, 
whereas, for the ancients, <j>u<n<; has a broader meaning, namely the one 
which gets conceptually fixed later, precisely by Aristotle, in the term oucria. 
For the ancients, <j>Ucrt<; is that which is always already there.4 Even Aristotle, 
in the Metaphysics, still at times uses <j>U<n<; in the sense of oucr{a, e.g., in 
Metaphysics, r, chapter 1. Alongside it, there can also be found in Aristotle 
the specific concept of <j>ucrt<; as apxfJ Ktv1lcrEw<;, elaborated in the second 
Book of the Physics. In the Metaphysics, Aristotle is not asking about the 
<j>ucrn OV'ta but about the ov n ov. He is asking about the apxai in general, 
with the intention of acquiring the structure of ov itself, which is not only 
<j>ucrtt ov. Therefore, in the Metaphysics, the discussion of the ancients aims 
at the fundamental question of how many apxai or ai-tiat in general can 
be exposed in the course of research. Aristotle distinguishes four kinds of 
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causes; three of them are supposed to have been discovered by the ancients, 
and the fourth, the proper one, is then established by him. Finally, in De 
generatione et corruptione, Aristotle inquires into the cr'totXEia, which are 
themselves quite particular apxai within the <j>Ucrft OV'ta. And that is the 
reason apx'll , al:nov, and cr'totXEiov are occasionally identical in meaning 
for Aristotle, but only in a formal sense; taken strictly, they are tailored for 
particular realms of Being. This confrontation with the ancients is, in all 
three ways Aristotle carries it out, different from the Platonic one, since 
Aristotle already had a univocal, even if not radically conceived, basis for 
the ontological mode of questioning, acquired not without the preliminary 
work of Plato himself. 

The development of Greek ontology does not proceed to a collection of 
ontological results in the sense of a heaping up of newfound categories . On 
the contrary, its proper work is concentrated upon the elaboration of the 
milieu in which ontological research can move in general. Here is the proper 
center of Greek research. Only if we learn to understand this, will there 
exist the prospect of making our past productive again. Parmenides begins 
the elaboration of the milieu from which the question of the Being of beings 
can be raised. This peculiar foundational research was not, for the Greeks, 
explicit as such, but in fact their work moved just as much in the field of 
A6yo<; as in that of ov. Specifically, A6yo<; is, for Greek ontological research, 
the way of access to the Being of beings. This does not mean, however, that 
Greek ontology is dependent on "logic";5 we would first have to ask what 
logic was for the Greeks, and we may not impute to them the modem 
concept of logic . Plato's critique of the previous age has the intention of 
carrying out the ontological over and against the antic, the categorial ex
plication of Being over and against an ontic description of beings, i .e . ,  of 
making this ontological research visible for the first time in its basic parts. 
For it was indeed an unheard of discovery to see Being over and against 
beings, though, to be sure, Parmenides, who himself was not clear about 
it, took the first step in this direction with the seemingly trivial principle: 
beings are. This principle places him fundamentally beyond beings in the 
sense of a description.6 

The historical consideration Plato prefixes to his proper dialectical dis
cussion is meant to confront not only all the previous philosophies but the 
one of his contemporaries as well. The consideration thereby acquires a 
clear articulation . 

. '1. i\ 1 1 :  l l u l  " log ir"  p n·cis,• l y  from onto-logy; the " logy" mort• origi n u l  thnn logic. 
h.  i\ 1 1 :  ol lwings  l h nnlgh ]wi ngs.  
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b) The articulation of the discussion of the ancient and 
contemporary doctrines of ov. 

The discussion of the ancient and contemporary doctrines of ov extends 
from 242c to 250e. 

1 . )  The discussion begins, at 242c-243d, with a general characterization 
of the first ontological attempts. 

2.) There follows at 243d-244b a proper critical consideration of those 
ocrot 1tA.eiov £vo� Myoum 10 1t<XV dvat (244b2f.), who address beings as 
something manifold rather than one, who therefore say beings are manifold . 

3 . )  The passage at 244b-245c discusses those oi £v Myov'!E� (d. b6), who 
say beings are only one, i.e., the Eleatics. 

4.) The passage at 246a-250e deals with the contemporary doctrines of 
Being; Plato speaks of a ytyav'!Oj..l<XXt<X 1tEpt TI}� oucr(a� (d. 246a4f.) , a battle 
of the giants over Being. There are two factions. First, those who say oucrfa 
= mi>j..l<X or ytvmtc;, Being is body, becoming (246e-248a) . The other faction 
(Euclid and the Megarians) says: oucrfa = d8TJ (248a-250e). This is a position 
to which Plato was once close but which he now no longer holds. That is 
already manifest, entirely apart from what follows substantively, by the 
peculiar characterization at 246c, where Plato says: between these two, the 
ones who say oucr(a = cr&j..ta and those who say oucr(a = Ei8o�, £v j.!Ecrq> 8£ 
1tEpi 't<XU't<X a7tM:'!O� Uj.!<jlO'!Eprov j..t6.XTJ n� (246c2f.), "between them, in their 
midst, there rages an endless battle . "  This j.!EO'OV between them is a battle 
place, but it is also the place of a decision. For the solution of the question 
resides for Plato precisely in resolving the unilaterality of each position and 
acquiring a perspective for a concept of Being on the basis of which both 
positions may become intelligible. 



I. The Discussion of the Ancient Doctrines of ov (242c-245c) 

§64. General characterization of the first ontological 
atternpts1 (242c-243c). Sketch of the theses about ov. Mu8ov 

OlllYEicr8aL Predelineation of Plato 's procedure: 
elevation into the ontological dimension .  

The historical consideration begins with a general characterization of the 
ancients. This characterization bears a somewhat superior and ironic tone, 
which, however, should not seduce us into taking it as a mere game. We 
will see later that only this basis-insofar as we acquire the correct way of 
questioning for the interpretation-makes intelligible the entire path Greek 
ontological research had to traverse in order to arrive at the foundation 
Aristotle himself firmly established. Mu86v nva £Kacr'to<; <!JaivE'tai j..lot 
8trty£tcr8m (242c8): "It seems that each of these ancients is telling us a story 
about beings," and indeed 1tatcr1v ffi<; oumv (c8f.) , "as if we were children." 
This says that the ancients, insofar as they dealt with Being, told stories 
about beings, said what happens to beings. Hence the ancients did not at 
all arrive at a position from which they could determine something about 
the Being of beings . If, e.g., they said 'tpia 'ta ov'ta, then they were selecting 
definite beings, ones which had an emphatic sense for them, and they 
explained beings out of beings. This is the sense of their "telling stories"; 
i.e., they moved naively in the dimension of beings and did not at all enter 
into the dimension of the Being of beings. 

1 . ) 6 j.!EV, the one, says: 'tpia 'ta ov'ta (242c9), beings are three. The 
historiographical attribution of these various conceptions to individual 
schools and movements is not wholly unanimous, at least where definite 
names are not mentioned. And so it is uncertain who this 6 j.!EV is, the one 
who says beings are three. Zeller conjectures it is Pherecydes, who, to be 
sure, proposed a characteristic threefold as the proper beings, namely Zeus 
or the heaven, Chronos or time, and Chthon, the earth. I cannot get involved 
here in a detailed characterization; the sources are meager as well. In his 
Psyche,3 Rhode has dealt profusely with the very early speculative contexts . 
The three of this threefold, which exist in themselves, are not determined 

1 .  Title based on Hcidegger (see p .  304) .  
2.  Ed uard Zeller, Die Philosophic dcr Griechm. Erster Tei l .  Erste Halfte, 7. Auf!. ,  Leipzig, 1923, 

pp. 1 02- l ll:i . 
3. Frw i n  Rohde, l'syclw: Sed! " l lkl l l f  1 1 1 1d  Ullslc r/Jiichkeitsglaubt' dcr G riechl' l l .  E rs te H ii l fte, Fn• i 

b u rg i .  l l r sg . ,  I H<J( ); Zwl' i ll' l l ;i l fl<·, Fn• iburg i .  Brsg,  I H44. In  part icuiM, i n  t lw s••rond •·d i t ion  of  
I HlJH,  �•·n md h.1 l f ,  i{ohdl• t n•,1 ts tlw Orph i,ms ( p p .  l l l3· ·  1 36)  .1 11d p h i lnsophy (pp .  1 37- 1 '12) .  
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narrowly but are conceived in the sense of human comportments. That is 
precisely what makes this a myth. They wage war among themselves, at 
times they battle, and at times they even love each other; and there is also 
y<iJ.lo�, 't6Ko�, 'tpo<)l'Tl (d. dlf.) ,  marriage, birth, and child-rearing. 

2 . )  E'tEpO� Eim:Ov (d3), "another says," beings are not three but two, uypov 
Kat �11p6v, "the wet and the dry" or 8EpJ.lOV Kat \j!UXp6v (d3), "the warm 
and the cold."  You see here again that what is addressed as Being in the 
proper sense is something that shows itself in a naive consideration, in 
purely sensible perception, i .e . ,  definite qualities of beings themselves. 

3.) The Eleatics, Xenophanes and his disciples, say: £v ov 'tU 1t<ivm (d. 
d5f.) ,  "everything that is is one." 

4. )  The Muses of Ionia and Sicily, i .e . ,  Heraclitus of Ephesus and 
Empedocles of Agrigentum, say: 'to ov 7tOAA<i 'tE Kat £v £crnv (elf.), "beings 
are many as well as one." They hence put together what the earlier philos
ophers said: many and one. The Ionic muses are more severe, insofar as 
they maintain 8ta<)>EpOJ.lEVov fu:t <JUJ.l<)>Eprmt (cf. e2f.) ,  the whole is con
stantly in conflict and in a movement of transition from the £v to the 7tOAA<i 
and vice versa; in Heraclitus, 'to mxv is constantly in flames. The others, the 
Sicilian muses, are gentler, insofar as they allow a periodic rest and say: 
'tO'tE J.lEV £v dvat 'to 1t&.V Kat <)l{A.ov (d. e5), sometimes the whole dwells in 
friendship, under the power of Aphrodite, the power of love, but 'tO'tE OE 
1toAA.a Kat 7tOAEJ.ltOV (243al), soon again 'tO 1t&.v is rtoU<i, dissolved into 
many and at war, 8ta VEtKO� (al) .  

The �rvo� claims it is difficult to decide whether or not these ancients 
have in fact hit the mark or not. But one thing is certain, they dealt with 
their theme in such a way that in a certain sense they spoke beyond our 
grasp, ou8Ev yap <)lpoV't{crav'tE� ri't' E7taKoA.ou8oi'lJ.lEV au'tOic; Atyoumv ri'tr 
U7tOAEt7tOJ.lE8a (a7f.) :  "They were not at all concerned whether what they 
said would be intelligible for us, whether we could follow it or would have 
to remain behind." Upon closer inspection, this means that the ancients did 
not take into account the necessity of a discussion to be demonstrable, that 
oi 7toA.A.ot TJJ.lEt� (cf. a6), we or others, have to understand them, that there
fore such speaking about beings must be placed in check. That is, it must 
be possible to speak with others about the matter, such that everyone sees 
the things themselves as they are and does not simply have to look for the 
things in isolation, in arbitrary wild speculation. Hence what they have 
overlooked is logos, the criterion of an objective and substantive demon
strability and communicability in their treatment of things. They were just 
"telling stories," without a proper logos. The �rvo� concedes that earlier, as 
a young man, he himself had believed he would understand these ancient 
doctrines; now, however, he has come into great d i fficu lty and no longer 
be l ieves hL' Ciln u nderstand tlwm.  With th is  rema rk a t  24Jb, the �rvo� is 
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referring to the thought expressed at 234d, that many in the school of the 
sophists at first believe they understand and know everything, but that 
when they come near the things and actually try to grasp them, their 
complete ignorance is exposed. These discussions of the ancients about 
Being are hence altogether problematic, so that we find ourselves in the 
same difficulty as much in relation to ov as in relation to J .. Lll ov . Therefore 
we are led 7t£pt CE 'tOU J.!Eyl<J'tOU 't£ Kat apxnyou 1tpW'tOU vuv <JK£1t'tEOV 
(243dl),  "to begin a consideration of what is the greatest and what is 
properly first," i .e., of ov, and to ask 'tt T]youv'tat 'to ov, "what do they 
maintain about beings," oi Atyov't£<; cnA.ouv au't6 (d. d4f. ), i .e . ,  those "who 
say they can reveal and exhibit them." 

Here the genuine critical consideration begins. It reverts back to the 
positions characterized only very roughly in the preceding account but does 
so now in such a way as to take these positions seriously for the first time. 
Initially, the consideration deals with that school which professes ov is 
manifold. In the course of the critical consideration, Plato shows that those 
who say beings are manifold, 'ta ovm nA.tova £v6c; (cf. 245b8f.), use, without 
knowing it, in their speaking of a manifold of beings, a £v, a determinate 
sense of Being, which they do not themselves investigate at all. The ouo 
Atyov't£<; are thus led back to a £v. In connection with this, Plato discusses 
the £v of the Eleatics and shows that this £v is again insufficient to determine 
ov; it requires a 1tAElOV. This, however, is not a simple return to the first 
position. On the contrary, the first ones who spoke about beings spoke 
about them ontically: there are manifold beings . Versus this, the Eleatics say 
there is one Being. But Plato says no, there must be a manifold Being. Over 
and against the manifold beings it is now a question of a manifoldness in 
Being itself. And this indicates that the position of Parmenides was no 
longer by any means a naive and ontical one but rather was the very first 
decisive inception of ontology, even if the entire body of this ontology 
resides in the principle: beings are. Yet this principle, in its philosophical 
attitude, is essentially superior to all the positions which claim that beings 
consist of many beings or of one being, for these positions do not at all 
succeed in raising the question of Being. In this way, the passage through 
the Eleatic position at the same time provides the possibility of bringing 
the question into the properly ontological domain and of discussing, on 
this basis, the ytyaV'tOJ.!CXXtCX 1t£pt nl<; OU<Jta<;. 
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§65. The discussion of the thesis of the multiplicity of ov 
(243d-44b) . Uncovering of dvm as unfinished task. Critique of 

today's "ontological "  a ttempts: the forgetting of the question of the 
meaning of Being. Toward the elaboration of this question on the 

ground of a hermeneutic of Dasein . 

Plato carries out his critique of the earlier age under the guiding line of the 
A.tynv 'ta ov'ta. That is why he asks at 243d: 'to ov 'tt 1to8' iJyouv'tm, "what 
then do they maintain beings are," oi Myov't£c; mho OTlAOUV (d3f.) , "those 
who say they can reveal them?" The �Evoc; and Theaetetus agree that they 
should proceed by interrogating the ancients as if they were themselves 
present. <PEp£ . . .  Mo . . .  'ta miV't' dvai <\>U't£ (d8f.) :  "You say everything 
would have its Being from two things," from the warm and the cold, or the 
like; to put it in a better way, beings in the proper sense, you say, are two. 
Thus you say &�<\>W Kat EK<i't£pov dvm (elf.), "both and each of the two are, 
dvm"; Myov't£c;-notice the My£tv-"you address both, as well as the one 
and the other respectively, as being." And now the question: 'tt 7tO't£ &pa 
'tOU't' £1t' a�q,oiv <\>9Eyy£oB£ (d9f.), "what is and what do you mean by this 
that you attribute to both of these here?" 'tt 'tO £lvm 'tOU'tO \moA.<ij3w�v u�rov; 
(e2) : "What should we actually understand by this dvm of yours?" 

The �£voc; suggests three possible positions: 
1 . )  Either the dvm, of which you speak in relation to &�q,w, is a "third," 

'tpi'tov (e2), beside both the proper OV'ta. Is it in accord with your meaning 
if we then say, not as you say, 'tO 7tav Mo, but 'tO 1tav 'tpta (d. e3)? 

2.) Or, on the other hand, 'tOlV "{£ ouoiv KUAOUV't£c; 9<i't£pov ov (e4f.), you 
call one of the two, the 9£p�6v or the 'lfUXp6v, the genuine being. But then: 
ou . . .  <i�<\>6't£pa o�oiwc; dvm A£y£'t£ (e4f.) .  Whichever of the two you 
identify with ov, you always arrive at a one, iiv, not a Mo (e6) . 

3 . )  You want to address both, 'ta &�<)>w, as ov (e8) .  But even then, there 
will reside in your A.Eynv a £v A£y6�£vov, namely ov itself (244alf . ) .  

Notice this threefold possibility the �Evoc; poses to the ancients: the ques
tion is always what is said in A.Eynv ouo 'ta OV'tU, hence what is said in 
A.6yoc;. Either this comes down to a three or a one. In every case, we are 
forced to co-posit ov, insofar as, in each case, the AE"f£lV of ov co-posits the 
dvm. What is decisive is the critique on the basis of A£y£tV. Plato's aim is 
not at all, as commentators claim, to create a "monism" by emphasizing 
the iiv . The iiv is of no consequence to him. What does matter to him is the 
demonstration that ov resides in A.Eynv implicitly yet constitutively. Plato 
thus does not want to argue his opponents to death, but he wants to open 
their eyes and show them that in A£y£tv, in all speaking about beings, 
something else is co-said . And this "something else" is no less than Being 
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itself. In other words, Plato shows thereby that the answer ouo dvm 1a 
nav'ta does not at all touch the question of Being. I said the traditional 
interpretation, of Zeller, Bonitz/ etc. ,  misses the actual matter at issue. It is 
not at all necessary to analyze the rest of the substantive question here. For 
the proper theme of this investigation is made abundantly clear at 244a. 
'En£tofl •oivuv TJ!l£i� iJnop'llK<X!1£V, U!1£i� au1a il!liv E!l<l>avi�£1£ iKav&�, •i 
7tO't£ �ouA.ccr8£ 0'1l!l<XtV£tV 6n6wv ov <j>8EY'fl10'8£ (a4ff.) .  "Because we do not 
know any way out as regards what you are saying here, you yourself must 
clarify for us what you properly mean when you utter this word ov." That 
is the genuinely centra l  concern of this passage and of the whole dialogue. 

Today we witness an ostensible return to metaphysics and ontology. But 
the question Plato raises here and poses by means of the whole dialogue 
has, in all haste, been forgotten. This forgetting of the main question is easy 
for us today. For we can appeal, either explicitly or silently, to two things: 

1 . )  The concept of Being is obvious; everyone uses it constantly and 
understands what he means by it. 

2 . )  The concept of Being is the highest; therefore it cannot at all be defined. 
As to the first, we must remark that apart from the question of whether 

the supposed universal obviousness of the meaning of Being may or may 
not be identified with the clarity of a philosophical concept, in any case it 
is precisely this obviousness, and nothing else, that is the theme of the 
fundamental science. 

As to the second, we must remark that it has not been decided whether 
the conceptual elaboration of the fundamental concepts may be posed 
under the rules that determine a definition, which itself presents only one 
form of determination, the one originating in a certain propositional and 
assertorial "logic . "  The "logic" of the determination of beings may not be 
invoked as the criterion for the explication of Being. Therefore the usual 
talk about the indefinability of Being means nothing. It merely manifests 
the common misunderstanding of what is at issue. 

With regard to the primary task of any possible ontology, it must be said 
positively that it resides precisely in the preparation, in the preparation of a 
ground to ask about the meaning of Being in general. The question of the 
meaning of Being-what Being means in general, in the sense of the propo
sition from Plato cited above-is not somehow the final question of ontology, 
and this question cannot be answered by a summation of ontological results. 
On the contrary, the question of the meaning of Being stands at the beginning, 
because it must provide guidance as to the possible meaning in any concrete 

l . Eduard Zl•lk·r, Die l'hilosopllic der Gricchen . Zweiter Teil, Erste Abteilung, 5. Auf!., Leipzig, 
N22, pp. li4H-M9. 

HL•rma nn llonitz, 1 '/a/ol l ischc •  S/ 11diel l ,  :'\. 1\ufl . ,  Bl'rl in, 1 881i, pp. l li l - 1 04. 
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question about the particular ontological structure of various beings. On the 
other hand, it is not sufficient to raise the question of Being formally, i.e., to 
intend to answer it just as formally. Instead, the task is to understand that 
this questioning, of the meaning of Being, itself requires an elaboration, an 
elaboration of the ground upon which the interrogation of beings as to their 
Being is at all possible. We need to uncover and elaborate the milieu in which 
ontological research can and has to move in general. Without the disclosure 
and rigorous elaboration of this milieu, ontology remains no better than the 
epistemological theory of the Neokantianism of the past. To raise the question 
of the meaning of Being does not mean anything else than to elaborate the 
questioning involved in philosophy in general. 

We can now clarify this questioning only briefly and in formal traits, to 
the extent that it is necessary for an understanding of what will follow. All 
questioning [Fragen] is an interrogating [Befragen] of something in some 
respect. In ontology, beings are the interrogated. The questioning of beings 
is directed toward their Being. Being is hence that which is asked about 
[das Erfragte]. And what is asked for [das Gefragte] in ontological research 
are the ontological characters of this Being itself. The questioning itself is 
hence, in its very sense, already a determinate discovering and disclosing. 
Every question already has a particular disclosive character. There is no 
blind question, with the exception of the one that it is blindly expressed, 
bruited about, and repeated, and hence is no longer understood. The ques
tioning is nothing other than the expressed and communicated question in 
which what is asked about, what is interrogated, and what is asked for are 
implicitly co-expressed, in such a way that they do not thereby become 
visible directly and without further ado. (A question can be understood 
roughly as a problem, without the necessity of having to appropriate its 
meaning.) This is hence what is involved in a question about the Being of 
beings. That implies it is decisive for such questioning that the beings to 
be interrogated are available. Thus it is a matter of gaining the correct 
original mode of access to the appropriate domain of Being and establish
ing, within this mode of access, the guiding respect, according to which the 
question of the Being of beings is to be posed. This guiding respect is, for 
the Greeks, for Plato and Aristotle, A.6yo�. And thus Plato's entire criticism 
of the traditional and contemporary doctrines of Being, as well as his 
positive discussion of Being, move in this Afyetv. Therefore ontology for 
Plato is 8taA£yecr8at and dialectic-which has nothing to do with the hocus 
pocus of contradictions in today' s sense, or with dialectic in Hegel. So much, 
then, for a characterization of the question: what then do you mean when 
you say "Being"? (244a5fV 
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The �EVO<; emphasizes once more at  244b: this question we are posing to 
the ancients, the question of the meaning of Being, in which we simply 
demand instruction from them as to what they meant, is obviously justified 
(b3f. ) .  Possibly we will receive a response the soonest from those whose 
answer is most concentrated, namely those who say: ev dvat '!O nav (cf. 
244b6) . Thus the discussion turns to the thesis of Parmenides . The formu
lation of the thesis of Parmenides varies; even Aristotle (Phys. ,  A, chapters 
2 and 3) does not express it consistently. The discussion of Parmenides is 
articulated into two parts: 

1 .) Discussion of ov as ev (244b9-244d13) .  
2 . )  Discussion of ov as  o'Aov, which is here still identical with nav 

(244d14-245e5) . 

§66. The discussion of the thesis of the unity of ov (244b-245a). 

a) The discussion of ov as ev. The discrepancy between the 
meaning of the thesis and its linguistic expression. 

'Yn69£crt<; and "hypothesis." 

We can formulate the principle of Parmenides briefly this way: ev ov '!O 
nav (o/.ov). Thus if we ask the Eleatics what they really mean, what their 
opinion is about beings, they will answer: ev ov '!O nav. But then, we will 
object, do they not also use the expression ov for "something," ov K<XAEt'!E 
'!t; (b12), namely for precisely the 07t£p ev (cl ), which they always mean by 
ev? What they mean at the very outset and constantly by ev is what they 
express at the same time as ov. £nl -ret> au-r<t> npocrxpm!1£Vot ouoiv 6v611acrtv 
(el f.) : "So you then use two expressions with regard to the same thing, £nl 
-ret> au-ret>." They address one and the same thing in the OVO!l<X ev and in the 
OVO!l<X ov. The �EVO<; concedes: •0 '!<Xtl'tf\V -rflv un69£crtV U1t09£!1EVql 1tpO<; 
-ro vuv £pwTI]9Ev Kal npo<; al.l.o o£ 6-rtouv ou nav-rwv p(icr-rov cmoKpivacrem 
(c4ff.) .  "He who begins this way-namely by saying: EV !lOVOV dvat-does 
not easily find an answer to the question now raised and also to something 
else ." He who professes this thesis of Parmenides is constantly in perplexity 
as regards his answer. For whatever might be said or questioned in relation 
to the ev (which alone is) is something and, as such, is something other 
than the ev. And yet the thesis is ev dvat. The �EVO<; thus recognizes the 
fundamental difficulty residing in this un69£crt<;, EV ov '!0 nav, for every 
discussion. 

We may not transla te or understand this U1tO'!ie£cr9at un69£crtV in the 
sense of "ma king a hypothesis." A hypothesis, in our modern sense, is the 
ass u m ption of a sta tl' of a ffa irs so <:�s to <:�sk: i f  we assume the facts of the 
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matter to be such and such, does this or that then become intelligible? The 
hypothetical remains, according to its very sense, precisely in suspense; it 
acquires its possible rest and genuine persistence only from the measure of 
its appropriateness to the explanation of given facts. A hypothesis persists 
only by the grace of what it explains and to the extent it does explain it; 
the failure of this explanatory function collapses the hypothesis. The Greek 
\m68Ecrtc;, e.g. in Plato's sense, has the opposite meaning. That which is 
posited in the un68E<Jtc; is not posited by the grace of something else. The 
U7t68Ecrtc; does not persist depending on this other it is supposed to explain 
but, instead, on the basis of itself as that which from the very outset persists 
in itself. It is that which exclusively decides the possible Being or non-being 
of everything else. An example is Parmenides' didactic poem itself, i.e., the 
principle: beings are.  This un68E<Jtc; is not ruled by the "if . . .  then"; on the 
contrary, the un6 is to be taken in the sense of U7tOKElf..lEVOV and umipxov: 
that which is already there in itself at the very outset, what the ancients 
called <j>umc;. I emphasize this distinction between un68Ecrtc; and hypothesis 
precisely because recently attempts have been made to interpret Brentano 
and, in the usual connection with Brentano, phenomenology as philoso
phies of the as-if, as fictionalisms, as though Brentano had converted to 
Vaihinger. 1 Thus Kraus, e.g., says in the wretched new edition of the Psy
chologie vom empirischen Standpunkt, that Brentano and phenomenology are 
nothing else than fictionalism.2 The philosophy of the as-if, to the extent 
there is anything to it at all, lives only on the confusion of the meaning of 
on tical hypothesis and ontological un68Ecrtc;. If phenomenological research 
has any relation to Plato at all, then that relation certainly resides in what 
we have exposed here as the sense of the Greek un68Ecrtc;. We may not 
transform phenomenology into epistemology and interpret it as concerned 
with the conditions of possible experience, although this interpretation is 
essentially closer to the matter itself than the one just mentioned. 

If the Eleatics say £v ov 'tO n&v, they are using for one and the same thing 
the OVOf..LU EV as well as the OVOf..lU ov. Thereupon, however, the �£voc; says, 
ouo ov6f..La'ta Of..lOAOyEiV Eivm f..LT]OEV 8Ef..LEVOV nA.ftv EV (244c8f.), those who 
say: £v ov, everything that is is one, are thereby actually maintaining there 
are two names, namely EV and ov, for one thing .  Furthermore, they face a 
still greater difficulty, insofar as we consider in general the fact that they 
speak about beings or Being. And we do not at all need to go back to Myoc;, 
which indeed, as Plato later analyzes, is a <JUf..l7tAOKll of OVOf..lU and pi']f..LU.3 

1. Hans Vaihinger, Die Phi/osophie des A/s-Ob, Berlin, 191 1 .  
2 .  Oska r Kr,1us, £inleitung w F. Brmlano: Psychologic vo111 empirischm Standpunkt, Hamburg, 

1 924, pp. l i v-- lv .  
l. 2h l d-2h2<•, l'SJWl'i n l l y  2h2c. 
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Already in the OVO!l<X itself, which is but one component of Myo�, the 
trouble with this position is visible. The OVO!l<X, precisely as OVO!!U, as 
expression, is supposed to be an expression of something; the ovo11a signi
fies something, and indeed something the OVO!l<X itself is not, a £:n:pov. 
Tt9Ei� 'tE 'tOUVO!l<X wu 7tPUY!lU'to� E'tEpov ouo '"Ai.yEt (244d3f.); hence already 
in the OVO!l<X of something, in a signification that means something, they 
are saying two ov'ta. If they wanted to identify the OVOj.lU and the 
OllAOUj.lEVOV, the expression and what is meant in it, made visible in it, then 
indeed the expression would be an expression of nothing. Or else, if the 
ovoj.la is still supposed to be an ovolla nv6�, an expression of something, 
yet without thereby referring to something other than itself, then 'to OVOj.lU 
OVOj.la'tO� OVO!l<X llOVOV, aA.A.ou OE OUOEVO� ov (244d8f.), "this OVOj.lU could 
only be an 6v6!l<X'W� ovoj.la but not the OVO!l<X of something else ."  Thus 
the difficulty of this position is already clear in a fundamental component 
of Myo� itself. We need to notice that Plato is here conceiving the OVO!!U 
in the sense of its meaning something. To be sure, he does not reflect further 
on the specific structure of the connection of the word with what it means. 
He is satisfied with the simple formal-ontological fact that to the word as 
word belongs that which is meant. He understands this fact purely ontically 
here: something is together with something. In an expression as such, there 
is thus already a (J'1)!l7tAOK"ll . 

You need to see clearly that this consideration cannot be taken as mere 
sophistical shadow-boxing. On the contrary, it is a matter of taking the 
thesis EV ov 'to n&.v seriously. Plato is concerned to show that in this 
un69E<n� there resides a moment which reaches beyond its own proper 
sense. To understand Plato's explication here and particularly in the fol
lowing case, we must recognize that he has not yet elaborated an actually 
precise concept of Being versus beings, but that the whole consideration 
runs its course in an indifference between the ontical and the ontological .  
And this applies not only here but ultimately to the end of the dialogue, 
so that this unclarity, present in Plato himself, constitutes the proper diffi
culty in understanding the dialogue. The explications, at first view, give 
the impression of being simple imitations of sophistical arguments . Seen 
on top of the laborious definitions in the first part, they occasioned the 
view, popular until very recently, that this dialogue, together with some 
others, was apocryphal. But if we are clear about the intention residing in 
the idea of dialectic-as this became visible in connection with the Phae
drus-namely the intention to go by way of (J'1)Vaywyr1 toward the £v, so 
that on the basis of the £v the further characteristics of beings become 
intelligible, then we wi l l  not find ourselves in the difficulty of understand
ing these t� rgu ments as pu re ly ontica l in the soph istical sense. 

The rl'su l t, i .e . ,  the conc lusion of the consideration of the £v as a dl'tt'r-
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mination of ov, is propounded at 244d11-12. The statement is a summary, 
in a certain sense, of the result of the entire preceding discussion. This 
passage is admittedly corrupt, obviously since it was difficult to understand 
from the very beginning. There is a whole literature concerning this pas
sage. We can limit ourselves essentially to two versions, both of which-and 
in general all the others as well--come down to the same meaning. The 
first version derives from Schleiermacher, and Heindorf took it over.4 The 
second version stems from a conjecture by Apelt, and Burnet assumed it 
into his English edition. 

1 . )  Kat 'to iiv yE, £voc; £v ov 116vov, Kat 'toi'rro 'tou 6v6!la'toc; m)'to £v ov. 
2.) Kat 'tO EV yE, £voc; OVO!la ov Kat 'tOU 6v6!la'toc; au 'tO EV ov. 
Where a passage is corrupt, and hence it is not certain what Plato himself 

wrote, we have free choice. To understand this passage, recall that the point 
of departure was the principle £v ov 'to rr&v and that iiv and ov, as 8uo 
6v611a'ta, are to be one and the same. The difficulty thus consists in this, 
that the utterance of the principle already implies more beings than the 
principle itself, in its very meaning, admits, even if we take the something 
that is meant in the OVO!la as itself an OVO!la, so that the iiv would then 
only be an OVO!la 6v6!la'toc;. The sense of OVO!la, however, is mutilated by 
taking what is meant in the OVO!la as itself an OVO!la. We could translate 
the two versions as follows: 

1 . )  "And so the one is exclusively the one of the one, and this again is 
itself the one of the name, of the expression." 

2. )  "And the one, as expression of the one, is then also again the one of 
the expression." 

In both cases, the meaning is clear. The \m68Ecrtc;: £v ov 'to rr&v, is  a Myoc; 
about ov, and it means that this ov is iiv. This urr68Ecrtc;, by its very sense, 
requires us to take it seriously as a etcnc; or as a Myoc;. Now a Myoc; is 
always a 'A.tynv ti. That is, this 't{, which is meant in the Myoc;, is as such 
a 'tt A.Ey6!lEVov, a something which is AEYO!!EVOV, said. This structure of 
Myoc; hence provides, specifically with regard to the Eleatic etcnc;: 1 .) a 'ti, 
which is the AEYO!lEVOV, the said, the meant, namely: ov. 2. ) this ov is 
AEYO!!EVov, addressed, as iiv, and 3.) ov is uttered as AEYO!!EVOV in the OVO!la. 
The whole of this meant and uttered content of the 8£<nc;: iiv----Ov----Ovo!la, 
these three basic parts, therefore must, following the sense of the etcnc; 
itself, be one and the same. And only this one is, the thesis says. In other 
words, the proper sense of the etcnc; conflicts with the phenomenal content 
of what it itself is and means. 

4. 1 '/a/ c l l l is I l ialogi  Sc •/c•cf i, mm / . .  / ' .  1 /c • i l ldorfii, 4 vols . ,  l lP r l i n ,  I H02- 1 H I  0 .  
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b) The discussion of ov as oA.ov. The difference between the 
EV as OAOV and the EV cXA118&<;. Consequences for ov as oA.ov; 

its untenability. 

315 

The interlocutors now take up the same thesis of Parmenides, EV ov 'tO rcav, 
from a different point of view. They do not simply consider that ov is 
addressed as £v, but instead they take up the principle as a whole: £v ov 
10 rcav. What this thesis deals with, properly speaking, is ov. And this 
"what," precisely ov, is conceived in its "how" as nav; ov, which is what 
is spoken about, is understood from the very outset as 'tO nav. And of this 
"what," ov, in this "how," nav, it is said: £v. Thus the £v is that which it is 
addressed as. 

The question now is how ov can be understood as nav. That is, since the 
expression oA.ov now applies to nav, the question is: in what sense is ov in 
the thesis oA.ov? "Ov is indeed supposed to be EV J.!OVOV! Hence it is now 
no longer a matter of £v and ov as 6v6J.!a'ta but a matter of elucidating the 
£v, the one, unity, oneness, since indeed the oA.ov is a mode of the £v. Ti 8£; 
'tO oA.ov E't£pov 'tOU OV'tO<; £vo<; i1 'ta1nov 'to\mp; (cf. 244d14f.) .  "Is the oA.ov, 
in which ov is meant-Ov which for its part is addressed as £v-is this oA.ov, 
as a character of ov, something other than the ov £v or the same?" Answer: 
"How could they not say it is the same; they certainly say so in the thesis !"  
(el ) .  But what sort of concept of oA.ov is being used here? In this regard, 
reference is now made to a fragment of the didactic poem of Parmenides 
himself: 

Ilav't08£V £UKUKAOU cr<j>atpll<; £vaJ..(yKWV oyK<p, 
J.lmcr68ev icronaA£<; nav111 · 10 yap ou't£ 'tt J.!Ei�ov 
OU't£ 'tl �at6't£pov 1t£AEVat xpe6v E<J'tl 'tfl i1 'tfl (244e3ff.) .  

From this i t  is clear that ov i s  understood in the sense of  a cr8aipa, a sphere, 
and indeed a well-rounded one, comparable thus to a well-rounded sphere, 
a whole (oyK(fl here means the same as oA(fl), which j.!tcr<J68ev, "from the 
middle out," 7tUV't11, "going in all directions," is equally strong; "it is indeed 
not possible for it to be in any sense greater or stronger here or there ."  
'tOWU'tOV ye ov (e6), "something like that," is the meaning of  oA.ov in 
Parmenides. As a 'tOWU'tOV oA.ov it has a J.!E<JOV and £crxa•a (e6). From the 
middle out, in all directions, up to the outer limits of the sphere, ov is 
uniform. Now insofar as the oA.ov has a middle and extremities, it is some
thing that has J.!EPll (e7), "parts ." Thus it is a matter of an entirely particular 
wholeness, a whole which has parts, and this wholeness can be understood 
as unity in a special  sense, "AA.A.a J.lllV 16 ye J.!EJ.!EptcrJ.!Evov na8o<; J.!EV 'tou 
fVO<; r.xnv f1tl 'tOt<; f..1Ep£<Jl 1tUcrtV ou8£v cX1t01C(J)AU£l, Kat 't<XU't11 8i'} nav 't£ ov 
Kal oA.ov ��v rivm (245a 1 ff. ) .  Thl' oA.ov is thus a J.!Ef..IEptcrJ.!EVOV, or, as A ristotll' 
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will say later, a 8tatpe1:6v,5 "something that can be taken apart." What is 
vaguely seen in this notion of the oAov as llfll£PtcrllEVOV Aristotle later 
understood rigorously in the concept of cruvrx£�.6 Such a oAov, a oAov in 
the sense of the llfllEPtcrllEVOV, can therefore have mi:eo� 'tOU £v6�, i .e . , it 
can have the determinateness of the one; in such a oAov as llfllEPtcr�.t£vov 
the ev is in some sense present. But this £v is quite particular; it is a £v that 
is understood £rrl. 'tOt� �.t£pmt rr&.crtv, on the basis of parts, with regard to 
parts :  EV as cruvrx£�. Therefore, the OAOV as OAOV is indeed a EV, but this 
oAov, which as oAov is a particular £v, a one (we do not have terms for 
these distinctions, i .e. , for the sense of the unity of a whole composed of 
parts)-this oAov or one is certainly not 'tO EV au1:6 (245a5f.), "the one in 
itself. " For (though not said here, this is what is meant) unity in the sense 
of wholeness is as such always still something else, namely oneness. It is 
referred to a more original one. Prior to it there is a sense of £v by which 
it is itself determined as unity. This £v, which is prior to the £v oAov, is 
UllEPE� 7t<XV't£Affi� (cf. a8), "altogether without parts"; it is the aAT]9&� £v 
(ibid.) , what is ultimately disclosed of its class. Thus if we follow up the 
sense of £v, we ultimately find this EV UllEPE�, or, in Aristotle, the 
a8tatp£'tOV. Hence the �EVO� can say that this EV, the EV as 'tOtoU'tOV-hence 
not the £v aAT]9&� but the £v as cruvex£�-EK 7tOAAwv llfp&v ov (bl ), "is of 
many parts," and exists only on the basis of them and for them. But, as 
such, ou cru�.t<!>rov'llcrrt •0 Myq> (bl f.) ,  "this £v does not coincide with the 
genuine sense of £v-if I address it properly." And in this way a first 
distinction arises within the concept of £v: 1 . ) the En aAT]9&� and 2. ) the £v 
as mieo� £rrl. 'tOt� llEpmt: the one as unity of parts. 

Now the interlocutors again ask: in what sense is the ov rr&.v or oA-ov? 
Either it is oA-ov in the sense of mieo� 101> £vo� exov (cf. b4), or else it is llll 
oAov. Assuming that ov is a £v in the sense of a derived £v, as wholeness, 
£v rrro� (cf. b8), then the ev is a mieo� 1:0u ov•o�. But if so, then ov or oA-ov 
is not the same as the £v in the proper sense (b8). Accordingly, the OAov is 
a E'tEpov over and against ov, insofar as the latter is understood in the sense 
of the ev as EV aAT]9&�. But if the oAov is something other than ov, the result 
is rrAtova 'ta miv'ta £v6� (cf. b8f. ), there is something more than this ev, the 
EV posited in the e£m�, if the etm� itself says: EV ov OAOV. But if, accordingly, 
ov itself-by having the mieo� 'tOU £v6�-is not itself the oAov (elf.) ,  and 
the oAov is therefore other than ov, then this oAov is something ov as ov is 
not. Consequently, there is something which ov is not, which falls outside 
of ov, but which nevertheless is. Therefore ov is EVDEE� E<XU'tOU (cf. c2f.) ,  it 
is in itself needful in relation to itself; something is lacking to it, something 

.� . Ml'l .  V, chaptt'r t:l, 1 020.17ff. 
h.  I b i d . ,  chaptl'r 26, 102:lb:l2ff. 
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is  still outside of it, something which for its part i t  is not .  It is  then £amou 
<J'tEPO!lEVOV (c5), it itself, ov, thus undergoes deprivation from itself, namely 
by being distinct from the oA.ov, while the oA.ov is something, i .e . ,  by stand
ing opposed, as ov £v in the proper sense, to the oA.ov as ov n, as being in 
some way or other. This entire consideration becomes (at least relatively) 
transparent, if we are dear at the very outset about the two meanings of 
£v: £v in the derived sense, the EV oA.ov, and £v in the proper sense, the EV 
aft.T)9&c;, as this is ascribed to ov as its essential predicate. But if ov is 
<J'tEPO!!Evov £amou, then the result is that ouK ov £cr'tm 'tO ov (c6), ov itself 
is not ov, i .e. , not all beings; it is not the oA.ov . 

The consideration takes a further step . The best way to understand this 
final argument is to grasp it from behind. The oA.ov has now been posited 
as something that does not belong to ov as ov; it is indeed mi9oc;, it is a 
E'tEpov. 'tO oA.ov £v wic; oum !lll 'tt9£v'ta (d5f. ) .  But if the oA.ov is not posited 
under that which is, then neither oucria nor y£vEcrtc; can be posited as being, 
then neither y£vEcrtc; nor oucria are. For 'tO YEVO!!EVOV act y£yovEv OAOV (d4), 
"everything that becomes, and has become, has come to be a whole." Here 
"whole," oA.ov, means the same as "finished," a finished thing there, a 
complete thing there as one. Here the concept of £v as one coincides with 
the concept of £v as whole, unity. If, accordingly, the oA.ov stands outside 
of Being, is a E'tEpov over and against ov, and if therefore even y£vEcrtc; and 
oucria cannot be, then ov cannot be either. And in this way the !lll dvm of 
ov (245d1 ) arises, and furthermore there is no becoming: OU'tE oucriav OU'tE 
y£vmtv ffic; oucrav 0Et 1tpocrayopEUEtV (d4f. ) .  In connection with this discus
sion, the �£voc; refers again to the oA.ov in the sense of rrocr6v ( d9), the 
quantity of beings, and says that infinitely many difficulties will now 
emerge. 

c) Fundamental unclarities. 

I have already emphasized that if these things are read unpreparedly and 
without the correct ontological basis they are completely confusing. In 
anticipation I want to note briefly that there are three essential unclarities 
in this whole consideration-unclarities understood not in a critical sense, 
as mistakes Plato made, but in the sense of difficulties residing in the matter 
itself and in the traditional way of conceiving these things: 

1 .) The unclarity in the concept of the "not": if ov is distinguished from 
oA.ov, then to say that the oA.ov is not ov is at the same time to say that ov 
is not something; there is something which is not included in ov. This is 
possible only on the basis of an essential unclarity in the "not." 

2.) The unc l a r i ty with regard to the distinction between ov as Being and 
()y as bei ngs. This d i ff icu l ty i s  exacerba ted in  the course of the substant ive 
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discussion inasmuch as the interlocutors must speak of: a) the Being of 
beings and b) the Being of Being. 

3.) The unclarity stemming from the fact that definite ontological char
acters, ones we have already come to know, ov, £v, 1:i, are not seen in their 
equiprimordiality but that already here--and later still much more strongly 
with the Kotvwvia 1:&v y£v6:Jv-there occurs a definite tendency to submit 
the ontological characters to a certain derivation, to a y£v£atc; (to a "history 
of the provenance," as we said earlier) out of the £v. 

These unclarities are as such visible only out of a univocal basis of 
ontological questioning, in which Greek ontology is included and hence 
can come alive. The fundamental clarifications were not successfully at
tained by Plato himself later nor even by Aristotle. Today they are just as 
much out of reach; indeed we no longer understand them as fundamental 
problems. The unclarities can be cleared up in no other way than through 
the prior elaboration of the ontological basis. Still it is precisely this dialogue 
which, in the forthcoming discussions, will, in one direction at least, bring 
a certain light into the confusion: the dialogue sets on foot an essentially 
more positive grasp of negation, which then became of far-reaching signif
icance for Aristotle. 

It is possible to clarify the unclarities contained in the analysis of the 
principle of Parmenides-i.e., make them clear as unclarities, not solve 
them-in such a way that we realize how this whole consideration adheres 
to the Myoc; icrxup6c; of Parmenides, in the sense of how the Greeks in 
general, when they discuss theoretical things, adhere to Myoc;. This fact is 
to be understood in a quite extreme sense. We must consider that the Greeks 
always took Myoc; itself as what is spoken, as what is made public, which 
is why they speak of $0£yym0at. 'tl 7tO't£ �ouA.ecr8£ crTillaivnv 61t61:av ov 
$0£yYllcr0£; (244a5f. ) .  "What do you properly understand by the meaning 
of Being when you utter ov?" In this fundamental question, the mode of 
saying is conceived not as Mynv but as $0£yy£cr0at, "uttering," expressing 
oneself to others. The U7t68£atc;, in the sense of the principle of Parmenides, 
can therefore be analyzed in four directions: 

1 . )  the principle has a definite thematic "what"; this is its object, that 
about which it speaks: Being. 

2.) the principle has a definite content: that which it says about Being. 
3 . )  insofar as the principle is uttered or said, this peculiar moment of 

sayability itself co-includes definite characters which must be distinguished 
from the content of the principle and which we must conceive as the 
characters of the sayability, of the being-said-sayability understood here 
as that of Mynv as disclosive. 

4.) Versus this sayabi l i ty we must di fferentiate what is spoken as such, 
the utterance. 
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For only on this basis, only if the utterance as such is differentiated, can 
we understand the whole argumentation which is carried out as regards 
the OVO!l<X and which brings the Eleatics to concede that the OVO!l<X is a ev, 
in the sense of their thesis, a ev which can no longer mean anything, unless 
that which is meant in the OVO!l<X is itself taken as an ovo�-ta. This kind of 
argumentation makes sense only if the OVO!l<X as ovo�-ta, as <j>8o'fY11, as 
"sound," as something spoken, is itself conceived as an ov. And that is in 
fact the case. And in this way Myo<; too is conceived as an ov. Only if Myo<; 
is conceived in such a way, only under this aspect, does the whole way of 
dealing with Myo<; in the last parts of the dialogue become intelligible. 
Thus we need to distinguish: the thematic object, the content of the princi
ple, the characters of the sayability, and the moments specific to the utter
ance as such. These four structural moments in the 1m68£CH<; all provide, 
insofar as they are something, opportunities to alternate, to substitute for 
each other reciprocally, within the use of ov. Through this intercrossing of 
various ov'ta, which are given purely in the 1m68£at<;, the argumentation 
in regard to the £v ov is first possible. And it is not only possible, but for 
Plato it is even necessary, in order to show that in the £v ov, if it is merely 
understood as 'tt, there is already given a whole series of phenomena, a 
multiplicity of ontological characters. 

The s£vo<; summarizes: Tou<; !lEV 'tOtVUV Ot<XKptPoA.oyou�-t£vou<; OV'tO<; 't£ 
1tEpt Kat !lll , 7t<lV't<X<; !lEV ou Ot£AllAU8<X!l£V (245e6f.) .  "We have not thor
oughly discussed all those," whom he names Ot<XKptPoA.oyou)lEVOt, "who 
deal with beings in such a way that they determine them precisely. "  This 
expression has generated a great deal of controversy. The difficulty results 
from the fact that here suddenly Parmenides and his predecessors are 
characterized as ones who determine ov precisely, whereas it was said 
earlier that they are actually only telling fairy tales. We cannot bring these 
two characteristics together. Nor may we grasp this expression 8taKptPo
A.oyou)l£VOt in a broader sense. Bonitz7 has correctly seen that the term refers 
to number; they are precise insofar as they posit a definite number of ov'ta, 
whereas the others maintain the &7tttpov. This "strictly and precisely" hence 
does not refer to the methodological treatment but to the fact that they 
determine the genuine OV't<X according to number. These who determine 
"precisely" are set in opposition to the &A.A.w<; Myov't£<; (d. 245e8), those 
who deal with beings in a different way. These others are now going to be 
considered. Bonitz proceeds to a still more detailed articulation of the 
dialogue, which I do not think necessary. The beginning of the ontological 
discussion indicated that those who deal with beings consider them in two 

7. H. Bon i lz, 1 '/a /PI I i>wl/1 '  Sl udii 'J I ,  �- A u  fl . ,  lll'rl in ,  1 HHh, p.  1 n2f. 
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respects: 1t6cra. 'tE Ka.t 1toia ecr'ttv (242c6), with regard to 1t6cra., "how many," 
and with regard to 1toia, "how they are constituted."  Bonitz wants to take 
these two respects as signifying the articulation of the dialogue. He says 
the first group of thinkers (the ones we have discussed up to now) deals 
with 1t6cra, quantity, and the second group with 1toia., "quality." This dis
tinction is not necessary as far as the matter is concerned. For, in the critical 
discussion we have followed, what is at issue is not so much a question of 
maintaining the ev as ev over and against a plurality or, conversely, main
taining a plurality over and against a ev; what is essential is that Plato 
considers the ev a determination of ov in the sense of the dialectical 
cruvayrorfl, such that, as this one, it is constantly co-present in each of the 
1tOAAa. Hence the issue is not whether ov is only one or is more than one-as 
if the number of the principles were uniquely or primarily decisive-but 
instead it is a matter of ov or the ev being co-present in the 1tOAAa in the 
sense of Kotvrovia. 



II. The Discussion of the Contemporary Doctrines of ov. The 
ytyav'to!laxia 1t£pl 'tlic; oucriac;1 (246a-250e). 

§67. General characterization of the contemporary doctrines of ov 
(246a-250e) . First thesis: oucria = cr&jla. Second thesis: oucria = 

di5oc;. The proper task of the ytyav'to!laxia 1t£pt 'tf]c; oucriac;: the 
disclosure of the beings corresponding to the guiding sense of Being. 

Being = presence. How the beings are encountered: 1 .) cr&jla: 
atcr9T]crtc;, 2.) di5oc;: vodv, A6yoc;. 

Before Plato critically examines more precisely the two other positions, he 
gives a preview of the opponents in the ytyaV'tOjlaXia 1t£pt 'tijc; oucr{ac; 
(246aff . ) .  Two factions are in opposition. Oi j.l.EV tic; yf]v £� oupavou Kat 'tou 
aop6:"COU 1tUV'ta EA.KOUcrt, 'taic; XEP<JlV U't£XVWc; 1tftpac; Kat i5puc; 
1t£ptAajl�UVOV't£c;. 'tWV yap 'tOlOU'tWV £<j>a1t't0jl£Vot 7tUV'tWV i5ucrxup{�oV'tat 
"COUto dvat j.l.OVOV o napEXEl 7tpocr�OAllV Kat £na<j>Tjv nva, taU'tOV cr&jla 
Kat oucr{av 6pt�Ojl£VOt, 'tWV 8£ UAAWV El tic; <TI> <j>T]crtt !lll <JWjla EXOV dvat, 
Kata<j>povouvt£c; 'tO napanav Kat oui5£v £9EAOV't£c; &A'Ao UKOUEtV (246a7ff.) . 
"The ones £� oupavou Kai 'tOU aop6:tou 7tUV'ta EAKOUcrt, drag down tic; 
yf]v, to earth, everything from heaven and everything that cannot be seen 
with sensible eyes, and clumsily grasp with their hands for rocks and oaks." 
They say: touto dvat j.l.OVOV o nap€xn npocr�oA.ilv Kat £na<j>Tjv, "only that 
is which offers itself, and can be encountered, in such a way that it permits 
being pressed upon, npocr�oA.Tj,  being assaulted like a citadel or barricade, 
or being touched, £na<j>Tj . "  Only what can be encountered in this way, can 
be grasped, and can, as it were, be assaulted and touched, genuinely is. We 
could say quite briefly that for this position what is is what announces itself 
through resistance. Therefore, according to the guiding line of this concept 
of oucr{a and Being, cr&jla Kat oucr{av 't<X.Utov 6pt�Ojl£Vot: "They delimit 
body, material thing, and genuine Being, presence, oucria, as the same." 
Oucr{a, presence, announces itself, and certifies itself, for them primarily 
and solely through bodily resistance. Anything that cannot be encountered 
by way of this resistance is not. That is how we are to understand this 
position. If we call these people materialists that could mean they are like 
Vogt,2 Moleschott,3 and Buchner.4 That, however, has nothing to do with it. 

1 .  Tit le  busl•d on Hcidcgger (see p.  304). 
2. Karl  Vogt (H! 1 7- 1 895), Kiiil/erglau/Jc und Wit;ocnschaft, GicBcn, 1 855. 
3 .  j ;1 koh M o l l'�rhott  (1 1!22- 1 1!93), / )cr Krciolauf des Le/Jl ' l ls, Muinz, 1 852. 
4 .  I . u d w i g  l l i irh nl'r ( I  1!24- I H99) ,  Km(l und Stoff Frank fu rt , 1 HS5. 
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The essential is that oucria, presence, is primarily and uniquely represented 
by this particular realm of beings. If therefore someone says: 1-lil cr&j..La f.xov 
ElVat, "something which is bodiless, which has no body, may be, 
Ka'ta$povoi'Nt£c;, "they would despise" him and "will hear of nothing else."  
' H  O£tvouc; ttPllKac; <'ivopac; (246b4): "You are speaking here of dreadful 
people."  

Totyapouv oi npoc; au'toi>c; Uj..l$tO"�ll'tOUV't£S j..l<iAa EUAa�&c; <'ivw0£V E� 
aop<i'tOU 1t00EV Uj..LUVOV'tat, VOll'tlX <'ina Kat acrffij..la'ta El011 �ta�Oj..l£VOt 'ti)v 
UA110tvi)v oucriav dvat· 'tlX OE EKEtV(l)V O"Wj..la'ta Kat 'ti)V A.tyoj..lfVllV un' 
au't&V aA.ftOnav Ka'ta O"j..ltKpa OtaOpaUOV't£c; EV 'toic; Myotc; y£v£crtV av't' 
oucriac; <I>EpOj..lfVllV nva npocrayop£UOUO"tV (246b6ff. ) .  The opponents on the 
other side are "those who are in conflict with them and who draw their 
defense from above."  "From above" means here precisely not by an appeal 
to what is below, namely to what is on earth, as constituting beings, but 
instead they attempt to interpret the meaning of Being differently, i .e . ,  not 
from what is visible, from what can be seen with the eyes, but from what 
is invisible. They posit as existing, in the sense of unconcealed Being, the 
£tOll, the dooc;, the "outward look" of beings, as that can be seen in votiv . 
Therefore what genuinely is is viewed in insightful discussion [im 
hinsehenden Besprechen] (insofar as vouc; and Myoc; are identified here). If, 
e.g., I say "table, " I actually mean that which is there most properly, some
thing present without having the character of resistance, something unas
sailable, as it were, by sense perception. And the ones who interpret the 
Being of beings from above, from the invisible, have at the same time a 
position enabling them to understand their opponents . They have the 
means of making intelligible their opponents ' ontological interpretation, 
namely insofar as their A.6yot, their discussions, are capable of otaOpau£tV, 
"breaking asunder, " the A.tyoj..lEVll aA.ft0£ta, the "truth their opponents say," 
i.e., what they address as uncovered beings. This breaking asunder signifies 
that they are capable of resolving it in a certain sense into what has being 
in this ov, in the cr&j..La. Their possibility of understanding their opponents 
already implies that the position of the ones who say oucria = dooc; is an 
essentially higher one scientifically. That means it is no longer a purely 
on tical one-the same applies basically even to the first mentioned thesis
but already an explicitly ontological position . And if they attempt to un
derstand the ontological interpretation of their opponents on the basis of 
the meaning they themselves give to Being, they will say that what the 
others maintain as Being is nothing else than y£v£crtc;, "becoming," a y£v£crtc; 
<I>EpOj..lfVll, a becoming that possesses the character of <Popa, of change of 
place, in the broadest sense of movement. Bodily Being is present, is there, 
in resistance, i .e . ,  at the same time, in movement. 'Ev j..LEO"Cfl Of. TCEpl 'tai'l'ta 
<'inA.noc; UIJ<I>O'tff'WV �-t<iXll (246c2): "BetWl'l'n these two a battk• is rn �in�," 
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and, to keep up the image, we must think of Plato himself, in this discussion, 
as standing in the middle and undermining both sides from the middle. 

What genuinely is at issue in this ytyaV'tof..LUXia 7t£pt TI)� oucria�? The 
issue is the disclosure of beings, the ones that genuinely satisfy the meaning 
of Being, and consequently the issue is the demonstration of the meaning 
of oucria itself. The way to demonstrate the meaning of oucria is to produce 
the beings which satisfy the meaning of Being. This latter task is not inde
pendent but is entirely included in the first. The question of the meaning 
of oucria itself is not alive for the Greeks as an ontological theme; instead 
they always ask only: which beings genuinely satisfy the meaning of Being 
and which ontological characters result thereby? The meaning of Being 
itself remains unquestioned. This does not imply, however, that the Greeks 
had no concept of Being. For without one the question of what satisfies the 
meaning of Being would be groundless and without direction.  It is precisely 
the fact that the Greeks did not ask about the meaning of Being which 
testifies that this meaning of Being was obvious to them. It was something 
obvious and not further interrogated. This meaning of Being does not 
naturally lie in the light of the day but instead can be understood explicitly 
only by means of a subsequent interpretation. The meaning of Being im
plicitly guiding this ontology is Being = presence. The Greeks did not get 
this meaning of Being from just anywhere, they did not just invent it, but 
rather it is the one borne by life itself, by factual Dasein, insofar as all human 
Dasein is interpretative, interprets itself as well as everything that is a being 
in whatever sense. In this interpretation there is operative an implicit sense 
of Being. And indeed the Greeks drew their implicit sense of Being out of 
the natural immediate interpretation of Being by factual Dasein, where 
Being means to be there already at the very outset as possession, household, 
property [Anwesen]-put more sharply: as presence [Anwesenheit]. We will 
make use of this meaning of Being (which we ourselves first make visible, 
although of course we cannot discuss it further in this context), namely 
Being = presence, because it includes the whole problem of time and con
sequently the problem of the ontology of Dasein. We will simply make use 
of this meaning of Being if we can demonstrate, by the success of an actual 
interpretation of Plato's ensuing discussions, that this sense of Being in fact 
guided the ontological questioning of the Greeks-otherwise there is no 
way to demonstrate the function of this meaning of Being in Greek philos
ophy. And this will happen all the more easily to the extent that the follow
ing parts of the dialogue are precisely and thoroughly controversial, for 
that means people have not clearly inquired into what is at issue there. 

The battle is f irst  of a l l  over what primarily and genuinely satisfies the 
m L'iln ing of Bei ng,  i .e . ,  prL'SL'nce. Thilt includes a battle over which mode 
of acn•ss to t lw ).;L'Il ll i lll' bL•i ngs is the origina l  OllL' . For the two opponents, 
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this is either atcr811crtc;, U<J>11, touching, feeling, sense perception, or else 
voEiv, i .e. , A.6yo�. This question of the mode of access to what most properly 
possesses Being is not one the Greeks themselves raise as such. But, de facto, 
they do raise it, insofar as they ask what else still belongs to the Being of 
beings, whether, i .e. , vou� would also belong to beings. This remarkable 
question, which arises later,5 means nothing else than this: if beings are that 
which always is, still the meaning of Being as presence can have legitimacy 
only if there is something in attendance on them. The meaning of Being is 
thus dependent on the possibility that beings can be encountered by a being 
which possesses something like the present in general. This does not at all 
mean, however, that beings as beings would in some sense be dependent 
on Dasein or on consciousness or the like. This is enough for an initial 
orientation. Later we will deal with the question in a more precise way.6 

We will require both opponents to answer the question : un:£p �� 'tt8£V'tat 
-rft� oucria� (246c6), "what do they respectively posit as Being?" The ones 
who interpret oucria as doo� are TH.t£pon£p0l (c9), "tamer, more manage
able," i .e . ,  more reasonable, since they are not wedded to an extreme posi
tion, as are the others, with whom it is almost impossible to deal. It is hardly 
possible to have any dealings with the ones who say oucria = ml>11a, because 
they deny the existence of everything not sensible and visible, and because 
for them there is basically no Myo�, which indeed lies in principle beyond 
mere n:pocrpoA.11 and U<J>11 . Thus it is actually impossible to speak with them 
at all . This is the thought implicitly lying at the foundation here. In order 
therefore to be able to deal with them at all, to take them seriously as 
opponents, Plato approaches them as if they were more reasonable and 
knew the matters at issue better than they actually do. He acquires thereby 
the advantage of now having, in a certain sense, a more serious opponent. 
That means a real opponent-the stronger his position, the better-in a 
scientific discussion can help one to get hold of the matter and attain truth . 
For we are not concerned with the opponent himself, aA.A.a 'tfxATI8£� 
�ll'tOUilEV (246d8f. ), but are concerned only with the matter at issue; that is 
all we seek. And so we assume the Aiyov-r£�: oucria = mo11a have become 
better than they really are and, in a certain sense, fit to be dealt with. We 
now want to ask them and have them tell us how they actually interpret 
the meaning of Being. The �£vo� challenges Theaetetus to inform him what 
is said about each: n) A£x8£v n:ap' au-rolV a<J>EPilllVEU£ (e3) .  'EPilllVEUEtv 
means to inform in the sense of making intelligible, making possible an 

5.  24Hdf. 
6. A l l :  Cf. Vu111 Wc�cn des Cr11 1 1dc�; note. Editor's a n notat ion:  i .l' . ,  " Vom Wc'�Cil dc,; Cm11dc,;" 

(5H), notl' ,'19, in Wcgmarkl 'll ,  CA Bd . 9 (pp. 1 21- 1 7.'1) ,  p. 1 62.  ! En g l i sh tr;l lls l <l t ion by ' l 'l'rrl'lll'l' 

M .1 l  ick, Tilt ' t :s.'< ' l l < '< '  of /�c ·nsr > l ls ,  l � v a nstl ln :  N o r t h wl'Sll 'rn U n i v t•rsi  ty  l ' rl'ss, I 'in 'I, p. 97.·-··Tr,l ! ls . l 
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appropriation. 'EP1111V£ia is informing by expressing oneself, coming to an 
understanding with someone, communicating; and Aristotle, in the De 
Anima, Book II, chapter 8, 420bl9, exposes this as an essential structure of 
the human soul. 

§68. The discussion of the thesis oucria = cr&11a (246e-248a) . 

a) Exhibition of the two kinds of beings: 6pa't6v and 
0:6pm:ov. Eivat as cru11<J>u£c; y£yov6c;. 

The critical consideration Plato carries out in regard to each opponent in 
the gigantomachia 1tEpt -rou ovwc; aims first of all at those who claim: oucria 
= cr&11a, Being is properly represented by the presence of bodies . It is 
remarkable what Plato puts into discussion in relation to beings in order 
to get the criticism underway. He offers these opponents an ov having the 
character of the 8Vll'tOV �cpov (e5), a being which lives and which, as living, 
can die. It is obvious that this refers to man, although it is not said so 
explicitly, because it will become a matter of showing that next to the cr&11a 
in a �cpov as cr&11a £1l'lfUXOV there is present something like a 'lfUXll · Several 
times, at important passages, Plato again has recourse to this ov we our
selves are, though he does not bring to life an explicit questioning directed 
at the Being of man. It is only the factual state of the matters dealt with 
which requires this being to be made co-thematic. The A£yov-r£c;: oucria = 

cr&11a-what will they then say of a 8Vll'tOV �cpov? If something like that is 
presented to them, a "living being that can die," will they then say £ivai n 

(e5), something like that is? n&c; 8' ou (e6), why not! Will they not, like us, 
address that which is now at issue, namely the 8Vll'tOV �cpov, as a cr&11a 
£1l'lfUXOV (e7)? I.&11a £1l'lfUXOV means "a corporeal being in which there is 
also a soul present. " Will they then posit the soul, which is indeed also 
present in a �cpov, as something like a being? Certainly. But what then? 
What will they say about the fact that the soul, the psychic, which is 
co-present in the cr&11a, can be "just, unjust, prudent, foolish" (247a2f.)? 
What about this? Is there then that which we are attributing to the soul: 
8n:mocruv11, 0:8uda, <j>p6Vllcrtc;? Here the �£voc; raises quite a penetrating 
question and employs an essential expression: rtapoucria, presence. 'A'A'A' 
ou DllW.toO"UVllc; E�Et Kat rtapoucri(l 'tOt<X.U'tllV au-r&v £KUO"'t11V yiyvmem, 
Kat -r&v £vav-rirov 'tftv £vav-riav; (247a5f.) .  If they say that the soul is co
present in a living being, and that the soul is just, unjust, etc ., then this 
certa in ly  means that  the soul is what it is, namely 'tOtaU'tll, E�Et Kat 
rtapoucrf�, "by co-possessing  and by the presence" of justice, prudence, etc. 
Only by thl• p rl'St'lll'l' of prudl•nce nnd on i ts basis is  the sou l prudent. But 
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what then will they say? Nothing else than: 'tO ouvm6v 't<p 7tapay(yw:cr9at 
Kat a7toyiyv£cr9m (cf. a8f. ) .  They then will say-and we must consider this 
sentence very carefully-what is determined by the "can," 'tO ouva't6v, in 
the sense of 7tapayiyvm9m Kat a7toy(yv£cr9m, in the sense of "being able 
to become present and to become absent," nv( ('t<p), in relation to something 
else, is in every case something or other. " It is something or other through 
the possibility of its presence in relation to something else that is. Being 
thus means here: to be capable of presence with something. What is deter
mined by the ability to co-exist with something, i.e., what has this ability, 
is. In anticipation, let us point out here that this concept of Being already 
includes: 1 . )  presence, oucr(a, 2 . )  the "co-," O"Ufl1tAOKll, KOtVffiVia, and 3 . )  
ability, ouvar.w;. 

If therefore otKatocruv'f1, <jlp6V'f1crtc;, and the like, and thereby also the 
'JfUXll in which they are present-if all these have Being, how will they then 
speak about them? Are these beings 6pm:ov Kat a7tt6v 'tt (d. 247b3)? "Can 
they be seen with the eyes and be touched?" Are they accessible to sense 
perception? Or is all this invisible but yet present? What then is the case 
concerning the presence of the soul and of the other things? LXEOOV ouo£v 
'tOU'tffiV y£ 6pat6v (b5) .  "Surely none are visible with the sensible eyes," 
Theaetetus says. Will they then want to say f..LWV cr&f..La 'tt icrxttv (cf. b6), 
that these things have a body, because they indeed are? Theaetetus answers 
that they will not answer all the parts of this question K<X'ta tauta 
a7toKptvovmt (b7), "in the same way. "  They will fight shy of 'tO 'tOAf..LUV 
(cl), "the risk," of either taking all these, the soul, <jlp6v'f1crtc;, and the like, 
as non-beings or maintaining that each is cr&f..La. But if they hesitate to 
explain all this as non-being on the basis of their theory, hesitate to say, for 
example, that if something is, a body must necessarily be co-present with 
it, then they intimate in doing so that they are prudent in regard to these 
givens; they will not risk a decision. This restraint already makes them 
better. For that is the proper comportment to the matters, the proper respect 
for them, namely not to intrude upon them precipitously with fixed theories 
but to keep silent if one cannot say anything about them. In this silence the 
matter is in every case acknowledged as it is given. They will then be 
prudent, but at the same time they will not be able to determine anything 
about the other mode of givenness. What remains open here-which we 
must take up-is the Being of <jlp6v'f1crtc; and the like. In a certain sense they 
concede \j/UX1l;  it is. But they cannot say anything about the Being of 
<jlp6v'f1crtc;. That is important, because the discussion of the opposite faction 
will later thematize this phenomenon again. 1  This makes it clear that the 

I .  So!•ll is l ,  24H,1 ll Cf .  p. ��Off. 
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whole discussion of these two opponents has an unequivocal background 
in the matters themselves. The better ones, therefore, restrain themselves 
when asked about the Being of <Pp6vllcrt� 8tKatoO'UVTI , etc. With regard to 
the Being of these givens, <Pp6vllcrt� 8tKatocrDVTI, and the like, they hesitate 
to say anything at all. They are unwilling to explain them as non-beings, 
nor do they want to appeal to their theory of Being and in a certain sense 
force all this to be ultimately a cr&J..La. On the other hand, the at'rt6x8ovec; 
(247c5), the original holders of this position, i.e., the ones who are genuinely 
infatuated, will not abandon their theory. They will continue to maintain 
that anything they cannot grasp with their hands is not. At the same time, 
the way Plato deals with these Aiyov'tec; : oucria = cr&J..La makes it clear that 
in the field of such fundamental considerations even the greatest display 
of scientificity, in the sense of proofs and arguments, fails . The only work 
to be performed here is that of opening the eyes of one's opponent or giving 
him eyes to see in the first place. The better ones are thus not distinguished 
from the infatuated by having better theories but only by keeping alive a 
tendency toward objectivity. 

Insofar as they possess this tendency, 1tUAtV avepoHOOJ..LEV (cf. 247c9), we 
will continue to put our questions to them. For if they maintain this objec
tivity, it is possible that they will indeed finally see what actually resides 
in that about which they speak. Ei yap 'tl Kat O'JltKpov £8£A.oucrt 'trov OV'tffiV 
crunmpeiv am.OJ..La'tOV, £�apKEi (247c9f. ) .  " If they concede that there is some
thing or other, even if a trifle, which we can characterize as acrffiJ..La'tOV, then 
that is already enough." If they maintain this seriously and see it, then they 
must say: 'tO yap £1tt 'tE 'tOu'totc; &J..La Kat £1t' £Kdvmc; ocra EXEt cr&J..La cruJ..L<Pu£c; 
yeyov6c;, Eic; o �A.€7tOV'tEc; aJ..L<P6'tepa dvat Aiyoucn (247d2f. ) .  I will unravel 
this statement in such a way that you will understand the meaning im
mediately: 'tO O'UJ..L<j>u£c; yeyov6c;, that which for both is already "at the same 
time," &J..La, "co-present"-for "both": i.e., for the opm6v as well as for the 
a6pa'tOV-iS that Eic; 0 �Af1tOV'tE� "upon which they look" and on the basis 
of which aJ..L<j>O'tEpa dvat Aiyoucrt, "they address both as existing."  Thus 
we find here once again the same sort of consideration based on A.6yoc;: the 
Opa'tOV and a6pa'tOV which are said in Afyetv are addressed as something 
which is, dvm. This dvm is characterized as O'UJ..L<j>u£c; yeyov6c;. <l>ucrtc; is 
that which is already present at the very outset. LUJ..L- means for both 
together, for the visible and the invisible. feyov6c; (perfect tense) means it 
is already there, before them. This yeyov6c; is related to y£voc;: that out of 
which they have their ontological provenance. And the O'UJ..L<Puec; is that 
which for both at the same time, for the one and the other, is already there, 
and it a l ready includes the J..LE8E�tc;, i .e., the Kotvmv(a 'tOOV yev&v. It is 
prccisl• ly  hen• tha t  we must sec the whole structura l connection of what 
P in to w i l l  la ter l'XPOSl'. I stress th is  exp l ic i t ly, because it is customa ry to 
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conceive the entire following consideration, in which Plato elaborates a 
definite concept of Being, simply as a provisional one, as one Plato did not 
take seriously, since he says he will take it up Etc; UO"'tEpov (247e7) quite 
differently. Yet we may not interpret this reference to what is coming later 
as if the elaboration of the determinate meaning of Being had the mere goal 
of refutation, to make the opponent utterly speechless, as it were. On the 
contrary, this consideration already points at the positive and is not provi
sional in the sense of something that is later to be renounced. It is provi
sional in the sense of preparatory; later it will indeed be understood quite 
differently, but that only means more originally. 

b) The determination of dvcn as ouvaJ.nc; Et't' de; 'tO 7totEiv 
Eh' de; 'tO 7ta8EtV. 

Thus the initial result of the criticism of those who say oucria = cr&J.!.a is that 
the 6pa't6v, O"WJ.l.CX EJ.l.'fi'UXOV, i.e., the \fiUXft, presents an a6pa'tOV, and that 
both, the opa'tOV and the a6pa'tOV, already imply a O"UJ.l.<j>u£c; yEyov6c;: that 
which for both is already there and in relation to which we can say Eic; o 
I3A£1tovtEc; Myov'tEc;, 'IIUXlt as well as cr&J.!.a dvat-'fiUXlt is, just as much as 
cr&J.l.a. What is prior to them, what we address as Being itself, must now be 
determined more precisely. And indeed Plato here offers the opponents, in 
a certain sense, a definition, though they do not completely understand it. 
A£yw ol) 'tO Kat 01tOtCXVOUV <'ttVa> KEK'tTJJ.l.EVOV OUVCXJ.!.tV Eh' Etc; 'tO 1tOtElV 
E'tEpov o'ttouv JtE<j>uKoc; Eh' de; 'tO 1ta8Eiv . . . 'to'fno ov'twc; dvcn· 'tt8EJ.!.at 
yap opov <opi/;Etv> 'ta OV'ta roc; f.crnv OUK a) ... J..o n 1tAytV OUVCXJ.l.tc; (247d8) . 'tO 
61tmavouv KEK'tTJJ.l.EVOV ouvaJ.l.tV, "what possesses possibility in some way 
or other," i.e., what is in itself determined in some way as possibility, d't' de; 
'tO 1tOtEtV Et't' Eic; 'tO Jta8Eiv, such that from itself it can either "affect" some
thing else or "be affected" by something-whatever is determined in this 
way, mxv 'tOU'tO ov'twc; Elvcn, "all properly is," OV'tffic;, and "nothing could 
be more being"; 'tt8EJ.!.at yap opov opii;Etv 'ta ona, "for I posit as delimiting 
beings," ffic; EO"'ttv, "insofar as they are," nothing else than ouvaJ.l.tc;. This is 
a determination of ov , oucria, as ouvaJ.!.tc;. And Plato says specifically, 
1tpO'tEtVOJ.l.EVWV i]J.!.&v (dS), it is "proffered."  That does not mean it is merely 
suggested tentatively, simply as a way out; on the contrary, it is "pre-offered" 
as something which Etc; UO"'tEpov E'tEpov &.v <j>avEill (cf. 247e7f.), "which later 
will show itself as something else."  Thus the determination proffered here 
of ov as ouvaJ.l.tc; will be dealt with more thoroughly later. Yet it is in no 
sense an artifice Plato employs simply to give the two opponents a common 
denominator, as if he were not serious about this definition. If the traditional 
interpretation says Plato could not be serious about this definition, that is 
beca use ouvaJ.uc; is transla ted as "power"; Bon i tz even transla tes i t  as "ere-
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ative power." He says the Ideas are being defined here as "creative powers," 
ouva)..lw;-2 The difficulty people have found in the proffering of this quite 
new definition derives from their conceiving ouva).lt� too massively from 
the very outset, almost in the sense of those who say oucria = cr&).la. Above 
all, it derives from the fact that people have not investigated how precisely 
this determination of ov as Mva).lt<; bears the entire ensuing meditation and 
indeed how it was already prepared earlier in the discussion of 
1tpocryiyvm0m.3 Being thus means, put briefly, possibility, whereby this ex
pression Mva).lt� is still to be conceived in a wholly neutral sense . �uva).lt� 
is related here Ei� 'tO 1tOt£iv and d� 'tO 1ta0£iv. This could mean, if taken 
roughly: powers which effect something or which have properties, on the 
basis of their ontic constitution, by which they can suffer something. This is 
of course the literal meaning. But, as regards 1ta0£iv, we must remember it 
was not accidental that Plato said earlier that the o'Aov can be a 1ta8o� of 
ov4-which has nothing to do with the fact that the OAOV in a certain sense 
falls like a boulder on Being or vice versa . It only means that ov can be 
affected by the oA.ov; it can, as ov, be determined in its Being by the o'Aov. 
Ilacrxnv means here simply: to be determined by an other. We already know 
1tot£iv; it means &ynv d� oucriav, to bring something into being, to help 
something into being, to genuinely arrange for the Being of a being.5 What 
is capable of something like that, what has such a Mva).lt�, properly is. 'A/cA.' 
E1tEl1tEp au'toi Y£ OUK EXOUcrtV EV 'tcp 1tap6v'tt 'tOU'tOU �EA'ttOV MyEtV, OEXOV'tat 
'tOVto (247e5f.) . Because these people obviously do not for the moment have 
anything better at their disposal, with which to answer the question of what 
oucria is, they will possibly accept this determination. But perhaps, says 
the �£vo�, what is given here in relation to Being will show itself afterwards, 
to us as well as to them, differently, E'tEpov &.v <J>av£il1 (248al ) .  Plato discov
ers this E'tEpov precisely in the Sophist, in a certain sense for the first time, 
as a particular kind of non-being and precisely as the kind that does not 
express a total difference from the other, or from the one in relation to which 
it is the other, but instead expresses the fact that every being, insofar as it 
is, is itself and something other. The E'tEpov expresses what something, as 
itself, is additionally. Hence when Plato says the determination of ov as 
Mva).lt� will later be revealed as a E'tEpov, this cannot mean that it is to be 
abandoned but only that it should be grasped more originally, in order to 
acquire a more perfect determination . This becomes quite clear from the 
passage at 250a4f. , where Plato, after the criticism of the two positions, or 

2.  H.  13on i tz, l 'latouisclw S tudieu, 3. A u  fl . ,  Berlin 1 886, p.  203: "l iv ing powers."  
3 .  Cf. pp.  29 1 f. .md 297ff. 
4 .  Accord i ng to  t lw Sl' I 1Sl' of Soj J/risl 245.1 ff. C f. p . 1 1 5 f  . 
. 'i. SPJ I!I is/ 2 1 %41. Cf. p. I Hhff. 
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of the last position, proceeds to the decisive steps in the determination of 
ov, and does so specifically by returning to what he discussed earlier, all 
the way to the point at which he carried out the critique of the ancients . 
He says: we will not simply repeat what we discussed there, but instead 
we want to deal with it in such a way iva cX!J.a n Kat 1tpOlW!J.EV (250a5f.), 
"that we thereby take a step forward at the same time." This is nothing else 
than the ucr'tEpov E't£pov. Unless we see that dearly, the whole dialogue 
will be a great confusion. 

Now the critique passes over to the opposite side. Pay attention once 
more to the results of the critique of the first faction: there is given not only 
the 6pa't6V but also the a6pa'tOV and, prior to both of them, the O"U!J.<)>UE<; 
yqov6<;, and that is interpreted as ouva!J.t<;. 

§69. The discussion of the thesis: oucria = £tOo<; (248a-249b). 

a) The interpretation of the phenomenon of knowledge 
through the concept of the Kotvwvia.. 

a) Knowledge as Kotvwvia of the \jfUXll with oucria (£tOo<;) . 

The opposite side says: oucria = ElOfl . What is is what shows itself in f...£y£tv 
and vo£iv, in pure discoursive insight [im reinen besprechenden Hinsehen]: 
namely, the outward look of beings which comes to presence in pure per
ceiving. "Pure" means here "non-sensible. " Those who now say not that 
oucria = crffi!J.a or y£v£crt<;, but that oucria = doll, say this in such a way that 
they at the same time posit oucria "separately," xwpic;, and independently 
from y£vmt<;. r£vmtv, 'tl)v o£ oucriav xwpi<; 1tOU OlEAO!J.EVOl f...£y£'t£ (248a7) . 
This implies that what is characterized as y£v£crt<; must be a !J.h ov; for the 
£t8fl, exclusively, are oucria. The way the criticism of this position begins 
is again telling. I emphasized with regard to the critique of the first position 
that it occurs in a return to the l;cpov E!J.'IfUXOV, and the Being of <)>p6Vflcrt<; 
remained problematic. 1 Now the criticism takes place in a return to the 
same phenomenological state of affairs of 'lfUXll and explicitly in relation 
to <)>p6vflcrt<;, i .e . ,  ytyvwcrK£tv: iJ!J.&.<; y£v£crn ot' aicrEl1lcr£w<; Kotvwv£iv, oux 
A.oytcr!J.OU o£ npo<; 'tl)v oucriav (d. 248a10f. ) .  This constatation is initially 
quite unexpected; but we must keep in mind the result of the earlier dis
cussion. Here the expression Kotvwvdv appears for the first time. Kotvwv£iv 
means "to share in something" [etwas mit-haben]. "We, iJ!J.&.<;, as knowers, 
share in y£vmt<;, becoming, by way of aicrElflcrt<;; we, iJ!J.&.<;, share in oucria 
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by way of Aoytcrjl6c;, Mynv." This Kotvroveiv, this "sharing," is specifically 
the indication of an objective phenomenal datum, but it may initially be 
understood, quite superficially only, in the phenomenological sense of hav
ing present. The meaning turns over immediately, however, to a wholly 
naively ontical one: we ourselves, through at<J81lcrtc;, keep company with 
that which is caught up in becoming; through Aoyt<Jjl6c;, we keep company, 
in our Being, with the other, oucria. Kotvroveiv thus means to be related 
toward an other, to keep company with it, and, in relation to oucria, to keep 
company with the one. And indeed what y£vecrtc; designates is character
ized as aAAo'te &:A.A.roc; (a12f.), it is "in each case different"; whereas oucria 
is characterized as ad K<X'ta 1:<XU1:a fficrmhroc; EXEt (d. al2): genuine beings 
keep themselves constantly in a determinate self-sameness. 

Now Plato takes up the expression Kotvroveiv; it is the proper center of 
the consideration. 

�) The explication of the concept of Kotvrovia by means of 
the concept of the ouvajltc; 1:ou noteiv Kat 1:ou 7t<X<JXHV . 

Being = ouvajltc; Kotvroviac;. Recapitulation of 
the previous formulations. 

The expression Kotvrovfiv is, as we said, the proper center of the consider
ation; the way of speaking, the rather solemn tone, already indicates it: To 

(5£ 8ft KOtvroveiv, ro 1t<XV1:(J)V &:pt<J1:0t, 'tt 'toue' Ujlac; f1t' Ujl<jloiv Afyetv <!>&!lEY; 
(248b2f.) .  "What then is to be said in regard to these modes of Kotvroveiv?" 
What is Kotvroveiv in itself? Is it not precisely that which we have already 
said, namely in the determination of oucria as ouvajltc;? In fact the �£voc; 
now gives each of the two modes of KOtvroveiv, as Kotvrovia, the same 
definition he had previously offered for OU<Jia: 06:81ljl<X i'\ 1t0llljl<X fK 
ouvcijlewc; nvoc; ano 't&v npoc; aAAllAa cruvt6v1:rov ytyv61lfvov (b5f.), "a 
being affected, n6:8Tl!la, or an affecting, 7tOlll!l<X, that has ytyv6jlEVov EK 
ouvcijle<llc; nvoc;, arisen on the basis of a certain 'can,' a certain possibility, 
and out of things that pass over into one another." Thus again we have the 
being with one another, the being related to one another, and the possibility 
for that. This possibility is nothing else than the meaning of Being. 
Kotvroveiv is simply another version of the npoc; aAAllAa, "to affect one 
another," in such a way that Being now means, if we insert KOtvrovia: 
ouvajltc; Kotvroviac;, the possibility of being with one another. 

What now will the eio&v <jliAot, "the friends of the Ideas," say about this 
interpretation of Kotvroveiv? Plato, i .e., the �Evoc;, takes it upon himself to 
answer, because, as he says, he K<X't<XKOUft Ota cruv1l8etav (cf. b7f. ), "under
stands thei r posi tion better, on account of his familiarity with them." These 
fiocllV (j>(Aot a rt' the Mq�<�riilns, fol lowers of Euclid of Megara, whose school 
P l a to a l tl•ndt•d w lwn ht• was young.  Wh<l t  position wi l l  they take up rc-
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garding this definition? OU O'UYXWpouow 1'\!!tV (cl ), "they will not agree" 
with our determination of oucria = ouval!t<;. And the �EVO<; repeats this 
definition once again-the fourth formulation, which is actually no reason 
to interpret this definition as an artifice: 1'\ 'TOU nacrxnv i'l opav ouval!t<; (d. 
248c5) . Consequently, we now have the following formulations: 

1 . )  ouva16v "tq> napayiyvm8at Kat anoyiyv£cr8at (247a8) . 
2 . )  KEK'tlll!fvov ouva11tv dt' Ei<; to notciv Ett' Ei<; 10 na8£iv (cf. 247d8f. ) .  
3.) OUVal!t<; f� TJ<; 1tU81ll!a i'\ 1t0l1ll!a Yt"(VOI!EVOV (d. 248b5f.) . 
4 . )  1'\ 'TOU nacrxnv i'l opav OUVal!t<; (cf. 248c5). 
Why will the EiO&v <)>iA.ot not agree with this interpretation of Being? 

They will say in opposition the following: on YEVEO'Et f..LEV flEtEO"n tOU 
1tUO'X£tV Kat 1tOt£tV OUVUflEW<;, 1tp0<; oc oucr{av tOU"t(l)V OUOEtEpou tflv 
ouval!tV UPflO'T'TEtV (248c7ff.) .  'Ttvmt<; indeed involves, f..LEtEO"'Tt, ouvaf..Lt<;"; 
where there is motion and change there can perhaps be something like 
potentiality, such that we can ultimately interpret in this way the Being we 
ourselves address as !!ll ov. "But there is no apf..L6tt£tV 1tp0<; oucriav, be
tween oucria and OUVaf..Lt<;."  Thus again we have 1tpocr-apl!6tt£tv-just as 
earlier we had npocryiyvm8at t� ovtt E1Epov tffiv ovtwv, something comes 
to be attached to something else-and the other corresponding expres
sions.2 To be related to each other, to be with each other-this is the one 
phenomenal state of affairs constantly dealt with here. Being means nothing 
else than to be able to be with each other, or formulated differently, in 
relation to Being as Mvaf..Lt<;, to be capable of presence with something. 

But the EiOmv <j>iA.at resist this interpretation of Being. For this interpre
tation ultimately includes-as will be shown-the co-presence of move
ment in oucria. 

b) The co-presence of movement in oucria. 

a) Being-known as the na8o<; of oucria. 

If the EiOmv <j>iA.ot resist the interpretation of Being as ouvaf..Lt<; Kotvwvia<;, 
and hence do not agree with it, then the question arises: OUKouv Uyoucri 
tt; (clO), "do they have good grounds for doing so?" To this extent, says 
the �tvo<;, that we must ask them for more precise information concerning 
£i 7tpOO'OI!OAOyoucrt tflv f..LEV '!fUXllV yt"(VWO'KEtV, tflv 0' oucriav yt"(VWO'K£0'8at 
(248dlf. ) .  Here there occurs again the state we left open earlier: <j>p6v1lcrt<;.3 
"Do they agree that the soul can be familiar, or is familiar, with something, 
and that what it is familiar with in knowledge is oucria?" Will they concur 
with this? Yes. But what about this ytyvfficrKctv? How must it be conceived? 

2.  Cf. p. 2Y I ff. 
l .  Cf. p. l27. 
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Ti 8£; 'tO ytyvfficrKEtv il 'tO ytyvfficrKm8ai <J>a'tE noiru.w i] mieoc; il «!!<i>6'tEpov; 
il 'to 11£v naBTJI!a, 'to 8£ B<i'tEpov; il nav'tanamv ou8E'tEpov ou8E't£pou 
'tOU'tffiV I!E'taAa!!�UVElV; (d4ff. ) .  "Will they say that ytyvfficrKElV, knowing, 
or ytyYOOKE0"8at, being known, is 1tOlT]I!a or 7tU80<;, or that the one is 
1tOtT]I!a and the other na8oc;? " Or will they deny that these ontological 
determinations, 7tOtEiv and nacrxEtv, apply to this ov, ytyvfficrKEtv, 
<jlp6VT]<Jt<;? Obviously they will deny it. They will deny, in short, that yv&m<; 
I!E'taAal!�<ivEt 8uv<ii!EW<;. And they must do so if they want to adhere to 
their position and do not want to speak against themselves . If they con
ceded that this KOlVffiVta of ytyvffi<JKElV can be interpreted as 8UVal!t<;, they 
would be saying the opposite of what they maintained previously. Why? 
They indeed say: oucria xmplc; YEVEO"Effi<;, what genuinely is has nothing to 
do with movement, is free of all change. If, however, as they indeed con
ceded above, \j/UXll ytyvffi<JKEl, OUO"ta ytyvfficrKE'tat, oucr{a is therefore 
"known," ytyYffiO"KO!!EVT] (d. e2), as object, then that implies oucria is de
termined as n<iBT]I!a; it is in some way affected by knowledge itself. Insofar 
as oucria is known and thereby affected, it itself contains the moment of 
!!E'ta�oA-11 , KtVT]O"t<;. But according to their own position, that is not possible. 
Something like that cannot be 7tEpl 'tO liPEI!OUV (e4f.), "in the field of what 
is at rest. " This liPE!!OUV refers to what was indicated at the end of 248a: to 
remain constantly in a determinate self-sameness,4 free of all change. To 
concede that oucria is known and knowable implies it is codetermined by 
na9TJ11a and consequently by 8uval!t<;. Since, for them, KtVTJO"t<; has no place 
in oucria, they must reject this position. Yet that is not tenable either; this 
has now been demonstrated in principle. 

�) The napoucria of <J>p6VT]O"l<;, voile;, l;m'll , and KtVT]<Jt<; in 
the nav'tEAW<; ov. 

The �Evoc; becomes excited: By Zeus, we can scarcely believe we; UATJB&<; 
KtVT]O"lV Kal l;ml)v Kat o/UXTJV Kat <J>p6vT]crtv 't(!:> nav'tEA&<; OV'tl i!TJ napEivm, 
I!TJ8£ l;f]v au1:o I!TJ8£ <J>povEiv, «A.A.a O"EI!TJOV Kat &.ytov, vouv ouK £xov, 
aKtVTJ'tOV EO"'tO<; Etvat; (d. 248e6ff.) .  The passage is the center and is decisive 
for understanding the whole ontological discussion. We can scarcely believe 
"that in what is nav'tEA.&c;, in what completely, genuinely is, in beings in 
the most proper sense, there would not also be present movement, life, soul, 
knowledge." Note well that it is a matter of the napEivm of something, the 
co-existence of something, namely of l;m'll , \j/UXll, in what genuinely is. We 
can therefore scarcely believe that life and knowledge do not pertain to 
beings i n  the most proper sense; we can scarcely believe that beings stand 
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there, as it were, O"Ef..lVOV Kat aywv (249alf.), "solemn and sacred," "un
moved and changeless," so that, as beings, they are devoid of vouc;: vouv 
ouK £xov (a2) . Plato has been interpreted to be saying here that the genuine 
beings, the Ideas, would have understanding, life, and the like. This is sheer 
nonsense. What the passage says is that <j>p6vYJmc;, vouc;, and �w11 keep 
company with the genuine beings; in other words, the meaning of Being 
must be conceived in such a way that vouc;, KtVYJO"t<;, and �w11 can also be 
understood as beings.5 Therefore the Ideas are not spirits of some sort, 
fluttering around, and they are not, on top of that, "creative powers" !  If we 
denied being to vouc;, KlVYJO"l<;, and �Wll, then Ofl.VOV f..lEV't' av Myov cruy
xwpoiJ..lfV, "we would be admitting a terrible proposition." This matter is 
now pursued more closely at 249a4ff. : if, conversely, we concede that vouc; 
belongs to Being, and so does �w1l, then a fortiori we must address 'IIUXll 
as an ov. But that implies 'tO KtVOUJ..lfVOV dvm (d. 249b2f. ). That is, it implies 
that what is moved and movement itself belong to beings and that the 
meaning of Being must be conceived on the basis of this constatation and 
in correspondence with these new facts . We can now ask whether or not, 
precisely for all these beings-not only for the EHlYJ, but also for vouc; and 
�w11-whether or not for this whole as a whole the definition already given, 
namely ov = ouvaJ..lt<;, accomplishes a real clarification. 

If we look closer at these factions and above all at the following passages, 
we can hardly avoid seeing the young Aristotle in the background of the 
discussions . A confrontation with him is already in play here. 

c) The question of Plato's confrontation with 
the young Aristotle. 

a) The Aristotelian moments in Plato's ontological research: 
the crmJ..la'ta as ground; the inclusion of ouvaJ..ltc;. 

I emphasize explicitly that this surmise-that behind the mentioned fac
tions stands a confrontation with the young Aristotle-is simply my per
sonal conviction. Siebeck had already expressed this surmise in 1896.6 I 
differ from Siebeck, however, since I believe it cannot be demonstrated that 
Aristotle is at work here. It remains a conviction which as such has no 
scientific value. Yet, as a conviction, it must have its grounds, even if it 
cannot play a scientific role. And these grounds reside in the fact that this 
dialogue is the first to take into account positively, and with a special 

S .  A l l :  A n  u mkrstanding of Being pert.1 ins  to Being. 
6. I I . Sil'b<·,·k ,  " ! ' l a ton ,1 ls K r i t i kl•r n ristotl'l isdwr Ansich t<•n , "  i n  l.citscllri(lfitr l 'hil<•sof>l r ic 1 1 1 1 1 1  

f 'll i/osof 'hiscllt ' Kril ik, Ni' l l c '  l 'olgc·, Bdl'. 1 07 ,md I OH, I .Pi pzig, I H%. ( )n t lw p.1 sS.I)!;l' .l l iss uP, d. Bd . 
l l lH, PI'· 'i ''· 
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acuteness, the Being of the crffiJ.Lm:a, and indeed it does so not in a vague 
sense but such that those who say oucrfa = crmJ.La become in a certain way 
able to be dealt with. Plato hence concedes that even this may be the basis 
for a higher position. This is in fact the proper impetus of Aristotle's re
search, which he again and again repeats up to his latest works: that in the 
question of oucria one has to start with the aicr8rrni, i .e. , the crffiJ.La'ta, and 
that the Being of beings must first be discussed in relation to them. This 
determination, that one must begin with the aicrerrra, does not mean the 
interpretation of Being would be exhausted therein. Plato is obviously 
taking this determination into account, with the result that the crffiJ.Lma in 
fact do provide a basis for a discussion of Being, but only in such a way 
that the research presses on from them to a further realm of Being. This 
hence is one moment which argues in favor of the conviction that the young 
Aristotle is in the background: the positive incorporation of the crffiJ.La'ta 
into the ontological discussion. 

The second moment, which points to Aristotle even more strongly, is the 
incorporation of the concept of OUVUJ.Ltc; into the discussion of oucrfa and 
ov. It could admittedly also be-although I personally do not believe it
that Plato by himself drew in this phenomenon of 8uvaJ.Ltc; for an interpre
tation of Being and that Aristotle derived his ontology from it. This 
possibility entails a great difficulty, however, namely this, that Aristotle 
does not develop his concept of 8UvaJ.Ltc; the way Plato does but instead 
develops 8uvaJ.Ltc; from the very outset as an ontological category in con
nection with £v£py£ta. He does so because he sees the phenomenon of 
movement positively, which Plato never does. Thus Aristotle's treatment 
of 8UvaJ.Ltc; presupposes a much more radical ontological meditation than 
does the Platonic concept of 8UvaJ.Ltc;, so that it seems to me improbable 
Aristotle would have come, on the basis of the concept of 8uvaJ.Ltc; as it 
occurs in the Sophist, to his own basic ontological doctrine. Therefore it is 
more plausible that the beginnings of Aristotle's investigations, which in
deed developed under the eyes of Plato, and in which these categories were 
already alive-that it was these Aristotelian rudiments which provided 
Plato the impetus to draw the notion of ouva1-nc; into the ontological dis
cussion in his own way and within his own position. Only in this sense 
can I make intelligible the interrelation of the two philosophers, and only 
in this way can the creative independence of each be saved. Siebeck has 
attempted to substantiate, as it were, their interrelation doxographically, by 
collecting all the passages in which Aristotle speaks about 8uvaJ.Ltc; and the 
aicr8T]'t6v, but this procedure can decide nothing at all. Such doxographic 
theses ca n contr ib u te noth i ng to the substantive question standing behind 

the deta c lwd p ropos i t i o n s .  Bcccl ll se there is a fundam ental d i ffe rence i n  

t lw i r  o n t o l og ica l o ri t•n l tl t ions, i t  i s  n o t  p rob<lb l l'  tha t tlw o n to l ogica l concept 
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of Mva1-tt� originated with Plato, but the reverse: Plato attempts to take it 
into account. With this aim, one could even, as is often done, appeal to the 
fact that in the ontological dialogue Parmenides, an Aristotle appears as one 
of the collocutors. But, as we said, these are only surmises and do not settle 
anything substantively. I only bring them up here to clarify the basic dif
ference in the application of the ontological concept of 0\lvaj..tt�. 

�) Plato's own solution. Presence as the basic meaning of 
Being in the two preceding positions. Plato's concept of 

Being: napoucria ouva!J.EW� Kotvwvia�. 

We know that Plato presupposes two positions for his own ontological 
solution: the one says that what is is what manifests its permanence by 
means of resistance; the other says what is is what shows itself in J...£ynv, 
i .e., in vodv as pure perceiving. The first concept of Being, Being as resis
tance, gives rise to the substantive question of whether this meaning of 
Being can be understood detached from the moment of being-present, i .e. , 
whether there is a resistance which is, according to its very sense, non-pres
ent, or whether every sense of resistance includes the moment of being
present. The second concept of Being, what exists is what is present in pure 
perceiving, engenders the corollary question of whether this Being in the 
sense of presence can be understood without the moment of resistance, i .e., 
whether there is an irresistant presence. These are the two substantive 
questions resulting from the two positions on the interpretation of Being. 
Being itself, then, will mean for Plato, if he is to make both these positions 
intelligible, 0\lvaj..tt�, as the possibility of co-presence with something, in 
short ouvaj..tt� Kotvwvia�, or in a fuller determination, napoucria ouva!J.EW� 
Kotvwvia�, factual occurrence of the possibility of being with one another. 
In all these formulations, we say Being is being-present, but that may not 
be turned into an objection, in the sense that we might be accused of making 
use of the meaning of Being we are trying to clarify in the first place, with 
the result that we are presupposing that meaning. For "being" in the ex
pression "being-present" has merely an entirely formal sense. This assertion 
about Being, in the sense of something formal that applies to everything 
uttered and said as such, does not signify anything as regards substantive 
content, in the sense of the structure of Being itself. This concept of 0\lvaj..tt� 
Kotvwvia�, as the possibility of being with one another, is the focus of 
Plato's entire ensuing discussion. 



III . The Discussion of the Summary of the Theses about ov (249b-251a) .  

§70. The summary of the theses about ov with regard to the 
phenomenon of knowledge. The Being of KtVYJOl� and cr1:acrt� as 

condition of the Being of knowledge. 

It is important to note how Plato proceeds from the two previously men
tioned positions and which phenomenon he draws upon to make the two 
positions unitarily thematic. This phenomenon is ytyvfficrK£tV, knowledge, 
as a quite particular Kotvwvia. Kotvwvdv in the sense of ytyvfficrKElV is itself 
an ov, a something. This KotvwvEiv includes, in the first place, a connection, 
a companionship, of the 'JIUX'f1, of vou�, with the EtOYJ, i .e., a connection of 
y£V£crt� with the ad OV. If there is a ytyYWOKEtV, if it itself is an OV, then 
there exists a Kotvwvia between y£v£crt� and a£1 ov, between KtVYJcrt� and 
cr'tacrt�. We have here thus a grouping of phenomena that corresponds quite 
well to the case of 'JIEUOo�: there it was a matter of a OU!J.1tAoK'f1 between 
Being and non-being, here it is a matter of a Kotvwvia between KtVYJcrt� and 
cr'tacrt�. The question is hence whether �w'f1, 'JIUX'f1, and <j>p6vYJcrt� belong 
to ov and whether, correspondingly, the determination of Being must take 
into account these beings, vou�, �w'f1, etc . But when Plato says �w'f1 and 
vou� belong to ov, he is not claiming-let us repeat-that the Ideas them
selves think and live. Plato now indirectly shows the necessity of the Being 
of this Kotvwvia: LU!J.�aivn 8' ouv aK:tV'f1'trov 1:£ ov1:wv vouv !J.YJOEvi 1t£pt 
!J.YJOEVO� dvm !J.YJOa!J.OU (d. 249b5f. ) .  Assuming everything was unmoved, 
assuming no movement existed, then vou� and �w'f1, and thus every votiv, 
would be impossible. Yet this is what follows if one says: ouma = EtOYJ, and 
the EtOYJ are determined as resting in themselves, and y£v£crt� is accordingly 
excluded from Being. If everything is at rest, then vou� cannot be; there is 
then also no votiv, no knowledge of oucria, of the EtOYJ. 

Kat !J.ytV EUV au <j>EpO!J.EVa Kat KtVOU!J.EVa miV't' dvat cruyxropffi!J.EV, Kat 
'tOU'tq> 1:<!> Myq> 'taU'tOV 1:oil1:o EK 1:ffiv ov1:wv £�mp'f1cro!J.EV (249b8ff.) . "On 
the other hand, the proposition that everything is in motion also excludes 
from being 1:au1:ov 'tOU'to, namely vou�." To claim everything is in motion 
is also to deprive vou� and �w'f1 of the possibility of being. This E�mp'f1cro!J.EV 
makes it clear that it is not at all a matter here of the dBYJ themselves 
possessing �wit but is simply a matter of counting vou� and �w'f1 among 
beings . For if we say everything is in motion, then there does not exist that 
which was established at 248a1 2 as a possible object of voEiv: <'tO> cXEt Ka'ta 
1:au1:a wcmu1:o>c; £xnv, (th a t  which ) maintains itself constan tly  in a deter-
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minate self-sameness. If everything is in motion, this self-sameness does 
not exist, i .e. ,  the disclosability of beings in a pure vot:iv is impossible. 

Accordingly, there must be an ad ov in order for vouc; to be what it is 
supposed to be, and there must likewise be a KtVTJcrtc; in order for vouc; to 
be what it is: a living disclosure, the carrying out of the uncovering of beings 
themselves. We must therefore strive with all our means against the one 
who icrxup{�TJ"t"Ut 1ttp{ 'tlVO<; 07tTlOUV (249c7f.) ,  the one who wants to press 
ahead to something, to assert something, show something, exhibit some
thing, about beings while vouv a<jlav{�mv (c7), allowing vouc; (aATJ8cuctv) 
and �m"ll to disappear, i .e., considering them non-beings. For whoever says 
anything at all about an existing thing is thereby already asserting: it is 
movement and it is ad ov. In this way the phenomenon of ytyvfficrKctV, 
under the title of a determinate Kotvmvdv, becomes the central phenome
non, in relation to which both these interpretations of Being themselves 
become visible and intelligible in their necessity. On the other hand, each 
interpretation, oucr(a = O"Wj..LU, YEVEO"t<;, and oucr(a = ctCTJ , aK:tVTJ'tU, is, by 
itself, insufficient. Neither one, taken as an absolute theory, can make in
telligible the Being of vouc;, of yv&crtc;, of ytyvfficrKctv. If there is indeed to 
be something like <j>tA.ocro<Pia, avayl(TJ . . .  O"UV<Xj..l<j>O'tcpa AEYElV (249cllff.) ,  
we are compelled to count "both together," the moved and the unmoved, 
as beings, to address both of them as existing. 

Thus the exemplary phenomenon of Kotvmv(a, which allows the 
Kotvmv{a to be introduced into the discussion at all, is ytyvfficrKctV . 
f'tyvmcrKctV is determined in its Being according to its two aspects: 1 . )  as 
accomplishing, disclosing: KtVTJcrtc;; and 2. )  with regard to what is known, 
something that, in the sense of the Greek conception of knowledge, must 
always be: cr'tacrtc;. This ytyvfficrKctV thus provides Plato with the two con
cepts of KtVTJcrt<; and cr'tacrtc;, both of which are related to a unitary phe
nomenon, yv&crtc;, as one and the same ov. By setting in relief KtVTJcrt<; and 
O"'tacrtc;, Plato acquires the two basic concepts alive in the positions of the 
preceding ontologies, the O"'tacrtc; of Parmenides and the KlVTJO"t<; o f  
Heraclitus, and he does s o  specifically in such a way that h e  can at the same 
time unite these positions in the phenomenon of ytyvmcrKetV . 1  

I .  Set• l h e  . l l'l"'nd i x .  
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§71 .  The discussion of the thesis: KtVl)crtc; and maatc; = ov. 

a) Characterization of the situation. Reversion to the 
position of the ancient thesis: ov = 8uo.  "Ayvow. iJ nA.ticrTIJ. 
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The �£voc; now asks : n ouv; ap' OUK E1tt£tKWc; i18l1 <jlatVO).l.c8a 1tcptclAl)<jlEVat 
10 Mycp 10 ov; (249d6f. ) .  "Does it not seem we have now already in our 
discussion disclosed and grasped, in an adequate way, Being, the meaning 
of Being?" navu J.l.EV ouv (d8) . Theaetetus is already satisfied and believes 
they have in fact reached their goal. For now both y£vt:crtc; (or KtVTicrtc;) and 
ct8l) (or act ov) have been given their due. But the �£voc; makes him wonder: 
on vuv E<J).l.EV EV ayvoiq. '!fl nA£{crTfl 7t£pt au"t'OU (e2f.), "we precisely now 
find ourselves in the greatest ignorance," i.e., precisely now that we think 
we have understood something about Being. The �£voc; asks him crK67tct 
cra<jl£cr"t'cpov (cf. e76), to take a closer look, i .e . ,  as always, to look to the 
A.6yoc;, to what is said in A.fyEtV itself. Look to what we say when we say: 
Being consists in the unmoved and the moved. Does not "the same question 
now revert back" on us ourselves a7t£p auwt "t'O"t'E i]pol"t'W).l.EV (250al ), which 
we at that time raised," "t'ouc; A.Eyovmc; dvat 10 nav 8cp).l.ov Kat 'JIUXp6v 
(alf.), "against those who say: all beings are warm and cold . "  For they also 
said 8Uo, two beings, properly constitute ov, just as we are now saying the 
aKtVl)"t'a and the KcKtVl)).l.EVa are togetheno OV, beings, Kat "t'O nav (249d3f. ) .  
Hence with all our discussions we are in the end basically no more ad
vanced than the position we already rejected. 

The �£voc; now tries to take up again the same question 7tttpacro).l.ai y£ 
8pav "t'OU"t'O . . .  , tva a).l.a n Kat npotm).l.EV (250a4f.), specifically in such a 
way "that in doing so we make some progress," progress in the under
standing of the £v, i .e. , of ov, which is constantly the theme. And so the 
same consideration will be repeated at a higher level-hence we shall 
examine that which was already dealt with and about which it was said 
that we would treat it U<J'tcpov E"t'Epov. We will see that ultimately this 
treatment again draws upon precisely the same concept of the 8uva).l.tc; 
Kotvmviac; which had already been claimed for the interpretation of the £v, 
and that accordingly this concept of 8Uva).l.tc; is for Plato not an auxiliary 
notion to be used against the opponents but is genuinely positive. 

b) The solution of the difficulty by means of the concept of 
the 8uva).l.tc; Kotvmviac;. 

a) The avoidance of the coincidence of KtVl)crtc; and cr"t'acrtc; by 
m ea n s  of the 'tpiwv f...Eyn v of ov. 

Tlwrl'fort' tdvq<n� n nd <T't(l<nc; n rl' (JV"t'(l, n nd obv ious ly  �·vuv'ttoml'tU 
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aU'IlA.otc:; (cf. 250a8f.) , "most opposed to one another." "And yet you say" :  
a�<\>6't£pa a\rta Kat fK(itEpOV O�Ot<O<; dvat (cf. 250allf.), "both in them
selves and each for itself would be in the same way."  Therefore both, and 
each for itself, are in the same way. This again makes it clear that Plato does 
not mean that those beings which possess crracnc:; in an eminent sense-seen 
from the standpoint of the opponents, the dOT]-would themselves be 
determined by lctVT]crtc:; in the sense of life and vouc:;, i.e., that the Ideas 
themselves would be alive and knowing, but that KtVT]crt<; and cr-racnc:; each, 
eKa'tEpov, are. Apa Ktv£icr8at AiyuN cX!l<\>O'tEpa Kat eKa'tEpov, o-rav dvat 
cruyxcopflc:;; (b2f. ) .  But if now both are, then are not both in motion? Or, 
ecr-ravat au'ta cX!l<\>O'tEpa dvat (cf. b5f.), if both are, "are then not both at 
rest?" These conclusions drawn in regard to KtVT]crt<; and cr-racnc:; can be 
made clear by means of something like a syllogism. 

KtVT]<H<; OV 
cr-racns ov 

Therefore KtVT]<H<; cr-racnc:; 
Motion is at rest. 

Or, conversely, cr-racnc:; is, rivT]crt<; is, and therefore cr-racnc:; is in motion. 
What is characteristic of this kind of argumentation is that it always looks 
at KtVT]crt<; and cr-racnc:; in such a way that ov functions in a certain sense 
only as an auxiliary concept and is not at all dealt with thematically. 

Therefore the question arises : Tpt 'tOY apa n 1tapa -rau-ra 'tO ov ev 'tfl 'ljiUXfl 
n8£t<; (b7), or "do you then posit in the end something like a third thing, 
next to KtvT]crtc:; and cr-racnc:;, namely ov?" This n8£t<; ev 'tfl 'ljiUXfl is only a 
paraphrase for Aiy£tV, in the sense I have already referred to : the soul's 
conversation with itself about something.1 Thus the �tvoc:; is asking: in the 
end, when you say KtVT]<H<; is and cr-racrtc:; is, are you addressing this "is" 
as a third, and specifically we; urt' EK£fvou -r'llv 't£ cr-racnv Kat Tijv KtVT]crtv 
1t£pt£XO!lEVT]V (b8), "in such a way that thereby KtVT]crt<; and cr-racnc:; are 
addressed as encompassed in it," cruA.A.a�ffiv Kat amoffiv au-roN rtpoc:; Tijv 
'ti']c:; oucriac:; Kotvcov{av, oihcoc:; ElVat rtpocrfirta<; cX!l<\>O'tEpa; (b9f. ) .  In this final 
clause, Plato provides a short, yet fundamental, analysis of the 'tpi-rov 
Aiy£tv; i .e. , he offers here for the first time the precise basic structure of 
cruvaycoY'Il and consequently of OtaAiyccr8at. Because Plato's theme is now 
specifically ontological, he can determine more precisely the structure of 
what earlier, in the Phaedrus, he could only characterize with a general 
orientation . 

I .  C t .  p. 2Hl. 
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�) The more precise determination of the structure of 
cruvayffiyrl . LuA.A.a�Eiv and am8Eiv as structural moments of 

cruvayffiyr1 . The Kotvffivia of ov with KtVllcrt<; and m:amc;. 

341 

The first moment of cruvayffiyrl is cruA.A.a�Eiv, "taking together," both 
KtVll<Jt<; and cr-racrtc;. This taking together does not mean to perceive each, 
KtVllcrt<; and cr-racrt<;, for itself, to grasp each for itself thematically. On the 
contrary, it means to take together both-"both" again not in the sense of 
two objects simply grasped as two-in view of something which resides in 
them but which they, KtVll<Jl<; and cr-racrt<;, as such are not. Thus in order 
to be able to take them together we must precisely look away from them, 
from them as such in their immediately given content-therefore: 
cruA.A.a�wv Kat am8mv. This am8Eiv, this looking away, is not simply an 
occluding of the gaze, a neglecting of the perception of both; thus, in brief, 
it is not a non-looking but is precisely a looking at both, but in view of 
what? The term an-t8Eiv has the same structure as anoot86vat, 
ano<j>aivEcrSm, anoJlaVTEUE<JSat (250cl ) ;  it signifies an extractive seeing 
[Heraussehen] of something out of what is seen. Thus amodv does not mean 
to overlook something, and disregard it as illusory, but to extract something, 
in seeing, from what is seen and to pursue what is thus extracted in the 
extractive seeing. In such extractive seeing and pursuing, that from which 
something is extracted in seeing, the acjl' ou, is in a certain sense always 
present. We have hence: 1 .) the cruA.A.a�EiV, the taking together of both in 
view of something, 2.) Kat U1tt0IDV, and intrinsically with the former, the 
pursuing which extracts in seeing. In this formulation, "the pursuing which 
extracts in seeing" [das heraussehende Nachgehen], I want to make clear the 
double meaning of an6: an6 in the sense of taking away something and in 
the sense of pursuing what is taken away as such. Therefore, the cruA.A.a�Eiv, 
the taking together, is a not-letting-become-thematic of each single pregiven 
thing, a taking together in view of something; and the am8dv, the extract
ing, is a pursuing in this direction of the "in view of something," namely: 
npo<; 'tiJv Ti'J<; oucria<; KOlVffiVtav <aUTOlV> (b9), "in view of the being-with 
of it," KOlVffiViav auT<ilV, in view of its being-with, namely "with Being 
itself." In this taking together and in the pursuing which extracts in seeing, 
oucria is taken into view not as something isolated but as the KOtVffivia, the 
being-present-together of Being, of ov itself: KtVll<Jl<; and cr-racrt<; as 'im' 
EKEivou 7tEptEXOJlEV1l (d. 250b8f.) .  In the speaking and seeing which are 
structured in this way, Eivm npocrEina<; aj..lcjlOTEpa, "you say that both are ."  
Thus here the cruvayffiyrl, characterized earlier as a cruvayffiyft Eic; £v,  is now 
revealed in its structure in a phenomenologically more precise way, and 
the m ode of carrying out 8taA.EyEcr8at becomes visible. 

Tht•rt•by Pinto has prem ised to the p roper d i a lectical  investigation a meth
odologica l nwd i ta t ion,  pn•cisl'ly thl• clar ifica tion of the cruvayffiyrl w h ich 
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bears the whole process of 8taMy£cr8at. Its main structural moments are 
cruA.A.aPciv, taking together, and am8£iv, extractive seeing. What is import
ant, as we said, is to grasp the an6- in the correct way as an extraction from 
something and a pursuit of what is thus extracted. In this pursuit, the 
am8£iv comes together with the cruA.A.aPciv, insofar as the taking together 
of KtVTJcrtc; and cr'tacrtc; precisely does not mean to grasp them simply as 
two but to look away from them, in a particular way, such that in this 
looking away they are yet still there as those pregivenesses for which the 
EV, which is supposed to be seen in this am8£iv, is determinative. 

It is a matter here of what today we would call an essential consideration 
or a cognition of the apriori. 

y) The cognition of the apriori (= essential cognition) in 
Plato. Critique of the Kantianizing misinterpretations. On 
the genesis of Neoplatonism: ov as 'tpt'tov in the Sophist 

and the £7t£K£tva of Neoplatonism. 

This cognition of the apriori is not an occasion to find a so-called "aporia 
of the apriori" by asking how something can be seen by looking away from 
it. If "to look away" is taken in the sense of "not looking at," then for all 
eternity it could not be determined how something can be seen that way 
at all. But this am8£iv does not mean to look away, but instead to extract, 
in seeing, from what is pregiven and to pursue what is extracted in the 
extractive seeing. The second difficulty that has been found in the cognition 
of the apriori is this: we say that the soul is speaking here; the soul, however, 
is, as consciousness, something immanent. How then can it, when it speaks 
unto itself, i.e., remains in "immanence," determine something about the 
transcendent apriori? This difficulty is not a whit more substantial than the 
first. It is ignorant of what this My£tv means. The My£tv of the soul does 
not mean speaking unto oneself as something psychic, immanent, subjec
tive, but instead means precisely to let be seen what is there . The difficulty 
arises only from carrying the position of Kantianism over to the cognition 
of the apriori. But we should not see in this Greek elucidation of the 
cognition of the apriori the difficulties that would be introduced by the 
Kantian position, which places the phenomenon of the apriori in the closest 
connection with subjectivity. For that is precisely what is to be excluded. 
And if the \lfUXll is present, in this context, that does not in the least indicate 
subjectivity but means, on the contrary, that the grasping of the apriori 
resides on the same level as the grasping of the ontical in general. Admit
tl•d l y, this merely gives us a first beginning toward the elucidation of this 
�wc u l i a r  cogn i tion of the a priori as wel l as toward the c lar i fica tion of what 
i s  cogn izl•d tlwrein , the a p rior i itsel f. I t  has by no means settled thl• whole 

co m p k•x of  l] l ll'St ions <l tta dwd to t lw cogn i t ion of  the a p r ior i  or  to t lw 
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knowledge of the essence. Phenomenology today still faces the basic task 
of clarifying the methodological moment of eidetic knowledge, which has 
nothing whatsoever to do with the eidetic "type" in psychology. This eidetic 
knowledge is connected to the general problem of Being, to the question 
of how something in general can be prior to something else and what this 
peculiar order of priority means. The Greeks had no occasion to reflect on 
all this, because they let the whole context of beings and Being play out, 
from the very outset, in the present. And hence it was not difficult for Plato 
to extract, in seeing, from the pregiven, from Kivllcrtc; and O''tacrtc;, a third 
thing, and to posit it as ov for itself. 

To be sure, it is not that Plato was unaware of the difficulties here, but 
instead he asked: how can something be which is neither at rest nor in 
motion, and yet nevertheless is ? This question is, for Plato and the Greeks, 
a very weighty one, if we realize that beings-as before-are necessarily 
either moved or at rest. And now there is supposed to be something which 
resides beyond both and yet is, and indeed not only is but constitutes Being 
in the proper sense. This questioning, as it occurs here in the Sophist, later 
became for the Neoplatonists a locus classicus. They derived from it the idea 
of the E1tEKEt va, of what resides beyond all concrete beings: the idea of the 
'ti, of the £v, of ov. The Neoplatonic commentaries, above all the ones on 
the Parmenides, take their orientation precisely from this passage in the 
Sophist. 

c) The heightening of the difficulty of the elucidation of ov 
through the positing of ov as 'tphov. The similarity of the 
difficulty in relation to ov and in relation to J.lll ov. On the 

question of the interpretation of the transition. 

The first result is this: the orientation toward A6yoc; makes ov visible as a 
third thing beside KtVllO'tc; and macrtc;. And cruA.A.a�Eiv and am8Eiv are to 
be taken positively as the mode of execution in which, from what is pre
given, here from two pregivens, Kiv11crtc; and m6.crtc;, a EV, namely ov, as 
encompassing both, is extracted in an extractive seeing. KtVCUVEUO!lEV we; 
aA.1186:Jc; 'tphov a1tO!laV'tEuEcr9ai n 'tO ov, o'tav Kiv11ow Kat cr-raow Etvm 
A£ym!l£V (250clf. ). "In this way we have come into the situation," Theaetetus 
says, "of announcing Being as something like a third thing. " 
'A1tO!lUVTEUEcr9m means to announce something as existing, to let some
thing be known. The �£voc; replies: accordingly, it is not as simple as you 
believed before (249d8), namely that we would already be at the end of our 
d i fficu l ties s im ply by conceding that the aKiVllTOV and the KEKtVll!lEVOV 
bo th <Hl'. But prccisL• ly  therein resides the d ifficu l ty, because the Being of 
both o f  t lwsl' prows to be n th i rd th i ng n n d  acco rd ingly i s  obv iou s l y  n 
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E"t"Ep6v 11 "t"OU"t"ON (cf. 250c4), "something other than them." If this is the 
case, however, i .e . ,  if ov is for itself something and is so in being other, over 
and against ldvT]crtc; and <nacrtc;, then 10 ov oih£ EO""t"TJKEV oih£ Ktv£i"t"at 
(c6f.), then "Being is neither at rest nor in motion," i .e., rest and motion are 
not possible "predicates" of Being, not possible determinations of ov. The 
concepts of rest and motion, therefore, do not make Being intelligible but 
only heighten the essential difficulty involved in asking about the meaning 
of Being. For now the question arises: Tioi 8T) XPTJ "t"T)v 8tavotav £n "t"PE1t£lV 
(c9), "whither should the discemful apprehension now tum," if it £vapy£c:; 
n 1t£pl at'nou 7tap' £am0 �£�au:Ocracr9at (clO), "if it wants to appropriate 
something transparent-i.e., something fully and genuinely seen-about 
ov unshakably and as a secure possession?" What moves and what is at 
rest may be presentified, but whither should the gaze proceed, if it is a 
matter of a sheer apprehension of ov beyond both? The �£voc; replies; Oi�m 
�£v ou8a�6cr£ £n p�owv (c12), "no direction is easier than any other," i .e. , 
it is everywhere equally difficult. If something is not in motion then it is 
indeed at rest, and if something is not at rest then it is in motion-how can 
there be a "t"phov, a third thing, EK"t"Oc:; "t"OU"t"WV a�(j>O"t"Epwv (d2), standing 
"beyond" change and unchange? The problematic ov has now obviously 
revealed itself vuv avam(\lav"t"at (d. d2f.), as such a thing. This "t"pi'tov brings 
us to a 1tUV"t"WV aouva'tcJl'ta'tOV (d. d4), to the "most impossible of all," to 
something entirely counter to what we can understand and clarify. 

At this place, 'tOO£ �VTJO"Slivat OiKatov (d. d5), we must recall something 
we have already dealt with: the question of what we could mean by �Tt ov 
had given us the same difficulty, and we did not know a way out. At that 
time, at 237c, the question of �Tt ov was formulated in quite the same way 
as the current question of ov : 1toi XPTJ "t"OUvo�· £m(j>£pnv "t"OU"t"O, 10 �Tt ov 
(elf.), "whither should we properly convey the expression 'non-being'?" 
What is the original content which non-being is supposed to make present 
to us, which will allow us to exhibit the meaning of this word, and which 
will give it its proper sense? There we read, corresponding to 1tUV"t"WV 
a8uva"t"W"t"a"t"OV (d. 250d4) I 1taV"t"U1ta<Jl v a1topov (237 c6) I , altogether without 
a way out." Thus the difficulty regarding ov is obviously not less than the 
one relative to �Tt ov, indeed in the end it is still greater (250elff.) .  And yet 
vuv EA7ttc; 1'1811 (e7), there exists "now the prospect," since both, ov and �TJ 
ov, £� 1crou (e6), are "equally" difficult, that if we succeed in bringing one 
of them to show itself in a more clear and precise way, then by that very 
token the other will also "become visible," ava(\laivT]"t"at (e8). This is an 
anticipatory indication that the following discussion of Being will genuinely 
apprehend �, ov first . Kat £av au �T]OE't£pov i8E'iv OUVWJlE9a (251al) ,  "and 
even if we shou ld b ri ng into v it•w nei ther of them ," hence assuming we 

a re not succL•ssfu l ( P l a to i s  not pn rticu huly nm v i n ct•d of tht• d l'fi n i t i vem•ss 
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of the discussion he is about to launch here in the Sophist, which is an 
important warning for anyone who would want to expound a system of 
Platonic philosophy!) ,  and even if we shall not succeed in getting either of 
the two into view, 'tOV Myov E1)pE1tE<J'ta'ta Otrocr6!l£8a (cf. a2f.), "we never
theless want to attempt 8trocr6!l£8a (from ouo8£icr8m) "to carry out, pur
sue," 'tOV A.6yov, the investigation, in the most appropriate way. The word 
OHO<JO!l£8a is controversial. Stallbaum has suggested otacrcocr6!1£8a2 (from 
otacrffi/;E<J8at) "to redeem thoroughly." But this cannot be reconciled with 
the word EUpE1tE<J'ta'ta. The Renaissance translation of the passage runs : 
Sermonem igitur quan tum possumus decentissime circa utrunque pariter per
sequamur.3 But this Renaissance translation is unclear. It is excusable to try 
to impose on this passage a univocal sense. That would not be without 
interest, for the passage forms the transition to a new discussion. A possi
bility I have pondered founders on the linguistic makeup of the passage . 
But I might say that A6yoc; is to be understood here (251a2) in an explicit 
sense, not in the neutral sense of a treatise, but as a discussion of a matter, 
so that what is meant here is this: Even if we do not get ov and !lll ov into 
view as such, we shall still try to submit our speaking about them, our 
mode of talking about them, to a concrete investigation. Interpreting and 
translating the passage this way would give us a substantive transition to 
what follows; otherwise there is none . We could also then understand how 
in what follows the 1tpocrayopEU£tV (cf. 251a6) becomes thematic, for it is 
itself a more precise expression for MyEtV. Yet, as I said, this is only an 
expedient; I myself resist imposing this positive meaning onto the passage . 
I propose it merely as a possibility. 

The abrupt transition indicates the questioning is now passing over to 
something for which we are not prepared, at least not on the basis of what 
immediately preceded, where the issue was KtVllcrtc; and cr'tacrtc;. But ev
erything which preceded concerning the definition of the sophist has in
deed prepared us for it. For there it was always shown forcefully that A.6yoc; 
is the phenomenon in which the sophist, and thereby also !lll ov, exist, such 
that we surmised the whole dialogue would finally focus on this phenom
enon of A6yoc;. And that is here the case. Admittedly, the transition is 
somewhat abrupt, assuming the passage in question cannot be interpreted 
as I suggested. 

2. 1'/a tol l is opera 01111 1 ia .  l�cccnsuit ct commc11 tariis ins truxit C. S tal/baum,  vol .  I l l ,  sect. I I ,  Gothae, 
I R40, p. 1 77 .  

1. ( l 1 1 1 1 1 i1 1  dil>i1 1 i  1 '/a lo l l is "I'< 'Yil, t ra la t iol l l '  M.  l 'ici 1 1 i, < ' I I ICIIdat ioll < '  et ad Crnecum codin'l l l  colla t ionc 
S .  Cnfl lt l l ' l ,  i 1 1  ol/i< " i l la l 'rol>< 'l l ia lu l ,  flll ., i/ , •, , , ., 1 '146, p. I H<J .  I " Wl' w i l l  tht•rdnrt• p u rs ut• tlw .1 rg unwnt ,  
i n  t l w  l l H >s l  . lppropri ,l l<' w .1y W l '  , · ,m, .1bnul  hnl h  nf l lwrn l'<J lhl l l y. "- ----Tr,ms . l 



Chapter Three 

The Positive Resolution of the Problem by Means of 
the Kotvwv(a 'tOlV yEvffiv1 

(251a-264c) 

§72 .  The question of the unity of the many (Kotvwv(a) in Myoc; 
(251a-251c) .  

The �Evoc; now broaches a question derived from an orientation toward 
contemporary tendencies and school controversies, i .e . ,  from the position 
of the Megarians and Antisthenes and their doctrine of A.6yoc;. He asks Ka8' 
ovnva 'tp01tOV 1tOAAoic; OVO!lacn -rmhov 'tOU'tO EKcl<J'tO'tE 7tpocrayopEUO!lEV 
(d. 251a5f.) , how is it possible that we can always address -rmhov -rou-ro, 
one and the same thing, by many ov6!la'ta? For every ovolla means some 
one thing. Therefore, if many names, many expressions, are uttered, then 
we are addressing many things. Accordingly, it is not understandable how 
many names can mean one single thing. What is for us today readily 
obvious presented at that time a difficulty; it is the entire question of the 
distinction between meaning and reference with respect to one and the 
same object. In this npocr-ayopEUEtv, which now becomes the theme, i .e . ,  
in the guiding line of this whole question, in the noA.A.a ov6!la'ta EV -rmh6v, 
what is pointed up is the npocr-y(yvEcr8at, the <JU!l1tAOKij , the Kotvwv(a, the 
"connection with" and "connection to ." The consideration thus remains 
with the same basic theme, the theme of the Kotvwv{a, but not in relation 
to ov and 1-Lll ov; instead, the issue is now the Kotvwv{a within Myoc; itself. 
What is in question is the npocr-A.Eynv as well as a definite form of this 
npocr-A.EyEtv, namely 8ta-A.EyEcr8at; for even in dialectic a A.6yoc; is given 
which by itself also requires the possibility of a Kotvwv{a for the sake of 
A.Eynv. To begin, the interlocutors take up an example, one obviously much 
discussed at that time. AEYOI-LEV avepwnov 8ijnou n6A.A.' U't'ta 
f1tOVO!lal;ov-rEc;, 'tel 'tE XPW!la'ta f1tUj>EpOV'tEc; au-rcJ> Kat 'tU crxii!la'ta Kat 
1-LEYE8ll Kat KaK{ac; Kat apE-rae; (251a8ff.) .  "We address a man, 1t6AA.' 
E1tOVO!lal;ov-rEc;, in such a way that we call him many things, £nuj>£pov-rEc;, 
and attribute to him determinations such as color, shape, height, wicked
ness, virtue ."  What about all these determinations and a thousand others 
we attribute to a being? OU !lOVOV av8pW7tOV aU'tOV ElVa{ <j>a!lEV (251a10f. ), 
in addressing him we do not merely say tha t the one addressed , the man, 
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is, (J),).it Kat &.yaeov Kat E'tEpa annpa, but that he, this one EV, is at the 
same time something else and countless other things. The same holds for 
the other beings we speak about. The peculiar state of affairs in Mynv is: 
£v £xmnov uno8Ej.!£Vot (b2f.) , in every Myo<;, from the very outset, we 
address something, and posit it, as one, which is then pregiven, un:o-
8£jl£VOl, for all further discussion; miA.tv au-ro n:oA.A.a Kat n:oA.A.ot<; 6v6jlacrt 
Myoj.!EV (b4f. ), and at the same time "we call this one many things and name 
it in many significations," n:oA.A.ot<; 6v6jlacrt. In this way, the difficulty of 
the KOt vmv{a is expressed here in the formula: EV h:acrwv un:o8£j.!£VOl 1tCXAt v 
au-ro noAA.&. Kat noA.A.ot<; 6v6jlacrt Myoj.!EV. It must be noted that Myo<; 
here, above all within the discussion of the schools under attack, has not 
yet attained the clarification it will receive in Plato or, more fully, in Aris
totle . A£y£tV refers here to an addressing characterized preponderantly as 
calling by name. This calling does not merely mean giving a thing a name 
but also means bringing the thing to knowledge, 8T]A.ouv. The �E.vo<; says: 
"08£v y£ oijlat -rot<; 't£ v£ot<; Kat -r&v y£p6v-rmv 'tOt<; O'J1ljla8£crt 8otvT]v 
n:ap£crK£1)(XKa).l£V (b5f.), "I believe we have hereby (with this question of 
how a £v miA.tv mho n:oA.A.a A.Ey6).l£vov can be) provided young people, 
and old people who have come late to knowledge, a feast, veritable fod
der" -insofar as this question was at that time wildly disputed in all direc
tions, without anyone ever asking what this Myo<; genuinely says. The "old 
man who has come late to knowledge" is Antisthenes, who, remarkably, 
always receives from both Plato and Aristotle such derisive epithets. For 
O'J1lj.!a81l<; should not mean it is a reproach to still learn in one's old age; it 
is a reproach only if one attempts to do so with insufficient spiritual pos
sibilities and yet puts on airs. These 6\j/tjlafJEi<;-Antisthenes and his fol
lowers-fancy they have discovered the most profound of whatever things 
there are to be discovered, when they maintain that we can, in one A.6yo<;, 
only say what is addressed itself, i .e . ,  we can, in speaking about avepmno<;, 
e.g., only say, avepmno<; avepmn6<; £cr-rtv, but not avepmno<; &.ya86<;. 

Aristotle is the prime source, and Plato a derivative source, of our knowl
edge of the doctrine of the Antisthenians. Their doctrine is of particular 
significance for the development of Greek logic, because it indirectly gave 
an impetus to a more radical reflection on A.6yoc,. Here I can only charac
terize the doctrine briefly, insofar as it is important for an understanding 
of the end of the dialogue, i .e . ,  for an understanding of Myo<; \j/EUbll<;· 
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§73. Excursus: The "logic " of the Megarians and Antisthenes1 
(according to Aristotle) . 

a) Antisthenes' interpretation of A6yoc.,. A6yoc., as simple 
<jlacrtc.,; the denial of av·tiA.oyoc.,. 

Aristotle speaks of Antisthenes in the Topics, A, chapter 11 ,  104b19ff., in the 
passage where he elucidates the term 8£crtc.,, "thesis." 8£crtc., o£ £crnv 
\m6All\j/tC., n:apaoo�oc., 'LWV yvropt!lffiV nvoc., Ka'l:Cx <jltAocro<jliav, OtOV on OUK 
£crnv avnA€y£tv, Ka8an:£p E<jlll 'Avncr8€VllC.,, il on n:ana KtV£t1:at Ka8' 
'HpaKAtt"COV, il on EV 1:0 ov, Ka8an:£p M£A.tcrcr6c., <JlllcrtV (104b19ff. ) .  "A thesis 
is a un:6All\jltC.,, an opinion," and specifically a un:6All\j/tC., n:apaoo�oc., 1:&v 
yvropi!lffiV nv6c.,, "one whose content resides outside of what is known," 
outside of ordinary knowledge, Ka'l:a <jltA.ocro<jliav, and whose content con
cerns fundamental cognitions rather than some accidentally omitted idea . 
The content of the thesis must relate to <jltA.ocro<jlia. Aristotle cites examples : 
OUK £crnv avnA£yav, "It is not possible, in speaking about something, to 
say something contradicting it"-the thesis of Antisthenes; or "Everything 
is in motion"-the thesis of Heraclitus. Thus Aristotle quotes Antisthenes 
as saying OuK £crnv av1:tA€yav. That means, put positively, that all we can 
say of something is itself, i.e., a thing is only itself and nothing else. This 
implies it is not possible to speak of something "as" something opposed to 
what it is. Orienting ourselves more precisely from Aristotle, we can say 
that every avnA€y£tv is avn<jlacrtc.,; but an UV"Ct<jlacrtc., is possible only in the 
form of Ka"Ca<jlacrtc., or an:6<jlacrtc.,, affirmation or denial, i.e., in the form of 
the "as." Yet Antisthenes maintains: there is no Ka"Ca<jlacrtc., at all and no 
an:6<jlacrtc.,; on the contrary, I can say of something only itself, i.e., there is 
only mere <jlacrtc.,. Therefore since Antisthenes says (without clear conscious
ness) that there is only <jlacrtc.,, he must necessarily say that there is also no 
ani<jlacrtc.,, no avnA£yav, which would be founded on the Ka1:a<jlacrtc., and 
an:6<jlacrtc.,. In other words, there is contradiction, avnA£yav, only in a 
genuinely explicit speaking that is always an addressing of something as 
something. In mere <jlacrtc., there is no contradiction and accordingly, taken 
strictly, no falsehood either. 
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b) A6yoc, \jf£UI'i1lc, in Aristotle. A6yoc, \jf£UI'i1lc, as "deception," 
"distortion." The distinction between two forms of A6yoc, in 
Aristotle: Myoc, roc, de, and A6yoc, roc, noAA.ot. The synthetic 
structure of A6yoc, as a condition of the possibility of Myoc, 

\jf£UOll<;· Antisthenes' denial of A6yoc, \jf£ul'i1lc,. 

349 

A further passage from Aristotle, where he again cites Antisthenes, namely 
Metaphysics, Book V, chapter 29, 1024b26-34, can help clarify this claim that 
there is no falsity in mere <)>acne,. This chapter 29 deals with \jf£U0o<;. A6yoc, 
I)£ \jf£U0i'\<; 0 'tcOV llil OV't(l)V, n \jf£U0ll<; (b26f.) :  a A6yoc,, an addressing that 
discloses, a Aiyetv in the proper sense, is "false," as we say for the most 
part, or, to put it a better way, it "deceives," TI \jf£UI'ill<;, "to the extent that, 
precisely as deceptive, it lets something be seen as present, 'tcOV 111'\ OV'tWV, 
which is not present." This is the exact meaning of the short sentence just 
quoted (b26f.) .  Thus it does not mean that a false A6yoc, concerns that which 
is not at all, but rather it lets something not present be seen as present. l'ito 
mxc, A6yoc, \jf£UI'ii'\<; E't£pou il ou £cr'ttV aA.TJ81lc, (b27f.) :  "Therefore every 
deceptive addressing of something-and accordingly also every deceptive 
self-expression about something-is related to something other than that 
which is made visible in the genuine disclosure." oiov o 'tOU KUKA.ou \jf£UOi'\<; 
'tptyffivou (b28), thus, e.g., to address a triangle as a circle, and to commu
nicate by means of this addressing, signifies precisely not to have the circle 
present thematically, as that which is to be exhibited and about which I am 
actually speaking. This does not mean there is no circle, as if the circle were 
a 111'\ ov pure and simple, but rather: it is not there; that about which I speak 
is not present. In my speech I shove, in a certain sense, in front of what is 
there something else, and I pass off what is there as something it is not, i .e. , 
as something that is not present. This makes it clear that \jf£U0ll<; is in fact 
to be translated here as "deceptive. " A6yoc, \jf£UOll<; is a deceptive address
ing, a deceptive utterance. That which is uttered in this way, the content of 
such a deceptive addressing and uttering, the A.ey6!1£VOV, can then be des
ignated a "false proposition," although the expression "false" or "falsity" 
does not capture what the Greeks mean. It would be better to call such an 
uttered, deceptive proposition a fraud. A6yoc,, even as A.ey6!l£VOV, is, in the 
Greek sense, always oriented toward being communicated, expressed for 
another person, so that the other can participate in the seeing. Insofar as 
the other, in the case of a deceptive A.6yoc,, cannot participate in the seeing, 
such a A6yoc, is not simply "false" but fraudulent. The term "falsity" there
fore takes the edge off the phenomenon thematic for Aristotle in \jf£UI'ii'\c, 
A.6yoc,. Hence it is an error to claim, as Scheler does in his "Analysis of the 
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phenomenon of deception,"2 that Aristotle reduced the phenomenon of 
deception to false judgment. That would be correct only on the assumption 
of the traditional interpretation of the Aristotelian doctrine of Myoc,. As 
soon as we see, however, that aA119£U£tv is not a matter of the agreement 
of an uttered proposition with some other being, but is instead a matter of 
letting be seen, then the counter-phenomenon is distortion, so that we could 
say precisely the reverse, namely that Aristotle pursued the phenomenon 
of deception all the way to Myoc, and understood it as a basic possibility 
of A£y£tv. 

A6yoc, for Aristotle has two possibilities : EKaa'toU oc Myoc, £an f..LEV <be, 
de,, 6 'tOU 'tt Tiv ElVat, £an o' <be, 1tOAAOt (1024b29f.), "a Myoc,, addressing, 
EKaa'tou, of any being, can be, first, <be, de,, as the unique one," i .e . ,  the one 
and only A.6yoc, cut to the measure of the being in question. There is only 
one proper Myoc, of a circle, and we call it the definition, the essential 
determination, so that Myoc, is identical here with dooc,. Thus, in the first 
place, there is this Myoc, of a being "as that which it is: " 6 'tOU 'tt Tiv dvat. 
In the second place, however, there is also at the same time a Myoc, <be, 
7tOAAOt, a A£y£tv in relation to any being which provides multiple determi
nations of the thing in manifold aspects. For in a certain sense every being 
coincides with itself as itself and with itself as it is qualified. Every some
thing is itself and is itself as it is qualified: otov LffiKPU'tllC, Kal LffiKPU'tllC, 
f..LOUatKOC, (b30f. ), e.g. ,  "Socrates" in himself as Socrates and "the cultivated 
Socrates." Because there is a certain connection here, £1td 1mh6 7tffiC, a1m) 
Kal a1m'> 7t£7tov96c, (b30), because the cultivated Socrates is the same Ev, 
the one also meant in "Socrates as such," because in both a 1a'ln6 is meant, 
two forms of Myoc, must be distinguished for every being: first, Myoc, as 
6ptaf..LOC,, which addresses something simply in itself, and, secondly, Myoc, 
in the trivial sense, which addresses something in relation to something 
else, even if this is something wholly extrinsic. Every A.6yoc, in the latter 
sense is determined by cn)vSEatC,; to the identical something, something 
else is attributed. 6 oc \j/EUOi)c, Myoc, oul'iEVOC, E:anv cX1tMOC, Myoc, (1024b31 f.), 
"the deceptive Myoc,, however, is not in relation to any being a simple 
A.6yoc,," i .e. , a <)lame,; on the contrary, every deceptive addressing is possible 
only as an addressing of something as something. The De Anima says the 
same: 10 \j/EUOoc, £v auve£a£t eX£( (chapter 6; 430blf. ) .  And therefore-be
cause he did not make this distinction between 6ptaf..LOC, and Myoc, in the 
trivial sense--<>to 'AvnaSEVllC, �£'tO EUllSffiC, (Met. V, chapter 28, 1024b32f.), 
"therefore Antisthenes had a quite simple-minded view" of A.6yoc, when he 

2. Max Schl' i l'r,  "Die I dolL- dL• r SL• Ibstl'rkl'nn tn is," in  11 /Jiumdlz l l l,'\<'ll l l l td  ll l l{'r'ilz<', I .l' i pz ig, 1 '1 1 .'1, 
pp. :l- 1 6H.  (2 .  1\ u fl . :  Vo111 U11 1�1 1 1rz dcr Wcrl< '. l kr 11 /llut l ldll l ll,'\<'lt l l l ld 11 1 1/�iifz< '  Zll '< ' i i< ' d l l r< 'llg<'s. l\ 1 1/1 . .  
LL· i pz ig, 1 '1 1 '1 ) .  
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believed !lfl8£v A£yEa8at 7tATJV •0 oiKEiqJ A.6yqJ, "nothing can be addressed 
except in the A.6yoc; proper to it," i .e . ,  in the A.6yoc; just set forth as optaj..L6c;, 
EV E:<j>' E:v6c; (b33), the one self-same thing posited in relation to itself: 
av8pco1toc;-av8pomoc;. Nothing else can be said at all-that is the doctrine 
of Antisthenes and the circle of his followers . The consequence he drew 
was: !lTJ dvm avuA.£ynv (b34), "it is impossible to utter a contradiction," 
indeed more generally: !lflOE \j/EUOE0"8at (b34), "there is no deception what
soever"; every A.6yoc;, as A.6yoc;, is true . This position is perfectly consistent. 
That is, if one says A.6yoc; is pure <j><imc; of a EV E:<j>' E:v6c;, if thus every 
possibility of a A.£ynv Ka'ta 'ttv6c;, every " addressing of something as some
thing," is excluded, then the very possibility of deception is undermined. 

Thus you see that A.6yoc;, which is now becoming thematic in Plato's 
Sophist, includes in itself the phenomenon of !lTJ ov, of \j/EUoTjc; A.6yoc;, and 
hence includes the question of how in A£ynv itself such a O"Ujl1tAOJal of ov 
and !lTJ ov could be possible . At the same time there lurks in the background 
the still further question of how A.6yoc; as A.6yoc; can stand in a possible 
Kowcovia with the ov it is supposed to exhibit. 

c) Prospect: the synthetic structure of A.6yoc; in Plato. 
The double O"Ujl1tAOJal. 

In the interpretation of A.6yoc; in Plato's Sophist, two questions, therefore, 
are at issue: 

1 . ) To what extent is a O"Ujl1tAOJal of ov and !lTJ ov possible in the structure 
of A.6yoc; as such? 

2.) To what extent is a O"Ujl1tAOJal or Kotvcovia possible between A.6yoc; 
and the ov it addresses? 

These two questions were separated only later, by Aristotle; for Plato they 
are still tightly bound together. Put differently, and explicated further, Plato 
considers A.6yoc; in two respects :  

1 . ) insofar as there resides, in A.6yoc; itself, a O"Ujl1tAOJal :  in addressing 
something, something is addressed as something. Although Plato did not 
yet have an explicit consciousness of the structure of this addressing, he is 
still aware of a composition, a O"Ujl1tAOJal,  of A.6yoc; out of ovojla and pi]j..La .  
This distinction i s  the origin of an articulation found in  the later logic and 
above all in grammar: noun and verb.  

2 . )  A.6yoc; is  considered with respect to the fact that as such, with this 
structure resident in it, it still has a relation to the ov, the being, about which 
it speaks . This is a second Kotvcovia. Note that Plato does not conceive the 
rela t ion between the say ing and what is said in a phenomenological sense
w i th rl'g<l rd to t lw momen t of grasp i ng and uncovering-bu t  purely onti
cal/y. H i s pos i t ion i s  tha t s�wa king of som l'th i ng sh ows tha t a l l  spea king 
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possesses in its Being in general a KOtvrovia toward some ov, it relates to 
something else. And Plato does not make a distinction within the KOtvrovia 
between the Kotvrovia of Myoc, toward ov versus a Kotvrovia of, e.g., 
KtV'll<HC, toward the determination of ev or ov. In this way it becomes clear 
that he classifies Myoc, as an ov among many others in the universal realm 
of what is in general, and that the relation of speaking about something is 
by no means a privileged relation but instead ranks in the same order as 
the O"UJ.l7tAOKJl residing within Myoc, itself and as the relation in general of 
one thing to another. If we do not have this clear, the entire following 
explication of Myoc, will be incomprehensible. 

This consideration of Myoc, marks an essential advance beyond the tra
ditional one (traditional for Plato), insofar as Antisthenes and the 
Megarians, in their doctrine of Myoc,, still had no explicit consciousness of 
the structure of the addressing of something as something but instead 
understood A.ty£tv in the sense of 6voJ.las£tv, calling by name. In this calling 
by name, which has the character of a "single-rayed intention," as phenom
enology would say, it is always that which is called as such, and only it, 
that can be intended. Therefore every A.6yoc, is related to a ev, such that 
only this ev itself can be said about itself. Because Antisthenes did not see 
a richer structure in A.6yoc,, in the sense of Ka'ta'A.ty£tv and <lno'A.ty£tv, for 
him an <lvn'A.ty£tv, "contradiction," is structurally impossible. This is pre
cisely what is expressed in the proposition handed down from Antisthenes: 
OUK £anv UV'tt'A.ty£lV (Top. I, chapter 11, 104b20f.), "there is no counter-lo
cution," no contra-diction, no \jf£UOoc,, no deception (Met., Book V, chapter 
29, 1024b26-34). 

d) The positive meaning of Antisthenes' doctrine of Myoc, 
for Aristotle. Aristotle's discovery of the Myoc, Ka8' au't6. 

The discovery of the y£voc, and its presupposition. 

A final passage we shall cite from Aristotle's Metaphysics, Book VIII, chapter 
3, 1043b24-28, refers to the difficulty of the doctrine of Myoc, in Antisthenes. 
Aristotle points out that the difficulty the Megarians, i .e., Antisthenes and 
his followers, found in Myoc,-that there is no UV'tt'A.ty£tv but only a mere 
calling by name-yet contains something significant. W<J't£ iJ anopia, ftv oi 
'Av'tta8£v£tOt Kat oi OU'tWC, unaiO£U'tOt ijn6pouv, EX£t nva Katp6v (b24ff.) : 
what the followers of Antisthenes and others like them with no idea about 
science dealt with EX£t, has, 'ttVU Katp6v. This is at first view a remarkable 
use of Katp6c,! The expression means nothing else than what we today 
would ctt l l  " decisive," something decisive, something s ignifica nt . Namely: 
i'l'tl Otll( fCT'tl 'tO 'tt f<J'tiV l>piaaaem ('tOV yap opov Myov flVat J.laKp6v), 
!lAACt 7tOlOV Jl fV 't( f<HI V l'VbfXI''t!ll bl bU�CXI, (ll0'7tfp apyupov, 'tt JlfV �·anv, 
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OU, O'tt 0' OlOV Ka't'ti'tEpo� (cf. b25ff.), " that it is not possible to delimit, 
6pioao9at, what something is, the essence of a thing," i .e . ,  to determine it 
in a A.£yEtv, and specifically not because the opo� would be a A6yo� jlaKp6�, 
a "long Myo�,'' i .e. , a Myo� composed of several words and therefore in a 
certain sense a A.6yo� that claims to express several things about one matter. 
This delimitation is still impossible, according to the thesis of Antisthenians . 
They say: one cannot determine a 'tt £on in A.6yo�; at most one can deter
mine a 7totov. For example, it is not possible to determine silver in its 
essence, in its "what," by means of A.6yo�; one can only say: it looks like 
tin. It is remarkable that Aristotle emphasizes here that the thesis of Antis
thenes, ouK £onv avnA£yEtv, although it interprets Myo� simply as calling 
by name, still contains something decisive. Aristotle means Antisthenes is 
proceeding consistently when he denies that there can be a definition. A 
opo� is precisely supposed to elucidate a thing according to its substantive 
content; i .e. , it is supposed to offer something substantively relevant, some
thing new, about the thing in question. On the other hand, this A6yo� as 
opo�, as definition, must be such that it does not express something arbi
trary about the being, e.g., how it is related to other beings, but instead 
must express determinations residing in the being itself. Aristotle was the 
first to see this problem of the addressing of something as itself, beyond 
the mere positing of its identity with itself, and he set it forth in his Meta
physics, Book Z, 4. Here he makes the fundamental discovery that there is 
a Af"(EtV as Af"(EtV 'tt Ka9' aU'tO, "an addressing of something for what it 
itself is," and specifically such that this addressing is not simply an empty 
tautology, as is the calling by name of Antisthenes, but such that this A£yEtV 
n Ka9' a\>'t6 at the same time discloses the thing addressed for what it is. 
This discovery of the genuine A6yo�, the original A6yo<;, was possible only 
because Aristotle had prepared his doctrine of A.6yo� through a correspond
ing doctrine of beings and their possible determinability. For what this 
A6yo�, which addresses something as that which it is, exposes about the 
being is its ontological provenance, namely that which already resides in 
it, what it itself in a certain sense is, although this is indeed prior to it itself. 
This theory of A6yo�, which verifies in a positive sense precisely what 
Antisthenes maintained only in a rough way, thus presupposes the discov
ery of the y£vo�. And this discovery was itself made possible only by the 
fact that a Plato preceded Aristotle. It is precisely this connection that we 
will explore in the following lectures. The important point-the reason I 
referred to these passages about Antisthenes-is to see how the theory of 
A6yo� cannot be separated from the question of Being. 

Plato h imself  cites Antisthenes even more often, but I will not now 
elaboratt• these passages, s ince they do not add anything particularly sub
sto:m t ia l . Thl' c i tn tions occ ur in tht• Cmtylus, 42l)aff.; the Eutllydemus, 283e, 
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285e; the Theaetetus, 210d; as well as in the Sophist, 25lb6ff., which is the 
passage we have been dealing with. Natorp, in a valuable article in the 
Realenzyklopiidie of Pauly-Wissowa3 (where many important early works of 
Natorp are hidden), deals extensively with Antisthenes, from whom noth
ing has been handed down directly. Furthermore, at the same time or even 
earlier, Di.immler carried out research into Antisthenes in his Antisthenica . 
Di.immler was one of the most gifted young philologists of the '80s. He was 
reputed to be the hope of the school of Usener, but he died an untimely 
death in Basel.4 Actually, these quite early works demonstrate an uncom
mon ability to see substantive content beyond the merely doxographical 
ordering of quotations. 

This question of A.6yoc, ushers in a new discussion, one which, however, 
remains to be sure within the more general question, i .e . ,  within the ques
tion of the Kotvcovio: of beings: is there such a being with one another on 
the part of beings? How? 

§74. The discussion of the fundamental possibilities of Kotvcovio: 
within beings (251d-252e). 

a) Introductory remarks. The further articulation of the 
Sophist. Determination of the "pre-possession." The 

KOtvcovio: within beings as the foundation for dialectic. 
Exposition of the fundamental possibilities of Kotvrovio:. 

The question of the Kotvcovio: of beings is clearly formulated at 25ld: 1t&<; 
'ta ov'to: f:v 'tote, 1to:p' liJ.Liv A6yotc, n9&J.!EV (cf. d6f.) ,  "how should we posit 
the Being of beings in our A6yot?" This way of questioning is clearly gov
erned by the fact that ov is interrogated thematically here as A£y6J.!EVOV, as 
encountered in A.6yoc,. But we must be careful not to say, on the basis of 
this connection, that the Greek theory of Being takes its orientation from 
logic. A6yoc, in the sense mentioned is still very far removed from what 
was later called logic. The Greeks asked how ov is present in A6yoc,, or, 
more precisely, how there can be a Kotvrovio: in ov'to:. 

The question of the Kot vcovio: can be unfolded in three respects. There 
are three possibilities Plato initially discusses at 25ld-253a. Then, at 253a-
254b, he shows how a definite 'tfXVTJ corresponds to this field of possible 
ontological research and that this 'tfXVTJ is nothing else than dialectic . At 

:1.  1 ' .  Na torp, " A n t ist lwnt•s," in l 't l l tlys l� t ·ai- LHcyclopiidic dt•r c/assiscltcll 11 /tcr l t l lttsll'isst ' l tsc/wf) . 
N.• t t t '  llm rl'l 'il t t ltS, hg. von Ct•org Wissow. 1 .  F rstt •r  B.md,  S t u t tgart,  I IN4. Co l u m ns 2.S:1H- -2S4.'i .  

4. 1 ' . I J i i m rn lt •r, ll ll l i, l lll'l l it 't t .  l 'h i l .  I Jbs . ,  l l . l l lt • ,  I H22 .  ( ln l lt •rm.l l l l l  Ll st' IH'r, Sl'l' p. 2 1 7, nntl' I :i .  
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254bff., he carries out a dialectical investigation, specifically with regard to 
the basic concepts of Being and My£tv. Why he chooses precisely these 
concepts will become intelligible on the basis of the antecedent character
ization of dialectic, which we are about to learn. 

If, in what follows, Plato discusses the various possibilities of Kotvmvia, 
he does so because the elaboration of the Kotvmvia within beings is for him 
the foundation upon which he builds his idea of dialectic. We can designate 
this as the "pre-possession" that guides the following investigations.1 To 
understand the dialectic, we must realize that the Kotvmvia is the presup
position of its possibility and that therefore it is not dialectic which first 
demonstrates the Kotvmvia. There is dialectic in general only if the possi
bility of the KOtvmv£iv exists in its own right. Therefore, as will be shown, 
the concept of the Mvaf.w; emKotvmviac; (cf. 252d2f.) is fundamental .  Before 
carrying out a determinate dialectical consideration, Plato attempts to clar
ify the idea of dialectic on the basis of this Kotvmvia and does so from quite 
different sides and from ever new starting points. Because it is this KOtvmvia 
that sustains the dialectic itself, Plato must exhaustively discuss the possi
bilities involved in that idea. 

There are three possible ways to interrogate the Kotvmvia. 
1 .) We could maintain f..l110£Vt f..lllOEv f..l110£f..ltav ouvaf..Ltv £xnv Kotvmviac; 

£ic; f..lllOEV (251e8), "that no being has the possibility of keeping company 
with another being." Pay close attention to the expression ouvaf..ltc; in this 
formulation. 

2.) nav'ta de; 'tmhov cruvaynv (cf. 251d8), it is possible "to reduce every
thing to the same," such that all things whatsoever OUV{l'tU f1ttKOtV(J)V£tV 
aA.A.11A.otc; (d9), "stand in the possibility of being with one another. " There
fore: either no being at all with another (the first possibility), or "all things 
with one another," nav'ta aA.A.11Amc; (252d2), (the second possibility) . 

3.) 'ta f..lEV, 'tU OE f..lll (251d9),  in part a KOtVffiVta, in part not. 
These are the three possibilities of KOtvmvia now to be discussed. 

b) The carrying out of the discussion. 

a) First thesis: the exclusion of every Kotvmvia whatsoever. 
The untenability of this position. The self-refutation of the 

Antisthenians. 

The first thesis is: f..l110£Vt f..lllOEv f..l110£f..l{av ouvaf..ltV £xnv Kotvmviac; de; 

f..lllOEV (251e8). Note how strikingly this intensifies the earlier expressions 
for KotVffiVta: 1tpO<JKOlVWV£iV (cf. 252a2f.) and f1ttKOtV(J)V£lV (25ld9). If this 
thesis held, tha t  no be ing, no "something," could ever keep company with 

I .  St•t• l ht •  o l J ' J'L'Ild i x .  
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another/ if, in general, every O'Uil1tAOKTt were excluded, then mxV'ta 
avacr'tuta y£yov£v (252a5f.), everything would be in turmoil. Every onto
logy would collapse. For even those who say 1tavta KtVOU!lEVa or EV -ro ov 
all co-say, in their A£y£tv, Being; 7tav-r£c; ou-rot -r6 y£ dvm 7tpocra1t'tOUcrtV (d. 
252a8f. ), they attach ov to everything they speak about. Even the theory of 
Being which reverts back to the cr-rmxEia (b3), the elements-whether these 
are conceived as limitless, U7t£tpa (b2), or as having limits 1t£pac; EXOY'ta 
(b3)-even this ontological theory would be impossible, if it did not pre
suppose the possibility of a O'U!1!1El�tc; (b6). And, finally, precisely those 
who, like Antisthenes, say that a being can be addressed exclusively and 
only as itself, free from every other being-precisely they become 
Ka-ray£A-acr-r6-ra-ra (252b8), "the most laughable ." They do not admit "that 
something can be grasped beyond itself as something else," llllOEV EOOV't£c; 
. . .  8a-r£pov 7tpocrayop£unv (b9f.), which is possible only on the basis of a 
Kotvwvfa 7ta81l!lawc; E:-r£pou (d. b9f. ), "through a togetherness that derives 
from being affected by something else," through the possibility of a relation 
to the other. And why do these men, who do not admit such a Kotvwvfa, 
make themselves precisely the most laughable? Because in their Myot they 
always already speak about "dvat," "Being," "xwpfc;," "separate from," 
"-rrov UAAWV," "the others," "Ka8' au-r6," "in itself" (c2ff . ) .  In their thesis 
about A-6yoc; they express already a whole series of determinate ontological 
structures; their thesis already contains implicitly a whole theory of Being. 
They are in a certain sense aKpa-rEic; (c4), they cannot avoid employing 
quite fundamental determinations of the Being of beings. These people do 
not at all need an opponent, who would refute them from the outside, for 
£xov-r£c; otK08£V -rov 1tOAf!ltoV (d. c6f.) ,  "they have the enemy in their own 
house," the E�EAty�wv (cf. c6), "the one who exposes them to ridicule ."  
They need only speak to make evident that a l l  speaking, all addressing of 
something, co-intends determined structures in the very sayability. The 
result is that A-6yoc; as such, by its very structure, already co-says determi
nate moments of beings, determinate formal-ontological configurations. 
The constitution of sayability as such is already many-layered . Thus this 
thesis is not tenable, if there is to be any discourse at all. 

�) Second thesis: unrestricted Kotvwvfa. Its untenability. 
Kivllcrtc; and cr-racrtc; as E:vavnona-ra. 

The second thesis  is 1tUV'ta aA-A-1lA-otc; OUVU!llV EXElV E1tlKOlVWViac; (cf. 
252d2f.), "every being can be together with every other," it is possible for 
beings to combine w i thout  exception , unconditional ly and unrestrictedly. 
Tlwnl'tl'tus is con fident  he ca n demonstrate the imposs ib i l i ty of th is thesis 
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himself, even though throughout the whole dialogue he has not particularly 
accomplished very much. He says that this thesis would allow us even to 
take motion together with rest and rest together with motion; and that is 
certainly quite impossible, for motion is indeed, in relation to rest, the 
£vavtu.lnawv (d. 250a7) , the furthest opposed. Here the distinction is clear 
between the essentially still ontical treatment of motion and rest in Plato 
versus the ontological treatment in Aristotle. Although Plato later says 
(256b6ff.) that there is a certain Kotvmvia between KtVll<H� and <n<i<n<;-i.e., 
insofar as they are different, determined by the E't£pov-he does not yet see 
the genuine connection, the peculiar substantive Katvmvfa between motion 
and rest. In order to understand that Kotvmvfa, we may not take motion, 
as Plato does, purely ontically. Only if we ask about the Being of being-in
motion and about the Being of being-at-rest will we be able to understand 
it. If we say that what is at rest is not what is in motion, then we can in fact 
say that what is in motion is excluded from what is at rest, and that, in a 
pure sense, what is at rest is not what is in motion. On the other hand, in 
the Being of rest, i .e., in the ontological meaning of rest, being-in-motion is 
precisely co-posited, insofar as only something that has the possibility of 
motion can be at rest. That is to say, rest is, as Aristotle discovered, not an 
£vavtfov in relation to motion, something opposed to motion, but, on the 
contrary, precisely requires motion. Rest is nothing else than a determinate 
limit case of motion, an eminent possibility of what is in motion with regard 
to its possible Being. But this analysis of motion can be carried out only if 
the Being of motion is seen and explicated, something for which Plato had 
neither the means nor the potential. 

y) Third thesis: conditioned KOtvmvia. Its recognition as the 
only tenable thesis .  The preservation of knowledge. 

Thus, in view of the impossibility of the first and second theses, only the third 
remains: ta j.l£v EXttV OUVUJ..ttV Kotvmvia<;, ta 8£ ,.u'j (cf. 251d9), or, as will be 
said later: ta f..LEv £8£/-.nv, ta 8f f..Lll <ruf..Lf..L£iyvucr8at (252e2), "that the one 
£8£A.n, is prepared for a Kotvmvia, the other is not." Therefore the Kotvmvia 
within beings is in general a conditioned one and is conditioned by the present 
ontological and substantive constitution of the beings that are to be combined. 
This Kotvmvia is conditioned ["be-dingt"] in a quite peculiar sense: it is 
grounded in the things [Dingen], in the matters themselves, and is pre
delineated by them. Only this last possibility of Kotvmvfa can be sustained, 
whereas both the others subvert the possibility of knowledge. 
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§75. Further clarification of the conditioned Kotvwvia of beings 
(253a-253b). 

a) Illustration of the conditioned Kotvwvia by means of 
letters. The special position of the vowels as an illustration 

of the special position of the fundamental determinations of 
beings: 8Ecrjlo<; 8ux mivtwv. 

This peculiar fact of a conditioned Kotvwvia is now first illustrated by 
means of yp<ijljlU'ta (253al), " letters," and <j>96yyot (cf. b16), "sounds."  
<JXEOOV OlOV 'tel yp<ijljlCX'tCX 1tE7tOV86't' av Elll (252e9f.); this relation of  a 
conditioned Kotvwvia among ov'ta is almost exactly the same as the one 
within yp<ijljlCX'ta. Plato often refers to letters or sounds to illustrate ontic
ontological relations : Theaetetus, 202eff.; Statesman, 277eff.; Republic, III, 
402b; Philebus, 18bff. It is significant that letters are employed for the sake 
of illustration in these late dialogues at the properly scientific level. It is of 
course no accident that precisely yp<ijljlCX'ta are introduced, it is no mere 
whim on Plato's part, but is grounded in the fact that every A.6yo<;, every 
f..f.yttv, is a determinate manifold of sound-structures. In every A.6yo<;, how
ever, in every f..f.yttv, there is a A.ey6jlEVOV, something said. In Myo<;, what 
is addressed is preserved; the being disclosed in it is, so to speak, invested. 
In this way, what is said and, in a further sense, the sounds are, as it were, 
the representatives of the beings themselves. 

This manifold of sounds in the linguistic utterance is characterized by 
the fact that there is among them a special class: the vowels (253a4) . Plato 
says of them that they 8ta<j>ep6v'tW<; 'tOOV &A.A.wv (a4), they are distinct in 
terms of their behavior in relation to the others, oiov OE<JjlO<; 8ta 7tUV'tWV 
KEXWPllKEV (a4f. ), "as a bond they penetrate everywhere"; they are every
where, in every concrete sound-structure, in every word, always already 
there, KEXWPllKEV (perfect tense! ) .  &vtu 'ttVO<; a\mov aouva'tOV apjlO't'tEtV 
Kat 'tOOV &Uwv E'tEpov E'tEPQl (aSf. ) :  "Without them it is completely impossi
ble for the other sounds, the consonants, to keep company with each other." 
They are the "bond," OEO'jlO<;, throughout all the others. They function, to 
borrow an image from physics, like the nucleus in crystallization; around 
them a word, as a unitary sound-structure, precipitates. These <j>wv11Ev'ta, 
the vowels, which are the bond in all words, are supposed to suggest that 
there may possibly also be with regard to ov'ta something which 8ta 7tUV'tWV 
KEXWPllKEV, is always already present in all beings. These are nothing else 
than the original determinations of Being: ov, EV, 'ta\l'tOV, E'tEpov . This 
ana logy had them in mind all along. It implies there are among ov'ta, and 
in everyth ing subject to a possib le Kotvwvia, pri v i leged determinations 
which can be found ewrywh<.•r<.• . 
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b) Excursus: further clarification of the universal presence 
of the fundamental determinations of beings. The analogy 

of the dovecote in Plato's Theaetetus. 

359 

Plato treats this peculiar relation, between the manifold of beings and the 
pre-eminent beings among them, in a similar context in the Theaetetus, 
197bff. There he attempts to clarify f...Oyoc, \jiEDOijC, and \jiEUOTtC, oo�a and 
uses a double image: the soul first as EKf..Layeiov (19lc96), as a "wax tablet," 
and secondly as a dovecote (197d6).  The latter analogy leads to the same 
context we have here: sounds. Plato introduces the consideration with a 
distinction between KEK'tf)cr8m and EXEtV, i .e., with an attempt to expose a 
distinction between " owning" and "having." For the Greeks, the expression 
EXEtV has a special, emphatic meaning and expresses, in opposition to 
KEK'tf)cr8m (mere ownership), something pre-eminent. Ou 'toivuv f.!Ot 
'tau'tov q>afve'tm 'tcp KEK'tf)cr8m 'to £xnv. otov if..L<i'ttOV rtpt<if..Lev6c, 'ttc, Kat 
£yKpmftc, rov f.!Tt q>opoov, EXEtV f..LEV OUK &.v aU'tOV au't6, KEK'tf)cr8a( ye f..LTtV 
q>atf..LEV (197b8ff. ) .  "If someone buys a coat for himself and keeps it at his 
disposal, though without wearing it, we do not say that he has the coat but 
that he merely owns it ."  "Exnv thus means to put on, to wear, to "have 
on." This indicates that £xnv includes the sense that the EXOf..LEVOV is present, 
being worn, visible} and not that it is hanging at home in the closet. This 
sense of £xnv as explicitly being-present-there also resides in the Aristote
lian concept of EV'tEAeXEta, which has the privileged sense of self-showing 
in presence. 

This distinction between KEK'tf]cr8m and £xnv also exists with regard to 
Erttcr'tijf..Lll ·  In order to show this, Plato introduces the analogy of the doves . 
Someone can catch doves and put them away in a dovecote. 'tp6rtov f..Lfv 
<yap> &.v 1tOU 'ttVa q>atf..LEV au'tOV au'tUC, fret EXEtV, on oft KEK't'll'tat (197c4f.) :  
"Then we say that in a certain sense he has them, because he obviously 
owns them." We say therefore he owns them; but we also say he has them. 
Tp6rtov o£ y' &.f...f...ov ouOEf..Ltav EXEtV (c7): "In another respect, however, he 
does not have them"; he only has a certain ouVaf..Ltc; (cf. c7), namely f...a�eiv 
Ka'i. crxeiv ErtEtoav �OUAll'tat . . .  Kat rt<if...tv uq>t£vm, Kat 'tOU'tO E�Eivm 1tOtEtV 
01tOO"<lKtc; &.v OOKD au'tcp (c9ff.) .  He thus genuinely has them only when he 
makes use of a determinate possibility, namely "to grasp them or to let 
them fly again; and this he can do as often as he wants. "  The soul as well, 
in relation to the cognitions that can be found in it, in relation to what is 
known and what the soul has at its disposal, can also be understood in a 
certain way as a dovecote, and one can say that there is in the soul a 
man i fold of birds (d6) . This  manifold is characterized in the following way: 

I .  A l l :  romwn in�o� rxn v: 011 011l'Hl' l f. in tlw S!• l f .  
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some of these many birds are Ka't' O.yfA.ac, xmpic, 't&v &A.A.mv (cf. d7), "gath
ered together in flocks, apart from the others, separated"; others again are 
only Ka't' 6A.iyac, (d7f. ), together "with few others in small groups"; £viae, 
8£ j.t6vac; (d8), "some, however, are alone," oux 1tacr&v onn &.v n)xmcrt 
7t£'t"Oj.!EVac, (ibid.), "they fly, each for itself, among all the others, wherever 
these happen to be." Thus some of them can be encountered everywhere, 
they have no definite dwelling place, but are ota 1tacr&v, "present every
where." What is intended here as regards £mcr't11!-!11, as regards what is 
known, what is appropriated (whereby again the ota 1tacr&v is set in relief, 
corresponding to the ota miV'tffiV in the Sophist), is the same connection: 
among the knowables, i.e., among beings, there are those which have the 
fundamental privilege of universal presence. The Sophist illustrates pre
cisely these relations by means of yp<ij.!j.!a'ta. What is essential to this 
analogy in the Sophist is that, as in the case of the manifold of yp<ij.!j.!a'ta, 
so also, among beings, there are certain OV'ta which, as OV'ta, are pre-emi
nent in their Being. If Being is interpreted as presence, then that means that 
there are determinations which are always already, in advance, present in 
all beings. Thus these offer a pre-eminent presence. In the Theaetetus, this 
remarkable fact of a privileged rank of certain beings, and of certain onto
logical structures, is illustrated from another side: at issue there are not 
OV'ta as such but rather OV'ta insofar as they are known. For, presumably, 
this fact of a privileged rank of certain beings must also be relevant for the 
knowledge which discloses beings. The analogy shows this in that there 
are, among the multiplicity of birds dwelling in the dovecote of the soul, 
ones which can be found everywhere. I cannot here enter into a closer 
explication of '!fEUOTtC. oo�a in connection with this image. But that is not 
necessary, because the interpretation of '!fEUOo(,, as Plato presents it in the 
Sophist, is far more advanced than the one in the Theaetetus. Consequently, 
the elucidation of 1-!Tt ov and Myoc, '!fEUoijc, in the Sophist settles the ques
tions raised in the Theaetetus. 

c) The Kotvmvia of letters and sounds as "obj ect" of a 't"EXVll. 
Reference to a corresponding 't"EXVll regarding the 

conditioned Kotvmvia of beings. 

Just as now with regard to yp<ij.!j.!a'ta there is a 't"EXVll (Sophist, 253a8ff.), a 
know-how in relation to the possible combinations of letters, so there is 
a lso a 't"EXVll in relation to the combination of <jl86yyot, of tones, with respect 
to their height and depth.  The relations and totality-structures of the man
i folds of tones are not arbitrary. The one who has know-how with regard 
to t lwm, w i th rl•ga rd to thei r possib le  combinat ions, is j.! OUcrt K6C, (b1), 
w lwrl'i1 S thl' otlwr, w ho ll n CJUVtfic;, i s  llj.! OUCJoc; ( ib id . ) .  In th is w ,, y, prl'Sll lll -
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ably, also in relation to the manifold of beings, of which we WJlOAOYllKCXJ.lEV 
(b9), "have conceded" that in part they have a Kotvwvia, and in part not, 
a 'tfXVll must exist which has the task, and which preserves the possibility, 
of bringing to light the KOtvwvia and connections among individual beings. 

§76. The idea of dialectic (253b-254b). 

a) First characterization of dialectic. Dialectic as 
rtopeumem 8ux 1:&v Mywv. ffvo<; and d8o<;. The disclosure 

of the history of the provenance of "concrete" beings as 
the task of dialectic. The five principal moments of 

dialectic. I:uvayw'Yll and 8ta(pem<;. Dialectic as uniquely 
free science, i.e., as philosophy. 

The idea of this 'tfXVll, the one that elucidates the Kotvwvia of ov1:a, receives 
its first determination at 253b8-c3. The characterization is ushered in by an 
expression we have already met, at the beginning of the dialogue, and we 
called attention to it at that time: 1  1:a y£v11 (b8), that from which beings 
originate in their Being. It is significant that this explication of the 'tEXVll 
related to the Kotvwvfa of ov1:a begins with the term 1:a y£v11. 

For the most part, especially in the earlier dialogues, Plato exclusively 
uses the expression d811. Now, however, this term y£v11 appears, and it 
occurs in Plato only in the late dialogues: in the passages just mentioned, 
as well as in the Parmenides (135b), the Philebus (12e), and also in the Laws 
and the Timaeus. The use of y£vo<; strengthens the conjecture that Aristotle 
is in the background here-as CampbelF also surmises-since within 
Plato's terminology the word does not otherwise have an emphatic func
tion. "Whoever assumes the task," 1:ov JlEAAOV'ta ope&<; oe(�etv (cf. blOf.), 
"of showing, in accord with the matters themselves," rtoia 1:&v yev&v rtofot<; 
cruJ.lq>wve'i (d. bll),  "which stems harmonize," Kat rtoia UAATlAa ou OEXE'tat 
(bllf.) , "and which do not"-notice in this orxecrem again the idea of the 
OUVC:XJ.lt<; KOtvwvia<; !-and, furthermore, whoever wants to show Ei 
cruv£xov't' &.ua 8ta miv1:wv (cf. cl),  "whether there are stems which hold 
together, and are present throughout, everything," OOO''tE O'UJ.lJlEiyvucrem 
8uva1:a eivat ( c 2 ) ,  such that  they 8uva1:a-ag a in MvaJ.lt<;!
O'UJ.lJ.lEtyvucrem, "stand within the possibility of an all-pervasive and unre
stric ted combination," thus whether there is one thing necessarily 

I .  <.'f. PI' ·  1 117 a nd 1 7 1 .  
2 . ., .,/( ' so,lt isl< '·' """ l 'olil ints of l'f<tlo, lt'illt II l'l 't 'iscd 1 < '.\'l l l l ld l:llglislt I IOfcs [1.1f Lewis Campbell, 

Oxford, I H1>7, I'· l -l4.  
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co-present in every possible something, as ov in general, Kat naA.tv £v taic; 
Otatp£creow (c2f.), "and, conversely, whoever wants to show in relation to 
the setting off" of one thing against another, d ot' oA.rov EtEpa tflc; 
otatp£creroc; atna (c3), whether or  not certain things set off ot' oA.rov, extend 
"throughout everything," and are present as such, in which all other dis
tinctions are grounded-whoever wants to make this three-fold demonstra
tion will find it "necessary," avayKaiov, lltt' Em<rtitl.lll<; nvoc; oux t&v Myrov 
nopeuecr9at (d. b9f.), "to run through the Myot with a certain know-how," 
namely in order to extract, on the basis of this f1ttCJtltllll in addressing 
beings, the Myot, i .e . ,  to extract the addressednesses [Angesprochenheiten] 
of what is addressed. In this E1ttCJ"tllllll, therefore, A.6yoc; becomes thematic; 
the Myot must be run through in terms of how what is addressed is present 
in them as addressed . Hence it is not a matter of simply addressing beings 
in the natural and immediate way of talking about them, but instead the 
Myat themselves become thematic, and specifically within an intention of 
showing, oEi�EtV, the constitution of what is encountered in them. In other 
words, dialectic has the task of making visible the Being of beings. For such 
a task, Theaetetus now says, obviously what is needed is a tEXVll, or 
E1ttCJtltllll, lltrtCJtll (d. c4f. ), "the highest science." 

Concerning this elucidation of dialectic (or of what it deals with), we 
must keep in mind that Plato does here employ the expression y£voc;, 
though not in explicit distinction to dooc;. On the contrary, Plato uses y£voc; 
and eiooc; promiscuously; i.e., he does not yet possess a real understanding 
of the structure of the concept of the y£voc;, a structure that can be elucidated 
only on the basis of a more original insight into the meaning of Being. rtvoc; 
means stem, descent, lineage, that from which something originates; i .e., it 
refers to a being in its Being, thus that which a being, as this being, always 
already was. The horizon of this interpretation is, of course, Aristotelian, 
whereas the specifically Platonic term for beings in their Being is dooc;. 
Eiooc;, in its structural sense, is not oriented toward the provenance of 
beings, toward the structure lying in them themselves, but instead concerns 
the way the Being of beings may be grasped. The dooc; is relative to pure 
perceiving, voeiv; it is what is sighted in pure perceiving. Thus the terms 
y£voc; and dooc;, in their conceptual sense, are oriented toward entirely 
different contexts. rtvoc; is a structural concept pertaining to Being itself; 
Eiooc; is a concept referring to the givenness of the Being of beings.3 rtvoc; 
already clarifies the founding ontological connections: that which is already 
there, the anterior, the apriori. It presupposes a sharpened ontological in
sigh t .  Eiooc;, on the other hand, emphasizes a being's autonomous percep-

.1. A l l :  l nsu fficit •n t .  yrvor:,: pols l tw�� . rll\or:,: outw.mi look, prt•st •nt nt•ss. 1M. ("" p. 1hlJ ht• low) 
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tual content and, precisely as such, is not a sufficient basis for gaining clarity 
concerning the Being of the Ideas themselves. E{8oc;, as a concept pertaining 
to the givenness of beings, basically says nothing about the Being of these 
beings, beyond expressing the one directive that beings are to be grasped 
primarily in their outward look, i.e., in their presence, and specifically in 
their presence to a straightforward looking upon them.4 Since it is precisely 
this concept of d8oc; that guides Plato's ontological questioning, at the 
beginning and actually throughout its entire course, he does not rise above 
certain difficulties in ontological research. 

From the passage quoted, which renders the task of dialectic in a very 
compressed way, we can now extract various moments of dialectic : 

1 . )  What is fundamental is that ov-ra.-beings-are grasped as A£y61.U:va., 
i.e., as encountered in "A6yoc;.5 

2 .)  If we take yEVTJ and d8TJ together as the determinations of beings 
following from the way beings are thematic in dialectic, then we have to 
say that dialectic grasps ona.-beings-in terms of what was always al
ready there in them, and this shows itself only in pure perceiving. In a 
certain sense, this is tied to the first determination, insofar as vouc;, voEiv, 
and Myoc;, f..EyEtv, are often identified; even Aristotle still posits Ei8oc; = 

Myoc;. 
3.) These beings, encountered in Myoc; and now to be grasped in their 

yevTJ, are interrogated regarding their 8uva.J.nc; Kotvrovfa.c;, regarding their 
Mxmem cru,.uprovEiv, i.e., as 8uva.'ta crullllEfyvucrem. 

4.) Within this Kotvrov(a., there are some, ch-ra., a few, which are present 
Ota 1t<iv-rrov, everywhere, "pervading everything"; they are distinguished 
by universal presence. 

5.) The mode of disclosing the Kotvrov(a. of beings includes reducing the 
multiplicity of beings to one, auv<iyEtv, and also includes, at the same time, 
the opposite movement, taking them apart, Ota.tpEcrtc;. �ta.tpEcrtc; in a certain 
sense runs through the history of the provenance of a being forward, up to 
its arrival at the presence of the concrete being, out of what is already there, 
i .e., out of the yevoc;. Even the grasping of the full concretion of a being, as 
Aristotle later made explicitly thematic, is a matter of a mode of encoun
tering beings which is relative to Myoc;. The abiding question is therefore: 
how is something present as A£y6j..lEvov? Insofar as it is always a matter of 
an encounter in "AEyEtv, even as regards the concretion of the factually 
existing thing here and now, the concrete presence is always an dooc;; and 
precisely this, in the full history of its provenance, makes intelligible the 
presence of the "this here, " which is all that counts. That, however, is 

4. A l l :  I n  n >ll/ 111< '1"1 '1 " w i t h  t lwm, b road l y  undPrstood . 
. 'i. St•t• t l w  • 'PI ' • •nd i x .  
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Aristotle's later explicit questioning. Plato deliberately places ouxipmtc; 
third in the enumeration of the various tasks of the dialectician, because 
otaipmtc; is grounded in cruvayrorfl. Hence it is not what is primary in 
dialectic. Accordingly, a fundamental mistake plagues even the investiga
tions of Stenzei,6 in that he believes dialectic can be made intelligible on 
the basis of otaipemc;. That, however, is an extrinsic access, since otaipEcrtc; 
is founded on the cruvayrorfl in cruA.A.aPEiY and &.moEiY. 

This is the idea of dialectic. It admittedly leaves much to be desired with 
regard to a real elucidation of both the structure of knowledge and the 
structure of what is known. This deficiency is betrayed precisely by the fact 
that, in what follows, Plato again and again attempts to understand dialectic 
more adequately. But we will see that, for us today at any rate, the deter
minations that follow are still more obscure than this first one. 

rtpoc; iltoc; £A.a8of.l.EY Eic; -rf!Y -r&Y £A.Eue£proY EJ.lrtEcr6Y-rEc; £rttcrn1J.lllY 
(253c7f.) :  "By Zeus, we have in the end, hidden to ourselves, come across 
the science of free men," and we have sllWUY'tEc; 'tOY croq>tcr-rf!y rtp6tEpOY 
&.Yll'UPllKEYat 'tOY <1JtA6croq>oY (c8f.), "in seeking the sophist, found the phi
losopher first. "  This £mcrn1J.lll , therefore, the one characterized as dialectic, 
is here designated as £mcrn1J.lll 'tffiY £A.Eu8£proY, "the science of free men," 
i.e., of those who, in their actions and commitments, are not in need of what 
the masses require in all their undertakings, namely an immediate, visible 
goal. Small and narrow-minded people are not capable of sustaining a labor 
in which they do not at the very outset know where it will carry them. But 
that is the pre-condition of the free man who would venture upon this 
science. This peculiar concept of freedom, as used here in connection with 
the highest philosophical science, can be found taken up again by Aristotle 
in the passages we discussed in our introduction. In the Metaphysics, Book 
I, chapter 2, Aristotle also characterizes croq>ia, the first science, in those 
terms: ofJA.oY OUY we; ot' OUOEJ.ltaY au-rf!y Sll'rOUJ.lEY XPEiaY £-rEpaY, &.A.A.' 
cOO"rtEp (iy8prortoc;, <1JaJ.lEY, EAEU8Epoc; 6 au-rou EYEKa Kat f.lll &A.A.ou cOY, OU't<O 
Kat au-rf!y we; J.lOYllY oucray £A.Eu8£pay -r&Y frttO"'tllf.lWY· J.lOYll yap aU'tll 
au'tfJc; EYEKEY €any (982b24ff. ), it is unique among the modes of knowledge 
that are free in a real sense; all other knowledge is oriented toward an de; 
o, whereas this mode of knowledge is there simply "for the sake of itself" 
and accordingly posits the knower purely upon himself. 

h. 1. Sl<' ll/<' 1 .  Si lldic ' l l  : 1 1 r  1 : 1 / l ll 'ii ' A I I I IIS dcr Jlfalo1 1 isdw11 I Jillil'kl ik 1'1 1 1 1  Sokmlc·s :11 A rislo/des, 
l in  •s l .l l l ,  I '!  1 7. 
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b) The second and third characterizations of dialectic. 
"E-n:pov and 'ta1rr6v as guiding concepts of dialectic. 

The obscurity of the third characterization. 

Now there follows, at 253dl-3, a renewed characterization of dialectic. The 
1;£vo� indicates that it is important Ka'ta y£v11 Otatp£t<J8at (dl ), "to divide 
according to stems," and thereby f .. Ll'\'t£ 'taU'tOV doo� f'tEpov rrf1lcracr8at �ll't£ 
f'tEpov ov 'taut6v (dlf.), "neither to take the same for an other nor the other 
for the same," hence to divide beings according to stems and thereby keep 
the regard open for what is same and what is other, i .e., for sameness and 
otherness. Plato emphasizes precisely these moments within the task of the 
dialectician, because, in what follows, that becomes the discovery enabling 
him in general to progress within dialectic. He actually understands same
ness as sameness and otherness as otherness, and on the basis of insight 
into the tau't6V and the f'tEpov he is able to grasp the concept of f..lll ov. 
Accordingly, he explicitly emphasizes that the dialectician must attend to 
the sameness and otherness of any given being. 

The next determination of dialectic follows at 253d5-e2. It is again ex
plicitly formulated and comprises four tasks. I confess that I do not genu
inely understand anything of this passage and that the individual 
propositions have in no way become clear to me, even after long study. I 
can thus give you only an approximate translation. Other people are of the 
opinion, to be sure, that it is all very clear, but I cannot convince myself of 
that and so do not want to waste time on their surmises. The passage says, 
<OtaAEK'ttKO�> 'tOt:>'tO ouvato� opav (d5) : 

1 . )  �iav i.o£av ot& 7tOAAWV . . .  otatcr8av£'tat (d5ff. ), the dialectician "sees 
one idea throughout many," one determinateness of beings in its presence 
in many, of which £vo� EKUO"'tou K£*£vou xropi� (d6), "each lies there 
detached from the others," such that this idea, which is seen throughout 
all the others, 1tav-rn ota'tE'ta�EVllV (d6), is extended and ordered from all 
sides. 

2.) The second task: Kat 7tOAACx� E'tfpa� a/./.ij/.rov (d7), the dialectician 
sees many ideas, which are different from one another in substantive con
tent-this is partially understandable-but then Plato adds: U7tO �ta� 
£1;ro8£v 1tEptEXO�£va� (d7f. ), "they are encompassed by one idea from the 
outside."  

3.)  Kat f.!tav au ot' OAffiV 7tOAAcOV EV £vl O"UVll�f..lEVllV (d8f.) ,  the dialectician 
sees "that the one idea is again gathered together into one throughout many 
wholes." 

4.) Kat 7toU&� xropl� 7tUV'!!l otroptcr�£va� (d9), the dialectician sees "that 
many idL•as a re completely detached from one another. " 

Of co ursL', i t  is morL' or less clea r that at  issUL' here a rc th e same questions 
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we have already come to know in the preceding determinations of dialectic . 
But the formulations are related among themselves in such a way that it is 
difficult to work out real structural distinctions. The traditional interpreta
tion has been eased by the introduction of a distinction between y£voc, and 
dooc,, genus and species. This is an unjustifiable procedure, since Plato does 
precisely not make that distinction. And so in fact it remains completely 
obscure what is meant by this !J,tav ot' o'Awv 1to'A'A&v £v £vi crUVll!J,!-LEVllV, 
and furthermore by the u1to !J,t&c, £�w8£v 7t£ptEXE0"8at, and above all by the 
KEt!J,EVOU xwpic, within the unity of one idea. I shall completely leave this 
passage out of consideration here. 

c) A6yoc, as mode of access to beings. Distinctions in 
the meaning of "A6yoc,." Conclusion of the third 

characterization of dialectic. 

From what has resulted thus far concerning dialectic, the following is clear: 
A6yoc, is the mode of access to beings, and A6yoc, uniquely delimits the 
possibilities within which something can be experienced about beings and 
their Being. It is therefore important, on material grounds, that we clarify 
the concept of A6yoc,. Within Plato's foundational task, the concept is of 
course used plurivocally, and we must clarify it so far that we can at least 
see the distinctions in meaning, which for Plato always interpenetrate, and 
which, correspondingly, also occur in the concept of ov.7 

1 . )  A6yoc, means 'AEyEtV, to address something in speech. 
2.)  A6yoc, means A£y6!J,EVOV, what is addressed, i.e., what is said, the 

content of a A£y£tv. 
3 . )  At the same time, 'A6yoc, means what is addressed in the sense of the 

beings which are addressed-i.e., in a certain sense what a thing that is 
addressed itself says of itself, how it, so to speak, answers our interrogation 
of it. 

4. ) A6yoc, means the way of saying, the proposition, 'to A£ym8at. 
5. )  A6yoc, means addressedness, i .e., the structure of what is addressed 

insofar as it is addressed: 'tO £v A6y0} AEYO!J,EVOV. 
These five different meanings of 'A6yoc, must be kept in mind, and one 

or the other must be employed to understand any given case, depending 
on the context. 

Furthermore, in the determination of A£y£tV as an addressing of some
thing as something, we must note that what a being is addressed as can 
mea n :  

7.  i\ H :  ( i n  till' rn .Hgi n  of thl' fol low i n g  mmmt•nls) :  1 .  n reference to n l n lL•r p.lSSolf\l' (p .  4W 
lw low ),  2. tlw OllAOfiV, cf. l n lt•r !X1tol!lnlvrcrHm, !XA'l!lr\nw. 
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1 .) it is addressed as a being, i.e., with regard to a concrete ontological 
determination (addressing as the uncovering of a determinate objective 
content of a being) . 

2.) In the addressing of something as something, the "as something" can 
refer to a character of Being and not of beings. 

The expression MyEtv is thus used for ontical as well as ontological 
discourse. That the latter one is in fact in view is shown by the formulation: 
ota7topEuEcr9m ota 'tO)V Mywv (cf. 253b10), to run through the Myot, 
whereby what is thematic is what is said in the "how" of its sayability. 

Thus we can briefly determine dialectic in the Platonic sense, as it pre
sents itself on this higher level of Plato's meditation-according to the 
conclusion (253el-2) of the characterization given above-as the demon
stration of the possibilities of co-presence in beings, insofar as beings are 
encountered in A.6yo-,. 

d) Dialectic as a matter for the philosopher. The dwelling 
place of the philosopher and that of the sophist: the clarity 
of Being and the obscurity of non-being. The precedence 

accorded the thematic clarification of the sophist. 

This dialectical science is possible only to one who is capable Ka9ap&-, 'tE 
Kat OtKatm<; (eS), of philosophizing "purely and appropriately," hence only 
to one who can dwell in voEiv, thus to one who sees the a6pa'ta, who sees 
precisely what sensible eyes cannot see. Only someone who has at his 
disposal pure seeing can carry out dialectic. Ev 'tOtoU't(fl 'ttVl 't67tcp <jnA.Ocro<j>ov 
avEUPllO'Oj.lEV (cf. 253e8f.); only in this place, i.e., where one looks upon 
beings in their Being by means of voEiv, "can the philosopher be found." 
Yet even here: ioEiv j.lEV xaA£7t6v (e9),  "he is difficult enough to see ."  The 
"difficulty,"  xaA£7t6'tTJ(, (254a2), in seeing the philosopher and the difficulty 
in seeing the sophist are quite different, however. The sophist flees Ei(, n)v 
'tOU llTJ OV'tO(, O'KO'tEtVO'tTJ'ta (254a4f.), "into the darkness of non-beings," 
and he plies there his dark trade. ota 'tO crKo'tEtvov 'tou 't6Jtou Ka'tavoflcrm 
xa'AE7t6(, (aS£. ) : "He is difficult to see on account of the obscurity of his 
dwelling place." The philosopher, on the contrary, 'tfl 'tOU OV'tO(, aEt 
7tpocrKEij.lEVO(, ota A.oytO'j.lOOV iOE(l (cf. a8f.), is wholly given over to beings 
insofar as they are purely sighted. It is difficult to see him 8ta 'to Aaj.17tpov 
'tfl(, xoopa.-, (cf. a9), "because of the brightness of the place" in which he has 
to dwell . For this brightness blinds, in such a way that in it no distinctions 
are visible to the unexercised and unworthy eye. The eyes of the multitude, 
Plato says, a rl' incapable 1tp0(, 'tO e£iov Kap'tEpEiv acpoprov'ta (cf. bl) ,  "of 
sustn in ing for long n regard cast upon the d ivine." Concerning the philos
ophL•r, 'taxo: i'1tlO'Kt''l/6j..lr8cx cmcp�cr'trpov, &.v �'tt �0\JAOj.lEVOt(, fJj.ltV Tl (b3f.), 
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"we could indeed deal with him more closely if we wished."  That means 
a further consideration of the philosopher is left to our option; it is not 
required by the matters at issue themselves. But nept 'tOU cro<j>t<HOU Of]Aov 
oo� ouK ave1:£ov nplv &.v ixav&� au1:ov emcrc.OJ.leea (cf. b4f.), " in the case of 
the sophist, we may not desist until we have got him in our sight in a 
wholly sufficient way."8 Here it is clear that the investigation of the place 
in which the sophist dwells, and what he himself is, has precedence over 
the investigation into the philosopher. For-this is the unexpressed 
thought-the philosopher clarifies himself from himself and does so 
uniquely in philosophical work itself. The sophist, on the contrary, must 
from the very outset be made thematic, because, as long as he is not 
understood, he condemns all philosophical research to impossibility. As the 
incarnation of non-being, he must be disposed of first, so that the 
philosopher's gaze upon the Being of beings and their manifoldness can 
become free. Thus we may not infer from this passage that Plato had 
planned another dialogue, as a sequel to the Sophist, namely one about the 
philosopher. This is so little true that it is rather quite the reverse; i.e., the 
corresponding thematic explication of the philosopher clearly has less ur
gency than that of the sophist. This entirely accords with Plato's Socratic 
attitude, which provides the positive only in actually carrying it out and 
not by making it the direct theme of reflection. Hence it is important to 
keep in mind that in the midst of the discussion of dialectic-and there is 
about to come a renewed characterization-Plato again refers to the sophist 
and his clarification, so that it becomes clear enough that the definitions of 
the sophist are not at all an empty game but have the positive sense of 
demonstrating the factuality of f..lll ov as the obstruction blocking the path 
of every philosophical investigation. 

Before proceeding to the proper dialectical investigation, let us consider 
once more the result of the previous characterization of dialectic. 

e) The result of the previous characterization of dialectic. 
The essential moments and basic presupposition of dialectic. 

For Plato, the task of mastering dialectic requires one Jlf't' £mcrn'jJ.lTJ� nvoc; 
Ou� 'tOOV A6ywv nopeumem (cf. 253b9f.), " to run through the A6yot-as 
A6yot-with a certain know-how." The knowledge presupposed, in the 
sense of a 1tatOe(a, i.e., a methodological disposition, concerns, first, an 
orientation toward the fact that this research is a matter of presentifying 
the A£y6JlEVOV ov, as it is present in A6yoc;, and, second ly, an orientation 

H .  i\ H :  to Sl'l' t h rnu g h .  
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toward the fact that it is thereby a matter of interrogating this AEYO!lfVOV 
ov as regards the OUV<X!ltc; Kotvmviac;, and specifically in such a way that 
the connections of the ontological structures, as they arise in this orienta
tion, are not simply juxtaposed arbitrarily. On the contrary, the task is 
always to reduce them to one, fie; £v O"UV<iynv, such that from this one the 
entire ontological history of a being can be pursued up to its concretion. 
These are the essential moments of the basic methodological structure of 
dialectic in Plato's sense. 

The basic presupposition for this dialectical task and for its mastery is 
what Plato previously analyzed in the methodological discussions of the 
ontologies:  that Being means nothing else than OUVU!ltc;, OUVU!ltc; of 
KotvmvEiv; i .e . ,  Being pertains to the possibility of being-together [das 
Moglich-sein als Zusammen-seinJ.9 This ontological concept of the ouva!ltc; 
Kotvmviac; is the genuine un68£crtc;, that which is already posited in advance 
and which must be understood if one wants to take even the smallest step 
within dialectic. This ontological concept is not something provisional but, 
on the contrary, is precisely for Plato the basic presupposition for the ac
tivity of dialectic. When Plato puts forth this notion of ouva!ltc; as an 
interpretation of the genuine meaning of Being, he obviously has a clear 
consciousness of the presuppositional character of this ontological concept. 
That becomes clear in the dialectical investigation itself. To be sure, Plato 
does not further reflect on what is genuinely presupposed in the OUVU!ltc; 
KOtvmviac;. An interrogation of it did not lie within the horizon of his 
ontology or of Greek ontology in general. What Plato exposed with the 
ouva!ltc; Kotvmviac; as un68ecrtc; is, in a certain sense, the last matter at 
which Greek ontology can arrive while maintaining the ground of its re
search. That does not mean this ouva!ltc; Kotvmviac; would not itself allow 
and require a further clarification of its sense.10 

§77. The fundamental consideration of dialectic1 (254b-257a). 
The dialectic of the !lEYHJ'ta yEVTJ . 

a) Introductory remarks. The ground, theme, and 
intention of the ensuing dialectical analysis. 

Above all, we must keep in mind, in the ensuing dialectical analysis, that, 
along with the substantive results of the individual steps, the ontological 

<J. 1 \d i h > r 's notl': This for m u l.t t ion lli.'C u rs only  in Mos1•r 's  tr.1nscript. 
10. i\ 1 1 :  '1 /nw. ( . ,. , rTotJ, yt'vtJ .t hoVl' �!i4 (= p.  �62) .  

I .  ' l 'i t l t• h.t st•d on I kidt·���·r (sl'\' p. �Hh) .  
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concept of the ouva1-w; Kotvroviac; is manifest everywhere as the ground of 
the discussion. That is why Plato once again briefly emphasizes, prior to 
the investigation proper, the meaning of this 1m68ecrtc; and of all that it 
includes. In the idea of the Suva1-w; Kotvroviac; there resides: 

1 . )  'tU !lEV 1:rov yevffiv Kotvrove\v £8£A.ttv aA-A-iJA-otc; (d. 254b7f.), 
2.) 1:u SE !lTJ (b8) 
3.)  'tU !lEV £1t' 6A-iyov (b8) 
4.) 'tU S' E1tt 1toAA.a (b9) . The third and fourth determinations underline 

a more or less far-reaching substantive kinship of the ontological structures. 
5.) 'tU SE Stu 1taV't(l)V ouSEV 1C(l)AU£tV 'toic; 1tCxcrt lCEKOtv(l)VT)lCEVat (d. b9f. ) .  

There are ontological structures present "throughout everything," and 
"nothing prevents them from being already there (note again the perfect 
tense) common to everything." They are pre-eminently present and in the 
present, such that nothing else would exist if these structures were not 
already co-present Stu 1taV'tmv. 

For the consideration at hand, Plato says, it is important that we 
<crK01t£tV> !lll 7t£pt 1taV'tffiV 1:ffiv EtSffiv, "do not undertake to investigate all 
possible EtST)," tva !lit 'tapa't'tcO!l£8a (c2f. ), "lest we become confused" by 
the multiplicity of these structures. Instead, 1tpOEAD!l£Vot 'tWV !l£ylCT'tffiV 
AEYO!lEVmv &na (c3f.) , "we will extract some of the ones addressed in the 
highest degree," i.e., some of the ones that are always addressed in every 
Myetv. Thus it is a matter of a certain selection, and indeed not an arbitrary 
one, but an extraction out of what is proper to every · being as a being. 
Accordingly, what this discussion will expose, within the limits of the 
ensuing dialectical consideration, must obviously have the character of the 
Stu 7taV'tffiV. The structures and results that are to be exposed will have 
universal-ontological significance. These extracted !!Eytcr'ta y£vT) will be 
interrogated in two respects: 1 . )  1to\a EKacr'ta £crnv (c4), how each in itself 
looks as A.ty6!l£vov, and 2.)  1tffic; EXEt ouva!l£roc; Kotvroviac; aA-A-iJA-rov (d. c5), 
"how it stands with regard to the possibility of being together with others. "  
It i s  hence a matter o f  considering the ontological characters in  view of: 1 .) 
1to\a, how they look in themselves according to their proper categorial 
content, and 2.)  which categorial function is possible for them within the 
Kotvrovia of beings. 

Plato emphasizes explicitly that this investigation does not aim at every 
possible transparency that a dialectical consideration could attain, but in
stead we desire only as much clarity as will make intelligible our genuine 
thematic interest: roc; £crnv OV'troc; !lll ov (dl), "that in fact non-beings are ." 
In this way Plato now returns, from the general ontological discussion and 
from the cri tique of the preceding ontologies, back to the question posed 
by the sophist .  At the same time we can now see clearly the methodologica l 
horizon w i th in  wh ich th is  question is to bL• ra isl•d : i t  m ust be resol ved 
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within a dialectical discussion of what is said most properly and primor
dially in every addressing of things as such. Accordingly, the resolution of 
the question of the Being of non-beings must also be understood in a 
corresponding universal sense. 

Plato now begins the proper dialectical investigation (254d4ff. ) . In order 
to understand this consideration, we must realize that it may indeed be 
easily intelligible in a rough verbal sense and that it is not difficult to 
succeed in explaining the interconnection of the individual steps and argu
ments . But this does not at all guarantee that the proper phenomenal 
content of what is here at stake has been demonstrated. If you yourselves 
try to follow this discussion by carrying it out yourselves-which of course 
you must do if you are to understand it-you will realize that you do not 
always and without further ado see the connections with the same trans
parency. What is needed here is always a very keen disposition of the eyes, 
which we do not, as we might wish, constantly have at our disposal. Hence 
I explicitly bring to your attention the difficulty of this discussion, so that 
you will not delude yourself with a certain merely verbal understanding. 

b) The five flEYt<H<x y£vTJ: KtVTJ<nc;-cmimc;
ov-'ta1rt6v--£'t£pov. Exposition of their autonomy. 

a) The pregivenness of KtVTJmc;-crtacnc;-ov. 
Their relationship . 

The consideration begins by enumerating the f!Eytcr'ta of the yEVTJ at stake 
here: 'to ov au't6, Being itself, cr'tamc;, and KtVTJ<nc;. These three basic con
cepts, ov, KtVTJ<nc;, and cr'tacrtc;, are pregiven. They are the stems around 
which the preceding critical discussion of the ontologies was concentrated. 
With them is pregiven the total horizon at issue in this dialogue, insofar as 
KtVTJ<nc; and O"'tacrtc; determine ytyvmcrK£tV, i .e. , the a/...TJ8£c; and \ji£U8oc;, 
and, in unity with them, the possible object of ytyvmcrK£tv, ad ov. At the 
same time, they form those titles of the question of Being which preoccupy 
ancient Greek ontological research, such that the ancient discussions are 
superseded in this new dialectical consideration . 

The �£voc; initially emphasizes that the relation between O"'tacrtc; and 
KlVTJcrtc; is one of exclusion. Kat fliJV 'tm Y£ Mo q,aj.i£v amoiv af!EiK't(l) 1tpoc; 
aA/...11/...ro (d7f. ) .  He says, just as he said earlier (250a8f. ), that KtVTJ<nc; and 
cr'tacrtc; are evavnm'ta'ta, the furthest opposed to one another.2 KiVTJmc; and 
cr'tamc; represent a total mutual exclusion, here formulated by calling them 
afl£iK'tro, "unm ixable. " KiVTJmc; and mamc; are thus excluded from one 

2.  l"f. p. l'>hf. 
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another. On the other hand, however, 'tO OE Y£ ov J.LElK'tOV aJ.L(j>OtV (dlO), 
"Being is mixed in with both of them," i.e., Being is present in both. For both 
indeed are in some way or other. And an earlier analysis clarified the Being 
of each of them by means of the phenomenon of ytyvwcrx:ew, which, insofar 
as it is, includes KtVflcrt� and crnicrt�.3 Thus three YEVfl are pregiven for the 
dialectical discussion, and specifically in a determinate nexus: KtVflcrt� and 
cr'tcicrt� in mutual exclusion, both, however, in association with ov. 

�) Tatl't6v and E'tEpov as themes of the further investigation. 
Determination of the task and anticipation of the result. 

At the end of 254d, the �EVO� raises the proper question and thereby 
broaches a new phenomenal connection within these ontological structures: 
Oux:ouv a1milv EKaO"'tOV 'tOtV J.LEV ouoiv E't£p6v EO"'ttV, aU'tO o' tame[> "taU'tOV 
(d14f.) :  "Each of them, EKacr"t:OV "t:OtV J.LEV ouoiv, KtVflcrt� and cr"tcicrt�, is 
indeed, however, on the one hand, E1:£pov, an other, and, at the same time, 
au1:o o' eamc[> 1:au't6v, itself; each is for itself, something self-same." Ti no1:' 
au vuv OU't(J)� Eip11KaJ.LEV 1:0 1:£ "taU"t:OV Kat 9ci1:Epov; (e2f. ) :  "But what have 
we now in this way said when we utter 'same' and 'other '?" This question 
makes it clear how the rtopeuecreat oux 'tffiv 'Myffiv will now actually be 
carried out: there will be a questioning back to what was said in the 
preceding sentence-that each of the two is E'tEpov and 1:aU1:6v. This is the 
first genuinely dialectical step. And now what is actually said in this Aiyetv 
E1:Epov, au1:o o'eamc[> 1:au1:6v is to be made explicit, or, put differently, what 
was formulated in the preparation of the analysis only as OUO aJ.L£iK1:(1) 
("both are unmixed in relation to one another") is to be said more precisely 
and brought into view. Therefore, when we say that KtVflcrt<; and cr1:cicrt� 
are different, we co-say in both, KtVflcrt� and cr1:cicrt�, with regard to their 
opposition, something previously hidden to us, namely 1:aU1:6v and 
9ci"tepov. The �Evo� then questions whether what is now said on the basis 
of this more precise consideration of the A£y6J.LEVOV in Myo�, whether both 
of these, 1:au't6v and 9ci1:Epov, are themselves ouo yEvfl (e3), "two proper 
new stems," and, furthermore, whether they 1:rov J.LEV 1:ptffiv &.A.A.m (e3), "are 
each themselves something other in relation to the first three pregiven 
YEVfl," and also whether they O"'UJ.LJ.LElyY'UJ.LEV(I) tx:Eivot� £�' avciyKfl� aei (d. 
e4), "are constantly and necessarily present together with those," whether 
they are therefore yEVfl which deserve to be characterized as oux rrciv1:mV, 
or, speaking in an image, whether they have the character of vowels. This 
questioning is simply the concretization of what was formulated pre
v iously: each of the following y£vf1 is to be interrogated rtoia-here, 

1.  ( 'f.  p. 117f. 
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whether both are proper yev11-and 1tCDc; EXEt OUVaJl.Effic; KotVffiViac;-how 
they stand in relation to the possibility of being together-whether these 
new y£v11, in case they indeed are such, are universally present in every 
being, in every possible something, or not. Thus what we have here ex
posed, in view of the A£y6J1.EVOV, in view of the things we have just now 
said, is to be confronted, at the same time, with the dialectical criterion, i.e., 
it is to be interrogated as to its OUVaJltc; KOtVffiViac;. Should these three 
questions-are they proper y£v11, are they different from the other three, 
and are they universal-need to be answered in the affirmative, the result 
would be 7tEV't£ (e4), "five" such y£v11, instead of three. And indeed, as we 
now see, this would happen without anything substantively new, any new 
substantive objects, supervening; on the contrary, purely out of Myoc; itself 
something previously hidden is now uncovered. We do not in any sense 
deduce it but only uncover and take notice of what is still, and was already, 
there.4 I stress explicitly the wholly non-deductive character of this dialec
tical consideration. ft . . .  A.aveavoJlEV i)Jlac; au-roue; (e5ff.) ,  "or are we in 
the end hidden to ourselves" when 7tpocrayop£uov-r£c;, we address, -rau-r6v 
and ea-rEpov, the same and the other, basically we; EK£tVffiV n (255alf. ), "as 
something of them"? That means: are we in the end blind as regards these 
two phenomena, -rau-r6v and 9a-r£pov, and do not see that they present 
something other in relation to the three? The earlier critique of the ancient 
ontologies carried on its arguments with the help of this blindness, i .e., by 
overlooking -rau't6V and the E'tEpov. That must now cease. We must now 
uncover this A.aveavttv. We must see quite clearly that we have before us 
new ontological characters, ones which do not coincide with the other three. 
It is therefore a matter of explicitly making visible the autonomy of 'tau-r6v 
and 9a't£pOV, on the one hand, and, at the same time, their universal 
presence in every possible "something." 

Understanding the definitive proper analysis of the E'tEpov is a matter of 
seeing that Plato is concerned with securing these five in advance, with 
demonstrating a determinate limited KOtVffivia in relation to these five y£v11 . 
He needs to exhibit the autonomous character of 'tau-r6v and the E'tEpov 
because that is important for the further elucidation of the E't£pov and Jl.TJ 
ov. He must show that 'tau-r6v, as well as the E'tEpov, are different from the 
three pregiven ones and that accordingly each is to be grasped for itself as 
something; i .e . ,  they must be counted in the Greek sense, so that the apt9Jloc; 
7tEV't£ must be held fast. 

I want to anticipate the result of the consideration, in order to provide 
you with a certain orientation to guide your understanding. 'AA.A.' ou n !JT\V 
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KtVTJcrtc; YE Kat O"'ta.crtc; oue' E'tEpov OU'tE 'taU'tOV €an (255a4f.) . KiVTJcrtc; does 
certainly not mean E'tEpov, and neither does it mean 'taU'tOV, just as little 
as cr'tcicrtc; means E'tEpov and 'taU'tOV. The substantive content of each of 
these four YEVTJ is different from that of the others. "On7tEp &.v Kotvfl 
7tpocrEi1tffij.lEV KtVTJcrtV Kat cr'tcicrtv, 'tOU'to oUOE'tEpov aU'tOtV o16v 't£ dvat 
(255a7f.) .  "What we address as co-present, Kotvfl, in both, in KiVTJcrtc; and 
a'tcicrtc;, cannot be one of the two themselves as such." What can be attrib
uted to both in the same way, to KlVTJcrtc; and to cr'tcicrtc;, is something that 
cannot be identified with KtVTJcrtc; as such, and just as little can it be iden
tified with cr'tcicrtc;, insofar as the 1m68mtc; of their difference from one 
another remains standing. This impossibility is already clear regarding both 
phenomena, KiVTJcrtc; and cr'tcicrtc;, themselves. If one of them, e.g., KlVTJcrtc;, 
were the other, it would, so to speak, "force," avayKciOEt (a12), the other 
to tum into the opposite of its own <j>umc;. Thus if KtVTJcrtc; were a E'tEpov
understood here as the other-then cr'tcicrtc; would have to become KtVTJcrtc; 
and vice versa, a'tE j.lE'tacrxov 'tou €vav'tiou (255bl) ,  since indeed, insofar 
as KtVTJcrtc; is the other, this other would indeed "participate in its opposite." 
It would then come down to this :  KlVTJcrtc; O"nl O"E'tat Kat O"'tcicrtc; au 
KtVTJ81lcrE'tat (d. alO) .  The question is thus whether KtVTJcrtc; can in general 
be determined as E'tEpov, yet without becoming cr'tcicrtc;. If that is to be 
possible, then (this is the implicit thought guiding the consideration) the 
concept of exclusion, of non-being, must undergo a more precise determi
nation, and a distinction must subsist between these two characterizations: 
that something is itself the other and that it is otherwise, an other in relation 
to others. The formulation at the end of 255a is so difficult to make intelli
gible because the investigation is still purposely proceeding on the ground 
of unclarified concepts of E'tEpov and 'taU'tOV. And it can proceed that way 
because this sort of formulation-that KiVTJcrtc; is E'tEpov-corresponds pre
cisely to Plato's earlier position, according to which something is addressed 
in its essence, and this addressing is interpreted to mean that in it the 
essence is present. For example, if I say this chair here is wood, that means, 
in terms of Plato's earlier position and also in a certain sense still in accord 
with the current new position: in this something, woodness is present. 
Analogously, to say that KtVTJcrtc; is E'tEpov means nothing else than that 
KtVTJcrtc;, movement, is otherness, and O"'tcicrtc; is sameness. It must therefore 
be made intelligible that sameness can be attributed to both without their 
being the same, and that difference can be attributed to both without each 
being the other. Here is the proper crux of the problem. It is a matter of 
uncovering this unclarity in Atyetv and elucidating, correlatively, the sense 
in which 'taU'tOV and E'tEpov are to be attributed to KlVTJcrtc; as well as to 
crtacrtc; and a lso to ov. 
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y) The autonomy of 'tatYt6v and E't£pov over and 
against KtVTJcrtc; and cmicnc;. 

It is indisputable, and must be held fast as the phenomenal point of depar
ture, that J.LE'tEX£'tOV J.LTJV <'iJ.L<jlro 'taU'tOU Kat 9a't£pou (255b3) . "Both obviously 
partake in 'tmh6v and 9<i't£pov, the same and the other. " J.LTJ 'toivuv AfyroJ.LEV 
KlVTJO"lV y' dvm 'taU'tOV ft 9<i't£pov J.LTJO' au cmiow (b5f. ) . But we do not 
want to say that motion, as one and the same, as something self-same, 
would be sameness, or that rest, as different-from, as different from motion, 
would be differentness . Thus sameness and differentness are neither 
KlVTJcrtc; nor cmicnc;, and yet we say: KtVTJcrtc; is 'taU'tOV and E't£pov. Thereby 
we gain this much, that 'taU'tOV and E't£pov are initially, over and against 
KtVTJcnc; and cmicnc;, xropic;, something other. 

But the question has not yet been carried through to its end, insofar as 
there now occurs the possibility that 'tau't6v and E't£pov are perhaps iden
tical with a third, ov. 

o) The autonomy of 'taU'tOV and E't£pov over and against ov. 
Tau't6v and ov. "E't£pov and ov. The disparity between ov 

and E't£pov. The 1tp6c; n as founding character of the E't£pov. 
Results and further task. 

The question is thus whether 'taU'tOV and E't£pov are identical with ov. 'AA.A.' 
&pa 'tO ov Kat 'tO 'taU'tOV roc; EV 'tt OtaVOTJ'tEOV ilJ.LiV (255b8f. ) :  "Perhaps in 
the end Being and sameness are to be understood roc; £v n, as one." This 
possibility, however, is easy to undermine. For if we identify sameness with 
Being and, on the basis of this assumption, say what we have said at the 
beginning, that KlVTJcrtc; and cmicnc; are, that Being is in them, then we 
would have to say, assuming the identity of Being and sameness: KlVTJcrtc; 
and cmicrtc; are 'taU'tOV. But that is impossible. Therefore even sameness, 
'tau't6v, is different from ov . Tau't6V is therefore just as different from 
KlVTJcrtc; as it is from crnicnc; and also from ov. Accordingly, it is a 'tE'tapwv 
(c5), a "fourth," a fourth ontological determination, which possesses its own 
ontological character and cannot be dissolved in the pregiven three. 

T( o£; 'tO 9a't£pov &pa ilJ.LiV MK'tEOV 1t£J.L1t'tOV; (c8) : II Are we perhaps, then, 
to take the E't£pov as a fifth?" ft 'tOU'tO Kat 'tO ov roc; ou' ana OVOJ.La'ta E<jl' 
£vt y£v£t omvo£icr9m o£i; (c8ff.) ;  or should we say in the end that different
ness falls, with ov, into one y£voc;? Note that Plato is not simply deriving 
this in the sense of a result, a formal conclusion: that the 'taU'tOV is other 
over and against the three pregiven and that accordingly the E't£pov is 
autonomous and a fifth. On the contrary, it is again demonstrated in single 
steps. P la to d i splays a specia l  energy in  the delimitation of the E't£pov over 
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and against the four others, in such a way that he does not merely carry 
out this delimitation once but pursues it a second time on a higher level. 
What is essential in the whole consideration is precisely this demonstration 
of the difference between the ihEpov and the now pregiven four. For through 
the demonstration of the difference between f'tEpov and ov, KtVllO't�, 
cr-racrt�, and -rau-r6v, the concept of the f'tEpov will become transparent. 
This transparency provides a new concept of "against," of "againstness," 
and thereby lays the foundation for a new concept of negation. The whole 
analysis is oriented toward the f'tEpov and its possible, or not possible, 
Kotvoovia with the others . 

What then is the relation between the f'tEpov and the three or, including 
-rau-r6v, the four? Is it nEJl7t'tOV AEK'tEOV (d. 255c8), to be addressed as a fifth? 
Or is it in one y£vo� together with ov? For an understanding of what follows, 
and also of the proper delimitation of the f'tEpov over and against the 
£vav-riov, we must realize that f't£pov is still ambiguous for Plato here and 
that it even retains a certain ambiguity throughout the whole dialogue. In 
the first place, f't£pov means an other. Secondly, it means 'tO f'tEpov, being
other-than; hence it is the ontological determination of an other as other, as 
being precisely in the mode of being-other. And thirdly, it means E'tEPO'tll�, 
otherness. Because it is a matter here for Plato of a y£vo� which is as it were 
quite empty, a highest y£vo<;, which pertains, as will become clear later, to 
every possible something, the distinction is blurred from the very outset; 
i.e., he does not at all succeed in distinguishing the f't£pov as "an other" 
from the f'tEpov as "being-other" or as "otherness."  This ontological consid
eration is specifically Platonic in the intertwining of these three meanings. 

Plato introduces the consideration of the f'tEpov in its delimitation over 
and against the four-which also means in its Kotvrovia with the four-with 
a general observation he will later, in a certain sense, retract: -rmv ov-rrov -ra 
JlEV au-ra Ka8' au-ra, 'tCx OC 7tp0� a'AA.a fui Afy£cr9at (c12f.)-note here the 
word Atym8at!-the Afy£tv of ov-ra is such "that we always speak of -ra JlEV, 
certain beings, Ka9' au-ra, from themselves, 'tCx 0£, others, however, 1tp0� 
aAA.a, in relation to something else." Insofar as this proposition concerns the 
fu:i, it is a universal and applies universally to every being. A6yo�, therefore, 
is taken here quite generally, either as a simple addressing of something in 
itself or as an addressing of something in view of something else, determin
ing something pregiven in relation to something else. This means that Atynv, 
addressing beings, taken quite generally, discloses beings in two directions: 
first, as they themselves are in simple presence, and secondly in the mode 
of the np6� n, in terms of a relation-to. Correlative to Myo�, beings cn n 
therefore be characterized in their possible presence either as simply tht•n• 
i n  thcmsc lv t•s or as np6� 'tt, in-relation-to. In Atynv n double presmcc of 
bt• ings bccomt•s graspabk· :  " i n  tht•msl'l ves" and " i n  rcl a tion to. "  
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On the basis of this general observation, Plato says: To o£ y' £-n:�pov act 
1tpo<; £·n�pov (255dl), every E't£pov is in itself 1tp6<;. Hence there resides in 
the structure of the E't£pov itself a still more original character, one which 
Plato does not here establish firmly, the 1tp6<; 'tt. In every case, the other is 
possible only as other-than. In this other there resides precisely the 1tp6<;, 
the "relation to."5 

It is remarkable, and is precisely one of the clear witnesses to the inner 
limitation of Greek ontology, that here in the analysis of the E't£pov Plato 
encounters the phenomenon of the 1tp6<;, the phenomenon of the relation-to, 
but is not capable, precisely in view of his own dialectic and his dialectical 
task, of making visible this 1tp6<; n as a universal structure, insofar as this 
1tp6<; n is also an apriori structural moment of the Ka9' au1:6 . Even same
ness, the "in-itself," includes the moment of the 1tp6<; n; it is just that here 
the relation-to points back to itself. This therefore documents a state of 
affairs often observed in such investigations, that in a certain sense a phe
nomenon is already within reach and is to a certain degree explicit, but that 
the researcher is nevertheless incapable of explicitly raising the phenome
non itself to the conceptual level and assigning it its categorial function. 
For, Plato here, and in the later dialogues as well, does not allow the 1tp6<; 
n to attain the fundamental and universal significance which should prop
erly and substantively pertain to it in relation to 't'CXU'tOV and E't£pov. In the 
Philebus, e.g., it is clear that Plato is indeed aware of the 1tp6<; n but does 
not genuinely see it in its categorial function and in its primary position 
prior to the E't£pov. He says there: Tau'ta yap OUK dvat 1tp6<; 'tt KaAa, aA.A.' 
act KCXAU Ka9' au'ta (cf. Philebus, 51c6f.), "these beings are not beautiful 
relationally," i.e., beautiful in view of something else, "but are always 
beautiful, in themselves ." Here, in the Sophis t, Plato claims the 1tp6<; n only 
for the E't£pov itself, as a conceptual determination of it, and does not set 
the 1tp6<; n off against the E't£pov as an original apriori, prior to the E't£pov 
itself. 

On the basis of this distinction between beings in themselves and beings 
in the character of the 1tp6<; 'tt, Plato now attempts to delimit the E't'£pov 
over and against ov. If the E't£pov is necessarily other-than, i .e. ,  if the 
structure of the E't£pov necessarily includes the 1tp6<; n, then there resides 
between ov and 9a't£pov a Ota<popa. For, £L1t£p 9a't£pov a!J.cpoiv !J.E't£lX£ 'tOtV 
dooiv rocr1t£p 'tO OV, 'llv av 1tO't'E 'tt Kat 'tcOV E'tEpwv E't£pov ou 1tp0<; E't£pov 
(255d4ff.) .  If there were otherness, in the sense of the 1tp6<; 'tt, in the field 
of ov, just as in the field of the EL£pov, then there would be othemesses 
which are not what they are, namely E't£pov 1tp6<;. That is to say, if E't£pov 

.'i .  s._.,. t lw ·l f)Jll' l ld i x .  
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and ov had the same field, and if there are OV'tet, nevertheless, as we have 
heard, Ket9' a\m:i, then there would be othernesses which are not other in 
the character of the other-than. Now, however, the �tvo<; says, it is for us 
perfectly clear that what is characterized as other is necessarily what it is 
in relation to an other. O'tt7t£p &v E't£pov fl, O"Ufl�E�11K£V £�' av<iyKll<; f'tEpou 
'to{no on£p £cr'ttV dvm (d6f. ) .  Whatever is as E't£pov is so as E't£pov np6<;. 
Thus ov and E't£pov do not coincide, insofar as there are ov'ta which do not 
have the character of the np6<; 'tt. There is otherness only in a limited field: 
where the E't£pov dominates. The noncoincidence of ov and E't£pov, Being 
and otherness, means Being is different from otherness. That in turn means 
the E't£pov is itself, as otherness, something other than ov and is, accord
ingly, a fifth, next to •mh6v, KtVllcrt<;, cr'tacrt<;, and ov. The idea here is that 
in every E't£pov there is indeed an ov, but there is not in every ov a E't£pov. 

And so a distinction must be made between the $Ucrt<; of a ytvo<; (that 
which it itself already is according to its proper categorial content: Being, 
otherness, sameness)-between this $Ucrt<; and the ytvo<; insofar as it is 
f.!E'tCtO"XOfl£VOV &A.A.ou, insofar as an other is co-present with it. At the same 
time, it must be noted for what follows that the distinction now brought 
out between Being and otherness-a distinction concerning the categorial 
content of both these ytv11-does not exclude the possibility that precisely 
every being, as something, is an other. This is the remarkable unclarity we 
still find here in Plato: he indeed operates with this distinction but does 
not genuinely expose it. Here, at this point, Plato speaks of a noncoincidence 
of the categorial content of ov and E't£pov; later, however, he tries to show 
precisely that every ov is E't£pov. The noncoincidence of the categorial 
content does not contradict the coincidence of the realm of categorial pres
ence, of that which is determined by these categories . Hence there is a 
distinction between the noncoincidence of the categorial content and the 
coincidence of the realm of the presence of the categories which are under 
discussion here and which as such are 8ta naVl"CJ)V, present throughout 
everything. In every ov, there is thus also the E't£pov. 

In this way, Plato exposes five ytv11 as autonomous. 0Ef.!7t'tOV cSfJ 'tflv 
ea.tpou $UcrtV AEKl"EOV fV 'tOt<; £tb£0"tV oucrav (255d9f.) .  He designates them 
here as d811 . This clearly shows that Plato makes no distinction between 
ytvo<; and dcSo<;. Thus even in regard to the earlier passage we-{)r at least 
I-dismissed as inexplicable,6 the interpretation may not enlist the later 
distinction between genus and species. 

These five are now £v oi<; npompoUf.!£9a (255el) ,  that "in which" we will 
move to carry out the ensuing investigation. People have attempted to 

h. 2'l1d'l ··2. (. · r .  p . 16'lf. 
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simplify this £v o{<; npoatpOUf..l£8a, since it is linguistically remarkable, into 
a npoatpouf.1£8a. That corrupts the sense. The peculiar linguistic form, 
which is very rare, is quite appropriate to what is at stake here. Plato does 
not simply want to note that these five are the theme of what follows-it 
is not a matter of an announcement of the outline-but he wants to say 
rather that we are to hold fast to these five as exposed, £v o{c;-and precisely 
not a-npoatpouf.1£8a, "in the circuit of which" the anticipation moves. 
That is, we must hold fast to these five as the ground of the further dialectical 
analysis; the npoatpOUf..l£8a therefore has an emphatic sense . 

In introducing the dialectical investigation, Plato had already character
ized the two respects under which the dOT) are to be considered: 1 . )  noia, 
and 2.) as regards their 8Uvaf.1t<; Kotvmvia<;. So now the question is: what 
is the ouvaf..lt<; Kotvmvia<; of the E't£pov? The whole ensuing consideration 
is concentrated on the E't£pov. Is it such, such a cpucrt<;, which oux miv'tmv 
Ot£AT)AU8uiav (cf. e3f. ), is present as "permeating everything else"? This is 
now to be shown, initially as limited to these five. But these five are formally 
universal ontological characters in the Platonic sense . Therefore what is 
determined about them will later be seen as universally valid. 

c) The Mvaf..ltc; Kotvmvia<; of the E't£pov. 

a) The pervasive presence of the E't£pov in the realm of 
the five f.1Eyt<:na y£vl). Exemplified in KtVT)CH<;. 

Plato takes up again the distinction used above to characterize ov and 
E't£pov, and he emphasizes that every "something" ou oux 'tftv aU'toU cpucnv 
(255e4f. ) , is not by its own categorial content as such an other but oux 'to 
f..l£'tfX£tV 'til<; io£a<; 'tft<; 8a't£pou (e4f.) ,  "by sharing in the idea of the other. " 
That means: every something, every y£vo<;, is E't£pov "by the fact that it has 
in itself the i8£a, the visible-ness, of being other. " This is a very precise 
formulation, provided we understand io£a correctly: "visible-ness" of being 
other. Plato is trying to say here that every possible something, as some
thing, possesses at the same time the possibility that its being other, over 
and against another, can be seen: 8Uvaf.1t<; KOtvmvia<;. The cpumc; does not 
exhaust what is; on the contrary, Being is to be understood more originally 
precisely on the basis of the 8Uvaf.1t<; Kotvmvia<;. From here, Plato now 
attempts to pursue the E't£pov systematically through all other y£vl). I em
phasize explicitly that the E't£pov, not KtVT)crt<;, is the dialectical theme, 
although the latter is spoken of constantly in what follows. Kivl)crtc; is only 
the guideline for showing the universal presence of the E't£pov throughout 
all y£vl) . ·no£ or, Af.ymf..lfV E1tt 't(OV 7tEV't£ Ka8' EV avaA.af..l�UVOV't£<; (255e8f. ) .  
"So w e  wont  to d i scuss, " A.fy!Of..lfV (not to b e  understood i n  the pa l l i d  sense 
of Afyn v b u t  i n  the d i a lcrtic<l l  Sl'nSl' of setting i n  re l ief  what  is su id i n Afynv), 
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thus we want to set in relief, in this dialectical sense, what is said "in relation 
to these five, and specifically in such a way that we perceive each of the 
five singly for themselves ."  After having established the five in their dif
ferentness, the goal of the ensuing consideration is to demonstrate the 
pervasive presence of the E't£pov in them. 

aa) Point of departure: taking up again the relation 
between Kt Vll ate; -cr'tacrtc; -OV-'tCXU'tOV. 

At first Plato takes up something said earlier: np&1:ov jlEV KtVll<HV, me; £crn 
1tav1:a1tacrtv E't£pov cr1:acrnoc; (255ellf . ) .  Kivllcrtc; was initially distinguished 
over and against cr1:acrtc;; we said: if they are £vanu:lna1:a, then KtVll<H<; is 
not cr'tacrtc;, it is 7t:aV'ta7taow E't£pov . Furthermore, we already claimed: "Ecrn 
8£ y£ oux 1:0 llE'tEXELV 'tOU ov1:oc; (256al ), KtVll<H<; is. Thus, in the first place, 
cr1:acrtc; is not present in KtVll<H<;, but on the contrary ov is. We said further: 
Au8tc; KtVllcrtc; E't£pov 'tCXU'tou (d. a3), KtVllcrtc; is also distinct from 1:au1:6v. 
This is all nothing new; it is just that what had already been said is taken 
together for the following consideration. Note well that what is set in relief 
as regards KtVllcrtc; over and against cr'tacrtc; is being-different, over and 
against ov co-existence, and over and against 'tCXU't6v again being-different. 

The more precise explication begins at 256a7, and specifically in the 
following order: Plato treats 1 . )  1:au1:6v, 2.)  cr'tacrtc;, 3.) the E't£pov, and 4.) 
ov, and does so specifically with the intention of showing that the E't£pov 
is present in them as well as is 'tCXU't6v. Plato thereby adds an essential 
supplement to what was previously acquired regarding cr1:acrtc;, ov, 1:au1:6v. 
He demonstrates: 1 .) over and against the complete difference of KtVllcrtc; 
in relation to cr'tacrtc;, that a certain 1:au1:6v of KtVllcrtc; and cr'tacrtc; is indeed 
possible, 2.) over and against the co-existence of ov, that KtVll<H<; is a 11ft 
ov, and 3.) over and against the difference in regard to 'tCXU't6v, that 'tau1:6v 
is also co-present in KtVllcrtc;. In the fifth and sixth Enneads, Plotinus later 
took up this passage about the five y£v11 and set it into a general metaphys
ical system with the aid of Aristotelian categories. 

��) First stage: KtVllcrtc; and 1:au1:6v.7 

The first question concerns the connection between KtVll<H<; and 'tCXU'tOV. 
'A'A'Aa llitV CXU'tll y' �v 'tCXU'tOV Ota 'tO ll£'tEX£LV au 1tcXV't' aU'tOU (a7) . It was 
established above that au1:11 , riv11crtc;, is 'tau1:6v, "self-same with itself," 8ta 
1:0 11£1:EX£LV 7taV't' au1:0u, "because everything indeed participates in 
1:au1:6v," because 'tCXU't6v is 8ta 7tcXV'tmv. Now, however, it must be stressed, 
versus the sameness of KlVllcrtc; and 'tCXU't6v, that they are different in terms 

7.  Ti t lt• I:Mst•d on I kidt•ggt•r 's  m.musni pt .  
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of their categorial content. Ti')v ldvll<nV oi') 'tat>'t6v 't' dvm Kat 11i'l 'tmhov 
O!lOAOYTI'tEOV Kat ou oucrxepaV'tEOV (alOf. ) .  "We must therefore likewise say 
and not be troubled about it," i.e., we must simply accept it as the way the 
matter stands: KtVll<JtV 'taU'tov 't' dvm Kat lli'l 'tau't6v . To be sure, in speaking 
thus: au'ti')v 'taU'tOV Kat lli'l 'taU'tOV, oux OI!Ol(l)S dpijKa11£V (cf. allf.), "we 
are not speaking about KtVtlcrtS in the same respect." Hence there is, as was 
already indicated, regarding the way something may be addressed in Mynv, 
the possibility of differing respects: something pregiven as present can be 
addressed in speech as this or that, i .e., it can be taken in different respects. 
In the background again here is the ouvalltS Kotvrovias : the differences in 
respect, and in general something like a respect at all, are based on the 
ouvalltS Kotvrovfas, on the possibility that the ouvalltS Kotvrovfac; co-con
stitutes the Being of something and its presence in My£tv. &.A,A,' 01tO'tav !!EV 
mu't6v, oux 'ti') v 11£8e�t v mumu 7tpos £ami') v ou'tro Myo11£v (a 12ff.); if we 
say ldvll<nS 'tau't6v, we are speaking about the !!E8£�ts 'tau'tou 7tpoc; £au'ti')v, 
"its participation, with regard to itself, in sameness."  Insofar as it is KtVll<JtS 
with this categorial content, as KtVllcrtS, it is determined as the same. But if 
we say 11i'l 'tau't6v (b2), "motion is not sameness," we say this oux 'ti')v 
KOtV(l)Vtav au 8a'tEpou (b2), "in view of  its Kotvrovia with the E'tEpov"; we 
say it 7tpos E't£pov, "in view of otherness." By the presence of otherness, i.e., 
ot' ftv &.7toxropt�O!!EV1l 'tau'tou y£yov£v ouK EK£ivo &.A.A.' E'tEpov (b2f.), by the 
presence of the E'tEpov in ldvllcrtc;, in a certain sense ldVllcrtS is 
(moxropt�o!l£vll, " removed," from sameness, so that it is then ouK EKEivo, 
not the same, not 'taU'tOV, but E'tEpov . And thus we can also quite justifiably 
address KtVll<JtS as ou 'taU't6V. Here in 'taU'tOV there appears again the 
peculiar dual meaning: "sameness" and "the same." KiVll<HS is indeed the 
same and hence 'taU'tOV, but, according to its categorial content, it is not 
sameness itself and therefore is E'tEpov, different, from 'tam6v, and thus is 
ou 't<XU't6v. Hence this one y£voc; is, with regard to 'tau't6V, both 'taU'tOV and, 
equally, not 'tau't6v . KtVllcrtS is 'taU't6V and ou 'tau't6v. 

The same consideration, as has just been carried out with regard to the 
relation between KtVllcrtS and 'taU'tOV, is now repeated with regard to 
K( Vll<JtS and cr'tcicrtc;. 

yy) Second stage: KtVllcrtS and cr'tcicrtc;.8 

Up to now we have been speaking of KtVll<JtS and cr'tacrts as £vav'ttffi'ta'ta, 
two <j>ucrns which stand opposed to one another in their substantive con
tent, which exclude one another. This way of speaking is justified, provided 
we limit ourselves to the A6yoc; Antisthenes established as the only possible 
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one: it is possible to speak of something only as regards its own self-same
ness. Then KtVTlcrtc; is precisely KtVTlcrtc;, and cr-racrtc; cr-racrtc;. But now the 
question arises: OUKouv Kcxv d 7t1l Jlf'tfAcXJl�avrv au-ri] KtVllcrtc; cr-racrrroc;, 
OUOEV cxv (h07toV �V O"'tcXO"tJlOV au'ti]v npocrayopfUftv (b6f.) .  "Is it then so 
wholly inappropriate to address au't1lv, namely KtVTlcrtc;, as rest, as 
cr-racrtJ.LOV, as standing still, in the sense of J.lf'tCXAaJ.L�avnv cr'tacrrroc;, thus 
in the sense of the concept of Being we are now laying at the foundation: 
ouvaJ.Ltc; Kotvroviac;? Then perhaps 7t11, in some way, cr-racrtc; is indeed co
present with KtVTlcrtc;. And this Jlf'tfXOJlfVOV, this 1tapoucria, this co-pres
ence of cr'tacrtc; in riVTlcrtc; would justify saying that riv11crtc; and cr'tacrtc; are 
not sheer £vav'tia but are in a certain sense 'tCXU'tOV. Indeed, says Plato, we 
have previously9 already factually established roc; EO"'tt KCX'ta <j>ucrtV 'tCXU't11 
(256c2f. ), "that the Being of KtVllcrtc; is of itself like that," i.e., in it cr'tacrtc; 
is co-present . There it was shown that the ontological possibility of the 
concrete phenomenon of ytyvwcrKftV includes its being movement, and, as 
ytyvwcrKftV 'tOU ov'toc;, it is at the same time movement toward the things 
to be known. The 'lfUXll or the �ro'll is KtVTlcrtc; and, as KtVllcrtc;, in a certain 
sense KtVTlcrtc; fie; aei. The soul is the being in which we can see that in fact 
cr-racrtc; is co-present with movement. The soul is movement in the sense of 
opr�tc;, and, as Plato shows in the Symposium, the soul does not merely have 
desire as one among many other lived experiences, but instead the soul is 
desire and nothing else. The soul is the J.lf'ta�u, the between, which is 
directed to the aei, i .e., to cr-racrtc;. In the soul, as desire, the aei is co-present. 
Accordingly, KtVTlcrtc; is related to cr-racrtc; just as it is related to 'tCXU't6v. It 
is not utterly distinct from cr'tacrtc; but is itself "in a certain sense," 1tTI (b6), 
cr'tacrtc;. "In a certain sense" -the sense of this "certain sense" is clarified 
by the Kotvrovia. Ontologically co-present with what is moved, namely the 
'lfUXll, is the ati. This remarkable and yet objectively grounded demonstra
tion of the Kotvrovia of KtVTlcrtc; and cr'tacrtc; must not be confused with the 
Aristotelian analysis, which says that rest is itself motion, as the limit case 
of motion. For Plato is not at all concerned with making motion as such 
thematic. On the contrary, he is speaking of what is in motion or, more 
basically, of the relation between what is in motion and what is unmoved. 
This moved being in its relation to the unmoved is here simply grasped 
dialectically-eidetically in the sense of rtii11 . Thus Plato is not here investi
gating KtVTJcrtc; as rivllcrtc; but KtVllcrtc; as a y€voc;, as an ov among others, 
whereas Aristotle elucidates the thesis that rest is motion from the meaning 
of motion itself. Plato does not at all inquire into this meaning here. Thus 

'1 . 22Hc and 241!.1 24'1c. U. p .  :n7f. 
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we have the second stage: ldvl)Ol� and cr'tcicrt�. With regard to both it has 
been shown: they are E'tEpov as well as 'taU'tOV. 

Plato now takes up the same demonstration with regard to KlVT)crt� and 
E'tEpov as the third stage. 

88) Third stage: KtVT)crt� and E'!Epov.10 

AEym!1£V 8l'j 7tciA.tv (256c5), A.ty6J.!EV again has an emphatic sense here, the 
sense of 8taAiymJ.lEV; 7tciA.tv, "let us carry on the theme": 'it KtVT)<Ji� EO"'ttV 
E'tEpov 'tOU E'tEpou, Ka9ci7tEp 'taU'tOU 'tE -.iv &.A.A.o Kat 'tit� cr'tcicrEm� (c5f. ) .  "As 
was shown above, Jdvl)crt� is other than sameness and rest, and hence 
motion is also something other than otherness."  Here we have in one 
sentence the dual meaning of E'tEpov: movement is something other over 
and against the other in the sense of otherness. Thus KtVT)O"t� is on the one 
hand a E'tEpov versus otherness, but at the same time it is 'tal)'tOV; it is not 
otherness and yet is an other. That is precisely what we said previously in 
the proposition in which we established the otherness of KtVT)O"t� versus 
otherness itself. We can in general only say: 'it KtVT)O"t� EO"'ttV E'tEpov 'tOU 
E'tEpou, if KtVT)O"t� itself is E'tEpov. Precisely in the proposition in which I 
say: movement and otherness are other, I say that in KtVT)O"t� the E'tEpov is 
co-present and that KtVT)O"t� is therefore 'tmh6v along with the E'tEpov in 
the sense of the Kotvmv(a. Kivl)crt� is thus not other and is other. It is not 
other in the sense of otherness, we can say interpretatively; and it is other 
precisely insofar as it is E'tEpov, different, from otherness and cr'tci<Jt�. 

EE) Fourth stage: KtVT)O"t� and ov_Il 
The being-other of KtVT)O"t� as non-being. 

Ti ouv 8l'j 'to JlE'ta 'tOU'to; (ell ) .  "What then now after all that" we have 
exposed with regard to KlVT)O"t�: namely that in relation to the three, 'tmh6v, 
<J'tcicrt�, and E'tEpov, it is them and is not them. Are we to leave it at that? 
U1t' au 'tcOV JlEV 'tpt&v E'tEpov au'tl'jv tPllO"OJlEV dvat, 'tOU 8£ 'tE'tcXp'tOU Jlll 
cpcOJ.lEV (cllf.) .  Are we indeed to say that KtVT)O"t� is different from 'taU'tOV, 
cr'tcicrt�, and E'tEpov, but not draw in also the fourth, the one still remaining? 
Hence are we not to go on to say, as a supplement to the previously 
established thesis (KtVT)O"t� is ov) that it is also E'tEpov from ov and hence 
Jlll ov? 

Here we see the meaning of the expression: £v o{� 7tpoatpoUJlE9a 
(255el ) . 1 2  OJ.lOAOYllO"aV'tE� au'ta dvat 1tEV'tE, 1tEpt cbv Kat £v oi� 1tpou9EJ1E9a 
O"K07tEiv (256dlf.) . npou9EJ1E9a is now what corresponds to 1tpoatpOUJ.lE9a. 

10. Tit l l' OilSl'd on l ll' idl'��l'r's manuscript .  
I I . Ti t l l' bas..·d on l l l' idl·��l·r's m.m usaip t .  
1 2 . C f .  p . . 17Hf. 
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We have from the very outset thematically delimited the Kotvwvfa through
out the five. The five, KtVllcrtc;, 'tat'>'t6v, cr'tacrt�, £n:pov, and ov, are the basis 
of the dialectical consideration, which aims at the E'tEpov and whose goal 
is the elaboration of its structure. These five were exhibited in advance as 
KfXWPtO"!lfVa, i .e . ,  as autonomous rHi11, and, as these five, they were 
Otatp£'ta, taken apart from one another and held fast as such. This basis 
alone makes possible the explication which aims at delimiting KtVllO"t� not 
only in opposition to 'tath6v, in opposition to O"'tacrts, and in opposition to 
the E'tEpov, but even in opposition to ov . 

We must cla rify the relation of KtVllO"t� to ov. 'A15rw� apa . . .  
ota!laX6!l£Vot A£yw!l£V (dSf.), "we must hence struggle through without 
fear or hesitation" to the proposition: 'tfJv KtVllcrtV E't£pov rivat 'tOU ov'to� 
(dS), "that motion is also different from Being." And here Plato follows the 
same train of thought: motion is; we already saw that KtVllcrt� !lf'tEXft in 
ov insofar as it is at allY In this respect, it is 'taU'tOV with ov. The question 
is now whether it can also be E'tEpov 'tOU ovw�. In the case of KtVllO"t�, Plato 
already demonstrated the presence of the E'tEpov in relation to the three 
earlier y£v11 . Therefore insofar as motion in itself already has the E'tEpov 
present in it, and insofar as ov is for its part co-present as a fifth, thereby 
KtVllcrt� is also E'tEpov 'tOU ovws. We must say here that motion, or, more 
precisely, movement, is different from Being, or, more exactly, from Being
ness . Accordingly, riVllcrts is OV'tWS ouK ov Kat ov (cf. d8f. ), "it is, in its 
mode of Being, not ov, and it is ov."  

Thereby we have shown: 'tO !lll ov E7tt 't£ Ktvftcrrw� civat Kat Ka'ta 7taV'ta 
'ta y£v11 (dllf.), that in the case of KtVllcrt�, 'tO !lll ov dvat, that in all 
directions-in relation to the four others-KtVllcrt� is not the others, i.e., it 
has in relation to all the others the character of the E'tEpov, insofar as the 
E't£pov is OHl 7tUV'tWV. Hence on the basis of the universal presence of the 
E'tEpov, KtVllcrt� is at the same time a !lll ov. But that means !lll ov is present 
in KtVllO"t� with regard to the Kotvwvfa of KtVllcrt� with all the others . This 
demonstrates, within in the circuit of the five, the oucr{a !lll OV'tO�, the 
presence of non-being, in the Being of KtVllO"t�. Notice that this is not a 
matter of a conclusion from the three to the fourth but instead is a demon
stration within the five themselves, with a thematic orientation toward 
KtVllO"t�, in which the presence of the E'tEpov was already made clear. Insofar 
as the E'tEpov is already present in KtVllcrts, but also insofar as the Kotvwvfa 
of the five already exists, KfVllcrt� is as such different from ov. Thus this 
consideration has not demonstrated something about KtVllO"t� but instead 

1 1 . 256,\ l . Cf. p. �1!0. 
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has dialectically shown the pervasive presence of the £·n:pov in the KtVllOl<; 
toward all other ri<)ll. 

Insofar as this consideration is a formal-universal one, insofar as the 
£·n:pov enjoys this pervasive presence, this result is valid without further 
ado Ka"t'a mina. 

�) The universal presence of the fl'Epov in all ov"t'a in general .  
The universal presence of non-being. 

Ka-ta mivm yap il 8a"t'£pou (j>UO't<; El'fpOV anrpya/;O!lEVll l'OU OV"t''<; EKaO'l'OV 
OUK ov 7tOtft (d12f.), the pervasive presence of the El'Epov in all things 
constitutes their being different from ov; i.e., the presence of the El'Epov 
constitutes the non-being of every being: EKacr"t'OV OUK ov notfi, "it makes 
everything into a non-being."  Recall the expression notfiv, which we have 
encountered earlier: 1t0tftV = aynv fi<; oucriav. 1 4  The presence of the El'fpOV 
thus in a certain sense brings the lli'l ov into being, into presence. O'Uil1taV"t'a 
Kal'a l'a1na OUK OV"t'a 6p8&<; tpoU!lfV, Kal miA.tv, on !lfl'EX£t l'OU OVl'O<;, 
dvai l'f Kat ona (cf. e2f.) .  Everything, therefore-insofar as we have carried 
out the demonstration on something that is 8ta minrov-is ouK ov"t'a Kal 
miA.tv ov"t'a; all beings are and, as beings, at the same time are not. Hence 
there remains in the background what later will be shown explicitly, that 
here non-being means El'rpov. This £n:pov not only provides the demon
stration of the constitution of non-beings but at the same time also reveals 
the ground for understanding this proper "non," whose previous conceal
ment was made possible in general by the thesis of Parmenides. Hence 
insofar as the El'Epov has an all-pervasive presence, it turns every being into 
a non-being. 

And indeed now the mode of Being of the other is different. Every dcSo<;, 
Plato says, is many, noA.u (e5), i .e. , every concrete being, taken in its essence, 
still contains a manifold of other objective determinations, which are there 
potentially and can be brought out. Every concrete being has a manifold 
of essential contents which the dialectical consideration can demonstrate 
in the A.Eyrtv of this ov as they are co-present in pure vo£iv; and precisely 
this co-presence determines the ov in its essence. This is at the same time 
the basis for what Aristotle later exhibited as the opo<;, the A6yo<; Ka-t' 
t�oxr1v.  Hence every dcSo<; is many and is at the same time anrtpov (e6), 
"limitless," in what it is not. Kat l'O ov au"t'6 (257al), "and the being itself" 
is what it is in such a way that it ocranep tcrn •a &A.A.a, Ka"t'a wcrau•a ouK 
£crnv (a4f.); "insofar as it is the others, to that extent it precisely is not. " That 
means being other is the non-being of ov, or, conversely, non-being is dvat 

1 4 . C f.  Sol'lt i.,l 2 1 %4f. S..•1• p.  I Hhtl 
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'ta &.A.A.a, "being the others."  This state of affairs within beings must simply 
be assumed, em:btEp EXEt Kotvrov{av aA.f....11 A.ot<; i) 'tO)V yEvrov <jlU<H<; (a8f.), 
since every proper content, every y£vo<;, as a <jlum<;, has a Kotvrov{a with 
the others . Here it is quite clear that the Being of non-beings can be clarified 
only on the basis of the Kotvrovia. 

And so we have gone through the fundamental dialectical consideration 
in the Sophist, which is usually taken as the proper kernel of the dialogue, 
whereas the treatment of the sophist himself is regarded as the so-called 
shell. In this fundamental consideration, which analyzes the dialectical 
relations of ov, <H<im<;, KtVllat<;, 'taU'tOV, and f..l.Tt ov, or E'tEpov, it is KtVllat<; 
that guides the consideration. I want to emphasize explicitly once more, 
however, that KlVllat<; is not the primary and proper theme. What is prop
erly supposed to be shown is that the E'tEpov, being-other, is there in each 
of the possible d3n, that it can be present with them, i.e., that it has a 
Kotvrovia with them all. I emphasize that it is not in principle necessary for 
this dialectical consideration to be carried out upon KtVll<H<;. I: 'tam<;, or ov, 
or 'taU'tOV, could just as well serve to guide the proper consideration. We 
will later see why nevertheless it is precisely Kivn<n<; that is thematic and 
why the possible presence of the E'tEpov is demonstrated precisely in rela
tion to Kivnm<; . 

Just as the present dialectical consideration aims at the E'tEpov in order 
to delimit it over and against the evav'tiov, so the new phenomenon of the 
E'tEpov makes visible the dialectical field of the E'tEpov; in other words, it 
conceptually elucidates the structure of the E'tEpov itself. The concept of 11ft 
ov then becomes determinable. 

§78. The conceptual elucidation of the structure of the E'tEpov. 
The determination of the concept of llTt ov (257b-259d). 

a) The np6<; n as the fundamental structure of 
the E'tEpov. The character of the "not" as 

disclosing the matters themselves. 

a) The distinction between two modes of "not" : evav'tiov and 
E'tEpov (empty "opposite" and substantive other) . 

'01t6'tav 'tO llTt ov A.EyroiJ.EV, ill<; EOtKEV, OUK avav'ttOV 'tl AEYOIJ.EV 'tOU OV'tO<; 
aA.A.' E'tEpov f..l.OVOV (257b3f. ) .  "When we speak of llTt ov we are not talking 
about something like an evaV't{ov, that which, in its opposition to beings, 
is s imply excluded, but rather E'tEpov f..l.OVOV; we mean by 11ft ov only 
sonwth ing other. " This "only,"  E'tEpov f..l.OVOV, means that ov remains pre
Sl'rwd . Pu tt ing i t  sha rply, the Bl• ing of thl• "not" (the "non-") ,  thl' f..l.rl ,  is 
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nothing else than the DUV<XIlt� of the 1tp6� n, the presence of the Being-in
relation-to. This is only a more precise formulation given to our interpre
tation of the idea of Kotvmvia. The Being of the "not," the 11ii in the sense 
of the £-n�pov, is the DUV<XIlt� of the 1tp6� n. Plato does not exhibit this as 
such, but it is implicit in the idea of Kotvmv(a. 

Oiov (hav Et1tffi1!EV n llil I!E"f<X, 'tO't£ l!iiA.A.Ov 'tt crot cpatVOI!£8a 'tO 0"1-ltKpov 
ft 'tO tcrov DllAOUV 'tcp Piillan; (b6f. ) .  Mi] I!EY<X thus means not simply "small" 
in the sense of the minimum of I!E"f<X, but instead it can mean "not bigger," 
"same." And so it is clear again that Plato did indeed not attain perfect 
clarity regarding the relations of opposition which play a role here. For him 
it is simply important that the E'tcpov is an ov, that therefore something still 
remains preserved in being, and that the E't:Epov does not entail an utter 
exclusion. Accordingly, <'m6cpacrt� may not be interpreted as if denial meant 
the "opposite," in the sense of exclusion, but instead denial only means 
that the prefixed OUK, or 11ii , 1:&v aAA.mv 'tt 1-lllVUEt, shows something of the 
others, in relation to which the 1-lii is said. OuK ap', EV<XV'ttOV O't<XV a1t6cpacrt� 
AEY'l'tat O"lli!<XlVEtV, cruyxmpll0"01!£8a, 'tOO"OU'tOV DE I!OVOV, on 'tWV aA.A.mv 'tt 
llllVUtt 'tO 11il Kat 'to ou 1tpon8E1!EV<X nov E:m6v'tmv ovollc:hmv, l!iiA.A.ov DE 
'tWV 1tp<X"f1!cX't(J)V 1tEpt an' &.v KEll'tat 'tCt E1ttcp8t::yy61!EV<X UO"'tEpov Tit �  
a1tocpacrt::m� 6v611a'ta (b9ff.) .  This characterizes a1t6cpacrt� explicitly a s  n 
1-lllVUEt, as "showing something," and indeed 'tWV 1tp<X"f�!cX'tffiV, "of the mat
ters themselves ." 1  The 1-lllVUttv of a1t6cpacrt� is 1t£pt 'ta 1tPcXY�!<X't<X; i.e., the 
11ii has the character of DllAOUV, it reveals, it lets something be seen. This 
denial is presentifying, it brings something into view: namely the otherness 
of the 1tpay11a'ta, which as such are encountered in a pregiven horizon of 
substantive nexuses. Thus the E:vav't{ov, as the empty "opposite," is differ
ent than the substantive "other. " 

�) The "not" in A.Oyo�. Negation as letting be seen. The posi-
tive understanding of negation in phenomenology. 

The distinction between the E:vav'tiov, the empty "opposite," and the 
E'tcpov, the substantive other, already predelineates a more precise grasp of 
A.Oyo�. Over and against a blind addressing of something in merely iden
tifying it by name, there is a disclosive seeing of it in its co-presence with 
others. And in opposition to the mere blind exclusion that corresponds to 
this identification by name, there is, if our interpretation of a1t6cpacrt� is 
correct, a denial which discloses, which lets something be seen precisely in 
the matters denied. Hence Plato understands the "not" and negation as 
disclosive. The denying in Myt::tv, the saying "no," is a letting be seen and 

I .  Fd i lor 's noh• :  This i n ll •rprd.l t i o n  occ u rs both i n l l P i d l'ggl•r 's  m a n uscr ipt  a n d  i n l lw v.1 r ious  
t r.mscri  pts .  
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is not, as in the case of the mere exclusion corresponding to the pure calling 
by name, a letting disappear, a bringing of what is said to nothing. 

If these connections are pursued further, it becomes clear that negation, 
understood in this way, as possessing a disclosive character, can have, 
within the concrete uncovering of beings, a purifying function, so that 
negation itself acquires a productive character. To understand this properly, 
in all its consequences, and above all in its significance for the structure of 
the concept, and for conceptuality in general, we must free ourselves from 
the traditional theory of knowledge and of judgment, from the traditional 
version of knowledge, judgment, the concept, and the like. Above all, the 
positive understanding of negation is important for the research that moves 
primarily and exclusively by exhibiting the matters at issue. Phenomeno
logical research itself accords negation an eminent position: negation as 
something carried out after a prior acquisition and disclosure of some 
substantive content. This is what is peculiarly systematic in phenomenol
ogy, that, provided it is practiced authentically, phenomenology always 
involves an antecedent seeing of the matters themselves. What is systematic 
is not some sort of contrived nexus of concepts, taking its orientation from 
some construct or system. On the contrary, the systematic is grounded in 
the previous disclosure of the matters themselves/ on the basis of which 
negation then attains the positive accomplishment of making possible the 
conceptuality of what is seen. 

Furthermore, it is only on the basis of this productive negation, which 
Plato has at least surmised here, even if he has not pursued it in its proper 
substantive consequences, that we can clarify a difficult problem of logic, 
a problem residing in the copula of the proposition or judgment: namely, 
the meaning of the "is" or the "is not" in the propositions "A is B," "A is 
not B ."  The meaning of this "not," in the context of judgments about beings, 
has long caused difficulties for logic, and it has not been properly clarified 
even now. In the last part of our lectures, about A.6yoc,, following this 
discussion of the f't£pov, we will have the opportunity to pursue it more 
closely. Hegelian logic, obviously in conjunction with Aristotle, gives the 
concept of negativity a positive significance, but only insofar as negativity 
is a transitional stage, because the total orientation of this dialectic is di
rected toward essentially other structures than is the simply disclosive 
dialectic of the Greeks. 

The consideration of the five yEVll aimed at the exposition of the f't£pov 
and thereby at the possibility of making intelligible 1-lll ov as ov. What now 
follows grasps this structure of the ft£pov itself still more precisely, in the 

2. i\ H :  Skl' lch.  
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sense that it exhibits the E't£pov as av'tie£crtc;. The clarification of av'ti8£crtc; 
makes the oucria of llTt ov quite clear for the first time. The clarification of 
the E't£pov as av'ti8£crtc; and of llTt ov as oucria brings the stricter dialectical 
consideration of j.lyt ov to a conclusion. What is then carried out concerning 
'A6yoc; indeed introduces something substantively new about 'A6yoc; but not 
about dialectic . It is simply an application of the consideration carried out 
here with regard to Kivrtcrtc; and the E't£pov. We must keep in mind the 
connection of the preceding consideration with the ensuing one, which is 
to offer a more precise grasp of the E't£pov, in order to understand the 
somewhat forced transition at 257c. 

b) More precise grasp of the structure of the E't£pov: the 
clarification of the E't£pov as av'tt8£crtc;. Mft ov as oucria.3 

a) The concretion of the idea of the E't£pov as np6c; 'tt. 
Counter-part (j..t6ptov) and opposite (av'tiemtc;) .4 

The consideration begins suddenly with the assertion: 'H 8a't£pou j.!Ot (j)u<nc; 
<jlaiv£'tat K<X't<XK£K£pj.l<X'ticrem Ka8an£p £m<r't'tlllrt (257c7f.); we see that the 
<jlucrtc; of the E't£pov K<X't<XK£K£pj..t<X'ttcrem. Ka't<XK£pj..t<X'tt�nv means "to par
tition" and is mostly used in the sense of exchanging a larger denomination 
of money for smaller ones. This image can most readily clarify the meaning 
of the expression as used here and also in the following passage (258el ) as 
well as in the Parmenides (144b4f.) .  Ka't<XK£pj.!<X'tt�£tv means to exchange a 
larger denomination of money for smaller ones, such that the smaller de
nominations themselves are still money. It is a changing, a particularization, 
of such a kind that the j.!Eprt themselves are of the same character as the 
whole greater piece. The K<X't<XK£K£pj..t<X'tt<rj.!EV<X are nothing else than what 
the Phaedrus calls the Ot£<r1t<Xpj..t£va (265d4): not just any particulars, which 
intermingle confusedly, but instead the smaller coins of a larger one, of the 
y£voc;. This exchange of the larger into the smaller is now to be clarified in 
regard to the E't£pov. 

With this aim in view, Plato refers to £m<r'tll llrt : Ka8an£p £mcr't'tl ll11 
(Sophist, 257c8) .  Even the idea of £m<r'tll ll11 can be exchanged in this way 
into smaller coins, as we saw earlier in the first part of the dialogue: 
1tOAA<Xt 'tEXV<Xt £icriv (cf. dl ), "there are many 'tEXVat," in all of which the 
character of 'tEXVTt is present as such. OuKouv Kat 'ta 'tf} c; 8a't£pou <jlucr£roc; 
j.!Opta j..ttac; oucrrtc; 't<XU'tOV 1tE1tOV8£ 'tOU'tO (d4f. ) .  Obviously the j..t6pta, the 
parts, of the <jlu<nc; of otherness will find themselves in the same situation 
as the £mcr'tf} j.lat in their relation to £m<r'tll ll11 or as the 'tEXV<Xt in their 

1.  Tit ll• n.lst•d on I kidt•ggl•r's miln uscri pt .  
4 .  T i l ll• b.lsl'd on l l l' idl•ggl•r's n1.m uscri pt .  
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relation to 'tEXVfl . Here Plato uses the expression "J..L6pta"; the qrucru; of 
the En�pov thus has J..lOpux. The question is: onn eST] AEYWJ.IEV (d6), "how 
are we now to understand" that the <jrucrtc; of the E"t"Epov can be exchanged 
into single parts? This particularization of the <jlucrt� 8a't£pou must be 
grasped more precisely in the sense of a concretion of the initially empty 
idea of otherness. For Plato, this "particularization" is not a matter of 
making tangible as specific individuals, here and now, but instead is a 
matter of a simple concretion of the empty general E"t"Epov. As regards 
this concretion, the question now arises as to how the J..lOpta, the parts, 
the small coins, are constituted.  "Ecrn •<!> KaA<\l n ea"t"Epou J..lopwv 
avnn8Ej..l£VOV; (d7): "Is there for the KUAOV J..l0pt6v n a part which is 
counter-posed?" This question makes it clear that Plato is using the ex
pression J.16pwv here in a two-fold sense: in the first place, in the sense 
of a small coin, i .e . ,  the concrete particularization of something formal, 
and, secondly, in the sense of an other over and against the one within 
otherness. This double meaning of J..lOptov is not possible with the image 
of 'tEXVfl, i .e . ,  in comparison with 'tEXVfl . Therefore the comparison with 
'tEXVTl misses the mark as regards what is decisive. TEXVTl in itself does 
not possess the specific character of the E"t"Epov, i .e . ,  of the rrp6� n, as that 
is under discussion here. By the fact that otherness is in itself character
ized by the relation to something other, every concretion of otherness is 
as such and at the same time a specification of a determinate other. Along 
with the concretion, there is posited at the same time a concrete other of 
a determinate otherness, so that J..lOptov here means something two-fold: 
first, pure and simple concretion versus the y€vo� "otherness," and sec
ondly, and especially, the concrete "other" versus the particularized 
"one ."  

Now i t  i s  to  be shown that, just as the E"t"Epov is  present everywhere, so 
also there is posited along with the Being of the one the Being of the other. 
The expression av'tieEcrt� emerges here in place of E"t"Epov . E>f.crt� is to be 
understood as positing, not in the sense of establishing or producing, but 
in the sense that something already there is posited as there, thus in the 
sense of "letting it present itself as there." This is the sense of 8Ecrt� in the 
term av'tt8£crt�. The question is whether the UV'tt'tt8EJ.IEVOV for the KaA6v 
is a 'ti, something, an ov, or whether it is avroVUJ..lOV, "nameless"-which is 
here equivalent to possessing no substantive content of its own and which 
therefore also EXEt no E1t(l)V'UJ..ll<lV. Toin' ouv UVWVUJ.IOV EpOUJ..lEV il nv' exov 
E:rrwVUJ..ltav; -"Exov (d9f.) .  "Does it have a possible name," i.e., does it 
prov ide of itself, on the basis of its own substantive content, a direction for 
a univocal naming of itself? "Indeed." 0 yap J..lll KUAOV OUK aA.A.ou nvo� 
E'tfp6v E:cr'ttv il •ii� wu KaAou <jlucrEw� (cf. d l Of. ) .  For the f.ll"t KaMv, thl' 
<lV'tt'tt9f.J.IfVOV to tlw Kf�Abv, i s  noth i n g  else tha n  thl' tn�pov aAAO'\J 'ttVb�, i t  
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is opposed to an other.5 That which is posited in the avt{8Ecrtc;, in the "not," 
is not understood in the empty field of an arbitrary nothingness but rather 
is the EtEpov aA.A.ou ttv6c;, the "not" of an other. The saying "no," the denial, 
in the avtieEcrtc; is hence a bound one. What are the consequences? 

�) The structure of !lll ov as avti8Ecrtc;. The substantive 
content of !lll ov. Its full dignity of Being (oucria). Mi] ov 

as autonomous d8oc; within the five !1-Eytcrta y£v11 . 

We have seen that the saying "no" in the avti8Ecrtc; is not arbitrary but is 
bound. The question arises: what are the consequences? "AA.A.o tt t&v ovtcov 
ttvoc; £voc; y£vouc; a<jloptcr8£v Kat 1tp6c; tt tOlV OVTCOV au miAtV avtttE8£v OUTCO 
<JU!l�E�llKEV dvat to !lll KaA6v; (e2ff.) .  The consequences are that the !lll 
KaA6v is: 1 .) aA.A.o n; it is itself by itself "something other," "delimited on the 
basis of a determinate substantive stem, y£voc;, of beings"; the avntt8E!l£VOV, 
as something other, has a determinate substantive provenance, which is 
present in it. 2.) It is set apart, precisely as this delimited one, au miA.tv 7tp6c; 
tt tffiV OVTCOV UVtttE8EV, "again back" on that from which it stems. It is not 
only determined in terms of its provenance, but as such, as originating from 
this ytvoc;, it is posited in the character of the "over and against," of the "again 
back to that from which it originates. " On the basis of its provenance and its 
reference back to its history, it makes visible, in a certain sense, its own 
substantive content.6 Accordingly, the !lil KaA6v is avtteEcrtc;, and specifically 
avtieEcrtc; ovtoc; Oi) 1tpoc; ov, avti8Ecrtc; "of something present, factually ex
isting, over and against something factually existing." Here we must under
stand avti8Ecrtc;, just like A6yoc;, in a two-fold sense; here it means 
avnne£!1-EVOV, just as A6yoc; very often means A.Ey6!l£VOV. But if in this way 
the !lll KaMv stems from the avtt8Ecrtc; out of a y£voc; (the KaAOv), then is 
not in the end the Ka.Mv, from which it stems, !laA.A.ov t&v ovtcov, more of 
Being, and is not the !lll Ka.A6v l)nov (d. e9f.)? 0Uo£v (ell) .  "By no means"; 
on the contrary, both are 6!-loicoc; (258al); they have the same basic mode of 
presence. Kat taAA.a oi] tau't"!l AE�O!l£V (a7), and thus we can also understand 
dialectically all other beings in which the Ettpov is present, all other !1-0pta 
ear£pou, in such a way that the avttn8E!1EVOV is an ov and specifically 6!1-oicoc;, 
like that against which it is posited. This makes it clear that, just as in the 
sense of otherness as such, the other is present over and against the one 
through the 1tp6c; tt, so likewise also in every exchange of otherness into small 
othernesses, i .e., in the substantive concretions, the !lll ov is an ov. Accord
ingly, 1i 'tijc; ear£pou !1-0piou <jlucrEcoc; Kat 'tij c;  tOU ovtoc; 1tpoc; aAAllAa 

:i. Thus in llw l r.msrripts of S. MosPr i111d I I . Wl• i ll .  
h .  Sl•l• thl• .l ppPnd i x .  
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UV'ttKelJlEVWV avti8emc; ouoev �ttov, Ei 8£Jltc; EL1t€tV, autou tOU ovtoc; ouma 
£crtiv (all f. ) .  The concrete other in otherness is no less present than that 
against which it is posited: ooo{a. 

Plato emphasizes once more that the avtieecrtc; ouK £vavtiov CJT]Jla{
voucra (cf. b3), does not mean the empty and pure "not," af...},_a wcrouwv 
JlOVOV, Etepov EKEtvou (b3), but "simply so much" of the "not" that therein 
it comes to appear precisely as "the other" of each single one. L1f]A.ov ott 
to llil ov, o Ota 'tov cro<jltcr'tijv E�fl'tOUJleV, au16 £crn touto (b6f.) .  In this way 
it has become clear that non-beings, which we were led to seek on the basis 
of the undeniable factual existence of the sophist, are precisely, and nothing 
else than, what we have now exposed with the avti8Emc;, namely the 
avnn8£Jlevov or Etepov in AtyEtv as necessary A£y6Jlevov. 

Thereby Plato has made the E'tepov itself conceptually transparent. He 
did so by showing that otherness as such, insofar as it is present in a specific 
concrete being, implies that in every case the concrete other of otherness, 
and thus the concretion, the JlOptav £1£pou, is itself an ov, a being, and that 
consequently the opposite of ov, Jlil ov itself, is to be addressed as an ov, 
and specifically as an ov which, as the other over and against the one, is 
not at all �'t'tOV ov, less in regard to Being, but is OJlOtcoc; ov. In the field of 
this newly discovered EtEpov, in opposition to the empty £vavtiov, both, 
the one and the other, therefore have the full dignity of presence, of Being. 
This is a peculiar mode of demonstration; actually it is not a demonstration 
but an exhibition of the meaning of the concretion of otherness. Otherness 
implies, insofar as it encompasses the one and the other in the mode of 
difference, that both are. Thus Plato acquires 11il ov as ov. 

The considerations in the dialogue thereby reach their preliminary goal. 
Mi] ov is av'tieemc;; av'tieemc; is the structure of the Etepov; and the E'tepov 
is Ota 1t(XV'tWV, it is pervasively present in everything: EKacr'tov ouK ov 7tOt€t 
(256elf.) . Accordingly, JliJ ov is ouoevoc; 'tOW &.Uwv oucriac; £A,A£m6Jlevov 
(258b8f. ), "with regard to oucr{a, presence, it occupies no less a position 
than the others. "  £vapt8JlOV t&v 7tOAAffiv ovtwv dooc; ev (c3), it is itself 
something properly "visible" among beings, it can be co-seen in all beings 
as such, and, as this autonomous etOoc;, it is £vapt8JlOV, "counted" among 
the manifold of elOfl, and it occurs in the Kotvcov{a of beings . This 
£vapt8JlOV, "counted," relates explicitly to the "five" anticipated in the 
\m68emc; above. Here number represents nothing else than the complete
ness and thoroughness of relations within a determinate, thematically pos
ited Kotvwvia, namely the Kotvcov{a of ov, KtVflcrtc;, crtacru;, and 'taut6v, 
under which the EtEpov arose as dooc; ev. 

Thus we have JlUKpot£pwc;, "to a considerable extent," transcended the 
a7t6ppf1<rtc; (cf. c6f. ) ,  the "prohibition," of Parmenides (to keep away from 

the path of investigation into 111'1 ov); we have in a certa in sense denied it 
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our trust. We have transcended the prohibition not only by daring in general 
to investigate 1.11') ov, which Parmenides indeed prohibits, but de; 'tO np6cr8Ev 
E'tt sTl'tllO'UV'tEc; U1tEOEi�ajlEV a\m!> (c9f.), "we have gone further and have 
demonstrated something substantively new about it" : we have made llll 
ov itself visible as an dooc;. 

y) Plato's substantive advance over Parmenides' doctrine of 
llll ov. 'Av'ti8Ecrtc; and £vav'timcrtc;. 

Plato now has an explicit consciousness of this new, fundamental discovery 
of llTt ov . He clearly formulates what this discovery concerns when he says: 
ou 116vov 'ta llTt ov'ta We; £crnv artE&i�ajlEV (d5f. ), we have shown not only 
that llTt ov is, but secondly, and above all, 'to dooc; o 'tuyxavEt ov 'tou llTt 
ov'toc; artE$1lVcijlE8a (d6f.), "we have exhibited 'to dooc;, the outward look, 
of this llTt ov itself." We have shown how llll ov itself looks. This exhibition 
encompasses two things: n')v 8a'tf.po'U $UO'tV U1t00Et�UV'tEc; OUO'ciV 'tE Kat 
KU'tUKEKEpjla'ttO'jlfVllV E1tt nav'ta 'tCx OV'tU 7tpoc; aAATlAa (cf. d7f.) . We have 
pursued what is properly visible in it itself and 1 . )  have exhibited n')v 
8a'tf.pou $UO'tV as OUO'U, by making intelligible its structure as avn8EO'tc; : llTt 
ov is something aq>optcr8f.v (257e2), "delimited," first against an other, but 
as thus delimited it is at the same time nO:A.tv, "back again," rtp6c; 'tt (e3), 
"connected to the other," in relation to which it is delimited, and belongs 
with it to the same yf.voc;, to the same stem. 2.) We have thereby shown at 
the same time the possibility of the exchange of otherness throughout all 
beings: every concrete other is what it is in its descent out of a particular 
y£voc;, such that it is opposed as the other to the one. Thus llll ov is 
Ka'taKEKEpjla'ttcrjlf.vov £n'i. nav'ta (d. 258e1), "partitioned to all," in the sense 
of changing money; the large denomination of otherness as such has been 
broken down into the possible concretions of other beings . Now no one can 
say any longer that in speaking about llTt ov, in maintaining the ov, the dvat, 
of llTt ov, we are intending the nothing and are trying to prove the Being of 
the nothing. On the contrary, we have found for llll ov a determinate new 
concept, a structure, the aV'ti8Ecrtc;, which is different from £vavnmmc;. 

At 259a-b, Plato again repeats the result by summarizing it and placing 
it within the task of dialectic. For only now, on the basis of this disclosure 
of llll ov, will dialectic be visible in its possibility as fundamental research. 
Thus does Plato first bring it to the conceptual level. 

c) MY! ov qua E'tEpov as ground of the possibility of dialectic. 
Fourth characterization of dialectic. 

MY! ()v as i''trpov, as well as the possibility of the exchange of the E'tEpov 
i tsl• l f  i n to concrl'tl' bl'ings, fi rst  make possible dialectical science. This sci-
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ence is not an idle game but something xaA£7tov ajla Kat KaMv (259c4f.) ,  
"difficult yet at the same time beautiful." It is difficult because dialectic is 
not the work of empty and blind conceptual hair-splitting. On the contrary, 
the genuine sense of OtaA£y£cr8at is U7tO<jla(V£0'8at, to let be seen what is 
properly visible, the Et811, of beings themselves. And this science is beautiful 
because dialectic as OtatpEcrts, as taking apart beings in regard to what is 
most properly visible in them, exposes the limits of beings in their Being 
and thus first exhibits beings in their presence. Accordingly, the fundamen
tal task and basic requirement of the 8taAEK'ttK6c; is 'tote; A.EyojlEVotc; ot6v 
1' EtVat Ka8' EKaO''tOV EAE"fXOV'ta E7taKoAou8£iv (c8f. ), "to be capable," 
£7taKoA.ou8£iv, of "pursuing," '!Ott; A.EyojlEVotc;, "what is said," and specif
ically what is said in its sayability, i .e . ,  pursuing what is co-said, in every 
A£y6jl£VOV, about ov'ta, i .e. , the Ei811 , and EAE"fXEtV, "exposing publicly," 
exhibiting, letting be seen, the Ei811 not in some arbitrary connection but 
EKELVTI Kat Ka't' EKEivo (dl) ,  in the present aspect in which they are spoken 
and in relation to that toward which the aspect leads. Only thus is this 
8taA£Knri\ E7tt<Jnlllll an €A£yxoc; aA118tV6c; (d. d5f. ) .  The genuine determi
nate idea of dialectic, as it arises here, would hence first be possible through 
the idea of the E'tEpov and through the determination of the E'tEpov as 
UV'tt8£crtc; over and against the £vaV'tiromc;. 

d) Excursus: the "theory" of the "not" in Plato and 
Aristotle? The "not" in Pannenides, Antisthenes, and 

Plato (Republic, Symposium, Sophist). The overcoming of 
Antisthenes' tautological logic. Dialectical logic. 

Aristotle's theory of opposition. Toward the further 
articulation of the Sophist. 

Plato had already, long before the Sophist, perhaps from the very beginning 
of his genuine philosophizing, seen the distinction between £vav'tirocrtc;, 
empty negation, and UV'tt8£crtc;, the disclosive "not." But he actually mas
tered this distinction much later; i .e . ,  he actually saw the concept of the 
£n:pov very late . This distinction shows itself above all in the absurdities 
implicit in the claim that £vav'tiromc; is the one and only negation and that 
identification is the one and only Ka'ta<jlamc;, as Antisthenes held. The 
distinction is precisely meant to resolve these absurdities. Thus Plato says, 
e.g. in Book V of the Republic: i] <jlumc; <j>aA.aKp&v Kat KO!lll'tWV £vav'tta (d. 
454c2f. ), "the <jlumc; of the bald and the hairy is different." On the basis of 
the thesis of Antisthenian logic, namely that Myoc; can only express iden
tities, we could certainly draw the conclusion: E7t£t8av OjlOAoy&jlEV 

7. Tit ll• in I kidq�ger's m.musrript :  "Thl'ory" of opposi tes in Plato and A ristotll•. 
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f:vav-r{av ElVat, EUV (j>aAaKpOt <JKU'tO'tOJlWCHV, Jlll EfxV KOJlllTac;, EUV 0' au 
KOJlfl-rat, Jlll -roue; £-r£pouc; (c3ff.) .  "If the bald possess the -r£xv11 of shoemak
ing," if shoemaking befits them, then "those who have full heads of hair" 
cannot become shoemakers . Plato characterizes this procedure as follows: 
Ka-r' a\m) -ro ovoJla otffiK£tv -rou A£xe£v-roc; 'ti)v E:vav-rtmow, eptot, ou 
OtaA.EK-rcp rrpoc; aA.A.1lA.ouc; XPWJlEVot (a7ff. ), it is saying the contrary, i .e . , 
saying "not, " while adhering simply to utterances as such, to the extrinsic 
identity and uniqueness of the words, by reason of a concern with dispu
tation alone and not with a discussion of some matter at issue. Thus Plato 
is here relating the otaA£KnK6c;, or OtaA.fy£<J8at, to the discussion of some 
matter at issue, and the avnA.oytK6c;, i .e., the E:ptcrnK6c; and E:pi�nv, to mere 
word-play. But one cannot object to the thesis above, so long as one has not 
made A.6yoc; transparent as something other than a A.Eynv of -rau-r6v. This 
apparently entirely formal logical task has a bearing that first makes pos
sible dialectical science in general. Here for the first time the problem of 
negation is posed and pursued in its first steps. 

Phenomenologically, this can be clarified very briefly. Every "not," in every 
saying of "not," whether explicitly expressed or implicit, has, as a speaking 
about something, the character of exhibition. Even the empty "not," the mere 
exclusion of something over and against something arbitrary, shows, but it 
simply shows that on which the negation is founded, thus what, in saying 
"not," is delimited against the nothing. This empty negation places discern
ment, AEy£tV and vo£iv, prior to the nothing; it lets the nothing be seen as 
founded by the negated. That is the meaning of negation in Parmenides. This 
negation, placed prior to the nothing and purely exclusionary, has thus been 
uncovered for the first time in the history of the development of our logic, in 
our grasp of A.6yoc;. That should not seduce us into thinking that this negation, 
empty exclusion, is the most immediate one and the primary one carried out 
in A£y£tv. On the contrary, the original negation is precisely the one Plato 
exposes as av-ri8£mc; and Aristotle then, in a remarkable reversal of terms, 
calls E:vavnmmc;. The empty negation, as it dominated the understanding of 
AEy£tV up to Plato, did not spring from a primordial study of A.6yoc; but from 
the ground of a particular and over-hasty (this is not meant as a reproach) 
theory of Being, namely the Parmenidean theory of Being. The universal 
character of presence, of £ivat, which Parmenides was the first to see, became 
for him the substantive realm of beings in general. He thus identified the 
ontological meaning of Being with the ontical totality of beings. To that extent, 
for every saying "no," there remained left over only the nothing, since indeed 
it is nothing else than the EV as ov.8 This makes it clear that the clarifica tion 

H. Thus i n  t lw Most'r l r.J nscr ipl .  
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of Myor; and logic leads back to the respective level of clarity concerning the 
meaning of Being. We may suppose that Plato acquired, on the basis of the 
new insight into the ov of Jlll ov, a new basis for the interpretation of Myor; 
and that therefore Plato's advance in the determination and clarification of 
beings corresponds to a new possibility of a radical conception of Myor;, as 
in fact occurred for the first time in the Sophist. 

Thus Plato saw the £·n:pov very early-that is to be emphasized-but did 
not grasp it conceptually. For example, in the Symposium Diotima says: MfJ 
'tOtVUV avayKa�E 0 JlTJ KaMv EO''ttV ai.crxpov dvat, JlllOE 0 Jlll aya86v, 
KaKOV. OU'tffi o£ Kat 'tOV "Epm'ta E7tEtOTJ au'tor; OJlOAOyEir; Jlll ElVat aya8ov 
JlllOE KaMv, JlllO£v 'tt Jl&A.A,ov oiou OEiv au'tov aicrxpov Kat KaKov Eivat, 
&,A,A,a n JlE'ta�u 'tOU'totv (d. 202blff . ) .  Only later did Plato uncover the 
f'tEpov as a category and bring it into a concept, and even then he did so 
still on the basis of the essentially Parmenidean ontology which also held 
for Aristotle. Aristotle pressed ahead further in the disclosure of negation . 
He grasped more sharply the theory of opposition whose first steps were 
developed by Plato . I cannot present it here in its entirety but can only give 
you the bare essentials. 

Aristotle includes under the formal term UV'ttKELJlEVOV all the various 
modes of opposition, the "against," the "not" in the widest sense. He 
distinguishes four modes of UV'ttKELJ.!Eva : 1 . )  avn<j>amr;, contradiction, 
which he was the first to discover, although it was indeed latent already in 
Plato, for contra-diction can be seen only on the basis of insight into <j>amr; 
itself; 2 . )  the opposition between £�tr; and O''tEPTlcrtr;; 3.)  the £vav'tta; 4 . )  'ta 
np6r; 'tt. 

Examples: 1 .) of av'tt<j>amr;: A is B-A is not B; 2.) of f�tr; and cr'tEP'Tlcrtr;: 
the moved-the unmoved; 3 . )  of £vav't{a: beautiful-ugly; 4.) of np6r; 'tt: 
double-half, before-after. Aristotle has then grasped the £vav'ttov, thus 
the Platonic E'tEpov, more sharply. Versus Plato, he has seen more clearly 
that a self-sameness is constitutive for the £vav'ttov and that it is with 
respect to this sameness that a Ota<j>opa can first be given.  He thus asks 
about the self-same aspect, with regard to which something can be said to 
be an other over and against the one. Insofar as this self-same aspect can 
be represented first through the y£vor; and secondly through the door;, there 
arises here a distinction within the £vav'ttov itself. This context of the more 
precise grasp of the £vav'tiov, and, in general, of opposition, was what 
modified the purely ontological concepts ofy£vor;, stem (lineage), and door;, 
what is properly visible, into actual formal-logical categories, which then 
later play a role as genus and species. The entire question of the transfor
mation of the ontological concepts into formal-logical ones is connected 
with the purely ontological doctrine of Jlll ov. r£vor; and door; in Plato must 
ncwr be transla ted as "genus" and "species. " Aristotle dea ls with the 
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doctrine of opposition in Book X of the Metaphysics, chapters 3 and 5, 
summarizing Book V, chapter 10.9•10 

Plato's characterization of dialectic on the basis of the newly discovered 
E'tEpov is linked at 259e to the interpretation of Myo<;. Specifically, Plato 
shows at 259e-261c why Myo<; must be clarified explicitly in connection 
with the theme of the Sophist .  The analysis of Myo<; occurs at 26lc-263d, 
and the analysis of 06�a and <\>av'tacr{a at 263d-264d. Notice that the latter 
is subsequent to the analysis of Myo<; and is built upon it. What follows, 
from 264d to the end of the dialogue, is a clarification of the earlier inter
pretation of sophistical 'tEXVll as 'tEXVll av'ttAoyucft, now on the basis of the 
new meaning of !J.TJ ov, Myo<;, and 06�a. Precisely this transition, from the 
newly acquired idea of dialectic and of fundamental dialectical research to 
the analysis of Myo<;, is important for an understanding of the dialogue as 
a whole. The constant theme of the dialogue is the clarification of the 
existence of the sophist in its possibility. I emphasize that precisely in this 
transition we can and must reflect fundamentally on what the basic dialec
tical consideration has gained, how the analysis of Myo<; stands in regard 
to it, and how all this belongs to the theme of the dialogue itself. The basic 
dialectical consideration will thereby prove to be no sterile conceptual 
hair-splitting, nor a mere augmentation of the doctrinal content of the 
formal scholastic discipline called "logic," but the clarification of the basic 
structures which manifest themselves in regard to what is actually at issue 
here, namely human existence-that of the sophist and, indirectly, that of 
the philosopher. 

§79. Transition from the fundamental dialectical consideration to 
the analysis of Myo<; (259e-261c) . The question of the meaning of 

the fundamental dialectical consideration . 

a) Exhibition of the necessity of the analysis of Myo<;. The 
problematic character of the O"U!J.1tAOK'll of ov and !J.TJ ov with 

respect to Myo<;. 

The existence of the sophist is a comportment within AtyEtv or oo�a�nv . 
Thus we can characterize the 'tEXVll of the sophist as EioroA,onouK'll , and his 
Myo<; as Myo<; 'JIEUO'ft<;.  Plato presents a full portrayal of Myo<; 'lfEUOll<; at 

9. A l l :  .md �v i b i d . ,  d1.1pll'r h. 
10. s('(' t lw . lptwnd ix .  
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240d: 'JIEUOf\<; M�a f(j't(Xt 'tUV<XV'tt<X 'tOt<; oum oo�a�oucra (d. 240d6f.) . The 
theme of the sophist's 'Aiy£tv is thus the EV<XV'tt<X. There is concretely, in 
sophistical comportment, an ontological unification of 'Aiy£tv with 'JIEUOO<;, 
i .e., with !llt ov . Thus to maintain that the sophist is, that there factually are 
sophists, is to admit a 7tpocrap!l6't'tttV 'tOU ovto<;, namely of 'Aiy£tv, 7tpO<; 
!lll ov.1 As I emphasized earlier, the sophist is the factual existence of !lll 
ov itself. The sophist, however, will dispute this-on the basis of the prin
ciple of Parmenides, namely that !lll ov does not exist. The sophist says 
there is no llll ov and therefore no possible conjunction of !lll ov with 'Aiy£tv; 
i .e., there is no 'JIEUOTl<; Myo<;. Thus the sophist claims he cannot at all be 
what we accuse him of being. On the other hand, the fundamental dialec
tical consideration has demonstrated the crU!l7tAOKij of ov with !lll ov. We 
have made visible the OUV<X!lt<; Kotvwvia<; of ov with !lll ov, i.e., with the 
£t£pov . That means we have actually disclosed the possibility of the exis
tence of the sophist. Thereby the bulwark behind which the sophist defends 
himself has apparently collapsed . 

Yet Plato had already indicated that the sophists are a 8ucr8T1p£U'tov yf.vo<; 
(d. 261a5f.), a stem difficult to hunt down.2 That is, this hunt requires proper 
know-how as regards that which is hunted. In fact, the sophist has still not 
let himself be captured. He will say: fine, let it be granted, there are non
beings. But at the same time he will remind us that we ourselves have 
indeed stressed that we cannot admit 7tUV't<X UAATlAOt<; OUV<X!ltV exnv 
E7ttKotvwvia<; (d. 252d2f.) .  We ourselves have repudiated the possibility of 
everything being able to be together with everything else without excep
tion. The sophist will therefore say: <jlairt (260d6), 'tWV ti&ov, a few "of the 
things most properly visible" [Sichtbarkeiten] in beings will !l£'tEX£tV tou !lll 
ono<;, ta 8' ou (d7) . With many beings !lll ov will be present, can be present, 
but with many not. And Myo<; and M�a belong to the latter (cf. d8) . We 
have not shown, the sophist will say, that Myo<;, as an ov, can possibly 
have a Kotvwvia with !lll ov and that there can therefore be something like 
a Myo<; 'JIEUOTl<; or a 'tEXVTl in the sense of <jlanacrnKij (cf. d9) . As long as 
that has not been shown, the possibility of the existence of the sophist has 
not actually been proved. Thus we have to undertake anew our assault on 
the sophist . 

In fact, if we look more closely, we will see that the fundamental dialec
tical consideration has moved not in the field of Myo<; but within the five 
completely universal d8rt: ov, KtVrtcrt<;, cr't6:crt<;, taut6v, and £t£pov . But 
now, because the theme of the dialogue is the sophist in regard to his 
existence, we have to exhibit the possible conjunction of Myo<; with !lll ov, 

I .  Accord i ng to 2:l8c5f. Cf. p.  292. 
2 .  Cf. 2 1 Hd :lf. Cf. p.  1 78 .  
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the co-presence of non-being in a particular being, namely Myoc;. For this, 
two things are presupposed:  1 .) that in general there is a conjunction pos
sible between ov and 1-11'1 ov, and 2.) that we see clearly what Myoc; and 
86�a themselves are. For only in that way, i.e., from the substantive content 
of Myoc; and 86�a, can we make evident the possibility of their Kotvrovia 
with !.lll ov. The first presupposition, that there is in general a conjunction 
possible between ov and !.lll ov, has been established by the fundamental 
dialectical consideration. 'tO . . . 1.1EYtcr'tOV rwiv 'tEixoc; TIP111.1EVOV &.v Elll, 'ta 
8' a'AA.a 11811 p�ro Kat 0"1.1tKp6't£pa (261c2ff.) :  "The highest and greatest 
battlement of the bulwark should now be scaled, and the other will be 
smaller and easier." 

b) A6yoc; (or 'JIUXll ) and Myoc; 'JII':U81lc; as central themes of 
the fundamental dialectical consideration. The Kotvrovia of 
the d811 as condition of the possibility of Myoc; in general. 
Kivllcrtc; and cr'tacrtc; as basic phenomena in the cognition of 

beings. The O"U1.11tAOKll between KtVllcrtS and E't£pov as 
predelineation of Myoc; 'JII':U81lc;. The Being of 'JI£U8oc; as 

ontological foundation of the phenomena of falsity.3 

The first essential on the way toward demonstrating a Myoc; 'JII':U81lc;, i.e., 
the Kotvrovia of this ov with !.lll ov, is insight into the impossibility of rt&.v 
arto nav'toc; artoxropi�nv (d. 259d9), of "separating everything from every
thing else ."4 Whoever holds that everything can be absolutely detached 
from everything else is U!.lOUcroc; and aqnMcro(j>oc; (e2). Such a 8taf...Unv 
EK<XO"'tOV ana 1tUV't(J)V (e4f. ) amounts to a 't£Afffi'tU't11 1tUV'tffiV Myrov a(j>avtmc; 
(cf. e4), "a complete abolition of every addressing of things."  If there is in 
general no Kotvrovia, there is also no exhibition of anything and no access 
to what is properly visible, to the d811, and then A.Eynv and therefore human 
Dasein, �0ov Myov exov, are blind . And insofar as KtVllcrtS is determinative 
of this Dasein, the blind Dasein of man is delivered over to chaos. That is 
the proper tendency behind the energy Plato brings to the clarification of 
Myoc;. If Myoc; is TJ!.ltV y£yov£v (cf. e6), already present in our Being itself, 
then it is so only 8t&. 'tfJv 'tWV d8&v O"U1.11tAOKllV (d. e5f.), only on the basis 
of the O"U1.11tAOKTJ 'tWV £i0&v. Only if there is a possible conjunction of what 
is properly visible in beings,5 only if beings themselves allow something 
like a disclosure of themselves in the character of the "as," is there a A.Eynv; 

:t Rea d i n� Tnrs for TiiH�c// 1 / 1 1,'\ ["den•ption"J,  since for Heidegger Tii�tsclllmg = 'lf£liOO<;.
Tr-.l ns .  

4 .  A l l :  A.l'yn v :  to �.r t l w r  sonwthing, to col lec t .  
'i .  A l l :  o l l l  i n l t' IWl'ol V i ng thut  i s  in  i tse l f  n•fl'rl•nt i .J I .  
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and only if there is a A£yetv is human existence possible. Therefore what 
must be fought for and wrested away, before anything else, is £&.v E't£pov 
£t£pq> ll£iyvucrem (260a2f.), the possibility, "the admission, that the one can 
mix with the other" or, put differently, the presence of the £tepov in ov. 
Only thus can we at all save the possibility of Myoc; as an ov, quite apart 
from what it itself is. <Myou> crt£pTJ8£vw;, to !lEV llEytcrtov, qnA.ocro<Piac; 
av crt£pTJ8£ill£V (a6f.); if we were deprived of A£yetv, the highest constituent 
of our Being, then we would be bereaved of philosophy. Here the indirect 
positive aspect of the investigation into the sophist comes to light anew. It 
is therefore superfluous and a mistake to expect that Plato would have 
written another dialogue about the philosopher; on the contrary, he would 
have scoffed at that. For the fundamental question of Being and non-being 
centers equally in the question of the pre-eminent being, the philosopher, 
as well as in the question of the negativum, the sophist. These constitute, in 
the Greek sense, the question of the �<!>ov 1tOAt'ttK6v, the Being of man in 
the n6A.tc;. If there is no philosophy, i.e., no A£yetv in the genuine sense, 
there is also no human existence. The anthropological question is thus 
ontological, and vice versa, and both questions center in the "logical" pure 
and simple, provided "logical" is understood as that which properly con
cerns Myoc;, thus not understood in the sense of formal logic but in the 
Greek sense. The priority of Myoc; both in the dialogue as a whole and also 
in the exhibition of the phenomenal structure of the sophist should thereby 
be clear. For only on that basis can we properly understand the fundamental 
dialectical consideration. It is neither something insulated, like a kernel 
within a shell, nor is it formal. For it is quite striking that within the five 
yEVTJ, around which the dialectical consideration travels, movement and 
rest are called "something," "sameness," "otherness." KivTJcrtc; and cr'tacrtc;, 
however, are obviously, over and against ov, taut6v, and £tepov, substan
tive dOTJ but not arbitrary ones which came to Plato accidentally. On the 
contrary, KtVTJcrtc; and crtacrtc;-as we recall-have been read off phenom
enally from ytyvcOO"Ketv, or, which amounts to the same, from voeiv and, 
which again is identical, from A£ynv.6 Thus if KiVTJcrtc; and crtacrtc; belong 
to the fundamental consideration, then Myoc; itself is already thematic in 
the dialectical analysis. 

Furthermore, we explicitly emphasized that the five dOTJ within the di
alectical consideration are at first all on the same level, none has a priority 
over another, but that the consideration is carried out under the guideline 
of KtVTJcrtc;? What is the significance of the fact that KtVTJcrtc; guides the 
dialectical analysis? It means nothing else than that the dialectical consid-

n. Cf. p. 337ff. 
7. Cf. p.  379. 
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eration properly focuses on the 'lfUXii , and specifically on the 'lfUXii in its 
basic comportment of Aiynv, and, further, on this Aiynv of the 'lfUXii qua 
KlVTJcrt<;, i.e., precisely with regard to how the E'tEpov can be together with 
it. For the fundamental dialectical consideration indeed ends precisely with 
the demonstration that in KiVTJcrt<; there is also �it ov, the E'tEpov. The 
fundamental dialectical consideration, which apparently has to do with 
something quite remote from the rest of the dialogue, thus actually deals 
with nothing else than the same single theme: the existence of the sophist 
himself. The fundamental dialectical consideration is nothing else than the 
predelineation of the 1t<Xpoucria of flit ov in Myo<;. The result of this inves
tigation signifies that the E'tEpov can Kotvroveiv with KlVTJ<H<;, i.e., with the 
'lfUXii, with Myo<;. KiVTJcrt<; is nothing arbitrary here but is the apriori title 
for 'lfUXii and Myo<;, specifically in the sense, even if unclarified, of the 
�E't<X�U. Thus if KlVTJcrt<; is the theme of the dialectical consideration, that 
means the theme is nothing else than human Dasein, life itself, insofar as 
it expresses itself and addresses the world in which it is. Presumably <r'ta<rt<;, 
too, is not an arbitrary concept, the mere formal counter-concept to KlVTJcrt<;, 
but reveals itself upon closer inspection to be the apriori determinateness 
of beings themselves, and specifically the determinateness which makes 
possible their disclosability in AiyEtV, i .e., which makes knowledge possible. 
For macrt<; signifies nothing else than fu:t ov, what perpetually is, the 
permanent, so that we will no longer translate <r'tacrt<; as "rest," since we 
are actually interpreting, but as "permanence" [Stiindigkeit].8 Thus you see 
that in this concept of permanence, of the perpetual, factually, although 
implicitly, yet in accord with the matter itself, for Plato the phenomenon of 
time emerges, as the phenomenon which determines beings in their Being: 
the present, 1tapoucria (which is often shortened simply to "oucria") .  And 
Aiynv, the disclosure of beings in speech, is nothing else than the making 
present of what is most properly visible in beings themselves and thereby 
the making present of beings in their essence; as presentifying disclosure, 
AiyEtV appropriates the present. Thus Myo<; (and thereby man, the sophist, 
the philosopher, the highest possibility of existence) is the theme of this 
apparently scattered conceptual hair-splitting. 

The phenomenon of Myo<; is thus the kernel. To demonstrate the possible 
conjunction of Myo<; with �it ov is to show that 'lfEUOO<; is an ov . "Ov'to<; 
8E yE 'lfEu8ou<; E<r'ttV cX1tcl'tTJ (260c6), "but if deception, 'lfEUCO<;, exists, then 
there is also falsity, cX1tcl'tTJ." Thus my translation precisely reverses the usual 
terms: for 'lfEUOO<; I say "deception," and for cX1tcl'tTJ "falsity. " The reason is 
that a1ta'tTJ does not here refer to a person's deceptive comportment but to 

H. A I I : I . ) To holVl' ,1 sl ;tnd in�o: I St1111d /, to st,md i n  i tsl'lf .  2. )  to l'nd u n• in this s tand ing,  to rl' lll<l i n .  
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a possibility pertaining to beings themselves, namely that they can be false, 
just as we speak of false appearances. 'Amh11 is thus a determination of 
beings themselves . The possibility of \jiEUOo<; necessarily allows a1t6:T11 . But 
if an6:'tl1<; ODOll<; (c8), then EiowA.rov 't£ Kat EiK6vrov i1811 Kat lj)av'tacria<; 
7tUV'ta av6:yK11 J.!EO''ta dvm (c8f.) ,  then everything is necessarily full of 
d8roA.a, EiK6v£<;, lj)avmcrim. EtoroA.a are proper visibles which merely seem 
to be, but are not, what they present themselves as. EiKOVE<; are images, 
presentations of something which they themselves are not. <llaV'tacriat, in 
Plato's sense, means the same as lj)atvE'tat: that which shows itself as, merely 
appears as, something. Thus the proof of the ontological possibility of the 
conjunction of Myo<; and E'tEpov, i .e . , Myo<; \ji£U0ll<;, guides the possibility 
of understanding the peculiar phenomena of EtOroA.ov, EiKwv, and 
lj)av'tacria. I t  i s  mysterious that something should be  what i t  at the same 
time is not. Plato has now come to understand this and has thereby at the 
same time taken a step in the ontological understanding of the aicr81l'tOV 
itself. We must get unused to applying to Plato's philosophy the scholastic 
horizon, as if for Plato in one box were sensibility, and in another the 
supersensible. Plato saw the world exactly as elementally as we do, but 
much more originally. 

§80. The analysis of A.Oyo<; (261c-263d) . 

a) Exposition of the problem. Articulation of the analysis of 
Myo<; into three stages. 

A6yo<; now becomes thematic on the background of the fundamental dia
lectical investigation. This investigation allows Plato to grasp conceptually, 
for the first time, the basic structural elements of Myo<;, namely OVOJ..la and 
pf]J..la . Plato had already employed these terms in earlier dialogues, e.g. in 
the Cratylus, but there he still had no genuine understanding of ovoJ..la and 
pf]J.!a1 and certainly not of their O'UJ..l7tAOKll . Thus the question is: how can 
Myo<; enter into a possible Kotvrovia with 1-lll ov? This question can be 
decided only by exposing Myo<; itself in its essence, hence by carrying out 
an analysis of Myo<; or M�a (which for Plato are identical), specifically 
guided by this concern, namely 7tO'tEpov at)'t(OV a7t'tE'tat 'to J..lll ov (261c7), 
"whether J..lll ov can be joined to them." I referred earlier to the various 
expressions for KOtvrovia: npocrannnv, npocrAiyttv .2 We have to show not 
only that in general J.!TJ ov can be joined to Myo<; but that the phenomenal 

I .  i\ H :  as titles for the word-form and meaning-accom pl i shments. 
2.  Cf. pp.  292 and 297. 
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structure of Myor, as such involves the possibility of a conjunction with 1111 
ov, i .e., with the E't£pov. The question can thus be formulated: n61:epov 
mh&v &n1:wxt 1:0 llTJ ov ft nananaow IXA.118ii !lEY E:cmv IX!l<!>6Tepa wina 
(c7ff.), whether a conjunction is possible, or whether every A£yetv3 qua 
AtyetV is already true and can only be true-as Antisthenes maintained
i.e., whether every Myor, can be joined only to ov in itself, which means, 
versus the E'tEpov, 1:mh6v. The question is now to be discussed in a much 
more sharp formulation, the question, that is, which was already alive in 
the reference to the position of Antisthenes: whether A.£yetv, in its genuine 
function, is identification, or whether it is something else, and if it is iden
tification, then whether it is so simply in the sense that what is addressed 
can be identified only with itself ("Man is man"), or whether there can also 
be an identification of beings with respect to their ouvaj.1t(, Kotvmvfar,. 

The analysis of Myor, can be articulated into three stages: 
1 .) The exhibition of the "onomatic" and "delotic" basic structure of 

Atyetv. I have to use these terms, because our language contains nothing 
comparable. "Onomatic" means "naming," Atyttv as linguistic expression. 
"Delotic," from 01']AOUV, denotes Myetv as revealing, letting be seen. A 
unitary consideration will thus show discourse as: a) self-expression and 
b) a discussion that addresses the matter at issue and that has the sense of 
disclosure, 01']A.ouv .  It will be clear afterwards why precisely these two 
phenomena of discourse, expression (or utterance) and the function of 
disclosure, are taken together here. 

2 . )  The second stage of the analysis is the elaboration of the structure of 
the A£y6j.1£Vov as A£y6j.1£Vov: in other words, the elaboration of the consti
tution of the disclosure of beings which resides in every Myor, as such. 
Every A£y6j.1£vov is a 01']AOUj.1£Vov. What is the structure of the A.ty6j.1£VOV 
as 01']AOUj.1£VOV? 

3.) The third stage is the analysis of the disclosing itself in its possibility; 
i.e., Plato will ask noior, 6 Myor,, of what sort is Myor, itself, with respect 
to its essence, with respect to 01']AOUV. 

Formulated Platonically, the first stage deals with Myor, as nMyj.!a, as an 
intertwining, and this term has a double sense. The second stage deals with 
Myor, as Myor, nv6r,; all discourse is discourse about something. The third 
stage deals with Myor, in terms of noior,, the manner of its Being, i.e., with 
regard to 01']AOUV. What is relevant for the first and third stages is, above 
all, what the fundamental consideration previously established regarding 
ov. In the second stage, Plato encounters a new phenomenal nexus, one 
already intimated in the first stage but not analyzed there genuinely and 

l .  l l l· idl•gg<·r  noss,•d out  t lw word Afynv in the Mos1•r transcri pt and rek•rs in  the margin  to  
p.  lf>f> ( , 1 s  pr in lt•d .lhovt• ) .  
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thematically. Plato indeed saw the phenomenon of the A£y6!l£VOV as 
A£y6!l£VOV but did not grasp it  conceptually. All the more must our inter
pretation, precisely here, secure the phenomenon in order to understand 
the third stage and therewith the goal of the whole consideration within 
the fundamental dialectical analysis. 

b) First stage: the exhibition of the onomatic and delotic 
basic structure of A£ynv.4 

a) The point of departure: 6v6!la'ta as the most immediate 
mode of encountering Aiynv. The phenomenal content of 

Aiynv in Plato: 6v6!la'ta-ypci!l!l<X'ta-dSTJ-EtOTJ as 
bttcr'tTJ'tU. The connection between 6v6!la'ta and EtOTJ by 
means of OTJAOUV. The recourse to Being-in-the-world as 

the task of a "phenomenological" interpretation of 
Plato's analysis of Myoc;. 

The theme of the first stage of Plato's analysis of Myo<; is thus the exhibition 
of discourse as self-expression (the onomatic, ovo!la) and as disclosure (the 
delotic, OTJAoiiv).  The exhibition of these two structural moments, which 
phenomenally are one and the same, sets forth from the onomatic. The 
Aiynv in every discourse is present first of all in its being uttered, in its 
being spoken out loud, in its phonetic character. This sound presents itself, 
and is encountered by us, among the beings there in the world. The word 
is spoken, it is outside, on the streets, just as a wagon creaks on the pave
ment. Creaking and speaking thus present themselves openly; they are 
conspicuous . But even this first mode of encountering Aiynv in the sense 
of speaking out loud is not to be understood as implying that what is 
immediately apprehended phenomenally is some living being that pro
duces noises with its mouth. On the contrary, already, in its very first aspect, 
Aiy£tV is understood as utterance and is genuinely and primarily under
stood as a speaking with others about something.5 The phonetic character is 
not apprehended as noise-that is a purely theoretical construct-but pri
marily as a speaking with others about something. Without explicitly es
tablishing this phenomenal ground of the primary givenness of speaking 
as a "speaking with others about something," Plato nevertheless sets out 
from this mundane immediate mode of encountering discourse as speaking. 

What then shows itself in this phenomenal state of affairs, that discourse 
is first encountered as speaking? What is encountered in the saying of words 

4. Title b<tsed on Heidegger (see the articulation of the an<tlysis of Myoc;, p. 403). 
,'i. A l l :  more pn•risL• Iy :  what i s  .l ppre lwndt•d fi rst i s  tht• "abou t wh ich . "  
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are first of all words,6 many words, a sequence of words. Thus along with 
speaking there is given something that can be understood as a manifold of 
formations, a structural manifold, KaSanEp 1tEpt 'tON Eiorov Kat 'tOOV 
YPU!!flU'tffiV £Myof1EV (261dlf.), "as we have already exhibited with regard 
to EicSrt and yp<lflflU'ta." And just as there we exposed a manifold of forma
tions, 1tEpt 'tOOV OVOflU'tffiV 1tUAtv rocraU'tffi<; E1ttO'KE'IfWf1E8a (d2f.) ,  "so now 
we want to direct our gaze, in the same way, to the structural manifold of 
locutions, words."7 The structural manifold of d8rt, thus the manifold of 
what is properly visible in beings, was characterized as a KOtvmvia, and 
specifically as one in which there are Etbrt cSta nav'tmv, proper visibles 
distinguished by their all-pervasive visibility; they are thoroughly present, 
in every possible something. At that time I supplemented the analysis with 
a reference to the comparison, in the Theaetetus,8 of the soul with a dovecote, 
where the same phenomenon was shown, not with regard to ov or Elba<;, 
but with regard to E1ttO'nlflrt : there are certain doves which are everywhere. 
The second structural manifold-or the third, if we count the example of 
the doves-is that of letters, YPU!!!!U'ta, or sounds. Nor is this manifold 
arbitrary; also there we find something pre-eminent, the q>mv'llEV'ta, the 
vowels. They have the character of bEO'JlO<; and first make a conjunction of 
letters genuinely possible. 

It is no accident that in the present context Plato refers to this double 
structural manifold, of Etbrt and of YPUJl!!U'ta. There resides between these 
two manifolds and that of ov6Jla'ta not only a formal correspondence, in 
the sense that there is to be exhibited also in the case of ov611a'ta a possible 
conjunction as well as pre-eminent connecting links, but, in addition, be
tween these structural manifolds (Etbrt, ov6!1a'ta, YPU!!!!U'ta, and even the 
E1ttO''tll't6v, if we count that in) there exists a substantive, intrinsic connec
tion.9 In the ov6!1a'ta, in the Myot, EicSrt are visible through the Kotvmvia 
of ytyvWO'KEtv, of cSrtA-ouv; and what is visible is the vort't6v, the E1tt<J'tll't6v. 
The ov6Jla'ta themselves, in which the doo<; is visible, are for their part a 
manifold of yp<lJ.!JlU'ta.10 The structural manifolds are therefore not juxta
posed, isolated realms but instead stand in an intrinsic substantive 
Kotvmvia: the matters at issue, what is properly visible in them, word, 
word-sound-beings, world, disclosure of beings, discourse, manifestation. 
This is nothing else than the universal context of phenomena within which 
man, the s0ov Myov EXOV, ever exists. This context is ultimately grounded 
in Being-in, in the antecedent uncoveredness of the world. 

6. AH: Vocables? 
7. AH: Vocables !  

H .  Cf. p .  1�4f. 
lJ .  A l l :  of  i n lt •n l i t l l1a l ,  lwrnwrwu tic!  l'X iSil'llCl'. 
10. A l l :  t l w  n.r i w  olllolo�k,r l ll'Vl'l l i n�, which bl•Ca llll' for l legL•I a ronscious task !  
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We must see this context if we are to understand Plato's analysis. That 
is, the task of the interpretation is precisely to penetrate through to this 
foundational context of phenomena, one not explicitly investigated by Plato 
but still operative for him. Only in that way will we presentify the ground 
out of which his analyses are drawn; only in that way can we pursue which 
phenomena have the priority and how far Plato deals with them. That is 
why I showed earlier, not unadvisedly, with reference to the Phaedrus,11 
what Plato had already acquired by way of insight into the context of 
disclosure, discourse, language, and writing, and I added a discussion of 
the "Seventh Letter,"12 where the problem of Myoc, stands connected to the 
innermost existence of man. We need to remember that. In the Sophist, these 
contexts are there in fact but are not treated explicitly. They are drawn in 
only to provide a methodological guideline for the treatment of 6v6J.la'ta. 
In this regard, Plato says: <jlaive'tat yap 1t11 'tau'tn 'tO vuv /;l)'tOUJ.lEVov 
(261 d3), "it shows itself"-<jlaiv£'tat is stressed here and we should actually 
transla te as follows: "what is now sought (namely the Kotvwvia of 6v6J.la'ta) 
can be brought to show itself," 'tau-rn, "in the way" of inquiring we already 
employed regarding the structures and manifolds mentioned above. 
cl>aiv£'tat does not here mean "to seem" but "to show itself," in a completely 
positive sense. 

Today phenomenology uses the term "phenomenon" in this sense of 
<jlaiv£'tat, <jlatVOJ.lEVov. Phenomenology signifies nothing else than disclos
ing in speech, exhibiting beings, exhibiting the beings that show them
selves, in their way of showing themselves, in the way they are "there." 
That is the formal idea of phenomenology, which to be sure includes a 
richly articulated and intricate methodology. This formal idea of phenom
enology-which was emphatically an essential advance over the construc
tions of the tradition-is usually confused with the methodology of 
research, with genuine research and the concrete mode of carrying it out. 
Phenomenology then seems to be an easy science, where one, as it were, 
lies on a sofa smoking a pipe and intuiting essences. But things are not so 
simple; on the contrary, it is a question of demonstrating the matters at issue 
themselves. How the demonstration happens depends on the access, the 
content, and the ontological constitution of the realm under investigation. 
Even the Greeks, Plato and Aristotle, use <jlaiv£'tat in this sense, although, 
to be sure, it is often detached from this sense and means simply "it seems," 
"it merely appears to be so. " The terms "phenomenon" and "phenomenol
ogy" were used with this latter sense for the first time in the rationalism of 
the school of Wolff. 

1 1 .  Cf .  p. 21 4ff., l'Special ly p. 235ff. 

1 2 . Cf. p. 23W. 
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�) The KOtvwvia of the 6v6jla't'a in Myoc; . 

aa) l1T)Aouv as criterion of the Kotvwvia of 6v6jlma in Myoc;. 
Rejection of the interpretation of 6v6jla't'a as signs. The 
essence of 6v6jla't'a (in the general sense) as OT)AcOjl<X't'a. 

407 

The question now concerns the manifold of 6v6jla't'a: To 1toiov ouv oft 1tBpt 
't'WV OVOjlU't'WV t>7t<XKOU<J't'eov; (261d4) .  "What is the outward look of that 
which we properly have to perceive in the field of linguistic expression?" 
What actually is it that we must hearken to? It is striking-purely termi
nologically-that Plato here uses the expression t>7t<XKOUElV, whereas he 
otherwise, as is usual among the Greeks, employs the term U7t't'Ecr8m, or 
6pav, for the direct grasp of things. But here it is a matter of a particular 
phenomenon, speaking, which is primarily perceivable only in hearing. 
"A7t't'Ecr8m, 6pav, and aKOUElV have the character of atcrST)crtc;, of perceiv
ing, but not of grasping by way of A.oyistcr8m. The latter is a matter of the 
proper hearkening to the manifold of spoken words, in order thereby to 
see what is at stake in this manifold with respect to its Kotvwv(a. 

'Y7t<XKOUttv13 precisely does not mean simply to hear sounds but instead 
properly signifies genuine perception, understanding what is said. It is a 
matter of hearkening to this, El't'£ 7tav't'a aA.A.'IlA.mc; cruvapjlO't"t'Et Et't'£ jlT)OEv, 
Et't'£ ,a, jlEv £8eA£t, ,a, oe llll (d5f. ) .  That is again the same question which 
emerged in the case of the two previous manifolds, the question of the three 
general possibilities of conjunction within a domain of manifoldness. Here, 
too, as in both previous cases, the third possibility will be maintained. The 
task is therefore to hearken to such structural manifolds, such sequences of 
words, that can be co-present with one another and those that cannot. More 
precisely, we are to hearken to what genuinely constitutes the being with 
one another in the sequence of words and distinguishes the genuine from 
the ungenuine being with one another. For the ungenuine, immediately 
given, being with one another of words is 't'a Elj)£�iic; or 't'a £1j)£�iic; A£y6jl£va 
(d. d8), the speaking of words one after another. But not every speaking of 
words one after the other is itself a genuine saying of words with one 
another. 

What phenomenon then constitutes the being with one another? What 
phenomenal state of affairs in the speaking of words one after the other is 
the criterion for the presence of a genuine Kot vwvia within the manifoldness 
of words? To 't'ot6vo£ Aiync; tcrwc;, on ,a, !lEV £1j)£�iis A£y6jl£Va Kat OT)AOUV't'a 
't'l cruvapjlO't"t'El, 't'U 8£ 't'ft O"UVEXEi<;l jlT)OEV O"T)jl<XtVOV't'<X avapjlOO"'t'Et (d8ff.) .  
There i s  present a Kotvwvia among 6v6jla't'a (words, taken in  the broadest 

1:"1. A l l :  \>Ito- :  in wiMI  Hl' llHI'? 
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sense) if the e<j>E�ilc; A£y61J.EVa are OllAcOIJ.a'ta, if the speaking, as a determi
nate sequence of words, reveals something, if the sequence of words in 
itself, just as it is, lets something be seen, shows something: <Jll!J.UtVElV, 
O"ll!J.Eiov, the Aristotelian <Jll!J.UV'ttK6c;. Lll!J.Eiov must not be translated here 
in an arbitrary and empty sense as "sign." Instead, <Jl)!J.Eiov has already 
been interpreted here in this Platonic context as O'flAOUV, with which it is 
interchangeable terminologically. Thus it has the sense of revealing, letting 
be seen, or in Aristotle: a1to<)>aiVE0"9at.14 Consequently, it is, strictly speak
ing, not in accord with the matter itself to connect in any way the act of 
meaning or revealing something with the phenomenon of the sign. Even 
Husser!, who was the first in the contemporary age to take up again the 
phenomena of meaning, still placed, following John Stuart Mill, this idea 
of the sign at the foundation of his analysis of meaning and its relation to 
the word-sound . The criterion for the existence of words in the unity of a 
discourse is their disclosive character. Words have a genuine15 ouva�J.tc; 
KOtvroviac; as O'flAWIJ.a'ta, as "revealing," i .e., revealing beings, as O'flAWIJ.U'ta 
1tEpt TI}v oucriav (e5), "as showing something in the field of presence," in 
the field of what may possibly be exhibited as there, the field of what is 
present at hand, and specifically 'rft <)>rovft (e5), in passing "through the 
phonetic character." This is not to be interpreted as if the showing took 
place through the <)>rov'll itself, as if the sound were a sign of the thing, but 
instead the <)>rov'll is only a structural moment, which in the spoken com
munication, as a self-expression to another about something, is indeed 
invested but does not as such have the function of O'flAOUV. The manifold 
of 6v61J.a'ta is thus determined on the basis of o'flA.ouv, and thereby on the 
basis of the O'flAOUIJ.EVov, on the basis of the beings to be exhibited. 

This direction, toward what can be exhibited pure and simple, now also 
provides the characterization of 6v61J.a'ta. For Plato now acquires, on the 
basis of this orientation, a possible differentiation within 6v61J.ma. Already 
earlier, in the Cratylus and in the Theaetetus, Plato had seen the 6V61J.a'ta 
and the Pll!J.U'ta without actually and properly distinguishing them as 
categories. Now it is a matter of finding in the field of 6v61J.a'ta the corre
sponding phenomena, which are, so to speak, ota miv'trov, in every possible 
Myttv, which belong in general to every possible discourse as discourse. 
The task is to find the OEO"IJ.Oc;, the structural moments, which cannot be 
missing if there is at all to be a Kotvrovia as exhibiting something. 

1 4 .  i\ H :  Not yet so far. Aristotle actually distinguishes CJllJ.I<XVttKO<; A.oyo<; Vl'rsus 
IXlto'i><XV'tl KO<;. Pla to-the la ttt'r versus tht' former-as i n  gent'ra l signi fying sonwth ing.  

I !'\ . i\ 1 1 :  i .t' . ,  ontologica l l y  uniq ue, beca ust' t'x isll'n t i a l -hcrmcrwu t ica l .  
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��) The basic distinction within 6v6JlUT« in general between 
OVOJ.W (in the stricter sense) and pfu.w. The 8TJA.ollJlEVOV as 
the point of departure for the acquisition of this distinction. 

"OvoJla = 81lA.roJla of the npayJla; pf]Jla = 811AroJla of npa�t<;. 
Plato's determination of ovoJla and pf]Jla as preparation for 

Aristotle's determination of them. "Noun." "Verb."  

409 

E<J'tt yap llJltV 1tOU nov 't11 <J>rovfl nEpt TTJV OU<Jiav 8TJA<OJl<hrov 8t't'tOV y£vo<;. 
To JlEV 6v6Jla'ta, to 8£ P11Jlata KATJ8£v (cf. e4ff.) .  The 8TJAWJlaTa are "of 
two stems" :  ovoJla and pf] Jla. This distinction gives ovoJla a stricter sense 
versus its broader use up to now. Previously, ovoJla meant any word of 
the language, but now its sense is restricted to particular 6v6Jla'ta, ones 
distinguished from other pre-eminent words, i .e . ,  from P11Jla'ta. But even 
after this distinction, Plato still sometimes uses ovoJla in the broader sense, 
e.g. at 262d6. The proper designations in this field are so difficult for the 
Greeks because they actually have no word for "language," which is quite 
a remarkable fact. They have only Myo<;, "speech," and 8uiA.oyo<;, "con
versation," on the one hand, as well as <J>rov1l , "locution," on the other 
hand . That is significant and indicates that the Greek consideration of 
language, the Greek understanding of speaking, did not descend as far as 
does the consideration of language in the modem and contemporary ages, 
where the place of departure is the <J>rov1l and where language is essentially 
seen from that point of view. It indicates that the Greeks understood 
language, from the very outset, as discourse and discussed "language" 
with reference to it. 

The question is how 6v6Jla'ta and PllJla'ta can be distinguished from one 
another. What aspect will provide a criterion for the differentiation? We 
already intimated that Plato acquires this distinction from the AEyOJlEVov 
as DTJAOUJlEVOV. "OvoJla and pf]Jla are the primary modes in which beings 
as such are sayable. To JlEV £n1 Tat<; np<i�£<Jtv ov 811AroJla pf]Jla nou MyoJlEV. 
To 8£ y' £n' a1no1<; Tot<; £K£iva<; npanoucrt <JllJlEtov tf]<; <J>rovf]<; £7ttt£8£v 
OVOJla (cf. 262a3ff.) .  The oVOJla is the 811AroJlU of the npayJla; the pf]Jla is 
the 811AroJla of npa�t<;. The ovo11a uncovers and shows that which 16 is dealt 
with, and the pf]Jla discloses the dealing-with. We must leave these terms 
in this indeterminate sense. As Plato intends them here, they are very 
difficult to translate. At all events, we may not translate them as "noun" 
and "verb," because the distinction between noun and verb is precisely not 
to be found in Plato, although he is aware of it _I? The concept of noun first 

1h. In thl' Mosl'r transcript, Heidegger writes over this: concerning which. AH: tha t w i th 
which onl' h.1s " t o  do" in .1 1 1  d o ings, whl'llwr practical or theoretica l .  OVQ�.ta: the "concl'rning 
which ."  jlll�m: t ill' dl'.l l i ng-w i th ,  thl' "conn•rn "  of the "conn·rning which."  

1 7. A l l :  t lw d i s t i nct ion w h ich t ill' ll'rrns llll'<l ll fundanwnta l ly .  
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arose out of Aristotle's U1tOKEtf.!Evov; i.e., the grammatical category of noun 
goes back to the ontological category of the U1tOKEtf.!Evov.18 Aristotle was 
the first to discover the U1tOKElf.!EVov-in connection with his uncovering 
of KtVTlat<;, i .e., on the basis of the new foundation he gave to the question 
of Being, a foundation in KtVTlat<;. It is a matter here of a genuine grasp on 
Aristotle's part of something Plato already glimpsed: that there is some
thing like a U1tOK£ij.!Evov in KtVTlat<;, in the KtVOUf.!Evov . It was Aristotle who 
uncovered the "categories" here as well. Aristotle was thus the first to see 
in regard to the KtVOUf.!EVOV that there is something in movement that 
remains, that has at<iat<;, that is already there from the very outset. llp<lyf.!a 
in Plato's sense also inclines in this direction, in the direction of that which 
is already there at the very outset and always remains, the permanent. But 
Plato did not extensively elucidate this sense, because he did not yet see 
the characteristic distinction for establishing it, as did Aristotle, who then 
determined the ovof.!a as aveu xpovou, and the pflf.!a as 1tpOO"O"Tlf.!aivov 
xp6vov.19 The ovof.!a shows something without explicitly presentifying the 
mode of its presence. The Pillla, however, which by itself signifies nothing, 
and always discloses only Kat<i/0 has the peculiarity of establishing with 
respect to its temporality that which it shows as a being, and that means 
for the Greeks: with respect to its presence or non-presence. Therefore, in 
German, the term "tense-word" {Zeitwort] is much more appropriate than 
the synonym "verb" {Verbum]. Only on the basis of these phenomena can 
we see the proper categorial structure of OVOjlU and pfljla. Plato's discussion 
itself tends in this direction. It would be going much too far-at any rate 
there is no motive in the text-to identify 1tp<lyjla, hence that which the 
ovof.!a exhibits, with at<iat<;, and 1tp<l�t<;, hence that which the pflf.!a ex
hibits, with KtVTlat<;. 

yy) The O"Uf.!1tAOKll of ovof.!a and pflf.!a as an essential 
condition of the KOtvrov{a of 6v6jlata in A6yo<;. LlllAOUV as 
the primary phenomenon within the structure of language 
and as the constitutive determination of Dasein: Being-in. 

A6yo<; O"jltKp6tato<; (the "proposition"). Naming and saying. 
Summary of the first stage. 

Thus only that sequence of words one after the other in which a pflf.!a is 
present together with an ovof.!a, which therefore exhibits a O"Ujl1tAOKll of 
1tp<lyj.!a and 1tpa�t<;, is a A.£yttv. A mere sequence of Pftlla'ta one after the 

1 8. AH: Phenomenologically considered, Plato ' s distinctions are actua lly more radica l .  The 
naive primi tiveness does not see the state of affairs as such but instead approaches it from 
" feel ings" -i.e. , remains close to it. 

1 9 . De lntcrpretatione, chapter 2, 16al9ff . ,  and chapter 3, 1 6b6. 
20. SupplPment by Hl•ideggl'r: i .e., (1'1.1to?) .  
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other: "�ao(�Et," "'tp£xn," "Ka8£uon," . . .  Myov ouocv . . . cbtEpy<i�nat 
(262b5ff.), results in no Myoc., because this sequence does not make visible 
the unity of a present being. Just as little as does: ihav AEY'll'tat "A.Erov" 
"£A.mj>oc." "bmoc." . . .  Ka'ta 't<lU't'llV Sf\ 'tflv cruv£xnav ou8£tC;, 1tW cruv£cr't'll 
Myoc. (b9ff.) .  Here, too, with regard to this cruv£xna, no Myoc. actually 
occurs . ou8qtiav OU't£ OU't(l)C;, OU't' EKEtV(l)':, 1tpa�tv ouo' a1tpa�(av ouo£ 
oucr(av OV'tOC;, ou8£ Jl.ll OV'tOC;, 81lAOt 'tcX <j>WV118EV't<l, 1tptv &.v 'tt':, 'tOt':, OVOJl.<lO't 
'ta PllJl.<l'ta KEpacrn (d. c2ff) . The essential is that, in a Myoc., 'ta <j>WV118£vm, 
the utterance, the locution, 811A.oi, "reveals" (and this formulation is im
portant for what will come later) oucr(av OV'tOC;, Kat Jl.ll OV'tOC;,, "the presence 
of beings or of non-beings."21 �11A.ouv therefore is a matter of presentifying 
beings or non-beings. Such a 011A.ouv, such a disclosive presentification, 
does not occur, however, until 1tptv &.v nc. 'toic. ov6Jl.acrt 'ta PllJl.<l'ta KEp<icrn, 
"oVOJl.<l't<l and PllJl.<l'ta mix together." Only then is there a Myoc., not before. 
This state of affairs, the necessity of a O'UJl.1tAOKll of ovoJl.a and pftJl.a, must 
not be understood as if A.6yoc. resulted in some sense from a summation of 
OVOJ.l<l and pftJl.a. On the contrary, the 811A.ouv itself, the revealing, is the 
primary phenomenon, prior to both of these. That is why they are 
OTlAWJl.<l't<l. And only insofar as they are such, is the Kotvwv(a possible. 

The order of the description, in which Plato begins with an isolated OVOJ.la 
and pftJl.a, is not identical with the structure of the phenomena in itself. It 
is not the case that words first flutter about in isolation and then are taken 
together, whence the 011A.ouv arises . On the contrary, the OllAOUV is primary. 
It is the fundamental phenomenon. And only with reference to it does there 
exist the possibility, as a deficient mode, of isolated, merely recited words. 
The 811A.ouv, which harbors the possibility of discourse, is a constitutive 
determination of Dasein itself, a determination I am wont to designate as 
Being-in-the-world or Being-in. Plato says nothing about this, but we must 
avoid misunderstanding it as a matter of a conjunction of representations. 
That idea of an extrinsic shoving together still dominates the entire tradi
tional categorial material of the grammar of the Indo-Germanic languages. 
This material is not reducible to logic and is not anchored in it but in Greek 
ontology. If we wanted to see the original and phenomenal connection 
between the phenomenon of language and the Being of man, we would 
have to get rid, at the very outset, of the proposition as the point of depar
ture for our orientation toward language. This development, as it has come 
to be today, was perhaps not the intention of the Greeks, but it has for them 
a justifiable sense, since A.6yoc. and speech were for them given initially in 
this character.22 

2 1 .  A l l :  l 'n'M'Il< '< ' .  Tlw lkiug of rlvw, of l ht• "copu li1" !  
2 2 .  A l l :  Why? 
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Such a A6yoc;, which consists of ovoJla and (rf]Jla, is the A6yoc; 7tpc'i:rt6c; 'tf 
Kat aJltKp6-ra-roc; (d. 262c6f.), "the first, most original, and the smallest . "  
That means there can be no A.6yoc; composed of  fewer elements than these; 
ovoJla and pftJla are constitutive for Mynv. AeyEtv is thereby distinguished 
essentially from 6voJlasnv JlOVOV (cf. dS), from mere naming, from the mere 
reciting of words, where nothing is made visible. 'OvoJlasnv as such is not 
disclosive of things/3 it is only A6yoc; that n 1tEpaivEt (cf. d4), "finishes 
something off." Only in A6yoc; does something come forth within speaking 
in the sense of discourse: something shows itself, the r{ooc; of some being 
becomes present. And only 'to 7tA€yJla 'tOU'tO (d6), "this intertwining" of 
OVOJla and p'f]Jla, E<j>8q�aJlE8a A6yov (d6), "do we call A6yoc;." 

The first stage of the consideration of A.6yoc; sets out, as we have seen, 
from discourse as spoken expression. As so pregiven, discourse shows itself 
initially as a manifold of words. The consideration, however, from the very 
outset does not simply attempt to make understandable this manifold of 
words in itself, isolated, so to speak, as a manifold of sounds/4 but instead 
the regard is directed from the very first toward the basic structure of A.eynv 
in the sense of OllAouv. From this phenomenon of OllAouv, the 6v6Jla'ta are 
then grasped as OllAffiJla'ta, and, on that basis, the simultaneous orientation 
toward the possible themes of disclosure reveals a fundamental distinction 
within 6v6Jla'ta. Thus the criterion for the Being of words in the unity of 
discourse is their disclosive character. And the objective criterion for dis
tinguishing these OllAcOJla'ta is the unity of the possible object of the dis
closure: 7tp&yJla-7tp<i�tc;. I emphasized that these terms are to be taken here 
in the widest sense.  We have no corresponding expressions, either to cap
ture the positive aspect of this discovery or to express that what is uncov
ered here is not already fixed appropriately by Aristotle's later attempt to 
do so in relation to the criterion of time. L'lllAOUV itself is now, within A6yoc;, 
insofar as A6yoc; is a aUJl7tAOlCll of OllAcOJla'ta, not the result of their com
position, but, on the contrary, the Kotvwvia of OVOJla and p'f]Jla is possible 
at all only because Mynv in itself is a OllAOUV . On this basis, what grammar 
calls the ca tegorial proposition can be designated the 7tprotoc; and 
aJltKp6-ra-roc; A6yoc;. Thereby Plato acquires, versus the Cratylus and The
aetetus, the possibility of delimiting Mynv positively over and against the 
6voJlasnv JlOVOV (cf. d3) .  Naming, the addressing of beings by way of 
naming, makes visible nothing of the beings themselves. Calling by name 
can never determine what is named in its substantive content. Naming thus 
does not have the character of disclosure. Instead, if anything at all is visible 
in naming, it is simply the way the named object is, as it were, summoned: 

21. A l l :  not l'Vl'll CITHHXV'tt Kov, ,ls in Aristotle? 

24. AH: Not ,, m,l ll i fo l d  o f  VO<\lbll's,  b u t ,, word-tot ,l l i ty .  
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its appellation. That is indeed a disclosure o f  something not known prior  
to  the calling by name, but the disclosure of the appellation, the name, i s  
not an uncovering of  the substantive content of the thing itself.25 Naming 
is thus indeed a disclosure, in the broadest sense of the term, but not a 
substantive disclosure in the stricter sense of a relation to the named thing 
itself.26 Plato uses 6vojla�EtV in this double sense of naming, which he 
delimits against Myoc;, and it is only the latter that properly brings some
thing to an end and that can properly be a 8TJAOUV. 

This first stage of the analysis of /..6yoc; provides at the same time an 
insight into a particular Kotw.ovia, namely the Kotvrov{a that occurs as 
7tAEyjla of OYOjla and (rf]jla. This Kotvrov{a is viewed in terms of 6v6jla'ta, 
but at the same time it announces the delotic . The further analysis of /..6yoc; 
shows that the full phenomenon of Myoc; still includes three other struc
tures of Kotvrovia, all of which Plato grasps uniformly and without distinc
tion as cruv8Emc; and does not explicitly establish as such, though they are 
there latently. That is, the proper structure of /..6yoc; remains for him essen
tially unclarified . Our interpretation must explicitly set in relief these fur
ther structures of Kot vrovia. 

c) Second stage: the elaboration of the structure of the 
A£y6jl£vov qua A£y6jl£vov (= qua 8TJAOU!l£vov).27 

a) The basic determination of Myoc;: Myoc; = Myoc; ·ttv6c;. Its 
rediscovery in Husserl: "intentionality. " 

The second stage in the analysis of Myoc; has the task of exposing the 
structure of the A£y6jl£VOY as such, i .e . ,  the genuine constitution of the 
possible uncoveredness of something addressed, how it looks outwardly, 
what in general is said in a Akynv as something said. For this analysis of 
the /..cyojlEVOV in its structure, Plato draws upon a fundamental determi
nation: Myoc; is Myoc; nv6c; (cf. e5), every addressing is an addressing of 
something. A6yov avayKaiov, O'taV7tEp fl ,  nvoc; dvm Myov, llTJ 8£ nvoc;, llTJ 
8£ 'tlVoc; a8uva'tOY (e5f. ) .  Whenever /..6yoc; exists, it is Myoc; nv6c;; llTJ 8£ 
'ttvoc; a8uva'tOV, there is no Myoc; that would not be Myoc; nv6c;. It pertains 
to the very Being of Myoc; to be "of something." Here Plato expresses a 
fundamental insight into Myoc;, even if he does not make full use of it 

25.  AH: This interpretation of6voJ.l6:sEtV based too much on the completed A.Oyoc;. 'OvoJ.l6:sn v 
is not yet that! Otherwise if interrogated in terms of the origin of language. Then OVOJ.la = P�J.l<( .  

26.  AH: What is the meaning of naming as an interpretation and a making present? To 
reta in?-a fi rst cognition? Possibi l i ty of the ideal structure of the proposition . That is such and 
such-its n:� nw. What is in tL•ndl•d-as merelyfirst, i .e . ,  i n  a deficient mode, as merely i nll'nd,•d . 
I low do both l hesl' ,•n d s-fi rs t  n a m i n g  ilnd u l t i mate id le• ta l k-m,•t't? 

27. Ti l l l• IMsed on I IP idPgg,•r (Sl'l' thL• a rt icu la tion of thL• ana lys is of A.6yoc;, p.  40:1) .  
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phenomenologically. Nevertheless, the phenomenon is important enough 
for Plato, and through him it became decisive for the entire further history 
of logic. 

If a Plato does not blush to proclaim this triviality, that A6yoc, is A6yoc, 
nv6c,, then it must be a matter of consequence. It is only apparently self
evident.28 The history of philosophy, above all that of modern and contem
porary logic, shows that this insight, this triviality, has been forgotten long 
ago or is no longer used. We can express the nexuses as follows: there are 
word-sounds which enter into the psyche; to these are joined, by way of 
association, so-called general representations; and all these together play 
out in consciousness. Then the question arises as to how these associations 
within consciousness can have objective validity for the things outside. That 
is almost exactly the current position still, even among our best. For in
stance, even Cassirer has basically not transcended this position. Thus no 
one any longer makes use of the insight: A6yoc, is A.6yoc, nv6c,. Husserl was 
the first to discover it again with his concept of intentionality. It is not at 
all so self-evident and not at all so simple a matter to see this phenomenon 
of intentionality and thus to see that only on its basis will the structures of 
A6yoc, again be intelligible. 

It is thus not true that A6yoc, as speaking occurs initially in isolation and 
that an object then incidentally emerges, with which it can enter into alli
ance as the case may be, but not necessarily. On the contrary, all discourse, 
according to its most proper sense, is a disclosure of something. This es
tablishes a new KOtvrovia, the Kotvrov{a of every A6yoc, with ov. This 
Kotvrov{a is included in the very sense of A6yoc, itself. We will quite soon 
see the full bearing of this constatation that A6yoc, is A6yoc, nv6c,. 

�) The moments of the articulation of the 'tt as the nv6c, of 
Mynv: 1 .) "about which" (nEpt ou), 2.) "as-which" (o'tou), 3 . )  
"of which." The structure of the 'tt as A£y6!J.EVov: something 
as something. Distinction between three modes of Kotvrov{a 

in A6yoc,. 

Let us first ask about the 'tt of this nv6c,. Our inquiring into it does not 
amount to asking about a concrete being, a particular accidental object 
which just happens to be spoken about. We are not even interrogating this 
or that particular domain of Being, out of which a definite being comes to 
be addressed. On the contrary, the question of the 'tt of this 'ttv6c, is the 
question of the A£y6!J.EVov. For the nv6c, is a nv6c, of A6yoc,. The structure 
of carrying out the OT]Aouv, the exhibiting, was characterized as determined 

2H. A l l :  Th,l t  is, Wl' m ust m•vpr ta kl• what  is ,J t issul· lwrl' as triv i a l  b u t  .1 lways as problpm,J tic.  
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by the 7tAEyj.!a of the OTJAWf.!a'ta, of the ovof.!a with the pfjf.!a. The consti
tution of the -ri as OTJAOUf.!EVOV, as A£y6j.!EVOV, is thus 7tp<'iyj.!a in the mode of 
7tpa�t�. Therefore the possible A£y6f.!Evov, according to its very sense, is 
pregiven precisely as something to be dealt with. That properly means 
1tpa�t�-7tp<'iyj.!a. The dealing with something is thus what is pregiven in 
every A6yo� according to its most proper sense. Plato designates this by 
means of the term 1tEpt ou (263a4) . There belongs to every A6yo� the 7tEpt 
ou. The task is to understand this 1tEpt ou as a structural moment of the 
/..Ey6j.!Evov and not to misunderstand it, led astray by the tradition. A6yo�, 
as addressing something, possesses, as pregiven from the very first, the 
unarticulated unitary being. There belongs to A6yo�, as a determinate mo
ment, the creaking wagon on the street, for example. I do not hear noises 
in an isolated way, as if I were a subject in an institute of experimental 
psychology, but I hear the wagon on the street. The �£vo� sees Theaetetus 
sitting before him. Theaetetus, as a unitary pregiven whole, is the 1tEpt ou. 
We can call this the "about which" of the speaking. In the circuit of what 
is thus pregiven, MyEtv now sets something in relief. What is set in relief 
is the o-rou (a4). In it, therefore, in the pregiven and still unarticulated being, 
A.Eyetv will set something in relief, specifically so as to make the being 
understood as something and thereby determine it. Thus the " about which," 
the whole of what is pregiven, e.g. the creaking wagon, is then grasped in 
terms of the creaking itself: the wagon passing by on the street is now 
experienced and determined as creaking. The 1tEpt ou therefore harbors a 
double structure: 

1 .) It means the "about which," as a whole, of the discourse in general, 
the whole, present, still unarticulated given being. 

2.) Insofar as the setting in relief is carried out upon this 7t£pt ou, insofar 
as creaking is attributed to it as a special determination, the articulation of 
the wagon itself proves to be what is spoken about. The 7t£pt ou then means, 
more particularly, the specific "of which" of the discourse. 

We therefore distinguish: 1 .) the "about which" of the discourse, i .e., the 
unarticulated whole, and 2.) the "of which," i .e . ,  what is thematically artic
ulated and set in relief: what grammar calls the "subject" of the proposition. 

Thus, clearly, the proper phenomenal carrying out of a setting in relief, 
by OTJAOUV or Myetv, does not occur in such a way that two representations 
are linked with one another, but, instead, out of the presence of an un
articulated "about which," i .e., a determinate unarticulated state of affairs/9 
it happens, precisely through the setting in relief of the "as-which," of the 
creaking or the sitting, that at the same time the "of which," the wagon or 

2'1. A H :  W lwnn• ,md how Ho? Tlw " lll•i n);"-al rt•<l lly-pn·�cnt! 
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Theaetetus, is first made prominent. The way runs precisely not from the 
subject, over the copula, to the predicate but, instead, from the pregiven 
whole to the setting in relief of what we afterwards call the predicate, and 
thereby for the first time to a genuine making prominent of the subject. 

The analysis of the nv6c;, of the "ti, in the phenomenon of Myoc; nv6c; 
therefore shows this phenomenal structure in addressability as such: 
"something as something," in which a simply pregiven being is properly 
brought into presence. This "as," the as-character, is the properly logical 
category,30 "logical" not in the traditional sense, but in the sense of that 
which is given in Myoc; as constitutive, insofar as A-6yoc; is an addressing 
of something: that which constitutes in the A£y6jl£vov the structure of the 
A£y6jl£vov as such. 

This primary structural form of the "something as something" results in 
a new Kotvrovia within the whole of Myoc; itself. We had: 1 . )  the Kotvrovia 
between OVOjl<X and pf]jla within the possibility of expression, 2.) the 
KOtvrovia between Myoc; and ov: Myoc; nv6c;, and now we have: 3 . )  within 
the "tt, the Kotvrovia as structural form of the "something as something." 
This last, therefore, which is determined through the character of the "as," 
we call the specifically logical Kotvrovia in Myoc;. The second one, on the 
basis of which Myoc; is, according to its essence, Myoc; "ttv6<;, we call, 
following phenomenological terminology, the intentional Kotvrovia.31 And 
the first, the one between OVOjl<X and pf]jla, which pertains to the OVOjl<X in 
the widest sense, we call the onomatic Kotvrovia. 

On this basis, it first becomes possible to make quite clear the third stage 
of the analysis of Myoc;, which now has the task of determining My£tV itself 
with regard to the possibilities residing in it, namely Myoc; as 1tot6c; 
(263allff.) .  

d) Third stage: the analysis of Myoc; with respect to 
�ll AOUV. 32 

a) The basic determination of Myoc; qua Myoc; nv6c; as the 
fundamental condition of deceptive Myoc;. The 1tOt6v (aAT}8£c; 

or 'JIEU�oc;) as a necessary character of Myoc;. 

The third stage has, as we said, the task of determining Myoc; as 1tot6c;. 
Here it is important that every Mynv is a My£tv "ti. There is no modification 
of Myoc; which does not modify it as My£tv "tt; i.e., every modification of 
My£tv is a modification of it in its character as revealing. Through such 

:m A I I : Not merely rein ted or restricted here to the theoretica l proposit ion.  
:1 1 .  AH: thl· de l  ot ic .  
:12. T i l le  b.1sed on l ll• idL•ggl'r (Sl'l' the a rtind a t ion of t lw .m.1 lysis of A.6yo<;, p.  40:1). 
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modification, the bTJAOUV does not somehow come to nothing, the Aiy£tv 
to a Aiy£tv �TJ8£v (which it cannot be, by its very sense), to a total lack of 
disclosure, but because the Aiy£tv 'tl, as a constitutive structure, is neces
sarily preserved in every modification of Myoc,, Myoc, can be modified into 
a non-disclosure only in the sense of concealing, distorting, obstructing, not 
letting be seen . Every Myoc,, thus even the one modified in this way, is and 
presents itself as a Aiy£tv 'tL Every self-expression, and every speaking 
about something, is taken quite naturally and primordially as a bTJAOUV. 
Thus we have, assuming that the bTJAOUV can undergo a modification, the 
following structures: 1 . ) A Aiy£tv presents itself, and is there, as a disclosure 
of something. 2. ) This Aiy£tv, however, can in itself be distorting; it can pass 
something off as other than it is. Insofar as it presents itself, and always 
presents itself, as Aiy£tv n, but factually, in a particular case, does not impart 
the being, this Aiyetv is a deception. Deception is thus possible, and under
standable in general, only in terms of AiyEtV as Aiy£tv 'ti. Because it is Myoc, 
nv6c,, Myoc, in itself can be false. Just as we speak of "false money,"  which 
looks like genuine money but is not, so the Aiyetv that distorts something 
presents itself as what it is not: the Aiy£tv distorts itself, it is in itself "false . "  
Every Myoc, i s  therefore, a s  Myoc,, a Aiy£tv 't L  But i t  need not show that 
about which it speaks; it can also distort it, in such a way, of course, that 
this "false" judgment pretends to be true. Deception, 'lf£U8oc,, is thus 
founded, according to its very possibility, in the intentional constitution of 
Aiy£tv. It is AiyEtV as Aiy£tv 'tt that can be a distortion. 

Thus it is clear that every Myoc,, on the basis of this constitution, always 
and necessarily occurs in a certain "mode." It discloses in such and such a 
way: it is either disclosive or distortive; i .e. , every Myoc, is 1tOt6c,. nmov 8£ 
y£ 'tlVU <)>a�EV uvayKaiov EKU<J'tOV dvat 'tWV Myrov (263allf. ) .  "We say that 
every A.6yoc, is necessarily 7tot6c,, in one mode or another," precisely because 
it is Aiy£tv 'tL Likewise, 7tot6v nva athov dvm 8£i (262e8), "it is necessary 
that Myoc, always be 7tot6c,. " In every AiyEtV, therefore, just insofar as it is, 
a decision has always already been made regarding its bTJAOUV. uMva'tov 
Myov ovm �TJ8Evoc, dvm Myov (d. 263c10f. ) :  "It is impossible that a Myoc, 
could at all be what it is if it were Myoc, of nothing." The possible ways 
for Myoc, to be 7tot6c, are none other than Myoc, UATJ8£c, and Myoc, 'lf£U81ic,. 

�) Plato's dialectical interpretation of 'lf£U8oc, and liA-118£c,. The 
Kotvrovia of ov (qua A£y6�£vov) with 'tUU't6v and E'tEpov as 
ground of the possibility of Myoc, UA1l8£c, or Myoc, \jf£U81ic,. 

The fourth Kotvrovia in Myoc,. 

The decisi ve  question is  now for us: how does Plato interpret \jf£U8oc, or 
cXATJ8fc,? Tlw 11 nswcr in brief is: purely d ia lectica l l y, which means :  by way 
of  l'x h i b i t i n g , 1  1\0I V(I>V f ll, and spl•c i fica l l y  om• such ns we a l ready know, but  
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now this Kotvwvia, which we are acquainted with from the fundamental 
consideration, includes 'A6yoc, itself, as an ov . It was shown earlier that every 
ov or 'tt stands in a Kotvwvia with 'tat'l't6V and f't£pov. Every "something," 
in the widest sense, is itself, and, as this "itself," it is the one and not the 
other. Now this ov, this 'tt, upon which the fundamental dialectical consid
eration was carried out, is grasped in a Kotvwvia with 'A6yoc,; i .e . ,  ov is now 
grasped as 01lAOUjl£Vov through Myoc, as A£y6j.1.£VOV. In this new Kotvwvia, 
ov remains ov, i .e. , the possibility of its Kotvwvia with 'tmh6v and E't£pov 
is not taken away, since these were indeed positively shown to be oux 
miv'tWV, through everything, and thus also through the something that is 
the A£y6jl£VOV. This is the place where the sophist's objection is pressed 
hard by saying: it has not been settled whether llll ov can also enter into a 
Kotvwvia with Myoc,.33 This objection collapses under the weight of the 
exhibition of Myoc, as Myoc, nv6c,. 

The A£y6j.1.£VOV is a 'ti, an ov; as such, it stands in a ouvajltC, Kotvwviac, 
with 'tat'l't6V and f't£pov. If 'tmh6v is present in an ov, that means the ov is 
in itself, it is what it is. And that means, relative to OTJAOUV, relative to the 
ov as OTJAOUjl£VOV, that the ov is disclosed just as it is in itself. If a being is 
disclosed just as it is in itself, then the disclosure is an UATJ8£uttv, an 
undistorted imparting of the being in itself; the Myoc, is a'ATJ81lc,. 'A'ATJ8£u£tV 
is thus a Atyttv nv6c, in which the 'tt is distinguished through the presence 
of 'tmh6v-provided it makes visible a being in its self-sameness . But the 
E't£pov too-as was shown dialectically-can stand in a possible Kotvwvia 
with ov. Then, first of all, the ov is other than itself. If the ov is now grasped 
as a A£y6jl£vov 'ti, that means it is f't£pov A£y6jl£vov, it is exhibited as other 
than itself. This exhibiting of something as other than it is is nothing else 
than concealing, distorting, distortive making visible. Such a Atyttv, there
fore, in which the A£y6jl£VOV as ov is distinguished by the presence of the 
E't£pov, is Myoc, 'Jf£UOllC.· 

A6yoc, a'ATJ81lc, and Myoc, \ji£U0llC, are thus grasped as follows: Atytt 6 
Myoc, UATJ8f\c, 'ta OV'ta we, fO"'ttV (d. 263b4f. ) (the ci>c, fO"'tlV is simply a 
paraphrase of 'tat'n6v), it exhibits beings as 'tmha; the presence of 'tau't6v 
is constitutive .  '0 o£ Of\ 'Jf£UOf\c, E't£pa 'tWV ov'twv (b7), it exhibits them as 
E't£pa; the presence of the f't£pov is constitutive, and the A£y6jl£Va are 
determined by the presence of the E't£pov. 

Earlier we demonstrated, quite generally, the possibility of the napoucria 
of the f't£pov and 'taU'tOV in ov alone. Now, however, it has become clear 
that the same connection also applies to ov as A£y6j.1.£VOV. Thus a new 
Kmvwv(a appears in Myoc, as Myoc, nv6c,, i .e . ,  in the A£y6jl£vov as ov: the 

:n. Sopli ist 206a5·· 2n k5. Cf. p. 39Hf. 
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KOtVffiVia with 'tatrt6v or with the E'tEpov . This Kotvffivia determines the 
possibility of A6yoc, as not6c,, i .e. , the mode of its disclosure as true or false. 
We are calling this KOtVffivia the delotic one, the KOtVffiVia pertaining to 
OTJAouv. Note (here our interpretation goes beyond what is strictly speaking 
given and touches what is latent ontologically) that this ov A£y6!1EVOV was 
already characterized in the second stage as 1t£pt ou and O'tOU: it was 
exposed as constituted by the "something as something." Thus ov, which 
is the possible "something" of a "J...£y£tv, already possesses in itself a 
KOtVffiVta, namely the "something as something. "  And now there occurs 
the possibility of the new KOtvffivia, of the presence of 'tau't6V and the 
E'tEpov in this ov. That is, the pregiven ov in the character of the "something 
as something" can for its part be disclosed as self-same or as other than it 
is . Thus we see a doubling of the character of the "as" in A.6yoc,. Thereby 
the fundamental function of this peculiar category of the "as" in MyEl v first 
becomes clear. In the phenomenon of the "something as something," the 
"as" means : 1 . )  something in the substantive determinateness of something, 
and 2.) something thus pregiven in its determinateness as itself or as an 
other. 

y) Summary of the result of the analysis of A6yoc,. A6yoc, as 
cruv9£0'lC,. The fourfold KOlVffiVta in A6yoc,. 

Plato summarizes the result of his analysis of A6yoc, at 263dlff. : DEpt oft 
crou AEYO!lEVa !lEV'tOl 9ci't£pa <be, 'ta au'ta Kat llll OV'ta <be, OV'ta, 1taV'tci1taO'lV 
EOlKEV 1'] 'tOtaU'tTJ cruv9£0'lC, EK 't£ PTJ!lU'tffiV ytyYO!lEYTJ Kat OVO!lU't(l)V OV't(l)C, 
't£ Kai UATJ9ffic, yfyvmeat A6yoc, 'JfEUOJlC, .  This summary clarifies A6yoc, as 
cruv9£cnc, and specifically as 'tOtaU'tTJ cruveccnc,. This 'tOtaU'tTJ pertains to 
the possible KOtVffivfa of the A£y6!1£VOV with 'tau't6V or with the E'tEpov. 
Plato takes into account here only the possibility of a Kotvffivia with the 
E'tEpov, because what is at stake is primarily the proof of the possibility of 
A6yoc, 'Jf£uoJ1c, . At the same time, the cruv9£cnc, is characterized as ytyvO!lEYTJ 
EK 't£ PTJ!lU'tffiV Kat OVO!lU'tffiV; i .e., reference is made simultaneously to the 
Kotvffivia we have designated as the onomatic . Thus there resides in the 
whole of the phenomenon of A6yoc, a fourfold Kotvffivia: 

1 . ) the onomatic: between OYO!la and Pfllla as n"J...£y11a . 
2.)  the intentional: every A6yoc, is A6yoc, nv6c,; A6yoc, as ov is in a Kotvffivia 

with ov as its object .  
3.) the logical: every 'tt of "J...£y£tv is addressed in the character of the 

"something as something. "  
4 . )  the delotic, the one that pertains to OTJAOUV: in  every OTJAOuv, in  every 

Mynv 'tf, tlw A£y61J.fVOV is either "identified," as we say, with itself, or a n  
other tha n i tse l f  i s  p lacl•d before i t  a n d  the  A6yoc, thereby becomes decept i ve 
il nd ,  i n  i tsl• l f, fa l sl' . 
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This exposition touches Plato's genuine aim, which consists in showing 
the possibility, founded in the Being of Myo<; itself, of a conjunction with 
the £n:pov, i .e. , the possibility of Myo<; to be 'lf£UOll<;, as a possibility resid
ing in Myo<; itself. That, however, is a proof of the possibility of the existence 
of the sophist; this existence is thus made visible dialectically.34 

§81 . The analysis of 06�a and cj>av'tacria1 (263d-264d). The 
clarification of the 'tfXVTJ cro<j>tcrnK'Il as 'tfXVTJ oo�acrnK'Il and 

'tfXVTJ cj>anacr'ttKll through the proof of the possible conjunction of 
06�a and <j>av'tacria with 'Jf£UOO<;. �uivota, 06�a, and cj>av'tacria 
as modes of Aiyttv; their possible conjunction with the E't£pov (i.e., 

f..I.TJ ov or 'lf£VOo<; ). 

Plato has determined the 'tfXVTJ cro<j>tcr'ttKll as avnA.oytKll, and also as 
oo�acrnK'Il and Q>av'tacrnK'Il, if you recall the fifth and seventh definitions. 
In order to carry out fully the exhibition of a possible conjunction of Afy£tv, 
in the broadest sense, with J..lTJ ov, he must also show that oo�a and 
<j>av'tacria can enter into a Kotvrovia with J..lrt ov and the E't£pov, i .e . , that 
there can be a oo�a \j/£UOll<;. In other words, Plato must prove in principle, 
for all the comportments which, by their every sense, can be true or false, 
a possible conjunction with the E't£pov. These comportments are: 06�a, 
ou:ivota, and cj>av'tacria. Tt 0£ Oll; OHXVOt<i 't£ Kat 06�a Kat cj>av'tacria, f..I.WV 
OUK TlOTJ oftA.ov O'tt 'taU'ttX Y£ \j/£UOft 't£ Kat UATJeit rtave' ilf..I.WV EV 'tat<; 'JfUXai<; 
£yyiyv£'tat; (263d6ff . ) .  The proof of the possible conjunction of these com
portments with the E't£pov is relatively brief (263d-264d6), because Plato 
builds these phenomena-oo�<isttv, otavo£iv, cj>av'tacria-upon the phe
nomenon of A-6yo<;. Here again there appears unmistakably the priority of 
A-6yo<; over all other possible modes of uncovering and disclosing. The proof 
of a connection of otavota with Myo<;, and, further, of 06�a with ot<ivota, 
as well as, finally, of cj>av'tacria with 06�a, simultaneously shows the descent 
of <j>anacria, otavota, and oo�a out of Myo<;. These are all •<9 My(!) cruy
y£v£i<; (d. 264b2f.), they have the same ontological lineage as does Myo<;. 
Plato thus interprets these phenomena as Aiyttv . 

�tavota is EV'tO<; 'tft<; 'JfUXft<; 1tp0<; au'tftv Ot<iA.oyo<; UV£U <j>rovft<; 
ytyv6f..l£VO<; (263e4ff.) .  No£iv is a Aiyttv; it is just that it is not proclaimed 
and communicated. It is a Aiyttv of the soul to itself, not to others . That is 
the opposite of EV'tO<; 'tit<; 'JfUXft <;. It is not at all a matter here of the 
opposition between immanence and transcendence, as if the aim were to 

14. St'l' the a ppend ix.  
I .  Ti t l l' b.Jsl'd on Hl'idl'ggt'r (sl'l' p .  :1Y7) .  
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determine ouxvotiv as a subjective speaking, with regard to which the 
famous problem would arise as to how it could come out of immanence 
and have so-called transcendent validity for objects. 'Ev'to<; 'til<; \fiUXfl<; 
means only that OtavoEiv is a speaking that is I..IHU crtyf]<; (264a2), "not 
communicated."  But precisely as this silent speaking, it is completely im
mersed in the matters at issue. A6yo<;, as 'A6yo<; 'ttv6<;, even if it is spoken 
silently, is a speaking about the matters themselves . It would be senseless 
to give \fiUXll here the meaning of mere interiority, as if Otavotiv were a 
subjective speaking, whose objective validity would be problematic. The 
identification of the \fi'UXll with consciousness and of consciousness with 
subjectivity injects into the interpretation of Plato's philosophy an ungodly 
confusion from which we will never extricate ourselves as long as we have 
not learned to disregard the worn-out categories of modern logic, i .e. , as 
long as we have not learned that this disregard is the primary requirement 
for an objective understanding of historiographically pregiven phenomena . 
fltavoEiv as a AiyEtv is precisely a disclosure of beings, and Plato charac
terizes Aiynv explicitly as <j><icrt<; and a1t6<j>acrt<; (263e12), addressing in the 
sense of affirmation and deniaL Aristotle later apprehended <j><icrt<; more 
sharply as IW't<i<j>acrt<; and placed <j><icrt<; before both K<X't<i<j><Xcrt<; and 
a1t6q>acn<;. 

Finally, a brief interpretation of the two other phenomena. Plato traces 
06�a back to ot<ivota and thereby to Myo<;. f16�a is the U7tO'tEAEU't1lcrt<; 
otavoia<; (cf. 264bl ), the "consummation" of a otavoEiv, of a AiyEtV, of an 
addressing; i.e., it is the fully realized claim, the explicit taking of something 
for something. What is essential in 06�a is thus again, just as in otavodv, 
to take something for something, i .e., the as-structure. 

A£ynv, now in the sense of otavoEiv, is a presentifying of what is ad
dressed Ka9 ' au't6 (264a4) . The being in its essence, in its ElOO<;, is there in 
otavoEiv, 7tUpEcrnv (cf. a4) . fltavociv is thus a seeing of something, but not 
with the sensible eyes. Insofar as it is characterized as a seeing, that means 
the seen is present as itself. Beings can also, however, Ot' aicr91l crEm<; 
1t<XpEivat (cf. a4), "be present through sense perception." This presence of 
what is perceived in sense perception is determined as <j>aivE'tat (bl) .  What 
shows itself in atcr911crt<; is, in the stricter sense, <j>av'tacria. <l>av'tacria does 
not here mean to fantasize, merely imagine, but refers to what is present 
in such mere imagining, such presentation. <l>av'tacria is thus equivalent to 
'A6yo<; as 'Aty6j.!EVOV. The expression, however, even in Aristotle, has the 
characteristic double meaning of all these terms for the comportments of 
a'A118EUEtV, namely Myo<;, 06�a, 9Ecrt<;, U1tOA1l\fll<;. All these variations in 
mean ing refer on the one hand to the carrying out of a'AYJ9EuEtv and on the 
other to w h a t  is d i sc losed a s  such . P l a to interprets <j>av'tacria as 06�a, a n d  
s�wri fica l l y  as Cltlj.lj.lrl�l� !dCJ8�ClfCJ)<; 1ml 06�11<; (264b2), as OO�<X based 011 
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aicr9ll<n<;. Aristotle, as is well known, subjected this Platonic definition of 
<j>av-rama to a sharp and trenchant critique in the De Anima, Book III, 
chapter 3, 428a25-b9.2 Insofar as <j>av-racr(a, according to Plato, is a M�a 
based on aicr811<n� it also possesses, as M�a, the character of Myoc,; i .e . ,  
it is determined through the phenomenon of the "taking something for 
something." lluivota, M�a, and <j>av-racr(a are thus -ret> My(fl cruyy£v£ic, (d. 
264b2f.), they have the same ontological lineage A.Oyoc, has and can therefore 
also be \j/EU0£1<; (d. b3) .  

In this way -r£xv11 cro<j>tcr-rtK'll is clarified as <j>av-racrnK'Il, oo�acrnK'Il, and 
avnA,oytK'll . The sophist has been made intelligible in his existence. 

But thereby-and this is decisive-the philosopher has become transparent 
in himself, and that has happened uniquely by way of concrete philoso
phizing itself: i .e . ,  not in relation to arbitrary matters but, as we heard at 
254a8f., '!fl 'taU OV'tOC, act OUl A,oytcrjlffiV 1tp0(J](Eljl£VOC, io£�. 

2. Sl'L' tlw append i x .  
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Supplements 

From Heidegger 's Manuscript 
(Remarks, Additions, Annotations to the Lectures) 

I. Supplements to the Introductory Part 

1 .  (to page 16) 

Possibility of Dasein-determined thereby in its Being. Ways-a highest 
one-ao<j>{a. <I>tA.ocro<j>{a-to decide in favor of this truth !  
Plato-himself-to go along the way for a distance. 
As dialogue--OwAiymeat-the mode of research and mode of access to the 
matters at issue. 

2. (to p .  40) 

Striking: the highest understanding-together with 'tEXVll and this again with 
Erttcr'!ij llll · 
Not surprising if 'tEXVll is held to be an UA1l8Eunv,-as such, a mode of 
comportment in which the possibility of being carried out can withdraw. 

3. (to p.  44) 

With regard to Plato's Sophist, which exposes what a philosopher is (cro<j>{a), 
an explicit preliminary consideration of cro<j>{a as UAll8EUEtv becomes nec
essary. 
The philosopher: Tfl -rou ov'to<; <Xtt 8ta A.oytcrj..lffiv 7tpomcEt!lEVo<; i8£c;x. (Soph
ist, 254a8f. ) .  "He lies with, is occupied with, a looking upon beings, in such 
a way indeed that he carries out a speaking about them."  
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4. (to p .  86) 

as regards 4.) :  the full autonomy of cro<)lia 
1 .) on the basis of the theme 
2.) on the basis of the ontological tendency of the comportment 

of Dasein. 

1 .) The full autonomy characterizes recognizing and knowing, which is 
'tou lHXAtcr'ta bttcr'tll'tOU bttcrnlllll (Met . I, 2, 982a31 ) .  !.!<iA-tcr'ta £mcr'tll't<i: 
'ta npo:l'ta Kat 'ta ahta. 
8ta yap 'taU'ta Kat EK 'tOtJ't(OV 'tUAAa yvwpti;E'tat, aA.A.' ou 'taU'ta 8ta 'tO)V 
U7tOKEt!lf.VWV (b2) (through that which initially lies there already as 
point of departure) .  
The apxtKW'tcX'tll E7tt<J'tll!lll-Kat !lUAAOV apxtK11-iJ yvwpii;oucra nvo<; 
EVEKEV £crn npaK't£ov EKacr'tov (d. b4ff.) .  
A connection of  products and modes of  producing, a sequence of  levels .  
'Emcrn1llll as an average concept. Cf. Nicomachean Ethics: grasped more 
basically-with regard to every comportment and concern with some
thing. 
That which stands in npa�t<;, determined from it-ou EV£Ka-for the 
sake of which something is attended to with concern. 
'tOU'to 8' £crn 'taya90v £v EK<icr'tot<; (982b6)-this is for each "the 
good"-that means: that which constitutes its com-pletion-being fin
ished-that which brings the object of concern in npa�t<;-7tOtllcrt<;
£mcrn1!lll-to its proper Being. 
Knowing as the uncovering of npa�t<;-which discloses beings in their 
aya86v. 
Accordingly the !.!<XA-tcr'ta E1tt<J'tll't6v-the !.!<iA-tcr'ta aya86v = oAffi<; 'to 
&ptcr'tov-the best, proper Being-tv Tft <)lucrtt n<Xcrn (d. 982b6f.) . The 
proper 'tEAO<; and 7t£pa.;-that which constitutes beings as a whole in 
their existence. Most proper beings-most proper Being. The most proper 
beings exist properly as vo£iv of themselves . Beings as Being-<Xpxat. 
In this questioning "ontology" and "theology" predelineated . Cf. 
vou<;-VOll'tOV I apx11-0v n ov. To Sll't0U!l£VOV OVO!la (cro<)lia, cro<)l6<;) 
1tt1t't£t E1tl TIJV auTijv E1tt0nlll11V (cf. b8) . If we investigate what the 
expression under discussion means-the expression in the speech of 
natural, immediate Dasein-then what is thereby found falls under the 
same £mcrn1llll · 

2. )  'tO>V 1tpcO'tWV UpXWV Kat ai't{wv-although toward OU fVEKa and 
aya86v-yet not 7tOtll'ttKll (b9)-it has already upon closer inspection 
in the history of its origin in Dasein an ontological tendency of Dasein 
for i tsel f. Whether or not it prec isely l iberates i tsel f only slowly from 
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the E1tt<J'tft!lat 7tOtT]'ttKai, it is not simply a transformation of this but is 
at the very outset sustained by the tendency merely to see and know. 
(This liberating of itself)1-crU!l�E�TJKO<;-concomitant appearance-of 
cro<)lia in its relation to the other modes of aAT]8£U£tV. 'totaU'tT] <)lp6vT]crt<; 
(b24), insofar as ou fVEKa and aya86v also for Dasein itself-and not 
xpda (b24)-7tap<i, but in itself it is the Being of Dasein . 
The eau'tft<; fVEKa becomes visible at the same time therefore in that 
it---ao<jlia-is founded in an originally proper mode of Being of human 
Dasein. 
on o' ou 7totTJ'ttKJl (b11 )-although aya86v-Aristotle understood this 
p recisely in its ontological function-Oft/..ov Kat EK 'tWV 7tpcl:mov 
<jltAocro<jlT]cr<iv'trov (b11 ) .  Here to be understood positively that it at the 
very outset-next to 7tOtT]crt<;-constitutes an autonomous mode of 
Being of man. 
Visible from two primary moments of carrying it out: 1 .) Sau!l<i/;EtV 2.) 
ota7tOp£iV (bl2ff. ) .  

5 .  (to p .  113) 

vou<; (perceiving) E7t' cX!l<)l6'tEpa 

atcr9TJcrt<;-uncovering of the present site, of the positionality toward the 
circumstances and the like. 
ad cXATJ8£<;-Being in the having and as the having of world. 
Being-in-the-world-the basic modes . 
But Being means: being present (for what is alive: being present to), and 
this is something proper if the "whereby" itself is a proper being, i .e ., 
everlasting. 
At issue is Being itself-simply, Ka9' au't6 . 

6. (to p. 128) 

1t&.v 'to otaVOTJ'tOV Kat VOTJ'tov T] ot<ivota i'j Ka't<i<)lTJcrtV ft a7t6<)lTJcrtv-omv 
!lEV root cruv9'fi <jl&.cra ft a1to<)l&.cra, a/..T]8£U£t, o'tav o£ rooi, \j/EUOE'tat (d. Met. 
f, 7, 1012a2ff. ) .  
This passage brought up in order to confront a common error in logic and 
in the interpretation of Aristotle. 

I .  Fd i tor's suppl<' l l ll'll l .  
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It is held that affirming is cruv8Ecrt<;, connection; denial is 8taipEcrt<;, sepa
ration. 
But, instead, the passage above makes it clear: disclosure by way of affir
mation and disclosure by way of denial are both cruv8Ecrt<;. 
Or: EVDEXE'tat 88 Kat 8taipEO'lV <l><ivat 7tUV'ta (De An. r, 6, 430b3f.) . II Affir
mation and denial are likewise to be interpreted as a taking apart." Taking 
apart is indeed the mode of carrying out perception, voEiv, i.e., of keeping 
the EV, the whole, in view. And taking apart is a preserving mode of letting 
the whole be seen, i .e. , positing the one with the other. 
1:uv8Ecrt<; and 8taipEcrtS constitute the full mode of the carrying out of voEiv; 
and this latter itself, insofar as the voEiv is that of the Myov £xov, can be a 
Kma<!>ams and 6.1t6<1>ams. 
Cf. : Met. E, 4, 1027b2ff. 
'tO &J.La ft 'to xcopl<; voEiv-a mode of perceiving, encountering. "AJ.La and 
xropi<;-J.LTJ 'to E<\>E�f\s (b24) "not discretely one after the other"-the stand
ing next to each other of the voijJ.La'ta. But instead: EV 'tt yiyvm8at (b25) is 
the decisive feature of this VOEtV. 
&J.La voEiv-•o cruyKEtf.LEvov 1 xcop1s voEiv-'to 8tnPllf.L£vov. KEXCOptcrJ.L£vov: 
EV VOEtV. EV VOEiv: as cruv8EO'lS and as 8taipEO'lS too. For even aJ.La VOEtV 
can be understood as 8taipEcrt<;. Constitutively, in terms of intentional de
termination. 
ahtov (b34) this mode of Being of beings-to be unconcealed or to be 
distorted in Myos-is •fls 8tavoias 'tt 1ta8os (b34f. ), "a being affected of 
the discerning. "  Insofar as the discernment encounters something, what is 
encountered is itself disclosed. 6.A.118£s and 'lfEU8os: ouK £�ro 811A.o'0crtv 
oucrav nva <\>Ucrtv 'tOU OV'to<; (1028a2). They do not provide a determination 
of the Being of beings which pertains to them as beings in themselves but 
only insofar as they are encountered. 
'to 6.A.1188<; ov-7ta8os ev 'tfl 8tavoi� (d. Met. K, 8, 1065a21ff.) .  "The un
concealedness of beings is something that affects the discerning disclosure." 
Disclosed presence. 
'Ev 8tavoic;x does not mean: a process of thought-factual occurrence, but 
rather: to be discerned-to be encountered. For: disclosive having-there. 
Being-as disclosed presence-world of a living thing. 

7. (to supplement 6) 

'tOU OV'tOS au'tOU-n OV-'tUS apxas <JKE7t'tfOV (d. Met. E, 4, 1 02Ra3f. ) .  
cXA118E<;-\jiEU8os, disclosed�istorted : OUK EV  'tOt<; 1tPUYI-W.<JlV, a'A.A.' �·v 
0\ClVOlC.X (d. M£·t . E, 4, 1 027b26ff. ) .  No dctcr/ 1 / il ln fiol l  (�fcol l fC/ 1 /-J i ke ayafl6v-, 
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that constitutes the being finished, the presence at hand, but instead a char
acter of the encountering-a "how" of possible presence. 
Not: fl ov-in itself, but fl unconcealed, liberated or distorted. 

ev Ot<XVOt<;X yiyvE'tat the EV, in 'tO Ujl<X and in 'tO xcopt<; vodv, in VOEtV (d. 
b23f. ) .  No e(j>E�i]<; (b24)-succeeding one another. To &j.!a and 'to xcopt<; voEiv: 
to admit proper Da-sein. 

8. (First supplement to p. 129) 

UATJ9£<;: beings as unconcealed-with regard to the way they are discerned 
and perceived and as such preserved. 
The immediate mode of this preserving: Myo<; as A.Ey6j.!EVOV. What is said 
in an a1to<j>av'ttKO<; Myo<;: beings as uncovered. The A.Ey6j.!EVOV is UATJ9E<;
A.6yo<; aA.TJ9ij<;.  
UATJ9£<;: not ev 'tOt<; 1tpayjl<XO'tV (Met. E, 4, 1027b25f. ) but instead EV Ol<XVOt<;X 
(b27), and that means E1tt 't&v 1tp<Xyj.!ll'tcov (Met. e, 10, 1051b2) . 

But yet in 8 10  KUptro't<X't<X OV (b1) .  
1 .) the expression can only be understood on the basis of  the correct inter-

pretation of Being itself, 
2.) on the basis of the genuine meaning of UATJ9E'6ttv. 

Beings as appropriated . Presence, proper. Letting be present purely and sim
ply! 

"The main thing, of which one speaks the most"-Jaeger claims.2 
Unaristotelean, if it is related to the I a3 being itself! 

Precisely here the real misunderstanding: that Jaeger and the usual tradi
tion-already in scholasticism-maintain: it would be a matter of psychic 
Being-and of Being as validity. 

Both meet in the "There." 

It is beings themselves-only with regard to a character of Being which 
pertains to them insofar as they can be encountered and are there uncovered 
or covered over. 
Beings in their unconcealedness. Unconcealedness in Myo<;. A.Ey6j.!EVov. There 
also the possibility of being distorted. 

2.  WPnwr  l ·w�··r ,  Sf t id it ' l l  : 1 1 r  t : l l tslcll l l l lgsgt•sc!lic'lltc dcr Mcla!>llysik des A risfotrlcs, Berl in ,  1 91 2. 
i\l'l'l l l'd i n g  I I >  l l w  �l ' l l SI'  of p . 16f . 

. 1. I h· id l ')\)\l ' l '  l ' l' l l��l'd o u l l lw word " l lw . "  
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Jaeger maintains: 
1 .) another being is the theme, 
2 . )  the a/..119£� of the aotatpE'tOV is a special case, indeed even contradicting 

the first truth of A6yo� .4 

The proper unconcealedness. 

KUptona'ta ov are beings themselves as proper-af..1l9Eta; what dominates 
and decides-a. )  in its ultimate upxat:, b.) these simply-purely-perceived 
as uncovered. <j>t/..ocro<j>1lcrav£� 1t£pt <XA.119£ta� (Met. A, 3, 983b3) . 

UA119EU£tv: \j/UXll : Dasein-Being-in. 
a/..119£�: 1 .) beings-world-Dasein, 2.) AEYOJlEVov-Myo�-beginning of 
the ungenuine theory of truth and judgment . 

a/..1l9tta: ov-<Xpxai-atnov (Met. a, 1, 993b23) . 

9. (to supplement 8) 

KUptOO't<X't<X OV in 0. 
"the main thing, of which one speaks the most."5 
Unaristotelean, if it is placed in relation to beings themselves. 
<j>tA.ocro<j>1lcraV't£� 1t£pt UA119Ei�. a/..1l9tta = ov, in the most proper sense of 
being uncovered. 
Aristotle does not intend a special case of truth but what is radical and 
original in the upxai. 

10. (to supplement 8) 

Truth and assertion 

Speaking out-the said. A certain understanding-in tending of. To take what 
is intended as what is. "Out": from the average, its being known and the 
self-satisfaction with the familiar. 
This Being is stamped, elevated, to a being. But the reverse is the case with 
experience. And what is hypostatized in this way-something in the rela-

4. ] ,ll');l'r, op. l·i t . ,  according to the sense of p. 1 Hff. 
S .  Sl'l' suppk•nwn l H, p .  427, and noll' 1 tlwn·. 
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tion-to-should be in relation to real beings.  Being-in-relation-to as between 
two different beings . Which Being? 

What . . .  6 sense does the ov <i><; <XA.rt9£<; have, and what does it mean? 

It " is true" --only a how-but a preeminent one. 

11 .  (to supplement 8) 

Why true (<XA.rt9£<;) = actual being? 

Because Being = presence, not validity and the like, to be uncovered = 
genuine presence. 
Or because "truth" is uncoveredness of beings, UA.rt9£<; belongs to ov-"dia
lectics," "logic" in ontology. 
The true is . Not idealistically and not realistically but Greekly. Being and 
truth. Truth and genuineness. 
And therefore KUptonatov. "Truth"-for perception-is an affair of beings 
( ! )-although £v 8tavoi�! 

12. (to supplement 8) 

Why <XA.rt9£<;, cb<; <XA.rt9£<;, as a character of Being? 

Presence-uncoveredness-the proper present--oriented toward voii<;. i:'crn 
7tffi<; 7t<XV'ta ! T] \lf'DXll / in its highest possibility. 

13 .  (to supplement 8) 

Sophist 240ff. I ibid. b3 = OV'tOO<; ov. Here clearly: <XA.rt9tv6<;-"ontological." 
aA.rt9£U£tV with OV'tOO<; OV, \lf£U8o<; with !ll'l ov. Transparent only if clear: 1 .) 

ov, 2. )  <XA.rt9£U£tV, 3. )  A.Oyo<;, i .e. , existence, Dasein, \lfUXll · 
Why "true" as a preeminent character of beings? 

h.  l l ll ').\ihll• .  
7. cr. / JI'/\1 1 .  1 1 1 .  H, 4:l l h2 1 .  
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14. (to supplement 8) 

Cf. Cratylus 421b3f.: &A.11-8Eia, a divine roaming around, 7tAavacr9at! hence 
precisely humorously transformed into the opposite. In opposition to hav
ing there as uncovered . 

15 . (second supplement to p. 129) 

LOcj>ia-first of all as K'tfj<Jtc; and £�tc;, according to Nicomachean Ethics K, 
10. Not like ia'tptK'll but uyi£ta, as Being.8 
aA119£U£tv-truth: I!E'ta Myou (8uxvota)--&v£u Myou. 
A. Myoc;. 

1 . ) in general not simply U1tO<jlaV'ttKO<;. 
2.) as U7tOcj>avnK6c; cruv9£<Jtc;. Corresponding: UA119£U£tV already as 

something derived, passing through the possibility of being false. 
"As . "  De An. r, 6. 

3 . )  Myoc;-A£y61!£VOV-the said: a) as content, b) the being said, the 
repeated, having been said by "them." Proposition-assertion-con
nection of representations. (Subject-as act of thinking. Agreement!) 

UA119£c;-uncovering. To discuss what is uncovered in discourse, in the "as . " 
"As-structure" -that of AtyEt v-encountering in this what is uncovered 
in such a way. 

B. UA119£U£tv-truth-as 9ty£iv.9 Originally-truth. 
On the contrary Jaeger. 
ov cbc; UA119£c;. KUptona'tOV. Cf. Met., Jaeger.10 
OU't(l) Kat 't<l> OV'tt n ov E<J'tt nva <E1tt<JKE\Ifa<J9at> t8ta, Kat 'taU't' E<J'tl 
7t£pl. ffiv 'tOU cj>tA.ocr6cj>ou E1tt<JKE\Ifa<J9at 'tUA119£c;. Met. f, 2, 1004b15f. 

aA.1l9£ta-unconcealedness. 
Transition: a.) Unconcealedness of something (in the mode of vo£iv, 
otavo£iv) b. )  the unconcealed itself-what is most properly unconcealed: 
that which most of all is already there. Cf. Met. a, 2Y 

C. Myoc;-to press ahead in uncovering-dialogue. 

To be true purely and properly, i .e. , to uncover, and the discursive-true-dis
cussing in the tendency toward the proper. What is first carried out: as 
A£y£tv. But in this there already resides in general the Being of the 9ty£iv. 

H.  Nic. Etil. VI ,  1 3, 1 1 44a4f. 

'i.  Mel . I X, I O, 105 I b24. 

I 0. St'l' p. 427, noll• I .  
I I . Met .  I I ,  l , 'i'i:lh26ff. 
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This is not a special case, but conversely-that one improper mode (cf. 
vou�-Ou:xvoeiv), yet in fact the closest of those. Aicr81lcrt�. To speak-basi
cally never. 

1 . )  Aristotle does not only not degrade dialectics; 
2.) he cannot at all degrade it, because it must necessarily remain below, 
3.) he first sees this, in the proper sense, in opposition to Plato. 

16. (to supplement 15) 

1 . )  UArl8Et<X pure and simple 
2.) ov cb� aA-118£� 

1 . )  relates to beings in the unconcealedness of their Being-of the apxaL 
Thus: UA118£�-Kupt0:rta'tov OV-'tUA118£� in an emphatic sense. 

2.) ov cb� aA-118£�-ov qua A.Ey6J.1Evov-Ou:xvoouJ.lEVov. As encountered and 
spoken of as such. The true-as it is initially and for the most part and 
is passed on. 

17. (to supplement 15) 

Formally universal: ov cb� aA-118£�. 
From aA.118EUEtV noematically to ov aA.118tv6v. The highest aA.118EUEtV: cro<j>ia. 
The most proper ov. KUptffi'ta'tov-why aA-118£�? Because Being: "There"
presence. Being undistorted-the encountered-character, noematically, not 
psychical Being. Not a realm next to others, but beings in the "how" of their 
Being. Characters of Being different in their very characterization. 

18. (third supplement to p. 129) 

<iA.118EUEtV-in principle voeiv-atcr81lcrt�. ME'ta A6you-A6yo�-rheto
ric!-A6yo�-8ta . 
UA118E�-ov cb�. aA.r18Eta--Ov n ov I AEYOJ.lEVOV . 
A6yo�-as the immediate form of UA118EUEtv-above all: to conceal, to hold 
oneself  properly in ignorance. As mode of carrying out and mode of un
covering, of.fimdnmcntal s ign ificance ! The "logical": that which is accessible 
i n  spl'l'Ch <md i n  spokt•n d iscourse, consti tuting the Being of what i s  acccs
s ih l l' i n  t h is way a n d  prl'Sl'nt as such .  
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ota/..£yecr8at: interpretation-hermeneutical. Justification in Aristotle ac
cording to two directions. Example: J.l.Yt ov (= \j/EUOo�) as ov-unprece
dented-new-i.e., spuming the usual prattle. 
Dasein and Being. 

19 .  (to supplement 18) 

If ov-aA.l18cta, then discussion of ov in passing through the discussion of 
\j/£UOO� in case J.l.Yt ov is discussed. 
Why aA.118£U£tV relevant for the problematic of Being? 
1 .) as ground in general-phenomenologically, 
2 . )  for the Greeks, a character of beings themselves-<XA.118£�. 
Why possible? aA.l18Eta-the beings. Jaeger? Psychologism! 

20. (to supplement 18) 

J.l.Yt ov�� \j/EUOo�: non-beings-that which something is not. That which 
as such is distorted-which, however, it should not be, because the aA.118£� 
should be; the aya86v of Kata�a.crt�. What is, what it is not supposed to 
be. 
ov w� aA.118£�: beings-which uncovers or is uncovered. "To be true ." 
Beings-in the sense of the unconcealed-proper presence. 
Non-beings-in the sense of the concealed-not present for themselves
not being. 
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II. Supplements to the Transition 

21 .  (to p. 132) 

The unfolding of the problematic of Being-hermeneutically-the concrete 
existentiell "whereby" of the encountering of beings-phenomenology of the 
encounter and of discourse as the ground of the "ontology" of beings. The Soph
ist-even if only a first pressing ahead-d. Parmenides: voeiv-dvat-yet 
remarkable if we grasp it originally enough in what was not and could not 
at all be settled . 

22. (to p. 134) 

aA.ft9wx and the proper character of Being and as Being of beings. oucria
£v-u1tOK£t!1£Vov. 
The uncovering of beings is something proper if it discloses them in their 
constitution as apxft--r£A.oc; (proper presence) .  
apxft--r£A.oc;-as characters of  Being-the meaning of 1t£pac;: whence and 
whereby beings in what they are-as beings-are finished. No "as some
thing."  Therefore the character of intended-ness and of uncovered-ness: 
UOtatp£'tOV---6.<JUv9£'tOV-U1tAffic;. 

23. (to p. 137) 

To discuss thoroughly, to lead on more and more to the matters themselves, 
out of immediate everyday A.Eyttv, to the £crxc:x-rov, in order to see. 1t£pac;! 

Dialectics can only make an attempt, try, test. It can never come to a 
resolution, because it does not, according to the possibilities of its execution, 
arrive there. That is available only to pure eeropeiv as such. 
But it does have the directedness, it already expresses itself on what is 
actually the theme of cro<jl(a. U1tOK£t!1£VOV. 

Tradition says that Aristotle degraded dialectic into a technique. That over
looks: 
1 . ) 'tfXVll me<ms know-how. Mvaj..l tc;. Cf: Rhetoric: potentia l i ty a s  Bci11g. I ts 

L'xpl ici t estnb l i shnwn t prL•supposcs precisely the understanding of thl' 
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carrying out of ou:xA.Eymem. Possibility-to understand-more radi
cally: as uncovering. For: reality: to reproduce. (Possibility:)l What some
thing can properly be, what it already is prior to every actualization. 

2.) he has not thereby degraded dialectic but has discovered an original 
proper domain of the everyday possibility of speaking with one an
other: the pretheoretical discourse about something, which, as a deter
minate way of thorough discussion, presses ahead to 9£rop£iv
yvropi�nv, yvroptcrnJdl-and claims to be an explicit mode of pressing 
ahead and of genuine questioning. 

Aristotle was the first to be able to understand dialectic positively and to 
appropriate it. Superseding it in a properly disclosive original ontology. Cf. 
Met. r, 2. 
Plato saw clearly neither the one (cro<jlia) nor the other (OtaMym9m). His 
result corresponds. On the other hand, his was the unclarity of genius, and 
it stirred up things.2  "Genius"-because this unclarity bears genuine roots 
of disclosure. Not a fantastic unclarity blind to the things. 

The Sophist: OtaA£ym9m-a mode of Dasein-and precisely a pretended 
highest one-which is: a being-with, cognizing and knowing beings. 
To uncover a "Being-in" in the dialogue and thereby the entire phenomenal 
nexus residing therein: beings-Being- I Being-toward I the Being of the 
existing (sophist) itself. 
Hence: in the transition: Dasein-a'Al)9£'6£tV-Being-in. Phenomenological 
basis . Intentionality rightly understood. 
1 . )  Hermeneutical meaning of the dialogue, 
2.) what becomes thematic in it, 
3 . )  how. 
Intertwining of the three questions unclearly and yet wholly a matter of 
principle. 
To verify this conception of the dialogue by means of Aristotle's directions 
of development: Metaphysics r and Topics (Rhetoric) 
Not to look for intuition and thinking. Thinking is dialectic precisely only 
insofar as it is intuitive-this is not something. 

I .  Edi tor's supplt•mPnt. 
2. f{pfprence by I IL· idl'�lo\L'r to suppll'nwnt 2'1 (supplL'mL•nt to p.  L'i2) .  
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24. (to p. 140) 

A.6yoc; 

As speech-speaking, relating, something as something. avaA.oyov-to cor
respond, here: relation . 
That A.6yoc; can be formalized this way is an indication that this phenom
enon of something as something-the there-shows itself primarily. The 
"logical." And specifically A.6yoc; as M:y6J.1EVOV, the "as-ness," "from-one
to-the-other-ness ." 

25 .  (to p .  142) 

Aristotelian philosophy 

That is, to understand the Greeks in their proper difficulties. The hidden 
movement: ov Tl ov-otaM:KnK'Il-"Logic" :  �ro1l-Dasein. A.6yoc;. 

26. (first supplement to p .  149) 

Aristotle speaks of OtaM:KnK'Il 
1 .) in connection with the determination of the task of the fundamental 
philosophical science (cro(j>ia), 
2.) in the theory of A.6yoc;. 
Thus: in consideration of the phenomena of UA118Eunv: voeiv and A.eyetv. 
( . . .  ) 
as regards 1 .) :  Metaphysics r, 1 and 2 .  
( . . .  ) 
as regards 2.) :  7tEtpacrnK'Il-in relation to A.eyEtv-to discuss with one an

other-shared world thereby ayvooUV't£<;,3 but to speak with them 
Ka'ta 'to 7tpayJ.la.4 "Theory" of theoretical-practical dealing with one 
another. a1t6on�tc;. otaM:K'ttKll, the further concept. It can be: 1 .) 
1tEtpacrnK'Il (Top. 171),5 2.) theory-ouvaJ.lt<; (Top. I, 101) ;  also here 
EVOO�OV, EpOO'tllcrt<;. Goal: aA.1l8tta. 

1. Sol'ilistiml l<•:fi l /alious I , I I , 1 71 b3ff. 
4. Ib id .  I, X, l hYh2:l. 

!1 .  lh id . I , I I ,  1 7 1 h4 .  
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Sophist: J..lTJ Kma 'tO npayJ..la f.},£nov't£c/ But thereby ouK £v ouvaJ..lEe-as 
rhetoric-as theory of speech-, but a �to<; speaks factually-has resolved 
to this. But how? Formally-not concern with substantive content. 

27. (second supplement to p. 149) 

(Transition: )8 

Clarification of dialectics. First characterization of sophistry. 
Connected to it: cXATJ8£U£tV, cXATJ8£<;. ov. The basic meaning of ontology. The 
logical. Second part of the transition in connection to the first. 
a) 'taATJ8£<; (Met. f, 2, 1004b17) b) np6't£pov i] oucr(a .9 Ontology. 1 . )  Concrete 
research into Being: oucr(a-Ka'tTJyop(at-OUV<XJ..ll<; I £v£py£ta. 10 Uncover
ing, positive, of Myo<; . The logical .  

28. (third supplement to p.  149) 

Philosophy: cXATJ8£U£tV--<XATJ8£<;. aA.l18£ta--Ov. KUpt<lna'tov ov. OtaMytcr8at 
-----ao(j>(a-vou<;-in a certain sense free of Myo<;. 
"The logical." The "proposition." 

29. (to p. 152) 

My£tv-Rhetoric and Sophistry. 

(Cf. Diels, Fragmente der Vorsokratiker II, p. 218ff. )11 

Protagoras of Abdera. Rhetoric. Basic grammatical concepts. Epideictic concep
tion of rhetoric. 
Gorgias of Leontini. 
Thrasymachus of Calcedon. (d. Gorgias) 
Prodikos of Keos. Cf. Protagoras. Rhetoric. Semiaxiology. Moralizing in the 
choice of the material. 

6. Ibid. I, 8, 1 69b23f. 
7. Rhetoric l, 1, 1355b l 7. 
8. Editor's supplement: the articulation of the transition shows 1 . )  that Heidegger intended 

to include in the transition more than he actually presented and 2.) that the actual course of thl' 
lectures corresponded to the projected outline only in part. 

9.  Mrl. IV, 2, 1 004b9. 
1 0. Cf. Met . VI, 2, 1 02na32ff., and Met. IX, 1 0, 1 05 1 a35ff. 
1 1 .  Dit• Fmgmente dcr Vor�okratikcr, gricclliscll 1111d dcu tscii l'OII fit'YIIIil l l l l  Diels. Zwl'i tl' r Ban d ,  4 .  

A u f! . ,  Bc• r l i n ,  1 922. 
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Hippias of Elis (cf. Prodikos) : Antiquarian scholarship. 
Antiphon of Athens (cf. Prodikos) 
Anonymus Iamblichi (Protagoras) 
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Author of the Dialexeis (Protagoras) .  The development of the Antilogica. 

Sophists: teachers of youth-paid . Orators. -ra\rt6v ( . . .  ) E<J'ttV croq>tcr'til� Kat 
Pll'trop, ft £yyu� n K<Xt 7tapmtA.1lcrtov . ( Gorgias 520a6ff. ) . 
Thucydides III 38.12 

cmA.&� 'tE aKoft� ti8ov'ft i]crm:OJ.!EVOl K<Xl croq>tcr't&V 8Ea't<Xt� EOlKO'tE� 
K<X8rtfl£Vot� JlUAAOV ft 1tEpt 1t6A£ro� �OUAEUOfl£VOt�. 
Sophists: orators-not philosophers or statesman or educators. 
Taken as a whole: "You are wallowing in the delight of listening (correlative 
to speaking!) and are rather similar to the ones who are sitting there gaping 
at the sophists and who are supposed to decide about the destiny of the 
state ." 
Unconcern with substantive content is precisely nurtured by the sophists . 

The formal goal of education. Given thereby: unconcern with subs tantive con
tent, lack of substantive content. 8EtV6't11� of the eu A£yetv (7tat8Eia). a) the 
level of the sophists is different, b) the determinate concrete world in which 
they predominantly move. 

A mistake of interpretation. Which was the occasion to arrive at positivity, 
but what did not correspond to it at the scientific level was retrospectively 
intensified by it in the historiographical consideration. Therefore press on 
to the scientific, philosophical possibilities. 
Not skepticism, relativism, subjectivism, but the formal goal of education. 
1tatbEt<X. 
( . . .  ) 
Plato condemned not only the sophists but at the same time the orators as 
well . The Phaedrus: attempt at a positive appreciation? Aristotle, because of 
his original insight into A6yo� and 1;ro1l , established for them positive, 
though limited, rights. 

30. (to p. 154) 

"Ontology"-"Theology. " Aristotle. 

In both cases: beginning with beings as a whole--OA.ov13---U1tA.&�-simply 

I 2.  Tll l l < 'yd idl's, l l i., lory < !f' 1/JI' l 'l'lo/'OI I I I<'Sillll  War. 
J:'I. CI .  Ml'l .  X I I ,  I ,  JO(,lJi! I Hff. 
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for itself, as what is there. ee{a. To understand the OAOV in its oA.ov-as 
being. Beings-of the world-, but still a determinate f.!Epo<;: KtVOUf.lEVOV, 
not aptef.16<;. The heavens and everything under them. It corresponds, as 
to content, with the ancient problematic of Being and transposes it through 
the disclosure of KtVllCH<; onto a new ground. 
Disclosure of KtVllcrt<; provides: 1 .) the possibility of seeing the qrucrEt OV'ta 
categorially. 2 . )  This concrete material-ontological research opens the eye 
for the sense of purely ontological research and genuinely allows for the 
correct appropriation of Plato. Both in Physics A! Critique of the Eleatics . 
Categories. 
As KtVllcrt<; (aKtVllta-axc.Optcrta I aKtVllta-xwptcrta 1 Ktv01)f.1eva) guid
ing lines for a division of beings. 
KtVllcrt<;, 1tOtllcrt<;-being produced = 1 .) being finished 2.) presence. Cf. 
Met. e. Discussion of 8Uvaf.1t<;-£vepyna beyond KtVllcrt<;. 

Cf. Met. r, 2: KtVOUf.lEVOV-<HEpE6v explicitly ontological theme, or material? 
No, but by all means not ov fl ov. This itself,-not in its connection with 
the others! 1tp0<; f.!{av apxftv?14 

Not: how to change, or which is to yield to the other, how to improve, to 
"round out," a "satisfying picture of the world."  Instead: how he was forced 
into these two paths. Why? Being-presence ! Sheer presence; the highest 
and most proper coming to presence, the first, original presence. 
Problem not in eeoA.oytKft but in 1tPcOtll <j>tA.ocro<)lia. Universality of the ov 1i 
ov. 
The logical. 

31 . (to p .  155) 

ov 1i ov. oucr{a-Myo<;-tl1tOKElf.lEVOV. "The logical ." Present. 

ov fl ov: beings in their Being; beings as beings; anything that is, insofar as 
it is. The theme thus is Being. What every being is already from the very 
outset, what is already there at the outset, what properly constitutes presence, 
i .e., proper Being. The "already at the very outset" -condition of the possi
bility of the presence of something. 

Unseparated: genus-general universality and apriori universality. Onti-

1 4 . Ml'l .  IV, 2, IO!nhh. 
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cally: "class," provenance of the essence. Ontologically: npoc; j..l.tav apxr]v
qr6crtc;-oucr(a, not Ka-ra. 
Not formal, not genus (this latter explicitly rejected) , but instead: purely and 
simply "ontological . " "Formally," however, with an emphasis on oucr(a: 
np6'tEpov iJ oucr(a, in the temporality of the pure presence of beings. ov
what is spoken of-unoKdj..LEVOV-not posited. But instead: what is already 
there in the discerning disclosure of A.tyEtv. Here the irruption of A.Oyoc; into 
ontology. Cf. Met. Z, 4. 
ov-as uncovered-in a broader sense: that which is spoken of. 
a) To what extent the "already at the outset" in the M:y6j..LEVOV in the 

broader sense. oucr(a-sheer presence-that which is there at the very 
outset-in immediate everyday concerns. This, however, is A.6yoc;! 

b) Of what sort is the "logical"? = that which is already encountered in 
what is spoken of as such, co-constituting presence. 

concerning a) :  For  the Greeks vouc;-A.Oyoc;; in speaking about-the 
world-something-beings-there-initially and for the most part. 
This " initially and for the most part" is and remains in principle j..I.E'ta 
A.Oyou! A.Oyoc;: the basic mode of Being-in as coming to presence. That which 
primarily is encountered as already there: \moKEtj..I.EVOV. Speaking re
mains the primary mode of access and mode of appropriation of 
beings. The basic mode of disclosive Being-with-of life-with beings. 
Even the avEu A.Oyou-is something-is still seen in terms of A.Oyo�: 
but not with the "as. " 
Ka8' au't6 . But: by and in A.Oyoc;-as a mode of aA.ll8E'I)nv-of the 
tmOKEtj.!EVOV 
( . . . ) 

Concerning b): The "logical" is as such onto-logical ! Precisely not: thinking 
and technique of thinking. But instead: that which is accessible in 
speaking (uncovering) and discourse. The Being of the beings encoun
tered and spoken of in this way, what thus possibly comes to presence, 
already constituting its presence. 

32. (to p. 155) 

The indicated origin of the Greek concept of Being makes clear at the same 
time, however, that the Being of beings is in terpreted (on the basis of) time. 
Why? Because every ontology, as an interpretation, is itself a mode of 
Being- in .  I nsofa r as the world is to be determined in its Being, these beings 

must ht• I 'X/ It 'rit ' l let 'd, and the in terpreting must address these beings wi th 
rL'g<l rd to t lwi r !king.  ExpL• r iL•nccab i l i ty and add ressahi l i ty of the wor ld 
i nc l udl' i n  l hl' I111W iv l'S : ll'tt i ng t lw i n tt•rprl't ing lJasein a long w i th thl· wor ld 
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itself, in which Dasein always already is, be encountered purely from them
selves. The letting be encountered is based, in its possibilities, on the Being 
of Dasein. But the Being of Dasein is temporality. And the pure letting the 
world be encountered is a making present. As such, it is only temporally 
that it can express itself in the appropriate speaking about the world: the 
Being of the world is presence. The dominance of this notion of Being makes 
it clear why Aristotle interprets time itself on the basis of the present, the 
"now." What is present is genuine Being, and the Being no longer of the 
past, as well as Being not yet, can be determined on the basis of it . . .  15 

But if Dasein itself must be interpreted ontologically in its Being, i .e . ,  
even in its determinate non-genuine temporality of presentifying [gegen
wiirtigen]l6 presence, then temporality in its genuineness must be explicated . 
But that implies: the beings which emerge in the ontological interpretation 
of the Being of the world cannot determine the hermeneutic situation of 
the ontological research which is supposed to interpret the Being of Dasein 
itself. Rather, it is precisely on the basis of this that the mode of Being and 
the origin of the former is positively clarified ontologically, i .e . ,  is given in 
the character of Being as conceived in terms of presence.-The immediate 
meaning of Being. 

33. (to supplement 32) 

Concept of Being-Concept of knowledge and idea 

Being-what is always present on its own. Therefore "is " properly the 
"what"-"essence"-and it the genuine object of proper knowledge. 

l S . I I IPgib ll' .  
1 6 . Ed i tor's noll': prl•sum.lbly Hl'idl'ggl'r meant  "anticipating" /gnuiirtigc•lldl' l l /. 
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III. Supplements to the Main Part 

34. (to p.  191) 

Care (historicality-tem porality---discov eredness) 

Ttxvll seen in terms of two basic comportments, both ones of immediate 
everyday Dasein: production-appropriation (tendency toward Being). In 
both, the basic phenomenon of furnishing oneself with something-as concern 
over something-in the sense of making provisions. Temporality . . .  This con
cern-supplying oneself something in a broad sense-determinable as com
merce with the immediately encountered world. The commerce-with 
founded on an already-being-in-it. For this Being-in-as concern-know
how. 

T£xv11-as aA.ll8£unv !l£'ta Myou-itself has the character of appropria
tion. In all operations-production, and in possession, a pre-eminent ap
propriation--of the world as oriented-in its "there" . . .  concern as making 
present. 
NB: These phenomenological nexuses never seen-taken for primitive and 
naive distinctions-no match for modern systematics. To be seen only when 
these phenomena are in advance already uncovered originally and their 
phenomenal nexus is understood as a primary one (Dasein-existence) .  
Systematic work-not in order to  construct a system and take history to 
task from there, but in order to let the phenomena become visible for this 
pressing ahead toward the ontological roots of our Dasein itself. 

35. (to p. 195) 

The phenomenological interpretation purposely too broad-versus the 
naive-antic understanding-about the aa7taA.t£Unl<; -

This appurtenance not first arisen by way of a shoving together of pre
viously isolated contents. It is an original one.  The only firm directive at 
first. To see the phenomenon as a whole. If it (the appurtenance) is supposed 
to be original, then it must be made visible out of a new unitary fundamental 
content--out of the mode of Being of the phenomenal content itself (Being
in), e.g., under the guideline of 'tEXVll as such. £�t<;--8uva!lt<;-\j/UXll
aA.l18Eta--discoveredness-the "there"-the possibility of every individual 
"D<� "-sei n-for the proper Being. Cf. <1bove: concern-care. 
Nl•n•ss i ty of  n fu nda mcnt<� l l y  i nvcst ig<� tiw, method ic  appropri<1 t ion of th i s  
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field-more precisely-first laying it bare! because covered with debris
why?-something still not genuinely disclosed-(fallen into decay! )-only 
in pressing horizons-ontologically diverted in the direction of the world. 

36. (to p. 268) 

Anthropology as ontology 

Not a new conception and mode of treatment, but the central ontology, in 
which all others first acquire their ground, and insofar as the traditional, 
only positive one up to now-of the Greeks-was basically mundane and 
formal-logical ontology, this one must be appropriated, taken up in a new 
intention, and set free. I .e . ,  to pose radically and concretely the ontological 
problem as a whole for the first time. To open up and pose the questions 
in the treatise on time. 

37. (to p .  284) 

Definitions of the sophist 

Double function. Triple function? 
1 .  To make vivid the factual existence of J..LTl ov . Concretion-"there. " 
2 .  Anticipation of the phenomena: "7toteiv"-oucria. A.Oyo<;. 
3. Ontic (na'A£yea8cu--co-presence: ytvo<;-Ev-preparation for the onto

logical <iux'A£yecr8at. 

38. (to p. 298) 

Now the first turning of the attention toward the 'tEXVTJ of the sophist (i .e., 
86�a, A.Oyo<;) : 1tOtEi Et<iwA.a-he has to do with what only looks to be, i . e. ,  
with the immediate, ungenuine outward look-what merely poses im
mediately as something-mere semblance: 1tept 'tO <)>av'taO"J..La (240dl) .  He 
calls this non-being! And specifically his 1toteiv is an assumption of mere 
semblance, of the immediate mere outward look, and specifically in such 
a way that he passes off as something what he has thus taken up. He 
deceives, i .e . ,  he moves in this passing off of mere semblance as Being. 
Insofar as we are duped by him in this way, it is called 'JIUXTl l']J.!OOV 'JIEU<iij 
<io�aset (cf. 240d2f.) . 

He l eads us astray. But there is a going astray (de luded op in ion) only w hen 
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one is trying to get somewhere or other in the first place. A missing of the 
mark only in a directedness toward the aA.118£<; and indeed a missing of the 
mark such that the pretence is taken for the aA.118£c;. Only within an inten
tion toward seeing uncovered beings can distortion be possible. Distortion 
of this pretended sight. 
\j/EU8T}c; 86�a: deluded, believing the imposture; to be of an opinion, and 
specifically a false one. I .e . ,  'ta f.vav'tia 'tote; oucn 8o�at;nv (d. d6f. ) :  to be of 
the opinion, to maintain, that something is uncovered when faced with the opposite 
of beings, when faced with what stands there, with what has thrust itself 
forward. I .e . ,  \jiEU8fJc; 86�a = 'ta llTJ ov'ta 8o�a1;nv (d9) :  to take non-beings 
for beings. 
Is this 8o�a1;Etv of \jiEUOTJc; 86�a or of llTJ ov'ta a maintaining that they are 
not, llTJ dvat (el )? Here the stumbling block, the blank in the discourse 
(Greek) . ( . . .  ) 
fl 7trot; dvat 'ta IJ.llOaiJ.&t; ov'ta; (el f.) Eivai 1troc; 'ta llTJ oV'ta 8Et (e3) . Non
beings must themselves be in some way or other, for them to be taken as 
something (as being) . I .e., 86�a \j/EU81lc; includes, in its very structure, taking 
non-beings themselves as being in some way, in order then first to become 
what it is. Passing them off-as beings. 
Therefore: the condition of its possibility, that the <jlav'taO"IJ.a can at all found 
a deception-pass itself off as-is: that it is in itself taken as existing, and 
only on this basis can it pose as some other being. 
Wherever a deluded opinion, even if only briefly and to the smallest extent 
(cf. e3f. ), always necessary: 
1 .) it itself as in some way there-present; the Being of that which itself 

brings about the opinion, founds the pretense, and 
2.) that which it passes itself off as, as a being, the pretended; the Being of 

that which stands there as pretended. 

39 . (to supplement 38) 

Deception 

It deceives-it leads astray, defrauds, imposture, \j/EU8oc;. I deceive myself, 
delusion-a1ta't1l. 260c. I deceive another-in speaking, communicating. Im
posture ontologically primary, i.e., visibility-yryvwcrKElV-Kotvrovia with 
llTJ ov. 
"It errs"? I crr-T have led myself into error-it is 'false. " 
Cf. WS 23-4. 
Dt•ccpt ion ,  t• r ror, fa ls i ty, i ncorrcctlwss, l i e-an d  the function and the mea n
i ng o f  t lw "nol "--a nd A.6yo� and vori v .  
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Deception-Being-in-1 .) as what-prepossession, 2.) as something-to ad
dress, 3.) basic phenomenon of the "as. " "Pre"-possession: To have from 
somewhere, not simply there! " As"-in the Being-in. Care-interpretation
known ness-pre-tense. Being-in-as which Being? 

40 . (to supplement 38) 

Deception-error 

Deception-upon giving-to address . Error? upon a formal conclusion? But 
if error on the aA.T]9EuEtv-giving of the things-xnpoucrem? I .e. , 'lfEUOo�
also in Myo�. The latter (judgment) still entirely delotic. 

41 . (first supplement to p. 310) 

To pose the question of the meaning of Being signifies nothing else than to 
elaborate the questioning of philosophy. 
The phenomenological sense of the "questioning into the Being of beings"
what that means and what tasks it includes: hermeneutic of Dasein . 
Questioning: 
Interrogating something in some regard. The interrogated (beings) , the asked 
about (Being), the asked for (the ontological characters of beings) .  
a) primary attitude-Being-in of the question*: questioning is discovering 

disclosure. 
*What is the mode of access to beings in ontological questioning? Plato 
and Aristotle: A.6yo�-and indeed with a certain explicitness, but only 
this far, that A.6yo� remains the only one. But that does not mean: ontology 
is determined by logic-or else one must say what "logic" signifies here. 
Not: Myo�-oriented toward logic and thereby still placing at the foun
dation a modem ontological concept, but instead: A.6yo� oriented to
ward voEiv-a/..:rJ9Euctv-Dasein. 

On the lectures : if from the beginning, in the preparation as well as 
in the interpretation of the definition of the sophist, we were constantly 
referred to Myo�, it should have been clear from the outset along what 
paths ontology plays out. Only to experience at the end how Plato takes 
Myo� itself within the ontological problematic. 

b) The posing of the question is the expressed, communicated question, in 
which the interrogated, the asked about, and the asked for are co-ad
dressed implicitly, without the primary attitude of genuine question ing 
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being simply given thereby. Content of the questioning; the asked for in 
the broader sense-about which, in what respect, how far the question 
relates . 

Thus far on the characterization of the question: what do you mean when 
you say "Being." 

42. (second supplement to p. 310) 

Intention to clarity* in Greek ontology 

Guideline: making present-as what .  To address. To address how? to let it be 
encountered in itself-OA,ov-, or to make of it itself a being. Whence oth
erwise the explicate? How the "there" in MyEtv-voEiv?-As conclusion of 
Being and Time. Thus systematic and historiographical acquisition. 
*Development of the situation of possible interpretation grows with clarity 
about MyEtv. To address beings as beings. No longer as beings but "Being." 
What Being means. No answer. But ontological characters uncovered. Un
separated: formal and material ontology. 

43. (third supplement to p .  310)1 

Saidness of ov 

I .  The question of the saidness and sayability of J!TJ ov is that of the CJT)J!Uivttv 
ofov (244a5f.) .  tO ov OUOEV EU1toponEpov Et1tEtV tOU llll ovtoc; (cf. 246a1) . 
Saidness: genuine disclosure of the meaning! 

Greek ontology, basically: 
Orientation of ontology toward "logic. " Is that surprising? But A6yoc; for 
the Greeks the mode of access-the immediate. 
Greek ontology-not only world-objectivity-and what is encoun
tered, the immediate, but also the how of reaching the immediate,-and 
both in indifference! 
A making present-in immediate availability. A neutral making present .  
Confirmation: A6yoc;-that in which everyday seeing and saying 
emerge-place of sojourn of Being-in . 
In the discussion of ov, A,6yoc; as mode of access is now so isolated that, 
with no regard to the what, that which is asked for is simply the saidness 

I .  ( •f.  , 1 lso p. 1 42f. i 1S  Wl' l l  o1S suppl1•ml'nts 2!i and 12. 
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and the sayability. 
244cff. therefore at the same time a formal-logical, yet, presumably a 
material-ontological (investigation)} i.e., both still unseparated . On the 
basis of Myo�. 
Still the standpoint of Parmenides, only voEiv more sharply in Myo�. 

II. Therefore: OtaAtK'ttKll delotic as logical: absolute priority-the funda
mental science. Not on the basis of "logic" in our sense-but the genu
ine, investigating attitude precisely-genuine immediate access and 
disclosure. 
Precisely Aristotle defends himself, with his clear grasp of Myo�, 
against "logic" (OUV<Xf.U�-EVEp)'Et<X) . 

44. (to p. 338) 

'Pux1l-life-Dasein. And anthropology. Plato. 

Problem-in "Phaidon," chap.  XIV, in the phenomenon of vodv, i .e., of 
Being-to, Being-with. Whereby-as fu:i-; Being as )'EV£<Jt�. Soul as "in be
tween" -simple because on tic-the phenomenon of Being-in-, whereby 
world is taken as fu:i--elementally. voEiv-basic character of Dasein, a 
perception-of. And thus the entire later anthropology. (But not a Being in 
itself!-And the latter genuinely hermeneutical) . 
The soul is desire (Care is the Being of Dasein! ) .  Intentionality-Being-to
'VUXli-in the horizon of KtVllcrt� and cmxcn�, )'EVE<:n�-aEi, Heraclitus
Parmenides . 

45 . (to p. 355) 

Prepossession: the KOtvrov{a bears everything, therefore to be clarified. 
Into it the possible 'tEXVll 8taAtK'ttKll is built-and formulated in the fol
lowing in repeated, ever new approaches. 

2. 1 \d i tor's suppll•ml'll t. 
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46. (to p .  363) 

Limits of Greek ontology: In f..Oyoc; and its predominance. Compensated: 
Insofar as a1to<!Ja{vecr8m. Not "logic. " 

47. (to p. 377) 

In addressing beings, they are disclosed in two directions: 1 .) in their 
"there "-present-as themselves, 2. )  as 1tp6c; n-in relation to . Selfsame-and 
the "respectively. " In themselves-and the relation-to. 
In MyEtV a double tendency toward disclosure: 1 . )  simple having-there of some
thing, 2.) to take up in some respect. In "AEyEtv this double possibility of 
encountering beings. 
Something possibly present (i.e., possible presence)3 according to the orig
inal nexus of Myetv: 1 .) making present of the now here, 2.) making present 
out of and in the having of an anticipation-in consequence of it-whence
something possibly present is addressed. The factual anticipation in the 
present Being-out-for-from it-the immediate. 

48. (to p. 391)  

The opposition makes visible the genuine objectivity of the negated . The 
negation in the J.lll of the E'tEpov is not only one bound in the objective 
provenance but at the same time one that is objectively exhibiting: it exhibits 
something determinate. 

49 .  (first supplement to p. 397) 

concerning 3.) :  with regard to Plato. 
evav'ttOV and evavn6'trJc; at times even in Aristotle still an over-reaching 
formal treatment. Categories, chapter 6, a15 :  eoilmcrt OE Kat 'tOV &.A.AJJ)V 
evav·timv C>1ttO'J.lOV U1t0 'tOU'tffiV em<!J£pEtV · 'tft yap 1tl.£tO''tOV a'A.A11A.mv 
OtEO''tTJKO'ta (distance) 'tWV EV 'tcp au'tcp y£vEt evav't{a 01tt�OV'tUt. Thus 
paradigmatically: evav't{ov Ka'ta 'tOV 't61tov. This according to the Physics, 

J. In I 1 <- idt•gt-;t• r'H l l l ol l l l iSrri pt :  //ll•il l "-t•m·l• '' J .  Ex p.mdt•d by tht• t•d i tor ,Kcord ing to thl' Sl'llSl'. 
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E, chapter 3, 226b32f. : to Kat' eueeiav a7ttxov 7tAEicrtov-what keeps away 
if we go from one to the other in a straight direction, as the other farthest 
from the one. 
How does Aristotle clarify this "distance"? Aristotle, unlike Plato, makes 
an immediate distinction between £tepov as formal otherness and £vavnov. 
He introduces the oui<j>opov, "non-being," in a determinate concrete respect. 
Met. I, chapter 3, 1054b25 : to o£ oui<)>opov ttvo<; nvl. oui<)>opov, &crte avayJC1l 
taut6 n dvm � ota<)>tpoumv, toi>to o£ to tauto ii ytvo<; ii ei&o<;. The 
selfsameness of the respect expressly grasped and various possibilities un
covered. Thereby ytvo<; and doo<; came to play the role of formal-logical 
categories, either as 1tA.eiov or 7tAeicrtov &tmtavm. Cf. Met. I, chapter 4, .1, 
chapter 10. 

50. (second supplement to p.  397) 

Supplements and notes to the "not"  and "non-Being"4 

a. 

"not" 

not-"none"-mundane! The immediate "not" is the not-there--absence-
simply and utterly the "not there." "Un-there."  The "un" and "away"
within the "there."  The "not" seen in the present-the corresponding 
delotic saying. 
The possibility of a revision up to crttpYJcrt<;-in face of which states of af
fairs-in the world and A.£yav? crttpYJcrt<; clear: descent out of absence. Tem
porality and negation. 

Cf. OUV<lJ.H<; (genuinely phenomenal :  the being not!) 
£vavtiov is not J..lll ov but instead £tepov jl6vov (257b3f. ) .  Ibid. b9: 'tt 
<Jlljlaivet a1t6<j>am<;? £tepov, not £vavtiov. 

b .  

Non-being 

The non-being of deception, error, self-evident. Everything !lll is not. Soph
ist-Parmenides. Sophist: the factual existence, on which he (can)5 maintain 

4. Title suppl ied by the ed i tor. 
5. Editor's supplement. 
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it, demonstrates precisely "Being. "  Versus this, to open the eyes for these 
phenomena.-Dialectic : 1 .) as opav of £v, 2.) as correct (?) Mynv. 

"Copula"-how understood? 
I.e., A.Oyo<;, how seen? Delotically---or factically worldly, and still in some 
way apophantically! Guiding: meaning of Being! or not--otherwise, not as 
not there = "against . . .  " . Aristotle, Top. 104b20f. : OUK E(J'tlV avnMynv, i .e. , 
E'tEpov = evav'ttov! Cf. not and negation! 

Difference ota<j>op<i 
Distinction } e'tep6't11 <; 
Otherness within the 
Opposite the most extreme: evavn6't11<; delotic A.Oyo<; 

Conflict I Disaccord or in ov itself 

Contradiction 
(accord) 
av'tt<j>acrt<; 

Formal: The "not" as saidness, i .e . ,  to express oneself, oneself: disclosive
being with; addressing that makes present. 
Nexus of self-sameness-(dif.ference)---otherness-as "formal" -antic. Not: 
"not"-as formal-logical. From making present-from the "there"-self
sameness and otherness! The "already there" of the "logical." 

c. 

Non-being 

Non-beings-for Plato-'to E'tEpov-as such not evav'tiov. Specifically 
av'tteEcrt<;, UV'ttKEl)l£VOV, but precisely 8£crt<;, KEl)l£VOV 257d--e. The UV'tt in 
this sense: differentiating, delotically, out of making present! (av'ti: )6 connec
tion with "not." (av"ti:f therein a taking up of a respect-"secundum quid"
i.e. , in all disclosing, to have there. The pre- in the making present, i .e . ,  
speaking and Being: a precisely full temporality.-Where the against 
which-the already-if this not explicitly?-because speaking, at first, as 
emergent and also a futural making present .  The "already there" for-at the 
same time the in advance out of-anticipation. And everything in the 
making present. 
Remarkable: in the pfu.ta and in the principle of contradiction (&!la)
XPOVO<; explicit. 

6. F d i l t l l· '�  su pph•nw n t .  
7. h i  i t  or's su pph• llll' l l l .  
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d. 

negatio-negatum 

Origin in absence-for Being-with-presentifying having of-. The not there 
any longer-the immediate "not" -phenomenon. The un-there-in chang� 
alteration. The making present can only say "not there any more." 

The hermeneutical possibility of the "not." 

e. 

Beings as beings in their Being-there for Being-with-in discemful speak
ing about them; an uttered-said-a-something-"it. " The being-said of 
something, of "nothing," is something! 
Non-beings: 
1 .) the not something-nothing-"not," 
2 . )  beings not "thus"-but in some way otherwise-distinction-(alter

ation), 
3.) beings not thus, but a determinate other, op-position. 

51 . (to p. 420) 

Plato and AtyEtv. "Language"8 

a.  

Cratylus 

No word for "language" !  <jlwv'll : sound; OHiAEK'tO�: conversation; Myo�: 
speech; ovoj.ta: word. 
Are the 6v6j.ta'ta <jluon or v6j.tcy? The question concerns the 011A.ouv of the 
OVOj.la't<X. 
<jlum:t-6p8&�; 'tfl aA.118cf�, f'tcfl (Democritus). Do words (6v6j.ta'ta) give 
the ltpayj.la'ta in themselves? <jlucrct? Does the word as such, as factually 
extant, give the thing? In the word as such is the thing visible? Question 
of the role of A.eyttv as aA.118£uttv. 
Or: �uv81lKU-VOj.tcy-6j.toAo"{t�-£8n-, does it signify, does it give the 
thing only on the basis of, and after, mutual agreement? Without possessing 
the things-from mere M�a about the ltpayj.la'ta? so that one may not at 
all adhere to 6v6j.ta'ta in scientific research? 

R .  Title from Hcidcggcr's manuscri pt .  
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<)r6on-not: arisen from nature, but precisely: founded by the one who knows 
the things, aA.Tj9Eumv, and founded as preserving the things, so that one 
can adhere to the 6v611ata . . .  9-
Theme: 6p96tTJ� t&v 6vo!l<itmv, their mutually giving directedness toward 
the matters themselves!-Reflection on MyEtv also concerns its 
a1to<)>aivccrem ouaia� .-Cratylus : interpretation of the word-the way to
ward the uncovering of the thing. Every OVO!la-6p96v. There is no falsity. 
Is there? Or not? I .e . ,  ovo11a <)>uan? 6p96tTJ�: relation of the name to the 
thing. 

Mynv like tf!lVHV: a having to do with, and all dealings must conform to 
the thing. TI nf<)>UKEV-aS everything already prior to our doing-with and 
taking-for is. 6vo11<isnv a 1tpa�t�, and specifically a part of the 1tpa�t� of 
A-fyEtv. 6v611ata through VO!lO�-become VO!l09ftTJ� and the VO!lOt <)>uan; 
drawing from the matters themselves! 
With 6v611a'ta not the word-sounds, but the sounds having become a tool. 
opyavov. Tool, one which is to show, and which shows by signifying. 
(OVO!lU) :10 OlOUCJKaA.tKOV ti E0ttV opyavov Kat OtaKptttKOV nl� ouaia� 
(388bl3f. ) .  The meaning drawn from the E{oo� of the matter at issue. Every 
1tpay11a has its OVO!lU <)>uan, i .e., its possible, disclosable proper visibility,
according to possibility, but not factually. 

This interpretation of the meaning of OVO!lU is taken up again in a certain 
way in the second part. The oti�nv is VO!l(tl, not stemming from the genuine 
OtaMycaem but from oo�a. aA.Tj9EUElV not in the OVO!lU but in Myo�; and 
MyEtv is an addressing of something as something, uncovering of the 
KOtvmv(a: and the essential is not the sound-as copy, !ll!l1l!lU, but the 
OTJA.OUV of the meaning-OTJA.W!lUta! OVO!lU is 811A.mm� rov OtaVOOU!lEVOt 
Myo!lEV (cf. 435b6)--disclosive manifestation in Mynv . OVO!!U exposed 
from the isolated relation to 1tpay11a-understood in terms of A.6yo�-in 
this, <)>uan put into effect as demand . But Myo� not clarified. 

6p96tTj� as at 434e6f. : Ott tyro, otav tOUtO <)>9£yym!lat, OtaVOOU!lat EKElVO, 
au o£ ytyvffimcn� ott EKEivo otavooi>!lat: everything posited on communi
cating disclosure, bringing one another to the matters themselves. 

Cf. Steinthal, Geschichte der Sprachwissenschaft I, 1 890, pp 79-113.11 

'1. l l legibiL• .  
10. Fd i tnr'� supplt•mpn t .  
1 1 . l l t>ym.m n  Stt> i n l h,l l ,  Cc�clliclrlr· dcr SpmclllPi�sr'IISI 'Imfl lwi dm Griechen und  Riinwm mil 

l�t·sol/dl 'r£ '1' /\ ilr ·A.-ir ·/ll l l l l( dir •  l .og ik. Zwt• i  l l ;i l ftl'n, Bl'r l i n,  1 Hti2-1 Hf>:l. 2. ,  VL'rm . u. wrb. A u flagl', 
l lt> r l i n ,  I H'll l I H'l l .  
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b.  

Theaetetus 

Antisthenes .-A6yo�: 6voj.Hi'trov crujlrrA.oK'll (cf. Theaetetus 202b4f.), not only 
6v6jla:ra, but also pl)jla-ra. pf)jla like A6yo�-jlu8o�-pftcrt�-pl)jla-ra: say
ings of the seven wise ones . pf)jla: "dictum," saying-in opposition to long 
discourse, A6yo�, e.g., yvffi8t crmm6v. No ovo11a therein! That in the man
ifold of words which is not A6yo� and not OVOjla. But not positive = 

predicate . 

In the Cratylus, relation between Pft!la and ovo11a unclear. Speaking does 
not say the things, but says the seen, uncovered, things, beings; is itself 
disclosive. Theaetetus 206dlf . :  -ro nlV aumu ouivotav Ejl<j>avft rrottiv oux 
<j>rovf)� jlETa PYJ!lU'tffiV TE Kat 6VOjlUTffiV. Also in the Theaetetus, still no 
clarification, first in the Sophist .  And here the concepts of OVOjla and pf)jla 
"logical," out of the saidness as such. rrp<iyjla-rrpa�t�. ov (cr-ram�)
KivYJcrt�? here built into A6yo�-as Kotvrovtiv -rou ov-ro�, in its crujlrrA.oK'll . 
Only A6yo� 1tEpaivtt, leads something in the field of speaking to an end, 
i.e., shows beings. Essentially again: the ontological foundation! llEpt 
om'\r-the substrate of the discourse, the about which unexplicit .  "0-ro'\r
what is addressed thematically grasped therein and what is demonstrated 
by being addressed in discussion. 

The 6v6jla'ta give and do not give, they are what they are only in the 
OYJAOUV of Aiyttv. But the OYJA.ouv can be carried out through oo�a�Etv, i .e . ,  
\jfEUOl)�. 

In the Cratylus, Plato still had no insight into A6yo�. All the more positive 
is the significance of this dialogue. Here is the history of the rise of Greek 
logic, which for us today no longer possesses the compelling questionable
ness it had for Plato and Aristotle . For us it has become a so-called "pos
session," one which suppresses in its own field all living problems. 

52. (to p .  422) 

<j>av-racria 

Aristotle, De Anima, r, 3 

<j>av-racria yap E'tEpov Kat aicr81)crEffi� Kat otavoia� (3, 427bl4), different 
from sense perception and thinking of something. It itself ou yiyvETat avEu 
aicr81)crEro� (b15f.), without it itself no urr6AYJ\jft� (bl6), taking something 
for something (something as something), simple non-binding presentifica-
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tion of something in such a way. Thereby, however, 'lnt6ATJ\f/l<; distinct from 
VOTJO"t<;. (cj>avmcria) 12: otav pouA.ffil!£8a (b18), it remains with us. oo�<ii;Etv 
o' ouK (b20)-to be of an opinion about something, to take something for 
something-auK £lj>' l'J11iv (b20),  it is, by its very sense, the uncovering or 
distorting of beings. (Distinctions: E1ttcr't1l!!TJ--06�a-cj>p6vTJcrt<; and: 
EV<XV'tia) .  In oo�<ii;Etv-to be at beings themselves, in 06�a, belief, to take 
as being . Kata cj>avtacriav (b23) on the contrary indeed something there, 
but beings factually canceled in their bodily "there." I let something show 
itself to me in such a way. Not making present-having there-, but only 
presentifica tion of something. Not OV'tffi<; ov, but &cr1ttp EV ypacj>fl (b24)-it 
only appears that way. £4>' lJ!!lV (b18)-not letting beings be encountered 
from themselves, but instead the "there" with me. 

Is cj>avtacria the OUV<X!!t<; (£�t<;) of Kpivnv? (428a3f. ) 
aicr8TJcrt<;-cXATJ8£U£tv�beings present, unapxovto<; (a7); likewise 
8tavo£iv-liATJ8£U£tv-beings present, therein U1tOA<XflP<iv£tv-formal 
structure. Even lj>avtacria has this-but thereby precisely not cXATJ8Eu£tv. 
cj>aiVE'tat 8£ 'tt (428a7)---1j>UV't<X0"1!U 'tt lJ!!tV yiyvnat (al f. )-Kat !!UOUO"tV 
op<i!!at<X (a16)-!!TJ&t£pou unapxovto<; trov aicrS,trov (a7f. )-atcr8TJcrt<; 
always there-we always adhere in some way to it-i .e ., surrounding world 
there. Not so lj>avtacria. 'tfl EVEpyEiQ. not to aut6 (a9)-with regard to the 
mode of constantly and properly finished Dasein not the same. 

cj>avtacria \j/EUDll<; (a18)-not act cXATJ8Euoucra (a17), it is also what it is as 
\jf£u81l<;. On the contrary, there is no vou<; \j/EUDll<;, E7tt0"'tllll11 \jf£U81l<; (a17f.) . 
But indeed 06�a-cXATJ8Tt<; Kat \jJEUDll<; (a19) .  In oo�a nicrtt<; (a20)-taking 
as-to take as being-as making present!!  cj>avtacria, however, not, and there
fore also not 06�a !!Et' aicr81lcr£ro<; (a25) .  Neither one of these, nor out of 
them. out£ £v tt toutrov, out£ EK toutrov 1'j cj>avtacria ( 428b9) . The latter not: 
M�a always on aicr8TJt6v-ouK aA.A.ou ttv6<; (a27) . ll>aiv£cr8at would then 
be 8o�<il;£tv o1ttp aicr8<iv£'tat (428bl)-to have an opinion about something 
which precisely does show itself of itself. 

lj>avtacria-KiVTJO"t<; (428bll )-shift from perception, modification of the hav
ing-there of something. O!!Oia 'tfl aicr81lcr£t (d. b14)-is just like a1cr8TJcrt<;
having-there of the same content, but not qua unapxov. Aicr8TJcrt<; in the full 
sense can also be \j/EUDll<; (b17). And so the shift out of that-to-only 
presentification likewise.  lj>aiv-, cj><i-, cj>ro<; (429a3)-the light, by which one 
sees-it is something there. Also A.6yov £xovta derived from it, because vou<; 
obscures (429a7) . 
"Shift" -neutralization of the proper presentifying . 

1 2 . hi i lor's suppll' llll' ll l .  
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53. (to supplement 52) 

86�a and <Pavtacria 
De Anima r, 3 

In 86�a co-present the about which, so that in it something speaks for it. 
oo�a�nv-an agreeing with it-to be in favor of to be of an opinion about 
something. The about which in some way pregiven-in itself there---ou Kat 
iJ aicr8r)crt<; (428a28). 



From the Notes of Simon Moser 

1 .  (to p. 299) 

Transition to the class of the 26th session (February 10, 1925)1 

In the introductory considerations I constantly emphasized the essential 
importance of the fact that Plato ties the discussion of Being to the factual 
existence of the sophist. The sophist has been exposed as the actually extant 
!J.Tt ov . That implies : \j/Ei'>8oc; exists along with the sophist; which implies 
that beings combine with non-beings, a crUIJ.ltAoK'll-so that the question of 
how the sophist can be is centered on the question of how a crUIJ.ltAOKll of 
beings and non-beings is possible and how a crUIJ.ltAOKll is possible at all. 
The exhibition of the Kotvwvia 'tON y�::v&v provides the answer. If Being can 
mix with non-Being, then it is possible that Myoc; as an ov can combine 
with \j/EU8oc; as IJ.Tt ov. If this combining is possible, then there is a Myoc; 
\j/EU8l)c;, then deception, altl:i'tll, is possible. And if there is deception, the 
existence of the sophist is possible in alt<X'tll'ttKTt 'tEXVll. And if there is this 
possibility, it guarantees the possibility of the genuine positive Myoc;, i .e., 
the possibility of philosophy as dialectic . Thus, in the dialogue as a whole, 
the question of the possibility of both the sophist and philosophy revolves 
around the question of Being. The crUIJ.ltAOKll is the proper question, on 
which the consideration now centers under the title of the question of ov. 
The latter is taken up directly and explicitly at 251a5, a decisive passage in 
which Plato considers the ltpocrayopEuttv in Myoc; . This transition from ov 
to Myoc; as a determinate ov leads Plato into a confrontation with the 
ancients . . .  

1 .  This trans i t ion is presl·n tl•d lwrl' scpamtl'ly bl'l'<l USl' i ts sum mary l'h<uacter wou ld  d istu rb 
the contin u i t y  of t lw ll•l' lu n•s. 





Editor's Epilogue 

This text reconstructs Martin Heidegger 's lecture course at the University of 
Marburg during the winter semester 1924-25. It was announced as a four
hour-per-week course under the title "Sophis t. " The lectures began on Mon
day, November 3, 1924, and were at first held four times weekly (Monday, 
Tuesday, Thursday, Friday) in one-hour sessions, regularly until Friday, No
vember 28, totaling sixteen sessions. Then in December the first six sessions 
were canceled, and in that month the course met only two times, on Thurs
day, the 11th, and Friday, the 12th, before the Christmas break, which at that 
time began on December 15. Heidegger's manuscript contains the remark: 
"Thursday, December 11, six sessions canceled, to be made up during the 
semester. " According to a notice in the Kant-Studien, the cancellations were 
occasioned by a lecture trip.1 After the Christmas break, the lecture course 
resumed on Thursday, January 8, 1925, and continued regularly five times 
per week (Wednesday was added) in one-hour sessions until February 27, 
with the exception of the week of February 1, in which there was no class 
on Friday and thus only four sessions. The course therefore included thirty
six sessions after the Christmas holidays and, in alC fifty-four sessions. 

After some preliminary considerations, Heidegger devoted the meetings 
prior to Christmas to an interpretation of Aristotle. This first part, which 
Heidegger called "Introduction/'2 deals, above alC with the Nicomachean 
Ethics, Book VI and Book X, chapters 6-7, as well as with the Metaphysics, 
Book t chapters 1-2. To these, Heidegger related other parts of the Aristo
telian corpus: in particular, passages from the Metaphysics, the Topics, the 
Physics, De Interpretatione, and the Categories. Only in the sessions after the 
Christmas break, i.e., in the second part, the actual main part, did Heidegger 
tum, after a "transition/' to the interpretation of Plato. Specifically, he did 
not, as originally planned, interpret "two later dialogues/'3 namely, the 
Sophist and Philebus, but instead only the Sophist (as well as the Phaedrus, 
in an excursus) , and he also brought in other parts of Plato's writings, 
especially from the Theaetetus and the "Seventh Letter." 

In preparing this volume I had available the following manuscripts: 

I. According to the announcement in the Kant-Studien, Bd. 29, 1924, p. 626, Heidegger 
presented a lecture (previously worked out in the winter semester 1923-24) on "Existence and 
Truth after Aristotle (Interpretation of Book VI of the Nicomachean Ethics)" in six cities on the 
fol lowing days: Hagen, Dec. 1 ;  Elberfeld, Dec. 2; Cologne, Dec. 3; Dusseldorf, Dec. 5; Essen, Dec. 
6; and Dortm und,  Dec. R. 

2 .  St.·�· p.  B I ,  not1• 1 .  
�.  Sl'l' t lw l !' X l  of t lw l!•c t u n•s, p. 7, and notl• I t lwrl', .1s w l' l l  as p .  B2, note 2, w h i ch is ,, ma rgina l 

l'l' flhHk l l l ' id!·gg!•r mad1• .  
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I. The Marbach photocopy of Heidegger 's original handwritten manu
script. The photocopy consists of two bound files, the first of which bears 
on the binding the title: "Plato's Sophist (Introduction)," and the second: 
"Plato's Sophist (Interpretation) ." In his manuscript, Heidegger did not 
work out the lectures sentence by sentence but for the most part only 
anticipated what he would say with notes consisting of key words and 
rough sketches, and he formulated them completely only in his oral deliv
ery. The two files together contain 271 sheets of DIN A 4  size/ written partly 
in a very crabbed hand and partly more loosely, as well as a multitude of 
interspersed annotations. Heidegger wrote in very small German script 
across the long side of the page and saved the righthand margin for sup
plements and remarks of wider bearing. The first file includes Heidegger's 
lecture notes up to and including the "transition," thus above all the Aris
totle part, and the second file begins with the actual interpretation of the 
Sophist and contains the main part of the course, devoted to Plato. 

The first file consists of 100 sheets, loosely numbered by Heidegger partly 
with Arabic numerals, partly with Roman, and partly with other symbols, 
some sheets labeled as addenda and some-€.g., the annotations, but also 
other pages-not labeled at all. Thus this file presents at first view a mar
velously confusing multiplicity. Upon closer inspection, the first file is 
composed in the following way: 

1 . )  3 sheets, numbered 1-3, on the "In memoriam Paul Natorp";5 
2.) 51 sheets, in part numbered loosely 1-29, in part labeled as addenda, 

along with annotations containing notes on the "preliminary consideration," 
on the interpretation of Nicomachean Ethics VI, chapters 2-7 (first part), on 
Metaphysics I, chapters 1 and 2, and on the excursus on mathematics in 
Aristotle (according to Physics II, chapter 2, and Physics V, chapters 1-5);6 

3 . )  5 unlabeled sheets (pp. 55-59 of the Marbach photocopy) with notes 
on the interpretation of Nicomachean Ethics VI, chapters 7 (second part)-9/ 

4.) 11 sheets loosely numbered i-x (pp. 60-71 of the photocopy) with 
notes on the interpretation of Nicomachean Ethics VI, chapters 10-13, and 
Nicomachean Ethics X, chapters 6-7;8 

5 . )  18 pages (pp. 72-89 of the photocopy) with sheets partly designated 
as "E.W." (= "Introduction, Recapitulation" [Einleitung, Weiderholung]), 
partly numbered loosely W1-W4, as well as mostly unlabeled addenda and 
annotations containing notes on the "transition";9 

4. I.e., German letter-size paper (29.6 x 21 em.).-Trans. 
5. Pp. 1-4 as printed above. 
6. §§1-18, pp. 5-93 as printed above. 
7. §§19-21 , pp. 93-99 as printed above. 
8.  §§22-25 , pp. 99-123 as printed above. 
9. §§27-32, pp.  nl -1 55 ,ls printl'd aboVl'. 
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6.) 11 pages (pp. 90-100 of the photocopy) with two further sheets labeled 
xi and xii (pp. 90 and 92 of the photocopy) as well as mostly unlabeled 
sheets, addenda, and many annotations with notes:  a) on the truth 
(aA.l18na) of A6yo<; in Aristotle (according to De Interpretatione, chapter 4; 
De Anima II, chapter 8; and Metaphysics VI, chapters 2 and 4), which were 
expounded in the lecture course, prior to the "transition," in connection 
with Nicomachean Ethics X, chapter 7,10 but which also coincide with pas
sages from the "transition," and b) on the question of the place of truth 
(aA.l18na) according to Metaphysics VI, chapter 4, and Metaphysics IX, chap
ter 10, as well as on a critique of the theses of Werner Jaeger, which was 
not carried out in the lectures.11 

The second file of the manuscript consists of 170 pages, organized as 
follows: 

1.) 25 pages, with sheets loosely numbered So 1-So 16, as well as addenda 
and annotations, for the most part labeled, with notes on the Plato part, up 
to the fifth definition of the sophist, inclusive;12 

2 . )  14 pages (pp. 26-29 of the photocopy) along with sheets loosely 
numbered a-T), and partially labeled addenda and annotations containing 
notes on the Phaedrus excursus;13 

3.) 94 pages (pp . 42-135 of the photocopy) along with sheets loosely 
numbered So 16-So 69 and partially labeled addenda with notes on the 
interpretation of the Sophist, up to the end of the lectures;14 

4.) 35 pages (pp. 136-170 of the photocopy) along with a few disparate 
sheets labeled "So," containing notes on the interpretation of the Sophist, 
as well as an abundance of unlabeled addenda and annotations with notes 
especially on the Plato part but also on the Aristotle part and on the question 
of the lectures as a whole. 

II. A typewritten transcription of Hartmut Tietjen's deciphering of 
Heidegger's handwritten manuscript. 

III. The following notes taken down by students who attended the lec
tures: 

1 . )  a typewritten transcript of the notes taken by Helene WeiB, which 
trace the entire lecture course. This transcript was produced by Tietjen and 
amounts to 497 pages. 

10. §26, pp. 1 23-1 29 as printed above. 
1 1 .  Sec tht• appendix,  especially supplements 8 and 9.  
1 2. ��:H-49, pp .  1 :i7-·2D as pri n ted aboVl'. 
D. ��.'iO -:i.'i, pp. 2 1 4--244 as printt•d ,\bovt•. 
1 4 .  ��!ill H I ,  I' I' · 24.'i-·422 ns prin tl'li aboVl' . 
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2.) a typewritten transcript (447 pages) of the stenographic notes of Simon 
Moser. These begin only after the Christmas holidays and thus render the 
lectures from the "transition" on, i.e., the Plato part . Heidegger himself 
revised this transcript; he employed it as a working basis, supplied it with 
marginal remarks, and authorized it. 

3.) the notes of Hans Jonas (6 notebooks), which trace the entire course 
and on only one occasion, the twenty-eighth session (January 21,  1925), 
display a handwriting that is not his own, and, finally, the notes of Fritz 
Schalk (5 notebooks), which, with the exception of the beginning of the 
ninth session (November 17, 1924), likewise cover the entire course. These 
two sets of notes progressively come to match one another until they finally 
correspond word for word. 

Following Heidegger 's  directives for the publication of his lecture 
courses, it was my task as editor to prepare, from the philosopher 's hand
written manuscript and from the various transcripts, an integrated, contin
uous text .  To that end , I compared, word for word, Heidegger 's  
handwritten manuscript with the typed transcript of Tietjen's deciphering 
of it, and I corrected the passages that were deciphered inaccurately. In a 
few cases of thorny problems with the reading, I had to consult the original 
manuscript. Furthermore, I compared Heidegger 's manuscript with the 
students' notes. Thereby it appeared that Heidegger for the most part 
followed his manuscript while delivering the lectures, merely expanding 
the formulation, and enlarging, often rather broadly, upon the ideas already 
sketched out. Occasionally, however, he went entirely beyond his notes and 
added whole passages obviously ex tempore. Such passages, for which there 
are records only in the students' notes, are: 

1 . )  the excursus on Ka96A.ou and Ka9'£Kac:rtov as well as on the way of 
philosophy in Aristotle, according to Metaphysics V, 26; Topics V, 4; and 
Physics I, 1 . 15 

2 . ) the interpretation of Aristotle 's  basic distinction within 1toa6v 
( O"UVEXEc; and 8twpt0"!1EVOV), according to the Categories, chapter 6.16 

3. )  the interpretation of the priority of ao<Pia over <Pp6VTJO"t<;, according 
to Nicomachean Ethics VI, 13, 1144a1-6Y 

4. ) the interpretation of 1tpOO'tTJ <j>tA.oao<Pia in Aristotle, according to Meta
physics IV, 1 and 2, in the "transition."18 

In preparing the text of the lectures I took my guidance, following 

15. §12a-c, pp. 54-{;2 as printed above. 
16.  §15b, y, yy; pp. 81-83 as printed above. 
17. §24b, pp. 1 1 6-1 18  as printed above. 
18. §30a, pp. 144-1 47 as printed above. 
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Heidegger 's directive, especially from the idea of integrating Heidegger 's 
own manuscript and the various transcripts in such a way that-as is said 
in the epilogue to the publication (which Heidegger saw to and approved) 
of his Marburg lecture course, "The Basic Problems of Phenomenology"
"no thought, whether already written down or conceived while delivering 
the lectures, would be lost."19 Since for the first part of the lectures the 
authorized transcript of Moser 's stenographic notes did not apply, Heideg
ger 's own manuscript was basically the standard in preparing this part of 
the text. Yet the manuscript and the available transcriptions were incorpo
rated in such a way that, in the case of conceptual unclarities in the former, 
the priority was accorded to the latter, provided they agreed among them
selves and offered a clearer formulation. The notes of WeiB, due to their 
relative completeness as regards the text of the lectures and in terms of the 
Greek citations, were an indispensable aid, and, on the other hand, the 
concise, unerring formulations of the notes of Jonas and Schalk offered 
welcome assistance in the case of conceptual difficulty. Since for the second 
part of the course an authorized transcript of Moser 's stenographic notes 
existed, it became the standard, yet in such a way that all the other textual 
sources (Heidegger 's manuscript and the other transcripts) were still con
sidered, and, in the case of conceptual unclarity, Heidegger's manuscript 
always received the priority, provided it was superior to the formulations 
in the transcripts. I deciphered and presented in footnotes Heidegger 's 
marginalia (which obviously stemmed from various stages on his path of 
thinking) in the typewritten version of Moser 's notes. As for the passages 
mentioned above, the ones Heidegger delivered extemporaneously, I pre
pared them in accord with Heidegger 's directive-to the extent that this 
was possible-by carefully examining and comparing the students' notes. 
The class transitions, which for the most part Heidegger delivered extem
poraneously at the beginning of each session, though he occasionally had 
prepared a few key words, were, in accord with the directives, worked into 
the continuous text of the lectures. The interjections peculiar to oral delivery 
were, again in accord with the directives, stricken, all the while preserving, 
however, the style of a lecture . 

Heidegger 's lectures, both in his writing and in his oral delivery, present, 
in large measure, a mixture of Greek citation and German commentary. 
Heidegger quoted the Greek text of Plato according to the first Oxford 

19. Martin 1-lcideggt•r, Die Grundprobleme der Phiinomeno/o�ie. Mnrbur�er Vorlesrmg 
Smlllllcr�<'lll<'�la '/ 927. Gt•sa mtausgabc, Bd . 24, t•di tcd by F.-W. von Herrmann, Frankfurt a . M . ,  
1 '!75, p .  472. I Engl ish tr.1 11sl a t ion by A lbert l lofstnd tt•r, Tire Hasic l'ro/Jit•ms of 1'/rt'lltllll< 'lrologrr, 
Bloomington:  lnd i .1 r1<1 Ll n i vt•rsi ty l 'rl•ss, I 9H2, p. :n2.-Tr.1ns. l 
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Edition of Plato's Works, edited by I. Burnet20 and the Greek text of Aristotle 
according to the edition published by Teubner in Leipzig with various 
editors .21 The text I have presented here likewise cites Plato according to 
Burnet and Aristotle according to Heidegger 's just-named copy. When 
Heidegger freely varied the Greek original for philosophical or pedagogical 
reasons, I retained his way of quoting and prefaced the corresponding 
reference with a "Cf." Rather long ellipses within the original Greek text 
were marked with suspension points ( . . .  ). On account of the difference 
in the circumstances of the students' notes for the two parts of the course, 
I took over the Greek citations in the first part, where Heidegger's oral 
quotations cannot be reconstructed, either from Heidegger's manuscript or, 
most often, from the notes taken by Weifs, in which the Greek texts were 
interpolated, obviously later, in mostly complete sentences. For the second 
part, I retained Heidegger 's oral quotations, as fixed in the transcript of 
Moser 's notes, in order to preserve the lecture style . For the first part, it 
was not clear which citations Heidegger had translated in his oral delivery, 
and so I included either the translation occasionally found in Heidegger 's 
manuscript or, in the case of difficult Greek passages, when there was 
neither a translation nor an interpretative paraphrase in the manuscript or 
the transcripts, my own translation, employing Heideggerian terms, as long 
as it did not disturb the flow of the text. In the second part, such translations 
could be dispensed with, since almost all of Heidegger 's translations, para
phrases, and paraphrasing interpretations are present in Moser's steno
graphic notes and could be taken from them. For Heidegger's translations 
the boundary between literal translation and paraphrasing commentary is 
often fluid. I put in quotation marks only literal translations as well as 
paraphrases that were nearly translations. 

The literary style of the text I am presenting must unavoidably vary 
between the first part and the second, since it was only Moser 's steno
graphic notes of the latter which permitted an approximate reproduction 
of the idiosyncratic formulations of Heidegger's oral delivery. 

I supplied the continuous text of the lectures, for which no table of 

20. Platonis Opera. Recognovit brevique adnotatione critica instruxit Ioannes Burnet. Oxonii 
e typographeo Clarendoniano, 1 899ff. 

2 1 .  Aristotelis Metaphysica. Recognovit W. Christ. Lipsiae in aedibus B. G. Teubneri, 1 886. 
Aris totelis Physica. Recensuit Carolus Prantl. Lipsiae in aedibus B. G. Teubneri, 1 879. 
Aristote/is Ethica Nicomachea. Recognovit Franciscus Susemihl. Lipsiae in aedibus B.  G .  

Teubneri, 1882. 
Aristotelis De Anima Libri Ill. Recognovit Guilelmus Biehl. Editio altera curavit Otto A pelt. In 

aedibus B. G. Teubneri Lipsiae, 191 1 .  
Aristotelis Ars Rhetorica. lterum edidit Adolphus Roemer. Editio stereotypa .  Lipsiae in aedibus 

B. G. Teubneri, 1914. 
Aristotelis Topica cum libra de soph isticis rlenchis . E sched is Joannis Strache ed i d i t  Maximil ianus 

Wallies. Lipsiae in aed ibus B. G.  Teubner i , 1 921. 
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contents can be found in Heidegger, with a very detailed one, and I artic
ulated the text itself by sections in a meaningful way. I did these things, in 
accord with Heidegger 's directive, by considering Heidegger 's own hints 
as to the articulation, ones found occasionally in his own manuscript or in 
the transcripts. I planned the table of contents to completely reproduce the 
course of thought in the lectures in its main points and in its continuity 
and thus to be able to substitute for the index Heidegger did not want. To 
the extent that there were, in the manuscript or in the transcripts, formu
lations concerning the articulation of the lectures, I took them over and in 
each case indicated in footnotes that they were titles deriving from Heideg
ger himself. Also, I was the one who, according to the sense, introduced all 
the italics within the text, since the directives say that the underlinings in 
the manuscript were determinative only of the oral delivery and were not 
binding for the publication. To be sure, I based myself on these underlinings 
and on those in the transcripts . Underlinings within Greek texts, however, 
could not be reproduced for technical reasons. In the appendix, which 
presents the annotations in Heidegger 's manuscript, the italics correspond 
exactly to the underlinings there. 

Since, for want of a stenographic record, Heidegger' s manuscript was 
basically the standard for the first part of the lectures, I incorporated into 
the text-following the guiding idea of letting be lost "no thought whether 
already written down or conceived while delivering the lectures" -all the 
annotations in the manuscript, insofar as I could merge them into the sense 
of the lectures and they did not positively disturb the flow of the text. I 
relegated to the appendix, as supplements, those annotations which con
tained an essential thought or a clarification of a determinate passage but 
which were destructive of the continuity. This applies to only a few sup
plements .22 Nevertheless I could not maintain the principle of incorporating 
as many annotations as possible into the text for the end of the first part.23 
On account of the cancellation of the six classes in December, Heidegger 
could not bring the course to a close before Christmas the way-according 
to his notes-he had planned. The lectures seem to break off abruptly before 
the Christmas holidays.24 Heidegger's manuscript, however, contains, as 
was said above, eleven further pages, consisting mostly of key words, 
sketches, and notes, which obviously form the first foundation for a further 
continuous development of the course . In connection with the delimitation 
of the truth (aAft9na) of Myoc,, they revolve around the question of the 
place of truth (aA.l19na) according to Metaphysics VI, 4, and IX, 10, and hint 

22. Appen d i x ,  s u ppll'mt•n ts 1 -5. 
2.1. From !i2hh, p. 1 24ff. 
24. 1' . 1 2'1. 
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at a critical confrontation with Jaeger 's theses. I did not find it possible to 
formulate out these annotations and incorporate them into the main text. 
I relegated them to the appendix as supplements to the end of the first 
part.25 The same applies to a series of annotations on the "transition," which 
to a certain extent intersect with those on the end of the first part. In the 
"transition," which Heidegger also labels "W.E. " (= "Recapitulation, Intro
duction"),26 he takes up again the interrupted course of thought/7 but in 
such a way that he incorporates it into a presentation of the overall per
spective guiding the previous Aristotle part and its relation to the Plato 
part. In doing so, Heidegger obviously modified and abridged in oral 
delivery the course of thought he had planned for the transition. He left 
out the passage on UATI9€c;.28 Here, too, the manuscript contains annotations 
giving the key words on the relation of A6yoc;-aA.l19wx--Ov, and again it 
was not possible for me to fill them out and place them into the main text. 
I assigned them to the appendix as supplements.29 During the winter se
mester 1925-26, in his lecture course at Marburg entitled "Logic: the Ques
tion of Truth," Heidegger took up again and expressly thematized this 
problematic which he only drafted sketchily within his lectures on the 
Sophist .30 

In preparing the text of the Plato part of the course, I did not face these 
difficulties, thanks to the continuity of Heidegger 's annotations and thanks 
to the authorized transcript of Moser 's stenographic notes. Here, too-this 
time basing myself primarily on the authorized transcript-I integrated the 
manuscript and students' notes so that "no thought was lost. " I placed in 
the appendix, as supplements, merely those annotations which contained 
auxiliary commentaries or which were difficult to incorporate and would 
have disturbed the flow of the lectures. Here belong also a series of anno
tations on the hermeneutic of Dasein, which forms the horizon for 
Heidegger's interpretation of Aristotle and Plato in the Sophist course.31 To 
be sure, this hermeneutic does not found the interpretation in a dogmatic 
way but is won precisely through a confrontation with the central problems 
posed in the Greek texts, i .e. , in productive mutual relation. 

The all-encompassing basic theme of this course on the Sophist is the 
relation of truth (aA.l19£ta) and Being (ov). These lectures testify, as do the 

25. Appendix, supplements 8-20. 
26. See p. 131,  note 1 .  
27. From §28a, p.  1 35ff. 
28. See the sketch of the articulation of the "transition" in the appendix, supplement 27. 
29. Appendix, supplements 25, 27, 28, 31 (end).  
30. Logik. Die Frage rzach der Wahrheit. Marburger Vorlesung Wintersemester 1 925-21i. 

Gesamtausgabe Bd. 21,  edited by Walter Biemel .  Frankfurt a .M . ,  1 976 . Especia l ly  pp.  l li2-1 74 . 
31 .  Append ix,  especial ly supplements to tht' "transi t ion," nos. 2:l and 2�. 
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other already published Marburg courses, that Heidegger acquired the 
question he posed in Being and Time on the meaning of Being, i .e., on the 
accessibility or the clearing of Being, in a confrontation with the philosoph
ical tradition . The "introductory part" of the course, devoted to the inter
pretation of Aristotle (above all, Nicomachean Ethics VI and X, chapters 6-7, 
as well as Metaphysics I, chapters 1-2), is given over to the task of acquiring 
aATJ8cunv as the ground for Plato's research into Being. The "transition" 
has the task of establishing, based on this ground, the thematic field of 
philosophy, namely ov qua UATJ8€� or !-Ul ov qua \jfci>So�. The main part, 
containing the interpretation of the Sophist as well as of the Phaedrus, takes 
up the task of carrying out, in concreto, the Platonic ontological research. 
Here the leading basic thought is that j..tl'J ov, viewed from the standpoint 
of aATJ8cuctv, or from \jfEU&crem, has its ontological possibility only on the 
basis of the new thought, opposed to Parmenides, of ov, previously clarified 
already in Myo�, as <>Uvaj..tt� Kotvwvia�. The thought of the self-disclosure 
of Being, in its apriori relation to language, as <>Uvaj..tt� Kotvwvia� antici
pates not only the analysis of world in Being and Time but also the analyses 
of Myo� and world in the later Heidegger. 

Heidegger personally entrusted to me the editing of the "Sophist" on the 
occasion of my visit to him in Freiburg on September 30, 1975. As a basis 
for this work, he presented me the Marbach photocopy of his handwritten 
original manuscript as well as a typewritten transcript of Moser's steno
graphic notes on the second part of the course. The following March, I 
received the typewritten transcript, prepared by Tietjen, of the lecture notes 
of Wei.IS. After I began my work by deciphering the first 50 pages of 
Heidegger 's  handwriting, Dr. Tietjen was kind enough to check the 
deciphering I had done and then to undertake, with the remaining 271 
pages, the deciphering of the manuscript as a whole. In the summer of 1978, 
Prof. Fritz Schalk (University of Cologne) notified me that he had prepared 
a transcript of the lectures, now in the possession of Prof. Klaus Reich 
(University of Marburg), and he bid me to obtain it from him. Reich was 
so kind as to let me have this transcript, which he had critically revised, on 
the occasion of a visit to him in Marburg in November, 1978. After thor
oughly familiarizing myself with the content of the lectures, I was able to 
begin, during the summer holidays of 1982, in Lausanne, my elaboration 
of the text destined for publication. In the summer of 1984, Dr. Hermann 
Heidegger discovered in the "R6tebuckspeicher"32 the lecture notes of Prof. 
Hans Jonas (New School for Social Research, New York), and he delivered 
them to me that September. I incorporated them belatedly into the Aristotle 

12. 1 .< • . ,  in l lw slon• room of Martin Ht• id<•v;v;t•r's house on tht• Riitcbuck Weg in Frdburg.
Tr.ms. 
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part, which I had already prepared, and they proved a valuable help for 
my work on the Plato part. 

My handwritten version of the text of the lecture course was typed by 
the assistan ts diplomes working under me in the philosophy department of 
the University of Lausanne, namely Alexandre Schild, Mireille Rosselet
Capt, and Andre Jeanmonod. With them, in a common reading, my hand
writing was cross-checked against their transcription. Mrs. Rosselet-Capt, 
lie. es lettres in Greek, undertook especially the verification of the Greek 
citations. Vivien Oeuvray, assistant diplome in the philosophy department, 
supplied the Greek texts with accents, since the computer printer could not 
correctly reproduce them. Guido Albertelli, at that time working under me 
as an assistant diplome, prepared the printed manuscript and completed the 
bibliographical data . Finally, Dr. Tie*n and Mark Michalski (Ph.D. candi
date, University of Freiburg) reviewed the printed manuscript with great 
care, verified the Greek citations in Heidegger ' s copy of the texts, and added 
the final bibliographical details in accord with the editions available in 
Freiburg. They all deserve my sincere thanks for their efforts on the printed 
manuscript. I thank Dr. Christoph Frhr. von Wolzogen (Offenbach) for the 
confirmation of the solution of a questionable abbreviation, and for sup
plementary bibliographical details, regarding the "In memoriam Paul  
Natorp. "  

My special thanks are due to Dr. Tie�en for the typewritten transcript of 
the notes of Helene Weils as well as for deciphering Heidegger 's handwrit
ten original manuscript, and, further, to Prof. Friedrich-Wilhelm von 
Herrmann for his friendly counsel, and, lastly, to Dr. Hermann Heidegger 
for his patience over my long-protracted editing of the "Sophist. " 

Ingeborg Schiil5ler 
Lausanne, Switzerland, August 1990 



Glossary of Greek Terms 

This glossary is meant to provide no more than a general orientation. 
Heidegger's subtle and original understanding of the concepts of Greek 
philosophy can be gained only from the text of the lectures themselves and 
cannot be captured in a mere lexicon, even one that employs, as does the 
following, Heidegger's own terms as much as possible. 

aya86v: good 
aya86s: good, good man 
ayEtv: to conduct, bring 
ayEtv £is oucriav: to bring into being 
ayEtv £is <Pros: to bring to light 
<'iyvota: ignorance 
ayvota ij 7t/.£icrnr the greatest igno

rance 
ayOJlEVOV: that which is brought (into 

being) 
ayopamtlCl): occupying the market-

place 
a-yxi: close by 
ayx.ivota: presence of mind 
ayrov: contest, competition 
ayrovi�EtV: to struggle, battle for 
ayrovtcrnlCl) :  appropriating by means of 

battle 
a8taipE'tOV: indivisible 
a8taV01l'tOV: indiscernible 
a8tOpicrtros: undelimited 
a8oA£crx.lls= babbler 
a8oA£crX,tKOV: pedantic babble 
a8uvatov: incapable, impossible 
<lEi: always, forever 
<lEi ov: eternal being 
a8avatt�EtV: to make immortal 
a8E'tOS: not oriented 
ai8ta: eternal beings 
ai8wv: eternal 
aipEtai: to grasp 
aicr8civEcr8at: perceiving 
aicr81lcrts: sense perception 
aicr811t6v: perceived thing 
aicrx.os: ugliness 
aicrx.pos: ugly 
aitias yvropi�Etv: to know the causes 
ahwv: cause 
airov: l i fetime, epoch, aeon 
IXKf«jluA.ov :  lwndlcss 

UKJlKOa: something heard 
aKiVll'tov: unmoved 
aKOJl : something heard, a legend 
aKOUEtv: to hear, hearken 
aKpU'tOS: excessive 
aKpt�Ecr'tU'tOV: most rigorous 
UKpt�ros: in a rigorous way 
aKpO'tU'tOV: highest 
aA.J16Eta: unconcealedness 
aA.118EUEtv: to disclose 
UA118Eurov: one who discloses 
aA.1181ls, -£s: unconcealed 
aA.118tv6v: an unconcealed being 
aA.tEunlCl): fishing 
UAAUK'ttKOV: exchange 
aUmop(a: allegory 
oi. aA.A.ot: the others 
aA.A6tpta £pya: what others have pro-

duced 
aA.A.ros: otherwise 
aA.A.ros EX,EtV: to be otherwise 
aA.oyov: not a possible object of any dis

course 
UJla: concurrent 
aJla8ia: ignorance, presumptive knowl-

edge 
UJlap'tUVEtV: to miss the mark, fail 
UJlaptia: defect 
UflEI.£'tllcria JlVJlJlllS= unconcern with re-

tention 
UJlEtpia: inadequacy 
UJltA.A.acr8at: to contest, compete 
UJlOucros: uncultivated 
avayKaia: necessities 
avciA.oyov: analogy 
avaA.ums: analysis 
aVUJlVllcrtS: recollection, re-seeing 
avaljlav86v: openly, visibly 
av8pfios : man ly, courageous 
c'ivn) A.6you: w i thout d iscounw 
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av£u UAll<;: without matter 
UVEU xp6vou: without time 
av8pffimva aya8a: human goods 
cXVOJ.lOt6TTK dissimilarity 
avtt8£crt<;: opposite 
cXVttK£if.l£VOV: opposed 
avnA£ynv: to dispute, contradict 
avttA£y£cr8m: disputing 
avttA.oytK1l : contradictory 
avttA.oyo<;: contradiction 
cXV'ttO'tU8J.lOV: counterpoised 
avt(crtpo<)>o<;: counterpart 
avtttt8Ef.l£VOV: what is opposed 
avco: up 
avmf.luvov: nameless 
a6patov: invisible 
ii1tavta: all things 
ii1tavta aiffiva: entire age 
cX1tcX'tll: falsity, deception 
U1t£tpo<;, -ot: inexperienced one(s) 
U1t£tpo<;: limitless 
cX1t£pya�£cr8m: to make, result in 
am8£iv: extractive seeing 
a1tA.ouv: utterly simple 
a1tA&<;: purely and simply 
a1to8£tKt6v: something demonstrated 
a1t68nS,t<;: a showing forth 
a1to8t86vat: to render, extract 
a1toA£yttv: to deny 
cX1tOJ.laVt£U£0'8at: to announce, presage 
cX1top£iv: to be unable to get through 
a1top(a: blocked passage 
U1topo<;: without passage 
cl1tOpOUJ.lEVOV: blockage 
cX1tO't£AEU'tllO't<;: consummation 
a1to<)>aiv£cr8at: to let be seen 
a1t6<)>avcrt<;: manifestation, declaration 
a1to<)>avttK6<;: letting be seen 
a1t6<)>acrt<;: denial 
a1tt£0'8at: to touch 
cl1t'tOf.l£Vov: that which touches 
ap£TJ1 : excellence 
apt8f.l£lV: to calculate 
apt8f.lll'tlKll :  arithmetic 
apt8J.16<;: number 
aptcrtov: the highest good 
aptO"tOV EV t4J KOO'J.lcp: the highest good 

in the world 
ap J.16tt£t v: to attach 
applltov: unutterable 
apx'll : beginning, origin 
clPXtKCO'tcX'tll: supreme 
apxttf.KtCOV: architect 

acr1taAt£UTJl<;: angler 
acrxtcrtov: unseparated out 
acrmJ.latov: unembodied 
iit£XVO<;: lacking know-how 
atOJ.lOV d8o<;: the outward look that can 

be dissected no further 
autapKEta: self-sufficiency 
ai:rrf}<; EV£K£v: for its own sake 
auto eX£(: always identical 
aut68£v: by itself 
aut68t: immediately 
autoupy6v: made by oneself 
aut6x8ov£<;: originators 
aut4J <h$EAlf.lOV: self-advantageous 
a<)>aip£crt<;: separation, abstraction 
a<)>'ll : touch 
a<)>8£yK'tOV: unutterable 
a<)>tA6cro<)>o<;: unphilosophical 
a<)>opis£cr8at: being set apart, extracted 
a\jluxov, -xa: soulless thing(s) 

�a8(�£t: walks 
�E�atov: the certain 
�fA 'ttO''tll tS,t<;: highest disposition 
�EA.ttcrtov: best 
�(ato<;: by force 
�io<;: life 
�ouA£unK6<;: one who can deliberate 

well 
�ouA.'Il : resolution, decision 
�patt£tv: to shake, winnow 

y£ypUJ.lJ.lEVa: things written, articulated 
y£A.oio<;: ridiculous 
y£v£t y£vva(a: of noble ancestry 
yEv£crt<;: origin, descent, generation 
y£v11: plural of y£vo<;, q.v. 
y£vo<;: stem, ancestry, lineage 
YECOJ.lftpia: geometry 
yEcopyia: agriculture 
ytyav'tOJ.lUXia 1tEpt tf}<; oucria<;: battle of 

the giants over Being 
yiyv£tat: it becomes 
ytyvfficrKEtv: to know 
ytyvfficrK£0'8at: to be known 
yvcopi�nv: to make known, become fa-

miliar with 
yvcoptJ.lcOt£pov: more knowable 
yvcoptcrttK6<;: having knowledge 
yv&crt<;: knowledge 
yvcocrta: things known 
ypcXJ.lJ.lata: letters 
ypUJ.lJ.lll: l ine 
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YDilVU<HtKll : gymnastics 
yullv6v: naked, denuded of Being 

OEUcvuvat: to show, exhibit 
&tv6't11c;: ability 
&a116c;: bond 
0£Ut£pov: second 
OEX£0"9at: to be able 
of}A.ov : disclosed, seen 
fujAOUilEVOV: the manifest 
011Aouv: to make visible, reveal 
OllAWilCt: manifestation, disclosure 
0111ll1YOPt!C1l : public speaking 
OlllltoV: public 
0111ltoUpy£iv: to fabricate (something for 

public life) 
0111ltoUpy6c;: craftsman 
oui: through 
ow.oo�a�nv: to go through opinions 
otaypa.lllla.: diagram 
owypa<)>Etv: to "write through" 
Ota.ywr11 : tarrying, leisure, amusement 
Ota9£atc;: arrangement 
OtatpEiv: to cleave, divide, take apart 
Ota.ipEmc;: a taking apart 
Otatp£t6v: something taken apart 
Ota.Kpivnv: to set in relief, distinguish 
OtaKptmc;: a setting off, distinguishing, 

discriminate 
Ota.Kpttt!C1l : discriminating 
Ota.A.a.v9av£tv: to be hidden 
iita.A.Eynv: to discuss, "speak through" 
ota.A€ym9at: discussing 
ota.AEKtt 1C1l: dialectic 
Ota.voEiv: to think (through), intend, 

grasp 
Ota.V01ltt!C1l: involving thought 
Otavma.: thorough thinking, grasping, 

determining 
ota 1tlivtwv: throughout all (masc.) 
iita 7ta.pa.O£tYillitwv: through examples 
iita 1ta.a&v: throughout all (fern.) 
Ota.1tov£ia9at: to be worked out 
Ota.7top£iv: to be unable to get through 
Ota.7top£u£0"9at: to pass through 
Ota.pt9!l£ia9at: to be reckoned up 
Ota.<J1l9nv: to shake, sift 
Ota.atp€<)>£t v: to distort 
Ota.t€11 VEt v: to cut through 
Ota.tEilVEtV Ka.t' iip9pa.: to cut through 

accord ing to the joints 
ota ti: from out of which 
Ota tll r i iifvm : for t lw sa kl' of  S4.'cing 

Ota.ttav: to press through, strain 
Ota.<)>9£ipnv: to corrupt 
Ota.<)>opa: difference 
OtOOK!ll : teachable 
OtOOO"Ka.Aia.: teaching 
OtOa.O"Ka.A.t!C1l :  instructive 
OtOaO"KEtv: to teach 
Ot£�EPX£0"9at: to go through 
OtEpwtav: to cross-question 
Ot£0"7ta.p!l€va.: things rent asunder, dis-

persed 
Ot' EtEpa.: because of something else 
Ot119£iv: to strain through, filter 
oiKa.tov: just, right 
OtKa.toO"UVll: justice 
OtKa.vt!C1l : speaking in courts 
OtWptO"IlEVoV: discrete 
OoKEiv: to show oneself, appear 
o6�a.: view, opinion 
OO�a�EtV: to have an opinion 
M�a.vta. 1tA1l9n: the opinions of the 

many 
8o�a.att!C1l : semblant, like opinions 
Oo�07tat&utt!C1l: seemingly educative 
OUVUilEt: potentially 
ouvalltc; Eic;: potentiality for 
ouva11tc; KOtvwviac;: potential to associ-

ate, to be with another 
ouva.aeat: to be able 
oua-: mis-
OUO"Etocc;: deformity 

£a.utf}c; EV£Ka. or -KEV: for the sake of 
itself 

£yyu9£v: from near at hand 
£9€A.Et: is prepared 
£io€vat: to see 
EtOCVat UAll9£ta.V: to see what is uncon

cealed 
Eio11 : plural of dooc;, q.v. 
£t8oc;: outward look, what is properly 

visible 
Eiouia. to aA.116€c;: sight of the uncon

cealed 
EiowA.ov: image 
£iowA.o7tot6c;, -t!C1l : making mere appear-

ances 
Eio&v <)>iA.ot: friends of the Ideas 
£iKa.att!C1l : making exact images 
£i K6c;: guise 
EiKrov: image (an exact copy) 
elvat: Being 
dpynv : to l'nclosl' 
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eL;, 11ia, £v: one 
£L;: toward, for 
fie; £v: to one 
fie; 11iav iOtav: toward one aspect 
fie; o: toward which 
fie; to na8£iv: toward being affected 
fie; to'Uto: for this 
fie; ucrtfpov: later 
fie; <!>&c; ayftv: to bring to light 
EKacrtov, -a: the particular(s) 
EKacrtov &.ya86v: the particular good 
£Kj3&.A.N::tv: to cast out 
£Kj3oA.Tj tiic; KaKiac;: a casting out of the 

bad things 
eKilay£iov: that which takes an impres

sion 
EK nN::t6vrov: out of many 
EK npoytyvrocrKOilEvrov: out of what is 

known at the outset 
EK crttyllcl>v: out of points 
eKtp£nm8at: to diverge 
£/..a<Poc;: deer 
£A£yKttK6c;: refutational 
£A£noc;: refutation, public exposure 
Ell1tftpia: experience 
Ell1tttpoc;: one who is experienced 
ellnObil;;ovta: obstacles 
Ellnop6c; nc;: a kind of merchant 
Ell\j!UXOV, -xa: besouled thing(s) 
£v: one 
evavtiov: over and against 
evavttffitata: things most opposed 
£vb£ijc;: in need, deficient 
evbEXtcr8at aUroc; £xnv: to be able to be 

otherwise 
evbEXtcr8at bta\ji£Ubtcr8at: to be able to 

be deceived 
evbfXO!lfVOV: something possible 
£vbo�a: esteemed opinions 
EVEKU ttvoc;: for the sake of something 
ev£pyna: presence, actualization 
ev£pyfi�: as actualized 
ev ibiotc;: between individuals, in pri-

vate 
evvo£icr8at: to understand 
ev O!ltKpoic;: in small things 
evt£AEX£ta: full presence 
EVtfXVOV: within some field of know-

how 
ev til \j!UXTI : in the soul 
ev t0 KOO!l(Jl: in the world 
ev t0 noto'Uvtt: in the producer 
evuypo9TJptKij : hunting aquatic animals 

£vubpov: living in water 
evunapxovta: things there from the be-

ginning 
£�atpficr8at: to exclude 
£�atpijOO!lfV: we shall exclude 
£� e11nftpiac;: out of (but not away from) 

experience 
E�tc;: disposition 
£�ro8£v: from without 
£�ro tOU 8£rop£iv: outside of one's gaze 
enayroyij: a leading toward 
enainv: to perceive 
ena<Pii : being touched 
£nEKftva: beyond 
eni: unto 
£m8u11ia: desire 
erttKotvrovfiv: to share with 
enin£bov: surface 
£nicrtao8at: knowing 
emcrtiillfl : science 
entO'tflllOVtK6v: developing knowledge 
entcr'tflt6v: the knowable 
en' ovtt: about a being 
en' ov tt: toward some being 
£pyov: finished work 
epil;;nv: to wrangle 
eptcrttKij : disputatiousness 
eptcrttK6v: disputation 
£pKoc;: snare 
ewTJvfia: comprehensibility 
ecr611fvOv: that which becomes 
£crxatav: outermost limit 
Etfpov: other 
Etfpov 116vov: merely other 
£tt: furthermore 
di: well, rightly, the proper 
£uj3ouA.ia: prudence, good counsel 
£uyvrocrtov: well-known 
fUbat!lOVia: man's proper Being 
fU l;;fjv : proper life 
fUTJVioc;: tractable 
£u8u: directly, simply 
fU A.Eynv: to speak well 
funpa�ia: correct action 
£Ucrtoxia: sureness of aim 
E<\lf�fjc;: successive 
£xnv: to have, to hold oneself, to wear 
£xm8at: self-having 
exollfvov: self-possessed, what is pos

sessed 
£xov, £xovta: thing(s) having 

SfltELV: to Seck 
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�JlTIU.HX 7tp6.>tov: the first thing to be 
sought 

�T)'tOUJ.lEVOV: the sought 
�cpa: living beings 
�roJ1 : life 
�CJl08T)ptKit : hunting after living beings 
1;;cpov fJ.l'JIUXOV: besouled living being 
l;;cpov Myov £xov: the living being that 

has speech 
l;;cpov 7tOA.ttuc6v: the being living a com

munal life in a city 

fr as, qua 
T]yoiiJ.lat: to deem, regard 
T]oio'tT) : highest pleasure 
T]oovJ1 : pleasure 
T]ouvnKl't : giving pleasure 
H8tKa: Ethics 
�Soc;: comportment 
fiA.tac;: sun 
TJJ.lEpoST) pt Kit : hunting tame animals 
T]J.liv: to us 
�v: was 
T]pEJ.loiiv: at rest, quiet 
Jinov: less 

8at£pov (= to €t£pov) : the other 
8auJ.1li�nv: to wonder 
8£a: sight 
8£ia: gods 
8£ioc;: divine 
8n6tatov: the most divine 
8n6t£pov: more divine 
8mA.oytKit : theology 
8£6c;: god 
8£oc; £A.EyKttK6c;: the confuting god 
8EpJ.16V: the warm 
8£mc;: orientation, order, arrangement 
8£t6c;: oriented 
8Erop£iv: to see, behold 
8EropT)ttK6c;: contemplative 
8Erop(a: pure seeing, onlooking 
8£rop6c;: spectator 
Sllpa: hunting 
8T)p£unv: to hunt down 
8T)pEUttKit : hunting 
ST)piov: the hunted 
8tyEiv: to touch 
8VT)t6c;: mortal 
8uJ.16c;: spi rit, temper 

i cttp l K� :  lwn l ing 

iatp6c;: physician 
iota aioST)ta: specific objects of percep-

tion 
iowv: specific 
iouo'tT)c;: unlearned 
iKavci.>c; OE&llA.rotat: it has been suffi-

ciently disclosed 
t1t1toc;: horse 
iotopia: history 
ioxup6c;: strong, mighty 

Ka8li7t£p: just like 
Ka8apJ.16c;: purification 
Kli8apmc;: purification 
Ka8' aUtO: for itself 
Ka8' fKaO"tov, -ta: the particular(s) 
Ka8Euon: sleeps 
Ka86A.ou: universal, universally 
Ka8opiiv: to look down 
Katp6c;: decisive moment 
KaK6v: bad 
KaKci.>c;: badly 
KaMe;: beautiful 
KaAOUJ.lEVOc;: so-called 
KaA.ci.>c;: beautifully, appropriately 
KU1tT)A.oc;: shopkeeper 
Kata: down, toward, according to, 

upon, beyond 
Kataynv: to spin 
KataKEpJ.lat(�nv: to change into small 

coin, cut up 
KataA.Eynv: to affirm 
KataA.Ei7tnv: to leave behind 
Kata Myouc;: by words 
Kata J.!Epoc;: according to a part 
Kata 7t6A.tv: in town 
Kat' apEnlV 'tEAEiav: according to per

fect excellence 
Kata O"UJ.l�E�T)K6c;: from the outside, ac

cidentally 
Kata t£A.Eiromv t£A.Eiav: according to 

perfect completion 
Kataljlamc;: affirmation 
Kat' €pya: by deeds 
Kat' £�oxJ1v: most eminent 
Ka'tT)yopEio8at: to predicate 
KUtro: down 
oi KUtro: the ones down there 
KEKtVT)J.lfvov: the moved 
KEXffiPLO"J.lEVOv: separate, autonomous 
KtV£iv: to move, stir 
KlVFiv Kata t67tov: to move with respect 

to place 
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Ktv'llcrEms 11Etacrx6v: partaking in mo-
tion 

KtVllcrts: motion 
KtVOU!lEVOV: the moved 
Kotva aicr6T\t<i: common sensibles 
Kotval. aicr6T\crts: common perception 
Kotv6v: the common, general 
KOtVOS opos: common term 
Kotvmv£iv: to share in, associate, keep 

company with 
Kotvmvia: association 
Kotvmvia twv y£vwv: association of the 

kinds 
Kpatfcrtll £�ts: the most excellent dispo

sition 
Kp<ittcrtov: best, most excellent, mighti-

est 
KpEittmv: mightier one 
KptvEtv: to discriminate, set in relief 
Kpicrts: setting off something against 

something 
Kpu(jlaiov: hidden 
K'tf]cr8at: to appropriate 
Ktftcrts: appropriation, possession 
KtllttK'll : appropriative 
KUptov: dominant 

A.av8<ivtt v: to be concealed 

A.av8<ivov: something concealed 
Myttv: to speak 
Myttv tt Kat<i nvos: to address some-

thing as something 
Mym8at: speaking 
AEYOilEVOV: the spoken 
A.Eut6!lEVOv: what remains 
A.EuK6v: white 
Mmv: lion 
A.116T\ :  a forgetting 
A.oyi�m8at: to discuss 
Myots npos Myous: words against 

words 
A.6yov EXEtV: to possess speech 
Myov £xov: that which has speech 
A.6yos: speech, discourse, discussion, 

sentence 
Myos !1UKp6s: lengthy treatise 
Myos lltKp6s: brief speech 
Myos npos &.Uov: dialogue 
Myos npos £t£pov: dialogue 
Myos IJllllUVttK6s: meaningful speech 
Myos crlltKp6tatos: the briefest possible 

sentence 
A.6yos \j/Et>O'lls: deceptive speech 

A.u7tll : pain 

ll<i6T!!la, -ta: cognition(s), knowledge 
llU6T\IlattK'll : mathematics 
!1U6T\IlattK6v, -K<i: object(s) of any learn-

ing, esp. of mathematics 
llU6T\IlattK6s: mathematician 
llU6T\Ilato7tmA.tK'll : selling cognitions 
ll<i6T\crts: learning 
11a6T!t6v: learnable 
!l<iA.tcrta: most 
!l<iA.tcrta &.A.ll8EUEtv: most disclosing 
!l<iA.tcrta E7tt<Jtllt6v: most known 
!l<iA.tcrta Ka86A.ou: most universal 
llflAAOv: more 
llUVtKOt: madmen 
llUVtK6s: mad, deranged 
11<ixm8at: to fight against someone 
11EY£8os: extension 
llEYtcrtos: greatest 
11£8ooos: the way 
llft�ova: the more important things 
llEilfptcrll£vov: composed of parts 
llEPos,-Pll= moment(s), part, character, 

determination 
!l£cros opos: middle term 
llf<JOtllS= the mean 
llft<i: after, over, according to, in com-

mon with 
llfta�aivnv: to pass over, run through 
llEta�O:AA.Etv: to exchange 
llEta�A.llttK'll : exchange 
llEta�A.llttKov: exchanging 
llEta�oA.l't : change, alteration 
llEt<i8EcrtS: reordering, transposition 
!lEta A.6you: carried out in discourse 
llEta�u: intermediate, medium 
llEt<icrtacrts: displacement 
11Et£xnv: to participate 
llEtpEiv: to measure 
1111 :  not 
llllOEV o'ouK €crttv: neither is it not being 
llTt ov: non-being 
llTt 7tpos XPftcrtv: apart from usefulness 
Ilia: one 
lltllftcr8at: to present, represent, imitate 
lllllllcrts: imitation 
lltllllttK'll : imitative 
lltcr8apvllttK6v: mercenary, getting paid 
llVllllll : retention 
llOV<iS, -<iOES: unit(s) 
116vov: alone, only 
)1 VTtllll : retention 
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JlOptov, -ta: piece(s), portion 
JlOP<1>it : outward look, Gestalt 
JlOU<HKO�: cultivated, educated 
J.1U9ov onneicr9at: to tell a story 

VEUO'tt KO�: swimming 
voeiv: to discern, perceive 
VOTJJlU, -Jlata: the discerned, the per

ceived 
VOTJ<H�: deliberation, discernment 
VOTJ<H� voitcrero�: the thinking of think-

ing 
VOJlOt: laws 
vowp: by custom 
vom)JlEVov: the discerned, the seen 
v6cro�: sickness 
vou9e'tT]nKit: admonishing 
vou�: discernment, perception 

�£vo�: foreigner 

oiKoOOJltKit: architecture 
oA.ov: whole 
oA.ov AEYOJlEVOV: a whole in speech 
oA.roc;: wholly, altogether, in general 
OJltAeiv: to associate with 
OJltAia: communion, company, being to-

gether 
OJlOtoV a<1>' OJlOtou: like from like 
OJlot6'tT]�: resemblance 
OJ.lotouv: to assimilate 
OJ.lot�: to the same degree 
OJloAoyo'6Jlevov: harmonious 
OJloMyro� 6p£�et: in harmony with de-

sire 
ov: Being, beings, a being 
ov aA.T]9tv6v: beings as unconcealed 
ov ouvaJlet: Being as possibility 
ov £vepyd�: Being as actuality 
ov n ov: beings as beings 
ovolla: name 
6voJla/;etv: to call by name 
ovoJla 6v6Jla'to�: name of a name 
ovta: beings 
ov <i>� aA.T]9£�: beings as unconcealed 
onep: precisely, just as 
ottro�: in such a manner 
6pav: to see, to look upon 
6pat6v: the visible 
ope�t�: desire 
6p9o� Myo�: appropriate discourse 
6p96'tT]c;: co rrectness, approp ria teness 
opit;mHm : to dl'tl•rm inc, dl•l i m i t  

6ptcrJ.16c;: determination, definition 
opJlit : urge, striving, orientation 
opo�: term, delimitation 
o-ce: when 
otou: as which 
ou, ouK: not 
ou £veKa: for the sake of which 
ou oei: what is needed 
ouo£v OTJJ.ltoupyei: produces nothing 
ou3£v Ota<1>£pet: it makes no difference, 

does not matter 
oupav6�: heavens 
oucria: Being 
O'JftJ.1a9it�: late to learn 

mi9eiv: to be affected 
mi9TJ : affects 
tta9itJla: what is experienced 
tta9oc;: something undergone 
ttatoda: formation, education 
ttatoeuonv: to educate 
ttat3ta: sport, jest 
nav: all, the whole 
nav navti OJlOtouv: to liken anything to 

anything 
navta: all things 
navtatta<H JlUVtK&c;: utterly deranged 
navteM':lc;: completely, genuinely 
napa: beside 
napa3etyJ.1a: example, model 
napa<1>opa: a going awry 
napa<Ppocr'6vT]: misperception 
napa<Pu£�: offshoot 
napei:vat: to be co-present 
nap£xecr9at: to show, display 
napouma: presence, co-presence 
ttacrxetv: to be determined from without 
ttatpaA.oia�: parricide 
net;6v: on land 
ttd9etv: to persuade 
ttet9ou� OTJJ.1toupy6c;: producing persua-

sions 
1tetpacrttK6�: endeavoring 
n£pa�: limit 
ttept£xnv: to encompass 
ttept£xov: that which encloses 
ttepi ou: about which 
nepi navtrov: about everything 
nepi n'jv 'JIDXitV: concerning the soul 
nepi to crffilla: concerning the body 
nepl <1>ucre�: About nature 
m9av6v: persuading 
tttllavoupyu..:t'\ : persuasi v e  
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nianc;: belief, conviction 
nA.avaa9at: to drift about 
nA.aa't6v: formed, fabricated 
nA.annv: to form, feign, fabricate 
n/...Eyf.!a: a braid, intertwining 
nA.Eiov: something more 
nA.f]eoc;: a multitude, manifold 
ttATJK'ttKJl : striking, wounding 
notEiv: to make, produce 
ttotEiv OOKEiv: to make appear 
notEiv OoKEiv A£yE0"9at: to make it ap

pear to be said 
notEiv nav'ta OOKEiv: to make every-

thing appear 
7totEia9at: to produce 
1tOtTJf.!CX: a work 
not'llatc;: production 
ttOtT]'ttKJl : making, producing 
7tOtT]'t6v: what is to be produced 
noiov, noia: how qualified 
not6c;, not6v: so qualified 
1t0tO'I)flEVOV: product 
n6A.tc;: city 
noA.mKJ1 : referring to communal life in 

the city 
noA.mK6c;, -oi: politician(s) 
noA.A.axfF in many ways 
oi noAA.oi: the multitude, people as they 

are at first and for the most part 
ttOVTJpia: badness 
nop£UE0"9at: to traverse 
n6ppro9£v: from afar 
noaax&c;: in how many ways 
noa6v, n6aa: quantity 
npayfla, -'ta: thing(s) 
npayf.!mEia: task, labor 
npaK'tt KJ1 : pertaining to action 
npaKnKl't E�tc;: disposition toward ac-

tion 
npaKnKc.lnEpoc;: better able to act 
npaK't6v: something to be done 
npa�tc;: action 
1tpE1tOV'tCX aA/...11/...otc;: things suited to one 

another 
npoaipEatc;: anticipation; choice in ad

vance 
npoatpE'tOV: the anticipated 
npoytyvroaKOflEva: things known from 

the very outset 
npot£vat: to proceed 
np6c;: toward, to 
npoc; 6./...A.ov : to an other 
npoaayopEUEtv: to address, speak to 

npoaapflO't'tftV: to attach, bring into har-
mony 

npoapo/...11 :  an assault 
npoay£v£atc;: an adding on, accrual 
npoayiyvE0"9at: to be appended to 
npoc; otayroY'Ilv:  toward amusements 
npoc; E'tEpov: to an other 
npoc; l'Jf.!ac;: in relation to us 
np6a9EO"tc;: an addition 
npoaKEia9m: to lie beside, cling to, be 

devoted to 
npoaKotvrov£iv: to give a share to 
npoaA£y£tv: to speak to 
npoO"OfltA.Eiv: to associate with 
npoO"OfltAT]'ttKJl : speaking privately to 

another 
7tpOO"O"TjflCXtVOV XPOVOV: co-signifying 

time 
npoc; 'ta avayKaia: toward the necessi-

ties 
np6c; 'tt: in relation to something 
npoa'tt9Evat: to associate with 
np6c; n Kai nvoc;: for something and for 

someone 
npoacp£pnv: to carry over to 
npoc; XPfJatv: toward use 
np6't£pov flll ov: previously was not 
7tPOXEtpoc;: ready at hand 
np&'ta: first things 
npro'tTJ cptA.oaocpia: first philosophy 
np&'tot opot: the first demarcations 
7t'tT]v6v: feathered, winged 
n&c;: how 

pf]f.!a: verb 
PTJ'tOptKJ1: rhetoric 
Pll'trop: orator 

aacp£c;: clear 
O"EAllVTJ : moon 
O"T]flaivnv: to signify, let be seen 
O"TJflCXV'ttK6c;: meaningful 
O"Tjf.!Etov: a manifestation, letting be seen 
O"KEUoc;: implement 
O"KE'Jftc;: searching inquiry 
O"Kon6v nva 9Ef.!Eva: aiming at some 

posited mark 
O"KOtt6c;: what is sighted, aim 
O"KO'tEtv6v: hidden in darkness 
O"fltKp6'ta'toc;: smallest 
aocpia: understanding, wisdom 
aocpim: wisdoms 
aocpta'tllc;, -'tai: sophi st(s) 
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cro<j>tO"ttldj :  sophistry 
cro<j>6�: wise, wise person 
cro<j>6:rr£poc;: wiser 
crrcouoatotan r gravest, most serious 
crrcouOf]c; xaplV: for the sake of serious-

ness 
crtamc;: rest, insurrection 
crt£p£6v : the solid, solidity 
crtftcrm9at: to stand still 
O'tt Yllll : point 
O'totXEiov, -a: element(s) 
moxacrtuc6�: having a good aim 
cruyy£vfj : having the same provenance 
cruyKEi!!Evov: composite 
O'UYKEXUI!EVOV: intermingled 
cruA.A.a�Eiv: to take together 
cruA.A.oyi�m9at: to speak together, col-

lect 
cruA.A.oyt0'1!6c;: conclusion 
O'U1!11£iyvucr9at: to combine together 
O'U!!!!Etpia: adequacy 
O'U!!TCavta: everything whatsoever 
O'UilTCEpacrlla: what emerges at the end 
O'Uil7tAOKij : entwining 
O'U!l<j>Epov: usefulness 
O'Uil<J>tA.ocro<j>Eiv: philosophizing together 
O'U!l<J>u€c;: emerging together 
O'U!l<j>u£c; y�::yov6c;: what already 

emerged with both 
O'U!!<J>mv£tv: to harmonize 
cruvaynv : to gather 
cruvaym¥1l : a bringing together 
cruvarct£0'9at: to be bound together 
cruv£crtavat: to hold together in itself 
cruv£xna: continuity 
cruv�::x£c;: continuous, holding together 
cruv�::x�::crtan r most self-coherent 
O'UV£XO!l£Vov: what holds itself together 
cruv9£crtc;: a positing together 
cruv9£toc;: composite 
O'UVOI!OAOy£i0'9at: to agree 
cruvopav: to see together 
cruvopacr9at: seeing together 
cruxvoc; : many together, continuous 
crx£06v: nearly 
crxfllla: figure, form 
crxoA.a�Etv: to be at leisure 
O'Wila: body, flesh 
O'W!ia <j>UO'tKOV: physical body 
mi>11an rcpoc; crm11ata: body-to-body 
crm<j>pocruv� : prudence 

'tu:irt:l'l Kill i'v :  one a nd t lw s.l mt• 

taut6v: the same 
tautov touto: this itself 
taxu : swiftness 
t€A.Etov: something complete 
tEA.Eimcrtc;: fulfillment, perfection 
tEA.Etmt€poc;: more perfect 
t€A.oc;: end 
t£/..oc; t£9£v : the posited end 
tEI!VEtv: to cut, dissect 
t€taptov: fourth 
tEUKttK6c;: attainable 
texva�Etv: to see in accord with know-

how 
t€xvrr know-how 
tEXVtKoc; A.Oymv: one proficient in speech 
tEXVi�c;: one possessing know-how 
texvorcmA.tK6v : selling know-how 
tf: this, this one 
tt!ltffitata: the most honored things 
nva 9e6v: something divine 
nv€: those two 
nv£c;: those, those many 
totouto<;, -au�: so peculiar 
t6rcoc;: place 
tp€<j>Ecr9at: to be maintained, mainte-

nance 
tp£xn: runs 
tpiymvov: triangle 
tpitov: third 
tuxrt : the accidental 

uyina: health 
uA.�:  matter 
urcaKounv: to hearken 
urcapxnv: to be there from the outset 
urcapxov : there from the outset so as to 

command 
Urc69Ecrtc;: what is laid down underneath 
UTCOKEli!EVov: what lies there under-

neath 
urcoA.a!l�civnv : to grasp from the outset 
urc6A.�'Iftc;: to deem 
UTCO!!EVov: what remains there under-

neath 
UTCOI!V�crtc;: a reminding 
urcoti9£0'9at: to lay underneath 
ucrtEpov: later 
ucrtEpov EtEpov: later (it will be) differ

ent 

<j>aivm9at: to show itself 
<)lat VO!lf.V� : apparent, semblant 
<j>mVO!lfV� 116vov: merely scmblant 
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<jlatVO!l£VOv: that which shows itself 
<jlavat: to speak 
<jlavtacrJ.la: immediate apparition 
<jlapJ.laK:ov: charm, remedy 
<jlamc;: affirmation 
<jJ8eyyE0"8at: to utter 
<jl8oy'Y'l : a sound 
<jltA.oao<jl{a: philosophy 
<jltA.Oao<jloc;, -ot: philosopher(s) 
<jlopa: motion 
<jlp6vT]mc;: circumspection, conscience 
<jlp6vtJ.loc;: the prudent one 
<jluA.ov: lineage, strain 
<jJ\iaEt: by nature, by self-production 
<jJUO"Et ovta: natural beings, ones that 

produce themselves 
<jJUO"lK:OC physical bodies 
<jluamx ovta: physical beings 
<jluatK:1l : physics 
<jJUO"tK:OV aroJ..ta: physical body 
<jJUO"tK:6c;: physicist 
<jluatoA.6yot: philosophers of nature 
<jJ\imc;: the self-emergent, nature 
<jJ\imc; ttc;: presence in itself 
<jlrovJ1 : sound, vocalization 
<jlrovJ1Evta: vowels 
<jlffiVT] 8£vta: Utterances 

XaAE1tOV: difficult 
xaA.Emlnata: the most difficult things 
xaptv: for the sake of 
XEipov: the worse 
XElPO'tEXVflc;: laborer 
XEtpouo8at: to seize 

XEtpWO"OJ.lEVoc;: will be taken in hand 
XEtprottK:ll : seizing 
XEtprottK:6v: seizure 
XPfiJ..ta: property 
XPT]J.lat(�EtV: to deal with, procure 
XPJlO"E<oc; ttvoc; EVEK:Ev: for the sake of 

some use 
xpf\otc; : use 
xpovoc;: time 
xropa: place 
XWPl�EtV: to separate 
xrop{c;: separate 
XffiPlOJ.lO<;: separation, extraction 
XffiPtO'tCt Tft VOJlOEt: things extracted in 

thought 

\j/E\i&o8at: distortion 
\j/EuoJ1c;: deceptive, distortive 
\j/EUOoc;: deception, falsity 
\j/O<jloc;: noise 
\j/O<jloc; 0f1J.laVttK6c;: a noise that signifies 
\j/uxayroy(a: guiding the soul, persua-

sion 
\j/UXJl : the soul 
\j/UXp6v: the cold 

roc;: thus 
roc;: as 
<ilc; de;: as one 
c'Oa7ttp: just as 
roc; 1toA.A.of: as many 
roc; 'tt: as what 
ro<jJEAtJ.lOV: advantageous 
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